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“Jon is confronted with many years of ‘tradition’ and many well-meaning alumni
whose proclivities and excesses need constant but gradual attitude adjustment.
Jon has already begun to address these predispositions and is courageous in
tackling some of the more extreme views head-on. Waters tries very hard to keep
the SOM [The Ohio State University School of Music] informed of his world, an
ever evolving, highly active, and interconnected sphere of decisions, protocols,
and politics”
“Jon is a naturally gifted leader and he supervises a large and complex operation
with grace and efficiency. This is no small task and we are fortunate to have him
and his team leading this marching and athletic band program.”
Statements from Richard Blatti, Director of The Ohio State
University School of Music, for Jonathan Waters’ 2013/14
Performance Review, signed by Dr. Blatti on June 2, 2014.

“I believe the report is largely historical… both largely historical first. And
second, I appreciate the progress that’s been made, or given that things – I don’t
believe things today are like they were in the past. Which I think is good. And I
don’t think – I’ll try and say it again. If the band were behaving as it were
reflected… in the report, then that group couldn’t march and represent the
University… in this era. So I think – so no – I don’t believe that it reflects you
accurately.”
“I believe that the report was overwhelmingly about people I’ve never met and
that you’ve probably never met in times gone by. The overwhelming volume of
this was historical information that was not relevant to you at all.
Overwhelmingly.”1
Recorded statements from Dr. Michael V. Drake, President of The
Ohio State University on answering questions about the Glaros
Report in a meeting with squad leaders of The Ohio State
University Marching Band on August 21, 2014.

1

These quotations were taken from a recording of a meeting between squad leaders of The Ohio State
University Marching Band and Dr. Drake on August 21, 2014. A certified copy of the transcript (“Drake Tr.”) has
been attached as Exhibit A and is incorporated by reference into the Complaint. Drake Tr. p 28, ln. 16 – p. 29, ln. 6;
p.20, ln. 13-19.
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INTRODUCTION
A.

“I may run out of superlatives to describe the 2013-14 season”

1.

Jonathan Waters (“Waters”) became the full-time Director of The Ohio State

Marching and Athletics Bands (the “OSU Band” or the “Band”) on February 1, 2013. That
following year, Waters led the OSU Band to its most successful season ever, receiving national –
and even international – acclaim. The Wall Street Journal in a November 1, 2013 article entitled
“Why Ohio State’s Band is Truly the Best in the Land” wrote that “[h]ere in Ohio State country,
it's hard to say who is having a better season – the school's undefeated football team or its
marching band.” Laudatory headlines peppered news outlets worldwide – from Britain’s Daily
Mail to Australia’s Sydney Morning Herald. The NBC Today show broadcast nationally a live
performance of the OSU Band, and the OSU Band’s performances were YouTube sensations,
with millions of viewers watching their performances each week. And indicative of just how
much its popularity had grown, the OSU Band was featured in Apple’s “Your Verse” commercial
for the iPad Air starting in January 2014. The Ohio State University (“OSU”) then leveraged the
OSU Band’s popularity and had Waters travel the county raising tens of millions of dollars for
OSU’s But For Ohio State campaign.
2.

As the Director of The Ohio State University School of Music, Richard Blatti,

summed up the 2013-14 season in his June 2, 2014 performance review of Waters: “I have never
witnessed football crowd reactions like I did this season, nor have I felt this kind of buzz around
one of our university ensembles, not in 25 years on this faculty. This is largely due to Jon’s
creativity, his knowledge of the medium, and the rapport he has with these students. Truly
inspirational. Based on that appraisal, I may run out of superlatives to describe the 2013-14

3
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season.” Yet after extolling high praise on Waters on June 2nd, The Ohio State University and its
employees would fire him and destroy his good name only six weeks later.
B.

The Department of Education’s Investigation of OSU and the Glaros Report

3.

Troubling issues were brewing for OSU having little to do directly with the OSU

Band. On May 1, 2014, the United States Department of Education Office of Civil Rights
(“Department of Education”) named OSU as one of 55 colleges and universities in the United
States “under investigation for possible violations of federal law over the handling of sexual
violence and harassment complaints.” Three weeks after the Department of Education’s public
announcement (and ten days before Director Blatti signed his exceptional performance review of
Waters), the mother of a former Band member approached The Ohio State University Office of
Integrity and Compliance alleging that the Band’s culture was “sexualized,” and requested an
investigation of her allegations.
4.

A deeply flawed and incomplete report ensued, skewed and distorted more to

appease the Department of Education than to afford due process to Waters. Chris Glaros,
Assistant Vice President of Compliance Operation and Investigations for the Office of
Compliance, apparently oversaw the investigation and preparation of the report (the “Glaros
Report”), and signed the resulting findings. The Glaros Report was riddled with factual errors,
material omissions, and result driven. The deeply flawed Glaros Report then formed the basis of
OSU’s decision to terminate Waters as Director of the OSU Band, less than two months after he
was praised by OSU for his “courageous” efforts “tackling some of the more extreme views [of
the OSU Band] head-on.”
5.

Problems riddled the Glaros Report, including that OSU’s methodology was

destined to produce an invalid result. Only ten of the 240 current members of the OSU Band and

4
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its 4,300 or so alumni were interviewed for the Glaros Report. This methodology resulted in a
too small, unrepresentative sample size, which in turn led to a skewed picture of the culture of
the OSU Band. And even in that too small, unrepresentative sample size, the Glaros Report
distorted and miscast much of the significant testimony.
6.

At least three of ten current members or alumni interviewed have objected to how

their comments were misconstrued. One of the ten wrote in a letter to Dr. Drake and the OSU
Board of Trustees that “[m]y comments were never identified or included in the report. A
flagrant disregard for the anecdotes, opinions, and commentary that I provided on the band
culture during my hour-long interview leads me to the conclusion that this investigation was not
intended on finding the truth. This is truly unsettling.”
7.

Another band member interviewed wrote in a letter to Dr. Drake and Steinmetz

that she wanted to “express dissatisfaction regarding how my statements were presented in the
report” and that “the investigators of the report choose to exclude vast amounts of testimony
which contradict the conclusion presented.” She continued that the report’s “assertion that there
is ‘no tangible evidence’ of efforts to change the band culture is without merit. This perception
shows a complete willingness by the university to simply ignore the evidence contrary to the
findings in the report.”
8.

A third interviewee wrote in a letter to Dr. Drake that “at the center of this issue is

an investigation that I feel was deeply flawed and executed with great carelessness and little
concern with finding the truth. As someone with a deep understanding of the band, I would
think that the hour I spent in the interview would have been used to gather the information I have
about these issues and experiences. But as I recall, I was asked only a few general questions

5
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about the majority of the content in the report.” Many others have also criticized the Glaros
Report’s methodology.
C.

Dr. Drake’s Two Versions of the Glaros Report

9.

Yet, despite these problems, Dr. Drake publicly – and repeatedly – stood by the

Glaros Report. In an August 13th press conference at the Columbus Metropolitan Club,2 Dr.
Drake publicly described the culture of the OSU Band as one including “[b]ehaviors that would
not be tolerated in any class or in any unit on our campus - and I dare say – not in any of your
companies.” Dr. Drake proclaimed that “[w]hat we felt was we had the facts that came to us
from the investigation and those facts then describe a pattern that helped us make a decision that
we needed based on what we thought was the best decision we could make moving forward to
support our students.” Dr. Drake said, “[t]he facts showed us there was a culture not in line with
our requirements of Title IX, not in line with our principles, not in line with our values and we
needed to make a change and move forward.”
10.

But privately, Dr. Drake told a different story. Dr. Drake acknowledged only

eight days later, on August 21, 2014, in a meeting with squad leaders of the OSU Band that the
Glaros Report contained “a whole sheath of historical material that was from 2006 or 2011, some
2006, and before that.”3 He conceded that “[i]t was clear to me that the vast majority of all that
stuff, which actually I wish I didn’t know… was stuff from years gone by and wasn’t reflective
of you in the modern era.”4 Continuing on the flawed nature of the Glaros Report, Dr. Drake
admitted that “I believe that the report was overwhelmingly about people I’ve never met and that
2

A video of Dr. Drake’s statements at the Columbus Metropolitan Club can be found at the website of
Channel 10, WBNS-10TV, at http://www.10tv.com/content/stories/2014/08/13/columbus-ohio-ohio-state-Dr.-drakedefends-jon-waters-firing.html
3

Drake Tr. p. 16, ln. 1-3.

4

Drake Tr. p. 33, ln. 20 – p. 34, ln. 1.
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you’ve probably never met in times gone by. The overwhelming volume of this was historical
information that was not relevant to you at all. Overwhelmingly.”5 And then, to reaffirm the
problems with the Glaros Report, Dr. Drake conceded that “the report is largely historical… both
largely historical first and second, I appreciate the progress that’s been made or given that things
– I don’t believe things today are like they were in the past, which I think is good. And I don’t
think – I’ll try and say it again – if the band were behaving as it were reflected in the report, then
that group couldn’t march and represent the University… in this era. So I think – so no – I don’t
believe that it reflects you accurately.”6
D.

OSU Gives Waters the Ultimatum: Either Resign by 5 pm or Be Fired.

11.

With the deeply flawed report in hand, Executive Vice President and Provost

Joseph E. Steinmetz gave Waters an ultimatum on July 23, 2014 – either resign by 5:00 p.m. or
be fired. Only after the ultimatum did Waters first receive a copy of the Glaros Report. Later
that day, Waters’ counsel asked OSU’s attorneys for extra time to read, interpret, and respond to
the Glaros Report that had only just been handed to Waters hours earlier. But the request fell on
deaf ears. The next morning, OSU sent Waters a letter of termination ending his employment as
Director of the OSU Band.
E.

The Avalanche of Negative Publicity.

12.

Then, OSU embarked on a calculated public relations campaign to disparage

Waters and justify his termination. OSU widely publicized the Glaros Report through a dedicated
website, and went so far as to have Dr. Drake issue a video statement that was disseminated and
played throughout the United States. Waters’ good name was dragged through the mud on
national news channels, newspapers, and the internet, and Waters and the OSU Band became
5

Drake Tr. p. 20, ln. 13-19.

6

Drake Tr. p. 28, ln. 11 – p. 29, ln. 6.
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fodder for unjust ridicule and embarrassment. Stories like “Here Are The Dirty, Sexual Things
Ohio State’s Band Did That Got The Director Fired”7 appeared and were read widely. Current
Band members report being harassed and victimized, criticized by employers, labeled as sexual
deviants and to fear “retaliatory punishment for having an opinion different from the
university.”8 Others report concern about negative effects on their career prospects, and to losing
weight and sleep from stress caused by the report. To make matters worse, OSU escalated the
negative publicity over the ensuing weeks with OSU spokesperson Chris Davey launching false
and incendiary remarks about Waters through press releases.
F.

The Scapegoat

13.

Early suspicions were that OSU took these actions against Waters to stop the

Department of Education’s ongoing investigation of OSU. That later proved true on September
11, 2014 when the Department of Education ended its investigation of OSU earlier than
expected. A letter from the Department of Education noted that OSU had requested to resolve
the Department of Education investigation “with a voluntary resolution agreement prior to the
completion of [the Department of Education]’s investigation of all the issues in the review.” In
that same letter, the Department of Education made explicit reference to Waters and his
termination, citing it as one of the reasons why the Department of Education was ending its
investigation prior to the completion of its review of all OSU’s issues. In other words, Waters
was a scapegoat.

7

The Huffington Post published an article entitled, “Here Are The Dirty, Sexual Things Ohio State’s Band
Did That Got The Director Fired” on August 5, 2014, available online at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/08/05/ohiostate-sexual-director-fired_n_5649531.html
8

These examples are discussed in Investigative Committee Report of TBDBITL, Inc. that was prepared
under the supervision of Gary Leppla, an attorney and former President of the Ohio State Bar Association. A copy
of the Investigative Report has been attached as Exhibit B and is incorporated in its entirety by reference in this
Complaint.

8
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14.

The actions of OSU and its employees are unconscionable. Dr. Michael Drake,

Dr. Joseph Steinmetz, and OSU destroyed Waters’ liberty and property interests protected by the
United States Constitution without affording Waters an iota of due process. Waters was given no
chance to effectively respond to the Glaros Report prior to his termination and the subsequent
barrage of negative publicity that ensued. Doing so violated Waters’ rights guaranteed to him
under the United States Constitution and federal law. This action seeks to right these egregious
wrongs.
PARTIES
15.

Plaintiff Jonathan N. Waters is an Ohio resident living at 5299 Harbor Pointe Dr.,

Galena, Ohio 43021.
16.

Waters served as the Director of Marching and Athletic Bands with the School of

Music in the College of Arts and Sciences at OSU from February 1, 2013 through his
termination on July 23, 2014. Prior to February of 2013, Waters had served as the Interim
Director and an Assistant Director.
17.

At all times material to this Complaint, Defendant Michael V. Drake, M.D., who

is being sued in both his individual and official capacities, acted as President of The Ohio State
University. OSU is a state actor and has empowered him to take administrative action against
Waters under color of state law.
18.

At all times material to this Complaint, Defendant Joseph E. Steinmetz, Ph. D.,

who is being sued in both his individual and official capacities, acted as Executive Vice
President and Provost of The Ohio State University. OSU is a state actor and has empowered
him to take administrative action against Waters under color of state law.

9
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19.

At all times material to this Complaint, Defendant OSU is a federal and state

assisted institution of higher education and operates through its officers and employees.
JURISDICTION
20.

This action arises under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States

Constitution, and under 42 U.S.C. §1983, and Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972,
20 U.S.C. §1681, et. seq.
21.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action by virtue of federal question

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1331 and the protection of civil rights pursuant to 28
U.S.C. §1343.
22.

Venue lies in this forum pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(b) and Southern District

Civil Rule 82.1 because the claims arose in Franklin County where at all times material to this
Complaint the parties resided and committed the acts giving rise to this action.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS
A. Waters as the Full Time Director of the OSU Band
23.

After serving as the Interim Director for the 2012 football season, Waters became

the second former band member to be the full-time Director of the OSU Band on or about
February 1, 2013. That following year, Waters led the Band to its most successful season in
recent memory.
24.

OSU recognized Waters’ success with the Band. Waters’ supervisor, Richard

Blatti, wrote in a June 2, 2014 performance review that “I have never witnessed football crowd
reactions like I did this season, nor have I felt this kind of buzz around one of our university
ensembles, not in 25 years on this faculty. This is largely due to Jon’s creativity, his knowledge
of the medium, and the rapport he has with these students. Truly inspirational. Based on that

10
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appraisal, I may run out of superlatives to describe the 2013-14 season.” In that same review,
Waters was given an “Exceptional” rating, defined as “Performance consistently exceeded
expectations. Demonstrated expertise. Modeled desired behavior for others. Trained and led
others in this area. Employee was an exceptional contributor to the success of the department,
college, and university.”
25.

Waters’ success was not limited to the OSU Band’s performances. The OSU

Band was also making great strides in improving its culture, an entrenched culture that dates
back to at least the 1930’s. Activities which were demeaning and created a hierarchy among
students had existed for many decades. Some were continuing when Waters assumed Band
leadership. Upon becoming Band Director, Waters began in earnest to address and shape the
culture to address these lingering issues.
26.

Waters’ efforts to change the Band were praised by OSU, with Blatti writing that

“Jon is confronted with many years of ‘tradition’ and many well-meaning alumni whose
proclivities and excesses need constant but gradual attitude adjustment. Jon has already begun to
address these predispositions and is courageous in tackling some of the more extreme views
head-on. Waters tried very hard to keep the SOM [OSU School of Music] informed of his
world, an ever evolving, highly active, and interconnected sphere of decisions, protocols, and
politics.”
27. For many decades, the Band had operated on a quasi-military system based upon
seniority, with all Band members initially having been drawn from the core of cadets in OSU’s
Military Department. In an attempt to break down the barriers created by this system, Waters
introduced an educational campaign, based on the tenets of servant leadership and other
comparable methodologies. This campaign was designed in part to avoid damaging the students’

11
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morale and feelings, especially newer Band members. Significant progress was made in this area
during the 2012 and 2013 seasons, and was planned to continue in 2014.
28.

Waters’ efforts to change the Band’s culture were extensive. For instance, the

Investigative Committee of the TBDBITL Alumni Club, Inc. released its own 67 page report (the
“TBDBITL Report”)9 on September 12, 2014. The TBDBITL Report was prepared under the
supervision of Gary Leppla, a former President of the Ohio State Bar Association.

The

TBDBITL Report specifically details Waters’ efforts to improve Band culture starting at p. 60.
29.

For example, Waters hosted the College Band Directors National Association (the

“CBDNA”)10 symposium for its 10th Anniversary. This event focused specifically on hazing in
collegiate bands, in the wake of the death of a band member at Florida A&M University due to
hazing. With over 250 collegiate marching band directors in attendance, Waters invited leading
national experts on preventing hazing to lead discussions and implement strategies that these
band directors could use in each of their situations. Waters then implemented these strategies
into the training of the OSU Band.
30.

Waters implemented a policy where no form of hazing was tolerated in the OSU

Band. Students in the OSU Band were educated about hazing often and the squad leaders and
Band staff were vigilant about identifying it and dealing with issues swiftly.
31.

Waters instructed students that their inappropriate behavior would not be tolerated

on buses. All forms of inappropriate behavior, including singing songs with inappropriate lyrics,
using vulgar language, watching inappropriate movies, and playing inappropriate games were
forbidden. The Band staff was instructed not to allow such behaviors on buses. Before each trip,

9

A copy of the TBDBITL Report is attached as Appendix B and incorporated by reference in the
Complaint.
10

Waters has been a member of the CBDNA since 2002.
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bus rules were outlined with students, squad leaders, and staff, and after each trip, all students
were invited to inform the staff of any inappropriate behavior while on a trip.
32.

The “Trip-Tic” was an underground publication, which aimed to make fun of and

insult some students and staff in the Band. In 2012, Waters intercepted a copy of the Trip-Tic
and, with Band staff, took corrective action to see that this underground publication was never
published again. One student was suspended for a portion of the season, and through a campaign
of squad leaders and talks with the Band, the publication was banned immediately.
33.

Certain prior members of the OSU Band published a “T Row Calendar” in 2007.

The “T Row Calendar” showed male members of the T Row in various levels of undress and in
seductive poses, as an apparent a parody of a swimsuit calendar. Regardless of the intentions,
the “T Row Calendar” was offensive and inappropriate. The “T Row Calendar” was no longer
published when Waters became the Director.
34.

Waters banned alcohol consumption by any member of the Band during any Band

related activity. Penalties included suspension or expulsion from the Band.
35.

The Band continued to receive internal and external training on alcohol and

substance abuse. Corrective actions – including, but not limited to, the removal of a squad leader
from their position, the suspension of Band members from performing in a bowl game, and the
expulsion of a student from the Band – occurred as a result of the Band staff’s firm adherence to
the alcohol and substance abuse policy.
36.

The Band had a long history of older members creating nicknames for younger

band members. This practice dates to the 1930’s, and many of those nicknames are (and have
long been) published alongside the member’s name in the Alumni Band directory. While many
of these nicknames were not offensive, some were. Upon assuming Band leadership, Waters set
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about to expel all inappropriate nicknames.

Discussions with squad leaders yielded fewer

inappropriate nicknames. Although virtually impossible to prevent the use of nicknames in
private and outside the presence of Band staff, any member of the Band staff who heard an
inappropriate nickname acted immediately to stop the behavior.
37.

In years past, members of the certain members of the Band had an underground,

offensive song book entitled the “Unofficial OSU Marching Band School Songs” (the “Song
Book”). The last known version of the underground Song Book was published in 2006, although
as an underground publication later editions may have been produced unbeknownst to Waters
and the Band staff. The 2006 Songbook was attached as an appendix to the Glaros Report. The
Song Book had been banned for years, and Waters continued the ban of the Song Book.
38.

The Band had a tradition dating back to the 1960’s, where some Band members

would march into the stadium in their undergarments at midnight (“Midnight Ramp”), although
other members would wear other forms of attire.

Participation was purely voluntary.

Nonetheless, upon assuming Band leadership, in or about March 2012, Waters initiated
conversations with squad leaders to stop Midnight Ramp. The first step in eliminating this
tradition in 2012 was to deem that swim-wear, rather than undergarments, was the only
appropriate attire. Later, Midnight Ramp was eliminated altogether during a squad leader retreat
on May 9, 2014,
39.

For many years, the Band made a rude gesture directed at a “Go Blue” sign while

visiting the University of Michigan. Waters put a stop to that practice in 2013.
40.

Waters fostered an “Open Door Policy” where any student at any time was

encouraged to come speak to him or any other staff member about any issue they might have.
41.

As a tool to shape the culture of the Band in a positive way, Waters created a

14
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program of community involvement and volunteerism, called “March to Pay Forward.”
Through this program, under Waters’ leadership, Band members logged over 5,000 collective
hours of community service. Service projects included:
a.

Performing at Buckeyethon for cancer research;

b.

Working with the Ohio State School for the Blind Marching Band,
rehearsals, performances, and developing a version of script Ohio in
Braille for performance at Ohio Stadium;

c.

Forming the name of a terminally ill boy whose dying wish was to see the
Band. He was not able to travel, so during a rehearsal the Band formed
his name on the field and played for him. The video was uploaded to
YouTube and he, as well as all of his family and friends, got to see it
before he passed away. This was done for another boy as well;

d.

Giving terminal cancer patients the opportunity to dot the “i” at Band
rehearsals;

e.

Volunteering at the Gladden Community House after school program;

f.

Volunteering at the Gladden Community House food pantry;

g.

Performing for the Gladden Community House fundraiser and
subsequently raising over $125,000 last year for Gladden;

h.

Going to Port Columbus airport and playing for WWII and Korean War
veterans as they returned from seeing the memorial in D.C. These events
were always on Saturday nights after games, making the day over 16
hours long for those who would volunteer;

i.

Participating in Nationwide Children’s hospital performances;

j.

Performing at the Wexner Medical Center;

k.

Doing community service events on Bowl trips;

l.

Holding dozens of instrument demonstrations and concerts at many
elementary, middle, and high schools around the state and locally;

m.

Contributing to American Red Cross Blood Drives;

n.

Attending hospice fund raisers;

15
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42.

o.

Attending Recreation Unlimited fund raisers (for children with
disabilities);

p.

Volunteering for the Salvation Army during the holidays;

q.

Volunteering with the Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts;

r.

Volunteering at Pelotonia; and,

s.

Holding Band Day with “Nellie’s Catwalk for Kids” where children with
cancer march with the Band.

Waters also enhanced leadership training for the squad leaders. Waters developed

a leadership manual for the squad leaders designed to train, teach, and shape the leadership
culture. He overhauled the squad leader interview process, asking candidates for leadership
positions to submit a leadership résumé and created interview questions about culture change,
respect, student engagement, and servant leadership.

Prior to Waters doing so, no such

leadership résumé or questions were asked of squad leader candidates.
43.

After the selection of the squad leaders, Waters required that the staff and student

leadership of the Band undergo extensive training at a number of leadership retreats and events.
These leadership training events could be classified as internal training, which was facilitated by
the Band staff, and external training, which was facilitated by sources outside of the Band staff.
44.

Waters instituted the following internal training for squad leaders and staff:
a.

Squad leader retreat at Cedar Point in May of 2013 and 2014, where the
issues discussed included hazing, first-year member treatment, and gender
equity, alcohol abuse, student conduct, in addition to on-field issues;

b.

Squad leader tryouts that included sessions on leadership and on the
Band’s policies and procedures, which includes information about hazing,
sexual harassment, alcohol, and other substance abuse;

c.

Squad leader meetings that occurred weekly during the football season.
These meetings included constant monitoring, evaluation, and discussion
to ensure that hazing, sexual harassment, alcohol, and other substance
abuse were being addressed; and,
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d.

45.

46.

Band members and staff education facilitated by the Director annually
about the collective “duty to report” incidents to OSU and to support
systems contained therein.

Waters instituted the following external training for squad leaders and staff:
a.

Information and training on hazing provided by the Office of Student Life
in the Summer of 2012-2013;

b.

Information and training on the abuse of alcohol by the Office of Student
Life in the Summer of 2012; and,

c.

Culture change training at Aileron in Dayton, OH, facilitated by TD
Hughes, Chairman & CEO of LaRosa’s in the Summer 2013-2014.

In addition to the squad leaders and staff of the Band, Waters ensured that the

entire student population the OSU Band underwent training and attended sessions on a number
of topics to address the need to improve the Band’s entrenched culture.
47.

48.

Waters instituted the following for external training of all Band members:
a.

Training session for alcohol abuse by the Office of Student Conduct in the
Autumn of 2013;

b.

Training session for gender equity by the Office of Student Conduct in the
Autumn of 2013;

c.

Training session on sexual harassment and sexual assault by the OSU
Athletic Department through an external presenter in the Winter of 2014;

d.

Training session for alcohol and substance abuse by the Office of Student
Life, in the Summer of 2014;

e.

Training session for sexual harassment and abuse by the Office of Student
Life in the Summer of 2014; and,

f.

Training session for time and stress management by the Office of Student
Life in the Summer of 2014.

Waters instituted the following external training for all members of the OSU

Athletic Band:
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49.

50.

51.

a.

Training session on sexual harassment and sexual assault by the Athletic
Department through an external presenter in the Winter of 2014;

b.

Training session for alcohol and substance abuse by the Office of Student
Life in the Autumn of 2014;

c.

Training session for sexual harassment and abuse by the Office of Student
Life, in the Autumn of 2014; and

d.

A talk given by Kathy Sankey, Principal at Dublin Jerome HS, about
personal responsibility and accountability.

Waters instituted the following internal training for the OSU Marching Band:
a.

Training session for alcohol and drug abuse, hazing, social behavior, and
attitude by the Marching Band Staff in the Autumn of 2012 and 2013;

b.

Review of policies & procedures document by the marching band staff
and squad leaders with the band in the Autumn of 2012 and 2013;

c.

A talk given to Marching Band on personal responsibility by Director of
Athletics, in the Autumn of 2013; and,

d.

A talk given by Tim Gerber, Secretary of OSU Faculty Senate, about
accountability, personal responsibility, and attitude.

Waters instituted the following internal training for all Athletic Band Members:
a.

Training session for alcohol and drug abuse, hazing, social behavior, and
attitude by the Band Staff in the Autumn of 2012 and 2013; and,

b.

A review of policies and procedures document with the Band, Autumn
2012 and 2013.

In addition to the internal and external training for the leadership and students,

Waters also instituted constant monitoring and situational awareness. Waters adopted a policy to
shape culture through student education and training, internal steering of policy and opinion by
Band staff and student leadership, and the monitoring and mitigation of events as they occurred.
52.

In the spring of 2013, Waters was made aware of a relationship between a Band

instructor at the time and a student in the percussion section. Upon review of OSU’s Sexual
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Harassment Policy, Waters determined that the relationship was inappropriate. After consulting
with the School of Music leadership, the College of Arts and Sciences human resources
personnel, as well as OSU’s Office of Human Resources, the Director of the School of Music
and Waters decided that an alternate arrangement could not be made and the instructor was
replaced.
53.

Waters was complimented and commended on two occasions by the Vice

President for Student Life for his leadership and handling of a reported sexual assault during
October of 2013.
54.

Waters also embraced a plan to have an outside firm perform a band culture

survey in a November 21, 2013 email to Executive Vice President and Provost Steinmetz.
Waters wrote that “[y]ou mentioned that we would have an outside firm conduct a band culture
survey, a concept I wholeheartedly endorse. The end of the season is fast approaching and I
wonder if you might be able to give me an estimate on when we can expect the culture survey to
take place? I am willing to forego rehearsal time to do so, but just want to plan for it so that we
can maintain performance standards while participating in the survey.”

Yet despite

“wholeheartedly endor[ing]” a band culture survey, Waters received nothing further from
Steinmetz or any other OSU official to follow up on his request.
55.

A month and half later, Waters wrote to Steinmetz on January 16, 2014, again

mentioning the culture survey of the Band and wanting to see if it would be acceptable to
Steinmetz to have OSU band members attend a sexual harassment/violence prevention seminar
presented by the Athletic Department. Steinmetz wrote back to Waters on January 21, 2014 that
“I think the training event is ok with me. However, I’m not in favor of it being mandatory,
especially if there are students in class at that time.” As late as January of 2014, Steinmetz was
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instructing Waters not to make certain Title IX related training “mandatory” for Band members.
B. The Deeply Flawed Glaros Report
56.

On May 1, 2014, the United States Department of Education Office of Civil

Rights (the “OCR”) named OSU as one of 55 colleges and universities in the United States
“under investigation for possible violations of federal law over the handling of sexual violence
and harassment complaints.” As Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Catherine Lhamon, said in
a released statement, “[w]e are making this list available in an effort to bring more transparency
to our enforcement work and to foster better public awareness of civil rights.”
57.

Three weeks after the public announcement that OSU was under investigation, the

mother of a former OSU Band member approached The Ohio State University Office of Integrity
and Compliance alleging that the Band’s culture was “sexualized,” and requested an
investigation of the allegations.
58.

The complaint arose out of allegations that her daughter had been sexually

assaulted by another member of the OSU Band at an off-campus party on October 11, 2013,
roughly eight months earlier. A later police report indicated that the woman refused to press
criminal charges against the alleged assailant.
59.

The alleged victim reported the sexual assault to Waters, who then reported it to

the proper persons at OSU. An investigation followed, and the alleged assailant was eventually
expelled from school.
60.

That complaint from a former Band member’s mother led to an investigation

apparently overseen by Chris Glaros, Assistant Vice President of Compliance Operation and
Investigations for the Office of Compliance.
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61.

The Glaros Report was incomplete, skewed, rife with material omissions, and

distorted more likely to appease the Department of Education than to afford basic fairness to
Waters.
62.

For example, only ten of the more than 240 current members and student staff of

the OSU Band and 4,300 living alumni were interviewed, including the child of the person
whose complaint sparked the investigation. Despite its avowed goal of investigating Band
culture, OSU made a conscious decision to limit this interview sample and not to randomly
interview other Band members. The unrepresentative sample of interviews created a skewed and
unrepresentative sample of those necessary to determine the “culture” of the Band.
63.

Even more troubling, several of the interviews of those Band members were

distorted and information supportive of Waters was ignored. In a letter dated August 3, 2014
addressed to Dr. Drake and others, one of the individuals interviewed for the Glaros Report
wrote:
…at the center of this issue is an investigation that I feel was deeply
flawed and executed with great carelessness and little concern with finding
the truth. As someone with a deep understanding of the band, I would
think that the hour I spent in the interview would have been used to gather
the information I have about these issues and experiences. But as I recall,
I was asked only a few general questions about the majority of the content
in the report.
64.

A current band member who was also interviewed for the Glaros Report described

his issues with the Glaros Report in a letter addressed to Dr. Drake, in which he wrote:
The report, whose one job, it would seem, was to bypass objectivity and
damn Mr. Waters for events predating his directorship and present only
condemning opinions, is hardly a valid assessment of our culture. As one
of the few individuals interviewed for this report, I have some merit in
stating the above assertion.
My comments were never identified or included in the report. A flagrant
disregard for the anecdotes, opinions, and commentary that I provided on
21
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the band culture during my hour-long interview leads me to the conclusion
that this investigation was not intended on finding the truth. This is truly
unsettling.
If I had been asked, I would have told you that seven of the Rookie Tricks
were given before Mr. Waters became Director. If I had been asked, I
would have told you that sixteen of the Rookie Names were given before
Mr. Waters became Director. If I had been asked, I would have provided
you a copy of the “secret oath” we are sworn to follow as Rookies. If I had
been asked, I would have said how I have seen the song book, but have
never heard any of the songs sung.
I was never asked anything like the above questions. The questions were
general, and, based upon what ended up in the final report, result-oriented.
I was never asked to corroborate any of the acts mentioned in the report,
indicating to me that a singular account or opinion was enough for
inclusion, and further damning of Mr. Waters….
65.

In a letter dated August 10, 2014 addressed to Dr. Drake and others, another Band

member interviewed for the Glaros Report wrote:
I am writing to express my concern regarding the methodology of the
investigation, the conclusions found in the report relating to a culture of
sexual harassment, and the poor decision to terminate Jonathan Waters
from his position as Marching and Athletic Bands Director….
As I understand, there are upwards of 4,000 OSU marching band alumni,
and 240 members of the current OSU marching band. Sadly, the
investigators choose to speak to a total of nine of those people and, from
that, drew a conclusion regarding a sexualized culture that is vastly
different from the actual nature of the band. Much of the backlash the
university is receiving from band alumni is based on this sentiment, and I
strongly urge you to not discredit the viewpoints of literally thousands of
people who are speaking contrary to the report released. To do so shows
an unwillingness to seek the truth….
My final point is to express my disappointment in how the university
handled this. Any sort of complete investigation would have found the
band to be a safe and caring environment. Instead the investigators of the
report choose to exclude vast amounts of testimony which contradict the
conclusion presented. As a former squad leader in the band, I can tell you
that elimination of hazing, alcohol abuse, and overall cultural change were
items that Mr. Waters worked very hard to achieve. The assertion by the
administration that there is "no tangible evidence" of efforts to change
band culture is without merit. This perception shows a complete
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willingness by the university to simply ignore evidence contrary to the
findings presented in the report. I am deeply concerned by the university's
lack of management on this matter as well. There were many options the
school could have pursued, but they choose the easy one. In the process, a
man's name was destroyed, the outstanding reputation of the marching
band battered, and the pride and honor of its current and former members
pushed to the limit.
66.

So shoddy was the investigative work that the Glaros Report made assumptions

about people without even speaking to them. One woman whose nickname was used as example
of the “sexualized” culture in the OSU Band was never even interviewed. She wrote in a July
27, 2014 letter to Dr. Drake:
If the investigators felt that my rookie name was so offensive that it was
the only one warranting an explanation, why was I never consulted about
my opinion? If Ohio State has to investigate claims of sexual harassment,
why was I never contacted for my side of the story? Where are the claims
of sexual harassment aimed towards me coming from? If the people in
charge of the investigation had reached out to me for my opinion, they
would have learned that I did not feel I was being objectified or harassed
by my peers….
[Waters] had zero tolerance for rookies names that he felt were purely
degrading to students and during my last year he made it necessary for
rows to document that they were providing their rookies with money to
buy game days snacks for their rows so that the first year members could
further enjoy their experience in the band instead of feeling as though they
were being exploited by older members.
67.

Even OSU’s former Title IX and Clery Act Coordinator whose employment

overlapped with Waters’ tenure as Band Director, was reported in two articles appearing in the The
Lantern on August 27th and 28th of 201411 as having stated that serious problems existed within the
Office of Integrity and Compliance that lead her to file a complaint against her supervisor.

11

“Former Title IX Coordinator: Ohio State Mishandled Band Probe,” dated August 27, 2014, available
at http://thelantern.com/2014/08/former-title-ix-coordinator-ohio-state-mishandled-band-probe/, and “Meeting about
Band Culture Draws Discord,” dated August 28, 2014 available at http://thelantern.com/2014/08/meeting-aboutband-culture-draws-discord/
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C. Dr. Drake’s Two Versions of the Glaros Report
68.

Despite all these problems, Dr. Drake continued to publicly – and repeatedly –

stand by the Glaros Report and Waters’ termination.
69.

In an August 13th press conference at the Columbus Metropolitan Club, Dr.

Drake publicly stated that the culture of the OSU Band was one including “[b]ehaviors that
would not be tolerated in any class or in any unit on our campus - and I dare say – not in any of
your companies.”
70.

But privately, Dr. Drake told an entirely different story. Dr. Drake acknowledged

only eight days later on August 21, 2014, in a meeting with squad leaders of the OSU Band that
“[i]f the report had been true at all today, then we would have – it would have been the band who
had a different action. So my view was that you were an entirely different group of people and
able to represent the University proudly and… in a way that we all would be able to support.”
(Drake Tr. p. 21, ln. 5 – 13).
71.

In that same August 13th press conference, Dr. Drake said that “[r]eading the

report, I was personally profoundly disappointed to see that there were reports that found that
there were cultural problems in the band that needed to be addressed and we needed to move
forward.”
72.

But privately, Dr. Drake again told an entirely different story. Dr. Drake told

squad leaders only eight days later that the Glaros Report contained “a whole sheath of historical
material that was from 2006 or 2011, some 2006, and before that.” (Drake Tr. 16, ln. 1 -3) He
conceded that “[i]t was clear to me that the vast majority of all that stuff, which actually I wish I
didn’t know… was stuff from years gone by and wasn’t reflective of you in the modern era.”
(Drake Tr. p. 33, ln. 20 – p. 34, ln. 1) Then continuing on the flawed nature of the Glaros Report,
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Dr. Drake admitted that “I believe that the report was overwhelmingly about people I’ve never
met and that you’ve probably never met in times gone by. The overwhelming volume of this
was historical information that was not relevant to you at all. Overwhelmingly.” (Drake Tr. p.
20, ln. 13 – 19) And then to reaffirm the problems with the Glaros Report, Dr. Drake conceded
that “…the report is largely historical… both largely historical first and second, I appreciate the
progress that’s been made or given that things – I don’t believe things today are like they were in
the past, which I think is good. And I don’t think – I’ll try and say it again – if the band were
behaving as it were reflected in the report, then that group couldn’t march and represent the
University… in this era. So I think – so no – I don’t believe that it reflects you accurately.”
(Drake Tr. p. 28, ln. 16 – p. 29, ln. 6) Dr. Drake’s private comments recognized that Waters’
leadership of the OSU Band had, in fact, led to an improvement in its culture.
73.

In the same August 13th press conference, Dr. Drake said that “[w]hat we felt was

we had the facts that came to us from the investigation and those facts then describe a pattern
that helped us make a decision that we needed based on what we thought was the best decision
we could make moving forward to support our students.” Dr. Drake continued that “[t]he facts
showed us there was a culture not in line with our requirements of Title IX, not in line with our
principles, not in line with our values and we needed to make a change and move forward.”
74.

But privately, Dr. Drake once again told an entirely different story. He told the

squad leaders only eight days later that “[i]f the report had been true at all today, then we would
have – it would have been the band who had a different action. So my view was that you were
an entirely different group of people and able to represent the University proudly and… in a way
that we all would be able to support.” (Drake Tr. p. 21, ln 5 – 13)
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75.

Dr. Drake even agreed with the squad leaders that parts of the Glaros Report were

“biased,” “tainted,” and “sensationalized.” As Dr. Drake told them, “I want you to think that
when I saw things that looked like they were biased or tainted or sensationalized that those were
discounted because of that because that’s what I would do. Just to say that. So let me say the
report had an awful lot of information in it and… speaking for myself but all but I did everything
I felt that I was appropriate to filter out information that I thought was irrelevant or extraneous or
inflammatory or historical.… So I guess I want to agree with you that I understand that lots of it
was.” (Drake Tr. 67, ln. 17 – p. 68, ln. 8)
D. A Sample of the Falsities in the Glaros Report And Other OSU
Statements
76.

The Glaros Report contained a number of factual inaccuracies and falsities.

Below is hardly a comprehensive list, but some examples are detailed in the following
paragraphs.
77.

The Glaros Report misstates on page 19 that “Waters failed to take action to

eliminate the harassment, prevent its recurrence, and address its effects.” That statement is false.
Waters did “take action” to eliminate harassment, prevent its occurrence, and address its effects.
Those efforts are detailed in prior paragraphs in this Complaint in paragraphs 25 through 55, as
well as in the TBDBITL Report that has been incorporated in this Complaint by reference.
78.

The Glaros Report misstates on pages 4 through 5 that “[i]n recent years and

under Waters’ direction, Midnight Ramp has been held immediately following Fesler Night,
which is a semi-formal evening event where members learn about Marching Band traditions and,
according to one witness, take oaths not to tell about the Fesler.” The phrase – “under Waters’
direction” – is false. Midnight Ramp did not occur “under Waters’ direction.” In addition, there
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is no mention that Waters and squad leaders made the decision to eliminate Midnight Ramp on
May 9, 2014, before the complaint was filed and before Waters learned of the investigation.
79.

The Glaros Report misstates on page 5 that “[w]hen pressed specifically about the

timing of this decision [to eliminate Midnight Ramp], Waters wavered on whether it occurred in
May. Notably, Waters learned of this investigation on May 26, 2014, when he was told that it
involved allegations of the Band’s culture.” This statement is misleading. Waters and squad
leaders made the decision to eliminate Midnight Ramp on May 9, 2014, before the complaint
was filed and before Waters learned of the investigation. The gratuitous clause in the Glaros
Report that “Waters learned of this investigation on May 26, 2014” implies that the decision was
made in response to learning of the investigation. That implication is false, because the decision
was made seventeen days earlier. Yet, the Midnight Ramp was still mentioned to disparage
Waters, but no mention made that Waters took action to eliminate it.
80.

The Glaros Report also ignores the involvement of other university officials in

Midnight Ramp. The TBDBITL Report points out at p. 22-23 that, “[a]s a further demonstration
of the positive, non-sexual nature of the event, university staff outside of the OSUMB were
specifically aware of the event, including interim OSUMB director, Dr. Russel Mikkelson,
Director of University Bands, who attended the event in 2010, and university police department
members, who regularly ‘secured’ the perimeter of Ohio Stadium (used with athletic department
permission) for the event to facilitate positive tradition.”
81.

The Glaros Report misstates on pages 8 that “[o]ne witness stated that upper

classmen subject new Band members to ‘Rookie Midterms’ on long bus trips that would contain
written questions and physical challenges. . . . The witness provided a copy of the ‘Rookie
Midterm’ that was used in 2011 with students who are still currently in the Band.” This
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statement is misleading. The language suggests that Waters permitted the Rookie Midterms.
Quite the contrary, he banned them when he was Director. Moreover, the example of the
“Rookie Midterm” was from 2011, and prior to Waters being named Director.

The Glaros

Report concedes as much by on page 9 acknowledging that Waters “told the Marching Band that
this behavior needed to stop” and that “he believes the Rookie Midterms no longer occur.” Yet,
the “Rookie Midterms” were still mentioned to disparage Waters, but no mention made that
Waters did “take action” to eliminate it.
82.

The Glaros Report misstates on page 9 that Band members would prepare an

underground newsletter named “Trip Tic” about anonymous members for away game trips. This
statement is misleading by its implication that Waters permitted this activity. He did not. As
pointed out in the TBDBITL Report (at p. 29), “[o]nce Mr. Waters became Director, he put a
total stop to the practice.” In fact, only three paragraphs later the Glaros Report concedes that
“most witnesses indicated that Waters’ banned Trip Tic in 2012 after a female student was
severely berated in an article.” The Report further details that after Waters found the Trip Tic in
October of 2012, he inquired into who published the newsletter, disciplined the student
responsible, and required the offending student to publically apologize. In addition, Waters also
spoke to the entire Band “and emphatically stated that this was not acceptable and would not
continue.” The Glaros Report then concedes that Trip Tic has apparently stopped.” Yet, the
Trip Tic was still mentioned to disparage Waters, but no mention made that Waters did “take
action” to eliminate it.
83.

The Glaros Report then dedicates page 10 to the Unofficial Ohio State Marching

Band Songbook, an underground publication drafted long ago by former Band members and
containing misogynistic and alternate sexual lyrics to OSU songs and those of other universities.
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The entire discussion of the Song Book is misleading by its implication that Waters permitted
this activity. In fact, as explained in TBDBITL Report, at p. 29, “[a]ll offensive songs were
completely banned by 2013, but many students were reprimanded for singing them much
earlier.”
84.

The version of the underground Song Book included in the Glaros Report was

published in 2006 – more than six years before Waters assumed duties as Band Director – and
had been banned for years (although, as an underground publication, no one could be certain
whether later editions were published). Waters continued the ban. The Glaros Report concedes
as much, writing that “as Assistant Director, [Waters] addressed students singing inappropriate
songs by speaking to the band and squad leaders and by directing staff to not allow this behavior
to continue.” Yet, the Song Book was still mentioned to disparage Waters, even though he did
“take action” to ban it. And even more egregious, the Song Book was then attached as an exhibit
to the Glaros Report, creating the inference that it was still actively in use and permitted by
Waters. The publication of the Song Book would later becoming the focus of some of the
ridicule that Waters would receive in the ensuing weeks.
85.

The Glaros Report misstates on page 11 that “one witness stated that Waters

texted dirty limericks to students. Waters acknowledged having cell phone numbers for squad
leaders but denied ever texting dirty limericks.”

The gratuitous sentence – “Waters

acknowledged having cell phone numbers for squad leaders but denied ever texting dirty
limericks” – is misleading by its implication that Waters was lying about his denial. This
incident is still mentioned solely to disparage Waters even though his denial is uncontroverted.
86.

The Glaros Report misstates on page 20 an interaction involving a Band member

who submitted a mid-term evaluation of Waters. But the Band member involved in the incident
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wrote a letter to Dr. Drake emphasizing that key portions of her testimony were excluded. In her
letter, the Band member detailed how Waters had taken extensive steps to protect her from
harassment following a sexual assault. As she wrote to Dr. Drake:
Without any hesitation whatsoever Mr. Waters contacted stadium security on
my behalf, had me print a picture of the involved individuals to distribute to
security, and told me to come to him if I ever felt unsafe. It is worth noting
that this incident occurred AFTER the meeting described the report. In other
words, the meeting with him was of such little consequence that I still saw
Mr. Waters as someone I could go to for help. Mr. Waters cares deeply about
the well-being of his students both mentally and physically, and the idea that
he would be dismissive of sexual harassment is absurd. After confirming
with the investigator that the reported meeting with Mr. Waters took place, I
went to great lengths and detail about the many ways in which Mr. Waters
personally helped me in tough situations. Yet, as far as I can see, the entirety
of that was excluded from the report….
I know what sexual assault feels like. I know what sexual harassment feels
like. I know what it is like to be troubled and have fear of speaking up. I
know when something is wrong and when something needs to be said, and I
have the courage to say it. I say in no uncertain terms that at no point in my
five years in the OSU marching band did ever I feel sexually harassed, The
claim that there is a culture of sexual harassment perplexes me. The reality is
quite the opposite. In my discussion with the investigator I specifically noted
that at no point did I feel unsafe or sexually harassed. I described how band
members look out for each other's well-being. I believe my words were to the
effect of "at the end of the day, if I truly needed help, I know I could go to
anyone in band and they would be there for me.
But none of the Band member’s additional testimony was included in the Glaros Report. This is
just one example of how the Glaros Report intentionally manipulated its presentation of the
“facts” to defame Waters.
87.

The disparagement was not limited to Dr. Drake and the Glaros Report, but was

also perpetuated by OSU Assistant Vice President, Media & Public Relations Chris Davey, who
launched false and incendiary remarks about Waters through press releases. For example, Davey
released an August 27, 2014 statement (the “Davey August 27th Press Release”) refusing Waters’
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request for a public name clearing hearing.

In that release, Davey omitted key pieces of

information in further attempt to defame Waters.
88.

For instance, the Davey August 27th Press Release states that “the report’s basic

conclusions about the specific complaints and the culture are not refuted by anyone,” and then
reiterated several of the flawed examples mentioned in the Glaros Report, including the Trip Tic,
Song Book, and Rookie Midterms.
89.

Regarding the Trip Tic, the Davey August 27th Press Release states that “the ‘Trip

Tic,’ a newsletter with sexual content has not been denied.” This statement is misleading by its
implication that Waters permitted this activity.

He did not.

As discussed above – but

intentionally omitted from the Davey August 27th Press Release – Waters banned the use of the
Trip Tic.
90.

Regarding the Song Book, the Davey August 27th Press Release states that “the

Songbook, with 124 different songs full of grotesque lyrics, has not been denied…” This
statement is also misleading by its implication that Waters permitted this activity. As discussed
above – but intentionally omitted from the Davey August 27th Press Release – Waters banned the
Song Book.
91.

Regarding the Rookie Midterms, the Davey August 27th Press Release states that

“Rookie Midterms and Physical Challenges with sexual content have not been denied.” This
statement is also misleading by its implication that Waters permitted the Rookie Midterms and
physical challenges. As discussed above – but intentionally omitted from the Davey August 27th
Press Release – banned them as full-time Director. Yet, Davey intentionally excluded this
information.
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92.

The Glaros Report contains many other inaccuracies, mischaracterizations,

exclusions, and problems. For example, the TBDBITL Report provides an overview of former
and current OSU Band members’ and third parties’ comments on additional flaws in the Glaros
Report. The TBDITL Report also includes an overview of the impact the Glaros Report has had
on the perception of Waters and other current and past members of the OSU Marching Band.
E. The Termination
93.

Sometime during the week of May 26th of 2014, Glaros called the Band office and

told Waters that a Title IX complaint had been filed against him and that he would need to come
to Glaros’ office and answer some questions.
94.

On June 2, 2014, after not hearing from Glaros about the meeting, Waters emailed

Glaros to ask when the meeting might occur. Glaros indicated Jessica Tobias (“Tobias”) would
be in touch. Tobias contacted Waters a few days later to schedule a meeting.
95.

On June 12, 2014, Waters participated in an interview with Tobias and another

woman who took notes. Contrary to OSU policy, Waters was not given a copy of OSU’s
“Guidelines for Investigating Complaints of Discrimination and Harassment” (“OSU’s
Investigation Guidelines”), which would have notified him of his right to have a “support
person” present, which could have been an attorney. Waters answered questions about the
timeline and reporting of a student issue and the meeting lasted about 2 and 1/2 hours, after
which Tobias told Waters that nothing further would be needed from him.
96.

Several weeks later, however, Waters was notified that he was to submit to

another interview. On July 1, 2014, Waters attended a second meeting with Tobias and another
woman who took notes. Contrary to OSU policy, Tobias failed to notify Waters that this
interview was focused on a separate complaint, and she again failed to provide him with a copy
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of OSU’s Investigation Guidelines. The tone of this meeting was much more pointed and hostile
and it was all about the culture of the Band. The meeting lasted 3 hours. Waters was asked to
give a written report of the cultural shaping he had done with the Band during his leadership, but
no deadline was given for its completion.
97.

On July 14, 2014, Waters submitted a written report to Tobias of the cultural

shaping and training he had done with the Band since taking over as Director.
98.

Later that same day, Waters met with Steinmetz for the first time about the

complaint. At the meeting, Steinmetz placed his hand on a stack of paper and stated that there
was enough in the report to fire Waters. Steinmetz presented Waters with two options, either
resign immediately, or adopt a zero tolerance policy and adhere to an assessment by an outside
firm called Sports Conflict Institute (“SCI”), which would assess the culture of the Band.
Stunned by the accusation, Waters indicated he would adopt a zero tolerance policy and open the
Band to the assessment by SCI. No mention was made by Steinmetz of Waters’ email six
months earlier, already endorsing a cultural survey of the Band and asking Steinmetz when it
would occur.
99.

Steinmetz also indicated that Waters could see the report “at some point,” but

would not allow Waters to see it then. Steinmetz said that the SCI cultural assessment would
start soon and end by August 25th. SCI would then issue a report on the status of the culture and
make recommendations from there. Steinmetz also indicated that Waters should do nothing until
hearing from him or SCI and that by the end of the week, Steinmetz would have a plan in place.
Steinmetz also wanted to know all of all media and public appearances for Waters and the OSU
Band for the upcoming weeks. Waters provided him with a list through September.
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100.

On July 23, 2014, Waters was again called to a meeting with Steinmetz. At that

meeting, Steinmetz gave Waters an ultimatum to resign or be terminated by 5:00 pm that day.
Upon leaving the office, Waters was handed copies of the Glaros Report. That was the first time
Waters had seen the report. Later that day, Waters’ counsel asked OSU’s attorneys for extra
time to read, interpret, and digest the Glaros Report that Waters had just been handed, as well as
additional time to formulate a response. The university declined that request, but extended the
deadline by one hour, to 6:00 pm, to account for time spent negotiating with Waters’ counsel.
Waters did not resign by 6:00 pm.
101.

On Thursday, July 24, 2014, Waters received a letter of termination through his

counsel. The letter gave no cause for his termination . When his counsel questioned OSU about
the reasons, OSU’s counsel sent an email at 7:12 pm on July 24th that “[y]ou have been provided
the reasons for termination. They were set forth in the meeting between the Provost and Mr.
Waters, which we attended. You also have a copy of the investigation report.”
102.

At no time prior to his termination or the publication of that fact to the media was

Waters provided notice and a meaningful opportunity to be heard on the contents of the Glaros
Report and, in addition, none of OSU’s employees, including Glaros, communicated with Waters
about the specific findings of the Glaros Report prior to his July 23, 2014 termination and the
later publication of the Glaros Report.
103.

Dr. Drake and Steinmetz have not since provided Waters any meaningful

opportunity to be effectively heard on the contents of the Glaros Report.
104.

On August 27, 2014, Waters’ counsel sent OSU’s counsel a letter requesting that

OSU provide Waters with a public name-clearing hearing.
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105.

OSU denied Waters the opportunity for a name-clearing hearing that same day, on

August 27, 2014. Specifically, OSU stated, “In response to the letter that Jon Waters’ lawyer
David Axelrod sent today demanding a ‘Public Name-Clearing Hearing,’ here is a statement
from Chris Davey, OSU Assistant Vice President, Media & Public Relations…We will not be
revisiting this decision. It is closed, and it is time to move on.”
106.

Later communications from OSU have backtracked from the refusal for a name

clearing hearing, but OSU has still has not offered Waters a constitutionally sufficient name
clearing hearing.
F. The Avalanche of Negative Publicity
107.

OSU released the Glaros Report on or around July 24, 2014 and widely published

it through a website, http://www.osu.edu/bandculture, which included a video statement from Dr.
Drake. In addition, OSU released a portion of a surreptitious recording of Waters’ interactions
with a Band member that was unknown to Waters. The partial recording provided no context of
the circumstances behind the interaction, but even its contents had nothing to do with the alleged
sexualized culture at the Band. This skewed presentation was again made solely to disparage
Waters.
108.

Since then, countless newspapers and news outlets have reported on the false

contents of the Glaros Report, Dr. Drake’s statements, and Davey’s press releases.
109.

For instance, on July 24, 2014, the Dayton Daily News published an article

entitled “OSU fires marching band director over harassment culture.” The article begins, in
large letters, “Director Jonathan Waters failed to address wrongdoing, new President says.” It
continues, “[t]he 92-page investigation concluded that Waters, who was a sousaphone player in
the band in the late 1990s, was aware or should have known about this culture but failed to
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eliminate or address it, the university said.”

The article is available online at

http://www.daytondailynews.com/news/news/osu-fires-marching-band-director-overharassment-c/ngm3M/.
110.

The Washington Post also reported on the story on July 24, 2014 in an article

entitled, “‘Sexualized culture’ cited in firing of Ohio State marching band director.” The article
reports that “Ohio State determined that Waters ‘failed to eliminate the sexual harassment,
prevent its recurrence, and address its effects.’” The article is available online and can be found
at http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/early-lead/wp/2014/07/24/sexualized-culture-cited-infiring-of-ohio-state-marching-band-director/.
111.

On July 25, 2014, USA Today published an article entitled “Ohio State fires band

director over ‘sexual culture.’”

The article, which also provides a video of Dr. Drake’s

statement on the Band’s culture, states that, “[t]he investigation was triggered by the complaint
of a parent and revealed that students often sexually harassed one another and that Waters knew
about it or should have known about it. The details of the investigation are laid out in an
extensive 23-page report, which describes an ‘annual tradition of members marching across the
field in their underwear under the supervision of the Marching Band directors and staff,
including

Jonathan

Waters.’”

The

article

is

available

online

at

http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/07/24/ohio-state-fires-band-director-oversexual-harassment/13104017/.
112.

The Los Angeles Times also covered the story in a July 25, 2014 article entitled

“Ohio State band director fired after report finds sexualized culture.” Underneath a large photo
of Waters directing the Band, the article described the contents of the Glaros Report, stating, “In
the report, investigators said they learned of the tradition known as the Midnight Ramp, during
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which band members strip down to their underwear and march in formation on the field of Ohio
Stadium.”

The

article

is

available

online

and

can

be

found

at

http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-ohio-state-band-director-fired-sexualizedculture-20140725-story.html
113.

On July 28, 2014, CNN published an article entitled, “Ohio State band director

fired for ‘sexualized’ culture.” The article reported that, “Waters had known for years about the
‘sexualized’ environment surrounding the band, in which members had to swear an oath of
secrecy to protect its ‘objectionable traditions and customs,’ according to an investigation report
released by the Office of University Compliance and Integrity. He failed to eliminate and prevent
the recurrence of this climate, the report said.” The article and a corresponding video are
available online at http://www.cnn.com/2014/07/25/us/ohio-state-marching-band/.
114.

On August 5, 2014, the Huffington Post published an article entitled, “Here Are

The Dirty, Sexual Things Ohio State’s Band Did That Got The Director Fired.”
The article, which is available online at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/08/05/ohio-statesexual-director-fired_n_5649531.html, states that “[t]he investigation found a multitude of
alleged sexualized hazing and harassment for new members, which the school concluded Waters
‘knew or reasonably should have known’ about, though he ‘failed to take action to eliminate the
harassment, prevent its recurrence, and address its effects.’”
115.

The Columbus Dispatch and OSU’s on-campus publication, The Lantern, have

also reported consistently on the story since it broke on July 24, 2014.
116.

On August 27, 2014, The Lantern published an article entitled, “Ohio State to

Jonathan Waters: ‘It is time to move on.’”

The article, which is available online at

http://thelantern.com/2014/08/ohio-state-to-jonathan-waters-it-is-time-to-move-on/, reported on
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the Davey August 27th Press Release and provided a link directly to the press release discussed
above in paragraphs 72 to 76.
117.

On August 27, 2014, WCMH-TV, NBC 4 published a similar story, entitled

“Former TBDBITL Director Requests ‘Name-Clearing Hearing’ With OSU” and provided a link
to

the

Davey

August

27th

Press

Release,

which

is

available

online

at

http://www.nbc4i.com/story/26385676/former-tbdbitl-director-requests-name-clearing-hearingwith-osu.
G.

Waters Used as a Scapegoat

118.

On May 1, 2014, the United States Department of Education Office of Civil

Rights (“Department of Education”) named OSU as one of 55 colleges and universities in the
United States “under investigation for possible violations of federal law over the handling of
sexual violence and harassment complaints.”
119.

Early suspicions were that OSU took these actions against Waters to stop the

Department of Education’s ongoing investigation of OSU.
120.

That later proved true on September 11, 2014 when the Department of Education

ended its investigation of OSU earlier than expected by entering into a resolution agreement.
121.

As the Department of Education wrote in its September 11, 2014 letter addressed

to Dr. Drake:
During the course of this compliance review, the University conducted an
investigation of alleged sexual harassment within its Marching Band and
found that there was a sexually hostile environment for students in the
Marching Band of which the University had notice and failed to
adequately address. The University requested to resolve the review with a
resolution agreement prior to the completion of OCR’s investigation of all
the issues in the review. As such, OCR is not making any further
compliance determinations under Title IX, including whether the
University has complied with the Title IX requirements for the prompt and
equitable resolution of sexual harassment and sexual violence complaints
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in the implementation of its sexual harassment policies and procedures.
On September 8, 2014, the University signed the enclosed resolution
agreement (the Agreement), which when fully implemented, will address
all of the issues in this compliance review. OCR incorporates in the
Resolution Agreement the University’s own corrective action steps for the
Marching Band as requirements.
122.

In that same letter, the Department of Education made explicit reference to

Waters and his termination, citing it as one of the reasons why the Department of Education was
ending its investigation prior to the completion of its review of all OSU’s issues.
COUNT ONE: DUE PROCESS CLAIMS
UNDER FEDERAL CONSTITUTION
(Against Individual Defendants Drake and Steinmetz
In Their Individual and Official Capacities)
123.

Waters incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

through 122 of this Complaint as if fully restated herein.
124.

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution, made applicable to the

State of Ohio by the Fourteenth Amendment, provides that no person shall “be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law.”
125.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that no

state shall deprive “any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”
126.

The Due Process Clauses of the United States Constitutions apply to higher

education investigation procedures and disciplinary decisions, including sexual harassment
investigations that have the potential to result in loss of reputation, employment or status.
127.

The individual Defendants Drake and Steinmetz (the “Individual Defendants”),

through their exercise of state action, had an obligation to provide a fundamentally fair and
reliable investigation process when affecting Waters’ liberty and property interests, and that
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fundamentally fair and reliable investigation process must meet constitutional due process
requirements.
128.

As the subject of a sexual harassment investigation process, Waters was entitled

under the Constitution of the United States to have adequate notice of the charges affecting his
reputation and livelihood, and to be heard in a meaningful manner in the course of the
investigation, before the results of the investigation were determined and published.
129.

Due process requirements also entitled Waters to a meaningful opportunity to

respond to the conclusions reached in any such investigation, particularly as the Individual
Defendants were aware that the investigation results were going to be made available to the
public and would have a harmful effect on Water’s reputation, employment, and other
fundamental privileges. Waters has a constitutionally protected liberty interest in his good name
and reputation.
130.

Through policies, practices, and procedures of OSU, Waters has a constitutionally

protected property interest in his employment by OSU.
131.

The Individual Defendants failed to provide any of these procedural and

substantive due process requirements to Waters in the course of the investigation or before
subsequent publication of the results of the investigation.
132.

The Individual Defendants engaged in the repeated subsequent publication of

stigmatizing information as detailed in this Complaint. By doing so, the Individual Defendants,
individually, and through their authorized agents, including Chris Davey, publicized additional
unfounded and stigmatizing statements impugning Waters’ honesty and morality.
statements included, but are not limited to, those identified earlier in this Complaint.
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133.

The Individual Defendants did not provide Waters a meaningful opportunity to

clear his name or rebut the statements.
134.

The Individual Defendants acted under color of law in violating Waters’ rights

under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. The Individual
Defendants acted intentionally and with callous disregard for Plaintiff’s clearly established
constitutional rights.
135.

The Individual Defendants’ actions as detailed above are so unjust that it shocks

the conscience
136.

As a direct and proximate result of the Individual Defendants’ violations of

Waters’ constitutional rights, Waters has suffered severe and substantial damages, including lost
earnings, diminished earnings capacity, lost career and educational opportunities, litigation
expenses including attorneys’ fees, loss of reputation, humiliation, embarrassment, mental and
emotional anguish and distress and other compensatory and punitive damages, in an amount to
be determined by a jury and a court.
137.

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1983, the Individual Defendants are liable to Waters for

his damages.
138.

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1988, Waters is entitled to his attorneys’ fees incurred in

bringing this action.
COUNT TWO: TITLE IX CLAIM
(Against OSU for Disparate Treatment and Retaliation)
139.

Waters incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through

137 of this Complaint as if fully restated herein.
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140.

Defendant OSU is a public university created by the Ohio legislature. OSU is an

educational institution as that term is defined in 20 U.S.C. §1681. OSU is a recipient of federal
financial assistance for its educational programs and activities.
141.

Waters is a former employee of OSU, and participated in educational programs or

activities that were direct or indirect beneficiaries of federal financial assistance. Waters is
protected from discrimination on the basis of his gender under 20 U.S.C. §1681 and
implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 106.
142.

Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 (“Title IX”), 20 U.S.C. §1681 et

seq. and its implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 106, prohibit discrimination on the basis of
gender in education programs or activities operated by recipients of federal financial assistance.
Title IX provides, in pertinent part: “No person … shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”
143.

The implementing regulations and guidance under Title IX require fair and

impartial investigation of complaints of sexual harassment or related misconduct, and require
basic due process protections for all employees that are the subject of an investigation.
144.

In its investigation and determination of the allegations of the complaint that

resulted in the Glaros Report, and in the preparation of that report, OSU subjected Waters to
discrimination on the basis of his gender. Specifically, Waters was not provided due process and
fairness protections required under OSU policy, and Title IX regulations and guidance. OSU
routinely extends these protections to female participants in Title IX sexual harassment
investigations.
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145.

OSU also subjected Waters to unlawful discrimination on the basis of his gender

in terminating his employment after receiving the results of the Glaros Report. Waters’ gender
was a determining factor in OSU’s decision to terminate his employment. But for his gender, he
would have been permitted to continue working under the terms of a performance improvement
program, in accordance with existing OSU policy.
146.

As part of OSU’s effort to show the federal government and others that it is

vigilant in enforcing perceived Title IX objectives, OSU’s current practice is to use a harsher and
more punitive standard in considering, investigating and punishing allegations of harassment,
discrimination and “promoting a sexualized culture” when the subject is male.

Similar

allegations, when made against female students or employees, are more likely to be treated
leniently or even disregarded.
147.

Similarly situated female employees have been treated more favorably under

similar circumstances, including a female cheerleading coach who was the subject of an
investigation in 2013 involving sexualized behavior in the cheerleading crew. On that occasion,
the female coach was determined to be responsible for alleged wrongdoing similar to that
identified in the Glaros Report. OSU did not terminate the employment of the cheerleading
coach after issuance of the report. Instead it provided her with an opportunity to correct the
concerns identified in the investigation and resulting report. But for his gender, Waters would
have been provided the same opportunity after similar concerns were identified in the Glaros
Report.
148.

Defendant OSU’s discrimination against Waters in violation of Title IX, and

entitles Waters to damages. Waters has suffered severe and substantial damages, including lost
earnings, diminished earning capacity, lost career opportunities, litigation expenses (including
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attorneys’ fees), loss of reputation, humiliation, embarrassment, mental and emotional anguish,
and other compensatory damages.
149.

Defendant OSU is liable to Waters for damages under Title IX. Additionally,

Waters is entitled to equitable relief requiring reinstatement to his former position of
employment with the University, and reimbursement of attorneys’ fees under 42 U.S.C. §1988.
150.

OSU’s conduct in treating Waters in disparate fashion is intentional, willful and

malicious, and entitles Waters to an award of punitive damages.
WHEREFORE, Waters prays that this Court:
a.

Declare that Defendants have violated the Fourteenth Amendment
to the United States Constitution, and 42 U.S.C. §1983;

b.

Order a meaningful name–clearing opportunity, which shall
require that OSU (i) fully comply with all public records requests
prior to the date of the hearing; (ii) provide Waters with two full
eight-hour days at which he can present evidence and testimony;
(iii) make OSU officials, including Dr. Drake, available for
testimony and subject to cross-examination; (iv) limit any
statements made by OSU during to the duration of the nameclearing hearing strictly to the confines of the hearing; (v) provide
notice of the hearing to all local and national media; and (vi) make
available such resources necessary for the live broadcasting and
recording of the hearing;

c.

Order that Waters be reinstated as Director of the OSU Marching
and Athletics Band;

d.

Award Waters compensatory damages in an amount in excess of
$1 million, punitive damages in an amount to be determined at
trial, prejudgment and post-judgment interest, reasonable
attorneys’ fees and costs; and

e.

Grant such other relief as the Court may deem appropriate.
Respectfully submitted,

Dated: September 26, 2014

s/ David F. Axelrod
___________________________________
David F. Axelrod (0024023), Trial Counsel
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Mark D. Wagoner, Jr. (0068577)
James M. Petro (0022096)
Katherine S. Decker (0085600)
SHUMAKER, LOOP & KENDRICK, LLP
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JURY DEMAND
Plaintiff Jonathan N. Waters demands a jury trial.

___________________________________
David F. Axelrod (0024023), Trial Counsel
Mark D. Wagoner, Jr. (0068577)
James M. Petro (0022096)
Katherine S. Decker (0085600)
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CONFIDENTIAL
M E E TIN G

In Re:

MEETING HELD ON
AUGUST 21, 2014,
BETWEEN PRESIDENT DRAKE
AND OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
MARCHING BAND LEADERS

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
TRANSCRIBED FROM AUDIO RECORDING

405 N. Huron St.

Collins Reporting Service, Inc.
Toledo, Ohio

419-255-1010
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1

(The following was transcribed by

2

Casey G. Schreiner, RMR-RDR, Court Reporter and

3

Notary Public, from an audio recording:)

4

FEMALE SPEAKER:

5

MULTIIPLE SPEAKERS:

6

FEMALE SPEAKER:

7

MULTIPLE SPEAKERS:

8

FEMALE SPEAKER:

9

Hi.

How is everybody?

Thanks a lot

for being here.
MULTIPLE SPEAKERS:

11

FEMALE SPEAKER:
minutes or so.

Thank you.

We have about 40

Whew.

13

MALE SPEAKER:

14

FEMALE SPEAKER:

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

16

Good.

Good.

10

12

Hi, there.

Big steps.
They killed me.
Let me say a word

while you're -- while you're breathing.

17

FEMALE SPEAKER:

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Perfect.
So I've met some of

19

you before, I think, some in different venues.

20

So let me say hello to the ones I've met

21

before, and then hello to the ones I haven't

22

met until now.

23
24

How many
meeting a month ago.

405 N. Huron St.

how many -- we had a
So how many of you were

Collins Reporting Service, Inc.
Toledo, Ohio

419-255-1010
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1

at that meeting?

2

So pretty -- most everybody, I guess;

3

and then some people weren't.

4

I'll say hello again to everybody.

Some of you

5

I recognize, and some (inaudible).

Okay.

FEMALE SPEAKER:

6

So let me

Okay.

So, uhm,

7

Dr. Sharma has been meeting with you guys, and

8

you wanted an opportunity to talk to the

9

president.

This is our opportunity.

Okay.

10

MALE SPEAKER:

11

Uhm, Dr. Drake, thanks for coming to

12

All right.

Excellent.

our home.

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

14

MALE SPEAKER:

Thank you.

Uhm, TAKING time out of

15

your day to come and talk with us.

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

17

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

But a -- a common theme

18

that we've heard from the administration, from

19

us internally, is, uhm, the desire to move

20

forward.

21

intend to.

22

And, uhm, that is in our goal, and we

But, uhm, before we move forward,

23

there are -- there are some things we would

24

like you to listen to about the past and the

405 N. Huron st.

Collins Reporting Service, Inc.
Toledo, Ohio
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1

present that we cannot move forward without

2

addressing.

3

from the students.

4

And, uhm, this is coming right

So, uhm, what you see here before you

5

is the squad leaders for the band, as well as

6

some heads of staff and our drum major.

7

uhm, this is coming from us.

8

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

MALE SPEAKER:

So,

Okay.

Uhm, so moving forward,

10

obviously, is a common theme I think we all

11

share.

12

that I think, as a group, we're trying to make

13

is how we want to move forward, what our vision

14

of moving forward is, and versus what we

15

believe your vision moving forward is.

But I think the important distinction

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

17

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

And, uhm, I think in a

18

lot of ways, we need to take two steps back to

19

be able to move forward and kind of analyze

20

what has happened and what is happening to us.

21

Uhm, so we had a lot of plans this

22

season to, you know, continue all the strides

23

that we've made as a group to continue to

24

achieve and to achieve even more --

405 N. Huron st.

Collins Reporting Service,
Toledo, Ohio

Inc.
419-255-1010
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yes.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

and a lot of that's

3

been interrupted.

4

examples with that.

5

I've got some concrete

But, uhm, basically this is -- this

6

whole investigation and the report and

7

everything that has happened has affected us

8

from fifth years to first-year members.

9

And, uhm, it has affected the way our

10

season has panned out.

11

now, it doesn't seem to be, any of this stuff,

12

seem to be going away.

13

seems to be to be getting a lot worse in

14

some regard.

15

And, uhm -- and right

And all

it

it
in

One of the things that we -- uhm, you

16

said when you e-mailed us was that you would

17

try to make sure that this would not be

18

affecting this season.

19

And, uhm, so I've

we have a list

20

here of -- of -- I'll let you have one of

21

those.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

23

MALE SPEAKER:

24

Uhm, at the top of that page, there is

405 N. Huron St.
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1

a list of full band effects.

2

absolutely complete.
But there -- uhm, there may be even

3

4

And this isn't

more that we haven't all put together on here.
One of them is, you know, not being

5

6

able to attend the Penn State game.

7

meant a lot to all of us in our relationship

8

with Penn State community and their marching

9

band, who has been trying to get back into a

10

Uhm, that

greater relationship with that.

11

Uhm, It's affected the i-dotters,

12

specifically Seth here, who was going to be

13

dotting the "i" at that game.

14

that we aren't going, you know, that's tough

15

news that he had to go back and tell his

16

parents.

17

University saying we weren't

18

going to Penn State.

20

And that was a direct result of the
we weren't

Uhm

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

19

And now -- now

Just, uhm, uhm

and mainly I'm going to listen, so I --

21

MALE SPEAKER:

Uh-huh.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, uhm -- okay.

23

So we'll talk about the going to Penn State and

24

where that came from and why, since I would
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1

I would have separated those.

2
3

MALE SPEAKER:

But okay.

Yeah, yeah.

There's

a -- yeah, there's a couple other things, too.

4

Uhm, so we have

also, you know,

5

we've been able -- or we haven't been allowed

6

to do a certain half-time show that was going

7

to

8

of the season, because the company who had the

9

licensing for that pulled out of that.

10

a lot of us felt would be the highlight

And it

was a huge disappointment.

11

And, obviously, it was a direct effect

12

from the investigation and the report and what

13

was -- what was put out there.

14

Another concrete example for full band

15

effects are that the -- a high school, local

16

high school, used this marching band as an

17

example of a hazing culture in their training

18

sessions to their students recently.

19

lot --

20

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

21

MALE SPEAKER:

22

Do you know --

And to a lot of us,

that was incredibly disheartening.

23
24

And to a

Uhm, continuing on this, you know, we
have -- so those are the
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1

full band effects that we have.

2

But we also have over 150 personal

3

accounts of what this report has led to as

4

individuals in this group.

5

And just to highlight some of those,

6

second page, I'll just -- I'll just read this

7

one.

8

for the first time was wearing a shirt from the

9

OSU Bands Night a couple days after the report

10

A person who had not yet made the band

was released.

11

OSU Bands Night is a night for

12

interactive high school students to learn more

13

about the several OSU bands that we offer.

14

A man who was obviously offended by

15

the shirt, due to the report, began to question

16

the person about OSU Bands Night, asking if

17

it -- asking if it is the night where everyone

18

gets naked and does a half-time show for the

19

directors.

20

Obvious

there's been a ton of

21

harassment by peers and by media in similar

22

fashions like that.

23

example of something that's occurred.

24

going to read all of these.
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1

2

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

I appreciate

that.

3

MALE SPEAKER:

There's a lot of these.

4

But they're, uhm -- going down here, there's

5

there was a member who, you know, approached us

6

saying that, uhm, suicide was a thought after

7

this.
Uhm, he said -- the word is "suicide."

8
9

The word has -- was occasionally permeated in

10

my thoughts for a few days at a time for the

11

past several years, well before I made band.

12

It was always brought on by

13

self-inflicted, negative images of myself.

14

Never had -- had I received negative comments

15

from any external sources that brought on such

16

thoughts.

17

The week following July 24th had

18

changed that when the University remained

19

completely sign on the current -- silent on the

20

current band members.

21

fighting to preserve our individual characters.

22

At that time, no was

The message I interpreted from

23

President Drake and the univers -- and the

24

University was, We don't care about you.
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1

It was then that I had thought that if

2

I were to commit suicide, President Drae --

3

President Drake, the Board of Trustees, and the

4

Office of Compliance would be happy, because it

5

would mean having to deal with one less person

6

who assisted in the alleged sexualized culture.

7

Those were my thoughts for the first

8

two weeks of -- after July 24th.

9

have those thoughts of suicide, but I still

I no longer

10

believe the University, as a whole, does not

11

care about me at all.

12

My character has been publicly

13

tarnished, and with no one from the University

14

to defend me.

15

Uhm, another example -- obviously,

16

that is -- it's incredibly disheartening for me

17

to hear that.

18

pretty disgusted that that is -- that is

19

happening.

20

And, uhm, I think we all are

But another example -- this will be my

21

last example from these -- these personal

22

accounts -- are there was a girl who, uhm,

23

has -- has the last name Wood, who was wearing

24

her bowl jersey to a doctor's office.
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1

And someone came up to her and asked

2

her if that was her dirty rookie name,

3

because -- and she received -- asked her if she

4

received that because she gave men erections.

5

That's her give -- that's her birth

6

last name.

7

what's surrounded us with this, that everything

8

that's come out with this.

9

And that's the image that's --

So students are questioning whether or

10

not to, uhm, include their -- to be -- to

11

include their involvement in the band on

12

resumes and grad school applications, something

13

in which we have placed great pride and have

14

now be -- has now become taboo.

15

We're -- we're -- you know, a lot of

16

us gave up a lot to be a part of this band

17

because we knew how much it meant.

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

19

MALE SPEAKER:

20

Okay.

And people are afraid

to include that as moving forward.

21

Uhm, as a whole -- and I think other

22

people can attest to this, too, specifically.

23

But when the Title IX people came in, a lot of

24

us were embarrassed and, uhm -- I'm trying to
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1

think of the word.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

"Angered."

3

MALE SPEAKER:

-- angered when they

4

brought -- they -- a lot of the examples that

5

they used to try to help us understand the

6

things in terms of us were completely out of

7

line and just disgusting examples, one of which

8

was, So you come to band after the weekend, and

9

you guys want to talk about sexual positions.

10

And that was --

11

FEMALE SPEAKER:

12

MALE SPEAKER:

13

During rehearsals.
Yeah, during rehearsal.

And --

14

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

15

MALE SPEAKER:

Act them out.

16

MALE SPEAKER:

And that's not

Act them out.

17

something that defines us at all, and that's

18

not an example that should have been used for

19

us.

20

And to us, our question was, Who do

21

you think

22

You know, what we --

23
24

who do you think we are with that.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Let me say, I

happened to see some of you, I think,
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1

after that.

2

And I didn't -- I didn't know that it

3

was -- I didn't know what had happened.

4

I -- I understand that that type of band

5

message shouldn't have been.

6

MALE SPEAKER:

7

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sorry about that.

All right.
So I -- let me

8

just

I wish -- I didn't know.

9

it's

uhm, I can only say I didn't.

10

And

And it's
I'm

sorry that happened.

11

MALE SPEAKER:

And to wrap this up,

12

there is a lot of families discouraging

13

involvement, especially to first-year members

14

who haven't been through this.
A lot of families were upset that

15
16

their -- that their children continued to go

17

through tryouts and -- and try to be a member

18

of this band, because they hadn't

19

hadn't had the experience, the year of being in

20

this band, and understanding that this culture

21

is not one of -- conducive to sexual harassment

22

or anything of that nature.

23
24

they

And so people not having that
experience, you know, were really questioning
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1

their -- their involvement with the band.

2

Obviously, we have a whole list of

3

these personal accounts, harassment by the

4

media, harassment by peers, just the negativity

5

that's followed this whole thing.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

7

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

And we, as a group,

8

believe that this isn't going away any time

9

soon.

And, quite frankly,

it's going to

10

become, you know, a shadow that will be

11

following us if this isn't cleared up --

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

13

MALE SPEAKER:

and this, what --

14

what has happened isn't corrected.

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

16

MALE SPEAKER:

So but

but why we

17

think has happened was there's

the report

18

was flawed.

Sure.

19

I would ask -- ask you a question:

20

you -- from the report that you were given,

21

when you first made decision, was it -- did you

22

only think it was from 2013 to 2014?

23
24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Do

That the report

covered?
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1

MALE SPEAKER:

2

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

3

No.

No, of course

not.

4

5

Covered that time.

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

Because there

was some
PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

I mean -- I mean,

7

let me

8

I -- just two -- a couple words to say.

so let me -- a couple things that

Certainly this is not -- this was not

9

10

an individual decision.

11

be -- you -- you wouldn't think that.

12

something that -- that, uhm, uhm, many people

13

looked at quite, uhm, thoughtfully, just to

14

make sure.

I mean, that would
This was

15

And, uhm, I mean, you're also totally

16

clear how, uhm, uhm, uhm, uhm, uhm, reluctant,

17

uhm, you know, uhm, we were to make this

18

decision.

Just -- just -- I'll just say that's

19

the case.

It was extraordinarily, uhm,

20

reluctant.

21

Just say to that.

Two,

That's one.

just to make sure I'm clear on

22

the point -- but I want you to talk and me to

23

listen -- uhm, there were -- there were things

24

between 2013 and 2014; and then there were --
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1

there was a whole sheaf of historical material

2

that was from 2006 -- or 2011, some 2006, and

3

before that.
So I'm totally clear that the -- the

4
5

vast majority of the material was from 2011 or

6

before.

7

before.
MALE SPEAKER:

8

9

And I think a lot of it from 2006 or

Okay.

And -- and how

we felt was some of the material was

10

exaggerated, uhm, and even in the -- how it

11

was -- it was worded for more shock value.

12

But what we wanted to convey, and

13

which was not conveyed in the report, was

14

Waters was changing the culture exponentially.
Since I was -- things that happened

15
16

when I was rookie would get you kicked out of

17

band now with Waters.

18

the day he took it over, he was changing it.
And we feel it was unfair to throw all

19
20

As soon as he took --

that evidence that happened so long ago --

21

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

22

MALE SPEAKER:

into a report that

23

had, you know, tarnished all of our reputations

24

on an individual level.
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1

And we weren't contacted.

The sample

2

size was so small.

3

out of the band that were, uhm, interviewed.

4

And, you know, one of them was the

5

complainant's child.

6

There were four students

So, you know, with -- with a -- you

7

know, from my statistics classes I've taken

8

here, that's not a very a -- a very good sample

9

size.

You know, you can find -- of course, you

10

can find one or two people that say something

11

bad about someone.

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

13

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

But, you know, I -- I

14

don't think that that was a method for seeking

15

truth, if you're going to, uhm, fire -- you

16

know, terminate someone.

17

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

No, no.

I know

that.

19

MALE SPEAKER:

I know that when we met

20

about a month ago that this was a topic of

21

discussion.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

23

MALE SPEAKER:

24

Yes.

And the reason that we

had felt that it was important to bring this up
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1

again, frankly, because we when go and talk to

2

our peers

3

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yes.

4

MALE SPEAKER:

and our fellow

5

bandsmen, and we -- we sort of relay what goes

6

on, and we say, like, Hey what message do you

7

want brought forward.

8

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

This is overwhelming

10

the message that we are called to bring to

11

you.

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

13

MALE SPEAKER:

14

Right.

So I just wanted to --

to let you know that.

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

So let me

let me

16

make sure I hear the message again.

17

uhm -- so say it -- say it again, just to make

18

sure I hear the message again, the one

19
20

MALE SPEAKER:

So the,

The re -- the report is

flawed.

21

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

22

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

That's the -- that's

23

the biggest thing we want -- we want to know,

24

that things in that report, we have never seen,
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1

and we've been striving to even -- to, you

2

know, to better the culture of the band

3

before

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

5

MALE SPEAKER:

before this all

6

happened.

7
8

MALE SPEAKER:

It was, uhm, poorly

conducted, as well.

9

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

It -- it

10

wasn't -- it was poorly conducted; it was

11

poorly written, and, uhm

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

We feel like we have

13

to defend ourselves to our friends and family,

14

to the community, when it has, you know, some

15

sort of the University stamp of approval.

16

we're trying to defend ourselves, almost,

17

against the University

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

19

FEMALE SPEAKER:

20

things aren't us.

21

And

Yeah.
-- saying, These

Like, this isn't --

MALE SPEAKER:

And every time somebody

22

stands up saying that they support the

23

decisions and the consequences of the report,

24

that's another smack in the face, saying that
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1

this stuff in the report is true.
And we can't move forward knowing --

2

3

as a person, I -- my name was listed in the

4

report, and I know that there were falsities in

5

the report.

6

other people can't move forward, and we can't

7

move forward as a group knowing that we would

8

be moving forward on the basis of this false

9

report and this poorly conducted report.

10

And I can't move forward, and

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Let me say -- try

11

something and see if it, uhm, uhm, helps a bit

12

as a (inaudible).

13

So my -- yeah.

I Believe that the

14

report was overwhelmingly about people I've

15

never met, and that you've probably never met,

16

in times gone by.
The -- the overwhelming volume of this

17

18

was historical information that was not

19

relevant to you, uhm, at all.

Overwhelmingly.

20

So I don't want to give a percentage,

21

but overwhelmingly I think that's the case; in

22

fact,

23

24

I just would say that's true.
If there's a way to convey that more

clearly or we that could figure out some way of
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1

sharing that, I'd be happy -- I would -- I

2

would be more than happy to do that.

3

I -- that's always been the impression that I

4

had.

5

Because

Uhm, if -- if the report had been

6

true, at all, of today, then we would have had

7

have been -- it would have been the band -- we

8

would have had a different action.

9

So I -- my view was that you were an

10

entirely different group of people, and able

11

to, uhm, uhm, represent the University proudly

12

and -- and, uhm -- and in a way that we all

13

would be able to support.

14

15

MALE SPEAKER:

And then why did our

director

16

MALE SPEAKERS:

17

MALE SPEAKER:

(Inaudible.)
-- and then why did our

18

director have to lose his job over this?

19

was our leader, who was doing these changes,

20

who was responsible for the success and will be

21

responsible for the success in the coming years

22

because of all the work that he's put in over

23

the last two years, why did he have to lose his

24

job over things that happened before him?
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, so let me just

2

talk about what I can say and the kind of

3

constraints that are around that.

4

Because it's a -- uhm, a -- a

5

personnel decision, and there are pathways that

6

those follow, and there are things that I can

7

and can't do or can and can't say as the

8

pathway is moving forward.

9

They're very formal pathways meant to

10

protect people on both sides of things like

11

this.

12

have somebody who's been removed from a

13

position.

14

for that process.

15

This is not the only time that we, uhm,

And there are protections in place

So let me say that I'm sorry nothing

16

can be satisfactory.

17

that I'm not going to talk about that

18

specifically, because it would be -- it would

19

compromise the -- the fairness of the process

20

that goes forward.

21

Because I'm going to say

Let me say that when we have a -- a

22

personnel action, it's -- it is directed to the

23

actions of the particular person involved.

24

so that's what -- that's what's looked at.
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1

And -- and that's the separation that we're

2

making.

3

MALE SPEAKER:

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

5

MALE SPEAKER:

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Can we -I think that was --

Okay
I wanted that to be

7

clear enough and -- but I mean -- I mean

8

well, as clear as I could be without, uhm
MALE SPEAKER:

9

But he

well, I guess

10

how we feel is he was fighting to change this

11

culture, and he was making great -- like just

12

an example.

13
14

Back In the old days, the band used
flip off a Go Blue sign under the stadium.

15

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

16

MALE SPEAKER:

And as soon as Waters

17

took over, he said, We're stopping that.

18

said, We're better than that.

19

an example of things he did.

20

And that's just

Another example, he called me into his

21

office right after drum major tryouts this

22

year.

23
24

He

He says, I'm gonna continue on this
path of culture change.
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1

unpopular, but you, as a student leader, need

2

to support me.

3

students, it will last.

4

hammer, it will be, Go underground.

Because if it comes from the
If I lay down a

5

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

And that was his kind

7

of style.

8

and -- and conveyed as a -- like a deviant and

9

a supporter of a sexualized culture, is -- is

10

just sickening.

11

12

And then to see him punished and --

MALE SPEAKER:

So if I may interject

for a moment, please.

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

14

MALE SPEAKER:

Thank you.

Something significant

15

happened in here.

16

I don't want it to get lost.

17

And I don't want to miss it.

I've heard from all of you repeatedly

18

say to me and say to others, I want the

19

President to say something positive about us

20

and say it publicly.

21
22

I heard David a moment ago say, I want
you to say that publicly.

23

I heard Dr. Drake say, I will do that.

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
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1

that.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

And I don't want that

3

to get lost, folks.

Because I've heard you

4

talk about that a lot, and that's significant.

5

So I want that to be part of this.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

7

MALE SPEAKER:

I get that.

And one point that I --

8

might sort of serve as the bridge there between

9

that and that, I feel like a lot of people are

10

maybe a little upset in the thought that the

11

progress that we have made in the past is

12

certainly going to be reflected on the field

13

this year, both in the way -- you know, our

14

shows, uhm, they're going to be great.

15

know, we're gonna -- we're just going to kill

16

'em on the field.

17

work that we're putting in now and from what

18

we've put in.

19

You

And that's a result of the

And also off the field.

I mean, we're

20

going to continue to make strides to better

21

ourselves and the way that we that treat each

22

other.

23

labor that we've done --

24

And that's all sort of the fruits of

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
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1

MALE SPEAKER:

in the past.

And I

2

think people are a little bit worried that

3

they're gonna -- there's going to be a

4

perception that you look at this report and

5

that was a problem, and then, bam, there's a

6

flat action, and then now this is the -- the

7

success.

8
9

10

Where internally we see it as this
isn't just a, you know,
we-made-one-personnel-change-and-now

11

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

That's true.

12

MALE SPEAKER:

-everything's-fine.

13

And that's why I think that the message -- that

14

when we say we want a positive message, people,

15

I think, are worried that it's going to be

16

credited towards Jon being gone.

17

the case.

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Which isn't

I understand.

So

19

let me say, if, uhm, one of the places we get

20

to is that a

21

uhm, uhm, be positive, uhm, uhm, I would love

22

to have you help me craft it.

23
24

uhm, some communication would,

I say "help," I don't -- I don't want
you to write it for me.
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1

have you help craft this so that it -- it,

2

uhm -- I mean, you could help me write it.

3

didn't mean to be, uhm, silly about it.

I

4

But I want to make sure that it was

5

something that addressed the issues that you

6

wished to have addressed in a way that, uhm, we

7

can all agree on that it would be addressed.

8

9

10

MALE SPEAKER:

We have -- we have some

things, like requests, that we'll get to.

But

I think just continuing on

11

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Okay.
In the interest of

13

time, I want you to be cognizant that we have

14

about 20, 25 more minutes.

15
16

I want to make sure you get to the
things

17

MALE SPEAKER:

18

FEMALE SPEAKER:

19

be sure you got covered.

Uh-huh.

Yeah.

-- that you wanted to

20

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

21

MALE SPEAKER:

Dr. Drake, I think it

22

is our belief that you still don't know who we

23

are as students, leaders and members of this

24

band.
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1

And as a result of this report, every

2

single member of this band has been broad-brush

3

labeled as a contributor to a non-existent

4

harmful and sexualized culture.

5

And I just want to ask you a question.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

7

MALE SPEAKER:

8

Sure.

And it -- it may be

hard for you to answer.

9

But do you believe that the report

10

that was published accurately represents the

11

thoughts, actions, and character of the people

12

in this room sitting before you?

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Well, so, two

14

things:

15

said that over and over again.

First, of course not.

16

And I hope I've
No, I don't.

I believe the report is largely

17

historical, uhm, both -- largely historical,

18

first.

19

And, second, I -- I appreciate the

20

progress that's been made, or given that

21

things -- I don't believe things today are like

22

they were in the past.

23

24

Which I think is good.

And I don't think -- I'll try and say
it again.
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1

reflected in -- in the report, then that --

2

that group couldn't march and represent the

3

University, uhm, in this -- in this era.

4

So I think -- so I wouldn't say

5

I think -- so, no, I don't believe that it

6

reflects you accurately.

7

so

Let me say something else, too, to

8

make sure that I'm clear about this,

9

make sure we have the same understanding.

10

just to

The, uhm, process of the complaints

11

that are filed lead to a certain varied,

12

specified series of actions in a timeline, uhm,

13

uhm, uhm, specified to the day.

14

So -- so this kind of report filed has

15

to go to this office, has to be investigated in

16

this way, and has to lead to a report on -- on

17

this day.

18

it's then a public document.

19

And the day the report is finished,

So we don't -- we don't publish these

20

things.

21

Information Act that allows anybody who

22

requests a document at a public institution to

23

have that in -- that -- that information

24

released.
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1

2

So it's not, Oh, we have this, we put
it out.
It's -- uhm, the investigation has a

3

4

specified way that it goes forward, and the

5

fruits of that investigation, whatever they

6

are, become a public document.

7

sure you know our position on that.

8

MALE SPEAKER:

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

10

Just to make

So the
So, uhm, you guys --

I'm sorry.

11

MALE SPEAKER:

Well, why was the

12

recording of Jon Waters yelling at a student

13

released the day after, if it (inaudible)?

14

What was the purpose of that?

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Those are all

16

public, uhm, records.

17

these things are public records.

18

MALE SPEAKER:

All of our

uhm, all
All of --

Would the media find

19

out about it, unless like the complainant's

20

parents told them that they had done an

21

investigation?

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

The media requests,

23

uhm, things like everything that we have in

24

reference to this case.
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1

That's -- that's what our -- they'll

2

say, We'd like to have

3

MALE SPEAKER:

4

case

5

was going on.

lS

How do they know the

going on, though?

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

We never knew a case

Yeah.

Uhm, the --

7

uhm, let me say that the information in cases

8

of this type are released to people other than

9

the, uhm

10
11

FEMALE SPEAKER:

The University

community.

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

-- the people

13

to whom the report is released outside the

14

University community right from the very

15

beginning.

16

We have Freedom of Information Act

17

requests that come, just so you'll

18

regular basis for everything.

19

for instance, just everything that I do gets

20

requested and looked at.

21

that that is there and that that's coming.

22

on a

For my records,

And so -- so we know

I will say sometimes we fight them on

23

it.

24

usually worse.
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1

records that they're interested in, we do what

2

we can to get those records released.

3

And it's a -- it's a federal law.

4

we just -- we -- we have a full-time office

5

that releases records to the media.

6

MALE SPEAKER:

So

So then why did they

7

write a damning report that was so exaggerated

8

and --

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

The media?

10

MALE SPEAKER:

Taken out of context

11

MALE SPEAKER:

No, the --

12

MALE SPEAKER:

-- and biased.

13

MALE SPEAKER:

No, Glaros.

Why did he

14

write such a -- an out-of-context, uhm, damning

15

report?

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

This is the

17

you're -- you're asking why the report itself

18

was written as it was?

19

MALE SPEAKER:

20

MALE SPEAKER:

A cultural assessment

of the entire band.

23
24

If it's going to

be a representation of the entire band

21
22

Yeah.

MALE SPEAKER:

A cultural

assessment --
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

why was it

3

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

I couldn't -- I mean

4

I couldn't -- I don't want to make a comment

5

that I couldn't answer.

6
7

MALE SPEAKER:

I can say that -Dave,

he could answer that.

8

MALE SPEAKER:

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

10

I don't know how

Yeah, I don't know.
Right.

I mean,

somebody says, Here's this.

11

MALE SPEAKER:

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
And I, uhm -- uhm,

13

we'll switch places for a minute.

14

it was a -- it was a bad evening for me when it

15

landed on the desk.

16

MALE SPEAKER:

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

18

Uh-huh.

It wasn't

Uh-huh.

Because, uhm -- uhm,

it just -- so I'll just state it.

19

But let me make sure I go back to the

20

one thing we've said over and over again.

21

was clear to me that the vast majority of all

22

that stuff -- uhm, which, actually, I wish I

23

didn't, uhm, know -- was stuff from, uhm, years

24

gone by and wasn't reflective of you in the
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1

modern era.

2
3

MALE SPEAKER:

The problem is it is

reflecting on us in the public eye.

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Well, reflecting

5

let me understand.

6

that reflection -- that that distinction, uhm,

7

is blurred in the eyes of some.

8

our communication we can address that.

9

I understand the fact that

MALE SPEAKER:

10

And maybe In

Okay.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

I mean,

11

that's one of the things if we can -- if it

12

helps, we can maybe address.

13

MALE SPEAKER:

So let me interject

14

briefly again.

15

point here that I think is significant.

I want -- I want to hit another

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

17

MALE SPEAKER:

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

19

MALE SPEAKER:

All right.

No, no, no.
Okay.

Because what the

20

president has just said to your question, Do

21

you think this reflects our individual

22

character.

23
24

And I heard him say, Absolutely not,
because if I did, you would not be marching
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1

this season.

2
3

You asked about the people In this
room.

And I heard that.
And you're talking about this

4

I think we're saying we're getting

5

separation.

6

to a point of what you want to hear the

7

President communicate to the larger community

8

gets to that piece.
MALE SPEAKER:

9

Yeah.

I wish you would

10

have said that on day one, though.

11

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

12

But I

might not have said it clearly enough and

13

MALE SPEAKER:

14

FEMALE SPEAKER:

15

(Inaudible.

16

I hope I did.

Not at all.
No.

Multiple speakers

overlap. )

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

18

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Okay.
So let's

let's

19

let's go with we've agreed you'd like a

20

positive message; the President is willing to

21

give a positive message.

22

You want to make sure that his message

23

reflects that those things -- that you are good

24

people, because we believe that.
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1

What else do you need the President to

2

know?

3

I want to make sure you are telling him about

4

who the band is, who the band members are.

5

Because we've got about 15 minutes, and

Who are you?

6

MALE SPEAKER:

And, honestly, uhm,

7

I -- I -- I feel that the best way that you can

8

get -- that you can know that is to come in and

9

either -- you know, see us.

10

But more importantly, I know that

11

there are 220 other people that want to hear

12

what you have just told us from yourself.

13

Because they feel like they are just

14

as, uhm, affected by all of this, and they're

15

as caught up in it as we are.

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

17

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

And they

they're

18

sort of tired of hearing through us what's

19

coming from you.

20

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

21

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

I think that from

22

talking to -- through my row, that's the

23

biggest things I'm hearing is, We just want to

24

hear from President, the President.
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

2

MALE SPEAKER:

3

Do you want to show him

the video?

4
5

Okay.

MALE SPEAKER:

So, uhm, we'll give you

some context.
After hearing the report on Thursday,

6

7

uhm, we had immediately performed in our

8

uniforms in front of the pUblic.

9

extremely painful for all of us to have to do

10

And it was

that, but we were together.

11

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

12

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

Uhm, then the first

13

time that we had the ability to talk to each

14

other was on Sunday.

15

And so the squad leaders, most of the

16

people in this room, we spent about 15 hours,

17

locked ourselves in this room, to prepare a

18

statement that, uhm, Dr. J and Micky have both

19

seen that talks about who we are.

20

And like I said before, we don't

21

believe that you really understand who we are.

22

So we want you to watch this video of who we

23

think that we are.

24

MALE SPEAKER:
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1

MALE SPEAKER:

2

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

3

Yeah.

I can push

play [inaudible].
MALE SPEAKER:

4

Okay.

(The following was provided for the

5
6

Push play.

record via videotape:)
(On video)

7

FEMALE VOICE ONE:

As

8

student members of the Ohio State University

9

Marching Band, we have always taken great

10

pride, not only in our University, but in

11

ourselves.

12

The public has seen our dedication and

13

excellence in musicianship and marching we

14

demonstrate week after week on the field, as

15

well as our community involvement and service

16

off the field.
Now we would like to share the core

17
18

values that we, as a band, embrace.

19

(On video) MALE VOICE ONE:

20

State University Band experience presents an

21

environment CUltivating personal growth.

22

spend countless hours working with fellow band

23

members during rehearsals, performances, and

24

the campus environment, fostering
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1

self-confidence that carries through all

2

aspects of our personal lives.

3

We are students first, and managing

4

time effectively requires a diligent work

5

ethic.

6

and positive student growth in the classroom,

7

as the band maintains an average GPA Over 3.5.

8
9

This translates to academic achievement

We believe our time in this band has
better prepared us for life after college.

10

This is who we are.

11

(On video) MALE VOICE TWO:

Being a

12

part of this unique student community is having

13

peers you can always count on for support, not

14

just in band, but in life.

15

We feel our community is a network of

16

individuals with a common goal.

17

all walks of life come together to create a

18

great experience, both on and off the field.

19

This community is what holds us together.

20

what keeps us coming back.

21
22

People from

It's

(Inaudible.)

We come as fellow musicians.

We leave

as one family.

23

This is who we are.

24

(On video) FEMALE VOICE TWO:
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1

marching band is composed of 250 students, all

2

with diverse backgrounds.

3

the others for their role as a member of the

4

group and as a unique individual.

5

Each is valued by

We are encouraged to voice our

6

opinions to help shape the band and foster

7

growth.

8

the musicians it encompasses, not to change the

9

musicians to fit the band.

10

Our mission is to help the band embody

This is who we are.

11

(On video) MALE VOICE THREE:

We are

12

dedicated to continuous improvement and

13

innovation.

14

year, each member develops leadership skills

15

that will last a lifetime.

16

skills, we enable our peers to do their best by

17

putting their needs above our own.

18

with a deep respect for others as well as

19

ourselves.

From our first year to our last

20

This is who we are.

21

(On video)

To develop these

We do this

FEMALE VOICE THREE:

It is

22

an honor to be a member of this band.

23

time, we have seen positive and substantial

24

developments relating to our core values
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1

consistently improving year after year.

2

We, as student leaders, want to make

3

it absolutely clear that the striving for

4

improvement will continue to be an integral

5

part of our organization.
We cannot thank Buckeye Nation enough

6

7

for the support we receive.

8

the upcoming season as our best and most

9

exciting performances are yet to come.

We look forward to

10

The only band we are trying to be

11

better than is the band we were yesterday.
This --

12

(On video) GROUP VOICES:

13
14

is who we

are.

15

(End of video.)

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

17

Uhm, I'm sure that's true.

Okay.

18

I -- so let's, uhm -- so first,

19

true.

Thank you.
And, uhm,

I'm sure that's

And, I -- I, uhm, would say that, uhm,

20
21

to the extent that I can communicate in some

22

way that, uhm, helps to spread a message that

23

would be supportive of that, uhm, getting out

24

and away, uhm, uhm, that would be effective, I
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1

would be happy to do that.
MALE SPEAKER:

2

Yeah, yeah.

And I --

3

and we were talking about it earlier.

4

right now, we just feel like the -- really the

5

only University-addressed statement of us and

6

our culture is what we feel is outdated and

7

misrepresented.

8

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

MALE SPEAKER:

And,

Okay.

And what -- what we

10

would like is the University to be actively and

11

publicly highlighting what our true culture is

12

and really acknowledging the progress we've

13

made and what -- you know, who we are.

14

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

15

MALE SPEAKER:

16

as a message.

17

co-op -- cooperation.

18

of bad stuff about us.

Yes.

And that's, uhm, as far

Uhm, and just maybe, just more
You know, we read a lot

19

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

20

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

And with that, I think

21

that there needs to be, you know, active

22

good.

23
24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Great.

So let me

just -- then, uhm, my suggestion is that we
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1

get, uhm, together and decide how we can do

2

that right away.
And I think that, uhm, uhm, today is a

3

4

good day to start thinking about that.

5

I would love to do that right away.

6

I'm -- I'm happy to do that.

And so

Uhm, so

So, uhm, we'll work on what the

7

8

mechanism is for that, and uhm -- and, uhm,

9

then we'll bring everybody to bear and try and

10

get some things and then decide where we'd like

11

to go.

12

MALE SPEAKER:

I still want to a

13

stress again how much we think it's very

14

necessary for you to have a statement for the

15

rest of the band, not just the leaders

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sure.

17

MALE SPEAKER:

sitting In front of

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

No, no.

18

you.

19
20

to do that.

21

that.

22

I'm happy

We'll look forward to facilitating

MALE SPEAKER:

Right.

Because I think

23

it can tie into -- you know, we want you to get

24

to know who we really are.
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1

to, uhm, express some willingness to learn

2

about who we are.
And I think something like coming into

3

4

rehersal

5

We're here.

I mean, we're here so much anyway.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

7

MALE SPEAKER:

8

You know, come on in.

9

little bit --

Yes.

You know we're here.
Listen to us play for a

10

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sure.

11

MALE SPEAKER:

have your statement

12

so that the rest of the band, the other, you

13

know, 200 people aren't hearing through us

14

about what you've said.

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

16

MALE SPEAKER:

Right.

I can't stress

17

enough -- enough how valuable that would be to

18

everyone else.

19

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

20

would love to do that actually.

21

MALE SPEAKER:

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Fine.

I

Okay.
And, Joe, this is

23

I'll

24

I -- I don't know if I should say this thing
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1

uhm, with things coming up.

2

The blowback that -- that the other

3

side has received has been, uhm, uhm,

4

tremendous.

5

uhm, uhm, to the University, uhm, which I would

6

then represent, has been, uhm, tremendous.

7

So the amount of heat that's come,

Now let me say, it's been -- it's a

8

mixed bag.

9

entirely, uhm, respectful, I would just say.

10

But it's been, uhm, uhm, not

Uhm, and so I'm more, uhm, than happy

11

to support you and have you move forward.

12

And -- and your interest In working together on

13

this is something that I would support, as

14

well, as I -- so I'm happy to do that.
And, uhm, so I think that that's

15

I -- I would be

16

something that we should do.

17

happy to see the rest of this band.

18

would be something -- I mentioned this, you

19

know, thinking about this, the first day we

20

talked.

21

And that

In my medical career, I had these

22

things happen.

23

go in and you say all the things you're going

24

to say, and some of them resonate and some of
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1

them don't.

2

interesting to think about those things.

3

And it's always -- it's

One of the things I said then was that

4

one of the -- the things that attracted us to

5

move to Ohio was the band, that I just

6

always -- I always thought the work was

7

tremendous and what a great group and a great

8

spirit it is, and all those things.

9

And so, uhm, I -- I'm very interested

10

in having you be as successful as -- as you

11

can.

12

I'm happy to do that.

13

And if I can be of help with that, uhm,

FEMALE SPEAKER:

One of the things

14

that I think you guys have been clear on, and I

15

think President is really clear on, is

16

relationships matter.

17

And it is hard when you're in a

18

traumatic experience to work on relationships.

19

But by coming to the table, and the President

20

coming to the table, you guys coming to the

21

table, we have an opportunity.

22

And the intervening work that helped

23

you to be ready for this, I think, was really

24

important.
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1

you guys have to come to the table to create

2

that relationship.

3

happen with time and interaction and trust.

4

And that's only going to

MALE SPEAKER:

I'm a big advocate of

5

summarizing key points.

6

may have figured that out about me.

7

I think some of you
Okay.

So what I've heard before and today,

8

key points from these squad leaders from the

9

band to you, President Drake, uhm, from your

10

perspective, the report was flawed;

11

12

The report impacted us individually
and collectively as a whole;

13
14

We feel like we haven't heard anything
else publicly but the report;

15
16

We want something positive out there
from you;

17
18

And we want you to get to know us
and -- and -- and meet with the whole band.

19
20

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

I also heard,

if I can

21

MALE SPEAKER:

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
-- say, I heard you,

23

and -- and I saw in the video, that you

24

expressed the values that you hold as
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1

individuals and as a collective community of

2

supporter friends, and that those are very

3

important things to you, and you wanted to make

4

sure that those things were clear.

5

believe that.

6

MALE SPEAKER:

7

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

8

FEMALE SPEAKER:

No, his hand --

That guy in the blue

shirt first.

11

12

Oh, you.

he -- his hand was up first.

9

10

And I

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
first,

13

yeah.

In the blue, so blue

Thank you.

MALE SPEAKER:

Uhm, so I think -- uhm,

14

this is a little separate, but something moving

15

forward that's important is that, uhm, you guys

16

give us the tools to succeed.

17

And I think some of that is, you know,

18

maybe some training regarding sexual harassment

19

and hazing and stuff for the squad leaders as

20

to how to deal with those scenarios.

21

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

22

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

Because I think

23

everybody here wants to be successful in those

24

endeavors.
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1

come and talk to us this last, you know,

2

days.

few

It's -- it's -- I guess, our role as

3

4

student leaders

5

What we are and aren't allowed to do --

lS

--

has changed a little.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sure.

7

MALE SPEAKER:

has been more

8

clearly defined regarding how we handle, you

9

know, some of our row members and stuff like

10

that.

11

So I think it would be really helpful

12

to this group to allow us to partake in some of

13

those training opportunities and stuff, and

14

maybe, you know, teach us how to -- how to, you

15

know, comply with some of this stuff that's out

16

there and is important for to us understand.

17
18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Let me say, we're

more than happy to help you.

19

And I -- uhm, this is my first year

20

here.

21

president or chancellor.

22

the -- the chance to go through these things

23

over and over again in -- in a variety of

24

circumstances.
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And -- and I think that if we can --

1
2

I'd be happy to, first, make sure that we give

3

support to you in helping you be sensitive to

4

those kinds of things.

5

And, second, I understand the session

6

that you had right before -- I happened to see

7

a couple of you on the Oval, and that that

8

wasn't -- that that seemed like it wasn't the

9

right kind of session.

10

And so we can try and get this done at

11

a better -- at a better -- at a higher level

12

and a more sensitive level, and I -- I would

13

welcome being able to support that.

14

FEMALE SPEAKER:

And we have, uhm, the

15

facilities to do that.

16

the support and the openness that you now have

17

to be ready for that.

18

19

We have the people and

So we'll help you.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

We will help you

with that.

20

I'm sorry.

21

MALE SPEAKER:

You.
Yeah.

So we appreciate

22

that there's, uhm, an effort kind of right now

23

within the University to do kind of a follow-up

24

to see really what's going on in the band.
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

2

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

But we also have a few

3

concerns, and this is regarding the Betty

4

Montgomery investigation.

5

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

Uhm, just kind of the

7

way we feel or the way we perceive it, uhm,

8

happening --

9

10

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

MALE SPEAKER:

it feels to us like

11

it's kind of seeking to confirm the findings of

12

the report.

13

only button on the website, when you go to

14

submit a complaint, that it was --

15

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, and a few examples:

Like the

Did that change?

I

16

mentioned that.

17

least, addressed that, hoping it was changed.

18

But I don't know if it has.

19

though.

20

They were going to -- If at

MALE SPEAKER:

I haven't looked

I think it -- last time

21

I checked it, I think, was last night, and it

22

wasn't changed.

23
24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

I'll -- I'll

try that again.
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1

MALE SPEAKER:

And we've heard from

2

some people who have submitted, uhm, kind of a

3

test, like something that sounds positive and

4

something that sounds negative.

5

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

So the person who

7

submitted something positive, uhm, waited about

8

four or five days and got a form letter back

9

saying, Thank you for your response.

10

The person who submitted something

11

that sounded like it was going to be negative

12

got a call within 45 minutes asking for a

13

personal meeting with Betty Montgomery.

14

So to us, that feels kind of like

15

you know, it's like we -- we -- we don't really

16

have anything -- we can't do anything to get a

17

positive message out.

18

for something to build something negative about

19

us.

Like it's really seeking

20

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

21

MALE SPEAKER:

Sure.

Uhm, so we -- we would

22

appreciate, uhm, kind of a third-party, totally

23

independent cultural assessment, not

24

necessarily an investigation --
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sure.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

or something based

3

on a complaint, but a real, you know,

4

independent assessment of our culture, uhm,

5

just to kind of help with that positive public

6

message that goes out.
PRESIDENT DRAKE:

7

Okay.

And I think

8

we had actually -- uhm, there was something

9

like that that we had spoken about.

The

10

sequence of events was that that needed to

11

to wait a little bit.

12

Uhm, but I'm, let me say, happy to do

13

that.

14

us with information that helps support you in

15

the future.

And the, uhm, guidelines are to provide

16

So that's what we asked them to do.

17

That's what the letter, the charging letter,

18

said.

19

problems that might need to be addressed more

20

than things that are okay.

21

I'm -- I'm sure that it's looking for

Because it's easier to allow things

22

that are okay -- you know, there would be more

23

energy put into correcting things that might

24

need support than there would be in, uhm,
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1

recognizing things that were okay.

2

But, let me say, I appreciate sharing

3

in both directions and getting full

4

information.

5

uhm, uhm, do better, uhm, next week, next

6

month, et cetera.

7

it's -- that it's -- that she's here.

8

appreciate those concerns.

9

And that's meant to help us all,

And that's the reason that
But I

Uhm, then let me make sure I'm hearing

10

this, that

11

is to look at the buttons.

so I have two requests:

12

MALE SPEAKER:

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

So one

Yeah.
And I heard that a

14

week ago and mentioned it, and I'll follow up

15

and see what happened with that.

16

And, uhm, uhm, the second is to look

17

for some level of support that comes forward in

18

the future that's positive support that comes

19

out, if I'm --

20

MALE SPEAKER:

21

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

22

Right.
I wasn't articulate,

but that's -- I understand that.

23

MALE SPEAKER:

24

FEMALE SPEAKER:
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

And those are

2

some of the things that I look forward to

3

doing.

4
5

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Does anybody else

want to have any closing things they --

6

MALE SPEAKER:

Another thing to add to

7

what Andrew said in terms of support that's

8

going to help us succeed.

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

10

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

I think it would be

11

very valuable -- valuable for to you evaluate

12

the memo of understanding that was created two

13

years ago addressing the band's staffing and

14

financial structure and how -- how does this

15

help us succeed from an organizational

16

standpoint with staffing.

17

Uhm, there's basic things, like

18

keeping the lights on and

19

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yes.

20

MALE SPEAKER:

operations we

21

struggles with, and, uhm, a lot of that was put

22

on Jon and the staff to deal with a lot of

23

that.

24

And I think a real objective look into
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1

how we run as an organization would be

2

[inaudible].

3

full-time positions that was denied on two

4

separate occasions by Dean Mark Shanda.

And there was proposal for two

5

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

6

MALE SPEAKER:

7

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

I think this

is a good time to look at that again.

10
11

I

So just another look

by -- by you into that whole process.

8

9

Yeah.

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Uhm, I do have to say

something.

12

Uhm, so in my four years, this would

13

be my fifth year, I've taken so much away from

14

this band room, and I've learned life lessons

15

that I can't get anywhere on campus.

16

that's something I'm so thankful for.

17

Uhm, and

And right now, for the first time in

18

five years, I feel very uncomfortable.

19

want people to have the same experience that

20

I've had, because I think it's so vital for

21

success in everything that we do.

And I

22

And I just really want to push that we

23

are making the right strides so that things can

24

some -- somewhat go back to normal, and that
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1

our first-year members are receiving the same

2

kind of experience that we knew.
PRESIDENT DRAKE:

3

Okay.

4

appreciate that.

5

appreciate that and thank you.

6

And I

And you all have

so I

I think it's very, very important.

I

7

think that the sentiments you expressed in the

8

video were -- were very important and one of

9

the things that makes this such a valuable

10

organization.
And you have heard me -- or you know I

11
12

would talk about academic and research

13

excellence, but also character and leadership

14

excellence, and this is the en -- environment

15

where character and leadership excellence grow.

16

FEMALE SPEAKER:

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

18

Absolutely.
And it's a critical

part of what we do as a university so

19

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Uh-huh.

I'm just

20

I'm just really concerned right now that that's

21

going to get lost.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Well, let's work --

23

let -- let's -- let me say that there's steps

24

that we can take to make sure that that doesn't
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1

get lost, because that would be, uhm, uhm,

2

unfortunate.

I mean, that would be a tragedy.

3

FEMALE SPEAKER:

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Absolutely.
So things that we

5

can do -- that I can do to help you make sure

6

it doesn't get lost.

7

You -- the character and leadership

8

excellence that you all learn comes really from

9

you, and it comes, uhm, from your own

10

interactions and the things that you know so

11

well.

12

The hard work you've put in and the

13

progress you can see from that hard work are

14

the kind of life lessons that make this such a

15

valuable experience to participate in.

16

So I can do the things that I can do,

17

like help with the communication or series of

18

communications that help to, uhm, make sure we

19

define who you are.

Happy to do that.

20

We can look at resources to make sure

21

there are adequate resources to make sure that

22

that's not a -- a strain.

23

24

We can look to make sure that going
forward we have, first, uhm, uhm,
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1

understanding the nuances of things like the

2

compliance regulations and all that

3

uhm, uhm, help to control us; and that we have

4

support on cultural growth and assessment and

5

those things in that broad arena.

6

that

And I -- and I think those are all

7

very positive things that we would -- I'd like

8

to see us do.

9

MALE SPEAKER:

What can we, as a

10

group, both you guys and us, do to help the

11

personal accounts that have taken place due to

12

the falsities in this report and the -- and the

13

false information that has been given out

14

through the media, and the -- and the

15

misrepresentation and depiction that has been

16

portrayed of the band right now, of these

17

things happening right now and that these

18

things

19

report.

20

for instance, my name is on the

I was never asked about anything to

21

confirm anything like that.

22

knew me as that, and my name is now attached to

23

something that's not true or accurate.

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
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1

say a couple things:

2

try, uhm, to work together on communications

3

that help to make the statements that I think

4

are clarifying, for one.

5

Uhm, one

lS

we'll, uhm,

Uhm, I have two other things I think

6

are true that are really important.

7

uhm, uhm, believe that the truth wins out

8

generally.

9

FEMALE SPEAKER:

10

Uhm, I,

Uh-huh.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

And that, uhm, what

11

is true is more important than what people

12

think is true.

13

And so to be, uhm, yourselves and be

14

that outstanding organization, I think, is

15

critically important every step of the way

16

going forward.

17

you're that, the things that aren't true

18

become, uhm, less relevant and -- and turn into

19

background noise.

20

critically important thing.

21

And every -- every day that

And so I think that's a

I think that your, uhm, representing

22

yourselves proudly on the field this year will

23

be -- uhm, that's the largest, uhm, statement

24

of who you are.
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1

appreciate you.
And, uhm, so I think that those things

2

3

are really

are really true.

I don't mean to -- you know, I've --

4

5

I've had circumstances where there was an awful

6

lot of untruth happening.

7

truth, but a lot of untruth.

8

was overwhelming.
FEMALE SPEAKER:

9

10

I'll put a kernel of
And the untruth

Uh-huh.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, overwhelming.

11

And it

12

to really create and support the actual truth.

13

and the path that we took was to --

And I wasn't sure at the time it was

14

going to work.

15

that it did work, and the actual truth came to

16

light, and was then celebrated in -- in an

17

incredible way.

Uhm, uhm, but

but let me say

Uhm, and I -- uhm, I -- so I -- I

18

19

believe that that -- that that's what works,

20

and I would like to be supportive of that.

21

FEMALE SPEAKER:

22

MALE SPEAKER:

Uh-huh.
Is there anything being

23

done to, uhm, check the procedural happenings

24

of this -- this initial investigation?
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

2

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

Is there anything done

3

to check to make sure that what these people

4

were doing wasn't biased and that they were

5

doing what they called

6

MALE SPEAKER:

(Inaudible.)

7

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

8

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

Is there

is there

10

something -- are we evaluating the people who

11

do this report?

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

13

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

As the people being

14

included in this report, you know, we obviously

15

believe it was poorly conducted and is not a

16

representation of us at all and

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

So let me say

18

that part of what -- part of the task force

19

a review of our of policies -- of the policies

20

and procedures, uhm, that

21

at the ones that happened In this case and make

22

recommendations on going forward.

23
24

lS

and they'll look

A specific part of it is to look at
a -- the policies and procedures to make sure
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1

that they are, uhm --

2

MALE SPEAKER:

Is it looking at the

3

people who -- who conducted this initial

4

investigation?
PRESIDENT DRAKE:

5

So let me say, I

6

want to be clear about what I know and don't

7

know.

8

the report or to the task force.

Part of it was -- we had three parts to

9

And one part was to look at our

10

our, specifically, Title IX policies and

11

procedures, how those were carried out and were

12

there ways to improve that.

13

MALE SPEAKER:

14

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
That's being done by

15

a law firm that's hired to do it, so I won't

16

interact.

17

meant to be independent, honestly, so it can be

18

critical of the University.

19
20

It's

We don't -- if we did it ourselves,
then people would say --

21
22

But it's totally independent.

MALE SPEAKER:

I apologize for

interrupting.

23

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

24

MALE SPEAKER:
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1

the original report, and you were responding

2

about Betty Montgomery's report.

3

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

4

MALE SPEAKER:

5

So I think you two are

missing each other right now.

6
7

Yes.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Okay.

Let me try

again.

8

MALE SPEAKER:

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

10

Okay.

MALE SPEAKER:

So -- so --

I think Chris --

11

Chris Glaros is -- was the name associated with

12

that -- with that report.

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

14

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes, uh-huh.

Is there -- is there an

15

investigation into his methods of -- or his

16

group's methods of

17
18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

FEMALE SPEAKER:

That is what it is.

That's what that is.

21
22

So I thought

I was answering that.

19
20

Yeah.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
what I was answering.

Forgive me.

23

MALE SPEAKER:

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
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1

I'm saying is that the, uhm --

2
3

FEMALE SPEAKER:

There's a separate

group, a law firm --

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

5

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Hired.
-- that's hired to

6

look at how we manage our policies and

7

procedures.

8
9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Would be reflected

in that, right.

10
11

That--

FEMALE SPEAKER:

-- example would be a

piece of that.

12

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

I don't know exactly

13

what they're doing, because, again, it's

14

independent.

15

was, how -- are our policies and procedures

16

what they should be, are we following them

17

appropriately.

But our -- our question to them

18

MALE SPEAKER:

19

FEMALE SPEAKER:

20

from Betty Montgomery.

21

MALE SPEAKER:

Are they going to be -And that's separate

Are they going to be

22

interacting with us, our side of the story, in

23

terms of how we --

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

405 N. Huron St.

Let me -- let me
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1

then -- let me suggest, uhm, that, uhm -- let

2

me -- I have to kind of do it indirectly, but

3

let me suggest that they -- that that's

4

something they consider as they do this report.

5

MALE SPEAKER:

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
Let me say why it's

7

done.

8

position of having bad policies and procedures

9

and -- and saying that they were okay.

10

It's done so that we wouldn't be in a

So it's meant to be external from the

11

University so that it's a third party, uhm,

12

uhm, giving us guidelines or criticizing or

13

supporting what we've done one way or the

14

other.

15

MALE SPEAKER:

16

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
So, yes, that's

17

being evaluated.

18

know, going through it and do the whole thing

19

over again, but looking at our policies and

20

procedures and -- and just looking at it.

21

Not in a retrospective, you

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

Because--

22

because I think there's a lot -- I mean, you've

23

heard, I'm sure, that there are several people

24

who were used as witnesses in the report who
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1

said that their -- that the words that they

2

used in the report have been taken out of

3

context

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yes.

5

MALE SPEAKER:

and not fully

6

represented in the report itself.

7

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

8

MALE SPEAKER:

It's a very biased

10

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.

11

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

Okay.

report.

You know, that's

12

just -- I'll try this.

13

know, and I always -- I believe we've made good

14

progress today, which I feel, uhm, uhm, uhm,

15

much better about.

16

Let me say, and, you

Uhm, I want you to think that when I

17

saw things that looked like they were biased or

18

tainted or sensationalized that those were

19

discounted because of that, because that's what

20

I would do.

21

that.

22

Just -- just to -- just to say

So I -- so let me say, the report had

23

an awful lot of information in it.

24

uhm, speaking for myself and all but -- is that

405 N. Huron St.
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1

I did everything I felt that I -- was

2

appropriate to filter out information that I

3

thought was irrelevant or extraneous or

4

inflammatory or historical.

5

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Uh-huh.

6

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, so just I -- so

7

I guess I want to agree with you that I

8

understand that lots of it was.

9

MALE SPEAKER:

Yeah.

But I mean --

10

and publicly you said you stand by the findings

11

of the report.

12

stand by a report that's sensationalized?

13

feel like it should have been objective.

14

But why would the University

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

I

Let me say, uhm,

15

that -- that if we take all, the hundred

16

percent, of it that's there, uhm, uhm, the

17

decision would have been made on, uhm, bits,

18

parts of it, uhm, that were, uhm, kind of

19

distilled from the report as a whole.

20

So that's what I

what I said

21

publicly, I tried to be careful to say that I

22

stood by what I felt were the facts that were

23

presented to us.

24

facts that we saw them as they carne forward.
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1

We have to evaluate the validity and

2

the -- uhm, uhm,

3

when those fact occurred.

4

that I would do the best I could to do that.

(inaudible) those facts and
And I

But I -- but I understand -- so I'll

5

6

just leave it at that.

7

accurate in what I'm saying and --

8

MALE SPEAKER:

9

FEMALE SPEAKER:

10
11

I would say

MALE SPEAKER:

I want to try to be

One follow-up
Okay.
-- to cover the bulk of

it.

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

13

MALE SPEAKER:

Yes.
The -- what facts were
I

14

strong enough to you

15

answer this or not.

I don't know if you can

16

But what -- what facts were strong

17

enough for you that called for termination?

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

So that's within

19

you -- you

20

that would be the personnel-action part that I

21

couldn't talk about.

22
23

you correctly, uhm -- that --

MALE SPEAKER:

Personnel action,

okay.

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

405 N. Huron St.
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1

let me say that there's a time in the future

2

maybe when that's possible, and -- and then I

3

would be more than happy to share it.

4

we just have to wait until that time comes.

5

MALE SPEAKER:

6

FEMALE SPEAKER:

But I

Okay.
Is there anything

7

else that has to do with, uhm, Dr. Drake

8

knowing who you are as a band that you want to

9

leave with?

10

MALE SPEAKER:

Uhm, I think, uhm,

11

between you and our band, we've made a first

12

impression in the worst way possible.

13

right now, uhm, I -- I think our relationship,

14

in a way, is very broken.

15

And
I

And, uhm, it's something that I would

16

just like to say that you probably already know

17

is that it's going to take a lot of time for us

18

to -- to mend this relationship, and I think

19

even more so, probably the people that, you

20

know, we would like you to speak with and the

21

rest of the band.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

23

MALE SPEAKER:

24

Uhm, uhm, I've heard talking to a lot
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1

of these people that for the first time in

2

their Buckeye careers, uhm, they -- they still

3

are just as proud, just as proud, to be a

4

member of the band, but for the first time,

5

they're not really proud to be calling

6

themselves a Buckeye.

7

And I -- I personally don't want that.

8

I don't want that to hang over my -- my career

9

here, and no one else does.

10

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

11

MALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

So I think, uhm, the

12

willingness that you've shown to -- to start to

13

help mend that relationship is awesome, and

14

I -- I hope that going forward that -- that we

15

can do that, uhm, very much so.

16

FEMALE SPEAKER:

I want to thank all

17

of you for being here today.

18

easy.

19

This is never

I want to thank Dr. Drake for being

20

here.

21

to work together.

22

the time.

23

what has occurred.

24

It's, uhm, a lot to talk about, we want
It's another thing to take

And I think on both sides that's

I like how you ended this, uhm, that
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1

mending takes time, but we're both, on both

2

sides, willing to make that happen.

3

So, uhm, I hear you very loud and

4

clearly saying the entire band would like to

5

hear from Dr. Drake; and he was very clear that

6

he is willing and ready.

7

And I think I mentioned that, uhm, the

8

other day.

9

together.

10

So we just need to put that
Now we need to rely on you guys to

do that.

11

In the interest of time --

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

It's real quick.

13

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

14

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Uhm, is there a time

15

frame that we can expect to have you making

16

like a public statement and addressing the

17

band?

18

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

19

FEMALE SPEAKER:

When will that be?

20

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uhm, soon.

21

say --

22

(Laughter.)

23

FEMALE SPEAKER:

24

Let me

Say, can we get like

a concrete -- well, I know (inaudible)
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1

2

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

No, let -- let me

say -- no.

3

What -- I think what I would like for

4

our statements or something, why don't we think

5

about that starting now.

6
7

And, uhm, uhm, if you could sort of
roll forward what you think you'd like --

8

FEMALE SPEAKER:

9

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
-- uhm, uhm, uhm,

10

tomorrow, we'd try and get something out by

11

early next week, I think.

12

be a

--

well, I said "right away"

13

FEMALE SPEAKER:

14

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

15

I mean, that would

Uh-huh.
--

and that would

mean, I think, uhm, early next week.

16

FEMALE SPEAKER:

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Uh-huh.
Do me the favor of

18

writing something that you think that I can

19

send out.

20

thoughtful about that, and then I'll -- I'll be

21

happy to do it.

22

I mean, just, you know, I'd say, be

Uhm -- okay.

MALE SPEAKER:

Would you be open to

23

making a video statement, as you (inaudible) to

24

get earlier?
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1

2

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Sure, yeah.

Sure.

Yeah.

3

MALE SPEAKER:

I -- I don't know about

4

all of us out here, but do we want to give him

5

the video to -- to maybe use that, or do we

6

want to

7
8

MALE SPEAKER:

Well, I would -- I

would like a statement coming from him

9

FEMALE SPEAKER:

You guys can decide.

10

(Multiple speakers ovelap.)

11

FEMALE SPEAKER:

You can write it out.

12

You guys can decide what you want to forward,

13

and you have time to do that.

14

(Inaudible.

15

overlap.)

16
17

FEMALE SPEAKER:

(Inaudible.

Multiple speakers

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

I would only

say that I would like to make sure that I'm --

22
23

We've got

overlap.)

20
21

I'm sorry.

to give you a chance to say.

18
19

Multiple speakers

MALE SPEAKER:

He wants a

representation --

24

PRESIDENT DRAKE:
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1

representing what you wanted, that I say things

2

that you'd like to say.
I

3

FEMALE SPEAKER:

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

5

Uh-huh.

anything that I didn't mean.

6

FEMALE SPEAKER:

7

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

8

I wouldn't say

Uh-huh.
Don't -- don't worry

about that.

9

FEMALE SPEAKER:

10

Uh-huh.

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

I just want to make

11

sure that I'm capturing, uhm, what you'd like.

12

That's

so I'm asking for your assistance

13

MALE SPEAKER:

14

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

15

Very good.
in giving me

information I can use to help frame it.

16

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Okay.

I don't think you can

17

overstate your support for us.

18

said before that, uhm, you thought it had come

19

across that you thought we were good people and

20

you support us, and I don't think it really did

21

come across.

I think you

I

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

23

FEMALE SPEAKER:

24

Fine.
And that's what I

mean.
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1

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

2

FEMALE SPEAKER:

3

I understand.
I think it got lost

In translation.

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

5

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Yes.
And I think just,

6

uhm, I don't want to get hurt here by something

7

coming out bad.

8

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

9

FEMALE SPEAKER:

Okay.
I would love to help

10

out as much as possible, and I would also, you

11

know, really like to get like your own opinions

12

in there, too.

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yes.

Yes, I, uhm,

14

am very thoughtful about things I write and put

15

out.

Uhm, I promise.

16

FEMALE SPEAKER:

17

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

18

be happy to -- I mean,

19

myself, but I don't --

20

MALE SPEAKER:

21

Okay.
So I will, uhm, uhm,

I -- I could do it by

No, we'll give you some

bullet points.

22

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

I would

23

like -- I mean, I want to make sure that I'm

24

reflecting the communication that you would
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1

like to see.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

3

before you put it out.

4

Maybe we could see it

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

No, I -- I --

5

the -- the closer it is to what you'd like to

6

see, the happier I would be.

7

And the sooner we can work out a visit

8

with, uhm, your fellow band members, uhm, the

9

sooner we will.

I don't know if that was good

10

English, but we'll do it soon.

11

(Laughter. )

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

l3

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

14

Okay.
There was some

language that sounded like -- okay.

15

So I -- so I -- so good.

So I'm

16

happy

happy that we had a chance to, uhm,

17

meet.

I was saying, as -- as I was coming, I

18

was looking forward to meeting with the band.

19

I -- this would have been months ago.

20

I had -- I was -- my fantasy was

21

different.

22

have a chance to be able to talk now about this

23

and to try to

24

in the right direction.
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Uhm, Uhm, but I'm

I'm happy to

try to get some steps moving
Okay.
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1

MALE SPEAKER:

Us, too.

2

MALE SPEAKER:

Please look at this.

3

Thank you.

You know

4

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

Yeah.

And I have

5

them here, and, uhm, they'll -- they'll go with

6

me and all my stuff.

7

Okay.

And then I will also find out if there

8

is, uhm

9

we'll talk about ways to get input, uhm, uhm,

you, someone asked about input, and

10

and that would be things specifically about

11

this year (inaudible).

Okay?

12

FEMALE SPEAKER:

13

PRESIDENT DRAKE:

14

MALE SPEAKER:

15

Okay.
Thanks very much.

Thank you.

(End of audio file.)

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
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C E R T I F I cAT E

1

2

3

I, Casey G. Schreiner, Court Reporter, Notary

4

Public in and for the State of Ohio, duly commissioned

5

and qualified, do hereby certify that this is a true

6

and correct transcription, to the best of my ability,

7

of the audio recording in the aforesaid matter.

8
9

I do further certify that I am not a
relative

l

employee of or attorney for any of the

10

parties in this action; that I am not a relative or

11

employee of an attorney of any of the parties in this

12

action; that I am not financially interested in this

13

action, nor am I or the court reporting firm with

14

which I am affiliated under a contract as defined in

15

the applicable civil rule.

16
17

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

18

my hand and affixed my seal of office at Toledo, Ohio

19

on this 9th

20
21
CASE

22

REINER, RMR-RDR
No ary Public
in and for the State of Ohio

23
My Commission expires December 26, 2016.
24
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DESCRIPTIONOF
OFINVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION AND
AND EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY
I. DESCRIPTION

CREATION OF INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE
On July
July 24,
24, 2014
2014 Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters was
was
On
publicly fired
director of
the Ohio
Ohio State
State
publicly
fired as
as director
of the
University Marching Band ("OSUMB"). On the
an "investigation
"investigation report"
report" ("IR"),
("IR"),
same date
date an
same
was
dated July
22, 2014
2014 was
was released.
released. It was
dated
July 22,
apparently
overseenbyby The
The Ohio
apparently overseen
Ohio State
State
of
University (the
"University") Office
University
(the "University")
Office of
University Compliance
Integrity and
and
University
Compliance and
and Integrity
advanced
to the
advanced to
the University
University President
President by
by
University Provost Joseph Steinmetz.

of the Club president, a committee
authorization of
consisting of Brian J. Golden as
was appointed consisting
TBDBITL Alumni
Club, Inc.
Inc. president;
president;
TBDBITL
Alumni Club,
as principal
principal Alumni
Alumni
Michelle (Shelley)
(Shelley) Graf as
Michelle
Band drum
drum major
major and
and the
the first
first female
female drum
drum
Band
of the OSUMB in 1981;
1981; Dr. Paul
Paul Droste,
major of
OSUMB; and
Director Emeritus
Director
Emeritus of the OSUMB;
and Gary 1.
J.
Leppla,
past-presidentof
of the
the Ohio
Leppla, past-president
Ohio State
State Bar
Bar
Association and BoG Legal Review
Review Committee
Committee
Association
chair.

On Saturday,
Saturday, July
2014, over
over 75
75
On
July 26,
26, 2014,
members of the active
active Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
members
in Lakeside,
Lakeside,
Alumni Band
Band were
were assembled
assembled in
Alumni
Ohio,
attendees, to
Ohio, for a concert
concert for over 2,000 attendees,
raise funds for student scholarships. The Alumni
Band concert was under the primary direction
direction of
Dr. Paul Droste with co-director Dr. Christopher
Hoch. Hoch,
member of the
the
Hoch.
Hoch, who
who was
was also
also a member
OSUMB staff,
was not
not
OSUMB
staff,had
had been
been told
told he
he was
permitted
to participate
activities with
with
permitted to
participate in band activities
the OSUMB
OSUMB at public
public "Picnic
"Picnic With
With the Pops"
the
aftermath of the
concerts that
concerts
that weekend
weekend in
in the
the aftermath
Although this
this enabled
enabled him to
release of the
release
the IR.
IR. Although
attend
attend the alumni concert, he declined to attend
under the circumstances. New assistant directors
of the Alumni Band, Diana Herak and Dr. David
of
A.
A. Leppla,
Leppla, were
were also
also in
in attendance
attendance as
as
conductors.

The
The charge
charge to
to the
the Committee
Committee was
was to
to
investigate
all circumstances
giving rise
rise to the
investigate all
circumstances giving
elements of
University's IR,
investigate all elements
University's
IR, to investigate
then existing
existing and
and historic
historic marching
marching band
band
the then
evidence which could
culture, and to review all evidence
be gathered as to the content of, issues raised in,
and the University's handling of
of the IR, aka the
Report. This process
process involved
involved witness
witness
Glaros Report.
interviews, document
interviews,
document examination,
examination,as
as well
well as
all information
information available
available
consideration
of all
consideration of
concerning the subject matter.
matter. Items
Items considered
considered
concerning
included conversations,
conversations, interviews,
interviews, written
written
included
documents, public
all other
other
documents,
public statements,
statements, and
and all
of
the
IR,
the
sources,
concerning
the
cause
sources, concerning the cause of the IR, the
source of
of the IR, and the process for completing
the IR, based
based upon
upon all
an resources
resources available
available
including attempted
to University
University
including
attempted access
access to
representatives.
The investigation
representatives. The
investigation committee
committee
poured through
through public
public statements,
statements, anecdotal
anecdotal
poured
evidence, letters,
press releases
releases related
related to
evidence,
letters, and
and press
the issues,
issues, interviewed
interviewed Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and
the
other
other witnesses
witnesses on multiple
multiple occasions.
occasions. This
This
Committee
Committee also
also considered
considered circumstances
circumstances
the UniversityUniversityinvolving the
existence of the
involving
the existence
appointed subsequent
subsequent investigation
group
appointed
investigation by
by a group
the
appointed
by the
the president
and chair
chair of the
appointed by
president and
of Trustees of
of the
the University,
University, headed by
Board of
former
former Ohio
Ohio Attorney
Attorney General
General Betty
Betty
Montgomery ("Montgomery"
("Montgomery" Marching
Marching Band
Band
Montgomery
Task Force).

Droste requested
requested a meeting
meeting prior
Dr. Droste
prior to the
concert with
with TBDBI
TBDBITL
Alumni Club,
Club, Inc.
Inc.
concert
IL Alumni
President
BrianJ.J. Golden
and Board
President Brian
Golden and
Board of
of
Governors (BoG)
Legal Review
Review
Governors
(BoG) member
member and
and Legal
Leppla to discuss
discuss the next steps
steps
Chair Gary
Chair
Gary J.
J. Leppla
OSUMB alumni
alumni in the wake of the news
for the OSUMB
that
Waters had
had been
been fired
fired as band
that Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
band
director.
released by the new
director. A report
report had been released
Ohio State
State University
University
administration of
administration
of The
The Ohio
the
("University") containing
("University")
containinganan attack
attack on
on the
of
the
OSVMB.
At
Dr.
Droste's
"culture"
"culture" of the OSUMB. At Dr. Droste's
suggestion,
and with
suggestion, and
with the
the concurrence
concurrence and
and
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REPORT
What
is aa description
What follows
follows is
description of
of obstacles
obstacles
which the investigators
investigators encountered,
encountered, with
which
with a
the background,
background, context,
context, and
and
summary of
summary
of the
the Glaros Report,
procedural posture
procedural
posture of
of the
including historic,
historic, "cultural" and related items.
Repeated
requests by
by this
this Committee
Committee to
Repeated requests
dialogue and interact with the University and its
representatives as
representatives
as part of this investigation have
been refused.
refused. The
The University
University President,
President, the
the
been
OSU Legal
Legal Staff,
Staff, the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
OSU
Alumni
(OSUAA) and
and the
Alumni Association
Association (OSUAA)
the
Trustees and
and their
their
University Board
University
Board of
of Trustees
representatives have
been contacted
contacted
representatives
have all
all been
interview
unsuccessfully by
unsuccessfully
by this Committee for interview
dialogue. A
A scheduled
scheduled meeting
meeting between
between
and aa dialogue.
the University President with this Committee on
2014 was
was pre-empted
pre-empted unilaterally
unilaterally by
July
July 30, 2014
the Office of the President, in favor of a two-onone listening
listening session
session with
with the
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL
one
Alumni Club
Club president.
president. Subsequent
Subsequent efforts
efforts to
Alumni
meet with the authors and investigators involved
in the IR were passed off and ignored.
ignored. The brief
five minute input allowed at a one hour meeting
the University
University Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees was
was
of the
followed by
immediate adjournment
adjournment by
the
followed
by immediate
by the
the Board
Board with
with no
no discussion.
discussion. The
The
Chair
Chair of the
follow-up open communication never
promised follow-up
occurred. (See Section II)
the OSUMB,
OSUMB, including
including its
its
The history
history of the
The
military
roots, leadership
embrace of
of Title
Title IX
military roots,
leadership embrace
1973, and
and with
with its
its traditional
traditional
beginning in
beginning
in 1973,
discussed in
in
operational characteristics,
operational
characteristics,isis discussed
Section III.
We consider
consider that
context to
be
Section
III. We
that context
to be
critical to any analysis.
review, item
item by
by item,
item, of the University's
University's
A review,
Investigation
Report follows
follows in
in Section
Investigation Report
Section IV,
IV,
reveals, with specific citation to facts and
which reveals,
sources, the
the inaccurate
inaccurate statements,
statements, false
false
sources,
assumptions,
assumptions, and
and erroneous
erroneous generalizations
generalizations
contained ininthe
The IR
IR has
has been
been
contained
the IR.
IR. The
the days
days
overwhelmingly refuted
overwhelmingly
refutedinin public
public in
in the
and weeks
weeks since
since its
release on
on July 24, 2014.
2014.
and
its release
cited historic
historic events
events does
does not
not
Evidence of
Evidence
of cited
demonstrate the
the existence
existence of a "band culture" as

we move
move forward.
forward. They
They are
are not
not evidence
evidence of
general misconduct,
misconduct, cultural
any
general
cultural problems
problems or
or any
failure
leadership or control
control by
by Jonathan
Jonathan
failure of leadership
Waters.
purpose of the University's
University's Title
The stated purpose
is embraced
embraced in
in the
the activities
activities and
and
IX
IX policy
policy is
ofthe
OSUMB (notwithstanding
training efforts of
the OSUMB
limited
limited University
University assistance)
assistance) under
under Jonathan
Jonathan
Section V.
V. A discussion
discussion
Waters as described in Section
Waters
of2012-13
OSUMB Squad
Squad
of the public report of
2012-13 OSUMB
Leaders is reviewed and attached, demonstrating
the
the "culture"
"culture" and
and the
thesignificant
significant documented
documented
efforts
efforts undertaken.
undertaken. Written
Written policies,
policies, in-service
in-service
training agendas
agendas and
and anecdotal
anecdotal evidence
evidence of
training
these specific
specific efforts
efforts were
were all neglected
neglected in the
these
IR.
here. In
IR. They
They are
are documented
documented here.
Incontrast,
contrast,
various
various subsequent
subsequent public
public interpretations
interpretations of
Title IX
IX have
have been
been suggested
suggested by
by University
University
Title
representatives
and others.
representatives and
others. These
These comments
comments
were used
used to
to support
support resultant
resultant excuses
excuses for
for
were
University imposed
imposed sanctions.
sanctions. They
simply
University
They are simply
no
misstatements
the law.
law. There
There isis no
misstatements of ofthe
limits
application of absolutely mandatory time limits
application
procedural or
or
for investigations.
investigations. There
for
There is
is no procedural
legal justification
justification for
for the denial
denial of notice of
of the
investigation, for
allowance of any
any
topics of investigation,
topics
for allowance
opportunity for
know the
opportunity
for Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters to
to know
allegations and
present his
his own
own
extent of allegations
extent
and present
evidence, or
for· the
the alleged
alleged legal
legal mandate
mandate to
evidence,
or for
terminate Waters.
We attempted
attempted to
review the activities
activities of the
We
to review
personnel involved and the events preceding the
creation
and release
Report. As
As
creation and
release of the Glaros Report.
is
discussed in in Section
discussed
SectionVI,VI,the
the IR
IR is
methodologically defective.
defective. It is inadequate and
false in its general representations.
representations. The claim by
the authors of
of the IR that the OSUMB functions
in aa unique
unique "sexualized"
"sexualized" culture
culture within
within the
the
in
unsupported, false
false and
and illogical.
illogical.
University is
University
is unsupported,
ofwitnesses
witnesses were
were interviewed.
interviewed.
handful of
Only a handful
Conclusions rest
hearsay and
and gross
gross
Conclusions
rest upon
upon hearsay
generalizations of
generalizations
of events
events often
often remote
remote in time.
Many interviewed
interviewed have
publicly refuted
refuted their
their
Many
have publicly
alleged
commentsinin the
the IR
IR and
and stated
stated that
that
alleged comments
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important portions
portions of
of their
important
their comments
comments were
were
ignored. Observers
Observers and
and neutral
ignored.
neutral commentators
commentators
who were
willing to
to speak
speak found
found the
the IR
IR to
to be
who
were willing
unacceptable in
in every
every respect
respect based
based upon
upon any
unacceptable
reasonable investigatory standard.
The Montgomery Marching Band Task Force
has been given the assignment of reviewing
has
reviewing the
University's Title IX process and oversight and
Universitv's
to provide
to
provide counsel
counsel on
on Title
Title IX
IX compliance
compliance
issues, in
an assessment
issues,
in conducting
conducting an
assessment of band
to make
for best
culture to
make recommendations
recommendations for
best
practices.Any
Any belief
belief of
of supporters
of the
practices.
supporters of
the
OSUMB
and Waters
OSUMB and
Waters that
that the
the resulting
resulting
will be the turning point in
Montgomery Report will
the controversy
the
controversy are
are misplaced.
misplaced. The
The
Administration'scharge
charge to
to the
Administration's
the Montgomery
Task Force
Task
Force is limited,
limited, and
and perhaps
perhaps even now
now
somewhat
obsolete
the wake
wake of
of the
somewhat obsolete
in inthe
the
"resolution" announced
between the University
announced between
University
and
and the
the US
US Department
Department of
of Education
Education on
on
September 11,
2014.
11,2014.

Similarly,
any hope
hope of
of the
theUniversity
University
Similarly, any
administration that the Montgomery Report will
help salvage the widely criticized and defective
Glaros Report
is contrary
Report is
contrary to the
the assigned
assigned
mission
mission of the
the Montgomery Task
Task Force.
Force. The
The
Chair of the Board of
of Trustees and President of
the
set forth
the University
University set
forth that
that mission
mission in hand
hand
picking the task force.
force. It appears to be largely an
effort
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that the
the University
University
effort to
administration
takes Title
Title IX seriously.
administration takes
seriously. When
When
the
and Chair
the University
University and
Chair of
the President
President of the
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees have responded
responded to questions
questions
by
they are
are waiting
by indicating
indicating they
waiting on
on the
the
Montgomery Report
to further
Report to
further respond
respond to
to
criticism,
they appear
appear to
to be
criticism, they
be seeking
seeking and
and
suggesting
shift in
in its
its stated
stated mission.
mission. No one
suggesting aa shift
but the
the University
University administration
administration has
has control
control
over the Montgomery Task Force.
Clearly, it is now apparent that the University
had problems
in its
its own
own Title
Title IX
IX compliance
compliance
problems in
office, as discussed in Section VII. The repeated
public
from former
public comments
comments from
former Title
Title IX
IX
coordinator
Andrea Goldblum
coordinator Andrea
Goldblum illustrate
illustrate that
that
fact. Given the existence of a US Department of
of

Education
Education investigation
investigation of
of Ohio
Ohio State
State for
for Title
IX compliance,
compliance, an atmosphere existed
existed in which
demonstrate its
the University
truly sought
the
University truly
sought to demonstrate
Title IX resolve in dramatic fashion,
fashion, even at the
expense
due process
process and
andfundamental
fundamental
expense of
of due
fairness
family member
member Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
fairness to
to its family
and
OSUMB family.
Now apparent,
apparent, with
with
and the
the OSUMB
family. Now
of the September 11, 2014 news that
the release of
there
has been
been "resolution"
"resolution" of
the 2010
2010
there has
of the
"compliance review"
University by
"compliance
review" of
of the University
by the
US
Department of
Education, the
to
US Department
of Education,
the rush
rush to
judgment
Waters and
and the
the marching
marching band
band
judgment of
of Waters
upon
grossly defective
defective "investigation"
"investigation" is
upon aa grossly
placed
context. As
As discussed
discussed candidly
candidly in
in
placed in context.
Section
VIII, we
we believe
Section VIII,
believe aa perfect
perfect storm
storm of
events emerged
events
emerged in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with inherent
inherent
issues
School of Music
Music and
and the
issues between
between the
the School
marching band.
An
item by
by item
item description
description of
of the
the
An item
impressive (but unrecognized in the IR) Watersinitiated
and cultural
cultural efforts
efforts with
with the
initiated social
social and
director, is outlined
outlined
OSUMB, during his time as director,
in Section IX. What naturally follows in Section
of this
this report
report is
is aa further
further discussion
discussion of the
the
X of
fallout
fallout from
from the
the administration's
administration's ill-advised
ill-advised
action
action based
based upon
upon aarushed,
rushed, inaccurate
inaccurate
and judgment by Tobias, Glaros,
"investigation" and
Steinmetz, et.a!'
consequences to Jonathan
Jonathan
Steinmetz,
et.al. The consequences
Waters
are quite
The losses
to the
Waters are
quite evident.
evident. The
losses to
the
University
University through
through financial
financial and
and reputation
reputation
impact are discussed.
discussed. The damage to the proud
history and
reputation of the OSUMB
OSUMB and
and its
history
and reputation
of tradition is evident, even if hard to
136 years of
quantify. But
what is
is most
most disturbing,
disturbing, as
as
quantify.
But what
revealed in detail in Section
Section X, is the tragic and
terrible collateral damage to the very individuals
who comprise
comprise the
current OSUMB.
OSVMB. In
who
the current
In aa
summary
prepared
and
delivered
to
President
summary prepared
delivered President
Drake by current
current band
band members,
members, the
the details,
details,
Drake
of those consequences are
nearly 200 in number, of
sadly demonstrated.
demonstrated. Confrontations
Confrontations with
the
sadly
with the
occasion of
of the first
first
public, as recently as on the occasion
home OSU football
football game
game of the
the 2014
2014 season,
season
home
reported. These comments
comments represent the true
tru~
are reported.
shame resulting
resulting from
from the
theadministration's
administration's
shame
approach
approach to these
these issues.
issues. These
These comments
comments are
are
o
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revealing
revealing of
of the
the true
true damage
damage inflicted
inflicted on
on a
the
personal level
personal
level through
through release
release of
of the
University's Investigative Report.
continuing component
component of these matters
matters is
A continuing
the public
public stance
stance contained
contained in
in the
the University
University
the
administration's public
relations releases,
releases, first
first
administration's
public relations
claiming a change
claiming
change in the reasons for the Waters
termination, and
consistently alleging
termination,
and consistently
alleging a
supportive termination
supportive
termination decision
decision by the Trustees
which could
could never have legally
legally occurred given
given
which
Ohio's open
open meeting
meeting law.
law. (See
(See
the
the impact
impact of Ohio's
Section XI)

Comments from Band alumni and the general
public demonstrate
demonstrate the
the
public
the true
true culture
culture of
of the
marching band
marching
band as
as reviewed
reviewed in Section XII, and
accumulated
Attachment# #7.7. Personal
Personal
accumulated inin Attachment
testimonials
and comments
testimonials and
comments demonstrate
demonstrate more
more
analysis found
found
about the band culture than any analysis
They include
include comments
comments
in the University's
University's IR.
IR. They
from members
members deeply
deeply affected
affected by
their
from
by their
experience inin the
in aa positive
positive way,
way,
experience
the band
band in
university employees and the general public.
review of all circumstances
circumstances and
After full review
and of
the content and supporting documents identified
report, including
including the items
items attached
attached for
for
in this report,
ease of
of access
access as Attachments
Attachments in an
an Appendix,
Appendix,
ease
only then
then were
were conclusions
conclusions and
and
only
recommendations discussed and endorsed by the
investigators.

Given the urgency of
of the
the circumstances,
circumstances, and
and
of The Ohio
the perceived threat to the integrity of
University, and
State University,
and its marching band family,

all speed was undertaken in an effort to address
hours
issues. This
involved hundreds
hundreds of hours
issues.
This report involved
of examination
examination and research
research cumulatively
cumulatively by
multiple people, including the investigators
investigators and
information available
available to them.
those who made information
Although this
is now
now issued,
issued, our
our
Although
this report
report is
investigation
continues
and
we
expect
to
investigation continues and we expect to
subsequently supplement
subsequently
supplement this
this report
report as more
information becomes
as
information
becomesavailable
availableand
and as
circumstances evolve.
evolve.
recommendations and
conclusions are
are
Our recommendations
and conclusions
set forth in detail in Section XIII. Those include:

*
recommendation
of
* a
immediate
of Jonathan Waters;
reinstatement of

* a recommendation
recommendation that
fair and
and
*
thataa full
full fair
impartial independent
independent investigation
investigation occur
occur
impartial
(unlimited by
constraints imposed
imposed upon the
(unlimited
by constraints
Montgomery Task Force);
*
* the
the recommendation
recommendation of
of independent
independent
of the OSUMB,
oversight of
*
* a demand that the administration immediately
and publicly
publicly disavow
disavow and
and repudiate
repudiate the
the
and
Glaros Report
Report in
an
effort
to
contain
the
in an effort to contain the
continuing damage which has and will occur;
*
* a call
call for
for aa public
public apology
apology to
to the
the OSUMB
OSUMB
family to allow healing to begin; and,
*
* a renewed
renewed call
call for
for an
an open
open and
and honest
honest
dialogue on
issues within
within the
the University
University
dialogue
on all issues
family in
an effort
effort totoappropriately
appropriately move
family
in an
forward in
forward
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the greatest
greatest
of The Ohio State University.
traditions of

n. LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONSOF
OFTHIS
THIS INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION
II.
Frequently, requested
access to information
information
Frequently,
requested access
and individuals was denied to the Committee by
the University.
University. On
On separate
separate occasions,
occasions, the
the
the
undersigned
investigative
committee of
of
undersigned
investigative
committee
TBDBITL has,
group, asked
asked for
for an
an
TBDBITL
has,asas aa group,
opportunity to meet with OSU President Drake.
opportunity
On one early occasion, this committee appeared
for a
office, on
July 30,
30, 2014
at his office,
on July
2014 at
at 10 AM for
previously
scheduled meeting,
meeting, but
but only
previously scheduled
only
Golden was
was
TBDBITL President
TBDBITL
PresidentBrian
Brian J.J. Golden

permitted admission
meeting with
with Dr.
Dr.
permitted
admissiontoto aa meeting
Drake and
and Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Alumni
Alumni
Drake
Association ("OSUAA")
("OSUAA") representative
representative Archie
Archie
Association
Griffin. (President
(President Golden
Griffin.
Golden had
had been warned by
email· that
that the
the meeting,
meeting, despite
despite earlier
earlier
email
communication with the President's office to the
contrary, appeared
President's calendar
calendar
contrary,
appeared on
on the President's
meeting only
only involving
involving the three
three identified
identified
as a meeting
participants.)
participants.) Dr.
Dr. Drake
Drake emerged
emerged from
from the
the
meeting
with Mr.
meeting with
Mr. Golden
Golden and briefly spoke to

I. DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTIONOF
OFINVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATIONAND
ANDEXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Droste, Ms.
Dr. Droste,
Ms. Graf and Mr. Leppla, who had
meeting in the outside
outside hall.
been left out of the meeting
After
the band
band for
After praising
praising the
for its
its "great
"great history",
history",
would
Dr. Drake specifically
specifically indicated
Dr.
indicated that
that he would
of the
like to "find a time" to meet with all four of
TBDBITL representatives.
representatives.
Requests
by
TBDBITL
Requests by
President Golden
meeting with President
President
President
Golden for
for a meeting
Drake by this Committee did not result in such a
meeting.
What did
did occur
occur was
was simply
meeting. What
simply a later
later
phone call,
staff, in
phone
call, scheduled
scheduled by
by Dr.
Dr. Drake's
Drake's staff,
which President
President Drake
"looking
which
Drake stated
stated he
he was "looking
forward to the future"
forward
future" and to continuing to work
Golden. The continuing requests
with President Golden.
for aa meeting
meeting were
were neither
neither acknowledged
acknowledged nor
for
fulfilled. (See Attachment # 1)
Subsequently, Inin press
press releases,
releases, the
the
Subsequently,
administration
the University
University issued
issued
administration ofof the
statements considered
Marching Band
Band
statements
considered by
by Marching
Alumni to be warnings or intimidation including
the following:
following:
1. The
The University
University indicated
take all
all
1.
indicated itit would
would take
individuals involved
involved in the
steps to "protect" individuals
investigation oror cooperating
cooperating with
the
investigation
with the
University concerning
concerning its
its "investigation
"investigation
University
policy, to wit:
wit: "The
"The
report" as
matter of policy,
report"
as a matter
university will
tolerate retaliation
university
will not
not tolerate
retaliation in any
fonn against
against any
faculty, staff,
staff, student,
student, or
form
any faculty,
volunteer who
who files
files an allegation,
allegation, serves as a
witness, assists
assists an alleger,
alleger, or participates
participates in
witness,
of discrimination
discrimination or
or
an investigation
investigation of
an
harassment." (See:
(See: Title IX,
IX, Compliance
Compliance and
harassment."
Integrity Policy Re: Retaliation,
Retaliation, Attachment
Attachment
Integrity
#2)
2. On
On August
August 23,
23, 2014,
2014, aa message
message was
was sent,
sent,
2.
apparently to
alumni clubs,
apparently
to all
all alumni
clubs, by The Ohio
State University
University Alumni
Alumni Association,
Association,
State
adopting, reinforcing
reinforcing and
endorsing the
the
adopting,
and endorsing
position of the administration, and criticizing
the
of "any
"any alumni
alumni clubs"
clubs" who
who have
have
the acts
acts of
contacted other
other clubs
clubs with
with information,
infonnation,
contacted
messages, or calls for
for assistance
assistance concerning
concernin¥
messages,
the marching
marching band situation.
situation. The OSUAA
OSUAA
1 The
1

OSUAA isisaaUniversity
OSUAA
Universitycontrolled
controlled organization
organization
which functionally
University, not
which
functionallyrepresents
represents the University,
not the
the
Alumni of
Alumni
of the
the University.

message indicated no support for the position
the Band
Band Alumni
Alumni and
and other
other members,
members,
of the
implicitly criticizing
criticizing the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni
implicitly
Club,
which
had
sent
no
such
general
Club, which had sent no such general
message. (Attachment # 3)
3. On September 8, 2014 it was reported to this
3.
Committee that
Ohio alumni
alumni club,
club,
Committee
that a Central Ohio
which had notified its membership by e- mail
of certain
certain public
public events
events in
in support
support of
of
of
Jonathan Waters
his family,
family, had been
been
Jonathan
Waters and
and his
admonished by the OSU Alumni
Alumni Association
and told itit was
was forbidden
forbidden from
from using
its eand
using its
of Jonathan
support of
mail contacts to promote support
Waters.

4.
4. The
The regular
regular OSUMB,
OSUMB, first
first led
led by
by trumpet
trumpet
cheers, then
group "spontaneously"
"spontaneously"
cheers,
then as
as aa group
played
played the
the "Superman
"Superman Theme"
Theme" at
at their
their
Session, a salute to
September
6, 2014 Skull Session,
September 6,
their former
former director
director Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, who
their
was known by that "nickname" (Clark Kent).
following week they were cautioned
cautioned by
The following
Directors Dr. Russel Mikkelson and Dr. Scott
Jones
that such
Jones that
such actions
actions would
would not
not be
be
tolerated.
There are gross
gross discrepancies
discrepancies between
between the
There
content of
the Glaros Report
Report and
the
content
of the
and the
information known
discovered by
information
known publicly
publicly and discovered
this Committee.
Committee. There
many privateprivate- and
and
this
There are many
public statements (including those from
from many of
the witnesses interviewed for the Glaros Report)
exhibiting contradictions between the content of
the IR and those statements.

Accordingly,
this Committee
asked for
for the
Accordingly, this
Committee asked
opportunity to
meet with
with investigator
investigator Jessica
Jessica
opportunity
to meet
Tobias and
apparent drafter
the IR
IR
Tobias
and the
the apparent
drafter of
of the
recommendations, Christopher
Christopher Glaros,
Glaros, together
recommendations,
with
with any
any other
otherinvestigators
investigators involved
involved
(apparently
part of
of the
(apparently part
the University's
University'S Title
Title IX
IX
compliance team),
order to explore
explore those
those
compliance
team), in
in order
of the
the University's
University's
issues and
the facts
facts of
issues
and get
get to
to the
investigation. Email
Email requests
requests and
and responses
responses
investigation.
of that access, or avoidance
indicating the denial of
the requests,
requests, on
on multiple
multiple occasions,
occasions, are
are
of the
included herewith.
After
included
herewith. (Attachment
(Attachment#4)
#4) After
of requests, no allowance
allowance of
of that request
request
weeks of
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received from
has been received
from the OSU legal office or
from the OSUAA,
OSUAA, to
were referred.
referred.
from
to which we were
No such
such interviews
interviews with
with investigators
investigators occurred
occurred
and we
we consider
consider that
be aa deficiency
deficiency in
in
and
that to
to be
preparing aa complete
complete report.
This Committee
Committee
preparing
report. This
is powerless
powerless to
to compel
compel those
those
concedes itit is
concedes
individuals
individuals to openly and honestly discuss their
investigation
andreport,
report,or
or to
to explain
investigation and
explain the
the
obvious inaccuracies.
inaccuracies. These
an
obvious
These requests
requests for
for an
honest dialogue
dialogue with this
this Committee
Committee
open and honest
and the
the 1BDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club
Club have
have gone
gone
and
the
unanswered,
apparently
part of
of the
unanswered, apparently
as asa apart
University administration's strategy to refuse to
University
concede errors
or discuss
discuss concerns.
concerns. The
The
concede
errors or
approach isis antithetical
antithetical to
the history
history and
and
approach
to the
of The Ohio State University family.
traditions of

Additionally,
efforts to
to obtain
Additionally, efforts
obtain aa dialogue
dialogue
with the University
University on
issue of
ofdonations
donations
with
on the issue
and fundraising,
fundraising, which
and
which has
has continued
continuedtoto be
be a
TBDBITL organization
organization and
and in
topic within the TBDBITL
ofdialogue.
dialogue.
the media,
media, have
have met
with a lack
lack of
the
met with
example, an email
email was
For example,
was sent
sent by a member of
this Committee indicating a desire to not receive
any other
other emails
emails concerning
concerning the University's
University's
any
President's Club given the issues
issues involving
involving the
the University
University and
and the
the current
current
president of
president
of the
events. The
Theresponse
response simply
simply contained
contained the
the
events.
suggestion that
member of
suggestion
that failure
failure to
to remain
remain aa member
the
the President's
President's Club
Club would
would "....not
" .... not allow
allow
purchase 0[2015
of 2015 football tickets", with no other
(See Attachment
Attachment #5)
The
commentary.
(See
#5) The
OSUMB raised
$46 million
million in 2013-14.
2013-14.
OSUMB
raised over
over $46
(Critical to
that effort
effort was
was the
thecoast-to-coast
coast-to-coast
(Critical
to that
persistent traveling
its director
director Jonathan
Jonathan
persistent
traveling of
of its
Waters.) The
accounting for
for those
those proceeds
proceeds
Waters.)
The accounting
remains a concern, but no University sources are
those
available to
to discuss
discuss placement
placement of those
available
to us to
Our investigation
investigation of
these facts
facts
funds. Our
of these
continues.
The OSUMB's
OSUMB's scheduled
scheduled Dayton
Dayton Schuster
Schuster
The
Center concert
concert in
in November
November 2014
has been
been
Center
2014 has
cancelled by its band alumni promoter, resulting
in aa loss
of$100,000
$100,000 in
in profit.
profit. Media
Media reports
reports
loss of
and
demonstrate the
the loss
loss of
and public statements
statements demonstrate
hundreds of thousands
thousands of dollars
dollars from
from donors,
donors,
hundreds
and we are receiving continuing comments from

individuals reporting
ended their
their
individuals
reporting they
they have
have ended
donations to
University as
result of the
donations
to the
the University
as the
the result
the University
University in
in conducting
conducting and
and
actions of the
actions
releasing
releasing the IR and
and firing
firing Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters.
For example,
example, as quoted in a WCMH,
WCMH, Channel 4
2
Report2
Report quoting OSU donor Fred Portner:

been in
in senior
senior level
level business
business decisions
decisions
"I have been
life. I think
think I know
know decision
decision makers and
all my life.
poor decision
makers, and
and the
the way
poor
decision makers,
way this
this
decision
on Jon
was handled
handled is
is
decision on
Jon Waters
Waters was
abominable, Portner
myself,
abominable,"
Partner said
said. "1
"I said to myself,
'Do I want
want them
them making
making those
those kinds
kinds of
of
'Do
decisions on major donations
donations I would
would make?'
make?'
decisions
Absolutely not."
not.
/I

II

administration of the University has not
The administration
publicly responded
responded to
to these
these reports.
reports. Mr. Portner
essentially received
received a form letter response from
the University.

Efforts to dialogue with the University Board
of Trustees resulted in a five minute window for
of
immediate adjournment
adjournment
comment,
comment, followed
followed by immediate
with no response,
response, at the
the August
August 29, 2014
2014 one
one
with
hour
hour Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees public
public meeting.
meeting. A
A
subsequent form letter dated September 3, 2014
was received
received by
the president
president of
of the
the Alumni
Alumni
was
by the
ofTrustees
Trustees Secretary
Secretary
Club from
from the
the Board
Board of
Club
avoiding further discussions.
discussions. (Attachment
(Attachment #6).
avoiding
Efforts to communicate
communicate through
through the OSUAA
OSUAA
Efforts
consistently ignored
ignored or
or misdirected,
misdirected,
have been consistently
most recently
recently with
with another
another similar
similar (declined)
(declined)
most
five minutes,
minutes, with
with no
no discussion,
discussion,
offer to allow five
September 12,
12,
on the OSUAA Board agenda on September
2014.
This investigation
investigation by
by this
this Committee
Committee will
This
persist in
in attempting
attempting to obtain
obtain
continue as we persist
concerning the process
process and
and procedure
procedure
the truth concerning
of the University
followed by the administration of
in this matter.

www.nbc4i.com/ .. ./osu-S-million-donor-rethinkswww.nbc4i.com/.../osu-5-million-donor-rethinksfutu re-gifts
future-gifts

2
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III. OVERVIEW
OVERVIEWOF
OFRELEVANT
RELEVANTHISTORY
mSTORY OF
OFTHE
THE MARCHING
MARCmNG BAND
BAND
INTRODUCTION

The "culture"
OSU Marching
Marching Band,
Band,
The
"culture" of the OSU
has been cited
primary
past and present,
present, has
cited as the primary
factor in the Glaros Report supporting
factor
supporting the firing
of OSUMB
OSUMB Director
Director Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. The
The
University's Investigation Report dated July 22,
2014 contains a markedly narrow and inaccurate
picture of this "culture," emphasizing individual
incidents supported
supported by
by incomplete
incidents
incomplete and suspect
suspect

critical to review the
anecdotal evidence.
evidence. ItIt is
is critical
anecdotal
history
the organization
organization in
order to assess
assess
history of the
in order
attitudes, circumstances
and "culture."
attitudes,
circumstances and
"culture." This
This
information was
was not
not requested
requested by
by the
the Office
Office of
information
University
University Compliance
Complianceand
and Integrity
Integrity in
in its
investigation
Waters.
We
consider it
it
investigation of
of Waters.
We consider
essential to a complete analysis.
analysis.

THE MILITARY INFLUENCE

There was
was only
only one
one Ohio
The
military tradition
continues to
this day,
There
Ohio State
State band
band in the
The military
tradition continues
to this
years before 1929, and that organization
organization played
although all formal association with the military
for military
military reviews
reviews and parades,
parades, athletic events
ceased in
in 1952.
ceased
for
1952. The
The Marching
Marching Band
Band has
has a
(mostly
football and
and baseball),
(mostly football
baseball), gave
gave sit-down
sit-down
professional
professional (mostly
(mostly faculty)
faculty) staff supported by
concerts, and
and did some
concerts,
some touring
touring throughout
throughout the
student staff
staff of
ofsquad
squadleaders,
leaders, equipment
equipment
a student
state.
state. The
Theall-male
all-male tradition
tradition resulted
resulted insofar as
managers,
band
managers, librarians
librarians and
and secretaries.
secretaries. The band
all band members
were drawn
drawn from
from the
the corps
corps of
uniform
appearance and
and requires
requires
members were
uniform is
is military in appearance
cadets in the
the Military
Military Department.
Department. In 1929
personal grooming
grooming and
and attention
personal
attention to correct
correct
cadets
1929 the
band was re-assigned to the Music Department,
Military-style discipline
been
usage.
Military-style
discipline has
has been
Department,
and was split
enforced at
by the
the professional
professional staff,
staff,
split into
into a marching
marching band for football
football
enforced
at all times, by
games,
the squad
squad leaders,
leaders, and
and assigned
assigned military
military
games, a concert
concert band,
band, and
and two
two regimental
regimental
the
bands. All
advisors.
(ROTC) advisors,
All bands
bands remained
remained military
military in character
character
and were not
not opened
opened to
to women
women until
until decades
decades
later.
DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS OF ENFORCEMENT BY STUDENT LEADERS
After World War II, returning
returning veterans
veterans were
mixed in with 17 and 18 year old freshmen (per
Charles
Charles Van
Van Cleve,
Cleve, alumni,
alumni, 1948-1952).
1948-1952).
Obviously, the atmosphere of the band changed,
because
of aa much
much wider
wider range
range of age
age and
and
because of
experience.
mistake was
was made
made in
in rehearsal,
rehearsal,
experience. IfIfaa mistake
the immediate
came from
from an older
immediate correction
correction came
older
member
of the
the band,
band, or
or aa squad
leader. The
member of
squad leader.
The
language
was very
very direct
direct and
and meant to ensure
language was
ensure
that
that new
new members
members "got
"got the
the message."
message." The
The
ultimate
penaltyfor
for making
making aa mistake
in a
ultimate penalty
mistake in
performance was to be carried over the dike and
thrown
the nearby
Olentangy River.
River. This
thrown into
into the
nearby Olentangy
This

practice
was discontinued
in 1971
1971 upon
upon
practice was
discontinued in
recommendation . of
Campus Police
Police and
and
recommendation
of the
the Campus
In its
its place,
place, offending
offending members
members
Health Center.
Center. In
were asked
asked to
to march
march aaphysically
physically challenging
challenging
were
penalty drill designed
designed to
to improve
improve performance
performance
penalty
on
on the
the practice
practice field.
field. Since
Since the
themid-1980's,
mid-1980's,
game films
films have
have been
been reviewed
reviewed by the entire
entire
game
band and,
sign of group
group identity,
most of
band
and, as
as a sign
identity, most
the band
band marched
marched a penalty
penalty drill
drill with
with the
the
the
offenders, regardless
the mistake
mistake
offenders,
regardless of who made the
the prior week.

SQUAD LEADER
I EM
LEADER SYS
SYSTEM
Each row is led
led by a student squad leader and
and
assistant
by the
assistant appointed
appointed by
the professional
professional staff.
staff.
Students
are considered
the basis
of
Students are
considered onon the
basis of

seniority, aa ballot
ballot election
election by
their row
row
seniority,
by their
members, and interviews
interviews with
with the
the professional
professional
members,
staff. Final
Finalappointments
appointments are
are made
made by the
the
staff.

III. OVERVIEW
OVERVIEWOF
OFRELEVANT
RELEVANT HISTORY
HISTORY OF THE MARCHING BAND
BAND
III.
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professionalstaff.
staff. Squad
professional
Squad leader
leader training
training
includes discussion
discussion and
and implementation
implementation of band
includes
policy, and teaching
policy,
teaching and evaluation
evaluation techniques
enable them
them to assist with band tryouts and
that enable
challenges. In
challenges.
In recent
recent years
years the
the squad
squad leaders
leaders
and a few other student leaders have functioned
and
group - along
along the
the lines
lines of
ofaa"council."
"council." They
as a group
assist
the
professional
staff
in
developing
assist
professional
developing and
enforcing band policy,
policy, which
which is
is passed on to
to the
enforcing
form.
band members in written form.

The division
division of the band into rows
rows has
has led to
The
row
spirit and
and competition
competition as
as aafundamental
fundamental
row spirit
strength
organization. The
The rows
rows often
often
strength of
of the
the organization.
hold
off-campus student
social events,
events, sit
sit
hold off-campus
student social
together
together on band buses,
buses, and
and tend
tend to
to set some
some of
their own
Directors have strived to
own "traditions."
"traditions." Directors
monitor
Good student
student leadership
leadership leads
leads to
monitor such.
such. Good
of band policy, where weak student
enforcement of
leadership could
could open
open the
the door to behavior that
leadership
is
is hidden from
from the staff.

TITLE IX
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, the mood
of many students
students on the OSU
OSU campus
campus became
became
decidedly anti-war
anti-war and
and anti-tradition.
anti-tradition. Band
decidedly
Band
members, representing
representingaa true
true cross-section
members,
cross-section of
the campus,
began to
to question
many of the
the
campus, began
question many
the
band's military
military traditions.
traditions. The
band's
The integration
integration of
women
students in
in 1973
women students
1973 ended
ended an
an all-male
all-male
tradition of
of almost
almost 100
100 years.
years. Dr.
tradition
Dr. Paul
Paul Droste
Droste
as
as Director,
Director, in
in collaboration
collaboration with
with University
University
officials,
opened tryouts
tryouts to female
officials, immediately
immediately opened
candidates,
and ensured
that they were treated
candidates, and
ensured that
treated
fairly.
fairly. Some
Some rows
rows and
and band
band members
members were
were
more enthusiastic
enthusiastic about this change than others.

Staff and student leaders worked to modify the
all-male atmosphere.
During that
that time,
of the
the School
School
During
time, the Director of
of Music was
was heavily
heavily involved,
involved, made
made frequent
frequent
inquiries
behavior, and
and counseled
counseled
inquiries about
about band behavior,
the
Director on
appropriate action.
The
the Director
on appropriate
action. The
response
behavior was mostly
mostly re-active.
re-active.
response to
to bad behavior
A
written document
document of
of "Policies
"Policies and
and
A written
Procedures" was
was developed
Procedures"
developed and
and revised
revised
annually.
annually. During
During Dr.
Dr. Jon
Jon Woods'
Woods' twenty-eight
twenty-eight
year tenure
tenure as
as director,
director, this
this document
document was
was
year
greatly expanded.

LEADERSHIP OF JONATHAN WATERS
Jonathan
became the second
Jonathan Waters
Waters became
second former
former
member
to be
member to
be named
named director,
director, after
after serving
serving
under
Dr. Woods
under Dr.
Woods as
as aastudent,
student, graduate
graduate
assistant,
and assistant
assistant director.
director. He inherited
assistant, and
inherited a
"band
that had
had not
"band culture"
culture" that
not been
been subject
subject to
to
modification
and improvement
improvementininhis
hisview.
view. He
modification and
set out
out to
to evaluate
evaluate all
all aspects
aspects of
of band
band culture
culture
and
and operations,
operations, instituting
instituting improvements
improvements and
and
reforms.

directions. By
By
leading
this culture
culture in
in new
new directions.
leading this
stressing education and providing
providing opportunities
opportunities
led the
the band
band
for additional
additional training,
for
training,he
he had
had led
tolerance of
ofinappropriate
inappropriate conduct
conduct
toward zero tolerance
in aa fashion
fashion consistent
consistent with
with Title
Title IX.
IX. His
His
in
leadership initiatives are described in Section IX
of activities
activities prepared
prepared by
below, a compilation
compilation of
below,
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, which
which was submitted by him
him
Jonathan
to Provost Steinmetz but not included in the IR.

In his two years as director he has been proactive
active in
in implementing
implementing several
several steps
steps toward
toward

111.
!II.
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IV. FACTUAL
FACTUALANALYSIS
ANALYSISOF
OFTHE
THE"INVESTIGATION
"INVESTIGATION REPORT", AKA GLAROS REPORT
IN
I RODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Certain "facts",
"facts", "conclusions"
"conclusions" and
and
Certain
"interpretations"
containedinin the
"interpretations" areare contained
the
"Investigative
Report"released
releasedby
by the
"Investigative Report"
the
Administration of the University. The following
Administration
of comments, written replies and public
consists of
statements offered
events
statements
offered by
by witnesses
witnesses to
to the events
and circumstances
circumstances
addressed
the
and
addressedinin the
Administration's Investigative
Investigative Report
Report ("IR"),
Administration's
largely compiled by recent OSU Marching Band
Alumni who
during
Alumni
who were
were members
members of the band during
Jon Waters' years of
of service,
service, and
and submitted
submitted to
Jon
the TBDBITL Alumni investigative committee.
The Administration's
Administration's Investigation
Investigation Report
Report
The
has called
called into question
question the morals
morals and
and values
values
has
(Le. "culture") of
of all current
current and prior
prior OSUMB
OSUMB
(i.e.
members beginning
beginning long
long before
before Jonathan
Jonathan
members
. Waters
Waters became
became director.
director. Individual
Individual members
members
and alumni
alumni have
have been
been personally
personally attacked,
attacked,
and
criticized
criticized and disparaged.
disparaged. That
That disparagement
disparagement
occurred in a document based upon anecdotes as
opposed to an empirically adequate overview of
the OSUMB.
OSUMB. This Committee
Committee has
has determined
determined
the
that the
the IR
IR contains
contains value
value judgments
judgments and
and
that
conclusions not
concerning Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters
conclusions
not concerning
alone, but
but concerning
concerning the
the
alone,
the fabric
fabric of
of the
organization, of
University, and
past
organization,
of the
the University,
and of past
members of the
Current and
and former
former
members
the OSUMB.
OSUMB. Current
members have
upon to account
account for
members
have been
been called
called upon
things labeled
Labeled by the Administration in the IR as
Even aa cursory
cursory
part of the
the OSUMB's
OSUMB's "culture".
"culture". Even
of the IR, upon which President Michael
review of
Drake has
based his
his entire
entire judgment
judgment
Drake
has stated he based
concerning
the
situation
(see
Drake
Remarks
concerning the situation
Remarks at
City Club,
Club, August
August 13,
13, 2014,
2014, Attachment
Attachment #6)
#6)
City
demonstrates defects.
Dr. Drake
Drake clearly
clearly
demonstrates
defects. Dr.
concluded that
he was
was given,
given, three
three
concluded
that the
the report
report he
new job, was entirely descriptive
weeks into his new.
of the 22 months during which Jonathan Waters
of
director, when
when in fact these instances
instances were
was director,
rare
rare and
and the
the anecdotal
anecdotal evidence
evidence outdated.
outdated. Dr.
however, been communicating
communicating with
Drake had, however,
Provost Joseph Steinmetz for several months by

email prior
prior to the
the commencement
commencement of his term.
term.
email
(See Section VI)

Of concern
concern to this Committee
Committee is the misuse
misuse
of the
the term
term "culture"
"culture" and
and the
the suggestion
suggestion of
certain conclusions
conclusions regarding
regarding the
"band
certain
the "band
culture". In
In addition
addition to
to the
the lack
lack of
ofappropriate
appropriate
culture".
legal analysis,
lack of any
any form
form of
legal
analysis,there
there isis aa lack
IR. Is the soscholarly analysis contained in the IR.
called
called "band
"band culture"
culture" different
different from
from "college
"college
Le., alternative
alternative song
song lyrics,
lyrics, drinking,
drinking,
culture", i.e.,
culture",
There is
is no empirical
college word games,
games, etc.?
etc.? There
any distinct
distinct culture,
culture, no
study of
evidence of
evidence
of any
no study
other student
student groups
groups with
withextracurricular
extracurricular
other
components or traveling groups, no comparative
examples,
and no apparent methodology of any
examples, and
sort .
sort.
Additionally, the
upon an
an
Additionally,
the report
report rests
rests upon
apparent assumption
general in
apparent
assumption that
that women
women in
in general
the OSUMB
OSUMB are
victims. As
members of
the
are victims.
As members
of a
strong, disciplined
disciplined leadership
leadership organization
strong,
organization itit is
far more likely that women
women band
band members
members are
far
strong, aggressive
aggressive and
minority
strong,
and thriving
thriving in
in aa minority
environment. Such
experience of
environment.
Such has
has been
been the experience
those we have
have heard
heard from
from and
and communicated
communicated
those
with, and
and based
based upon
upon our
our knowledge
knowledge of the
the
with,
marching band experience
experience collectively.
collectively. This
marching
Committee indeed
of view,
view,
Committee
indeed may
may have
have a point of
it is
is based
based upon
upon the
the facts
facts and
and familiarity
familiarity
but it
with the subject.
That investigation
investigation was
undertaken by
by
That
was undertaken
recently hired
hired University
University employee
employee Jessica
Jessica
recently
Tobias. The
IR was
was apparently
apparently overseen
overseen and
and
Tobias.
The IR
prepared by attorney
attorney Christopher
Christopher Glaros.
Glaros. The
prepared
decision to
terminate Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters while
while
decision
to terminate
attacking the
OSUMB' s "culture"
"culture" was
was
attacking
the OSUMB's
undertaken by President
undertaken
President Drake
Drake in
in his first three
president without any discussion
weeks as OSU president
witnesses, and no
no meeting
meeting whatsoever
whatsoever
with any witnesses,
with Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, apparently
apparently upon
upon the
the
with
University Provost Joseph
Joseph
recommendation of University
recommendation
Steinmetz. All
All occurred
occurred with a complete lack of
Steinmetz.
transparency, upon an apparent willful disregard
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of complete
complete evidence,
evidence, and
fashion
of
and in
in aa fashion
apparently designed
apparently
designed to reinforce
reinforce what appear to
predetermined conclusions.
The defamatory
defamatory
be predetermined
conclusions. The
an
content injures
injures character,
character, reputations
reputations and
content
and an
institution in
unacceptable, flagrant
flagrant and
and
institution
in unacceptable,
malicious fashion.
fashion. The
The pejorative
pejorative language
language
malicious
utilized
utilized and salacious
salacious attachments
attachments and
and details
details
the report
report suggest
suggest aa conscious
conscious
contained in
contained
in the
desire to
wage aapublic
publiccampaign
campaign against
against
desire
to wage
Waters
and the
the OSUMB,
OSUMB, contrary
contrary to the finest
finest
Waters and
Ohio State
State University,
University, where
where
traditions of The Ohio
traditions
"family"
"family" members
members are historically
historically treated with
with
respect, dignity and support.
We have
have encountered
encountered OSU Alumni,
Alumni, many
many
We
beyond the
OSUMB family,
family, who
who have
have
beyond
the OSUMB
prospectively
expressed their
unwillingness to prospectively
expressed
their unwillingness
support OSU as a consequence of
of the malicious
treatment of
the OSUMB
OSUMB and
and its
its Director.
Director.
treatment
of the
Sadly
a
common
comment
has
been,
"What
Sadly common comment has been, "What
words of our
our
happened to
happened
to the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
the words
Alma Mater,
Mater, '...How
' ... How firm
firm thy
thyfriendship,
friendship,
Alma
Ohio .. .' "?
Ohio...'
The IR
IR isis incomplete.
incomplete. There
There is
is blatant
blatant
The
activities initiated
initiated by.
by Jonathan
disregard for the activities
Jonathan
increase the
positive culture
the
Waters to
Waters
to increase
the positive
culture of the
explicitly support
OSUMB and
OSUMB
and to explicitly
support the
the policy
policy of
Title IX
IX prohibiting
prohibiting sex-based
sex-based discrimination
discrimination
Title
concrete steps
with concrete
steps to
to respond
respond to even rare and
isolated incidents
behaviors. Specific items
isolated
incidents and
and behaviors.
concern include
include the following,
following, as
as compiled
compiled
of concern
by recent
recent Band
Band Alumni.
Alumni.Quoted
Quoted phrases
phrases from
restated here
here to
to reference
reference specific
specific
the IR are restated
claims
made in the
claims made
the IR,
IR, and
and the
the alumni
alumni who
who
reviewed
the report and
reviewed the
and interviewed
interviewed witnesses
witnesses
prepared the
comments following
following each
IR
prepared
the comments
each IR
claim:

"Cultural" Criticism:
•• "to swear
swear secrecy
secrecy oaths"
oaths"—
- There
There was only
only
one "oath",
"oath", and
was written
written to
be
one
and itit was
to be
members
purposefully lighthearted
purposefully
lighthearted so
so that members
would feel
if they
they were
were joining
joining an
an elite
elite
would
feel as
as if
club, not
not being
being forced
forced to keep
keep secrets.
secrets. To
To
club,
convey its
its innocuous
innocuous nature,
nature, the
the oath
oath
convey
statements such as
contained statements
as "I will look both
will
ways
crossing the
the street"
street" and
and "I will
ways before
before crossing
only go to Applebee's during Happy Hour." 33
" ... The Marching
Marching Band's
Band's culture
culture facilitated
facilitated
•• "...The
This is not
not supported
supported by
data or
or
acts ... " —- This
acts..."
by data
We
have
been
unable
to
methodology.
methodology. We have been unable to
identify any studies linking juvenile humor to
sexual assault.
assault. The
The conclusion
conclusion is
itself
sexual
is itself
academically embarrassing
embarrassing particularly
particularly when
academically
major University
University in
subscribed
by a major
in a
subscribed toto by
public document.

•• "failed
''failed to eliminate
eliminate the sexual harassment..."
harassment ..."
-— In
contradiction, our
our investigation
investigation
In direct contradiction,
specific policies
policies to
to
revealed
revealed aa plethora
plethora of specific
of any kind.
prevent harassment of
Section IX below
below includes
includes specific
specific examples
examples
•• Section
policy initiatives
initiatives specifically
specifically implemented
implemented
of policy
Waters related to incidents
incidents cited
by Jonathan Waters
in the IR.

3

Mitchell &&Jeannette
Jeannette Town
Town (spanning
(spanning 2002-11)
2002-11)
Jennifer Mitchell
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MEMBER RATIO
RATIO BY SEX

"Today,
21% of
of its members
"Today, approximately
approximately 21%
members
The 2013
of women
- The
2013 percentage
percentage of
are women" —
the OSUMB
OSUMB was
was 22.67%.
22.67%. The percentage
in the
percentage is
included ostensibly
ostensiblytoto imply,
imply, with
with no
no
included
foundation, that
that the
the OSUMB
foundation,
OSUMB environment
environment is
hostile to
to women.
Indeed, some
some in
in the media
hostile
women. Indeed,
media
have understandably
understandably concluded that this statistic
is also
is
also evidence
evidence of sexism
sexism in
in the
the selection
selection
process. ItIt isis evident
process.
evident that
that aa higher
higher than average
male/femaleratio
ratioisis not
not due
due to
to sexism,
but is
male/female
sexism, but
instead due
due to more
instead
more males
males historically
historically playing
playing
brass and percussion
brass
percussion instruments
instruments than women.
women.
For over 100
For
100 years
years the
the OSUMB
OSUMB has
has reflected
reflected
the legitimate
that an
an all-brass
the
legitimate conclusion
conclusion that
all-brass and
percussion band
band is
is far
far and away best suited for
percussion
outdoor,
all-weather performance.
performance. Likewise, an
outdoor, all-weather
all
band would
all woodwind
woodwind band
would likely
likely have
have more
more
than men.
of several
women than
men. In fact,
fact, an analysis of
other Big Ten marching bands indicates that the
percentageofof women
women in
in their
percentage
their brass
brass and
and
percussion sections also hovers around the same
22%.4

No
known policy
policy provides
provides that
that all
all groups
groups
No known
should have
have aa gender
equal to
to the
should
gender division
division equal
the
general population.
general
population. Many
Many other
other University
University
courses have
courses
have even
even more
more pronounced
pronounced gender
gender
ratios. (Veterinary
(Veterinary Medicine,
Medicine,for
forexample).
example). A
ratios.
York Times
Times article,
another
recent New
New York
article, as another
example,
gender inequality
inequality in
in
example, portrays
portrays the
the gender
teacher education
teacher
education programs.
programs. Rich,
Rich, Motoko.
Motoko.
More Men
Men Go
Go Into
Into Teaching?"
Teaching?"
"Why Don't More
"Why
New York Times 66 Sept.
New
Sept. 2014.
Regardless of
2014. Regardless
gender,
the right to
gender, the
the promise
promise of
of Title
Title IX
IX is
is the
freely
choose educational
educational programs
programs and
and
freely choose
activities. The
The OSUMB
OSUMB is
is an
an elite
elite organization
organization
activities.
with
an objective
objective tryout
tryout process
process which
which has
has
with an
treated women
women as
as equals
treated
equals since
since women
women were
were
integratedinto
into the
the band.
band. Again
Again no
no logic
integrated
logic or
or
methodology
implication
methodology appears to support the implication
ofthis
of
this IR comment.

See
public report
report (Attachment
(Attachment 7,
See public
7, Item
Item 41)
41) prepared by
by
OSUMB Alumna Jenna McCoy.

4
4
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TECHNICAL DEFICIENCIES
DEFICIENCIES IN
IN ADMINISTRATION'S
ADMINISTRATION'S INVESTIGATION:
INVESTIGATION:
TECHNICAL
small witness
witness sample size (5
(5 of225
of 225
•• Extremely small
band members,
members, 44 of over
over 4000
4000 Alumni,
Alumni, 11 of
band
thousands of
of parents,
thousands
parents, no prior
prior directors).
directors).
According to
to Mr.
Mr. Waters,
Waters, and
and the
the IR itself (p.
According
(p.
th. 3), the witnesses interviewed
interviewed were those
3, fit.
identifiedbyby the
the original
original Title
Title IX
IX
identified
complainant. Intentional
Intentionalbias
bias isis reflected
complainant.
reflected in
base.
relying upon this evidence base.

•• "FERPA
"FERPA requires
requires redaction
redaction or
or protection
protection of
any information..."
information ..."—
~ The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §
Rights
99) is a Federal law that
1232g; 34
1232g;
34 CFR
CFR Part 99)
of student
student education
education
protects the
the privacy
protects
privacy of
records. The
The law
law applies
to all
records.
applies to
all schools
schools that
receive
applicable program
receive funds
funds under
under an applicable
program of
the
U.S. Department
Department of
of Education.
Education. Many
Many
the U.S.
students
publicly known
known by
students in
in this report are publicly
these
these names,
names, both within and outside the band
of these individuals include
community.
community. Some of
these names on their social media profiles.
profiles.55

5
5

&Tyler
Tyler Provo
Provo (spanning
(spanning 2008-13).
Jeanette Town &
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THE ADMINISTRATION'S
ADMINISTRATION'S "FACTUAL" FINDINGS:
FINDINGS:

Midnight Ramp
Our review
•• Midnight
Ramp —
- Our
review demonstrates
demonstrates
event, in
in celebration
celebration of
that this was a positive event,
making the
the band
band and
and with
with the
the hopes
making
hopes of
diminishingnerves
nervesbefore
before the·
the first
diminishing
first
performance. All
All members
members were
were clearly
performance.
clearly told
by fellow
they did
did not
not have
to
by
fellow students
students they
have to
participate ifif they
they did
did not wish,
participate
wish, and several
several
students opted
opted out
out with no consequence.
students
consequence. For
the rookies,
the event
the
rookies, the
event was
was meant
meant to make
make
marchinginin front
front of 100K
marching
lOOK people
people (with
(with
OSUMB
perfection) a
OSUI\1B cultural expectations of perfection)
little easier
easier to
to face.
face. If one
one can
can march
march in the
the
little
dead of night
so the
night in
in your
your underwear,
underwear, so
the
dead
reasoning went, it becomes that much easier at
game time.6
Currently there
there are
are two
two other
other
game
time. 6 Currently
University events
events that
that are
University
are noteworthy:
noteworthy: the
University sanctioned
sanctioned Mirror
Mirror Lake
Lake Jump
University
Jump and
the philanthropic
Axe"Undie
"UndieRun".
Run". As
As a
the
philanthropic Axe
further demonstration
of the
the positive,
positive, nonnonfurther
demonstration of
sexual
the event,
event, university
university staff
staff
sexual nature
nature of the
outside
outside the OSUMB
OSUMB were specifically
specifically aware
aware
of the
the event,
event, including
including interim
interim OSUMB
OSUMB
director,
Dr. Russel
director, Dr.
Russel Mikkelson,
Mikkelson, Director
Director of
University
Bands, who
who attended
attended the
the event in
University Bands,
20107,
2010 7, and
anduniversity
university police
policedepartment
department
members,
who regularly
members, who
regularly "secured"
"secured" the
the
perimeter of Ohio Stadium (used with athletic
depai
iment permission)
permission)for
for the
the event
department
event to
to
facilitate
facilitate the positive tradition (See 10tv.com;
1Otv.com;
Kevin Landers report, August 14,
2014).
14,2014).

banned
and there
banned from
from this
this event and
there were
were no
8
instances ofnakedness.
of nakedness.8
oo "warn new members..."
members ..."—
- The
The purpose
purpose of
the comment
was in
in fact
the
comment was
fact to avoid
avoid any
any
of mandatory participation and
suggestion
suggestion of
avoid
discomfort, again
again mischaracterized
mischaracterized
avoid discomfort,
in the IR.
IR.
oo"female
''female members
members have gone
gone shopping..."
shopping ... "

This
clearly was
was not sanctioned
sanctioned by staff.
This clearly
How
was shopping
shopping inappropriate?
inappropriate? Band
How was
members
interviewed
assert
that
members interviewed
assert that
complainant's
daughter could
could have
have been
been
complainant's daughter
among
this small
of female
female
among this
small group
grou? of
members,
choice. Moreover,
Moreover,
members, by
by choice.
Victoria's
the source
source of fullfunVictoria's Secret
Secret isis the
covering as well as athletic clothing, so the
of such shopping
shopping is
is questionable.
questionable.
purpose
purpose of
The
suggestion that
few individuals
individuals
The suggestion
that aa few
shopping
shopping at Victoria's Secret
Secret is
is evidence
evidence
of aa"sexualized"
"sexualized" band
band culture
culture is
is
of
astounding to this Committee.

o
o "whether
"whether this
.tradition was
was still
still
this tradition
necessary"
necessary"—
- This has been
been interpreted
interpreted as
of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters simply
simply
an example
example of
an
opinion of
of the Band,
Band, rather
asking for the opinion
Waters
than taking action.
action. Actually,
Actually, Mr. Waters
than
was asking
asking the Band to consider
consider the fact
fact
was
that organizations
organizations often
often have
have outdated
outdated
that
practices that continue
continue just because
because they
they
practices
always have been done that way. This was
invitation to question all band traditions
an invitation
eliminate those
those that are no
no longer
longer
and to eliminate
necessary or
good. Furthermore,
Furthermore, Mr.
Mr.
necessary
or good.
Waters was known
known to end
end such
such traditions
traditions
Waters
band members
members disagreed
disagreed with
even when band
so this
this should
should not
be taken
taken as an
an
him, so
him,
not be
implication that
implication
that he
he bowed
bowed to
to the
the input of
the band.

o "get
"get completely
completely naked'
naked'—- not witnessed on
more
than
one
cited
more than one cited occasion
occasion when
when one
one
student got out of
of hand;
hand; was
was immediately
immediately
dealt
dealt with
with through
through stern
stern discipline
discipline and
and
subsequent
event monitoring.
subsequent event
monitoring. The
The
occurrence
isolated and
and singular,
singular, akin to a
occurrence isolated
"streaker" —
not tolerated
tolerated and
and not typical.
- not
typicaL
During
Waters's tenure
as
During Jonathan
Jonathan Waters's
tenure as
director,
director, all
all alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption was
was

occurredininMay"
May"—- Multiple
o "whether ititoccurred
o"whether
accounts indicate
indicate that
Mr. Waters
Waters
accounts
that Mr.
addressed canceling
canceling Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp
addressed
Drew
Drew Thompson (2004-08),
(2004-08), quoted in interview
interviewon
onABC
ABC
6, July 25, 2014.
7
7 Ben
Ben Thornton (2006-10).
(2006-10).
6
6

8

B Clay

Finken
Finken (2008-11).

99 Tyler Studebaker (2008-12).
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before
before he learned of
of the
the investigation.
investigation. In
fact
fact Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters allowed
allowed the
the
leadership toto come
come to
to an
anagreement
agreement
leadership
themselves to
MR. It is
is untrue
untrue
themselves
to cancel
cancel the
the MR.
that he only
only considered
considered canceling the MR
Several
after he knew
knew of the
the investigation.
investigation. Several
years prior
prior itit was
wasdetermined,
determined, after
after
years
speaking
speaking with
with the student
student leadership,
leadership, that
the event
event would
would be
be simply
simply driven
driven
the
"underground". Instead,
Waters
"underground".
Instead, Mr.
Mr. Waters
modified the
modified
the tradition
tradition in
in order
order to
to allow it
continue in a more
more safe
safe and
and acceptable
acceptable
to continue
manner.
The
timing
of
the
event
was
manner. The timing of the event was
changed,
the drinking
was banned,
and it
changed, the
drinking was
banned, and
all band
band members
members that
was made clear to all
this was
was not
not aa sanctioned
sanctioned or
or mandatory
mandatory
this
event.
Staff
members
attended
for
student
event. Staff members attended
student
safety.lO We
Weare
areatata aloss
losstotounderstand
understand
safety.1°
continuing criticism in the IR.

o "Boob Job"
Job" —~ This
This name
name was
was given
given in
in
o"Boob
d'Irector. 14
2008, before Mr. Waters was director.14
>

o "Donk"
"Don/r' —
~ This
This name
name was given
given in 2009,
2009,
before Mr. Waters was director. Moreover,
this individual
individual was
was interviewed
interviewed but
was
this
but was
about how she
she feels
feels about
about her
her
not asked about
name or the circumstances surrounding the
giving of names
names in her
her row.
row. Her
Her parents
parents
giving
posed with her in "Donk" t shirts when she
dotted
the i.i. Her
dotted the
Her public
public statement
statement is
is
ls
attached.
attached.15
o"ERV"
o "ERJ!" —
- This
This name
name was given
given in
in 2007,
2007,
before
Jon
Waters
was
director,
and
before Jon Waters was director, and is
therefore irrelevant to this report.16
report. 16
o "Gina"
"Gina" —- This
This name
name was given
given in
in 2007,
2007,
before Jon
Waters was
was director,
director, and
before
Jon Waters
and is
. Ievant to
h'IS repo
rt .17
me
therefore irrelevant
to tthis
report.'?
o "Jewoobs"
o"Jewoobs"
(sic)
insufficient
investigation. The
not even
even
investigation.
Thename
name isis not
spelled correctly,
correctly, nor
was this
this student
student
spelled
nor was
interviewed. Moreover,
name was
was
interviewed.
Moreover, this
this name
given
given in
in 2009,
2009, before
before Waters
Waters was
was
Director. Her
public statement
statement is
IS
Director.
Her public
18
attached , which
which indicates
indicates that
that she
she
attached18,
embraced her
not feel
feel
embraced
her name
name and
and did
did not
offended until
it was
waspublished
published
offended
until it
(incorrectly)
in this
this report
(incorrectly) in
report without
without her
her
consent.

- Few
•• Nicknames —
Fewof
ofthe
the students
students named were
contacted
by the IR proponents.
contacted by
proponents. The fact that
of the IR referred
the investigators and authors of
to the
the Urban
Urban Dictionary
Dictionary rather
rather than
to
to
than to
investigate what
actually occurred
occurred and
was
investigate
what actually
and was
meant by nicknames
nicknames is
is equally
equally astounding.
astounding.
meant
Many of these
these names
names were
were the
the preferred
preferred
Many
names of these
individuals, both
names
these individuals,
both in
in and
and out of
band.
band. Some
Some of
of these
these individuals
individuals had their
their
nicknames included
their social
social media
media
nicknames
included inin their
profiles.] I Recent
RecentAlumni
Alumni state
state that
that offensive
offensive
profiles."
12
nicknames were banned after 2011.
2011.12

o "Mushroom Stamp"
Stamp"—- given
given in 2009, also
also
o"Mushroom
19
predating Mr. Waters.
Waters.I9

o
"...in
0"
••• in 2013,
2013, all
all three
three new
new members
members of
of one
row..."
row ... "—- One row is not representative
representative of
the whole band. Alumni who hosted a row
2013 were told by band members
dinner in 2013
had not
not given
given offensive
offensive names,
names,
that they had
because Mr.
because
Mr. Waters
Waters had made
made it clear that
13
allowed.
would not be allowed.13

o "Squire'
"Squirt'—- This
This name
name was given in 2004,
2004,
long before Mr. Waters
Waters was director,
director, and
long
therefore irrelevant
irrelevant to
has
is therefore
to the
the IR.
IR. She has
indicated20
indicated20 that
that she
she is
is very
very upset
upset to have
have
been included
included in
the IR,
IR,especially
especially
been
in the
regarding her trick. (See "Tricks" section.)

Holly Lewis (2005-08).
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Smallwood
Smallwood (2008-12).
(2008-12). Attachment
Attachment 7, Item 68
Lewis (2005-08).
16 Holly Lewis
Chris Shaffner
17 Chris
Shaffner (2005-08).
7, Item 13
13
18 Attachment
Attachment 7,
19 Joe
Joe Plattenburg (2009-13).
(2002-06).
20 Jennifer Mitchell (2002-06).
14

15
16
10

Clay Finken
Clay
Finken (2008-11).
Jeanette Town (2009-2011)
12
12 Robert Brese
Brese (2010-13).
Lindsey Dan
Danhoff
13 Lindsey
hoff (2006-10).
10

11

11
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This is
is the
the name
name of a dog
oo"Sugar
"Sugar Bush"
Bush"—
- This
kennel known
known to
to aa row
and was
was
kennel
row member
member and
not intended
to be sexual,
not
intended to
sexual, but simply
simply fun
to say. The rookie
name, a male,
to
rookie with this name,
was often
was
often called
called "Shugga"
"Shugga" or "Shug".
"Shug".
Moreover, this
this name
name was given
given in 2011,
Moreover,
2011,
director.21
also before Mr. Waters was director?l

question of whether
question
whether he
he tolerated
tolerated sexual
sexual
not.
nicknames, which he did not.
0" ..... sometimes

was upset"
upset" -—
o".....sometimes when
when he
he was
Unsubstantiated:
the name
name
Unsubstantiated:Did
Didhe
he use
use the
because
was upset,
upset, or because
because he
he
because he
he was
always
person by
by their
their
always called
called that
that person
nickname
have been
been
nickname (which
(which may
may have
personally
the previous
previous
personally preferred
preferred per
per the
point)?
Moreover, "Tiggles"
"Tiggles" states
states that
that
point)? Moreover,
NOT remember
remember her
her nickname
nickname
she
does NOT
she does
EVER
used by
by Mr.
Mr. Waters,
Waters,
EVER being
being used
25
anger.25
especially in anger.

This nickname
nickname was
was given
McGee" —
- This
oo "Tits McGee"
2007, before Waters
Waters was
was the director.
director. In
in 2007,
fact it
it is
fact
is aaname
name from
from the
the movie
movie
and is
Anchorman, and
is used
used to
to mock
mock oldoldschool
sexism through
through satire.
satire. Its
Its use
school sexism
use was
A full
not sexual.
sexual. A
full and complete IR would
have revealed this fact.
fact.

oo“.....Waters
" ..... Waters sought
sought to
to discover
discover assigned
assigned
demonstrates that
nicknames"
- This
nicknames" —
This demonstrates
that he
was
taking steps to combat
combat this
this practice.
practice.
was taking
Mr. Waters would seek these nicknames in
order to
order
to police
police the
the nicknames.
nicknames. For
For
instance,
recent offensive
offensive nicknames
nicknames
instance, the recent
were met with disciplinary
disciplinary action
were
action by
by Mr.
26
Waters in 2012 and 2013.
2013.26

This name
name was
oo "Tulsa"
"Tulsa"—
- This
was given
given in 2010,
2010,
director.22
before Jon Waters was director?2
oo "Tiggles"
"Tiggles"—
- This name was given in 2007,
again
Mr. Waters' directorship.
again predating
predating Mr.
directorship.
Like "Jewoobs" (sic), this student wrote an
eloquent statement
statement indicating
indicating that
that she did
eloquent
not feel offended
offended by this name,
name, that it was
her preferred
name, and
and that
that she is upset
upset
preferred name,
that it was
included
in
the
report
without
was included in the report without
her
her consent.
consent. Her
Her public
public statement
statement is
is
attached.23
attached. 23

0"
.... the practice
practice did
did not
not change"
change" -—
o
"....the
Completely unsubstantiated.
unsubstantiated. While
the
Completely
While the
practice perhaps
perhaps could
could never
never be wholly
wholly
practice
eliminated, offensive nicknames were rare
eliminated,
and the
the ones
ones that
that could
could be
beconsidered
considered
and
"questionable" were
were far
far less
less offensive than
was reported
reported to
to alumni
alumni in
in years past.
past. ItItwas
2013 that
that band
band members
members had
had stopped
stopped
2013
giving offensive
offensive nicknames
nicknames because
because Mr.
giving
Waters had
them that
that they
they were
were no
no
Waters
had told
told them
SO.27
longer allowed to do so.27

o "....nicknames
were used by
" ... .nicknames were
by Waters"
Waters" -—
Some
members preferred
preferred to
to be
be called
Some members
called by
their
their nicknames.
nicknames. Again,
Again, some
some band
band
members and alumni have these names on
their social media profiles and are known
known
by
by them
them to
to friends
friends outside
outside the
the band
band
community.
Sometimes,
Mr. Waters
Waters
Sometimes, Mr.
might
might call
call these
these certain
certain people
people their
their
preferred
name,and
anditit was
was aa sign
preferred name,
sign of
of
respect
for their
their wishes.
wishes. However,
respect for
However, many
many
alumni
alumni recall
recall him
him using
using given
given names
names
Thefact
fact that
that Waters
Waters
almost exclusively.24 The
used
used appropriate
appropriate nicknames
nicknames preferred
preferred by
students
is of no
no probative
probative value
value on
on the
the
students is

21
21 Jocelyn Smallwood (2008-12).
22
22 Chris Shaffner (2005-08).
23

Attachment 7,
7, Item
Item 73
73
Attachment
24
24 Jeanette
Jeanette Town (2009-11).
(2009-11).
23

0"
... Waters
Waters responded
responded that .50
50 percent
..."
o
"...
percent..."
Jonathan Waters
ambushed in
his
Jonathan
Waters was
was ambushed
in his
interview, with
second interview,
with no counsel and no
of the allegations
allegations against him.
knowledge of
knowledge
off the
the cuff
cuff guess
guess about
about
To argue that his off
of nicknames
nicknames was accurate,
accurate, as
the context of
findi~g in
in the
the IR,
IR, isisnot
notdefensible.
defensible.
a finding
Nicknames extend over decades and each
each
Nicknames
one was
was welcomed
welcomed by
by the
the bearer
bearer who
who
one
allowed those
included in
allowed
thosetoto be
be included
in aa

Jeanette Town (2009-11).
Robert Brese
Brese &
& Tyler
Tyler Studebaker (spanning
(spanning 2008-13).
Robert
27 Lindsey
Lindsey Danhoff
Danhoff (2006-10).
27
25
25
26
25
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directory. The
actual percentage
percentage is
far
directory.
The actual
is far
lower.

•• Tricks
o "A
"A female
female student
student sitting
sitting on
laps ... " -—
o
on laps..."
this "trick"
"trick" occurred
occurred in
in 2004,
2004,
First of all, this
long before
before Waters
Waters was
was Director.
Director. This
This
long
Band night"
night" incident
incident occurred
occurred
"make the Band
is typical
typical of
of the
the salacious
salacious
2006. It is
in 2006.
details
included in
in the
details included
the IR
IR without
without
appropriate. context
time reference.
reference.
appropriate
context or time
At that time, the candidates sat together in
extended time, often
the band room for an extended
over an
an hour,
hour, while
while the
the band
band staff
staff was
was
over
finalizing the band roster. During this time
the band candidates were unsupervised by
any staff
staff or
or squad
squad leaders.
leaders. After
After this
this
any
staff including Waters made
incident, band staff
specific changes to this night to ensure that
such incidents
incidents would
happen in
the
such
would not
not happen
in the
future. For
example, the
schedule of the
future.
For example,
the schedule
night was altered so that students report to
stadium at a later time in the evening.
evening.
the stadium
longer be such
As a result
result there would no longer
a long unsupervised wait time where these
incidents could
could occur.2g
occur?8 Moreover,
Moreover, this
this
incidents
student
has indicated
student has
indicated in
in private
private
she is extremely
extremely upset
conversations 29 that she
conversations29
that this
this was
was included
included in
the report,
report, as
as
that
in the
many
many family
family members,
members, friends,
friends, and
and
colleagues outside
know her
her
colleagues
outside the
the band
band know
nickname, but
know her
her trick.
trick.
nickname,
but did
did not
not know
Now, a trick
trick that
that seemed
seemed silly and funny
funny
Now,
(which
she
voluntarily
did,
and
which
(which she voluntarily did, and which
from her high
high school
school softball
softball team
team
came from
came
cheer)
with friends
cheer) with
friends when
when she was
was much
much
much
younger has
been publicized
publicized for
younger
has been
for a much
She is
is now
now a professional
larger audience.
audience. She
and is incensed that people who know her
nickname now
trick, but
but
nickname
now know
know about
about this trick,
speaking out
draw
she is not speaking
she
out so
so as not to draw
more attention to it.

29
28
29
29

Rebecca Thompson
Lewis (spanning
Rebecca
Thompson &
& Holly Lewis
(spanning 2005-10).
(2002-06).
Jennifer Mitchell (2002-06).

o "A female student
student thumping the
... "
o"A
the ground
ground..."
2008, before
before Mr.
Mr.
-— This
This occurred
occurred in
in 2008,
was director.
director.30
30
Waters was

o "Two
"Two .females
females rubbing
rubbinf!: their
their chests
chests
together."
tOf!:ether." - False.
False. This
was not
not their
their
This was
trick. 3 !
trick.31
o "A male
male student
student scooting..."
scooting ..."—
- This was
was a
reference toto aa South
South Park
Park TV
TV show
show
reference
episode where
occurred, aa show
show
episode
where this
this occurred,
enjoyed
by many
enjoyed by
many college
college students
students and
and
adults.
o
o "A
"A female
female student
student pretending
pretending toto be
be a
sex toy."
toy."—- False.
False. This
not
vibrating sex
This was not
her trick.
an
trick. Her actual
actual trick
trick was
was to sing
sing an
inoffensive song.32
song?2
o
o "Some witnesses
witnesses stated
stated that
that non-offensive
non-offensive
in
tricks
were
occasionally
performed
tricks were occasionally performed in
front of
ofstaff"
stqff."—
- Staff, according to the IR,
JR,
non-offensive tricks.
tricks. How were
only saw non-offensive
they to be responsible for offensive ones?
•• First
First Year
Year Member
Member Introductions
Introductions —
- These
These
typically did
not include
include any
any offensive
offensive
typically
did not
material. The goal was for the bus members to
new members.
members. Squad
Squad leaders
leaders
get to know the new
stood with
new members
members to make
make sure
sure
stood
with the new
they were
were not
not harassed
harassed or
or made
made
they
uncomfortable. Jonathan Waters banned these
uncomfortable.
33
introductions in 2012 and 2013.
2013.33
o
o "....remove
" .. ..remove articles
articles of
qfclothing"
clothing" —- Full
uniforms
were worn
uniforms were
worn during
during these
these
introductions.
introductions. Members
Members might
might unhook
unhook
decorative cross
remove berets,
berets,
decorative
cross belts
belts or remove
fully
new member
member would
would still
still be fully
but the new
dressed in
hislher (now
(now slightly
slightly
dressed
in his/her
34
disheveled) uniform.
uniform.34
o
o "...asking
" .. .askinf{ the
the squad
squad leaders
leaders if
(f they
they still
still
to do
do them."
them."—
- Squad Leaders from
needed to
needed
30 Chris
Chris Shaffner (2005-08).
3°
31 Jeanette
Town (2009-11).
31
JeanetteTown
Chris Wiet
32 Chris
Wiet (2008-12).
Brese, Chris Wiet, &
&Jackie
Jackie Schilling (spanning
33 Robert Brese,
2008-13).
&Chris
Chris Wiet
Wiet (spanning
(spanning 2002-12).
34 Jennifer Mitchell
Mitchell &
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this time
time assert
assert that
nearly all
all were
were in
in
this
that nearly
opposition to eliminating
eliminating introductions,
introductions,
opposition
indicating how
indicating
how difficult
difficult such changes are.
Even with
with this
this sentiment,
sentiment, buses
buses were
were
Even
forced by
bus chaperones
chaperones to
stop
forced
by bus
to stop
introductions in
under orders
orders from
from
introductions
in 2012,
2012, under
Waters. 35
Waters.35
First Year
Year Member
Member Midterms
Midterms and
and Physical
Physical
•• First
Challenges -— These
NOT widespread
widespread
Challenges
These are
are NOT
practices, and
nearly as extreme
extreme as
practices,
and were
were not
not nearly
those described
described in
report. Not
rows
those
in the
the report.
Not all rows
midterms, and many midterms were
even had midterms,
mild documents focused
focused on band/OSU history
and silly entertainment, such as writing a story
telling a joke.36
joke. 36 As
Assuch,
such, ititwould
would have
have
or telling
been extremely
extremely difficult
most
been
difficult for
for even
even the most
vigilant of
bus chaperones
chaperones toto tell
tell the
the
vigilant
of bus
difference between band members filling out a
midterm and
members working
midterm
and band members
working on their
homework. Furthermore,
homework.
Furthermore, several alumni recall
being allowed to skip midterm questions with
which
they were
were uncomfortable,
uncomfortable, with
no
which they
with no
37
repercussions. AAnumber
number of
of alumni
alumni
negative repercussions.37
recall, as
as first
first year
year members,
members, being
being
recall,
specifically told
members and
specifically
told by
by older band members
band staff that
were not to do
do anything
anything
band
that they
they were
38
In fact,
fact,
that made
made them
them uncomfortable.35
uncomfortable. In
that
alumni recall
specific efforts
ensure that
that
alumni
recall specific
efforts to
to ensure
first-year
understood the
the lightfirst-year members
members understood
lightthese midterms.
midterms.
hearted, voluntary
voluntary nature
hearted,
nature of these
Tbese midterms were specifically
specifically banned in
These
2012 when
2012
when Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters became
became director39.
director39.

in 2011"
2011" (Exhibit
(Exhibit A) —
- This was
o "used in
before Mr. Waters was director. Moreover,
this particular
particular midterm
occur on
this
midterm did
did not
not occur
his bus,
bus, so
so itit would
would have
have been
been the
the
his
responsibility of
member on the
responsibility
of the
the staff member
ERS
bus in 2011
ERS bus
2011 to deal
deal with
with it.
it. Again,
Again,
& Jackie
Jackie Schilling
Chris Wiet, &
Schilling (spanning
(spanning 200B-13).
2008-13).
Jason Stroud,
&Jon
Jon Picking
Picking (spanning
Jason
Stroud, Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell,
Mitchell, &
2001-0B).
2001-08).
37 Jennifer Mitchell,
Mitchell, Holly
HollyLewis,
Lewis, &
&Jackie
Jackie Schilling
(spanning 2002-13).
38 lason
& Allen Sun
Sun (spanning
16
Jason Stroud,
Stroud, Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell,
Mitchell, &
2001-12).
39 Tyler Studebaker (2008-12).
(200B-12).
19
35
36

36

this midterm is an extreme case and is not
of widespread band actions.
a reflection of
o
o "The witness also
also stated
stated that
that one physical
physical
challenge ... "—- Again,
Again, this
an extreme
extreme
challenge..."
this is an
not representative
representative of the
example that
example
that is not
conduct of the entire
entire band.
band. Moreover,
Moreover, on
conduct
what bus
did this
this occur?
occur? If not
not on
on the
the
what
bus did
director's bus,
bus, another
another staff
staff member
member
director's
would
would have been responsible
responsible for noticing
noticing
and dealing with this.
•• Trip
Trip Tic
Tic —
- AAcompletely
completelyunsanctioned
unsanctioned
document produced
few students
students and
and
document
producedby
by aa few
specifically
hidden from
from staff because
because it was
specifically hidden
Once Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters became
became
prohibited.
Once
practice. 40
Director, he put a total stop to the practice.°
o
o"
... a Marry,
'Marry, F*ck,
F*ck, Kill'
Kill' list"
list' - Common
"...a
game
game played among
among college students,
students, not
exclusive to
the Marching
Marching Band.
Band. Also
Also
exclusive
to the
known
known to
to occur on radio shows hosted by
many "shock jock" personalities.
0"
...
"...

members would typically
typically give
members
give a copy
to Waters."
Waters." —- Unsubstantiated.
Unsubstantiated. Several
Several
to
recent alumni
this row assert that Mr.
recent
alumni of this
Waters was
copy, and
and alumni
alumni
Waters
was not given a copy,
recall students
students attempting
attempting
of various rows recall
to make
make sure
sure he
did not
not get
get aa copy41
copll
to
he did
because they
trying to
because
they knew
knew he
he had been trying
prohibit it,
before he was
was director.
director.
prohibit
it, even before
least one article
article in a "trip
''trip tic"
tic" bashed
bashed
At least
Waters for
trying to
to restrict
restrict student
student
Waters
for trying
behavior, demonstrating how vocal he was
about putting
to this
this and
and other
other
about
putting an
an end
end to
behaviors. 42
behaviors.42

•• "...Waters
"".Waters explained
explained that he.found
found the October
2012
issue... Trip
Trip Tic
Tic has
hasapparently
apparently
2012 issue...
A clear
clear example
example of how
how this
this
stopped" —- A
document was
prohibited and
and how
how students
students
document
was prohibited
were punished
punished for
disobeying. IfIf it
was
were
for disobeying.
it was
stopped, why is it in the IR?
200B-13).
Robert Brese &
& Chris
Chris Wiet
Wiet (spanning 2008-13).
Robert Brese,
Brese, Joe
Chris Wiet,
Squad
Joe Plattenburg,
Plattenburg, Chris
Wiet, & Squad
from Mike
MikeJohnson
Johnson (spanning
(spanning 2008Leader statement
statement from
13).
Chris Wiet
42 Chris
Wiet (2008-12).
40
41

41
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Songbook -— All
All offensive
•• Songbook
offensive songs
songs were
were
completelybanned
bannedby
by 2013,
2013, but
completely
but many
many'
students were
were reprimanded
for singing
students
reprimanded for
singing them
much earlier.
earlier. Very
much
Very few
few band members owned
or even
or
even saw a copy
copy of
of this
this book
book throughout
throughout
their years
their
years in
in band.
band. During
During a few
few seasons,
seasons,
some band
some
band members
members attempted
attempted to
to secretly
secretly
distribute the
the book
book because
because they
they knew
knew itit was
distribute
prohibited by
by band
band staff,
prohibited
staff, even
even long
long before
before
Waters was
was Director.43
Most of
ofthe
the songs
songs in
Waters
Director. 43 Most
the book were written
ago and were
the
written decades
decades ago
rarely
or
never
sung.
Singing
rarely or never sung. Singing was
was usually
usually
limited to
to the
the Big
Big Ten
Ten fight
songs and
and a few
limited
fight songs
select
select other
other songs.
songs. Many
Many buses
buses also
also sang
sang
regular, non-offensive
non-offensive show
show tunes
tunes and other
regular,
other
songs.
songs. Alumni
Alumni recall
recall Waters
Waters being
being extremely
extremely
vocal about
all offensive
vocal
about prohibiting
prohibiting all
offensive songs
songs
throughouthis
his many
many years
throughout
years and
and varied
varied
..
ff mem
ber. 44
positions
as a sta
staff
member.44
posItIOns
ao Exhibit B, "written in
in 2006"
2006"—
- Published,
not written.
As noted
not
written. As
noted above,
above, the
the vast
vast
majority
of these
these songs
songs were
were written
written
majority of
decades
ago, and
and many
decades ago,
many are not
not exclusive
exclusive
to
to the
the OSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band.
Band. A
A quick
quick
search for
songs will turn up results
for some songs
completely
unrelatedtoto the
the band.
completely unrelated
band. For
For
some students,
the songbook was nothing
students, the
more
than an
more than
an object
object of curiosity;
curiosity; a link
link
with
with the
the band's
band's past.
past. Moreover,
Moreover, some
some
band
from 2006
2006 did
did not even
band members
members from
even
know a book had been published that year,
demonstrating
the secrecy
demonstrating the
secrecy surrounding
surrounding
45
these books. 45
o "Recalling
that
women...
were
subjected..."
This implies
implies the women
women
subjected..." —- This
were
the practice.
practice.
were not
not supportive
supportive of the
Women
were
often
the
ones
most
vocal in
Women were often
of these
support of continuing the
the singing of
6
songs
songs.446

innumerable incidences
incidences of
of Waters
innumerable
Waters and
and
other
band staff asking
asking students
students to
stop
other band
to stop
singing songs and even punishing them for
it, long before Waters was Director as well
as during his era.
era. Before the 2006
2006 season,
season,
squad
leader candidates
candidates were
asked in
squad leader
were asked
squad leader interviews about their attitude
toward
songs and
and pressed
pressed to
to
toward the
the songs
47
discourage their rows from singing them.
them.47
In the
In
the years
years before
before Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters became
became
director,
buses was
was
director, singing
singing them
them on
on buses
strictly
forbidden but
some students
students still
still
strictly forbidden
but some
tried
continue the practice.
practice. When
When he
tried to continue
became director,
director, the practice
became
practice was
was almost
almost
entirely stopped
entirely
stopped during
during official
official band time
(trips, buses,
buses, rehearsals,
rehearsals, etc.)
and songs
songs
(trips,
etc.) and
were sung at unofficial
unofficial gatherings
gatherings such as
48
parties.
Thus,
is clear
clear that
that this
this
parties."
Thus, itit is
problem
difficult to eradicate,
eradicate, yet
yet
problem was
was difficult
Waters and the band staff
staff were continuing
to crack down on it.
•• Other Alleged Misconduct
Misconduct on
on Buses
Buses —
- As
As far
back as
as at
at least
least 2006,
2006, the
the OSUMB
OSUMB Policies
Policies
back
and Procedures
Procedures manual
manual explicitly
explicitly states
states that
that
students can
be disciplined
disciplined for
for "offensive
"offensive
students
can be
language, hazing,
activity creating
creating an
language,
hazing, or any activity
unsafe
or
socially
uncomfortable
49
environment"
environment" while traveling
traveling.49
As early
early as
as
As
staff asked squad leader candidates
2004, band staff
interviews specifically
in interviews
specifically about
about 'bus behavior'
improve it. This
and how they would work to improve
was aa point
point of
ofemphasis
emphasis by
by the
the band
band
was
leadership, including
including Mr.
Waters, for several
several
leadership,
Mr. Waters,
50
years.50
o "students brought
brought aa box
box of
ofpornography"
pornor;raphy"
o"students
~ Unsubstantiated.
—
Unsubstantiated.Moreover,
Moreover, pornography
pornography
staff did
did not
not
is legal
legal among
among adults.
adults. If staff
is
know, how could they act?

o "flying
''flying 69
69formation"
formation"—- This behavior was
very rare
rare within
within the
the recent
recent band.
band. Old
Old
very
stories of itit floated
floated around,
around, but
but several
several
stories

he addressed
addressed students
students singing
singing
inappropriate
Alumni recall
recall
inappropriate songs"
songs" —- Alumni

".... .. he
0"

43

43 Jeanette Town

(2009-11).
(2009-11).
44 All recent alumni who contributed
contributed (spanning
(spanning 2001-13).
2001-13).
45
45 Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell
Mitchell && Holly
HollyLewis
Lewis (spanning
(spanning 2002-08).
2002-08).
46
46 Chris
Chris Wiet (2008-12).
(2008-12).

44

47

47 Jennifer

Mitchell (2002-06).
(2002-06).
Mitchell
Robert Brese
Brese &
& Chris Wiet (spanning
(spanning 2008-13).
Robert
49 Attachment
Attachment118
#8
49
5°
50 Jason
Jason Stroud
(spanning 2001-06).
2001-06).
Stroud &
& Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell
Mitchell (spanning

48
48
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alumni rarely,
seeing
recent alumni
rarely, if ever, recall seeing
51
in. their
their years.51
years. Thus,
Thus, this
this
such an act
act in,
such
2013 incident
incident (on
buses)
2013
(on only
only lout
1 out of 77 buses)
extremely atypical,
atypical, not
indicative of
was extremely
not indicative
usual
bus behavior
in the recent
usual bus
behavior in
recent band.
band. It
falling out of favor as early
was a practice falling
1971. Furthermore,
Furthermore, alumni
alumni assert
assert that
as 1971.
"formation" was
nothing more
more than a
this "formation"
was nothing
strength rather
rather than
than an
an
physical test
physical
test of strength
imitation of
of a sexual act.

o "....drunk.."
" ... .drunk.." band
band members,
members, etc.
etc. —
- the
the
ofthis
credibility of
this witness, who served with
15 years
years without
without a
the band
band for
for over
over 15
the
complaint, has
been called
called into
into question
question
complaint,
has been
including with
the challenged
challenged
including
with respect
respect to the
claim that sick, exhausted, and dehydrated
band members
members were
"drunk" on
the
band
were "drunk"
on the
52
Ironically the
the
California trip
2013. Ironically
California
trip in 2013.52
individual remained
individual
remainedon
onband
band staff
staff as
as a
18 years.
volunteer for
volunteer
for 18
years. She chose to voice
her objections recently.

uniforms or wear them home, but many chose
to change
change for
for comfort.
comfort. This
This is
is aacommon
common
to
practice in
many bands
bands and
and sports
sports
practice
in many
organizations, including in high school.
o "One
witness
stated
that
she
- Unsubstantiated.
Unsubstantiated. ONE
ONE
complained..."
complained..."—
witness said that she didn't want to change
in front of
of people.
people. The
The logical
logical conclusion
conclusion
in
could be that she
she could
could have
have changed
changed in
in
could
if she wanted to change at all,
the restroom if
of sexual
not that the environment was one of
harassment.
"Culture"Statements
Statements—
•• General "Culture"
0" ... during his
his .first
.first year
the Marching
Marching
o"...during
year in the
anupperclassman
upperclassman
Band
(circa 2007),
2007), an
Band (circa
shared
- Complete hearsay and
shared a story..."
story ..."—
completely aside.
no context.
context.
completely
aside. There
There is
is no
staff would have had no control over
Band staff
the activity.
activity. 2007
2007 was
was long
long before
before Mr.
Mr.
the
Waters became
One hearsay
hearsay
Waters
became director.
director. One
story allegedly told to one band member is
not indicative
culture, even
even though
though
indicative of aa culture,
footnote 66 of
ofthe
theInvestigation
Investigation Report
Report
footnote
claims such
the case.
case. The
The logical
logical
claims
such to
to be the
conclusion
conclusion
is is that
that the
the alleged
alleged
upperclassman was
very rude
rude
upperclassman
was simply
simply aa very
person.

o "roller bus" -- This practice was explicitly
outlawed on
Waters
outlawed
on buses
buses as
as soon as Mr. Waters
became director. Some students attempted
attempted
when non-band
non-band staff were chaperones.
chaperones. In
2013, band members were threatened with
they
removal from
removal
fromthe
the band
band if they
Moreover, this
game is not
participated. 53 Moreover,
participated.53
this game
at all sexual and has nothing to do with the
accusations in the IR.

o "...
" . .. cited alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption at away
away
football games..."
games ... "—- Another
Another instance
instance of
something that was fairly prevalent before
Waters
Waters became
became the director.
director. As
As assistant
assistant
director, he
very hard to tone
tone down
down
director,
he tried
tried very
director, it
this practice. When he became director,
was clearly
clearly stated
stated that
that alcohol
alcohol
was
consumption of ANY KIND on the bus, in
or anywhere
anywhere while on any band
band
the hotel, or
trip would
would result
result in
in severe
severe penalty,
penalty,
trip
including outright
expulsion from
the
including
outright expulsion
from the
54
band.54
Countless examples
such
band.
Countless
examples of
of such
suspensions and other punishments can be
provided by
many recent
recent alumni.
alumni.
provided
by many
Moreover, as
noted previously,
previously, the
the
Moreover,
as noted
accusations from
former volunteer
volunteer that
that
accusations
from a former

Changing Clothes
Buses: "Changing
"Changing on
•• Changing
Clothes on Buses:
the bus"
bus" usually
usually involved
involved going
from full
full
the
going from
uniform to blazer uniform or grays. Typically,
one
one would
would be
be wearing
wearing an
an undershirt
undershirt under
under
your uniform shirt as well as dark shorts under
your uniform
uniform pants
cover seam
seam splits.
splits.
your
pants as
as to cover
Therefore, there
nudity present
present by
by
Therefore,
there was
was no
no nudity
either male
male or female
female members
members at
any time
time
either
at any
during
this process.
during this
process. In most
most cases,
cases, changing
changing
was completely
as band
completely optional,
optional, as
band members
members
were welcome
welcome to
come fully
fully dressed
dressed in their
were
to come
Thorton, &
&Jackie
Jackie Schilling
Schilling
Thorton,
(spanning 2002-13).
Schilling (2009~13).
52 Jackie Schilling
(2009-13).
53 Robert Brese
Brese (2010-13).
51 Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell,
Mitchell, Ben
Ben
51

54

54

Chris Wiet (2008-12).
Chris
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band members
members were
were drunk
drunk on
on the
band
the 2013
2013
California trip
trip were
California
were actually
actually inaccurate
inaccurate
comments about
about students
comments
students who
who were
were
55
dehydrated.55
genuinely sick and/or dehydrated.

Attachment
10, Lantern
Lantern Goldblum
Goldblum
Attachment ##10,
articles)
articles)
•• "Analysis" in the IR
oo "...affected
" .. .qfrected many
many students'
students' music
music

Hoch said
said that
that no
o "... Hoch
no one
one has
has worked
worked
harder to
to address
harder
address the
the culture
culture than
than
Waters." —
Although
this
is
the
truth,
~ Although this is the truth, it
appears to have no bearing on the outcome
of the investigation.
ofthe

0" ...

education..."
..." —
~ The
few students
students (9?)
education
The few
(9?) of
thousands
involved over
thousands that
that were
were involved
over the
the at
of incidents mentioned in the
least 8 years of
report is negligible. Moreover, there are no
reports of complaints
and no
reports
complaints whatsoever,
whatsoever, and
"victims" identified.

term 'rookie'
'rookie' is
is aa pejorative"
pejorative" ~—
o "... the
the term
While this
this may
may have
have been true at one time
While
and with certain members,
members, this term is also
widely used as a term of affection between
older
older members
members who
who mentored
mentored younger
younger
members.56
56 Nonetheless
Nonetheless Waters
Waters banned
banned
members.
the term.

0" ...

0"
.• .. The
o"....The

misconduct described
described is highly
highly
misconduct
~ It was not frequent.
frequent.
frequent ..."—
sexual, .frequent..."
The lack of
of years in the IR make it sound
much
more frequent
frequent than
actually was.
much more
than it actually
as Midnight
Midnight
Also,
some events
events (such
(such as
Also, some
Ramp
the flying
flying 69)
69) have
have been
been
Ramp and
and the
described
implied to
more sexual
sexual
described or
or implied
to be more
than in truth.

o"... He
He noted
noted that
that former
former Title
Title IX
IX
Coordinator..."
This was
was just
just one
one of a
Coordinator
... "—~ This
variety of speakers
variety
speakers who
who were
were brought
brought in
Mr. Waters
to talk
talk to the band in 2013
by Mr.
Waters to
about
about alcohol,
alcohol, harassment,
harassment, and
and other
other
issues.57
issues. 57 Moreover,
Moreover, Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters started
started
Squad
Squad Leader
Leader retreats
retreats and
and training
training
sessions
designed to
to help
sessions specifically
specifically designed
help
student leaders
improve the
the culture
culture of the
leaders improve
58
band.55
band.

0" ...

Some of
ofthis
this misconduct
misconduct was
was directly
directly
o"... Some
witnessed and permitted..."
permitted..." —~ Multiple
witnessed
accounts
indicate
accounts
indicate that
that whenever
whenever
questionable
behavior occurred,
questionable behavior
occurred, the
the
behavior was
was immediately
immediately stopped.
stopped.
behavior
Throughout the
referenced in
the
Throughout
the years
years referenced
in the
report,
report, students
students often
often faced
faced game
game
suspensions and other consequences
consequences (such
as being made
as a result
made an alternate)
alternate) as
result of
misconduct. For
example, a student
student who
misconduct.
For example,
2012 or
or 2013
2013
homophobic slur
used a homophobic
slur in 2012
59
was
suspended
for
an
entire
week.
(A
was suspended for
entire week.59 (A
recent alumni
alumni verify.)
verify.) Mr.
Mr.
multitude of recent
multitude
hold discussion
discussion
Waters was also known to hold
sessions with
with involved
involved individuals
individuals
sessions
his
whenever
a
concern
was
brought
whenever a concern was brought to
to his
60
Moreover, each
each year
year early
early in
in
attention. Moreover,
attention.60
band season
season (before
(before the
the first
first football
football
the band
game) an
an entire
entire rehearsal
rehearsal period
period was
was
game)
dedicated to
line-by-line review
review of the
dedicated
to a line-by-line
band's policies
policies and
and procedures.61
procedures.61 These
These
band's
writing, to each
each
policies were
given, in writing,
policies
were given,

0" ...

o
o "...as
" .. .as aa result
result of
ofaasexual
sexual assault"
assault" 1/
footnote
Both of
of these
these reports
~ Both
reports were
were
footnote 7 —
handled officially by Mr.
Mr. Waters by going
to his
his superior.
superior. Waters
Waters should
should have
have had
had
help from University officials to deal with
these
Staff, such
as
these situations
situations correctly.
correctly. Staff,
such as
Mr.
Mr. Waters,
Waters, had
had the
the responsibility
responsibility to
to
report
in order
order for there to
report such
such incidents
incidents in
be
be further
further handling
handling by
by the
the University
University
officials. The second incident involved the
Athletic
Athletic Band,
Band, and had no relationship
relationship to
any "culture"
"culture" in the marching
marching band. (See
(See

ss

Jackie Schilling (2009-13).
Jennifer Mitchell (2002-06).
(2002-06).
57 Robert
Robert Brese
Brese (2010-13).
57
58
Attachment ## 9,
58 Robert
Robert Brese
Brese (2010-13) and Attachment
9, Squad
Squad
Leaders
Leaders Public Report
55

55
56

Tyler Studebaker
59 Tyler

(2008-12).
Tyler Studebaker (2008-12).
Tyler
61 Jason
Jason Stroud
51
Stroud (2001-05),
(2001-05), can
can be
be confirmed
confirmed by all recent
alumni who contributed.
60
59
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member. The leadership
leadership of the band
band member.
(including Mr.
Waters throughout
throughout his
his
(including
Mr. Waters
reviewed
varied staff roles over the years) reviewed
detail. Included
Included in
in this
this
these policies
policies in
these
in detail.
document were policies regarding hazing,
hazing,
document
harassment,
harassment, and
and alcohol
alcohol consumption,
consumption,
62
among other things.
things.62
0"
... impressionable
impressionable and developing..."
developing ... " -—
o
"...
While college
students are
are still
still learning
learning
While
college students
and
the vast
and growing
growing the
vast majority
majority are
are legal
legal
in the
the
adults who
and serve
serve in
adults
who can
can vote
vote and
military, and
also allowed
allowed to
military,
and many
many are
are also
17drink
alcohol.In
In the
the rare
rare case
case of a 17drink alcohol.
year-old making the band in 2009, Waters
(even though
though he was
was merely
merely Assistant
Assistant
(even
Director) specifically
specifically pulled
student
Director)
pulled that student
aside immediately
immediately after
band was
was
aside
after the
the band
announced, stating
announced,
stating that a permission form
signed by
that student's
student's parents
parents was
was
signed
by that
required. Moreover,
required.
Moreover, he
he told the student to
any time
if he ever
ever felt
speak with
with him
him at any
time if
uncomfortable or pressured in any way,63
way.63

" ... Much
of the
the misconduct
misconduct occurred
occurred
o "...
Much of
during official
official Marching
Marching Band
Band
during
- Not
Not true.
true, Most
Most alleged
alleged
activities ..." —
activities..."
activities took
parties or
or other
other
activities
took place
place at
at parties
student-initiated social
gatherings at
at
student-initiated
social gatherings
unsupervised locations. The only activities
identified
identified as having occurred during band
time
time were
were bus activities,
activities, and,
and, as
as noted
noted
earlier, many
many recent
recent alumni
alumni confirm
confirm that
that
earlier,
staff had changed
Mr. Waters and the band staff
bus behavior.

62

63

Attachment ## 8,
8, Policy
Policy and Procedure
Procedure excerpts
Attachment
Sun (2009-12).
Allen Sun
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FINDINGS REGARDING RESPONSE TO CULTURE
FINDINGS
•• "...
" ... did
didnot
nottake
take adequate
adequate measures
measures to address
it..."
We have
it
... " —
- We
have noted
noted aa: multitude
multitude of
of
measures, and
and this
this is
is far from
measures,
from an
an exhaustive
exhaustive
list. "Adequacy"
was clear, albeit
list.
"Adequacy" was
albeit subjective.
subjective.
A full sample and complete interviews
interviews would
adequacy.
have demonstrated that adequacy.

Requirements -- Susan Lipkins Ph.D.
Ph.D.
•• Relevant Requirements
said on WOSU
WOSU with
with Ann Fisher that cultural
cultural
change
"decades~~.64 As
As described
described in
change takes
takes "decades".64
this document
this
document and
and in
in numerous
numerous public
public
statements
from recent
statements from
recent alumni,
alumni, Mr. Waters
Waters
enforced consequences
for misbehavior
enforced
consequences for
misbehavior and
actions to ban behaviors that had
took specific actions
been prevalent
prevalent before
before he
he was Director,
been
Director, while
also
to achieve
also working
working to
achieve buy-in
buy-in from
from band
band
members so
so they would
would want to truly change
members
their behavior
insteadof
of taking
their
behavior instead
taking it
it
underground. Mr.
underground.
Mr. Waters
Waters removed
removed offenders
offenders
from the
the band
when it was serious,
from
band when
serious, and took
the actions necessary to address the culture at
its root. These actions are both immediate and
as
as effective
effective as
as possible
possible given
given the
the
circumstances.
More extreme
circumstances. More
extreme action
action would
would
only have superficially addressed the problem
without
without addressing
addressing its cause.
cause. Furthermore,
Furthermore,
there
there have
have been
been multiple
multiple accounts
accounts that state
state
this
this investigation
investigation and
and subsequent
subsequent public
public
statement
have resulted
resulted in
in more
statement have
more feelings
feelings of
sexualization
or harassment
than are
sexualization or
harassment than
are even
even
documented
in the report.
documented in
report. In other words, this
has done more harm than good.
good. (See
(See Section
Section
X below,
"Impact...")
below, "Impact...")
•• Analysis
Pleaserefer
refertoto our
our evidence
Analysis -—Please
evidence of
responses
and inaccuracies,
responses and
inaccuracies, in addition
addition to the
following:
Midnight Ramp
Ramp..."
—
o "Waters knew
knew about Midnight
..."A
hostile
environment
is
one
that
is
A hostile environment is one that is
malicious.
The midnight
malicious. The
midnight ramp
ramp tradition
tradition
was a "welcoming"
"welcoming" celebration
celebration event. As
noted
of that
that section,
section,
noted in our
our discussion
discussion of
members
were not
not forced
to attend
members were
forced to
attend or to
wear
wear their
their underwear.
underwear. The
The existence
existence of
of
64
64

wosu.org, podcast/Ann
2014).
podcast/Ann Fisher
Fisher(July
(July 25,
25,2014).

this
grounds for
this tradition
tradition alone
alone isis not
not grounds
for a
claim of Waters being aware of "extensive
sexual
harassment". Moreover,
Moreover, his
his
sexual harassment".
presence
instituted for
safety after an
presence was
was instituted
for safety
65
2009.65
alcohol poisoning incident in 2009.

o "...
" . .. Waters
the
Watersprovided
provideda a copy
copy of the
TBDBITL
Alumni Directory..."
Directory ..." —
- This
TBDBITL Alumni
would
to four
. four thousand
thousand
would contain
contain up
up to
people...
these are
are
people... what
what percentage
percentage of
of these
era as director?
director?
actually
actually from
from Mr.
Mr. Waters'
Waters' era
What
nicknames
What percentage
percentage of those with nicknames
from
Mr. Waters'
Waters' era
era are
are actually
actually
from Mr.
offensive?
All nicknames
nicknames in
in the
the directory
directory
offensive? All
were
approved and
supplied by
the
were approved
and supplied
by the
individual
subject to
individual involved,
involved, and
and were
were subject
self-editing.

o "... Waters
... could not see
Waters stated
stated that
that he
he...
how
the
students
could
have
time to
how the students
have had time
drink
given the
the busy
busyschedule."
schedule." —
- Mr.
drink given
Waters specifically
specifically prepared
prepared trip
trip
Waters
itineraries
to
minimize
student
misbehaviors. A
A 2006
2006 squad
squad leader
leader recalls
misbehaviors.
discussing with
trip
discussing
with Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters such
such aa trip
schedule during
squad leader
leader meeting.
meeting.
schedule
during a squad
Some band members wanted to go back to
earlier, or at least
least have an
an early
early
the hotel earlier,
bus for
for people
people who
who wanted
wanted to
be wellwellbus
to be
rested for game day,
day, as the band had done
rested
past trips.
trips. Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters refused,
refused, stating
stating
on past
was worried
worried people
people would get into
into
that he was
trouble at the hotel if
if given
given the chance
chance to
trouble
66
earlier.
go back earlier.66

0" ...

o
"...
0"
••• Waters stated that the best initiation of
of
comes from
from student
studentleaders."
leaders."—- A
change comes
full investigation
investigation should
should have
have included
included
full
interviews with
several Squad
Squad Leaders.
Leaders.
interviews
with several
Their recently
recently released
released document
document
Their
demonstrates
his various
demonstrates his
various efforts
efforts to enact
enact

65 See
about this
this topic
topic in
in the
the "Midnight
"Midnight
es
See earlier
earlier footnotes
footnotes about
Ramp"
Ramp" section.
66 JenniferMitchell
Mitchell (2002-06).
(2002-06).
"Jennifer
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such change in a manner that would cause
67
in.
them to buy in.67
o
Q "...
"...
On July
July 14,
14, Waters
Waters provided
provided a
a
On
document, quoted
quoted in
document ... "—
- That document,
document..."
Section IX below,
below, was not released by the
university or summarized in the IR.
Q "...
" ••• wants
wants to
o
to be
be a cool J?uy
guy in
in the
the band' -—
Mr. Waters
Waters attempted
attem pted
to
build
Mr.
to build
relationships
with students,
relationships with
students, but countless
countless
alumni recall
enforcing rules,
rules, to
alumni
recall him
him also enforcing
point that he was
was often
often ridiculed
ridiculed and
and
the point
derided.
derided. Band members
members often called
called him
him
the "fun
"fun police"
police" for his
his strong
strong stance
stance to
the
combat poor behavior and enforce rules68,
rules 68 ,
including the
many incidences
incidences identified
identified
including
the many
herein.

o"...
Q " •••report
reportsexual
sexualharassment
harassment within
within five
workinJ? days"
days"—- There
There is
evidence of
working
is no evidence
sexual harassment
harassment complaints
complaints going
going
sexual
unreported by
fact, Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters
unreported
by staff.
staff. In
In fact,
increased
office hours
hours to
to nearly every day
increased office
before band, and emphasized an open door
policy for
for any
any issues
issues somebody
somebody might
might
policy
69
have."
have.
Q "...
" •• •
IntendinJ?
eliminate sexual
sexual
o
Intending to
to eliminate
harassment over
..." -—
harassment
over aa period
period of years
years..."
Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters undertook
undertook numerous
numerous specific
specific
actions as
he also
also gained
gained the
the trust
trust and
and
actions
as he
the band.
band. Draconian
Draconian
acceptance of·
acceptance
of the
an immediate
immediate zerozeroenforcement of
enforcement
of an
tolerance policy would have been met with
resentment, rebellion,
and secretive
secretive
resentment,
rebellion, and
activities. Problems
have been
been
activities.
Problems would
would have
driven
underground.
In
fact,
the
many
driven underground. In fact, the many
reforms Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters instituted
instituted were
were
reforms
already met with such responses
responses by some
some
already
7o
band members.
members."

67

67 Attachment
Attachment ## 9
68Attachment
Attachment # 9
69
69 Robert Brese
Brese (2010-13).
70
70 All recent alumni
alumni who
who contributed
contributed confirm.

68
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FACTORS —
- Relevance
ADDITIONAL FACTORS
Relevance to
to the
the Title
Title IX
IX investigation or
of a "sexualized
"sexualized culture" is lacking:
the allegations of

°o "4`... The
The witness
witness had
had been
been previously
previously
suspended...
he had a history
suspended... he
history of
ofattitude
attitude
problems."
problems." —- An isolated "set up" incident
was covertly
covertly recorded
recorded by
by aa repeatedlyrepeatedlywas
disciplined student
Waters'
disciplined
student leader.
leader. Mr.
Mr. Waters'
frustration
was understandable.
At the
frustration was
understandable. At
the
the recording,
recording, the
the student
student had
had
time of the
time
repeatedly defied
instructions
repeatedly
defied Mr.
Mr. Waters' instructions
already being
being disciplined
disciplined repeatedly
repeatedly
after already
for violating
violating the
the band's
band's Policies
Policies and
and
for
Procedures. 71
Procedures.71

illnesses
and
deaths,
responded
compassionately toto tragedies
other
compassionately
tragedies in
in other
college bands,
college
bands, and
and took
took the
the time
time to
to get to
know
students individually.
individually. He
also
know students
He also
created community
community service
service programs
programs to
created
teach band
band members
members to
give back
back to the
the
teach
to give
community.73

"cursed at
at her..."
her ... "—
- This witness has come
o "cursed
forward with
public statement
statement detailing
detailing
forward
with a public
how Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters was
was under
under stress
stress at the
how
time and did not
not curse
curse at
at her.
her. Moreover,
Moreover,
time
positive information
information
she
she states
states that
that all positive
about Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters was
was
she shared
shared about
she
from the IR, and that the incident
omitted from
such little
little importance
importance
described was
described
was of such
that she still felt comfortable approaching
Mr.
after it had
Mr. Waters
Waters with
with concerns
concerns after
had
occurred. 72 Why was this ignored in IR?
occurred.72
The IR
IR rests
rests upon
upon the
the implication
implication that
that
o The
female band members felt victimized, that
female
they had
had a consistent
consistent point
point of view,
view, and
and
they
band culture was uniquely
uniquely offensive
offensive
that band
to them,
them, all
all with
with nonoevidence,
evidence,
to
corroboration, or
consistency. Female
Female
corroboration,
or consistency.
band
band members
members have advised
advised us,
us. that they
feel insulted
insulted by
being treated
broad
feel
by being
treated by
by a broad
brush as a group.
The two
two instances
instances described
described are
two
o The
are two
isolated brief
moments which
not
isolated
brief moments
which are
are not
overwhelmingly
indicative
Mr. Waters' overwhelmingly
indicative of Mr.
positive
according to
to band
positive character,
character, according
band
members and
recent alumni.
alumni. Recent
Recent
members
and recent
alumni recall
Waters as
as caring,
caring,
alumni
recall Waters
compassionate,
and encouraging.
compassionate, and
encouraging. He
He
supported students
students through
through family
family
supported
71 Tyler
71

Provo (2008-11).
Publicly released
Publicly
released letter
letter from alumna Rebecca Demattia
(2006-10).

72

73

73 Countless examples can be furnished by
by many recent
alumni and community members.
SeeSection
SectionXII.
XII.
members. See
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V. TITLE
V.
TITLEIX
IXAND
AND THE
THEOHIO
omoSTATE
STATEUNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY MARCHING
MARCHING BAND
BAND
The purpose
of Title
Title IX
IX is
is to
to prohibit
prohibit
The
purpose of
within the University on the basis
discrimination within
of sex in all educational programs and activities
activities,
of
'
including pre-empting
pre-empting any intimidating,
intimidating, hostile,
mcluding
on campus.
or offensive environment on

.

The Ohio
Title IX policy
The
Ohio State
State University
University Title
policy
indicates that "each situation must be considered
in context to determine
determine if sexual harassment has
occurred,"
may be
occurred," ... furthermore,
furthermore, "conduct
"conduct may
inappropriate, unprofessional,
unprofessional, offensive,
offensive, or
inappropriate,
or
hurtful, yet
yet not
hurtful,
not be
be harassment
harassment under
under this
this
policy." Very
policy."
Very subjective,
subjective, fact
fact sensitive
sensitive
determinations are involved.
Title IX is particularly relevant to the history
of The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band.
In 1973, after adoption of the Act, the marching
band under
the leadership
band
under the
leadership of Dr. Paul
Paul Droste,
Droste,
charged
charged forward
forward without
without hesitation
hesitation or apology
apology
to its past members, in admitting women to tryouts
outs for
for the
the Band.
Band. Title
Title IX
IXwas
wasembraced,
embraced
.
'
unlike
unhke in many
many other
other organizations.
organizations. Women
Women
who
1973 have
have spoken
spoken
who joined
joined the band
band since
since 1973
out.
out. As
As an
anorganization
organization itit has
has aa 40-year
40-year history
of developing
developing unique
unique relationships
relationships within
within the
Ohio
Marching Band,
Band, as
as it
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
it
involves men and women,
women, which are valued and
supported.
supported. (See Attachment
Attachment #11,
#11, Script Ohio
Ohio
Summary of
1973 events).
of1973

In
In 2010,
2010, the
theground-breaking
ground-breaking Diversity
Diversity
Program
of the
Program of
the Band
Band Alumni
Alumni was
was awarded
awarded
funding
and recognition
by the
funding and
recognition by
the OSUAA.
OSUAA.
(Attachment
12, Application
Application containing
containing full
full
(Attachment ## 12,
program
description) Funding
was used
program description)
Funding was
used to
to
create
create and
and distribute
distribute aa recruiting
recruiting brochure.
brochure.
TBDBITL
Alumni Club,
Club, Inc.
Inc. President,
TBDBITL Alumni
President, Jeff
Jeff
Jordan,
Jordan, and
and Diversity
Diversity Outreach
Outreach Committee
Committee
Chair,
to make
Chair, Gary
Gary J. Leppla,
Leppla, were
were invited
invited to
make a
presentation on "Diversity Best Practices" to all
University
alumni groups
groups on
on October 8, 2010.
University alumni
2010.
All
All elements
elements of the
the OSUMB
OSUMB family
family take
take
diversity very seriously.

Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding anecdotal
anecdotal evidence
evidence of
of acts
of inappropriate
inappropriate conduct,
conduct, the
the overwhelming
overwhelming
majority
leaders of the
the
majority of
of members
members and
and all
all leaders
organization
create a safe,
safe,
organization have
have taken
taken steps
steps to
to create
non-hostile,
non-discriminatory environment.
environment.
non-hostile, non-discriminatory
Selective,
minimum
Selective, incomplete
incomplete stories
stories from
from a minimum
of
band members,
members, with
with no
no adequate
adequate
of band
corroboration,
corroboration, in a report written offensively, do
not change that commitment
commitment or tradition.
tradition. That
commitmentisis reflected
in training
reflected in
training and
and
commitment
leadership
particularly in
in programs
programs
leadershipand
and particularly
implemented
implemented in
in advance
advance by
by Mr.
Mr. Waters.
Waters. Those
included
very detailed
detailed discussion
discussion of
inincluded the
the very
of inhouse
external training
training and monitoring
monitoring of
house and
and external
squad
leaders and
and band
band in general
squad leaders
general on issues
issues of
sexual
sexual harassment,
harassment, alcohol
alcohol abuse,
abuse, leadership,
leadership,
duties to report, etc.
In the
the absence
absence ofofspecific
specificguidelines,
guidelines,
In
benchmarks, or mandates from the University or
his superiors (including claimed interference by
University's chief
chief compliance
compliance officer,
officer, see
the University's
A:ttachment #10),
Waters took it upon
Attachment
#10), Jonathan Waters
hImself to
be the
the initiator
initiator and
and leader
leader for
for a
himself
to be
quality
band culture.
He sought
quality band
culture. He
sought out
out the
the
programs and speakers and retreats for the band.
Alumni, including John Gray, for example, have
pitched in to
to provide
provide financial
financial support.
support. Squad
Squad
pitched
leaders of
of the
the marching
marching band
band attended
attended
leaders
conferences at
Aileron near
near Huber
Huber Heights
Heights
conferences
at Aileron
which includes
includes examination
examination of
ofrelationships,
relationships,
which
sexual
and nonsexual harassment,
harassment, leadership
leadership and
nondiscrimination. The
details are
contained in the
discrimination.
The details
are contained
2012-2013 Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders Report,
Report, August 26,
26,
2012-2013
2014. (See Attachment #9)

The student squad leaders who served in the
2012-13 OSUMB
OSUMB under Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters expressed
expressed
2012-13
their view
view that
that Waters
Waters caused
caused social
social and
and
their
interpersonal
development in the band
interpersonal development
band through
through
specific
They commented
that his
specific programs.
programs. They
commented that
his
initiatives were "well-received
"well-received and
and effective".
effective",
initiatives
The student
student leaders,
leaders, some
some of whom
whom are
are still
still
The
of the OSUMB, asserted that hazing of
of
members of
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any kind
any
kind was not
not tolerated.
tolerated. Sexual
Sexual harassment
harassment
any kind
kind was
was not
not tolerated.
tolerated. Given the 50 to
to 1
of any
staff to
staff
to student
student ratio
ratio in
in this
this activity,
activity, squad
squad
leaders occupied
occupied aa key
key role
leaders
role in
in advancing
advancing the
agenda of Waters
and the staff.
agenda
Waters and
staff. Their
Their report
report
contains painstaking
and intimate
contains
painstaking and
intimate details
details
gathered by
by the
the group
in their effort to reveal
reveal
gathered
group in
the
truth,
i.e.,
"No
one
knows
the
truth
the truth, i.e.,
one knows
truth better
better
than we do as aa group."
group." (Squad
(Squad Leader
Leader Report,
Attachment # 9.)
Their report
Their
report includes
includes specific
specific examples
examples of
were dealt
dealt with
with by the director and
how issues
issues were
his staff.
his
staff. Their
Their production
production of their
their report,
report,
accomplished
their own
own initiative
initiative and
and
accomplished onon their
provided to
to this
this Committee,
Committee, was
was a product
product of a
provided
difficult, emotional
time~consuming
difficult,
emotional and
and time-consuming
process. As
As noted,
process.
noted, Waters
Waters informed
informed the
the band
band
that he intended
that
intended to
to immediately
immediately and
and directly
directly
"impact the existing
existing culture"
culture" of
of the
the band.
band. Band
members agreed
agreedthat
that itit was
was a change
members
change "for the
better". As
As one
one squad
squad leader reported:
"It was
to be
be aa part of
was an exciting
exciting movement
movement to
of,
especially
with the
the increased
publicity of the
especially with
increased publicity
the
video-game
others, but also to see the
video-game show and others,
organization
that
I
love
start to
to shed the parts
organization that I love start
that needed
to be retired.
None of
needed to
retired. None
of this
this would
would
have been possible without Jon Waters.
Waters. Jon was
the
agent of change
the principal
principal agent
change within
within the
the
organization,
and his
his methods
organization, and
methods were
were efficient
efficient
and effective.
echo what I have
effective. My experiences
experiences echo
heard countless fellow
fellow students scry.
say.""
Another noted that Waters' "decorum
"decorum behind
behind
closed doors was professional and even keeled.
Even under highly stressful situations (and I was

witness to several)
a firsthand
firsthand witness
several) Jon did not resort
to foul
or raising
raisinghis
hisvoice.
voice. It was
to
foul language
language or
was
rare,
rare, and
and noteworthy,
noteworthy,for
foraa 'damn'
'damn' to slip out
during rehearsal".
rehearsal".
Alcohol
was totally
totally banned:
banned: "Members
"Members
Alcohol was
caught
drinking were
were automatically
automatically removed
removed
caught drinking
from their
their field
from
field position".
position". The 2012
2012 Midnight
Midnight
Ramp,
Ramp, supervised by many including police and
school
faculty, was "a positive event".
school of music faculty,
Subsequently
totally banned
banned as
as
Subsequentlyit it was
was totally
unnecessary,
activities.
unnecessary, being
being replaced
replaced by other activities.
Anyone
old "songbook"
"songbook" was
be
Anyone with
with an
an old
was to
to be
suspended from
by Waters.
Waters. In five
five
suspended
from the
the band
band by
years
there were
were practically
practically no
efforts to
try
years there
no efforts
to try
"roller bus"
bus" or
or suspension
suspension from
from the
the luggage
luggage
"roller
rack, which both had effectively become simply
a vestige of
joke.
of the past and aajoke.
Attachments
Attachments provided
provided by
by the Squad Leaders
included
detailed Policies
Policies and
and Procedures
Procedures
included a detailed
manual,
which apparently
apparently the
the Glaros Report
manual, which
It included
included
investigators
did not
not realize
realize existed.
existed. It
investigators did
several pages concerning "trip policies", a total
ban on
on "hazing"
"hazing" and
and "initiations',
"initiations' , detailed
detailed
ban
guidelines for
"social behavior",
behavior", etc.
etc. Also
Also
guidelines
for "social
of Squad
Squad Leader
Leader
attached was the 2012 manual of
Responsibilities, including
Responsibilities,
including mandates
mandates to enforce
all
all Policies
Policies and
andProcedures
Procedures specifically
specifically
including anti-hazing
and
all
including
anti-hazing
andtoto report
report all
misconduct. Two years of
of Squad
Squad Leader retreat
retreat
misconduct.
itineraries were
well as
as detailed
detailed
itineraries
were included,
included, as
as well
references to
Aileron training
training sessions,
sessions,
references
to Aileron
specifically including Title IX-related
IX~related issues.
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VI. PROCESS
VI.
PROCESS OF
OF GLAROS
GLAROS REPORT,
REPORT, INCLUDING
INCLUDING DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION OF
OF EVENTS
EVENTS AND
AND
INVESTIGATORS, METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY
INVESTIGATORS,
records, and the few
few items
Based upon public records,
that have
that
have been
been released
released by
by the
the University
University
concerning their
some matters
their· IR, some
matters and
and
concerning
participantscan
can be
be identified.
It appears
participants
identified. It
appears that
investigatorJessica
Jessica-Tobias,
Tobias,who
who has
has been
investigator
been
employed by
by The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University for
for
employed
approximatelyeight
eightmonths
monthsasas a recently
approximately
recently
admitted attorney
attorney atat law,
admitted
law, undertook
undertook two
two
interviews with
with Jonathan
Waters beginning
interviews
Jonathan Waters
beginning in
June, 2014.
2014. The Ohio State University Office of
June,
Compliance
and Integrity
Integrity website identifies
Compliance and
identifies her
as a "Compliance Investigator."
complaint which
which led
led to
The subject Title IX complaint
these events
these
events was made approximately
approximately May 23,
2014.
2014. Christopher
Christopher Glaros
Glaros contacted
contacted Jonathan
Jonathan
Waters during
during the
the last
last week
week of May,
Waters
May, 2014
2014 by
call to the Steinbrenner Band Center stating that
a Title
Title IX
IX complaint
complaint had
had been
been filed
filed against
against
Waters "and other members of the Band" which
would
would require
require an interview
interview with
with him,
him. Jessica
Jessica
Tobias called to set up the interview.
That
was made
That complaint
complaint purportedly
purportedly was
made to
criticize the handling
handling by
by Waters
Waters of the
the report
report of
an
an incident
incident between
between two
two students
students which
whiCh had
had
occurred
in October,
2013. The
The claim was that
occurred in
October, 2013.
Waters retaliated against the female student who
had
had been
been involved
involved in
in the
the October,
October, 2013
2013
incident.
In fact
incident. In
fact the student
student had
had also
also reported
reported
the
in aa
the issue
issue to
to her
her own
own squad
squad leaders
leaders in
demonstration
of effective
trust and
effective trust
and reporting
reporting
demonstration of
mechanisms
within the
the Band.
Most
mechanisms
within
Band.
significantly,
twice Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters was
was
significantly, twice
commended
by the
commended by
the University's
University's ViceVicepresident
Student Affairs for his handling
handling
president of Student
of
the October report and his follow-through.
ofthe
The
The first
first interview,
interview, according
according to
to Jonathan
Jonathan
Waters,
allegations involving
involving a prior
Waters, concerned allegations
harassment
complaint and
and the
the handling
harassment complaint
handling of that
complaint
by Jonathan
At
complaint by
Jonathan Waters.
Waters.
At the
the
conclusion
of that first
first interview,
interview, Ms.
Ms. Tobias
Tobias
conclusion of
informed
Jonathan Waters
Waters that
that she
she would not
informed Jonathan
not
need
need to talk to him
him anymore
anymore "and this will
will be
be
wrapped
up." (Ultimately,
indeed, he
he was
wrapped up."
(Ultimately, indeed,
was

advised
basis for
for complaints
complaints
advised that
that there
there was no basis
against
based upon
upon the original
original Title
Title IX
against him
him based
complaint
which
had
been
submitted
allegedly
complaint which had been submitted allegedly
by the
the mother of
by
of aa former
former marching
marching band and
athletic
Jonathan Waters
Waters reports
athletic band
band student).
student). Jonathan
of the
the first
first interview
interview by Ms.
Ms.
that
that near
near the end of
Tobias,
very brief
brief discussion
discussion of
Tobias, there
there was
was aa very
issues
Mr. Waters
Waters would
would describe
describe as
issues which
which Mr.
"band culture",
culture", in
passing fashion
fashion with
with no
"band
in a passing
attention to
specific detail
detail and
and no
no suggestion,
suggestion,
attention
to specific
indication
acknowledgment that
the matter
matter
indication or
or acknowledgment
that the
concern or aa topic
topic of
of actual
actual
was
source of concern
was a source
investigation.
Why not dismiss
dismiss the
the Title
Title IX
investigation. Why
complaint
thorough
complainteffective
effectiveand
and do
do aa thorough
investigationof
of "band
"band culture"
culture" if
if that
that was
was an
investigation
honest goal?

Subsequently, Jessica Tobias re-contacted the
OSUMB
Director for
for aa second
OSUMB Director
second interview.
interview.
Jonathan
Waters proceeded
to that
Jonathan Waters
proceeded to
that second
second
1st, 2014.
interview with Jessica Tobias on July 1st,
My. Waters
Waters specifically
specifically asked
asked
Upon arrival,
arrival, Mr.
Upon
would
Jessica Tobias,
attorney herself,
herself, if it would
Jessica
Tobias, an
an attorney
be wise for him
him to
to have
have an
an attorney,
attorney, to
to which
which
be
replied, that although
although she could
could not
not advise
advise
she replied,
him, an attorney
attorney would
would not
helpful to him
him
him,
not be helpful
because his
attorney would
would not be permitted
permitted to
because
his attorney
speak and that Mr. Waters would nonetheless be
required to answer all questions.
occasion of
of the second
second interview,
interview, the
On the occasion
tone was decidedly
decidedly different
different as Jessica
Jessica Tobias,
Tobias,
tone
accompanied by
individual taking
taking notes,
notes,
accompanied
by an individual
cross-examined
Jonathan Waters
Waters for over three
cross-examined Jonathan
hours on
on issues
issues concerning
concerning band
band activities,
activities,
hours
traditions, activities
co-ed groups,
groups, alcohol
alcohol
traditions,
activities in
in a co-ed
off campus activities,
activities, and a wide
use, bus trips, off
array and
and variety
variety of other
other matters,
matters, some
some of
of
array
which was contained in the final Glaros Report.
second interview
interview Jonathan
Subsequent to the second
Waters
contacted
the
Ohio
State University
University
Waters contacted the Ohio State
provided all necessary
necessary
Legal Office (which had provided
assistance
to him on
assistance to
on any
any issue
issue associated
associated with
with
his employment
and service
employment and
service to The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State
University in
inquire as to
to whether
whether
University
in the past) to inquire
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he was
was entitled
legal assistance
assistance in
he
entitled to University legal
this matter.
matter. Alexandra
this
Alexandra Schimmer
Schimmer of the OSU
Legal Office
Office tersely
tersely advised
advised him
him that he would
Legal
have to
to get
have
get an
an outside
outside attorney
attorney on
on his
his own
own
accordingto
to Mr.
Mr. Waters.
Waters. For the first time,
according
time, in
the Schimmer
Waters was
was told
the
Schimmer conversation,
conversation, Waters
told
that there
that
there was aa second
second investigation
investigation into
into the
broad band
band culture,
culture, which
which had
had grown
grown out of the
broad
first inconsequential
Title IX
IX complaint.
complaint.
first
inconsequential Title
Schimmertold
told Waters
Waters that
that the
Schimmer
the second
second
investigation,for
for which
which Waters
investigation,
Waters had
had already
already
been interviewed
withoutnotice
notice of
of any
any
been
interviewed without
allegations,
allegations, was "much broader".
Jonathan Waters
Waters isis the
the source
source of the cited
cited
Jonathan
information concerning
concerning his
his interviews.
information
interviews. His
His
repeated comments
have been
repeated
comments have
been entirely
entirely
consistentIIIin interviews
and in
interviews and
in public
public
consistent
statements.
Other
assisted in
Other investigators
investigators apparently
apparently assisted
interviewing witnesses
witnesses and
and preparing
preparing a report
interviewing
report
but their identities
have not been connected
identities have
connected to
individual
witnesses. That
That process
individual witnesses.
process is unknown
unknown
to us
us insofar
insofar as
as the
the University
University has
has declined
declined to
share
withusus or
share information
information with
or allow
allow their
their
investigators to meet with us.
The
the IR,
IR, Christopher
Christopher
The apparent
apparent author
author of the
Glaros,
is an attorney
attorney employee
employee of the Ohio
Ohio
Glaros, is
State
State Office
Office of
of University
University Compliance
Compliance and
and
Integrity
and Integrity").
Integrity ("Compliance
("Compliance and
Integrity"). His
His
university
biography indicates
indicateshe
he has
has held
held
university biography
various
after a period
various positions
positions in government
government after
period
of time
time in
in private
private practice
practice for
for several
several months.
months.
His official
Assistant Vice
Vice President
President of
of
official title
title is Assistant
Compliance
Compliance Operations
Operations and Investigations
Investigations for
the
the Office
Office ofofUniversity
University Compliance
Compliance and
and
Integrity. He clerked
for an
an OSU
OSU trustee.
trustee. The
The
clerked for
report issued by Christopher Glaros consisted of
his
his apparent
apparent analysis
analysis of facts
facts obtained
obtained by
by
investigators,
althoughhis
his actual
actual process
is
investigators, although
process is
unknown
to us
us insofar
as he
unknown to
insofar as
he was
was not
not made
made
available to our investigators.
investigators. It
It appears
appears that he
had
had no
no contact
contact with
with Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, that he
he
authored
the investigative
report, and
and that the
authored the
investigative report,
the
document
his work
work product.
document isis his
product. That
That work
work
product
product was
was apparently
apparently submitted
submitted to various
various

individuals
individuals including
including University Provost Joseph
Steinmetz (former
(former Dean
Dean of the
Steinmetz
the University's
University's
Arts &
& Sciences)
Sciences) who engaged
engaged in
College
College of Arts
discussions
Jonathan Waters
Waters concerning
concerning
discussions with
with Jonathan
the results of that investigation.

What we
we now know,
What
know, particularly
particularly given
given the
release of the
the US
US Department
Department of
ofEducation
Education
release
(USDE)
the
(USDE) "resolution"
"resolution" agreement,
agreement,isis that
that the
Office
Integrity,
Office of University Compliance and Integrity,
Title
office which
center of the
Title IX
IX office
which was
was at
at the center
investigation
USDE for its
its inadequate
inadequate
investigation by
by the
the USDE
process
actually conducted
conducted the
the "investigation"
"investigation"
process actually
of the marching band and Waters. The resulting
grossly critical
critical report
which it issued,
grossly
report which
issued, based
based
upon
grossly incomplete
incomplete evidence,
evidence, appears
appears to
upon grossly
have
resulted in
in some
some form
form ofofprospective
prospective
have resulted
exoneration for
for itself and the
exoneration
the University.
University. The
The
USDE "applauded" the University for its efforts
involving
involving the
the marching band,
band, accepting the one
as accurate,
accurate, and
and confirming
confrrrning
sided report
report as
sided
compliance
University in
compliance problems
problems (which
(which the
the University
claiming did
public statements
statements had persisted in claiming
public
not exist):
Through this compliance
compliance review,
review, OCR
OCR
Through
university is
in
determined that
determined
thatthe
the university
is in
of Title IX because its
violation of
its written
written
procedures for
for responding
responding
policies and procedures
policies
to
to complaints,
complaints, reports
reports and
and other
other
incidents of
sexual violence
violence and
and
incidents
of sexual
harassment do
comply with
the
harassment
do not
not comply
with the
requirements. During
During the
the course
course
law's requirements.
OCR's compliance
compliance review,
review, the
the
of OCR's
university conducted
conducted aa comprehensive
comprehensive
university
investigation
ofof alleged
alleged sexual
sexual
investigation
harassment within its marching band and
found that there was
was aa sexually
sexually hostile
hostile
found
the
environment forfor students
environment
students inin the
marching band and that the band director
failed to
to adequately
adequately eliminate
eliminate that
that
failed
harassment,
and
harassment, prevent
prevent its recurrence,
recurrence, and
address its
its effects.
effects. Under
Under established
established
address
OCR policy,
policy, aa sexually
sexually hostile
hostile
OCR
environment violates
IX. OCR
OCR
environment
violates Title
Title IX.
resolution agreement
agreement
incorporates in the resolution
incorporates
university's own
own corrective
corrective action
action
the university's
steps for
for the
the marching
marching band
band as
as
steps
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requirements.
USDE, Press
Press Release,
requirements.
USDE,
Release,
11, 2014.
2014.
September 11,
More ironically,
More
ironically, Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters was
was
investigated ostensibly
ostensibly for
for not
not following proper
investigated
Title IX
with respect
IX procedures
procedures with
respect to
to Band
Title
where the
Culture where
the University
University itself
itself had
had
inadequate enforcement guidelines.
On July
14, 2014,
2014, Dr.
Dr. Joseph
Joseph Steinmetz
Steinmetz
On
July 14,
(accompanied by
by AJ.
A.J. Douglas,
Douglas, the
the University's
(accompanied
Human Resources
met with
Human
Resources representative)
representative) met
with
Jonathan Waters
Waters who
who was again unaccompanied
Jonathan
had advice
advice that
that he need not
by counsel
counsel (having
(having had
have
counsel).
Steinmetz
discussed
have counsel). Steinmetz discussed the report
report
while refusing
refusingtoto show
while
show Waters
Waters a copy,
copy,
indicating''you'll
"you'll see
see this
indicating
this soon
soon enough."
enough."
Steinmetz
indicatedthe
the IR
IR was
was entirely
entirely
Steinmetz indicated
complete. He
He discussed
discussed the seriousness
seriousness of the
complete.
situation
and suggested
suggested that the marching band
situation and
would
go forward
forward under
under Jonathan
Jonathan Waters'
Waters'
would go
zero tolerance policy, and with
leadership with a zero
outside
consultants to
to assist in reviewing issues
outside consultants
and assessing
assessing band "culture" to ensure Title IX
compliance
within the
the organization.
organization. Jonathan
compliance within
Jonathan
Waters
stated that
that he embraced
Waters stated
embraced that
that approach
approach
and
hehad
hadsuggested
suggested including
including
and that
that in
in fact
fact he
consultants
the process
process the
the prior
prior Fall
consultants inin the
Fall by
by
statements
made directly
directly to
to supervisors
supervisors in
in the
statements made
School
Music and
and the
the College
College of Arts and
and
School of Music
Sciences.
Waters had
had provided
Sciences. Waters
provided Tobias
Tobias and
and
Steinmetz
with his
his own
own listing
listing of his efforts to
Steinmetz with
shape the social and organizational focus
of the
focus of
marching band, as had been requested by Tobias
with
prior to
to the
deadline for submission,
submission, prior
the
with no deadline
July 14 meeting.
placed his
his hand on
meeting. Steinmetz
Steinmetz placed
the
the report
report stating
stating that
that itit was
was complete
complete and
and
nothing more would be included.
In aa subsequent
subsequent meeting,
meeting, at which
which Jonathan
Jonathan
Waters
for the
the first
first time
time appeared
appeared with
with an
an
Waters for
attorney
attorney (David
(David F.
F. Axelrod
Axelrod of
ofColumbus),
Columbus),
Provost
refused any
Provost Steinmetz
Steinmetz refused
any further
further
discussion,
refused the
the request
Mr. Axelrod
Axelrod
discussion, refused
request of Mr.
to
to present
present evidence
evidence and
and witnesses
witnesses for
for
consideration,
and gave
gave Jonathan
consideration, and
Jonathan Waters
Waters the
the
ultimatum
that by
by 5:00
5:00 p.m.,
p.m., that very day, he
ultimatum that
had
or be
be fired.
His attorney
either resign
resign or
fired. His
had to either

was told
told by
by Steinmetz
that he would
not be
was
Steinmetz that
would not
permitted
speak. At
At that
that time
time Jonathan
Jonathan
permitted to
to speak.
Waters
Waters was first given the previously concealed
Glaros Report
immediately prior
the
Report immediately
priortoto the
adjournment of the meeting. His building access
materials
materials and
and keys
keys were
were also
also taken
taken from
from him at
time.
that time.
Ironically
reported in
Ironically Provost
Provost Steinmetz,·
Steinmetz, as
as reported
an
April, 2014
2014 Columbus
Dispatch article,
an April,
Columbus Dispatch
communicatedbyby email
communicated
email with
with incoming
incoming
President Drake
Drake for
for several
Dr.
President
several months
months before
before Dr.
of "smoothing
"smoothing his
Drake
Drake arrived
arrived with
with the goal of
transition
Columbus Dispatch,
transition without issues." Columbus
"Ohio State
State Provost
Provost Eases
Way for
for New
New
"Ohio
Eases Way
President", April 25, 2014.
In
the belief
belief that
that the
theUniversity
University would
would
In the
in
carefully
decision and
engage in
carefully consider
consider its
its decision
and engage
further
discussions and
share more
more specifics
specifics
further discussions
and share
charges and basis of
of those
those
with
respect to
with respect
to the charges
charges, Jonathan
charges,
Jonathan Waters
Waters reviewed
reviewed the
the
"investigation
report" and
"investigation report"
and through
through counsel
counsel
further contact
contact with
with the
the
engaged inin further
engaged
administration to
administration
to clarify
clarify their
their position.
position. Axelrod
for time to review the Glaros Report and
asked for
to prepare a response within one week.
week. Water's
attorney
was again advised
OSU attorneys
attorneys
attorney was
advised by OSU
Waters either had
that Waters
had to resign or be fired that
day. Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters refused
refused to resign at
very day.
any time
time and
and has
has continued
continued to
insist that the
the
any
to insist
false and
and misleading
misleading and
it
report
is false
and that
that it
report is
Ohio
wrongfully
smears the
the reputation
wrongfully smears
reputation of The Ohio
State
MarchingBand
Band and
and its
its
State University
University Marching
traditions and
history, along
along with
with its
its students,
students,
traditions
and history,
alumni and fans.
analysis by this Committee is
Included in the analysis
consideration of the fact that a "songbook"
"songbook" full
consideration
salacious and
and outrageous
outrageous lyrics
lyrics for
for songs
songs
of salacious
the
allegedly sung
buses, on
road trips
trips by the
allegedly
sung on
on buses,
on road
in the
the past
past(which
(whichapparently
apparently was
was
Band in
Band
1980's and
and had
had not
not been
been seen
seen
prepared in
prepared
in the
the 1980's
generally
by band
generally by
band members
members long
long before
before
became director)
director) was attached
attached
Jonathan Waters became
and publicly
publicly released
released creating
creating egregious
egregious
and
described as
suggestions
what was
was described
as aa
suggestions ofof what
culture. Also
Also attached
attached to the
the
"sexualized" band culture.
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IR was
which, in
in past
IR
was a quiz which,
past years,
years, had been
been
given to
to some
by other
given
some band
band members
members by
other band
band
members, again
again dated
members,
dated before
before Waters
Waters became
became
director.
There
is
no
adequate
explanation
director. There is no adequate explanation
for the
and release
of the
for
the attachment
attachment and
release of
the
"songbook"
as aa part
part of the
the IR
IR other than
than to
"songbook" as
inflame public
public opinion
opinion against
against Waters
Waters and
inflame
the
OSUMB.
theOSUMB.
the manner in which the
The appearance and the
investigationwas
was conducted
conductedafter
after the
the first
investigation
first
interview by Jessica Tobias,
Tobias, proceeding through
interview
subsequent events,
events, suggested that the University
administration
hadmade
madeup
up its
its mind
mind that
that the
administration had
Band director
was going
going to
to be
be fired
Band
director was
fired and
and they
they
simply continued
continued to
to build a political and public
case against
Waters and
and The
case
against Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
The Ohio
Ohio
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band and its history,
culminating in
in the
Report and
culminating
the Glaros Report
and the
the
of Jonathan Waters.
termination of
The methodology
of the
The
methodology of
the University's
University's
Investigative
Report
is
subject
to
analysis
Investigative Report is subject
analysis and
and
criticism.
criticism. Consultation
Consultation with legal professionals,
government
government attorneys,
attorneys, investigative
investigative specialists,
specialists,
and other commentators
commentators support the conclusion
that
that the
the investigative
investigative approach
approach impacts
impacts the
the
accuracy
of the
the reported
reported "facts"
"facts" and
and
accuracy of
"conclusions".
Those concerns
"conclusions". Those
concerns include
include the
the
following:
following:
1.
1. Sample size
2.
2. Hearsay
3.
3. Timing
4.
of adults
4. Responsibility for actions of
There
There are
are 225
225 members
members in
in the.
the Marching
Marching
Band block, at least 5 members of
D row (drum
ofD
(drum
majors)
and several
several student
student staff
staff members.
members. In
majors) and
addition
there are
alumni both
both
addition there
are thousands
thousands of alumni
locally
locally and scattered throughout
throughout the world.
world. An
"investigation" and "decision" purportedly
purportedly was
based
based upon
upon findings
findings about the "band
"band culture"
culture"
based on interviews
interviews with a complainant's
complainant's adult
adult
daughter,
of
daughter, four
four other
other then-current
then-current members
members of
the band
band and
and five
five alumni,
alumni, plus various staff. In
addition,
we have
addition, we
have been
been advised
advised that
that the
the

"independent" witnesses
witnesses were
were all
all suggested
"independent"
suggested by
the original
complainantor
or her
her daughter.
daughter. All
the
original complainant
professionals
professionals with
with whom
whom we consulted held the
of such
such aa sample
sample undercuts
opinion
opinion that
that the use of
the
validity of any
any "facts"
"facts" reported
reported and
and
the validity
"conclusions" reached.
Notwithstanding the
the
"conclusions"
reached. Notwithstanding
approach,
reached certain
certain
approach, the
the authors
authors of the IR reached
conclusions
No
conclusionsregarding
regarding"band
"bandculture".
culture". No
conclusions can be properly drawn from such an
incomplete
incomplete sample.
The Glaros Report
contains numerous
numerous
Report contains
statements claiming
witness was
was told
told
statements
claimingthat
that aa witness
something by
something
by someone
someoneelse,
else, i.e.,
i.e., there
there is
repeated
hearsay, most
most from
from
repeated reliance
reliance on
on hearsay,
unidentified
The hearsay
hearsay relied upon
unidentified witnesses.
witnesses. The
in the Glaros Report
could not be admitted
admitted as
Report could
evidence in a legal proceeding, where the actual
witness
produced. Its value
value is
witness wbuld
would have
have to be produced.
limited
does not
not constitute
constitute evidence
evidence of
limited and
and does
wrongdoing.
Additionally, many
Additionally,
many of the conclusions in the
Glaros Report
Report rest upon
upon undated
undated testimony.
testimony.
Mr. Waters
Waters had
had only
only been
been the
the director
director since
since
Mr.
October 2012
was held
held responsible
responsible for
October
2012 yet he was
actions that
that have
have been
beenunequivocally
unequivocally
actions
demonstrated to
occurred many
demonstrated
to have
have occurred
many years,
years, if
not decades, prior to October, 2012.
Many of the events
events cited in
in the
the report
report took
took
Many
official band
band functions
functions
place off campus, not at official
and
and not
not at
at times
times when
when the
the director,
director, or
or any
any
faculty
be expected
expected
faculty member,
member, could reasonably
reasonably be
be aware
aware of
of or
or responsible
responsible for the actions of
to be
young men and women who are over the age of
18.
18.
approach itself is flawed
flawed to such
such an
an
The IR approach
extent that
only aa new
new investigation
investigation of the
the
extent
that only
identical matters
matters could
could reflect
reflect credible
credible
identical
conclusions.
observed and
and reviewed
reviewed the current
current
We have observed
version of the OSUMB.
OSUMB. We
We have
have heard
heard from
from
version
recent graduates,
graduates, current
current members,
members, and
and past
past
recent
members, through
through interviews,
interviews, and
and through
through
members,
of the activities of
of members
personal knowledge of
and staff over several
decades. The
several decades.
The OSUMB
OSUMB is
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always been a group of dedicated
dedicated young
and has always
men and
who have
and women
women who
have aa reputation
reputation for
for
men
acting appropriately
and representing
The Ohio
acting
appropriately and
representing The
State University
in the
the most
mostprofessional
professional
State
University in
manner. Our
manner.
Ourinvestigation
investigation reveals
reveals repeated
repeated
comments that
that most
most band
band members
feel the
comments
members feel
the
safest and
with other
and most
most comfortable
comfortable with
other band
band
safest
members. Although
members.
Although itit would
would be
be inaccurate
inaccurate to
conclude that
that none
none of the actions
conclude
actions described
described in
the Glaros Report ever occurred,
occurred, the conclusion
is "sexualized" as
that the "band culture" was or is
portrayed in
in the
Report is
is grossly
grossly
portrayed
the Glaros Report
inaccurate.
review of
of Title
Title IX issues
issues by
The continuing
continuing review
former
Ohio
Attorney
General
former
Ohio Attorney General Betty
Betty
Montgomery, involving
involving investigators
and
Montgomery,
investigators and
components chosen
chosen and
and appointed
appointed solely by the
components
University administration
administrationitself,
itself, has
has been
University
been
limited
by
the
president
of
the
University
limited by the president of the University
entirely to
to prospective
prospective circumstances
circumstances and
and
entirely
recommendationsconcernmg
concerningthe
the future
recommendations
future
"compliance"
inin the
the marching
marching band.
band.
"compliance"
(Attachment
#13, Letter
ofAppointment).
Appointment).
(Attachment #13,
Letter of
Allegedly
will be
be given
given in the
consideration will
Allegedly no consideration
Montgomery
effort to
to revisiting
Montgomery effort
revisiting any
any issues
issues
raised
in the
the Glaros Report
Report. or any
any decisions
decisions
raised in
made as a consequence of that report. Per Betty
Montgomery:
"There's
"There's aa misconception
misconception 1I think that we
will
that ground
groundtoto see
see if the
the
will retread
retread that
conclusion
was correct.
correct. That's
That's not our
conclusion was
our
mission," said
said Montgomery,
Montgomery, a former
former
Ohio attorney
attorney general,
general, state senator
senator and
Wood County prosecutor.
Columbus Dispatch, August 1,
1, 2014.
Accordingly,
this Committee
Accordingly, this
Committee anticipates
anticipates no
additional
additional information,
information, sharing
sharing of
of information,
information,
or independent
analysisof
of any
any of the
the issues
issues
independent analysis
resulting
in the
the
resulting in
the effective
effective indictment
indictment of the
Marching
Band and
and the firing
of its director, as
Marching Band
firing of
specifically stated by President Drake:
"[President
"[President Drake]
Drake] requested
requested that
that
Montgomery's
task force
an
Montgomery's task
force conduct
conduct an
assessment
assessment of the band's culture,
culture, review
review

university
oversight, and
university processes
processes and
and oversight,
provide
compliance
provide counsel
counsel on Title IX compliance
he expects
expects Montgomery
Montgomery
issues.
issues. He said he
to
have investigation
investigation findings
findings ready
ready
to have
45 to 60 days.
days.
within 45

... Drake
Drake said
said Montgomery's
Montgomery's task force
force
will not he
be asked to reopen any aspect of
the
initial investigation
investigation that
that ousted
ousted
the initial
Waters."
The
Ohio State
State Lantern,
Lantern,
Waters."
The Ohio
August 6, 2014
Given,
Given, in particular, the issues now publicly
debated
debated regarding
regarding operation
operation of the
the University's
Title IX compliance
Title
compliance program,
program, the Montgomery
Report results
results will
Report
will be
be of
ofparticular
particular interest,
interest,
given the charge
to review
review university
university process
process
given
charge to
and oversight
oversight and
and to
to make
makerecommendations
recommendations
and
regarding
IX procedures.
procedures. However,
However,
regarding Title
Title IX
notwithstanding
notwithstanding comments
comments suggesting
suggesting that
that the
Montgomery
investigators have
have repeatedly
repeatedly
Montgomery investigators
current and
and former
former band
band members
members
inquired
inquired of current
the
regarding their
regarding
their knowledge
knowledgeof
of events
events in
in the
Glaros Report,
Report, we
we have
have been
been consistently
consistently
not an
advised that
Montgomery report
advised
that the Montgomery
report isis not
effort to support or discredit
discredit the Glaros Report
or
or the
the actions
actions which
whichresulted.
resulted. Nonetheless,
Nonetheless,
investigators and
authors of the
the
insofar as
insofar
as the investigators
and authors
Montgomery Report
Montgomery
Report were entirely selected and
charged by the University,
University, its
its activities
activities cannot
cannot
charged
be
considered
an
independent
examination.
be considered an independent examination.
Indeed,
there have
Indeed, there
have been
been inquiries
inquiries into
into the
the
apparent
bias in methodology
used in a survey
apparent bias
methodology used
survey
members conducted
conducted by
by the
the Montgomery
Montgomery
of members
investigators,
the
interrogation
techniques
investigators, the interrogation techniques
of participants, source of
utilized and credibility of
funding, etc. (See
(See NBC4i.com,
NBC4i.com, Ch.
Ch. 4,
4, August
August
funding,
28, 2014, Content of
of Questionnaire,
Questionnaire, Attachment
14) For
For example,
example, the
the survey
survey includes
includes such
such
# 14)
whether the
questions seeking
comments as
questions
seeking comments
as to whether
band member
member had
had "ever"
"ever" heard
heard offensive
offensive
band
remarks.
Reports voluntarily
voluntarily shared
with this
this
Reports
shared with
from individuals
individuals
Committee, generally
generally orally,
orally, from
Committee,
interviewed by
by the
the Montgomery
Montgomery
who have been interviewed
investigators,
notethat
thatatat times
times aa fair
fair
investigators, note
of information
information has
has
opportunity for
the airing
airing of
opportunity
for the
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been allowed,
allowed, specifically
specifically during conversations
been
between Betty
Betty Montgomery
and the
between
Montgomery
and
the
interviewees. There have been
interviewees.
been occasions where
questioning involving
involving the
the
a harder
harder line
line ofofquestioning
circumstances of
of the Glaros Report
Report and
and issues
circumstances
raised in
in that
that report
report (as
(as well
well as
as an
an effort
effort to
raised
identify specific
identify
specific facts
facts supporting
supporting those
those
conclusions)have
havebeen
been the
the subject
of
conclusions)
subject of
74
questioning by
by David Vaughn74
questioning
Vaughn who apparently
accompanied Betty
Betty Montgomery
Montgomery to
to many
many of the
accompanied
interviews. Witnesses
Witnesses have
have been
interviews.
been confronted
confronted
with documents,
have been
been told
told they
they may not
with
documents, have
bring anyone
along to
to the
bring
anyone along
the interviews
interviews for
for
support,
and have
have felt
felt pushed
pushed or unfairly crosscross~
support, and
examined on
on occasion.
occasion.InIn short,
short, there
there is
is no
examined
no
consistency in
in the
consistency
the reported
reported investigatory
investigatory
techniques utilized
utilized by
by the varied
techniques
varied investigators.
investigators.
The result
The
result is
is an
an unmistakable
unmistakable impression
impression by
many that
many
that some
some investigators
investigators are
are seeking
seeking
evidence of
of "band
"band culture"
culture" or
or "hazing"
damning evidence
only.
Rumors,
Rumors, theories
theories and
and outright
outright· personal
personal
attacks
on individuals
in the
attacks on
individuals involved
involved in
the
administration
effort and
and the
administration effort
the investigation,
investigation,
abound
on the
the Internet.
abound on
Internet. Hurt
Hurt and
and damaged
damaged
targets
of the
targets of
the IR,
IR, together
together with
with alumni
alumni or
or
friends,
sometimes
are
quick
to
embrace
friends, sometimes are quick to embrace
theories
and identify
identify suspect
suspect relationships.
relationships. As a
theories and
committee,
we chose
chose to
to focus
focus on what is clearly
committee, we
relevant, factual
factual and
and established,
established, to
to the
the best
best of
relevant,
our ability.

74

74 Mr. Vaughn
Vaughn became
became involved
involved in
in the
the Montgomery
effort despite the fact that was
was not announced by the
University
asaaparticipant.
participant. He
He apparently
apparently replaced the
University as
consultant
consultant originally
originally announced by
by President
President Drake
Drake for
unknown reasons.
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VII. TITLE
VII.
TITLEIX
IXPERCEIVED
PERCEIVED PRESSURE
PRESSURE
There have been concerns
There
concerns about policies
policies and
resources concerning
concerning Title
Title IX
IX enforcement
resources
enforcement at
the University.
We have
have had
had a difficult
difficult time
time
the
University. We
identifying
specific
applicable
policies
identifying specific applicable policies for
for
student organizations
organizations insofar
insofar as
as there
there were
were no
student
directives given
given to
to Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and to
to the
directives
MarchingBand
Band by
by the
the University
or by
by the
Marching
University or
superiors within
withinthe
the College
College of
of the
the Arts
Arts and
and
superiors
Sciences. In
Sciences.
In fact,
fact, the
the highly
highly regarded
regarded Title
Title IX
coordinator for
for the
the University
resigned her
her job
coordinator
University resigned
at
at the end
end of
of2013
2013 because
because of
ofinternal
internal issues,
issues,
stating
in
a
Lantern
article
that
she
was
stating in
article that she was "not
"not
supported,
resourced, or
or respected
respected in a way that
supported, resourced,
enabled [her]
[her] to
to accomplish
the goals
enabled
accomplish the
goals of Title
Title
IX" about
IX"
about which
which she
she stated
stated she
she was
was
"passionate." The
The Ohio
State
Lantern,
August
Ohio State Lantern,
27, 2014.
Ohio State
State University
University
2014. We know that Ohio
ofinvestigated
investigated programs
programs by the
was on the list
list of
U.S. Department
of Education,
Education,one
one of
of 55
u.s.
Department of
55
institutions, but the University indicated in May,
2014
was coming
coming to
to an
2014 that
that the investigation
investigation was
end
end with
with no
no complaints,
complaints, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the
comments
from departing
IX coordinator
coordinator
comments from
departing Title IX
Andrea
Andrea Goldblum.
Goldblum. Chief Compliance
Compliance Officer
Officer
Gates
Garrity~Rokous
soso assured
assured the
the
Gates Garrity-Rokous
Compliance
and Audit
Audit Committee
of the
Compliance and
Committee of
the
University Trustees at their 8 minute August 28,
2014
90~minute
2014 public meeting,
meeting, followed
followed by a 90-minute
executive session. The Department of
of Education
will not release any case specific facts or details
concerning
their investigations.
concerning their
investigations. Subsequent
Subsequent
interviews
with Andrea
in fact
interviews with
Andrea Goldblum
Goldblum in
fact
reflected
her conclusions
that she
she had
reflected her
conclusions that
had been
been
prevented from
from doing her job properly by Gates
Garrity-Rokous,
and that
that he had
Garrity~Rokous, and
had specifically
specifically
interfered with her efforts to discuss issues with
Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters concerning
concerning the
the Marching
Marching
Band.
#15, Transcript
of WTVN
WTVN
Band. (Attachment
(Attachment #15,
Transcript of
Goldblum interview, August 27,
2014)
27,2014)
Was firing
firing Jonathan Waters
Waters a way to deflect
deflect
concerns
regarding any
any Title
concerns regarding
Title IX problems
problems that
that
have
at the
the University,
University, with
with no
no
have existed
existed at
opportunity
or
effort
to
allow
or
pursue
opportunity or effort to allow or pursue aa
balanced
result? Both
Both accuser
accuser and accused
balanced result?
accused

have equal
equal rights,
have
rights, to
to present
present evidence
evidence and
witnesses
The US
US
witnessesduring
duringthe
the process.
process. The
Department
policy
Department of
of Education
Education reports
reports in
in its policy
guidelines,
guidelines, with respect to Title IX issues, that it
always
attempts to
to "obtain
"obtain voluntarily
voluntarily
always attempts
compliance
negotiate remedies."
this
compliance and
and negotiate
remedies." In
In this
case, even without US Department of
case,
of Education
involvement
matter still
within the
the
involvementwith
with the
the matter
still within
"family", the
full extent
extent of
of the
the "cultural"
"cultural"
"family",
the full
allegations
made known
known to Jonathan
Jonathan
allegations were
were not
not made
Waters
interviews. There were
Waters prior
prior to his two interviews.
no
efforts undertaken
undertaken to
to ensure
ensure voluntary
voluntary
no efforts
compliance,
obviously no
no negotiation
negotiation
compliance, and
and obviously
whatsoever
terminated.
whatsoever occurred
occurred before
before he was terminated.
A new
new University
University president
president was
now
was given
given a now
discredited
report, and
and reacted
reacted swiftly
with no
discredited report,
swiftly with
investigation.
Dept. of
The
2001 (republished
(republished 2006)
The 2001
2006) US
US Dept.
Education,
Civil Rights,
Rights, guidelines
guidelines
Education, Office
Office of Civil
mandate "adequate,
"adequate, reliable,
reliable, and
and impartial
impartial
mandate
complaints, including
including the
the
investigation of
investigation
of complaints,
opportunity
to
present
witnesses
and
other
opportunity to present witnesses and other
The2014
2014US
US Dept.
Dept. of
ofEducation,
Education,
evidence".75 The
Office of Civil
Civil Rights
Rights guidelines,
guidelines, issued
issued April
April
Office
IX
29, 2014,
2014, require
require "in
cases" that Title
Title IX
29,
"in all cases"
investigations
investigations be "adequate, reliable,
reliable, impartial,
impartial,
and prompt and include the opportunity for both
p6arties to present witnesses and other evidence."
evidence,"
r6arties

There
There is
is no
norequirement
requirement of
ofemployee
employee
dismissal.
Davis v Monroe Co Bd of
of Educ. 526
dismissal. Davis
US 629
629 (1999).
(1999). The
The obligation
obligation is
is upon
upon the
the
US
of 44 at
p. 27 of
http://www2.ed.gov/aboutloffices/listlocr/docs/s
http
://www2.ed .gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/s
hguide.html; See also the 2011 update at
http://www2.ed.gov/aboutloffices/listlocr/letters
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters
/colleague-201104
Icolleague~20 11 04.pdf.
.ndf.
76 p. 25 of
of 46 at
75

http://www2.ed.gov/aboutloffices/listlocr/docs/q
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/q
a~20 1404~title-ix.pdf
a-201404-title-ix.pdf
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University
University to
to take
take some
some form
form of
ofcorrective
corrective
action.
The claim
was the only
action. The
claim that
that dismissal
dismissal was
only
alternative available
simply a
alternative
availabletoto Ohio
Ohio State
State is
is simply
misstatement of the law.
In the
the cited
cited 2014
2014 document,
document, the
the OCR
OCR
In
emphasizes
evidentiary
and
procedural
(Questions and Answers,
Answers, p.
p. 25.)
25.)
guidelines. (Questions
According
to another
According to
another guidance
guidance document,
document, the
"parties must
equal opportunity
opportunity to
"parties
must have
have an
an equal
present relevant
relevant witnesses
witnesses and
other evidence."
evidence."
present
and other
Dear Colleague
Colleague Letter:
Letter: Sexual
Sexual Violence
Violence ("DCL
("DeL
2011)
") (OCR, April
Apri120
11) 77
77
Sexual Violence
Violence")
2014 Questions
Questions and Answers
Answers guidance
The 2014
document also
contains recommendations
recommendations of an
document
also contains
appeal process
process that
that gives
gives both
both the
the complainant
complainant
appeal
and the accused
accused party the opportunity
opportunity to appeal
the findings
of the
the investigation.
investigation. Questions
Questions and
fIndings of
Answers, p.
p. 37.
37. Although
Although the
the Questions
Questions and
Answers document
document recommends aa 60-calendar60-calendarday time
time frame
frame for
for "prompt
"prompt and
and equitable"
equitable"
day
investigations, itit also clearly states
resolution of investigations,
resolution
OCR does
does not
not require
require a school
school to
that "the
that
"the OCR
complete investigations
complete
investigations within
within 60
60 days." Id,
Id.,
pp. 31-32.
The need
need for
for aa longer
longer period
period of
of time
pp.
31-32. The
course on
the complexity
complexity of the
the
depends of
depends
of course
on the
investigation and
alleged severity and extent
extent·
investigation
and the
the alleged
the conduct
conduct under
under investigation.
investigation. Id
of the
Id. This
suggested 60-day time
frame obviously
suggested
timeframe
obviously also
also does
not include any appeal time for the accused.
It is simply
simply incorrect,
incorrect, as
of law,
law, that
that
as a matter of
time to
to allow
allow even
even
the University
University had
the
had no
no time
elementary due
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and
elementary
due process
process to
to Jonathan
its
marching band
supporters before
issuing its
marching
band supporters
before issuing
unchallenged, inaccurate,
inaccurate, scathing
scathing investigation
investigation
unchallenged,
report. The University,
University, in dealing with its family,
report.
all
enforcement
and resolution
resolution options
options
had
had all enforcement and
available.

77

(http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/
Wttp://www2.ed.goviabout/offices/listiocr/letters/
colleague-201104.pdf), p. 11.
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VIII. SCHOOL
SCHOOLOF
OFMUSIC
MUSIC ISSUES
ISSUES

The College
of Arts
and its
The
College of
Arts and
and Sciences
Sciences and
School of Music
Music may
may have
have aa role
role in
in the
the chain
chain of
School
command and
and certainly
certainly in
in the
the chain
chain of events.
command
Specific
independent
financing
in the
the amount
amount of
Specific independent financing in
one million
dollars aa .year
year was made
one
million dollars
made available
available
for the
for
the Marching
Marching Band,
Band, beginning
beginning in
in 2014.
2014.
Jonathan Waters
Waters was
was elevated
elevated first
first to interim
Jonathan
interim
director and then to director by an act authorized
by the president
by
president of the
the University.
University. The
The most
most
successful and
and highest
highest profile
profile program
program in
in the
successful
University's history went international, viral and
to "world class" status in 2013.
The Washington
Post, for
The
Washington Post,
for example,
example,
recognized the
the OSUMB
OSUMB and Jonathan Waters in
recognized
an
not to
to music,
an article
article devoted
devoted not
music, but
but to
to
innovations in
in technology
and education,
innovations
technology and
education, in
which other
other band
which
band directors
directors were
were quoted
quoted as
as
78
admirers eager to learn.78
learn.
within the
the School
School of Music
Music of
The response
response within
the College
College of
of the
the Arts
Arts and
and Sciences
Sciences involved
involved
some support and encouragement, but also there
is
is aa natural
natural conflict
conflict with
with resulting
resulting apparent
apparent
jealousy and
jealousy
and competition
competition for
for dollars.
dollars.
Nonetheless,
Jonathan Waters
Nonetheless,
Jonathan
Waters repeated
repeated
extended courtesies and friendship to the School
of Music
them to direct,
Music leadership,
leadership, allowing
allowing them
direct,
rides
with the
the Band
Band on
on road
road trips,
rides buses
buses with
trips, and to
be
of the
the
be aa visible
visible functional
functional component
component of
OSUMB.
The
hierarchy
of
the
College
of
Arts
OSUMB. The hierarchy of the College of
and Sciences and School of
of Music long predated
Mr.
and in fact
Mr. Waters
Waters and
fact has
has been
been involved
involved in
in
nominating
his interim
successors. Jonathan
nominating his
interim successors.
Jonathan
Waters alone
alone was targeted,
targeted, not others who have
been retained or appointed as "interim" directors
with full knowledge
knowledge of the alleged "culture" of
the Band.
Band. None
None of
ofour
ourcomments
comments are
are designed
designed
to disparage
disparage the individuals
individuals serving
serving in
in interim
interim
capacities
capacities in
in the wake
capacities or leadership
leadership capacities
wake
78

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/innovati
http://www.washingtonpost.comib logs/innovati
ons/wp/2013/11/05/ohio-states-marchin
g-bandons/wp/20 13111/05/ohio-states-niarching-bandrevolutionized-halftime-shows-heres-how/

of the Jonathan Waters'
Waters' termination.
termination. However,
However,
the inconsistency evident in the firing of Waters
while
other staff and
and addition
addition of
while retention
retention of
of other
staff,
who had
had the
the same
same knowledge
knowledge or
or
staff, who
have" knowledge
knowledge of
the
"opportunity toto have"
"opportunity
of the
marching
marching band
band "culture" as Mr. Waters, betrays
the
inconsistencies in
investigation and
the inconsistencies
in the investigation
and the
University's
University'sresponse.·
response. The
The need
needtoto put
put a
functional
functional marching
marchingband
bandon
on the
the field
field was
was of
course an Issue.
issue.
of Music
Music was
was empowered
empowered
In fact, the School
School of
through
directors and
through selection of
of the interim directors
and in
the
search for
new permanent
permanent director.
The
the search
for a new
director. The
Columbus Dispatch has
reported
that
the
has reported that the
appointment of the interim directors
directors involves
involves a
appointment
shift in
control: "...
" . .. the
themove
move puts
puts the
the band
band
shift
in control:
under
College of Arts and
under closer
closer control
control of the College
Sciences." Columbus Dispatch, August 5, 2014
(See Attachment
Attachment #16)
# 16) Provost
Provost Steinmetz
Steinmetz was
was
(See
the
Dean of the College
the former
former Dean
College of Arts
Arts and
and
Sciences.
In an
an interview
interview on
onColumbus
Columbus WCMH
WCMH
In
television (NBC4),
Paul Droste
Droste shared
shared
television
(NBC4), Dr.
Dr. Paul
information concerning that conflict:
Droste about
about sources
sources who
NBC4 asked Droste
had suggested
suggested that
some staffers
staffers in the
had
that some
music
had not been
music department
department had
been happy
happy
about how Waters got his job.
"The position
position is normally
normally filled
filled by the
"The
school of music,"
music," Droste
Droste said.
said. "My
liMy
school
understanding is that Gordon
Gordon Gee acted
acted
understanding
announced Jon
Jon Woods'
Woods' retirement
retirement
and announced
maybe before
before Jon
ready to
to retire,
retire,
maybe
Jon was ready
and appointed Jon Waters as interim."

After
After aa high-profile
high-profile and
and innovative
innovative
halftime show
show became
became aa YouTube
Y ouTube
halftime
removed the
sensation, Droste said, Gee removed
"interim" from the title.
NBC4: "So
"So the
the school
school of
of music
music was not
not
involved and that may have rubbed some
the wrong way?"

VIII.
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SCHOOLOF
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"Right. Waters is not faculty.
faculty. He
Droste: "Right.
does not have a faculty position."

http://www.nbc4i.com,
2014.
http://www.nbc4i.com. August 25,
25,2014.
Noteworthy are the recent comments
reported in the Columbus Dispatch, by one of
the interim directors, Dr. Scott Jones (emphasis
supplied):
But if
if performances
performances don't
don't generate
generate
But
frenzied applause or viral videos,
videos, band
frenzied
mind, said
said Scott
Scott Jones,
Jones,
leaders don't mind,
leaders
of two
two interim
interim co-directors
co-directors in
in
one of
one
charge of
of the band this year.
"Our goal
goal is not to be really popular, so
"Our
to speak.
speak. We're
We're not
not working,
working, and
and we
we
to
don't
of people
people
don't exist,
exist, to
to have
have billions
billions of
What we
is, we
we first
first and
and
love us,
love
us. What
we do
do is,
foremost serve
students in
this
foremost
serve the
the students
in this
an
university course,"
university
course," Jones
Jones said
said in
in an
interview this
week. "Everything
"Everything else
else
interview
this week.
kind of works out on its
its own,"
own."
some of the ideas
ideas that
that launched
launched the
But some
band
to fame
band to
fame last
last year
year also
also had
had caused
caused
trouble for
an
trouble
for Waters
Watersinin the
the past.
past. In
In an
annual review
review when
he was
was assistant
assistant
annual
when he
director, the head of the Ohio State music
school wrote
was too
too
school
wrote that
that Waters
Waters was
pleasing audiences
interested in pleasing
audiences rather
than delivering
delivering "what the band needs."
Jones declined to comment on that review
strayed
or
the band
band had strayed
or say
say whether
whether the
from its mission.

Columbus Dispatch, August 30, 2014
added),
(Emphasis added).
effecting The Ohio
Ohio
The true "culture" clash effecting
State University
University Marching
perhaps
State
Marching Band
Band was perhaps
of Music
Music interested
interested in
in
between aa School
School of
between
regaining control
the historic
historic all-brass
all-brass
regaining
control over
over the
national leader in marching bands and a director
whose hiring
hiring was
was directly
directly authorized
authorized by
the
whose
by the
university president,
president, with specific
specific independent
independent
university
one million
million dollars.
dollars. The
The
financing of
financing
of one
the interview
interview have
have been
been
suggestions inin the
suggestions

signaling and
and confirming
confirming a
interpreted as
interpreted
as signaling
potential departure
the traditions
traditions and
and
potential
departure from
from the
structure of the current
current marching
marching band,
band, which
which
structure
all-brass, high-step
high-step tradition,
tradition, and
consists
consists of an all-brass,
is military in style and execution.
Others interviewed
interviewed with
knowledge of Big
Others
with knowledge
Ten band
band relationships
relationships indicated
indicated that
the
Ten
that the
prevailing climate
climate throughout
throughout the
the conference
conference
prevailing
of the
the various
various schools
schools of
of music
music
was one
one of
was
interested in maintaining control over university
marching
bands. Exhibited
marching bands.
Exhibited in
in conversations
conversations at
Big Ten
Big
Ten Band meetings were serious concerns in
every school trying to limit the independence of
marching band
band operations,
operations, including
including limiting
limiting
marching
Music
funds
funds and
and traditions.
traditions. OSU
OSU School
School of Music
leadership,
in particular,
in such
such
leadership, in
particular, participated
participated in
discussions concerning
marching band and
discussions
concerning the
the marching
of music perspective was
its operation. A school of
exhibited that
marching bands,
bands, like
like OSUMB,
OSUMB,
exhibited
that marching
should become like any other band even though
traditions are the real strengths
strengths upon which any
traditions
built. Future
Future directors
directors will
will
marching band
marching
band is
is built.
School of
of Music
apparently be members
members of the School
apparently
performance faculty
evaluations will
performance
faculty and
and their evaluations
based on
on what
what they
they accomplish
accomplish within
within the
be based
Music. Time
Time spent
spent with
with marching
marching
School of Music.
School
band will
will be
be otherwise
otherwise not
not rewarded
rewarded by
by
band
financial stipend, so there
anything other than a financial
will be less
less reason
reason to
to spend
spend large
large amounts
amounts of
will
time cultivating the band.

Ironically,
subsequent Sports
Sports Illustrated
Ironically, in a subsequent
article, the same
same associate
associate director
director (who called
called
article,
the
OSUMB
a
"course,"
as
opposed
an
the OSUMB a "course," as opposed to
to an
vehicle), expressed
expressed excitement
excitement
"entertainment" vehicle),
concerning
the OSUMB
concerning the
OSUMB "picture
"picture shows"
shows" and
and
of 100,000"
100,000" at
at
performing before
crowd of
performing
before "a crowd
Stadium. 79
Ohio Stadium.79
of Music
Future intentions within the School of
are
the
are not
not clear,
clear, but
but the
the independence
independence of the
and its future
futUre in
OSUMB is
OSUMB
is critical
critical to
to its
its past and
our view.
view. Adherence
Adherence to
and respect
respect for
for
our
to and
79

http://www.sLcom/college-football/2014/o9/o2/ohiohttp://www.slcom/college-footbaii/2014/09/02/ohio-

Schwartz, Evan Scott.
Sports Illustrated 2 Sept. 2014. Web.

state-best-damn-band-land
state-best-damn-band-Iand
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foundationand
andtraditions
traditionsisisaa matter
matter of
of the
foundation
greatest concern.
concern. No
No conflict
greatest
conflict should
should exist
exist
between aa music
program and
and an
between
music education
education program
internationally famous
famous marching
marching band,
band, but
but the
internationally
existence of that conflict is perhaps inherent.

Coupled
concerns, the
Coupled with
with alleged
alleged Title
Title IX concerns,
climate in
in the School
have been
climate
School of Music may have
another factor
factor in the sequence of events leading
to
OSUMB and
and firing
firing of its
to the attack upon the OSUMB
innovative
innovative leader,
leader, thus
thus creating
creating what
what has
has been
described as
as a "perfect storm".

IX. DESCRIPTION
OF OSUMB,
IX.
DESCRIPTION OF CULTURE OF
OSUMB, i.e.
i.e. "FAMILY",
"FAMILY", VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER EVENTS,
EVENTS,
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES,
ACTIVITIES, ETC.
ETC.
CHARITABLE
to the
the full
full analysis
analysis is
is a close
Most important
important to
teamwork and
and "pay it
look at the social culture,
culture, teamwork
forward" approach
approach to band operations instituted
forward"
instituted
in recent
as the
the result
in
recent years
years primarily
primarily as
result of
of
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and the
Jonathan
the student
student leadership
leadership
pursuing altruistic
altruisticgoals.
goals. The
The following
following isis a
pursuing
listing of progressive
listing
progressive changes
changes undertaken
undertaken by
Jonathan Waters:
1.
Midnight Ramp
Ramp was
was ended
ended for
for this
1. Midnight
this
year...through
year
... through discussions
discussions with squad leaders,
leaders,
the
up with
the band
band came
came up
with a better
better event
event to
to
welcome
studentstoto the
the band.
welcome students
band. Older
Older band
band
members would form
form a tunnel on the field and
the new band members would run through it.
2.
2. TripTic...
TripTic ... Waters
Waters intercepted
intercepted a TripTic in
2012 and ended it immediately.
3.
has preached
preached about
about his "open door
3. Waters
Waters has
policy" to students,
giving them
them the option to
students, giving
come speak to him at any time about anything.
4.
Training for
for squad
4. Leadership
Leadership Training
squad leaders.
leaders.
Waters
wrote the
Waters wrote
the leadership
leadership manual
manual in
in
spring/summer
2012 for
for squad
squad leaders
leaders full
full of
spring/summer 2012
practical
information for
for the band
practical leadership
leadership information
band
and staff to use together
together in the course
course of the
season
5.
eliminated the
the use
use of the word
word
5. Waters
Waters eliminated
"rookie"
2013 and replaced it with
"rookie" in
in spring
spring of
of2013
"first
so the
the lines
of new
new
"first year
year member"
member" so
lines of
members
and older
members and
older members
members and
and seniority
seniority
systems would be blurred.
6.
started the
the "March
"March to Pay Forward"
6. Waters
Waters started
outreach
program
community
III
in

spring/summer
students would
would
spring/summer 2013
2013 so
so that students
is aa greater
greater responsibility
responsibility they have
see there is
to the community. This is also culture shaping.
Here are the things that Waters
Waters started
started within
this program:
a. Over
Over 5,000
5,000 hours
hours ofofcumulative
cumulative
a.
community service by the band last year

b. Work
b.
School for the
Work with
with the Ohio State School
Blind
Marching Band,
Band, rehearsals,
rehearsals,
Blind Marching
...
double
Script
in
performances
performances...double ScriptOhio
Ohio in
Braille performance
performance in
Ohio Stadium
Stadium last
last
Braille
in Ohio
year
c.
c. Had Band form,
form, in
in script,
script, the
name of a
the name
cancer whose dying wish was
boy who had cancer
to see the band. He was not able to travel, so
formed his name
name on the field
field and
and
the band formed
played
for him.
played for
him. The
The Band
Band uploaded
uploaded the
the
video to
YouTube and
all of
video
to YouTube
and he,
he, as
as well
well as
as all
his family and friends got to see it before he
passed away. This occurred for two different
kids.
d.
d. Giving
Giving terminal
terminal cancer
cancer patients
patients the
the
opportunity to dot the "1"
"I" at band rehearsals
e. Volunteering
Volunteering at the Gladden
Gladden Community
Community
e.
House after school program

f.
f. Volunteering at the Gladden food pantry
g.
for the
g. Performing
Performing for
the Gladden
Gladden community
community
fundraiser ... raised over
over $125,000
$125,000 last
last
house fundraiser...raised
year for Gladden

IX.
IX. DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION OF
OF CULTURE OF OSUMB,
OSUMB,i.e.
I.e."FAMILY",
"FAMILY",VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEEREVENTS,
EVENTS,CHARITABLE
CHARITABLEACTIVITIES,
ACTIVITIES, ETC.
ETC.
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h. Honor
Honor Flights
Flights...Band
went to
to Port
h.
... Band went
Port
Columbus airport
airport and
and played
played for
for WWII
WWII and
Columbus
Korean War
War vets
vets as
as they
they returned
returned from
from
Korean
seeing the
the memorial
in D.C.
seeing
memorial in
D.C. These
These events
events
were always on Saturday nights after games,
making the day over 16 hours long for those
making
volunteered.
who volunteered.

9. Had
Had many
on alcohol
9.
many seminars
seminars on
alcohol abuse
abuse for
the marching band

Nationwide Children's
Children's hospital
hospital
i.i.
Nationwide
performances

11.
11. Have had hazing education at Ohio Union
in 2011,
in
2011, 2012.
2012. Leadership
Leadership training
training with
with
2013 at Aileron and squad
hazing education in 2013
leader retreats in May 2013
2013 and May 2014.

j. Wexner Medical Center performances
k. Community service events on Bowl trips
k.
1.
Instrument demonstrations
demonstrations and
and concerts at
1. Instrument
many elementary, middle, and high schools
around the state and locally
m. American Red Cross Blood Drives
m.
n.
n. Hospice fund raisers
o.
o. Recreation Unlimited fund raisers (for
kids with disabilities)
p. Volunteering for Salvation Army during
the holidays
q.
q. Volunteering with Girl Scouts and Boy
Scouts
7.
7. Hosted National Symposium on hazing and
other issues
issues for
for college
college band directors
directors in the
wake of
of the Florida A&M student death

10.
10. Addressed inappropriate nicknames in Fall
of 2012;
2012; changing
changing culture
culture to
to not use any sort
of nicknames,
nicknames, even
benign ones
ones starting
starting
even the benign
this season and prior to investigation

12.
Setup management
management seminar,
seminar, hazing
hazing
12.
Setup
seminar,
alcohol
seminar,
and
sexual
seminar, alcohol seminar, and sexual
done by
harassment and
and abuse
abuse seminar
seminar to
to be
be done
harassment
Student Life for mid-august right after band is
selected
13. The
song book
book has
has been
been outlawed
outlawed for
for
13.
The song
years
.. .last cited
2006 [only
[only
years...last
cited edition
edition in
in 2006
circulated underground thereafter]
14.
14. Each
Each and
and every
every issue
issue that
that has
has been
been
brought to Jonathan
Jonathan Waters' attention,
attention, or that
has discovered
discovered on
own, he dealt
dealt with
with
he has
on his own,
swiftly with zero tolerance.
15.
15. For
For years
years the
band has
has made
made aa rude
rude
the band
gesture directed
Michigan sign
sign going
going
gesture
directed at
at the Michigan
into Michigan
Michigan Stadium.
Stadium. Last
Last
down the tunnel into
year, Waters
Waters put a stop to that as well.
welL It was
year,
do that
that in
in
not becoming
becoming of
not
of our
our band
band to
to do
uniform. Students complied.

8.
8. Sent the marching band and athletic band to
sexual
sexual harassment
harassment and
and sexual
sexual violence
violence
training in January 2014

IX.
IX. DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION OF
OF CULTURE OF OSUMB, i.e. "FAMILY",
"FAMILY", VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER EVENTS,
EVENTS,CHARITABLE
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES,
ACTIVITIES, ETC.
ETC.
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X. IMPACT
X.
IMPACTON
ONREPUTATION
REPUTATIONAND
AND PERCEPTION
PERCEPTION OF
OF THE
THE OHIO
OIDO STATE
STATE UNIVERSITY,
JONATHAN WATERS AND
OSUMB
AND CURRENT AND
AND PAST
PAST MEMBERS
MEMBERS OF THE OSUMB
This Committee
This
Committee has
has benefitted
benefitted from
from
comments and
and input
comments
input from
from interested
interested parties
parties
involved with
with bands
involved
bands throughout
throughout the country.
country.
The national
perceptionof
of The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State
The
national perception
University has
has suffered,
suffered, as
as has the employment
University
employment
opportunity for
for Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
opportunity
Waters according
according to
interviewed college
college band
band directors
directors who
who chose
chose to
interviewed
remain anonymous.
remain
anonymous. Their
Their comments
comments included
included
the following:
following:
"Although most band directors fully
fully support
Mr.
Waters,
they
cannot
publicly
Mr. Waters, they cannot publicly support
support
because their
him because
their superiors
superiors may
may
erroneously
concludethat
that they
they are
are
erroneously conclude
endorsing
sexual harassment
endorsing sexual
harassment in
in college
college
bands.""
bands.
and
"Jonathan
Waters will
will likely
"Jonathan Waters
likely never
never teach
teach
again"
Others comment concerning the
the reputation
reputation of
the OSUMB
as built
OSUMB otherwise
otherwise as
built by Waters
Waters and
staff:
"TBDBITL
"TBDBITL should
should change
change to
to TBDBITW...
TBDBITW. ..
The Best Damn Band
Band In
In The
The World"
and
"Jon
Waters
is
is responsible
responsible for
for
revolutionizing
the college
college band
band academic
academic
revolutionizing the
curriculum.
Many
universities
are
researching what Jonathan Waters has done
with
... Their
is twofold..
with iPads
iPads ...
Their desire
desire is
twofold .. 1).
1).
Develop
programs for
for their
Develop programs
their marching
marching
bands...
2). Develop
Develop college
college courses
courses for
bands... 2).
bands using this
this new
new technology.
technology.""

leader in
in such
such matters.
matters. Jonathan
leader
Jonathan Waters
Waters was
praised nationally
praised
nationally for
for raising
raisIng academic
academic
standards through this work.
work.
Another report involved comments
comments made at a
meeting of
of sports
sports conference
conference representatives
representatives
meeting
within a few days of
of the release after the Glaros
Report
University. The
leading topic
Report by
by the University.
The leading
topic of
conversation
State
conversation at
at the
the meeting was the Ohio State
band situation. The Band was roundly criticized,
with complete acceptance
acceptance of the Glaros Report,
anyeffective
effective rebuttal
rebuttal
then in
then
in the
the lack
lack ofofany
whatsoever by
by any organization
whatsoever
organization or
or individual.
individual.
Our source
source advised
advised that
there was nothing
nothing the
Our
that there
reporter
convince the
the participants
participants
reporter could
could say to convince
that
there was
was more
more to
the story
story than
than the
the
that there
to the
July, 2014.
University had portrayed in July,
of the band
band alumni
alumni reports that
One member of
one of
of his
his best
best friends
friends confessed
confessed that
that she
she
one
of him, with no inclination to
thought negatively of
overlook the
allegations, when
read the
the
overlook
the allegations,
when she
she read
University's
IR. She
She conceded
that itit took
University'S IR.
conceded that
took a
long conversation
conversation with
alumni member
member to
long
with the
the alumni
overcome her repulsion
repulsion at the alleged "culture"
overcome
of opinion
and to overcome the acquired change of
of
of her friend which resulted. Another member of
the band
band alumni
alumni relays
the
relaysthe
the story
story of
of aa
conversation in downtown Columbus in which a
stranger engaged
discussion of her
her
stranger
engaged him
him in
in a discussion
OSUMB and the trashy nature
disgust with the OSUMB
of its
its "culture".
"culture". He reports
reports that the
the speaker
speaker did
of
not know his connection to the band but that his
efforts to
to explain
explain the
thecircumstances
circumstances were
were
efforts
ineffective. This Committee
Committee worries
ineffective.
worries and warns
impact of
of this
this negative
negative report
report will be
that the impact
long reaching
reaching and
long lasting.
lasting. It will
will be
be very
very
long
and long
un~ring the bell
bell following
following the
the IR
IR
difficult to
difficult
to un-ring
effort which
willful
effort
which appears
appearstoto be
be aa willful
of facts.
misrepresentation of

The
The uniform
uniform conclusion
conclusion is
is that
that Jonathan
Jonathan
Water's
to music
Water's approach
approach to
music education
education and
and
coursework
is revolutionary
and cutting
coursework is
revolutionary and
cutting edge,
edge,
and makes
makes The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University a world
world
CURRENT MEMBERS
MEI\1BERS
The current members of
of the OSUMB become
part
part of
of the
themembership
membership of
of the
theTBDBITL
TBDBITL

Alumni Club,
Club, Inc.
Inc. immediately
immediately upon
upon their
their
Alumni
admission toto the
marching band,
admission
the marching
band, as
as aa
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consequence of
of being
being carried
carried upon
upon the
the "official
consequence
roster" of the
Constitution of
of
roster"
the OSUMB.
OSUMB.
Constitution
TBDBITL Alumni Club,
Club, Inc,
Inc, Article
Article III, Section
TBDBITL
1.
Most disturbingly,
Most
disturbingly, the following
following accounts
accounts
from the individuals
from
individuals most affected,
affected, the current
current
members of the Ohio State University Marching
Band, have been volunteered to this Committee
Band,
by those members,
by
members, who
who have
have gathered
gathered heartheartbreaking and troubling individual
individual testimony and
authorizedits
its inclusion
inclusion and
and release
release in
in this
authorized
this
Report. The following
Report.
following are the comments shared
by the
by
the current
current OSUMB
OSUMB squad
squad leaders
leaders with
with
President Drake
Drake atat aa meeting
President
meeting on August
August 21,
21,
2014.
On
On Thursday
Thursday August
August 21,
21, 2014
2014 President
President
Drake
met
with
the
35
squad
leaders
Drake met with the 35 squad leaders of the
the
Marching Band.
Band. The
Marching
The squad
squad leaders
leaders presented
presented
nearly 200
200 accounts
accounts of how
how the false report and
nearly
poor investigation
has damaged
poor
investigation has
damaged and tarnished
tarnished
the whole and personal reputations
of
the
band.
reputations
He
He was
was advised
advised that
that several
several members
members were
were
deeply hurt by these false accusations and that it
was important for the university to help clear the
names of
of the band.

Drake
reply, saying
saying he
would not
Drake declined
declined to
to reply,
he would
talk about
talk
about it "specifically".
"specifically". The squad
squad leaders
leaders
so misrepresentative
misrepresentative
asked
why the report
report was
was so
asked why
supposed to
and negatively
negatively biased
biased if it was supposed
to be
be a
cultural
cultural assessment
assessment of
of the
the current
current band.
band. Again,
they
report that
that there
there was
was no
no direct
direct answer
answer
they report
given.
gIven.
The squad leaders asked for a fair third party
cultural assessment ofthe
of the current band.
President Drake responded that the guidelines
for
for the Montgomery Task Force were "to find
things that will support the band moving
forward".
forward".
Nonetheless,
messages from
from the
the
Nonetheless, the
the next
next messages
University
former squad
squad
University involved
involved claims
claims that
that former
leaders were "corroborating dishonesty" stating
leaders
that
the University
University would
would not
not reconsider
reconsider its
that the
actions in
statement from
from President
President of the
the
actions
in aa statement
Trustees Jeffrey
Jeffrey Wadsworth.
Wadsworth. We
We are
Board
Board of Trustees
Squad
advised that President Drake assured the Squad
the
Leaders that
current investigation
investigation of the
Leaders
that the current
involved investigating
investigating the process by
band also involved
which the first
first investigation
investigation took
took place.
place. The
The
which
squad leaders
part of that
that
squad
leaders requested
requestedtotobe
be aa part
investigation as well,
well, which has
portion of the investigation
portion
case. President
PresidentDrake
Drake was
was asked
asked
not been the case.
why the university would stand by a report
report that
was so
so poorly
poorly conducted.
conducted. He
He responded
responded by
by
was
saying that he would stand by what he felt were
"we'd have
have to
to evaluate
evaluate the
the
the
the facts
facts and
and that "we'd
validity of those
those facts
facts and
and when
when those
those facts
facts
validity
occurred."

President
Drake indicated
indicated to
to the
President Drake
the Squad
Squad
Leaders
that he
he did
Leaders that
did not believe
believe that the
the report
report
was
of the
the 2013-14
was representative
representative of
2013-14 band.
band. He
He
pointed
out that
pointed out
that he believed
believed the
the report
report was
was
"overwhelmingly
historical" and "vast majority
"overwhelmingly historical"
majority
of
of material"
material" was from before
before Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters
became
director. President
President Drake
Drake said
said he
he felt
became director.
felt
that the
the cultural
cultural investigation
investigation and
and subsequent
subsequent
report
were "of people
people we've never
never met" and
and
report were
that "the
of information
information
"the overwhelming
overwhelming volume of
was
was not
not relevant
relevant to
to the
the current
current band".
band". He
He
indicated that
that if there was
was a way to convey that
to the
the public
public clearly,
clearly, possibly
possibly through
through a video
video
message,
message, that he "would be more than happy to
do
do that
that because
because that
that had
had always
always been
been [his'
[his]
impression." He said that "if
"if the report had been
true at
at all
all today
today we
we would
would have had aa different
different
action."

We include
include their
their comments
comments and
and stories
stories
We
shared with
with President
President Drake
Drake without
without
shared
commentary. As
As was
was noted
noted to us,
us, "...these
" .. .these
commentary.
stories
are truth
truth... It
It is sad to say that none of
stories are
of
happened had a false report
report not
this would've happened
been released.
released. Included
stories of
of
been
Included are
are stories
harassment, embarrassment, suicidal thoughts,
rape, abuse,
abuse, sadness
..Some of
of
rape,
sadness and
and anger.
anger. •...Some
these
come from
from the
these stories
stories ironically
ironically come
the
university's attempt
educate us
sexual
university's
attempt to
to educate
us on sexual
harassment and Title IX.

The
The follow
follow up
up questions
questions from
from the
the squad
squad
leaders
included, "why
"why was
was Waters
Watersfired?"
fired?" Dr.
leaders included,

We
We feel that
that the
theinvestigation
investigation was
was not
not
actions
properly conducted and the subsequent actions
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show that
that they
they are
of the
the university
university show
are not
not
with the
the real
real truth
truth of
of the matter.
matter. We
We
concerned with
feel embarrassed
to be
feel
embarrassed to
be representing
representing the
the
university that
that has so seriously
university
seriously wronged us by
the removal
of our
and by
the
removal of
our leader
leader and
by the
the
misrepresentationthey
theyhave
havegiven
given to
to our
misrepresentation
our
family, fans
fans and
and public.
public. The
The uniform
is not
family,
uniform is
not
worn just
just for
for the university
rather for
for the
worn
university but rather
fans, alumni
fans,
alumni and
and Buckeye
Buckeye nation.
nation. These
These
accounts are
are extremely
extremely disgusting
disgusting but despite
despite
accounts
to work harder than
than we
this we have continued to
ever have
have to
to make sure this season
season is the best
ever
season to
to date
date.
...""
season
. ...
Their comments are as follows:
follows:
Full Band Effects:

-The
release of the report has led the university
~ The release
administration
to forbid
forbid the band from traveling
administration to
to Penn State for the football
football game on October
October
25th.
25 th • This
This was
was aa travel
travel opportunity
opportunity that
that many
many
OSU
and
PSU
members
were
looking
forward
OSU
members
looking forward
to as the
the band
band has not travel to Penn State
State in a
long
long time
time due to some
some incidents
incidents that
that occurred
occurred
during
the last
last visit.
visit. ItIt was
was meant
meant to
to be
be a trip
during the
trip
that
that would
would help
help forge
forge aastronger
stronger relationship
relationship
between
the two
between the
two bands.
bands. Many
Many members
members are
are
disappointed
this action
action taken
taken by
by the
disappointed ininthis
the
university after they told the band that the report
would
would not affect the season
season at
at all.
all. Specifically
Specifically
two individuals
miss out
out on the opportunity
individuals miss
opportunity to
"Dot the I" at
at the
the Penn
Penn State
State game.
game. It was
was an
an
occasion that the individuals have been working
towards
for several
years and
the
towards for
several years
and because
because of the
university
administration's actions
actions they
they not get
university administration's
get
the opportunity.
-Due
~Due to the report
report and its effect
effect on
on the
the public,
public,
the company
allowing the
the band
company originally
originally allowing
band the
right
set of music
right to perform
perform a certain
certain set
music from
from a
movie
has backed
out on
movie series
series has
backed out
on the offer.
offer. The
The
band can no
longer
perform
this
halftime
show
no longer perform
halftime show
which
by many
which was
was thought
thought by
many to be
be aa highlight
highlight
show of
of the season.
season. After already
already arranging
arranging the
music and drill, the show must now be replaced.

~Several
documentary opportunities
-Several documentary
opportunities about
about the
band
band and positive media connections have been
put on hold due to the report and its finding.
finding.

-Dublin
school used
The Ohio
Ohio
-Dublin Coffman
Coffman high
high school
used The
State Marching
Marching Band as
as an example
State
example of a hazing
culture in a training session for their students.

-~ The
false report
report and
andpoorly
poorlyconducted
conducted
The false
morale.
investigation has negatively affected morale.
-The
~ The band
band fraternity
fraternity and sorority
sorority have
have been
been
suspended
cannot provide
provide the
the normal
normal
suspended and
and cannot
service activities
band members
members
service
activities and
and events for band
families.
and families.
Personal Effects:
~ The family
family of aa first
first year
year member
member highly
highly
-The
encouraged him
him not
not to
to tryout
try out for
for the band this
encouraged
year
due to the
the findings
findings of
of the
the report.
report. Despite
Despite
year due
this,
continued toto tryout
for the
the band
band
this, he
he continued
try out for
anyway. He made the
anyway.
the band to the dismay of his
family
of his
his desire
desire to
family who
who isis still
still unsupportive
=supportive of
be in this organization and still is asking that he
quit.

~ I have dealt
dealt with feelings
feelings of
of suicide
suicide for many
many
-I
years. When I made this band several years ago,
those feelings
feelings went
until this
this
those
went away.
away. It
It wasn't until
false report
report and
and the following
following actions
actions by
by the
the
false
university that
those feelings
feelings resurfaced.
resurfaced. I've
university
that those
family for being a
been harassed by friends and family
member of this band since the report
report has been
been
member
released and
ironically the
only thing
thing that
that
released
and ironically
the only
helped me overcome
overcome those
those resurfaced
resurfaced feelings
feelings
helped
was the
the "culture"
"culture" of this
this band
band over
over the
the last
last
was
several weeks.
weeks. These
These members
members are
family
several
are my family
and ultimately my heroes.

-I was raped and abused growing up. Music has
always been
been my safe
safe place.
place. Making
Making this band
band
always
has been
been the
the greatest
greatest thing
thing I have
have ever
ever
has
ofthis
accomplished. As a member of
accomplished.
this band for the
of the
last several years, I can attest to the falsity of
report and investigation.
investigation. This
band does
does not
not
report
This band
in. This
This
create the environment
environment that
grew up in.
create
that I grew
create an environment
environment of
of rape or
band does not create
abuse. This
band is aa family
family that
that protects
protects its
its
abuse.
This band
members and looks out for
for each
each other.
other. Because
Because
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of the
the university's
university's actions
actions I have
have been
been called
called by
by
the name
name of the
the
the animal
animal that
that I have
have always
always
feared. The
The band
band isis and
and will
will always
always be
be a great
feared.
source of pride
pride for
for me
me and
and nothing
nothing can take that
source
away. II feel
feel safer
safer than
than I ever have
have been because
away.
the members
members and
and leaders
leaders of
of this
this band.
band.It's
It's an
of the
environment that
that II hope
hope my
my kids
kids will
will one
one day
day be
environment
able to experience.
greatly fear
fear for
for those
those who
able
experience. II greatly
do live
of rape
rape and
and abuse
abuse
do
live in
in environments
environments of
because II now
now have
have no
no faith
because
faith in
in the
the university
university
able to
to help
help them.
them.
being able
-The
universityused
used my
my name
name in
in the report
~The university
report
consent or
or approval.
approval. It's
It's a name that
without my consent
many people
people inside
inside and
and outside
outside of
of the
the band
band
many
know
me
as
and
not
one
that
I
have
ever
know me as and not one that have ever felt
harassed by.
by. I'm
I'm disgusted
by the
the fact
disgusted by
fact that my
harassed
name was
was used
the band
to describe
describe the
band as
as
name
used to
"depraved and sexually perverted". I have never
felt that
that to
to be the
felt
the case.
case. I no
no longer
longer trust
trust the
the
universityand
andam
am aa proud
university
proud member
member of
of
TBDBITL.
-A
who had
had not yet made the band for
~A person
person who
the first
shirt from
from "OSU's
first time
time was wearing
wearing aa shirt
bands
night" a couple
days after the report was
bands night"
couple days
released.
OSUbands
bandsnight
nightisis aa night
night for
for
released. OSU
interested
high school
school students
students to
to learn
interested high
learn more
more
about the several
bands. A man who was
several OSU
OSU bands.
obviously offended by the shirt due to the report
began to question the person about "OSU bands
night"
night" asking
asking if it is
is "the
"the night
night wear
wear everyone
everyone
gets
gets naked
naked and
and does
does a halftime
halftime show
show for
for the
the
directors".
directors" .
-A
~A member was asked by their Resident Advisor
why
would want
want toto be
be aa part
part of such
such aa
why they
they would
"dirty"
"dirty" organization.
organization. This being the first
first season
season
that
has been
that the
the member
member has
been in
in the
the band,
band, they
they
didn't
to respond
respond other
other than that they
didn't know
know how
how to
trust the leadership.
-A
~A person
person that was at aa first
first meeting
meeting for
for their
their
job was
as being
of the
the
was announced
announced as
being a member
member of
band.
band. Several
Several questions
questions were
were then directed
directed to
to
the member
member about
about their
their involvement
involvement in
in various
various
sexual
of the report.
report. They were then
then
sexual allegations
allegations of
instructed
same manner
manner as
as
instructed to not behave in the same
they
they would
would "if
"if [they]
[they] were at band practice".

~I
recently started
new jobs
jobs two
two weeks
weeks
-I recently
started two
two new
before
released. The
before the
the report
report was
was released.
The day
day itit was
was
middle of an
released
released II was
was in
in the middle
an 8 hour shift
and
immediately people
around me
me started
started
and immediately
people around
asking
really
asking me
me questions
questions such
such as,
as, " were
were you
you really
forced
forced to
to go down
down the ramp naked?"
naked?" and"
and " what
is
is your
your offensive
offensive name
name in
in the band?"
band?" I had been
at
work
with
these
people
for
weeks and
at
with these people for two weeks
they
already making
making assumptions
assumptions about
about
they were already
my
my life
life in band. After the band was announced
announced I .
was
scheduled to
into work
work the
the following
following
was scheduled
to go into
Saturday.
I
went
in
and
broke
down
in
Saturday. I went in and broke down in front
front of
my
boss because
because I was being
being judged
judged and felt
my boss
uncomfortable
surroundings because
uncomfortable in my surroundings
because of a
report
didn't at all
all describe
describe my
my previous
previous
report that
that didn't
FOUR YEARS
with
this
organization.
With
the
YEARS
organization.
beginning of
constant
constant media
media attention
attention at
at the beginning
August
didn't know
know how
how to
to feel
feel about
about the
the
August II didn't
situation. People
pervert
situation.
People kept
kept calling
calling me
me aa pervert
because I would wear my grays t shirt in public.
the
Anyone
Anyone who
who knows
knows me
me knows
knows this
this is
is the
furthest thing
truth. I was being
being made
furthest
thing from
from the
the truth.
of aa sudden
sudden
the attacker
attacker and then all of
out to be the
we were the victims once band was named when
counselors were
brought it.
someone who
who
counselors
were brought
it. As someone
actual victim
victim for
for something
something as real
has been an actual
being held
held up
up at
at gunpoint
gunpoint II was
was absolutely
absolutely
as being
insulted. II was
was ashamed
ashamed in
in my
my university
university for
for
insulted.
me aa victim
victim for
forsomething
something THAT
THAT
calling me
calling
NEVER HAPPENED.
HAPPENED. II have
have had
had multiple
multiple
NEVER
in
breakdowns at
breakdowns
at work,
work, at band, in public, and in
private. II like
like to think
think of
of myself
myself as
as aa strong
strong
private.
woman who can make
make itit through
through anything
anything life
life
woman
of late,
late, I'm not
not so
so sure
sure
throws her
but as of
throws
her way
way but
self~
confidence, self-esteem,
self-esteem, and selfanymore. My confidence,
worth have
have been
been completely
completely shattered
shattered by
worth
by aa
of regard
regard
single report
report and
and the
the university's
university's lack
lack of
single
what the
the inaccurate
inaccurate findings,
fmdings, dodging
dodging and
and
for what
dancing around
around answers
answers to questions,
questions, and
and not
not
dancing
even acknowledging the current band would do
students.
to its students.
~Upon reading the report,
report, aa mother
mother of
of aa member
member
-Upon
whose name
name is listed
listed in
in the
the report
report called
called the
the
whose
inember saying how disgusted
disgusted she was that her
her
member
child would perform
perform their "rookie trick" in
in such
such
child
to their
their
manner. The
The member
member had
had to
to explain
explain to
aa manner.
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mother that
that the
mother
the "rookie trick"
trick" associated
associated with
was not
not accurate and or performed in
their name was
the context
the
context in
in which
which the
the report
report negatively
negatively
implies. This
This person
person was
was never interviewed
implies.
interviewed in
the report and was never asked to confirm their
trick.
rookie trick.
-A person
who had
had not
not yet made
-A
person who
made the band
band for
the first
the
first time
time was
was asked
asked to comment
comment on
on the
firing of Jon
his refusal
firing
Jon Waters.
Waters. Despite
Despite his
refusal to
comment, the
the media
media still
still chose
chose to
to film
film him and
comment,
him in their
their footage.
footage. He is a current first
include him
year member
now and
and has
has been
drug into
year
member now
been drug
into a
situation that he has played no part in.
-A
-A male
male and
and current
current member
member who's
who's name
name
appears
appears in the report has been presented
presented in the
media as a "sexually harassed female" based on
the nature and wording of the report.
report. This male
was never
or asked
was
never interviewed
interviewed or
asked his
his feeling
feeling
towards his
his name.
name. He
He loves
towards
loves his name and does
not feel harassed by it.
-On the day
day that
that the
the news
news of
ofJon's
Jon's termination
termination
was
an email
was made
made public,
public, II received
received an
email from
from a
coworker
with the
the title
title "I guess this is how you
coworker with
'make'
band, huh?"
huh?" In
In the
the body of the email he
'make' band,
linked
the Dispatch
article, and
and said
said that
that he
linked the
Dispatch article,
he
hoped
"you kids
hoped "you
kids were
were behaving
behaving down
down in
in
Columbus."
-My
was listed
-My name
name was
listed in the report
report without
without my
consent or approval.
approval. I was never interviewed or
consulted about this investigation into a culture
culture
that
that I help
help make
make up.
up. It sickens
sickens me
me that
that I am
am
listed
and therefore
listed as
as "harassed"
"harassed" and
therefore aa piece
piece of
evidence
in what
what became
the firing
evidence in
became the
firing of my
my
leader.
Jon
Waters
did
nothing
to
deserve
this
leader. Jon Waters did nothing
deserve
termination and the university using my name as
evidence of this without my consent is illegal. I
am
of my
am ashamed
ashamed of
my university
university and
and its
its
administration.

name. Many
Many people
people knew them
them by this
this name
or name.
and are
them for
for the
the tiring
and
are blaming
blaming them
firing of Jon
Jon
Waters.
Waters.
-I am embarrassed.
embarrassed. Not
member of this
Not to
to be a member
band but for this university.
university. For the first time in
of band
band II feel
feel defenseless
defenseless and
and
my
five years
years of
my five
unprotected.
handling of
the
unprotected.Due
Duetoto the
the handling
of the
investigation
subsequent media
investigation and
and its
its subsequent
media frenzy
frenzy I
am
being labeled
victim as
well as
as an
an
am being
labeled as
as aa victim
as well
attacker
convenient for
for the
the university's
university's
attacker when
when convenient
agenda.
have always
always considered
considered myself
myself a
agenda. II have
earned my spot like
member
member of this
this band who earned
everyone else.
else. Now I am referred to as a female
member
insinuated connotations
connotations of nonmember with
with insinuated
equality.
first few
few days
days of
of band
band
equality. Instead
Instead of
of the
the first
being
filled with excitement
excitement for the upcoming
upcoming
being filled
season, they
were filled
filled with
with lectures
lectures and
and
season,
they were
meetings
placing
a
damper
on
the
mood
and
meetings placing a damper on
mood and
morale of the group. I feel as though I am being
used
as aa pawn
pawn by
by the
the university
university swearing
swearing to
used as
protect me.
fearretaliatory
retaliatory punishment
punishment for
for
protect
me. I Ifear
having an opinion different from the university.
university.
of this
this has
has made
made me
me almost
almost regret
regret deciding
deciding
All of
to return to the organization I1 love.
-My brother
brother was
was completely
completely and
and wrongfully
wrongfully
-My
labeled as
face of the 'homophobic' culture
culture
labeled
as the
the face
of the band in an
he is no
an online
online article.
article. While
While he
longer a part of the band,
band, he is still a student
student at
longer
this University. Our other brother, who was also
in the
the band,
band, is
gay so
so this
this is
is aa gross
gross
in
is gay
misrepresentation of
and the
the people
people
misrepresentation
of the
the band
band and
who are a part of
of it.

-A member
member whose
whose name was presented
presented in the
the
report
report has
has had
had to
to explain
explain numerous
numerous times
times to
to
family
family and friends
friends aware
aware of their name that the
trick described is inaccurate and out of
of context.
context.
This person was never
never interviewed
interviewed or asked to
confirm the contents of
of their alleged rookie trick
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Ohio State Band Sang
About "Fags With Aids"
Aids"
Says Shocking
Investigation
July 25,
:1;014 ..By
SyAdrian
Adrl~n Garcia
G;lrcia
iuty
2s, 2014

State Unjversitv
The Ohio State_
University marchlnll
marthine band is .

-An
-An individual
individual in
in the
the band
band has
has expressed
expressed
reasons. When
When the
concern for
multitude of reasons.
concern
for a multitude
speak, we
Title IX representatives
representatives came
Title
came in
in to
to speak,
were basically
basically berated
don't
were
berated and
and told
told that
that we don't
of anyone
anyone
respect the
feelings and wellbeing
wellbeing of
respect
the feelings
been sexually
sexually assaulted
assaulted in their lives,
lives,
who has been
and
and that we
we condone
condone these
these types
types of
of actions.
actions.
However, this person was in an assault situation
ago that greatly
greatly changed
changed their life. After
years ago
years
this
joining
the
band
and
becoming
joining the band and becoming aa part
part of this
family, much of the pain and discourse from this
occurrence
was able
able to
to be pushed
pushed away
away and
and
occurrence was
replaced
by feelings
replaced by
feelings of
of happiness
happiness and
and
belonging.
Once this
this report
report was
was filed,
belonging. Once
filed, this
this all
all
changed. Now
basically being
being blamed
blamed
changed.
Now they are basically
and told that they
they allowed
allowed an assault
assault to occur
occur
and
and could
could not
not care
care less.
less. Now
Now those
those same
same
and
feelings
feelings are emerging for them again. Thoughts
that
in years
years are
are now
now
that they
they had
had not
not had
had in
limiting
happening on
constant level
level and are limiting
happening
on a constant
function on
day to day
day basis.
basis.
their ability
ability to
their
to function
on aa day
They
They are feeling
feeling scared,
scared, threatened,
threatened, and their
their
wellbeing is now in question. This is all because
the
the university
university released
released a document
document that
that
incriminated this
incriminated
this organization.
organization.The
The Title
Title IX
representatives also
statistic about
about how
representatives
also gave
gave aa statistic

"1 in 4 women
women will
will be
be sexually
sexually assaulted
assaulted while
Do these
these numbers
numbers not
not include
include
Ohio State".
State". Do
at Ohio
the
the band
band members?
members? Statistically,
Statistically, there
there could
could
very well
well be
be many
many members
members that
that have
have
very
experienced sexual
abuse. These are
experienced
sexual assault
assault or abuse.
men and
and women
women would
would
situations that
these men
situations
that these
for
never want
relive, let
let alone
alone be
be blamed
blamed for
never
want to relive,
letting occur to their closest
closest friends
friends and
and family
family
letting
members.
-My parents
parents and
and grandparents
grandparents attended
attended the
the
-My
Columbus Symphony
Symphony Orchestra
Columbus
Orchestra event
event with the
marching
band shortly
marching band
shortly after
after Jon
Jon Waters'
Waters'
of the Glaros report.
termination
tennination and the release of
A couple
in front
front of
of my
my family
family and
and began
began
couple sat in
saying loud comments against the band such as
"The current
current members
members should
should be ashamed
ashamed of
"The
themselves," "Can't believe they had the nerve
themselves,"
show up
up tonight,"
tonight," and
and "They
"They should
should have
have
to show
cancelled."
My family
cancelled."
My
family avoided
avoided any
any
confrontation
until the
the woman
woman said "They sure
confrontation until
sure
appear to be
are taking a long time. They don't appear
were in their
their
very organized.
organized. Maybe
very
Maybe if
if they
they were
underwear they
do." At
underwear
they would
would know
know what
what to
to do."
this point my mother confronted the woman and
"please don't talk
talk about
about my son
son that way".
said "please
The woman
woman replied
The
replied "Well,
"Well, maybe
maybe if
if he
he didn't
go parading
parading around
around in
his underwear..."
underwear ... " My
My
go
in his
mother said "He has never participated in that."
me and
and my
my mother
mother
The woman went on to call me
event the
liars. I have never participated
participated in
liars.
in the event
woman was
referring to, Midnight
Midnight Ramp,
Ramp, and
and
woman
was referring
of my friends can attest to that. I have not
many of
felt any
any negativity
negativity towards
towards my
my choice.
choice. The
The
felt
report has painted me and my family as liars and
don't appreciate
appreciate that they've had
had to deal
deal with
with
I don't
this pain.
-Several current
current members
members have expressed
expressed that
-Several
they
back for
for another
year of
they regret
regret coming
coming back
another year
band as they feel like
like every move they make is
being watched
watched and
and judged
judged by
by the
the university.
university.
being
of accidentally
accidentally doing something
They are afraid of
that
the band's future
that will jeopardize
jeopardize the
future and
and that
that
they can't
be themselves.
themselves. People
People blame them for
can't be
Jon
and they
Jon Waters'
Waters' termination
termination and
they feel
feel like
like
disassociating with the organization as a whole.
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~- II feel
feel that
that because
because my
my rookie
rookie name
name was
was
included inin the
the report,
report, without
without anyone
anyone
included
contactingme
metoto determine
determinehow
howII felt,
contacting
felt, the
the
university misrepresented
misrepresentedme.
me. This
This has
has
university
negatively impacted
impactedme,
me,because
becauseI I am
am not
not in
negatively
any way
any
way comfortable
comfortable with
with my
my personal
personal
nicknamebeing
beingused
used as
as evidence
evidence in
in a report
nickname
report
towards
a
conclusion
that
I
do
not
support.
towards conclusion that I do
support. II am
education major,
major, and
and a majority
majority of my
a music
music education
current income
current
income comes
comes from
from teaching
teaching lessons,
lessons,
and babysitting
young children.
children.Due
Due to
to the
and
babysitting young
university's
extreme
blanket
classification
university's extreme
classification of the
entire OSU
OSU marching
marching band
band within
within the
the report,
report, I
entire
have lost
lost the
the trust
have
trust of
of several
several parents
parents of the
the
childrenII nanny
nanny and
and teach.
teach. II feel
children
feel that
that the
the
university has
has slandered
me through
university
slandered me
through this
this
extremely angled,
angled, and
and misguided
report. It
It has
extremely
misguided report.
resulted in
in many
me and
resulted
many people
people stereotyping
stereotyping me
judging me for being something I absolutely am
not.

- I used
think that
that it was so
used to have
have everybody
everybody think
cool that I was trying out for the band. After the
report
report came
came out,
out, people
people really
really changed
changed their
their
opinions
on things.
things. A
A lot
opinions on
lot of
of people
people were
were still
still
supportive
but those
those that
that didn't
supportive but
didn't know
know me were
were
very
judgmentalof
of me.
me. II went
very judgmental
went to
to the
the doctor
doctor
shortly after the report was released and after he
found
found out that I was trying out for the band, his
tone changed for the rest of
of the appointment and
he was almost condescending.
condescending. I don't
don't think that
I should have to feel ashamed for wanting to be
a part of
of something
something so great. Yet this stigma of
of
"dirtiness" exists around
around the
the band and itit solely
solely
exists because
because of an inaccurate
inaccurate report that was
was
released by the university.
-A
~A lot
lot of
ofpeople
people also
also started
started seeing
seeing my
my parents
parents
in
in aa different
different way
way too.
too. My
My mom
mom isis super
super
conservative
in aa lot of
conservative in
of ways and didn't have a
problem
telling her squad
problem telling
squad leaders
leaders if
if something
something
made her
her uncomfortable.
uncomfortable. It makes me upset that
someone
like her
her now
of being
being
someone like
now has
has this
this label
label of
part
of a a"highly
"highlysexualized
sexualized culture".
culture". Her
Her
part of
response
when people
asked about
about it was
response when
people asked
was that
that
she
out
she would
would never
never let
let me
me (her
(her daughter)
daughter) try
tryout
for
for the
the band
band ififshe
she thought
thought that
that there
there was
was any
any
sort
sort of
ofaa problem.
problem.

~-I've
I've been
been in the
the band for about a week now and
and
II can
can say that
that II have
have felt
felt victimized
victimized a several
several
times.
times. However,
However, none
none of
of those
those times
times were
were by
band
members. II felt victimized
victimized by
people
band members.
by the people
bad of a culture
culture
coming
coming in
in and
and telling
telling us
us how
how bad
we
we have
have and the people who are telling me how
how
I should feel
feel about this.
this. The people that talked
to us spoke in a very
very demeaning
demeaning way that made
me
feel like somehow
somehow II was
was the source
source of the
me feel
entire
entire problem
problem even
even though
though II had
had been in band
for
for less than 24 hours. I have gotten nothing but
support
band. I
support from
from everybody
everybodyininthe
the band.
absolutely
and wouldn't
wouldn't trade
for
absolutelylove
love itit and
trade itit for
anything.
anything.
~Because of
report released
released by
Ohio
-Because
of the
the report
by The Ohio
State
OSUMB, I have
State University
University regarding
regarding the
the OSUMB,
gone 4 weeks with the uninterrupted feeling that
everything I've
I've built here at Ohio State has been
taken away from me by
by the
the administration
administration that
once
supported me.
foundation of
once supported
me. I've
I've had the foundation
my
college career
career slandered
slandered with
with false
false
my college
accusations
and
investigations
I
never
even
had
accusations
investigations
a chance to be a part of. And mostly, my trust in
this institution is completely shattered, as I have
in our
our administration
administration cares
no faith that anyone in
about the wellbeing of
of their
their students
students anymore.
anymore. I
two therapy
therapy sessions
sessions already
already with
have gone to two
the Younkin
Younkin success
success center
center and
and am
am already
already
the
scheduled for
third, and
and my
my therapist
therapist has
has
scheduled
for aa third,
of
this
frustration,
helped
me
through
the
brunt
helped
brunt of this frustration,
as "emotionally
"emotionally traumatic".
traumatic". This
classifying this as
affected my
my sleeping,
sleeping, eating,
eating, confidence,
confidence,
has affected
of band, as well
relationships inside and outside of
as how
how the
the entire
entire world
world now
now views
views me
me as
as aa
person being associated
associated with
with this
this AMAZING
AMAZING
person
organization that
be aa
organization
thathas
has been
been made
made out
out to
to be
and sexualized.
sexualized. I'm
I'm
community .that
community
.that is
is unsafe and
of feeling
feeling bullied
bullied by
by our
ouradministration,
administration,
tired of
of having
having to
to defend
defend my
my actions
actions when II
I'm tired of
nothing to deserve
deserve this,
this, and
and
know that I've done nothing
I'm tired
tired of
ofmy
myband
bandfamily
family being
being broken
broken
I'm
of a faulty
faulty investigation.
investigation.
because of

The Monday
Monday after
after the
the report
report was
was released
released II
-- The
started a new
new job. At
At my
my first
first staff
staff meeting
meeting itit
started
was brought
brought up
up that
that I'm
I'm in
in the
the OSUMB.
OSUMB. Instead
Instead
was
of being
being able
able to
to highlight
highlight my
mymembership
membership by
by
of
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talking about
talking
about qualities
qualities such
such as
as leadership,
leadership,
discipline, responsibility,
responsibility,and
and respect,
respect, II had
had to
discipline,
defend my
my personal
charactertoto all
all of my
defend
personal character
my
colleagues, simply
simply because
because of my
colleagues,
my association
association
community. It is not right.
right.
with this community.
-My
parents were
were questioning
questioning me
me about
about itit and
and I
~My parents
could sense
sense that they were
were disappointed
in
disappointed what
they band "is"
"is" and it hurt me because they were
me to
to love and cherish
the ones who influenced me
tbdbitl, and
and even
even as
as I was
tbdbitl,
was explaining
explaining to them
them
that it wasn't
that
wasntt as bad
bad as
as portrayed,
portrayed, they
they almost
almost
seemed
disappointedininme
me for
for not
seemed disappointed
not doing
doing
anything
to change
change the
the band.
band. I felt like my own
anything to
parents werentt
weren't on
on my
my side
side because
because I was in the
parents
band.
Also,
we
were
having
band. Also, we were having an ice cream party
at work to celebrate
the last
last day
day at
at work
work for
for a
celebrate the
coworker, and
and in the middle of the conversation
coworker,
which was meant to give the coworker a chance
to explain
what he
he was
to go
explain what
was planning
planning to
go going
going
forward, one
one of my supervisors
forward,
supervisors questioned
questioned me
harshly about
about the
the incident
because he
he had only
harshly
incident because
seen the report,
report, and
and it felt
felt as
as if I was on trial in
front of
of my coworkers and bosses.
-A
~A mother of a member has had to continuously
defend their child at work to her coworkers who
insist that she
she "doesn't know [her] own son" and
that "the
turned [her]
son into
'<the band
band probably
probably turned
[her] son
into a
sex crazed pervert".
-A
~A member feels discriminated against by being
the
ofjokes
jokes made
made by
bycoworkers.
coworkers. The
The
the butt
butt of
marching
band creates
of
marching band
creates an
an environment
environment of
respect,
integrity
and
character.
The
university
respect, integrity
character. The university
continues
to stand
continues to
stand by an
an false
false environment
environment of
sexually
charged and
and depraved
sexually charged
depraved kids.
kids. Look
Look
around
OSU. That
That is
is not us,
around OSu.
us, that is the
the college
college
culture that we have risen above.
-A
-A member
member is
is afraid
afraid that
that dental
dental school
school
interviews
will suffer
suffer because
because of
of the
interviews will
the first
first
impression
they
will
get
from
seeing
OSUMB
impression they will
from seeing OSUMB
on their resume.
-~ A member
has seen
member has
seen a loss
loss of
ofstudents
students for
for
private trombone
lessons since
since report's release.
trombone lessons
release.
People are less trusting of
of us.

-A member
-A
member feels
feels discriminated
discriminated against
against by
questions
superiors at their
their accounting
accounting
questions from
from superiors
firm
firm (Ernst and Young) that concern them about
of my character.
my employer's opinion of
~My family
family members
members and
and friends
friends were
were
-My
bombarding
me
with
negative
questions.
bombarding me with negative questions. It's
been really tough on my family.
family.

~I lost
lost aachance
chance atata ateaching
teachingopportunity
opportunity
-I
because
involvement in
because they
they learned
learned of my involvement
in the
marching band.

-Defamation
-Defamation ofof character
view of
of
characterinin the
the view
employers.
-Being subjected to insults
insults from strangers, even
university
fellow
students, based on media and university
fellow students,
embarrassed to
report.
report. I'm embarrassed
to be a member of this
university, not the band.
-I
~ I am worried about listing the band as an item
item
on my resume and
and graduate
graduate school
school applications
applications
even though I tried out 4 times before I made it
is the
the accomplishment
accomplishment about which I am
and it is
most proud.
-As
~As the
the only woman
woman in
section, II can't help
help
in a section,
like an inconvenience
inconvenience as a result of
of the
but feel like
treatment from
university and
and the policies
policies
treatment
from the
the university
that have been put in place.
-~ The day the news broke we had CSO rehearsal
so II took
took my
my trumpet
trumpet to
to work.
work. When
When I was
was
so
leaving
one of
leaving rehearsal,
rehearsal; one
of my
my coworkers
coworkers asked
asked
carrying, and I had to explain
explain that 1I
what I was carrying,
and I told
told her, "I
"I usually
usually carry
carry
was in the band, and
this trumpet
trumpet with
feel like I
this
with pride,
pride, but
but today
today II feel
carry it with
with shame."
shame." From that day instead
instead of
carry
proudly telling
in the
the marching
marching
proudly
telling people
people that
that I'm in
band,
I've felt
and aa sense
band, I've
felt hesitation
hesitation and
sense that
that I1
interrogated or wrongly
wrongly judged about
about
would be interrogated
the band.
~As aa future music
music educator,
educator, being a member of
-As
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band was
The Ohio
major "gold
"gold star"
star" on
on my
my resume.
resume.
going to be aa major
However, the
recent investigation
investigation into
into the
the
However,
the recent
the band
band and
and subsequent
subsequent
supposed culture
culture of the
supposed
report has
has singlehandedly
singlehandedly made
made me
me question
question
report
whether to even mention
mention the
band at all
all when
when
whether
the band
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planning for
for my
my future.
future. Never
Never before
before did
did I feel
planning
feel
this way.
way. The
The scope
scope and
and scale
scale of which
which II was
this
was
misrepresented in
in the
the report
report has
has often
often left me at
misrepresented
a loss
for
words.
I've
had
multiple
loss for words. I've had multiple family
family
members, including
including my
my own parents,
members,
parents, question
question
about equality,
equality, and
and what
what II
my morals,
morals, feelings
feelings about
for in general.
general. These
These questions
questions didn't
didn't stop
stand for
until after
after II reassured
them that
that II am
until
reassured them
am still the
mature and well-mannered
individual they have
mature
well-mannered individual
known, and
and that
that marching
marching band has been
always known,
huge in helping
helping me
me build
build confidence,
confidence, become
become
huge
more responsible,
responsible,and
andgrow
growinto
into who
who II am
more
am
today. That being
being said,
said, if the
the report
report hadn't been
today.
so
so horribly
horribly inaccurate
inaccurate II likely
likely would've never
never
had such
with my
my family
had
such conversations
conversations with
family and
and
That is just
could've been spared some dignity.
dignity. That
a small
how this
this investigation
investigation and
small example
example of how
report has negatively affected my life.
-The effects of
the report have caused damage to
ofthe
my well-being
that isis irreparable.
had to
my
well-being that
irreparable. I I had
explain myself
myself toto my
my parents
explain
parents who
who are
are very
very
conservative.
My mom
conservative. My
mom thought
thought something
something
terrible
had happened
happenedtoto me.
me. How
How am
am I
terrible had
supposed to explain this to my younger brother?
To
as a
To my
my family?
family? II am
am pursuing
pursuing aa career
career as
music
educator. How
How will
will the
the parents
music educator.
parents of my
my
students
be
able
to
trust
me
after
reading
that
students be able to
after reading that
report?
Will II be able to get a job? Whenever
report? Will
Whenever I
wear my marching
band apparel
apparel in public,
public, II am
marching hand
greeted
with dirty
dirty looks
looks from
from people
people II do not
greeted with
not
even know.
What
was
once
a
sense
of
pride
is
know. What was once a sense
now a sense of
of fear and shame not caused by the
band
band or my peers
peers but by
by the
the university.
university. When
When
will my name be cleared?
-Being a future educator,
educator, I am worried that the
report will have a negative impact on my career.
I am
am not
not the
the only
only one
one worried
worried about
about what
what the
administration
of schools
schools will
will think about me,
administration of
me,
but also the parents of
of my students. All based on
a misrepresentation of
of our culture.
-The
me to
to be,
be, for
for the
the first
first
-The report
report has
has caused
caused me
time
to be
be in the
time in
in four
four years,
years, embarrassed
embarrassed to
the
band.
band. I have
have refrained
refrained from
from wearing
wearing band
band
apparel in public in fear of
of what people will say.
Three days
the report was published
days before
before the
published , I

went through four rounds of
of interviews for a full
full
time
worried that itit will negatively
time job,
job, and
and I'm
I'm worried
affect me. Normally, II talk-up the band so much
and after this came out, I feel that I will be taken
out of
of consideration
consideration because of
of my
my association
association
with the band. Even though the band has been in
existence for
for aa short
existence
short 7 days,
days, we
we have
have already
already
been thrown
been
thrown from
from our
our normal
normal schedule,
schedule, and
and
have
sit through
through talks
talks from
from various
various
have had
had to sit
people
university who
people around
around the
the university
who do
do not know
us, but seem to have a bad opinion of us.
us.

-Band has always been a huge part of who I am
as an individual and something that I can always
count on as a stress reliever for me. With all the
talk around the band I leave
leave more
more stressed
stressed then
when
walked in
in and
and the
the stress
stress doesn't
doesn't end
end
when II walked
when II get home; itit continues
continues when II talk with
family members, coworkers, alumni, classmates,
and even
even just logging
logging on
on to
to social
social media.
media.
and
Additionally,
began
Additionally,the
the first
first week
week all
all of this began
directly
grade in a class
class forcing me
directly impacted
impacted a grade
to take a failing
failing grade
grade and
and thus
thus having
having to argue
with
so that
with a professor
professor so
that it did
did not
not affect
affect my
my
overall grade.
for going
going
overall
grade. The
The joy
joy II used to have for
has been
been partially
partially dimmed
dimmed for
for the fear
to band has
of being myself
myself around people I view as family
family
of
and doing something wrong.
-I had to explain to my parents that I have never
sexually harassed
means and
sexually
harassed anyone
anyone by
by any
any means
and I
encounters with the public
public where
have had encounters
where I've
I've
defend myself
myself against a flawed
flawed report.
report. I
had to defend
have to
to do
do this
this because
because the report is a
shouldn't have
lie.
-Notwithstanding
of
the obvious
obvious slander
-Notwithstanding the
slander of
reputation caused by the report, and the negative
of family
family
associations created
minds of
associations
createdinin the
the minds
friends, I feel
feel the
the largest
largest negative
negative
members and friends,
report has
been the
the
repercussion ofof the
repercussion
the report
has been
socio-political barrier
barrier between
between
imposition of aa socio-political
imposition
members of
of the
the organization
organization due
due to new,
new,
the members
over compensating rules which have caused the
of new-member relations to become a
formation of
precipitously juridical process. As a
tedious and precipitously
5 year
year member
member of
ofthe
the organization,
organization, what
what hurts
hurts
me the most is
is seeing how
how this
this adversely
adversely affects
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the newest
newest members,
members, and
unable to
the
and that
that II am unable
give back to a group that has given me so much.

"mandatory", "a practice"
practice" and "required" by
as "mandatory",
the media.

-People are the most important thing
thing in life. By
create something
something
working together
together as
as a team to create
much
than any
one individual
anyone
individual we have
have
much bigger
bigger than
made history.
family have
have
made
history.We
We as
as aa family
accomplished the
unthinkable and
raised
accomplished
the unthinkable
and have raised
the bar
bar for
for college
college marching
marching bands.
bands. We
We have
have
the
done so
much great
great on
the field
field with
with
done
so much
on and off the
respect for one another and everyone we interact
with. After
face my
with.
After this
this report,
report, II have
have had
had to face
family and younger children who look up
blood family
to me
me because
because my
my University
University supported
supported a
to
misrepresentation ofof myself
without my
my
misrepresentation
myself without
consent. II was
so proud
proud of our
our work
work and
and our
our
consent.
was so
accomplishments totonow
my head
head down
down
accomplishments
now put
put my
of
when I see
see someone
someone II know
know because
because of
when
embarrassment. It's
embarrassment.
It's difficult to battle the media
and to spread the truth. When will our names be
cleared for
for the sake of our dignity? My love for
Ohio
Ohio State
State administration
administration has
has absolutely
absolutely
tarnished and
tarnished
and will
will never
never be the same until they
can prove
prove that
they are
are truly
truly good
good people.
people. I
can
that they
understand life isn't fair, but this is ridiculous.

of a scandal
scandal when I'm
-People assume
-People
assume I'm
I'm part of
only a first year,
year, both
both in school
school and
only
and band.
band. I'm
have made
made it
it into
into such
such an
an amazing
amazing
thrilled
to have
thrilled to
organization but nervous to tell people about it.

-The
-The mother
mother of a member
member was
was asked
asked "you let
let
your daughter
daughter run
around naked
naked with
your
run around
with all those
kids"?
-Shortly
-Shortly after hearing the news
news myself
myself (second
(second
hand, from a friend
friend who was not even trying out
for the band), I received a call from my parents.
They heard
heard from
from my
my grandparents
grandparents who
who were
were
They
very concerned that I was going to join the band
after
after these
these scandalous
scandalous revelations
revelations were made
made
public. They are still not happy with my choice
to continue through auditions.
the band
band isis regularly
regularly
-A
-A female
female member
member of the
asked if she is "objectified" or "harassed" in the
band.
of a member has been harassed about
-A mother of
her son participating in "naked practice". He has
never participated
participated in
Midnight Ramp,
Ramp, the
the
never
in Midnight
activity to
which these
these people
people are most
most likely
likely
activity
to which
referring to.
referring
to. People
People have
have also
also called
called her
her son a
liar for this as the report has painted the activity

On the
the day
day the
the report
report was
was released,
released, I was
was
- On
unfortunate
find out
out.the
the news
at my
my
unfortunate totofind
news at
internship by
had to
to convince
convince him
him
internship
by my
my boss.
boss. I had
that the report, while some events are true, that I
was never involved in at my time with the band
the process
process of
of changing
changing its
and that Jon was in the
culture. I was very irate to see that there was no
culture.
email or notification sent to me about the public
release of the report
report and
and even
even more
more frustrated
frustrated
release
about
about its bias
bias and
and quite
quitelibelous
libelous statements.
statements.
Through the
year, I have
have never
never once
once felt
felt
Through
the past
past year,
of Tbdbitl
Tbdbitl until
until that
that
embarrassed toto be
embarrassed
be part
part of
moment. I am deeply frustrated
frustrated that a man and
moment.
board who
who knows
knows nothing
nothing about
about our
our
board
organization decided
what they
they
organization
decidedtoto tell
tell me
me what
thought the band was but all the students
students deeply
rooted into
into in the
the organization
organization knows
knows what
what it
rooted
truly is.
band has been
been a huge
huge part
part of
of my
my college
college
- The band
career has been the Ohio State Marching Band. I
often feel
feel II have
have learned
learned more
more from
from this
this
often
organization about
leadership, hard
work, and
and
organization
about leadership,
hard work,
efficiency than
class or
or organization.
organization.
efficiency
than any other class
This is reflected
reflected on
on my
my resume
resume and,
and, more
more
This
recently,
my application
recently, my
application to Medical
Medical School.
School.
Shortly after
release of report,
report, I decided
decided to
Shortly
after the
the release
gap a year between
between graduation
graduation and applying to
gap
med school.
school. The
The primary
primary reason
reason being
being my
my
med
personal
personal statement
statement application
application focused
focused very
very
heavily
on my experiences
heavily on
experiences in The Ohio
Ohio State
State
Marching Band. I genuinely feared, and still do,
that when I apply this
this will
will be
be held
held against
againstme.
me. I
was to have
have aa letter
letterofofrecommendation
recommendation from
from
was
Waters, one of
of whom is no
Chris Hoch and Jon Waters,
longer here, the other is so insanely swamped he
does not
The band
band is no
does
not have
have time
time to
to do
do this.
this. The
longer my
college highlight
highlight and has
has become
become
longer
my college
more of a blemish
blemish on
on my
my resume
resume and
andapp.
app. As a
of this report, I have basically put my life
result of
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on for a year
year in
in hopes
hopes that
that I1will
will have
have greater
greater
chance of
of getting into medical school.
Also, the stress resulting
resulting from
Also,
from this
this report
report is the
decision to·
defer my
my
primary reason
primary
reason for
for my
my decision
to defer
application as
sleep
application
as well
well as losing weight and sleep
last several
has put
put aa strain
strain
over the
the last
several weeks.
weeks. It has
on my
my relationship
relationship with
my
girlfriend
and
her
with
girlfriend
family, since
tell everyone
everyone
family,
since 1I feel
feel that I have to tell
that this
this report
report is
not aa reflection
reflection of my
my
that
is not
few people
people
character and
actions of a few
character
and that
that the
the actions
long ago
ago have
have resulted
resulted in my
my reputation
reputation and
and
long
character
of my band apparel
apparel
-I feel nervous wearing any of
mother no
in public
public and
and private.
private. My girlfriend's mother
longer trusts me and questions my character.
-I have
have spent
spent my
my summer
summer in
in Atlanta,
Atlanta, GA
GA
-I
working at the National
National Weather
Weather Service
working
Service as
as a
of NOAA's Ernest F. Hollings
Hollings Scholarship
Scholarship
part of
Program. Throughout
Throughout the summer 1I met people
Program.
from numerous
numerous backgrounds
backgrounds and
known
from
and well known
schools such
State, Penn State,
State, and
and
schools
such as Florida State,
the University
University of
Oklahoma. 1I recall
recall very
very
the
of Oklahoma.
vividly discussing
discussing with
them the
the increasing
increasing
vividly
with them
reputability
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
reputabilityof
of The
Atmospheric Science program
program over the past few
years.
years. I1 also
alsospent
spentmany
manyconversations
conversations
discussing my
the OSUMB,
OSUMB, the
the
discussing
my time
time in
in the
leadership I'd
leadership
I'd learned
learned and
and the
the pride
pride II took
took in it.
So much
much so
so that
that I'll be
be extending
extending my
my
So
undergraduate
career by a semester to return for
undergraduate career
a fifth
fifth year
year as
as aamember
member of
ofTBDBITL
TBDBITL which
which
may bring
bring an
an opportunity
opportunity for
for continued
continued
may
leadership as a squad leader.
The NWS
NWS in
Atlanta, GA
GA just
hired a recent
recent
The
in Atlanta,
just hired
graduate with
the University
University
graduate
with her Masters from the
Oklahoma. Through
Through the
the interview
interview process
process
of Oklahoma.
she was
was aa clear
clear standout
standout and
and was
was given
given an
an
she
What stood out beyond
interview by 37
37 offices.
offices. What
her classroom
classroom achievements,
achievements, work experience,
experience,
and professional accolades was her qualification
of the
the Boston
Boston Marathon.
Marathon.
for and
and completion
completion of
for
That served
served as
great testament
testament to her
her work
work
That
as a great
ethic,
dedication,
and
perseverance
without
ethic, dedication, and perseverance without
having
to elaborate
elaborate too
too much
much in
in her
her resume.
resume. I
having to
spent
time working
working on
on my
spent extensive
extensive time
my resume
resume

over
over the summer
summer and
and sought
sought to
to communicate
communicate
my "Boston
"Boston Marathon",
Marathon", being
member of
my
being aa member
TBDBITL, in an effective
The dedication,
dedication,
TBDBITL,
effective way.
way. The
work ethic, time commitment, perseverance, and
lessons learned
similar to those learned
learned by
lessons
learned are
are similar
training
for a marathon.
training for
marathon. I'd even argue being a
member of The Best Damn Band In The Land
Land
member
gained as much respect as completion
completion of a
has gained
marathon over the
This "Boston
"Boston
marathon
the past
past two
two years.
years. This
Marathon"
will set me apart from my
Marathon" 1I believe
believe will
peers when
enter the
the job
job market.
market. I left
left
peers
when 1I enter
th
Atlanta July
July 18th
18 with
with confidence
confidence this
this was the
case.
Less than
week later
was with
with my
my
Less
than one
one week
later as
as I was
family on the way home from a trip to Michigan
to visit
visit my
my grandparents,
grandparents, II got
from a
to
got aa text from
friend of mine with a picture of the front page of
"Ohio State
State Fires Band
the dispatch which read "Ohio
Director Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters Over
Over 'Sexualized'
'Sexualized'
Director
Culture". My
Boston Marathon
Marathon had
had been
been
Culture".
My Boston
undermined. As
recalled some
some of the
the
undermined.
As II read
read I1 recalled
experiences I had been through such as MR and
of them in the light
F night. I had never thought of
described. Forced?
Forced? Never.
Never. I bonded
bonded
they were described.
with my
my row
row members
members through
through those
those
with
experiences. As
was
experiences.
As more
more details
details came
came out
out II was
broad
brushed by
by this
broad brushed
this report
report which
which made
made me
me
seem like aa sexualized
sexualized pervert.
pervert. And
And the band
band
seem
itself was
was made
made out
out to
to be
bea adysfunctional
dysfunctional
itself
issues ... from only
organization with far reaching issues...from
oftestimonies
a handful of
testimonies represented.
days that
that followed
followed questions
questions flooded
flooded my
In the days
phone and every interaction became about band.
didn't know
know what
what to
say, II hadn't
hadn't had
had the
the
I didn't
to say,
experiences outlined
experiences
outlined in
in the
the report.
report. And
And it was
unclear what
We've been caught
caught in a
unclear
what was next.
next. We've
bind without
without clear
clear leadership.
leadership. I worry
worry about
about
bind
this report
report cheapening
cheapening what
band truly
truly
this
what this
this band
of students
students
means, and ruining the reputations
reputations of
means,
like myself with little involvement in the events
laid
forassistance
assistance
laid out
out in
in the
the report.
report. II ask
askfor
forward, questions being answered, and
moving forward,
transparency from
from the administration.
administration. We want
transparency
to move
move forward,
forward, and II know
know the
the University
University
to
face to
does too.
too. Let's work together and come face
face with the issues
issues that are
are present.
present. We know
know
face
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there are
are changes
changes that
that need
need to
to and can be made.
there
made.
Please help
help us
us accomplish
that and
and help
help us
Please
accomplish that
us
understand the events that have transpired. Open
communication, transparency,
transparency, and collaboration
communication,
are the
We can
can
are
the best
best way
way to
to move
move forward.
forward. We
maintain the
the national
maintain
national respect
respect externally
externally while
continuingtoto hold
hold ourselves
to the
continuing
ourselves to
the highest
highest
standards internally.
internally. Please
Please come
come along
along side
side us
standards
leadership.
and provide your leadership.
has been one of the most hectic
- This summer
summer has
for me.
me. II had
for
had to take the MCAT, as well as start
gathering recommendation
letters for
for medical
medical
gathering
recommendation letters
school.
to that
school. In
In addition
addition to
that II have
have training
training to
teach chemistry
as OSU
teach
chemistry as
OSU and
and volunteer
volunteer at
at
Nationwide Children's Hospital, while balancing
marching band
band and
and moving
moving in.
in. The
The marching
marching
marching
band used to be a place where I could be myself.
But after the
But
the report was issued,
issued, it delayed
delayed my
ability
to carry on with many aspects of my life
ability to
despite the
the University's
will to "look
despite
University's will
"look forward"
forward"
(which
still has
has NOT
NOT been
been defined
defined to
to us,
us, and
and I
(which still
feel
term for
for ignore
ignore us).
us). I
feel is
is just aa political
political term
could
could not finish
finish writing
writing my
my personal
personal statement
statement
for
school because
because half
half of
of itit was
was the
for medical
medical school
many
lessons II had learned
many lessons
learned and
and loved
loved about
about
marching
band. Now
marching band.
Now that is almost
almost aa harmful
harmful
black
spot on
black spot
on my
my record
record because
because of the
the
slanderous
libelthat
that has
has been
been dealt
dealt to
to us
us as
slanderous libel
members.
members. II used
used to
to look
look to
to marching
marching band as a
way to
to enjoy
my life
life and
and be
be who
who II am.
am. Now I
enjoy my
find myself being
scrutinized,
and
commanded
being scrutinized, and commanded
to act
act in
in specific
specific ways, at risk
risk of
of removal
removal from
from
the band,
did no harm to
band, ways which formerly
formerly did
me nor my colleagues.
colleagues. II feel
feel the
the University
University is
not supportive of
of the hundreds and thousands
thousands of
people
who have
people who
have clearly
clearly spoken
spoken out,
out, and
and
identified
the glaring
mistakes of
of the Glaros
identified the
glaring mistakes
Glaros
Report.
Report. As
As aa member
member of
ofthe
the organization
organization that
that
cares the absolute most about Ohio State and its
history and future (more than any athletic team,
and
or club)
and more
more than
than any
any fraternity
fraternity or
club) I am
am
greatly
hurt by the voices
greatly emotionally
emotionally hurt
voices against
against
me,
my character,
character, as
as well
well as the
me, questioning
questioning my
the
University's apparent complete disregard for my
feelings regarding the ordeal.

-- I have
have had
had family
family members
members refer
refer to
to me
me as
as a
sexual
face. I am
am ashamed
ashamed that
sexual deviant
deviant to
to my
my face.
my
university could
my university
could represent
representme
me in
in such
such a
terrible light to my family.
family.
- II have
have had
had at
at least
least 55strangers
strangers give
give dirty
dirty or
disgusted looks when they overheard that I am a
disgusted
member ofthe
of the band.
- The
The stress
stress put on
on me
me from
from the
the report
report being
being
released
released was
was more than 1I have experienced ever
due
embarrassment of being
being a known
known band
band
due to embarrassment
member
The stress
stress literally
literally caused
caused
member in
in public.
public. The
me
lose 15
15 pounds
pounds within
within 10
10 days
days of the
the
me to lose
report being dropped to the media.

- I walked into the Panera on high street to see
the UWeekly on a newsstand declaring us as the
face slander
slander
"horniest" damn band in
in the
the land.
land. I1face
by the media daily and the
the university
university has done
done
absolutely nothing to defend its students (us).
receive weird
weird looks
looks anytime
anytime I have
have worn
worn
- II receive
anything that
TBDBITL on
and have
have
anything
that says
says TBDBITL
on it and
myself and defend the honor
even had to explain myself
of the band
band to
to several
several people
people in
in my
my hometown
hometown
of
who questioned me about the situation.

-That
-That my
first two
two days
days as
as aa rookie
rookie will
will be
be
my first
remembered not
practicing great music and
and
remembered
not as
as practicing
marching but
by having
having mandatory
mandatory meetings
meetings
marching
but by
about title nine and sexual harassment.
-It feels like all of
of the hard work and time put in
for marching band is being totally discredited by
the accusations in the report.
-I have
have been
been in
in defense
defense mode
mode since
since the
the report
report
dropped.
dropped. I have
have had
hadcountless
countlessunanticipated
unanticipated
meetings, information
information sessions,
meetings,
sessions, and
and one on one
the name
name of
and large
large group
group dialogues,
dialogues, all
and
all in
in the
defending this organization that was pushed into
on the
the basis
basis of
ofaa biased
biased and
and inaccurate
inaccurate
the dirt on
report. That report
report doesn't
doesn't represent
represent me. That
That
report.
report is
who II am.
am. However,
However, I am
am now
now
report
is not who
being held responsible for something I didn't do.
the due
due process?
process? Guilty
Guilty until
until proven
proven
Where is the
Where
country works, yet here
innocent is not how this country
I1 have
have to
toprove
provemy
myinnocence.
.innocence.Additionally,
Additionally,
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these events
events have
have hindered
hindered me
me and
and my school
these
school
work. II currently
am working
on aa research
work.
currently am
working on
research
paper that
that has
has nearly
nearly come
come to
to a halt
paper
halt because
because
hours in the day to deal with
there aren't enough hours
the situation
and write
the
situation and
write my
my research
research thesis.
thesis. I
have also
also had
have
had to greatly
greatly reduce
reduce my preparation
preparation
time for
for auditions
auditions in
in the
the school
school of music.
music. As
As a
time
music
student
and
a
student
of
the
Ohio
State
music student and a student
Ohio State
University, I shouldn't have
have to sacrifice practice
University,
time (essentially
my study
study time)
time) because
because of
of a
time
(essentially my
report that
that is
is in contradiction
with who
who II am.
report
contradiction with
am.
Finally,
I
have
had
to
reschedule
my
Ohio
Finally, I have had to reschedule my Ohio
Teacher Licensure Tests not once, not twice, but
three times
times because
because II have
have not
not had
had the
the time
time to
three
properly study
studyfor
forthem.
them. If
properly
If I don't
don't pass
pass these
these
tests, I will not be teaching in the state of Ohio.
tests,
Not only is my life
life as
as aa student
student being
being affected,
affected,
but also
also my
my professional
professional life.
life. The
The unintended
unintended
consequences of this
this report are far reaching and
consequences
negative.
-For
personally, I've
I've
had
to
me
personally,
endure embarrassing questions
about
my
character
character from
from close
close friends
friends and
and family
family and
and
have received dirty looks wearing apparel I used
to be proud
proud to wear
wear due
due to
to the
the allegations
allegations set
set
against
me. Many
against me.
Many band
band members
members who
who are
are
striving
for degrees
striving for
degrees in music
music education
education will
will
have
have their
their reputations
reputations forever
forever tarnished
tarnished with
with
false
as aa result
result of
false claims
claims of sexual harassment
harassment as
the
botchedreport.
report.As
As far
far as
the botched
as the
the public
public
perception
goes,
I've
seen
tweets
that
combine
perception goes, I've
combine
#OSUMB
with #rapeculture.
#rapeculture.In
In today's
today's band,
#OSUMB with
band,
this could not be further from the truth.
-People
at my tables
-People at
tables at work ask me what
what I'm
I'm
studying
in school...
Upon hearing
hearing that
that I'm
I'm a
studying in
school... Upon
music
music major
major and
and play trombone
trombone at OSU,
OSU, they
they
assume I'm in band.
band. When I tell them that I am,
am,
indeed,
indeed, in band,
band, they treat me differently.
differently. I can
tell that in a few
few cases people looked at me in a
more negative light, though most of
of these cases
my customers voiced support of
of us and Jon
-Coworker comes to my office and brings up the
band
and asks
asks what
what II thought
thought of it.
it. I say
band stuff and
say
basically
that
Jon
is
a
fall
guy
for
an
ancient
basically that Jon is fall guy for an ancient
culture
and wasn't even
culture that he was improving
improving and
even

all. He asks
asks if I was hazed
hazed and
and i
bad
bad for
for me
me at
at all.
said
and explained
explained my
my personal
personal experience
experience
said no, and
with MR.
MR. He assumes I was just peer pressured
into
doing things
things and
and then
then compares
compares us
into doing
us to
Florida
couldn't really
really argue
argue because
because
Florida A&M.
A&M. I couldn't
he's my senior group member and
and I'm an intern.
again.
Powerless yet again.
-The
word is
is suicide.
suicide. That
That word
word has
has
-The word
occasionally
few
occasionally permeated
permeated my
my thoughts
thoughts for
for aa few
days at
at a time
days
time for
for the
the past
past several
several years,
years, well
before
made the band. It was
was always
always brought
brought
before II made
on by
by self-inflicted
self-inflicted negative images
images of
of myself.
myself.
Never
received negative
negative comments
comments from
from
Never had II received
on
such
any
external
sources
that
brought
any external sources that brought on such
thoughts.
week following
following July
24th had
had
thoughts. The
The week
July 24th
changed that
that when
Drake and
changed
when President
President Drake
and the
the
University remained completely silent about the
current band members.
members. At that time,
time, no one was
fighting
preserve our
our individual
individual characters.
characters.
fighting to
to preserve
The message I interpreted
interpreted from President Drake
and the University
University was
was "We
"We don't
don't care
care about
about
and
you."
It
was
then
I
had
thought
that
if
I
were
to
you."
commit
President Drake,
Drake, the
the Board
Board of
commit suicide,
suicide, President
Trustees, and
Office of
ofCompliance
Compliance would
would
Trustees,
and the Office
be happy because it would mean having to deal
existed in the alleged
alleged
with one less person who existed
"sexualized" culture.

Those were my thoughts for the first two weeks
after July 24th. I no longer
longer have the thoughts of
suicide, but I still
still believe
believe that the University
University as
suicide,
whole does
does not
not care
care about
about me
all. My
My
a whole
me at all.
character has
been publicly
publicly tarnished
tarnished with
with no
no
character
has been
one from the University to defend me.
-The events
events of
the past
past month
month have
have had
had a
-The
of the
serious impact on the individuals in the band, as
well as the
the band
band as
as aawhole.
whole. We
We started
started our
our
well
2014 season
season without
without Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, a man
man
2014
of the
the best
best
who I would
would consider
consider one
who
one of
leaders
and strongest
strongest advocates
leaders and
advocates for
for cultural
cultural
change II have
have ever
ever encountered.
encountered. We
We wanted
wanted
change
he was
was taken
taken
answers and
why he
answers
and reasons
reasons as
as to
to why
from us,
us, but
but the
the university
university dodges
dodges every
every
away from
turns only to the "facts" in the
the
question we
we ask turns
incredibly
incredibly flawed
flawed report
report that they
they compiled
compiled in
in
60 days
days with
with 99 witnesses
witnesses to gauge
gauge the band's
band's
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culture. The university
university offices
offices that
that have
have come
come to
culture.
first several rehearsals
rehearsals were
talk to us during our first
supposed to
to help
help the band reform
reform its culture;
culture; all
supposed
bring our frustration
frustration with the
they have done is bring
situationfrom
fromaa simmer
simmertoto aa boil.
boil. It is
is nearly
nearly
situation
impossible for
for the
the band
band to remain
impossible
remain focused
focused on
following up
up our most impressive
following
impressive season with
one
that
is
even
more
impressive
when we
we are
one
even
impressive when
talked at by the university offices that generated
the report
the band's
the
report about
about the
band's culture
culture and
and then
then
dodge our
our questions
when we
we want
want to know
dodge
questions when
know
why Jon
Jon was
was fired.
fired. It makes
this band
why
makes this
band not
not an
enjoyable place
place to
to be. Please,
enjoyable
Please, President Drake,
And give
reasons. And
give us
give us answers.
answers. Give
Give us reasons.
Jon back.
-Since the release of the Glaros Report made by
the Office of Compliance
Compliance and Integrity
Integrity on July
24th,
24th, 2014,
2014, my
my life
life has
has been
beennegatively
negatively
impacted in many ways.
First, the
the manner
in which
First,
manner in
which the
the report
report was
was
released
to
the
public
was
done
in
such
released to the public was done in such aa
manner
as to maximize
manner as
maximize impact
impact and
and done with
with
virtually
no respect
virtually no
respect towards
towards the
the current
current
members
the OSUMB.
members of the
OSUMB. I found
found out about the
report
and
Jon's
termination
report and Jon's termination via
via aa coworker,
coworker,
putting
me
putting
me ininan uncomfortable
an
uncomfortable
situation.
Unsure as
as to
to the
the validity
validity of the report
situation. Unsure
at the time,
time, II was
was forced
forced into
into making
making statement
statement
on the band's culture.
Had
I
been
given
a proper
culture.
warning,
warning, I could have been prepared to handle
handle
these
these questions
questions and
and avoid
avoid damaging
damaging my
my
professional
reputation.The
The same
same day,
day, I also
professional reputation.
also
had
to participate
participate in
in my
my final
finalperformance
performance
had to
review as an intern. The traumatic impact of
of the
report
report left me stressed
stressed and
and distraught
distraught and put
put
my manager and I in an awkward position.
On aa personal
the Glaros
Glaros
personal level,
level, the impact
impact of the
Report
made me
me feel,
Report made
feel, for
for the
the first
first time,
time,
uncomfortable
with calling
calling myself a member of
uncomfortable with
the OSU
OSU Marching Band. I suddenly had family
members
and judging
judging the
members questioning
questioning and
the great
great
organization
organization II have
have called
called my
my second
second family.
family.
This
is flawed,
flawed, biased
biased and
and missmissThis report
report is
representative of
the
band.
of

I am also a squad
squad leader
leader of
of the
the OSU
OSU Marching
Marching
Band.
Band. Immediately
Immediately following
following the
the release
release of the
Glaros Report, I was confronted with addressing
young
candidates questioning
questioning whether
whether joining
young candidates
their
the
OSUMB is something
something worthy
worthy of their
the OSUMB
efforts.
was incredibly
incredibly difficult
difficult for
efforts. This
This was
for me
because
incredible life
because I know the truth, and the incredible
experiencesthat
thatawait
awaitasas aa member
the
experiences
member of the
OSUMB.
I have also heard, once again for the first time,
the
word "Uncomfortable"
"Uncomfortable" to
describe the
the
the word
to describe
the various
various Title
Title IX and
and
manner
manner and
and tone
tone of the
Sexual Harassment speakers for the band. These
university employees made offensive comments
and generalizations about the
the band's culture and
of Title IX.
did little to educate on the positives of
-When I first heard about the report, it made me
-When
worry
am
worry about
about the
the people
people in
in band.
band. And
And II am
ashamed of
but glad
glad they
they were
were doing
doing
ashamed
of it,
it, but
something about
getting a new
new director.
director. I
something
about itit by getting
shouldn't have
believed it though.
though. Everyone
Everyone is
shouldn't
have believed
really
nice, and
and I wish we
really nice,
we had
had Jon
Jon back.
back. But
But
anyone who
talked to
me about
about itit didn't
didn't
anyone
who has
has talked
to me
believe the report to be accurate.
found out
out about
about Jon's
Jon's termination
termination in
in the
the
-I found
middle
my work
middle of my
work day
day from
from a text
text from
from my
boyfriend and
future I-dotter
I-dotter this
boyfriend
and future
this falL
fall. Not only
did it upset
upset me
me enough
enough to impact
imp;.lct my
my day
day of
did
work, but
my second
second to last
last day
day there.
there.
work,
but it was my
Everyone was
re~111y supportive
supportive and found
found the
Everyone
was really
report
to be
report to
be flawed.
flawed. II however
however still
still suffered
suffered
emotionally crying
point of
of almost
almost
emotionally
cryingtoto the
the point
vomiting, and
able to eat properly,
properly, if
vomiting,
and not being able
at all,
all, still
still to
to this
this day.
day. This
This band
band is
not aa
at
is not
college culture. In fact
sexualized culture. It is aa college
it is even
even better. We have
have aa culture
culture of
oftradition,
tradition,
excellence, hard
excellence,
hard work,
work, loyalty,
loyalty, and
and that
that of a
family. It is insulting to me and upsetting to hear
how ignorant
ignorant cruel
cruel people
people have
have accused
accused my
my
how
of being terrible individuals from
dearest friends of
flawed report.
report. To get
get the
the words
words "we
"we support
support
a flawed
of that
our faces
faces but
but to
to see
see no
no evidence
evidence of
you" to our
from the university is hard.

When
the title
title IX ladies
to talk to
When the
ladies came
came to
to they
they
spoke in
in a derogatory
derogatory tone to all of
of us.
us. The men
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in this
this band
band ininmajority
majority are
aregentlemen,
gentlemen,
in
hardworking, and
are the
the
hardworking,
and caring.
caring. The
The women
women are
same. 1I would
would trust
life with
with any
any and all.
same.
trust my
my life
When 1I am being told I am
am aa weak
weak defenseless
defenseless
When
woman, and
friends are
are perverted
perverted
woman,
and that my best friends
harassers,
upsetting. 1I know the truth
harassers, itit is very upsetting.
about the
culture and individuals
individuals of the band,
band,
about
the culture
report is not it. I1 have
have been
been hired
hired with
with
and that report
my biggest
biggest advantage
advantage on
resume being the
my
on my resume
band.
band. 1I worry
worry for
for that
that not
not holding
holding true
true now
now
when 1I most
most need
hope you
you try to see
see
when
need itit to.
to. 1I hope
who we
we really
really are,
are, and
and right
right some
some of the
the
who
injustice this
was presented
presented
injustice
this report,
report, and
and how it was
handled, has affected the very students you
and handled,
claim as your priority.

-Drum majors
majors have been harassed by people on
campus for carrying their batons.
-I feel
feel my personal reputation
reputation is now tarnished
tarnished
because of inaccurate evidence
evidence iIi
in a report that I
was never a part of.

-Several students feel betrayed by the university
how inaccurate
inaccurate the
because
they can
can attest
because they
attest to how
report is.
rookie member
member of this
band, and
-I'm a rookie
this band,
and all the
rest of us "first-year members"
members" gave much sweat
and
to be
and tears
tears to
be in
in the
the position
position that
that we
we now
now
enjoy. That's
That's why
so underwhelming
underwhelming to
enjoy.
why it was so
my first
first days
days to
to be
be greeted
greeted with
with
have in
have
in my
ambiguity from
the veteran
veteran members
members that
that
ambiguity
from the
somewhat
prevented
the
usual
bonding
that
somewhat prevented the usual bonding that
makes this
community the
admired so
so
makes
this community
the one
one I admired
much and worked so hard to become a part of. I
love this
band, 1I love
love the
the university
university that
that it
love
this band,
represents, and
represents,
and I'm
I'm excited
excited to
to be
be a part of it, but
cannot be
be trusted
trusted or
or trust
trust those
those that
that are
are
if I1 cannot
supposed toto teach
The
supposed
teachme
me what
whatitit isis to
to be in The
Best
Best Damn
Damn Band
Band in the
the Land,
Land, I'm
I'm seriously
seriously
concerned for
for the results of my rookie year and,
of
by extension,
extension, the
quality and
and integrity
integrity of
by
the quality
subsequent rookie
rookie classes.
classes. The
The title
title "Rookie" is
earned, not given.
-As a hopeful
hopeful composer
composer and
and arranger,
arranger, I have
have
-As
been questioning
questioning how
report will
will affect
affect
been
how this
this report
future employment
employment opportunities,
opportunities, especially
especially
future

with
to Ohio
with regards
regards to
Ohio State
State and
and other
other college
college
marching bands.
negative light
marching
bands. Being
Being spun
spun in a negative
makes it seem like there will be repercussions in
the next year or two that will make it difficult to
tarnished name
enter the field without having a tarnished
...
for having
having been
been in
in this
this band
band...
Also going
going along
along with that,
that, the fact
fact that
that many
many
Also
of their
people have made this band a huge part of
current life
has been
been aa representation
representation of
current
life and it has
who
we
are
is
why
it's
easy
to visualize
visualize the
the
who we are is why it's easy to
future
being aa problem.
Now II feel
future being
problem. Now
feel like
like my
my
personal life
life and character
character is constantly
constantly being
being
personal
questioned and judged by everyone else.

-I
-1 feel like my rookie experience is different and
almost unfulfilling and less fun because of all of
the allegations and clean up from the report.
-I feel
feel tension
tension between
between vets and
and rookies
rookies where
each is afraid to be themselves.
-One member
member feels
can no
no longer
longer use
use
-One
feels he
he can
OSUMB on
resume or
Waters as
OSUMB
on his
his resume
or Jon
Jon Waters
as a
reference for grad school.
-My family
family now
views me differently
differently and
-My
now views
and I
sometimes feel embarrassed and victimized.

-People at work poke fun at the situation
situation which
is
to me
is extremely
extremely offensive
offensive to
me because
because it's not
not
true.
-Directing staff
less cohesive
cohesive and
and doesn't
doesn't
-Directing
staff is
is less
understand the band as well as Jon did.
I'm being
being treated
treated like a child
child by the
-I feel like I'm
administration and staff.
of this band feels more like an
-Being a member of
embarrassment
thanthan
thethe point
of
embarrassment
point of
accomplishment that it actually is.
-Fourth and
Fifth year members
members feel
they
-Fourth
and Fifth
feel like they
are treated like children.
created a hostile
hostile and
and depressed
depressed
-The report has created
environment
in the
the band.
environment in
band. Hostile
Hostile towards
towards the
the
university.

-Harassment
by peers
-Harassment by
peers and
and introduced
introduced
embarrassment
in aa professional
embarrassment in
professional environment.
environment.
Band and Work.
Wark.
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-Several accusations
accusations
from
report and
and
from report
-Several
administrative people
administrative
people (title
(title IX)
IX) that
that band
band is not
mature enough
enough to
to handle
handle themselves
themselves
mature
appropriately.
appropriate ly .

-Report
has become
-Report has
become a large
large distraction
distraction from
from
academics and has consumed daily life.
pressure and that someone
someone
-Constant feeling
-Constant
feeling of pressure
watching. I'm
afraid to make a mistake
mistake that
is watching.
I'm afraid
will hurt the whole organization.

-The report has become such
such a distraction that I
failed a summer class.
censorship by
university. Ex.
-Feelings of censorship
-Feelings
by university.
Ex. F
Night, WB, Rookies.

-Report
makesme
mefeel
feellike
likeII have
to be
-Report makes
have to
be
politically correct
politically
correct all
all the
the time and cannot stand
up for what I believe if
if not everyone agrees.
of the
the marching
marching band
band enjoyment
enjoyment comes
comes
-Half of
from
that we no
field activities
activities that
no longer
longer
from off the field
have.

-Because of the report,
report, I am not going to get the
same first year experience as those before me.
-As a returning
returning 4th year member
member of The Ohio
Ohio
-As
State University
University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, it saddens me
to say
say that
that due
due to
to the
the effects
effects of
of the
the report
report
to
released
released by my university,
university, II have found myself
wondering why I decided to come back this year
to march in the band. The truth
truth of the matter is
that I came back because I love this band, I have
never worked
never
worked harder
harder for
for anything
anything in
in my
my life.
life. I
so proud
proud to be
be aa part
part of
ofthis
this organization
organization
was so
was
father had
had been.
been. I still am,
just as
as my
my father
am, but it is
disheartening how
very disheartening
how the
the report has tarnished
OSUMB and
name of the current OSUMB
the name
and all
all of its
sporting my
my
members. Now
members.
Now instead
instead of
of sporting
TBDBITL attire
find
TBDBITL
attire with
with pride
pride and
and honor,
honor, I find
myself
judged by
by the general
myself feeling
feeling judged
general public.
public.
Frankly, I am embarrassed by the way the report
has labeled
labeled every
every single
single person
person that
ever
has
that has ever
of this band. That is not the way we
been a part of
should feel to be associated with an organization
that each and every one of
of us love so much.
-One member
member was
wearing their
their bowl
bowl jersey
jersey
-One
was wearing
with their
their last
last name
name on
on itit at
at aa doctor's office. A

x.

if their
person came up to the member and asked if
last name
name on
on their
their jersey
jersey was
was actually
actually their
their
last
"dirty rookie
rookie name".
name". The
name can
can be
be
"dirty
The last
last name
construed as
sexual innuendo
innuendo and they
they were
were
construed
as a sexual
if that was their
their name
name because they "gave
asked if
guys erections."
erections." The
member left
office in
guys
The member
left the
the office
tears.

-One member who has a bruise on her arm from
if the bruise came
carrying their horn was asked if
from being hazed in the band.
-Harassment
from media
media for
for my name listed
-Harassment from
listed in
offensive to me.
the report that I felt wasn't offensive
-Negatively
-Negatively affected
study for
for
affected my
my ability
ability to
to study
finals.
-Harassed by peers and coworkers for my name
that was
was listed
listed in
in the
the report.
report. The
The·name
name was
was
that
of context
context and
arid I was
was never
never asked
asked to
taken
taken out of
comment or confirm anything in the report.
-The report
report listed
listed people
names not
-The
people as
as names
not as the
people they are. I was never asked to confirm or
comment on my name or trick. The report lead
comment
to media listed below.
Fake Lantern
The Fake
:~:T~eFake~.:3l1t8'"!1
Th F
ntern

Band Member
Band
Member "Captain
"Captain Dildo" Extremely
Disappointed By
By TBDBITL
TBDBITL
Shocked And Disappointed
Sexual
Harassment
Report
Sexual Harassment
R,ply

* IvoJa[t7,

P.om

joined this
this band
band because
because it was
was known
known as
as
-I joined
TBDBITL. Now
go, people ask me
TBDBITL.
Now wherever
wherever II go,
about the
the things
things they
they have
have read in the
the article.
article.
about
Whenever
am with
Whenever II am
with the band
band at
at practice,
practice, or
or
wearing band
stuff, I am
am always
always wondering
wondering if
wearing
band stuff,
people that
me are judging
judging me.
want to
people
that see
see me
me. I want
of the
the fun
fun that
that the
the veterans
veterans talk
talk about,
about,
have all of
of the
the news
news and
and cameras
cameras
but II can't
cantt because
because of
but
watching every move
move we make.
make. Band seems
seems to
takes up
up most
most of my
me just another class that takes
ifs always serious.
life and it's

-Before this investigation, I could put TBDBITL
of pride. Now that this
on my resume as a point of
inaccurate report
red
inaccurate
reportisisout,
out,II feel
feel like
like itit is
is a red
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hide. I've had countless
mark that I should try to hide.
people ask
ask me
me about
the band
people
about the
band when the report
out, and I had to clarifY
clarify and explain all the
came out,
inaccuracies of
of the
the report.
report. I never felt harassed
inaccuracies
in the
in
the band
band this
this past year (my
(my first
first year),
year), but
but
feel harassed.
harassed. Not by the band, but by The
now I feel
Ohio State University itself.
asked me
me while
while I was working "Are
-A woman
woman asked
of those naughty boys?"
boys?"
you one ofthose
woman with
with her kids
kids asked
asked me
me "do you just
-A woman
use your band
band iPads
iPads to
to look at sexual images all
use
day?"
-I have
have had
had to
to defend
defend my
my reputation
reputation and
and the
reputation of
of my
my friends
and mentors
to my
friends and
mentors to
my
reputation
coworkers.
-My
-My sister
sister was asked
asked by
by coworkers
coworkers what
what her
her
brother's sexual
sexual name
name and
and trick
brother's
trick were,
were, when
when
neither included anything sexual in nature.
-"Led
-"Led by 5th-year
5th-year Ohio
Ohio State
State Marching
Marching Band
Band
student,
John
Joyce,
the
School
of
Music
Music will
will
student, John Joyce, the School
create part one of
of a two part series
series featuring the
band's
The book
band's halftime
halftime show performances.
performances. The
however is much more than 2014-2015 halftime
shows.
They will
will serve
shows. They
serve as the
the centerpiece
centerpiece to
educational lessons incorporating history,
history, math,
music
theory and
music theory
and more.
more. Aimed
Aimed at high
high school
school
students,
students, John and his team have partnered with
faculty
at Ohio
faculty at
Ohio State
State and
and with aa K-12
K-12 school
school
district
in Ohio
Ohio to
to develop
develop this
thisinnovative
innovative
district in
curriculum."
curriculum." - I have cancelled
cancelled this program
program in
fear that we will get
get negative
negative attention from K12
12 schools who don't want to be associated with
our
our program,
program, which
which could
could lead
lead to
to further
further
negative press about our organization.
-Another student,
student, one that I1 have done
done research
research
with and really respected, made it public that he
believed
that any supporter
believed that
supporter of Jon Waters
Waters was
scum,
and even
of s***.
s***. He
He
scum, and
even more,
more, aa piece
piece of
believes that because we had a songbook
in
the
songbook
past,
past, which
which was made
made public
public and
and brought
brought into
into
this era,
era, with
with ugly
ugly songs
songs degrading
degrading to
to women,
women,
that
that supporting
supporting Jon
Jon was
was equivalent
equivalent with
with
supporting such songs and ideas. Jason Stuckert,
a previous drum major, tried to set him straight,
straight,

but he
he wouldn't
listen. It
It was
was just aa horrible
horrible
but
wouldn't listen.
decision,
opinion, to release an outdated
outdated
decision, in
in my
my opinion,
songbook
representative of this
songbook to
to the public as representative
band.
-Perhaps
heartbreaking is the perceptible
perceptible
-Perhaps most
most heartbreaking
in
way
that
my
family
sees
me and
and
change
change in way that my family sees me
interacts
Even though
though the report was
interacts with
with me.
me. Even
absurdly
not applicable
applicable to
my
absurdly biased
biased and
and not
to my
behavior,
behavior, I have noticed my own closest family
members
my "filthy"
"filthy"
members shy
shy away
away from
from me
me and my
experiences in the band
-When wearing
marching band
-When
wearing a marching
band hoodie
hoodie or hat
in public,
public, II have
have received
received unwanted
unwanted rude
rude
out in
out
and sometimes
sometimes sexual
sexual jokes,
calls, and stares.
stares.
and
jokes, calls,
Ironically,
not anything
anything II experienced
experienced
Ironically, this
this is not
while in
band; rather,
rather, thanks
thanks to
to aa flawed
flawed
while
in the band;
report
report made
made available
available to
to the
the entire
entire public,
public, itit is
of my daily life.
now a part of
-As a woman
woman in
in the
the band,
band, I1 have
have been
been
-As
personally
the assumptions
assumptions made
personally offended
offended by
by the
university officials
have indeed
indeed been
been
by university
officials that
that 1I have
victimized by
"sexualized culture."
This
victimized
by aa "sexualized
culture." This
and
Compliance
includes
Title
IX
experts
includes Title IX experts and Compliance
officials who
come to address
address the
the band
band
officials
who have
have come
with
so much
with their
their own
own agenda,
agenda, without
without so
much as
as
asking for
am aa strong
strong person
person
asking
for our
our opinions.
opinions. II am
who knows
knows what harassment
harassment is.
is. I1 do not need to
be rescued.

-Since the announcement of Jon's firing and the
"sexualized"
subsequent media coverage on the "sexualized"
the band
band program
program I1have
have received
received
culture of the
culture
many inappropriate
inappropriate comments,
comments, ranging
ranging from
from
many
snide or rude
rude remarks
remarks at
at my
my cousin's
cousin's wedding
wedding
snide
escalating to sexually
sexually explicit
explicit comments at
and escalating
sexual demonstrations
demonstrations of my
parties, asking for sexual
trick, extremely
extremely suggestive
suggestive inquiries
inqumes or
or
trick,
suggestions, and
general comments
comments such
suggestions,
and general
such as
"band members are good under the sheets". The
report and the support
support it has
has received
received from
from the
report
university has given my personal image and my
innuendo which did not previously
previously
name sexual innuendo
exist.
-I just learned today that my high school, Dublin
for all
all
Coffinan High
seminar for
Coffinan
High School
School held
held aa seminar
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athletes and band members
members on the topic
student athletes
hazing. As
As an example
example of
of hazing, The Ohio
Ohio
of hazing.
State University
State
University Marching
Marching Band
Band was
was used
used as
as a
discussion point. This is extremely embarrassing
and disappointing
disappointing asas aa result
result of the
the public's
public's
and
perception
the Glaros
Glaros Report.
Report. I should not be
perception of the
embarrassed byby my
membership in
this
embarrassed
my membership
in this
organization in front of
of my alma mater.
-At candidate
candidate days
jimmy johns
johns the man
man
-At
days at
at jimmy
ringing us out heard we were trying out for band
the most
most innocent
innocent candidate
candidate "oh
and he said to the
you're still
still going
going to
try out
out for
for band?
band? They
They
you're
to try
make you run around in your
your underwear!"
underwear!" and
make
wasn't aware
aware of
ofthe
she wasn't
the report and later asked us
if
if everything he said was true.
-People at
work were
were making
making jokes about me
-People
at work
being a sexual monster
-people were
facebook messaging
stop
-people
were facebook
messaging me
me to
to stop
harassing my fellow band mates
applying to dental
dental school and it has been
been
-I am applying
questionable
to put
put band
band in my application
questionable to
application and
other schools
schools outside
upon
other
outside of Ohio will frown upon
it.

-I am
am ashamed
ashamed of my
my last
last name
name because
because the
the
report has made
made it sound like my last name and
being a member ofthe
of the band is dirty and wrong.
grandparents don't think I should
should continue
continue
-My grandparents
to be
ofthis
thisorganization
organization because
because
be aamember
member of
they believe all the males are out to get me.

-The new leadership has been an adjustment that
made it difficult
difficult to jump into
into band
band again
again with
with
made
full enthusiasm.
-The constant
constant media
media interfered
interfered with
our prepre-The
with our
tryout preparation time.
-The investigation
investigation misrepresented
-The
misrepresentedme
measas a
female band
band student,
student, therefore
therefore creating
creating
female
frustration and concern for me and my family.
-Jon's absence
absence in
in tryouts
tryouts was
was tough
tough to work
work
-Jon's
through. He
beloved and
having him
him
through.
He was
was beloved
and not having
there affected overall productivity.
-The investigation
investigation has
caused my
my employers
employers
-The
has caused
approach me with
with negative
negative
past and present to approach

associations
to me
me and
associations to
and the band
band that were
were not
valid.
stressful of
-This past month has been the most stressful
my
my life.
life. II can't
can't sleep,
sleep, II don't
don't have
have an
an appetite,
appetite,
rehearsal every day for
and I dread coming into rehearsal
fear of
of being harassed during Title IX meetings.
We are constantly told that we are perverts
perverts and
We
of the
the sexual
sexual assault
assault and
andharassment
harassment
part of
part
problem that
been plaguing
plaguing this
this university
university
problem
that has been
for
the worst
for years,
years, when
when the
worst we've
we've done
done is run
run
around
around in
in our
our underwear
underwear a single
single time
time each
each
year. The OSUMB,
OSVMB, formerly
formerly the
pride of this
year.
the pride
institution as
by university
university officials
officials time
time
institution
as said by
and time again,
again, has
has been
been dragged
dragged through
through the
the
and
of every
mud.
mud. You
You have
have tainted
tainted the
the reputations
reputations of
current
current and
and former
former band
band member,
member, fired
fired our
our
leader and
friend, then
then told
told us to
to "move
"move
leader
and our
our friend,
forward" like
By firing
firing Jon and
forward"
like it was
was nothing.
nothing. By
releasing that
have cause
cause the
the
releasing
that report
report you
you have
of this band more mental
mental anguish than
members of
any supposed "hazing" ever has. We loved Ohio
State, and
State,
and you
you betrayed
betrayed us.
us. That is a fact that I
and every
every other
other past,
past, present,
present, and
and future
future
and
of the OSUMB will never forget.
member of
-A candidate who ended up not making the band
tryout
was afraid to try
out for the band after the report
released. She was
was very
very enthusiastic
enthusiastic about
about
was released.
release. Several
trying out before the report was release.
people had to talk to her in order to convince her
to continue her efforts.
-The manner
manner in
which the
the band
band has
has been
been
-The
in which
negatively portrayed
university is
an
negatively
portrayedby
by the
the university
is an
inaccurate judgment,
forced upon
upon us
inaccurate
judgment, that
that was
was forced
without consultation.
consultation. II along with many
many others
feel that
that the
the band
band has
has been
been abandoned
abandoned by
by
feel
university officials.
-One band
band member
member tried·
change their work
work
-One
tried to change
schedule for
season prior
release of
schedule
for the
the season
prior to
to the release
report. On The day
day the
the report
report was
was released,
released,
the report.
this
this person
person was
was pulled
pulled into
into aa meeting
meeting and
and
questioned about
coming back
back
questioned
about why
why they
they were coming
band, their schedule,
schedule, and specific
specific things in
for band,
report (this
(this person
person was
was clearly
clearly mentioned).
mentioned).
the report
Initially their request for a schedule change was
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denied, then
then approved
approved when
when aa two
two week notice
denied,
submitted.
was submitted.
-Anxiety--father figure
figure suddenly
suddenly gone,
gone, brought
-Anxiety--father
brought.
up past stress
justice and right and wrong gone
-Sense of justice
-Family and
and friends
-Family
friends questioning
questioning my character
character
and experiences

-Constant fear about saying the wrong thing
-Loss of purpose
-Feeling unsafe
-Attended
funeral for
for friend
friend who
who died
died in
in a car
-Attended funeral
car
crash--first thing
thing someone
someone said
said to
to her was "how
crash--first
`bout that best damn
damn band
band in the
the land director?"
'bout
-Got an informal job
job offer that was rescinded
-Emotionally
shocking and
-Emotionally
shocking
and unfocused
unfocused
introduction to the band and university
-Undermining the sense of community
-New directors unsure of
of routine
-Productivity
undermined by
by all
all the stoppages
-Productivity undermined
stoppages
for meetings
-Being called a pervert while wearing OSUMB
OSUMB
gear
-Workplace
and school
-Workplace and
school uncomfortable
uncomfortable place-place-afraid to go to class
-Publicly shamed by university--never by band
-Brother
hired as
-Brother hired
as aateacher--then
teacher--then questioned
questioned
whether fit to teach
-Feel
me aa
-Feel as
as though
though university
university isis calling
calling me
terrible person
-Feeling censored
-Terrified
for the
the job
of current
current
-Terrified for
job security
security of
directors
-Trying to move
move forward,
forward, university
university pulling us
back
- being
being asked
asked awkward
awkward and
and uncomfortable
uncomfortable
questions
questions by high school kids while staffing at
band camp

-Dealing with
-Dealing
more questions
questions and
and judgment
judgment
with more
from
from
from various
various family
family members,
members, as
as well
well as
as from
members of my girlfriend's family

-Negative
reactions from
from strangers,
strangers,
-Negative and
and hostile reactions
including
"how I had
including one
one man
man who
who asked
asked me
me "how
the
nerve to wear
wear that"
that" when
when referring
referring to
the nerve
to an
OSUMB shirt I was wearing
OS~
-- being objectified, victimized, and incriminated
all at once; basically feeling
feeling as though
though I am
am not
an individual with personal emotions
-Asked by
strangers "why
"why would
want to
-Asked
by strangers
would you
you want
join
this band?
band? You
You have
have to
to march
march around
around
join this
naked. Haven't you seen the report?"--I expected
of me for being in this band
people to be proud of
-the university
university feels
feels like an unsafe place to live
because of
of frequent mistreatment
-My
-My scholarship
scholarship committee
paying for
committee (that
(that is
is paying
my
education) asking
asking me questions
questions about
about the
my education)
report (basically
(basically threatening
threatening to
to take
take itit away
away if I
ofthe
was a part of
the "terrible" things)
-friends
in a
-friends and family
family treating
treating me differently
differently in
public setting
-afraid to have the OSUMB title on my resume

-having to
hear people
people state
state false
false statements
statements
-having
to hear
about the band
-Because of the firing, I have told people I have
made itit into
into the
the Band
Band and
and instead
instead of
of
made
congratulations, II get demeaning
demeaning and
and hurtful
hurtful
congratulations,
the incorrect
incorrect
questions asking
some of the
questions
asking about
about some
accusations made
band such as "oh
"oh
accusations
made against
against the
the band
you want
want to
to march
march naked?"
naked?" Which
Which is
is both
both
you
embarrassing and hurtful

normal first
-Instead of having
-Instead
having a normal
first year,
year, I get to
spend my
my ROOKIE
ROOKIE year
year (I'd rather
rather be
be called
called
spend
people I
rookie
any day)
all of the people
rookie any
day) watching
watching all
respect hurting and mourning a director that I've
never gotten
gotten to
know, and
and living
living by
by
never
to know,
unreasonable "professional"
"professional" standards
we're
unreasonable
standards - we're
not even allowed to be people anymore, we can't
joke around
around and make
make each
each other
other laugh or enjoy
our company. I was excited
excited for
for college and now
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that I'm here 1I have to be caught in the middle
middle of
ofthis.
all of
this.
--1 cannot be involved with the fun traditions that
have been
been in place for
for years,
years, even
even though
though I've
have
been waiting 18 years to do them
-1 can't
can't be
be proud
proud of
of aasimple
simple rookie
rookie name,
name,
-I
technically
shouldn't even
even have
have one,
one, and
and I do
technically II shouldn't
in fact,
fact, want one very much.
of a normal
nonnal college
-I feel like I'm being robbed of
(marching band)
experience, we're
even
(marching
band) experience,
we're not
not even
allowed to
make mistakes
mistakes anymore
anymore to
to learn
learn
allowed
to make
from them,
feel like life
life after
after college
college is for
for
from
them, II feel
being professional
professional all
all of the time,
time, and college is
learn from
from mistakes
mistakes and become
become a
the time to learn
better person,
person, and
and also
also fun
fun and
and enjoy
enjoy life
life and I
can't do that anymore.

out of
of the accusations in the IR, occurring at the
OSU football
football game.
game. Specifically,
Specifically,
home opener OSU
during the
quarter, aa male
male band
band member
member
during
the 3rd quarter,
went to the restroom in the stadium. While there
a group of
of younger men asked
asked him sarcastically
pledge for
for the band".
band". (These
(These
if it was "tough to pledge
were apparently inebriated Ohio State students.
students.
Hereplied,
replied, that
that the
the tryout
tryout process
process was
was "pretty
) He
tough". They
asking him
"had
tough".
They then
then began asking
him if he "had
[his] sister for the band
band directors
directors to get
to bone [his]
ha[ve] to rape to
in", "how many girls [did you] ha[ve]
get in".
in". He
He reports
reports this
this hurt,
hurt, and
and his
his only
only reply
They proceeded
proceeded to ask
was, "It's not like that."
that." They
him his
his "sex
"sex name"
name" and
and if the
the band
band had
had
him
"practiced halftime naked for the directors".
We
that this
We are advised
advised that
this is
is not
not an
an isolated
isolated
incident.

recent days
days (September
(September 6,
2014) a band
band
In recent
6, 2014)
member
reported
specific
harassment,
growing
member reported specific harassment, growing
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XL ADDITIONAL
ACTIONS
XI.
ADDITIONAL UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY RESPONSIVE
RESPONSIVE ACTIONS
The University
President and
and Board Chair
The
University President
Chair
assured the
the public
public that
that Board
Board of Trustees
Trustees was
assured
fully behind
the decision
fully
behind the
decision to fire
fire Jonathan
Jonathan
Waters. There
Waters.
There was
was no
no opportunity
opportunity for
for Board
Board
action
without
violating
open
meeting
action without violating open meeting laws.
laws.
Was the
the firing
confirmed in
in June?
June? It cannot be
Was
firing confirmed
ratified without
without open
open meeting
meeting action.
action. How
How can
ratified
the Chair preordain
no public
public discussion
the
preordain no
discussion at the
August Trustees meeting?
Ohio Revised
Code 121.22
121.22 (H) contains the
Revised Code
following provision:
following
rule, or formal
formal action
action of any
A resolution,
resolution, rule,
kind
in an open
kind is invalid
invalid unless
unless adopted
adopted in
meeting
meeting of the public body. A resolution,
resolution,
rule, or formal
adopted in an open
formal action
action adopted
meeting that results from
from deliberations in
a meeting not open to the public is invalid
unless
the deliberations
were for
unless the
deliberations were
for a purpose
purpose
specifically authorized
authorized in
in division
division (0)
(G) or (J)
of
of this section and conducted at an executive
session held in compliance with this section.
A resolution,
rule, or formal action adopted
resolution, rule,
in an open
if the
the public
public
open meeting
meeting is invalid
invalid if
body
rule, or
body that
that adopted
adopted the
the resolution,
resolution, rule,
formal
action violated
violated division
division (F)
(F) of this
this
formal action
section.
For
ofdiscouraging
discouraging
For perhaps
perhaps the
the purpose
purpose of
opposition
and securing
securing the
the decision
the
opposition and
decision of the
president
of the
the University
University to fire
fire Jonathan
Jonathan
president of
Waters
Waters and
and attack the Marching
Marching Band
Band culture,
the Chair
Chair of
of the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees appears
appears to
have
of press
press releases
releases all
all
have sent
sent out
out aa series
series of
suggesting
that the
the Board
of Trustees
Trustees has
has
suggesting that
Board of
confirmed
the firing
firing of Mr. Waters.
Waters. Either the
confirmed the
claims
are entirely
or the
the Board
claims are
entirely inaccurate
inaccurate or
Board of
Trustees has violated
violated Ohio's open meeting
meeting law.
(See Attachment #17, Press Releases)
One half
of the Board
Board
half hour before the outset of
of Trustees
on August
Trustees meeting
meeting on
August 29,
29, 2014,
2014, aa,,
representative
Alumni Club,
representative of TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Club, Inc
was advised by the communications
communications director for
the
ofTrustees
Trustees that
that the
theorganization
organization
the Board
Board of

would be given five minutes to comment on the
Marching
Marching Band/Waters
Band/Waters situation
situation at
at the
the end
end of a
brief one hour public trustees
trustees meeting.
meeting. In fact,
fact,
the Trustees had met all day August 27,2014
27, 2014 in
executive
the following
following
executive session
session and
and twice
twice on the
days,
committees also
days, with
with each
each of
of the Board's committees
as long
long as
as 90
90minute
minute executive
executive
going
into as
going into
sessions,
mere eight
eight minute
minute
sessions, in
in one
one case after a mere
committee
meeting.
At
the
end
of
the
five
committee meeting. At the end of the five
minute
remarks, the
the Trustees
Trustees meeting
meeting was
was
minute remarks,
adjourned by its Chair with no response and no
adjourned
action. Nonetheless,
Nonetheless, before
before the
the FBDBITL
TBDBITL
action.
representatives had left the meeting location, the
Chair had authorized a press release stating that
the Trustees would not
not reconsider
reconsider the decision
decision
to fire Mr. Waters.
complete the
chain of
As
an example,
example, to complete
As an
the chain
events
demonstrate that
events and
and demonstrate
that the
the focus
focus of the
University administration
administration has
been possibly
possibly
University
has been
upon its
its own
own defense,
defense, the
theUniversity
University
upon
administration pUblicity
attacked the
the
administration
publicity team
team attacked
2014 Squad
Squad Leaders'
Leaders' report,
report, just
August 24,
August
24, 2014
hours
hours later,
later, perhaps
perhaps without
without reading
reading the
the
submission.
In this
submission. In
this response
response the
the University
University
effectively patted
students on
the head,
head,
effectively
patted the
the students
on the
the
dismissing the
concerns of the
dismissing
the efforts
efforts and
and concerns
STUDENTS who
recently had
had
STUDENTS
who served
served or
or recently
departed the OSUMB with the following:
to learn
learn about
about the
the positive
positive
grateful to
We are grateful
some former
former band
band members
members
experiences of some
experiences
during their
Ohio State...
State ... No one
one
during
their years
years at
at Ohio
report's overall
overall conclusions
conclusions
has disputed the report's
about the nine specific cultural practices that
together represented
represented an
an environment
environment
together
conducive to sexual harassment.
Claiming that
the Squad
Squad Leader
Leader report
report
Claiming
that the
simply confirmed certain (isolated)
(isolated) events in the
of
past, the
the University
University pursued
pursued the
course of
past,
the course
claiming that
defective culture
culture exists
exists on the
the
claiming
that a defective
basis
basis of
of certain
certain events
events that
that occurred
occurred sometime
sometime
in
in the
the past
past and
and rarely
rarely in
in the
thepresent.
present. The
The
unwillingness to
confront and
and honestly
honestly discuss
discuss
unwillingness
to confront
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issues was
was devastating
devastating to
to the
the Squad
Squad Leaders'
Leaders'
the issues
group, which reports
reports that they
they expected courtesy
group,
and honest
none of
of which
and
honest dialogue,
dialogue, none
which has
has
occurred since
since the
the July
July 24,
24, 2014
2014 release
release of the
occurred
IR.
IR.
Similarly, the
the attorney
for Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters
Similarly,
attorney for
subsequentlyasked
asked for
for aa legally
subsequently
legally authorized
authorized
"name clearing" hearing,
in Title IX
hearing, recognized in
case law,
law, in
to the
the
case
in aa letter
letter addressed
addressed to
University's lawyers.
lawyers. In response
response to the request
the OSU PR machine was again cranked up with
the media spokesperson immediately replying in
the lawyers to whom it was addressed.
place of
o/the
The press release still contained
The
contained reliance
reliance upon
upon
cultural
the alleged
problems as
as aa basis
the
alleged
problems
basis for
for
dismissal, now adding
adding that
that alleged
alleged "dishonestly"
"dishonestly"
dismissal,
issue, was
was also
by Waters,
Waters, a completely
completely bogus
bogus issue,
the basis for dismissal.
dismissal. (It should also be noted
that the University declined to even identify
identifY the
basis for
in the
basis
for Waters'
Waters' dismissal
dismissal in
the letter
letter
terminating his
his position.)
terminating
position.) The administration's
administration's
PR and
and political-type
political-type comments,
comments, avoiding
avoiding an
an
honest and open dialogue, were as follows:
follows:

We
revisiting this
We will
will not
not be revisiting
this decision.
decision. It
It is
closed,
time to
to move
move on...
on... The
The
closed, and
and itit is time
culture
these and
and other
other issues
issues
culture created
created by
by these
detailed in the university investigative report
necessitated
leadership of the
necessitated aa change
change in
in leadership
....
We are
are encouraged
encouraged by
Marching Band
Band.
... We
Marching
and appreciate
and
appreciate hearing
hearing about
about positive
positive
experiences;
report's basic
basic
experiences; however,
however,the
the report's
conclusions
specific complaints
complaints
conclusions about
about the specific
and the culture
...
culture are
are not
not refuted
refuted by
by anyone
anyone...
An administration effort to rehabilitate the IR
ofpractices
practices "not
"not refuted"
refuted" followed,
followed,
with
list of
with a list
still including
including "singing"
"singing" and
and "changing
"changing
still
clothes".
Clearly no one
one had
had read
read or
or honestly
honestly
clothes". Clearly
and
to the
and directly
directly responded
responded to
the prior
prior comments
comments
from the TBDBITL
Alumni Club
Club or the Squad
from
TBDBITL Alumni
Squad
Leaders.
Leaders. The "political" attack upon Waters and
band culture persisted
persisted in a knowingly
knowingly false and
misleading
The honest
honest and
and open
open
misleadingfashion.
fashion. The
dialogue
concerning important
issues
dialogue concerning
important Title
Title IX
IX issues
that has been requested has oddly been avoided
avoided
by the University Administration.
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COMMENTSFROM
FROMTHE
THEALUMNI
ALUMNI AND
AND PUBLIC
XII. COMMENTS

Indexed and included as Attachment #7 are a
few of
of the collected public comments and letters
provided by
by alumni,
alumni, University
University friends,
friends,
provided
professors,
University
employees,
a
band
professors, University employees, a band
arranger
and others.
arranger and
others. They
They include
include letters
letters
unacknowledged by Dr.
unacknowledged
Dr. Drake and the Trustees,
requests
meetings never allowed and factual
requests for meetings
details
from
actual witnesses
witnesses to
to events.
events.
details from actual
Supporters
of Jonathan
Supporters of
Jonathan Waters
Waters continue
continue to
to
collect
collect such
such communications
communications atat their
their
website:
independent
www.westandwithjonwaters.com.
www.westandwithi onwaters.com.
These comments
comments are
upsetting, sad
and
These
are upsetting,
sad and
infuriating.
They are
are gathered
gathered here
here in an effort
infuriating. They
effort
to define
define the
the public
public climate
climate in
in which
which this
this
to
unnecessary University
University administration
administration public
public
unnecessary
relations scandal
emerged. These
relations
scandal has
has emerged.
These 80 letters
and comments
comments are
indexed and
and listed
listed
and
are indexed
alphabetically in Attachment #7.
Even a casual
casual review
review of
of this
this evidence,
evidence,
Even
personal
testimonials
and comments
comments
personal
testimonials
and
demonstrates more
demonstrates
more about
about the
the band culture than
of analysis conducted in support of
of the
any level of
Glaros Report.
Report. Mr.
Mr. Glaros
Glaros was
was advised,
advised,
Warns
through these
other messages
messages from
from band
band
through
these and other
alumni, that
answer for
for his
alumni,
that they
they have
have had
had to
to answer
outrageous product.

Emily Balzer speaks to her proud experience
trying out
out for
for the
the Marching
Marching Band.
Greg
of trying
Band. Greg
Belle's comments
comments address
address President
President Drake
Drake
Belle's
concerning the
accomplishments of Jon Waters
concerning
the accomplishments
but received
received aa form
form letter
letter back
back in
in response
response
but
directing
him to
to aa website.
directing him
website. Darryll
Darryll Bauchert
Bauchert
wrote the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees recounting
recounting his
his
wrote
experience in the Band, his negative interaction
interaction
experience
with the
the OSU
OSU Alumni
Alumni Association
Association and
and his
his
with
comment, as
comment,
as a Certified Mediator
Mediator in the State of
Florida,
the reinstatement
Florida, supporting
supporting the
reinstatement of
of
He provided
provided the same letter to
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. He
President Drake.
Richard
Berry told
told President
Drake of the
Richard Berry
President Drake
personal development
development of his
his son as
as a member of
the Marching
Marching Band,
Band, how his
his classmates
classmates were
were
the

like "brothers" and how Jonathan Waters was an
outstanding friend
friend and teacher.
teacher. In his account is
included the
long history
history of
of Marching
Marching Band
Band
included
the long
directors and their progeny who directed bands
directors
all across the United States.
States. He
He copied
copied his letter
to
to Chris
Chris Glaros
Glaros and
and totoGovernor
Governor Kasich.
Kasich.
former Attorney
Bradley Betts wrote directly to former
General Betty Montgomery stating his personal
General
story of how
how he
he matured
matured as
as aa human
human being
being
story
through the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band and
and eloquently
eloquently
through
expressed the
disrespect and
suffered by
expressed
the disrespect
and pain suffered
7,000 former
members and their families
families who
7,000
former members
had been
been "denigrated"
"denigrated" by
by the
the IR,
IR, including
including
had
judges,
attorneys, doctors,
doctors, congressmen,
congressmen,
judges, attorneys,
of all successful and
business owners and "most of
respected
citizensof
of our
our communities."
respected citizens
communities." He
He
reported that,
Janine
reported
that, "This
"This is
is the
the true
true culture."
culture." Janine
dot aa single
single Script
Script
Bock, the
first woman
woman to
Bock,
the first
to dot
Ohio at
at Ohio
Ohio Stadium,
Stadium, recounted
recounted her
her
Ohio
experience,
expressing
the
fact
that
she
was
not
experience, expressing the fact
of the positive culture
a victim but a beneficiary of
including goals
"being the best
of the Band,
Band, including
goals of
of "being
you can
can be"
be" and
and "going
"going for
for excellence....
excellence .... to
you
support your
your friends."
friends."
Pete Boriin,
Boriin, vice
vice
support
Pete
President of the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club,
Club, set
set
President
forth his
his· concerns
concerns including
including aa detailed
detailed list
forth
list of
positive programs instituted by Jonathan Waters
as Director
Director of
of the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band including
including
as
involvement with
the Blind
Blind
involvement
withthe
the School
School for
for the
Marching Band,
Band, the
the Gladden
Gladden Community
Community
Marching
House, and the "March to Pay Forward" project
House,
all
all instituted
instituted by Waters.
Waters. He
Headdressed
addressed the
the
Board of
of Trustees in similar fashion,
fashion,. also noting
of OSUMB
OSUMB members,
members, band
band
that thousands
thousands of
that
alumni and
and their families
families had
had been
been slandered
slandered
alumni
through the
report in
in aa"malicious
"malicious attack",
attack",
through
the report
indicating that
he was
was suspending
suspending all
all
indicating
that he
participation and
donations in
his long-term
long-term
participation
and donations
in his
extensive
fundraising activities
activities until
until the
the truth
extensive fundraising
truth
was embraced.
Rachel Brennan, who met her husband while
of the Marching Band,
they were both members of
recounted how
Marching Band, the
recounted
how but for the Marching
9/11
would have
have been
9/11 tragedy
tragedy would
been worse
worse for
for her
her
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family. Comments
Comments to the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees by
family.
David Brumback
Brrnnback challenge
challenge the
the President
President and
and
David
of Trustees to embrace
embrace the truth and
the Board of
self~induced
lead the
the University
University through
through the
the self-induced
lead
CriSiS. There
There isis no
noproof
proofthat
that letters
letters were
were
crisis.
Trustees or
read by
by them.
them.
received
by the
the Trustees
or read
received by
Rumors
run rampant
rampant that
that the
the letters
Rumors run
letters had not
not
been
to the
been directed
directed to
the individual
individual Trustees
Trustees by
by
To date,
date, such
such writers
writers have
have
University staff.
University
staff. To
generally received
four sentence
sentence form
form
generally
received similar
similar four
response from
office of the
the
letters in
letters
in response
from the
the office
Trustees.
Continuing letters
throughout the
group
Continuing
letters throughout
the group
include
the
noteworthy
letter
from
"Joobs"
include the noteworthy letter from "Joobs"
13) in
in which
which she
she disclaims
disclaims any
any offense
offense
(Item 13)
(Item
and any
any statuses
statuses of
and
of victim,
victim, as
as to
to all
all five
five (5)
(5) of
the women identified by nickname in the Glaros
Report, in Item
Item 14.
14. Two
Two attorneys,
attorneys, Lawrence
Lawrence
Report,
Cohen and Jeffrey Cox add their analysis to the
in Items
Items 18
18 and
and
specific defects
Report in
specific
defects in
in the
the Report
Karen Crockett,
Crockett, aa long-term
long-term member
member of
of the
19. Karen
band
the work to improve
band staff,
staff, outlines
outlines the
improve band
band
culture undertaken by Jonathan Waters, in Items
20 and 21. Thomas Fine, a university professor,
scholarly fashion
fashion of
of his
his experience
experience
writes in aa scholarly
writes
of the IR in Items 23 and 24.
and the status of
current self-described
self-described "53
member
A current
"53 year old" member
of the band,
band, Kristine
Kristine Frey Tikson
Tikson comments to
of
the President
President and
the Board
Board of
ofTrustees
Trustees
the
and the
band, her
her
concerning the
concerning
the culture
cultureof
of the
the band,
female member,
member, and
and her
her
observations asas aa female
observations
personal pain
investigation. Dan
Dan
personal
pain over
over the
the investigation.
Kiracofe, a university
university professor,
professor, points
Kiracofe,
points out the
Report that Jonathan
Jonathan
admission in
admission
in the Glaros Report
Waters had
had undertaken
undertaken aggressive
aggressive action
Waters
action to
address any difficulties
difficulties in
in band conduct "headaddress
on"
of a lack
lack of
of due
due process
process
on" and
and complains
complains of
afforded Jon
afforded
Jon Waters.
Waters.Of
Ofparticular
particular interest is
of Jenna
Jenna McCoy
McCoy (Item
(Item 41),
41), who
who
the report
report of
the
determine that
surveyed Big
surveyed
Big 10
10 Bands
Bands to
to determine
their brass
brass and
andpercussion
percussion sections
sections
their
experience
nearly the identical percentage of
experience nearly
female members
does the
the all-brass-andall-brass-andfemale
members as
as does
percussion Ohio
University Marching
percussion
Ohio State University
Band.
Band. Jennifer
Jennifer Mitchell,
Mitchell, another
another multimultigeneration
graduate of
of Ohio
Ohio State
State who
who took
took a
generation graduate

lead role in assisting the Committee in preparing
this report,
report, identifies
identifies specific
specific issues
issues suggesting
suggesting
that the current
of the
the Marching
Marching Band,
Band,
current culture
culture of
one of
of honor,
honor, praise
praise and
and giving
giving coupled
coupled with
with
one
outstanding performance,
product of the
outstanding
performance, isis the
the product
efforts of
of Jonathan Waters.
Dr. Brice
Brice Musser,
Musser, who
was present
present at the
the
Dr.
who was
Lakeside,
Ohio concert in front of
of 2,000 people
Lakeside, Ohio
July 26,
26, 2014,
2014, expressed
expressed the
the common
common view
on July
that the
the "sudden
"sudden firing
firing has
has shaken
shaken my
my
that
the
confidence
the judgment
of the
confidence in in the
judgment of
State University."
University."
Administration
of The Ohio State
Administration of
Victoria Nolte, Item 48, echoes those sentiments
about disappointment in the University, as does
three degrees
degrees and
Allison Pallard,
Allison
Pallard, holder
holder of three
and a
Band who
who notes
notes that
that
five
year member
five year
member of the Band
is today had it not
her life would "not be what it is
been
been for
for the
theacceptance,
acceptance, support,
support, positive
positive
experiences, laughter
friendships" she
she
experiences,
laughter and
and friendships"
of the OSUMB. None
gained while a member of
None of
these individuals
individuals were
were "harassed,
"harassed, forced,
forced, or
or
these
degraded"
in the
the band
band at
at any
any time.
time. None
degraded" in
None were
were
ofthe
the Band
Band "culture"
"culture" has
has
victims.
victims. No
No victim
victim of
been
been identified.
identified. Overwhelming
Overwhelming evidence
evidence of
positive culture
the Marching
Marching Band
Band
the positive
culture of the
has been identified.

Some
teaching
Some current faculty members and teaching
associates have spoken out,
out, including
including Jonathan
Jonathan
associates
an
Picking who
states unequivocally
unequivocally that
Picking
who states
that as
as an
educator himself,
Wadsworth does
does not
not
educator
himself, "Dr.
"Dr. Wadsworth
speak for
IanPolster,
Polster, aalegendary
legendary Ohio
Ohio
speak
for me."
me." Ian
music educator,
educator, commented
commented that
music
that there
there was
was no
relationship between
activities occurring
occurring at
at
relationship
between activities
may have
have provoked
provoked the
the
other schools
schools which
which may
other
of tradition in
response and those matters of
harsh response
the OSUMB.
OSUMB. Tyler
Tyler Provo,
Provo, who
who led the group of
Squad Leaders releasing their report, which was
apparently ignored
ignored by
by the
theAdministration,
Administration,
apparently
addressed all
issues head-on
head-on including
including
addressed
all issues
nicknames, "the
midnight ramp",
and their
their
nicknames,
"the midnight
ramp", and
similarity
to
events
occurring
throughout
the
similarity to events occurring throughout the
University.
#7,
University. His
His comments
comments in
in Attachment
Attachment #7,
Item 54 are singular in their importance.
of Charles
Charles David
David Spohn
Spohn to
Item
71, a letter
Item 71,
letter of
recalls a time when his
the Columbus Dispatch, recalls
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father, Charles
Spohn, was
Director of the
father,
Charles L.
L. Spohn,
was Director
Marching Band,
history and
and
Marching
Band, relaying
relaying the
the history
association with
the organization
organization since
since
association
with the
member of
childhood even
childhood
even though
though he
he was
was not a member
the
the Band.
Band. He
Heportrays
portraysJonathan
Jonathan Waters'
Waters'
commitment
to improving
commitment to
improving the
the organization
organization
publicly and
behind the
scenes and
and seeks
seeks
publicly
and behind
the scenes
the
dismissal.
reconsideration of
of
significantly, James
James Swearingen,
Swearingen, a
Most significantly,
current member
member of the
the OSUMB
OSUMB arranging
arranging
current
we
(among other
other arrangers
arrangers with
whom we
with whom
staff (among
have spoken)
spoken) expresses
expresses particular
particular outrage,
outrage,
have
having
with the
having worked
worked first-hand
first-hand with
the Marching
Marching
Band since 1974 and having seen the leadership
of Droste, Woods,
Woods, and Waters. He considers all
of
be outstanding
outstanding educators
educators and
and great
great
three to be
three
"one of the
the
leaders who
leaders
who built
builtthe
the band
band in
in to
to "one
premier programs in the Country." (Item 72)
The list
list includes
includes aa multitude
multitude of
of female
female
The
the Band
Band including
including
former members
members of
former
of the
Kimberly Putman-Nocera,
Putman-Nocera, Robyn
Robyn Ramseyer,
Ramseyer,
Kimberly
Sherri Rapp,
Rapp, Christina
Christina Regule,
Regule, Brianne
Brianne Reiss,
Reiss,
Sherri
Michelle Reuss-Jackson,
Reuss-Jackson, Allison
Allison Schaffer,
Schaffer,
Michelle
Jeanette Town,
None
Jeanette
Town, and
and Leigh
Leigh VanHandel.
VanHandel. None
to do
do
were a victim.
victim. None
None were
were "pressured
"pressured to
were
anything." All
embrace the opportunity
opportunity and
and
anything."
All embrace
character development
character
development which
which occurred
occurred in
in the
Marching Band. Jocelyn Smallwood, disparaged
by her
her nickname
nickname of "Donk"
"Donk" in
in the
the Glaros
by
Report, sets
record straight
straight as
she has
has
Report,
sets the
the record
as she
consistently through
press conferences
conferences and
and
consistently
through press
in her eloquent writing.
appearances and
media appearances
and in
of female alumni speak out in the Ohio
A group of
indicated in Item
State Marching
State
Marching Band
Band blog
blog as
as indicated
78.
Others identify
identify Jonathan
Jonathan Waters'
Waters' specific
specific
Others
of kindness and support, for example, Donn
acts of
Item 79. He writes to the
the Columbus
Columbus
Young, in Item
Young,
Dispatch concerning
concerning Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and the
OSUMB
saluting
his
dying
wife,
an
Ohio
State
OSUMB saluting his dying wife,
State
terminal cancer,
cancer, by
graduate suffering
graduate
suffering from
from terminal
letting her
at band
band practice,
practice, and
and
letting
her "Dot
"Dot the
the I" at
Carmen Ohio
Ohio to her.
her. A
encircling her
encircling
her to sing Carmen
dying wish
wish fulfilled
fulfilled as
she was
was awarded
awarded
dying
as she
honorary membership
membership in the OSUMB. The band

and the
the family
family were
tears. It
was an
an
and
were in
in tears.
It was
unparalleled
act of kindness.
unparalleled act
kindness. Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters later
later
of musicians,
musicians, unannounced,
unannounced, to play
group of
led a group
funeral. The family will never forget this
at her funeral.
and compassionate,
compassionate, wonderful
wonderful
"caring and
"caring
University, asas aa
representative"
the University,
representative" ofofthe
demonstration of "Band Culture".
80, come
come from
from
The final
final comments,
comments, Item
Item 80,
The
He isisparticularly
particularly
2009 graduate
graduate Brian
2009
Brian Gill.
Gill. He
proud of
of the support he received during his five
years
to his
in the
the OSUMB
OSUMB with
with respect
respect to
his
years in
personal life, as he puts it:
"I feel
feel so
so strongly
strongly about
about the
the marching
marching
"I
need
band and
and Jon Waters that 1
band
I feel the need
my comfort
comfort zone
...1 am
am a
to step out of my
zone...I
son, a brother,
brother, aa friend,
friend, aa musician,
musician, a
son,
colleague, aa Buckeye,
colleague,
Buckeye, and
and I'm
I'm gay.
gay. It is
am ashamed
ashamed of. It is part of me,
nothing I am
am,"
not who I am."

He says it all, concerning the true culture and
acceptance he experienced in the OSUMB:
" .... The band
band is
is aa melting
melting pot
pot of
of religion,
religion,
"....The
political views,
views, cultural
cultural beliefs
beliefs and
and
political
The
band
personal
experiences.
personal
experiences.
The band
represents one of the most diverse student
groups on
campus in
in this
this aspect....It
aspect ....1t
groups
on campus
would be
to say
say that
that II didn't
didn't hear
hear
would
be aa lie to
things that
that might
might have
have made
made me
me
things
never once,
once,
uncomfortable atat times.
uncomfortable
times. II never
however, felt
an outcast,
outcast, harassed,
harassed,
however,
felt like an
disrespected, unsafe or unwelcome during
.. ,,"
my tenure
tenure in
in TBDBITL
TBDBITL...."
Mr. Gill
Gill puts
puts the
the "songbook"
"songbook" issue
issue in
in
Mr.
perspective, again
to express
express
perspective,
again causing
causing us
us to
was
disappointment that
rare document
document was
disappointment
that this
this rare
of the IR:
made the centerpiece of
" ... .1want
want to
tofocus
focus on
on isisthe
the"Unofficial
"Unofficial
"...I
m
of
the band.
band. Did
Did this
this
'Song Book
`Song
Book'"
of the
booklet exist?
issued to
to all
all
booklet
exist? Yes.
Yes. Was
Was itit issued
band members?
members? Absolutely
Absolutely not.
saw
band
not. 1I saw
this
maybe once
once or
or twice
twice in
in my
my
this booklet
booklet maybe
organization, rarely even
five years in the organization,
getting aa chance
chance to
to look
look through
through its
its
getting
If the
the staff
staff did
did find
find one,
one, they
they
contents ..... If
contents.....
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confiscated itit immediately
immediately.....
I'm stating
confiscated
..... I'm
that this
this is
is aa thing
thing of the past.
past. We did
did not
that
sing these
sing
these songs
songs on
on the
the bus,
bus, mainly
mainly
because
most
members
have
never
because most members have never even
seen these
these lyrics
lyrics or songs.
songs. In
In fact,
fact, the bus
seen
II was
was usually
usually on
on would
would sing
sing much
much
different songs, usually more consistent to
Broadway show tunes or Disney songs."
songs."
Finally:
Finally:
"I
want to
to state that
"I want
that the
the acceptance
acceptance and
inclusion of the LGBT
is not
inclusion
LGBT community
community is
something that
that the OSU
something
OSU Marching
Marching Band
with; it is an issue that society in
struggles with;
general
struggles
with.While
Whilewe
we as
as a
general struggles with.
society have
society
have been
been moving
moving forward,
forward, the
the
OSU
Band has
OSU Marching
Marching Band
has always
always been
been
strides ahead
ahead in
in this
strides
this matter....
matter •... II have
have

never missed
an opportunity
opportunity to march
march
never
missed an
with the
with
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni because
because II
loved every
every moment
moment II had with my band
band
loved
family."
family."

Brian
Gill demonstrates
demonstrates not
his own
own
Brian Gill
not only
only his
character,
character and
culture of the
character, but
but the
the character
and culture
0 SUMB
OSUMB.
occurred in
The
administration, as
The administration,
as has
has occurred
in the
largely
past,
may. dismiss
dismiss such
such comments
comments as largely
past, may
much
coming
coming from
from band
band alumni,
alumni, but
but there
there is much
if aa true
true assessment
assessment of
more
Moreover, if
more here.
here. Moreover,
band culture is to be achieved,
achieved, the focus should
be upon members who were in that band as they
relay their positive lifetime benefits and the true
The Ohio
Ohio State
StateUniversity
University
"culture" of
"culture"
of The
Marching Band.

XIII. CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS AND
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters should
should be
be immediately
immediately
reinstated
as the
the Director
Director of The Ohio State
State
reinstated as
University
MarchingBand
Bandinin the
the face
face of a
University Marching
fully
fully discredited
discredited "investigation
"investigation report"
report" upon
which his dismissal
originally said to be
dismissal was originally
based,
He was
was given
given no
no opportunity
opportunity to
to
based. He
respond,
respond, contrary
contrary to elementary due process
process
rights and Title
Title IX
IX guidelines.
guidelines. Since
Since the time
of his
his dismissal
dismissal the
the University
University has
has fallen
fallen
back
for his
back on
on alternate
alternate justifications
justifications for
his
termination,
next claiming
claiming that
that the
the basis for
termination, next
dismissal
was "lying"
dismissal was
"lying" to investigators
investigators (not
(not
compelling given the investigation technique,
confusion
and obscure
confusion and
obscure details
details utilized
utilized and
and
examined)
and for
for berating
berating a student
student (not
(not
examined) and
compelling
for aa host
host of
ofobvious
obvious reasons,
reasons,
compelling for
including
including the repeated disciplinary
disciplinary problems
problems
involving
the student leader who staged
involving the
staged and
induced
the tirade
tirade in
in order
order to
to obtain
obtain aa
induced the
recording).
We conclude
conclude that
that Jonathan
Jonathan
recording). We
Waters was sacrificed in order to demonstrate
compliance
with Title
Title IX
compliance
with
IX policy,
policy,
notwithstanding
the inaccuracies
and false
notwithstanding the
inaccuracies and
false
conclusions in the "Investigation Report".

2.
2. The control of
of the OSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band has
of Music
Music since
since 1929.
1929.
been with
with the School
School of
been
Athletic Department
Department has
Since that time, the Athletic
funded the
band, but
but the
the academic
academic control
control
funded
the band,
directors and
staff, listing
listing in
(appointing of directors
(appointing
and staff,
School of
of Music
Music
the OSU
OSU catalogue
catalogue as
the
as a School
of student
student grades)
grades) has
has
course,
and issuing
course, and
issuing of
under the
Even with
with
been under
the School
School of
of Music.
Music. Even
Jonathan
as Director
Director
Jonathan Waters'
Waters' appointment
appointment as
University President E. Gordon
Gordon
approved by University
be
Gee, he and
and the
the band
band have
have continued
continued to be
Gee,
the School
School of
of Music.
Music. Given
Given the
"housed" in the
apparent
and inherent
apparent and
inherent bias,
bias, jealousy
jealousy and
and
in
the
School
of
Music
and
conflicts
conflicts in the School of Music and
Marching Band
Band relationship,
relationship, the academic
academic
Marching
the band
band should
should be
bereassigned.
reassigned.
control of the
control
School of
ofMusic
Music control
control threatens
threatens
Return to School
the success,
success, "world class"
class" reputation,
reputation, history
history
and traditions of
the Marching Band.
ofthe
3. The
The University's
University's Investigation
Investigation Report,
Report, the
the
outrageous, false and
Glaros Report, with its outrageous,
defamatory
Marching Band
Band
defamatory assessment
assessment of Marching
culture, should
should be
be immediately
immediately repudiated
repudiated
State University,
Univers,ity,
and disclaimed by The Ohio State

XIII. CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS AND
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
XIII.
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as defective,
as
defective, wrongful
wrongful and
and inaccurate.
inaccurate. The
Report has
has done
done more
more harm,
harm, falsely,
falsely, to
to the
Report
reputation of
of The
The Ohio State University and
reputation
to the honor,
to
honor, reputation
reputation and
and personal
personal wellwellalumni, than perhaps
being of its students and alumni,
any event
any
event in
in University
University history.
history. Reliance
Reliance
upon such
such a report,
upon
report, in order
order to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
Title IX compliance,
abuses the
the purpose
Title
compliance, abuses
purpose of
Title IX
Title
IX and
and allows
allows potential
potential for
for unfair
unfair
criticism of a more than 40 year old effective
criticism
discrimination.
tool to prevent sexual discrimination.
4. The
The process
4.
process of
of healing
healing from
from these
these
devastating events and public humiliation can
only begin
only
begin upon
upon an
an acknowledgement
acknowledgement and
and
reckoning with the Marching Band members,
and
and the
the alumni
alumni and
andfamilies,
families, including
including
issuance of an apology and widely publicized
retraction.

6. We
6.
open and
We recommend
recommend and
and insist
insist on
on an
an open
honest
with the administration
administration and
honest dialogue
dialogue with
Now, the
Trustees to
to resolve
resolve these
these issues.
issues. Now,
Trustees
obvious implication,
resulting from
from the
obvious
implication, resulting
the
September
2014 "resolution"
"resolution" press
press
September 11,
11, 2014
of
release
the US
US Department
Department of
release from
from the
Education,
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and the
Education, isis that Jonathan
OSUMB
reputation were sacrificed
sacrificed to prove
OSUMB reputation
its
goal of
of Title
Title IX
IX compliance
compliance by
its goal
by a
University under investigation, resulting from
a preordained
preordained result
result achieved
achieved through
through a
defective
"investigation report".
The
defective "investigation
report". The
administration has
has simply
simply counter-attacked
counter-attacked
administration
when criticized. No resolution occurs without
fair reckoning
reckoning on
repair of
a fair
on all
all issues.
issues. No repair
The
Ohio State
State University
University occurs
the
The Ohio
occurs in
in the
current
climate without
without the
the willingness
willingness to
current climate
embrace the truth.

5. Damage
Damage has
has been done to
5.
to personal,
personal, Alumni
Alumni
Association and
Association
and University
University relationships.
relationships.
What
What is
is reparable
reparable is
is subject
subject to
to debate.
debate.
However,
what is
is beyond
beyond debate
debate is
is the fact
However, what
fact
that the refusal
refusal of
of the
the administration
administration of the
University,
and its various
University, and
various components,
components, to
honestly and openly confront and discuss the
controversy
has created
created its
its own
own fallout.
fallout. It is
controversy has
apparent
that the
apparent that
the administration
administration has
has been
been
advised
to ignore and reaffirm
advised to
reaffirm its ill-advised
ill-advised
decision
and Report
Report in
in the
the belief
decision and
belief that the
the
protests
protests will
will eventually lose momentum
momentum and
fade
away. It
fade away.
It isis our
our view
view that
that with
with the
the
current approach,
approach, the presidency
presidency of
of Michael
Michael
Drake
Drake will
will be
be damaged
damaged indefinitely,
indefinitely, the
the
ability
ability of
of the
the University
University family
family to
to confront
confront
other issues will be impaired,
impaired, fundraising
fundraising of
course
course will
will be
be badly
badly damaged,
damaged, and,
and, most
most
importantly,
the
human
emotional
cost
importantly, the human emotional cost to
alumni,
If this
alumni, staff and students will persist. If
University administration
administration is willing to accept
those costs, in exchange
exchange for never
never having
having to
admit its errors
on
any
level,
there
are
errors
any level,
are those
those
who will indeed
indeed accept that result and
and move
move
on, leaving
of the University
University as an
an
leaving their love of
institution
That
institution behind.
behind.
That result
result is
is
unacceptable.

XIII. CONCLUSIONS
X111.
CONCLUSIONS AND
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5.
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6.
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2014

7.
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8.
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10.
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11.
11.
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of 1973 events

12.
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TBDBITL Diversity Initiative Application/Description

13.
13.

Montgomery Task Force, University Letter of Appointment

14.
14.

Montgomery Questionnaire

15.
15.

Transcript of
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WTVN, August
August 27, 2014
of Goldblum
Goldblum interview
interview-

16.
16.
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of Arts and Sciences control, August 5, 2014
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bject:
bJect:
Importance:
importance:

FW: Confirmation
for meeting
meeting with
withPresident
President Drake
Confirmation for
High

------- Forwarded
.Forwarded message --------CompstoD, Michelle <compston.2@osu.edu>
From: Compston,
Date: Tue, Jul29,
Jul 29, 2014 at 8:46 PM
Subject: RE: Confirmation
Confinnation for meeting with President Drake
To: "Brian J. Golden
Golden"ll <goldenbrianj@gmail.com>
<goldenbrianja,gmail,corn>
Hi Brian,
Hi

The
sothat
that the three
The president has
has set aside time to meet
meet with
witn you and Archie
Archie so
three of
of you, as leaders,
leaders} can
discuss
concerns He
discuss concerns
He appreciates
appreciatesyou
you coming
coming in
in tomorrow for this meeting.

Thank you!

Michelle

From: Brian].
Brian J. Golden
Golden [mailto:goldenbrianj@gmail.com]
[mailtomoldenbrianyagmaii.com]
7:19 PM
Sent: Tuesday,
TuesdaYI July 29, 2014
2014.7:19
PM

To: Compston,
Compston~ Michelle
Subject: Re!
Re: Confirmation for meeting with President Drake

Hi Michelle,

Per our
our conversation yesterday, I thought
thought I was able to bring up to 3
Thank you for
for the
the note.
note. Per
indivduals with me.
me. These
These individuals
individuals would include:

1
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Shelley Graf
Graf -- alumni Drum
Drum Major, Dr. Paul Droste - Director Emeritus, and
and Gary
Gary Leppla
Leppla -Shelley
alumni,
band
parent.
alumni, band

Per my voicemail this afternoon, I did not know their vehicle make/model, etc. but they were still
Per
coming.

If!I understand
Wlderstand correctly, now they are not invited?
If

On Tue, Jul
Ju129,
Dn
29, 2014 at 7:02 PM, Compston, Michelle <compston.2@osu.edu>wrote:
<compston.2@osu,edu> wrote:
Hi Brian,
Hi

This isisto
This
toconfirm
confirmthe
the meeting
meetingscheduled
scheduled for
for tomorrow
tomorrow (7/30)
(7/30) with
with President
President Drake.
Drake. Participants in the
will include:
You, President
Drake, and Archie
Archie Griffin.
Griffin. The meeting
meeting will
will be held
held in
in Dr.
Dr. Drake's
meeting will
include: You,
President Drake,
for parking
parking for
for you
you in
in the
the front
frontof
ofBricker
BrickerHall.
Hall.
office, 205 Bricker
Bricker Hall.
Hall. We
We have
have arranged
arranged for
Thank you,
Michelle

Michelle Compston

Director,
Director, Scheduling and Special Projects
Oflice of the President
Office
The Ohio State University
UniVersity

190 N.
190
N. Oval Mall
Columbus,OH
Columbus, OH 43210
Phone:
Phone: 614-292-2424
Compston.2@osu,eciu
Compston.2@osu.edu

Brian ].J. Golden
On Behalf Of Brian
From:
[mailto:goldenbriani@gmail.com] On
aoldenbrianiPgmailcom [mailto:goldenbrianjPgmail.com]
From: goldenbrlanj@gmail.com

Sent:
PM
July 2.8,20143:49
28, 2014 3:49 PM
Monday, July
Sent: Monday,
To:
Michelle
Compston, Michelle
To: Compston,
Subject:
Re:Confirmation
Confirmation for meeting with
with President Drake
Drake
Subject: Re:
2
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Thank you
you Michelle. 1I will
will let
let you
you know
know the
the names
names of
of the others as soon as I can
can arrange.
Thank

so that I am prepared, do you know who will be joining Dr. Drake?
Just so

again,
Thanks again,

Brian

Ju128,
On Mon, Jul
28, 2014 at 3:16 PM, Compston, Michelle <corripston.2@osu.edu>wrote:
<compston.2@osu.edu> wrote:
Dear Brian,

confIrm your
your meeting
meeting scheduled
scheduled with
withPresident
PresidentDrake
Drakefor
forWednesday,
Wednesday,July
July30,
30,10:00
10:00This will confirm
—
Please do
do let
let me know the names of
of the
10:30 am, in Dr.
Dr. Drake's office, 205
205 Bricker Hall. Please
car information and we will arrange for parking
others who will accompany you,
you, along with their ear
of Bricker Hall.
in the front of

Thank you!
you!

iV1iche!le
Michelle

33
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Attachment 22
Attachment

http:Utit!eix.osu.e~L!b>ldebar-resourtes-/bsu-polic[es!retaliation.htr'n!
a - resourcesiosu- paliciesiretaliatbn.litrn1
http://titleix.osu.eduisideb

Retaliation
university will
willnot
fonn against any faculty, staff, student, or volunteer who files an allegation, serves as
The university
not tolerate retaliation in any form
of discrimination or harassment. University policy and state and federal
a witness, assists an alleger, or participates in an investigation of
law prohibit retaliation against an individual for reporting discrimination, sexual violence or harassment, or for participating in an
an
investigation. Retaliation is a serious violation that can subject the offender to sanctions independent of the merits of the allegation.
ofor
or questions about retaliation should be directed to the Office of Human Resources, Student Conduct, or the Title IX
Allegations of
Coordinator.
Coordinator,

1J.
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r 'd
'dAfternoon,
Afternoon,
aeen contacted
contacted by club
club leaders
leaders regarding
regarding an e-mail recently
recently circulated by an
State Band
Band
oeen
an alumnus opposing last month's change in Ohio State
leadership.
leadership.
Obviously, there are differing opinions regarding
regarding the university's decision, and all
as
Obviously,
all of us
us at the
the Alumni Association respect individual opinions as
of personal perspective. However,
However, some in the Buckeye community are
their
matter of
aa matter
are concerned
concerned when
when club leaders' personal views influence their
actions as
as volunteer leaders. Based on the calls we are
are receiving, some club leaders
leaders have objected to this unsolicited information;
infonmation; others
others have
have
actions
us at the
the Alumni Association. Club leaders
leaders have
have agreed
agreed., to
to use
use alumni contact
contact
forwarded it to their full club membership.
membership. Both are concerning to us
forwarded
of club members.
members.'
information only
only for approved club activities. Using mail lists
lists for broader, more personal
information
personal reasons compromises the privacy of
and university leaders as a result of the Office of
of University
University
The Alumni Association fully supports the decision made by President Drake and
The
Compliance and Integrity's investigative report on the marching band culture.
culture. The
resetting the culture of
of the band while
Compliance
The surest path forward
forward in resetting
continuing its tradition'
values-based decisions
continuing
tradition of excellence is through
through pursuing clear, values-based
decisions that
that support
support our students. The university's focus and
actions have been and will continue to
in aa
actions
to be about students and the imperative to ensure
ensure that
that every single person on campus is able to learn in
safe and positive
positive environment.
safe
While all
all are
are entitled to their personal opinions and we value diversify
diversity of views,
views, it is
While
is inappropriate for
for club leaders to use member lists for nondub related activities and information. If you have questions about
about this matter or any other activity, please contact us.
club
of the Alumni Association.
As always, please know we are grateful for your service on
on behalf
behalf of
Kimberly Lowe
Kimberly

The Ohio State University
Kimberly Lowe Director, Alumni Clubs
Kimberly
ASSOciation, Inc.
Inc. Outreach
Outreach and
and Engagement
Engagement
State University Alumni
Alumni Association,
The Ohio State
Olentangy River
River Road
Road Columbus,
Columbus, OH
OH 43210
Longaberger Alumni House
House I12200
Longaberger
2200 Oientangy
800-862-5827 Office
614-688A220 Fax
614-292-2371 Office!
614-292-2371
Office 1800-862-5827
OfficeI614-688-4220
lowe.133@osu.edu osu.edu
osu.edu
lowe.133Posiledu

11
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Investigation Report
Report
Investigation

Gary Leppla
Leppla
From: Gary
Sent: Wednesday,
Wednesday, August
August 20,
20, 2014
201411:43
11:43AM
AM
Sent:
To: Schimmer,
Schimmer, Alexandra
Alexandra
To:
Subject: Re: Investigation Report
Report
Subject:
Thank you for your reply.
am aa lawyer
lawyer who needs
needs to
to work
work through
through the
the lawyers
lawyers for
for the
the Administration
Administration as
as opposed
opposedto
totheir
theirAlumni
Alumni Association.
Association. We
II am
Investigation Report.
not go
asking to talk to
asking
to an investigator and a lawyer
lawyer who
who wrote
wrote the Investigation
Report. That
That sort
sort of
of request
request ought not
the
OSUAA.
through
through the OSUAA.
Gary J Leppla
Gary.]
Aug 20,
AM, "Schimmer,
On Aug
20, 2014,
2014, at 11:37 AM,
"Schimmer, Alexandra"
Alexandra" <schimmer.l@osu.edu>
<schimmer.1@osu.edu> wrote:

Mr. Leppla,
You can
to our
ourPublic
Public Records
Records Office.
Office. The
The contact
contactisis Lauren
Lauren Lubow
Lubow (247(247·
You
can direct
direct public
public records
records requests
requests to
lubow.7@osu.edu),
2260 or
or lubow.7Posu.edu),
can
ofof
course
The Office
Officeof
ofLegal
LegalAffairs
Affairs
can
coursebebethe
thecontact
contacton
onlegal
legalmatters,
matters,such
suchas
asthe
the contract/licensing
contract/licensing
issues you've worked
worked on
on with
with Mike
Mike Mitchell.
Mitchell. All
Allother
othercommunications
communicationsabout
about the
the Band
Band or
or requests
requests for
those you
you state
statebelow,
below,should
shouldgo
gothrough
throughAndy
Andy Curd,
Gurd, the
theChief
Chief Operating
Operating Officer
Officer of
information, such as those
Alumni Association,
communlcation channel
channelset
setup
upby
byBrian
BrianGoldin,
Goldin, Dr.
Dr. Drake,
the Alumni
Association, consistent
consistent with
with the communication
Archie Griffin
and Archie
Griffininintheir
theirmeeting
meeting earlier
earlier this
this month.
month.

Best
Best regards,
Alexandra

From:
Leppla [mailto:gjleppla@leplaw.com]
[mailto:gjleppla@leplaw.com]
From: Gary Leppla

Sent:
12:57 PM
PM
Monday, August
August 18,2014
18, 2014 12:57
Sent: Monday,
To:
To: Schimmer, Alexandra
Subject:
Subject: Investigation
Investigation Report
appointed by
Club, Inc.
Inc.
bythe
theTBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni Club,
Ms.
four appointed
Ms. Schimmer,
Schimmer, as
as you
you know
knowJIam
amone
oneof
ofaacommittee
committee of four
to investigate all matters
involving the
of a document
document by
by the
the OSU
OSU
matters involving
the issues,
issues, investigation
investigation and
and release of
Administration
University Marching Band
in July
July 2014.
Administration concerning the Ohio State University
Band and
and its director
director in
2014.
(IR) regarding
We
We have
have questions
questions regarding
regarding the "Investigation" Report (IR)
regardingthe
the marching
marching band
band "culture"
"culture" and
and
Professor
Professor Waters.
Waters.
With
Withwhom
whom should
should we
wecoordinate
coordinate public
publicdocument
document requests, if utilized?
utilized?
Should
Should we
we communicate
communicate with
withyou
youany
anypossible
possiblerequests
requests for
for interviews
interviewswith
withthe
the investigator
investigatorand
and authors
authors
of
all issues
IR?
of the
the IR
IRas
aswe
wecontinue
continue to
to address
address all
issues concerning the IR?
With
OSU approach to
to Title
Title IX
IX issues?
With whom
whom should
should we discuss,
discuss, if necessary,
necessary, the OSU
issues?
Thanks
Thanksfor
for your
yourcourtesies.
courtesies.
1

r
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1,

FW: You
You are
are invited
invited to
to the
the President's
President's Club
Club Pre-Game
Pre-Game Event,
Event, September
September 27
27
FW:

bject:
bled:

From:
From:
Sent:Wednesday,
Wednesday, August
August 20,
20, 2014
2014 8:57
8:57 AM
AM
Sent:
To: President's
President's Club
Club
To:

Of course, You
YOLl mention football tickets,
Of
is a little more going on here.
here. Thank you.
There is

l1

wrote:
On Aug 20, 2014, at 8:24 AM, "President's Club"
Club <presidentsclub@osu.edu>
<presidentsclub@osu.edu>wrote:
Dear Mr. _ _ _--'

Thank you for your comments regarding the Marching Band issue.
issue,

longer receive
As you requested, you will no Longer
receiveinformation
information from
from the
the President's
President's Club.
Please
[j affect your
Please be aware that this
this wi
will
your opportunity to purchase football
football tickets
beginning in 20
J5.
2015.

ShOldd
Should you
you have
have additional
additional comments
comments or collcerns,
concerns, please do let us know.
know,

Cordially,
Cordially,

Kendra McElroy

Manager,
Manager, Donor Recognition
Recognition

From:
From:
1

...
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Sent: Tuesday,
3:54 PM
Tuesday, August
Augllst 19,
19, 2014
20143:54
To: President's Club

Given the refusal
refusal of the President to acknowledge that his decision making
regarding Jon Waters was the result of
of a false and misleading investigation
despite all evidence pointing now to that unequivocal conclusion, please remove
me from any further notices from the President's Club.
Further, the release of information to the public concerning alleged "culture"
"culture!! and
practices which even he must acknowledge were at least 80% in the past, has
humiliated over 4000 living alumni of the Band, their families
families and friends
friends and
supporters. President Drake has done irreparable harm to Ohio State University
yet he still hides behind a defective false document, refuses to discuss, and seems
unable to do the right thing.

As an act of honor and truthfulness, he needs to face the truth, repudiate the
report, and attempt to undo the harm done, fir&i
first by restoring
restoring Jon Waters to his
Director position
position as
as the
the No.1
No. I ambassador of good
good will
will for
for OSu.
OSU. We are not
going away.

On Aug 19,2014,
19, 2014, at 3:42 PM;
PM, "The Ohio State University President's Club"
<presidentsclub@osu,edu> wrote:

OSU.EDU

Search
Search 00

22
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You
Yon are invited
invited to
to the
the President's
President's Club Pre-Game Event
Saturday, September 27, 2014
3 :00 -~ 5:30
5 :30 p.m.
p.m,
3:00
Event Center
Drake Performance and Event
level
Main Lounge, second level
1849 Cannon Drive
We hope you
game,
We
you can join
join us
us prior to
to the
the University
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati vs.
vs. Ohio State game.

Our event will feature a buffet meal,
meal, cash
cash bar (beer only;
only; one complimentary per
legal.age adult),
legal-age
adult), an
an early
early appearance
appearance by
by the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State cheerleaders and Brutus
Buckeye, photo opportunities and musical
musical entertainment.
and
Cost is $30 for adults and $12 for
for children ages 3-12 (no charge for ages 2 and
under).

RSVP to the Customer Service Center at 614-292-2281
614-292-2281 or 800-762-5646 by
nOOll on
September 19. Refunds are available for cancellations received by noon
September 22.

you!
We look forward to seeing you!
DrIve
Woody Hayes Drive

Ohio
Stadium . : > i ..
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Drake Performance and Event Cent
Main Lounge, secon,d
second level
1849 Cannon Drive

_

1480 West Lane A-Venue. Columbus, 011::'4222
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presidentSclub(rvosu,edu [imtsiiientscitthosu.cdu
Manage subscription II Privacy policy
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Concerns about
about Investigation
Investigation report
report
Concerns
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Lewis
38
OSUMB
Drake's destruction
destruction of
ofOSUMB
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Drake's
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Treatment
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.
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report
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Balzer -- Candidate
Candidate for Membership in the OSUMB
Emily Balzer
OSUMB
knows, it's
it's been
been a very
very difficult
difficult week for
for the
the OSU band program.
program. I have yet to
As everyone knows,
heat of events,
events, and
and I believe
believe II have finally
finally found
found the words I've
make a personal statement in the heat
for. Tonight I experienced what
what it was
was like
like to
to truly be involved in the ohio state
been searching for.
marching band's
band's program.
program. As
As we
we feU
fell in
in for
for Sloopy,
Sloopy, around 100 alumni
alumni were there
there cheering,
all of the
the sweaty,
sweaty, worn-out
worn-out participants at tonight's session.
session. Yes,
Yes, we
singing, and clapping with all
out, but if you think that had
had any influence
influence on how hard we push to perform Hang On
were worn out,
Sloopy,
Sloopy, you
you are
are terribly
terribly mistaken.
mistaken. You
You see,
see, when
when you
you are
are aa part
part of something as
as strong as the
Ohio State Marching band,
band, no
no matter how
how bad
bad you feel,
feel, how scared,
scared, sick, exhausted you may be,
you drive through it.
it. You focus
focus on striving towards
towards aa perfect
perfect arc
arc on Sloopy with parallel legs and
places. And tonight,
tonight, as
as we finished,
finished, and I screamed "Yeah!"
"Yeah!" with my
crescendos in the correct places.
just worked,
worked, I didn't feel
feel my shoulders
shoulders throbbing or my
horn out proud showing off how hard we just
arm aching.
there, staring straight forward
forward at all of the alumni going crazy for the song
aching. I stood there,
they love to hear. I stood there,
there, a part of something more powerful than I will ever be able to
fathom. I stood there, a proud candidate trying out for The Best Danm
Damn Band In The Land.
The pride and excitement continued through 3 ramps and POPSICLES (THANK YOU TBS!!)
along with
with a good
good "O-H,
"0-H, I-0
I-aOHIO!"
OHIO!" with
with the
the alumni
alumni assisting us, of
of course.

was all over,
over, when I was walking back to my section, a familiar
And just when I thought it was
anns. I stopped
melody rang through the air triggering a goosebumps sensation down my arms.
everything and turned to see those 100 people, arm in arm, swaying to Carmen Ohio. The 5
people around me wrapped their arms around me and swayed with me. I don't know their history,
I don't know where they're from,
from, but we are all a part of music and The Ohio State University. At
that very moment I realized what it means to be a member of an organization as powerful as The
Ohio State University Marching Band.
I would like to thank all of the alumni, especially Stephanie Renae and those of
E and R rows
ofE
cookies t And I want to thank all ofthe
who brought us candy and cookies!
of the fantastic Vets, Rookies, and
Squad Leaders fOf
for being the most amazing group of people I have ever met. You are my heroes.
heroes,
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So, to President
President Drake and all
an those appalled at what appeared in the report, this is who we are.
So,
This is why we do what we do. We are regular people holding regular jobs all over the country. We
are parents.
parents. We are outstanding members of
of our community. Most of all, we are TBDBITL, and we
PROUD to be.
are PROUD
enjoy your stay.
Welcome to Ohio State. Hope you enjoy
Sorry for the long post. WS!
WBl

.:.;."

'
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President Drake,
Drake,

First,
OSUMB has
Ohio
First, let
let me
me say
say no
no director
director in
in the
the history of the OSUMB
hashad
hadaa more
more positive
positive impact on the Ohio
is aa
University and
any marching band, as-a-rule, is
State University
and it's marching band than Jon Waters. Second, any
political correctness.
tight-knit group
group with
with traditions
traditions and
and beliefs
beliefs that
that transcend political
correctness. The
The idea
idea that
that one man
is absurd. What
What is
is disturbing is
is so-called
can change these is
so-called scholars
scholars can't
can't see this fact. The
The next director
of changing
changing it over night.
night. Will
Will you
will have
will not be capable of
will
have the
the same challenges and will
you fire
fire him/her
him/her
... and the next?
too? ...and

II am
of the
the previous
previous few
few weeks.
weeks. II am also surprised at
at your
your lack
lack of
am taken
taken aback
aback when
when II read
read the
the accounts of
investigation when
thorough investigation
when it comes
comes to
to an employee of this magnitude!?

II realize
difficult pOSition
makesbacking
backing down
downdifficult
difficult for
foryou.
you. You
You
realize you
you have
have placed yourself in a difficult
position that
that makes
are not
for defending that
not weak
weak for
for doing
doing what
what is
is right.
right. You
You are only
only weak for
that which
which is
is unjust!
unjust! Being
Being wrong

is not a bad thing...
thing ... Many before you
you have
have made
made mistakes....
mistakes ....The
The good
good news
newsisisyou
you can
can still
still fix
fix this
is
mistake!
mistake! (There
(There will
willcome
comeaatime
time when
when you
you are
are stuck
stuck with
with this
this mistake
mistake and it will
will haunt
haunt you
you for
for the
the rest
Too many of these
kinds of mistakes and your tenure
tenure will
will be short-lived.) It is
of your tenure.
tenure. Too
these kinds
is not easy to
be a leader, and this is
is the time for you to fight the good fight!
fight!

Please
the job as director
director of the Best
Best damn band
Please do
do the
the right
right thing
thing and
and reinstate
reinstate the
the best candidate for the
in the
the Land!
in
Land!

Thank you,
Greg Belle
864-787-3977
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Mr. Belle,
Belle,
Mr,

At The
The Ohio
Ohio State University,
University, We
responsibility of
of
Thank you
you for
for sharing
sharing your
your concerns,
concerns, At
we take
take the responsibility
well-being of
other members
members of
ofthe
the university
university community,
community,
ensuring the safety and well-being
of our
our students,
students, and other
very seriously.
seriously. The marching
marching band
band is
Is part
part of
of an
an academic
academic unit,
unit, and
and Its
its leadership
leadership and
and students
students must
the standards
standards we
we expect.
expect.
adhere to the

After receiving
receiving aa series
series of
of complaints,
complaints, including
includingspecifically
specificallyone
oneabout
aboutthe
theenvironment
environment of
of the
the marching

We remain
remain in
in
band, the university thoroughly
thoroughly reviewed
reviewed and
and assessed
assessed the
the situation before taking action,
action. We
full support
building aa culture
all members of our community
full
support of the
the band and in building
culture and
and environment
environment where all
can thrive.
thrive. Furthermore,
Furthermore, we
we are
are committed
committed to
to maintaining
maintaining what
what makes
makes the band
band great—its
great-its passion,
passion,
music and innovation.

For more
For
more information,
information,please
pleasevisit
visithttp://www.osu.edu/bandculture.
http://www.osu.edu/bandculture.

Thank you
Thank
you for
for taking
takingthe
the time
time to
to write.

Sincerely,
Michael V.
V. Drake, MD
President

From:
From: Greg
Greg Belle
Belle[mailto:gcbelle@charter.net)
[rnailto:gcbelle@charter.netj
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014
201411:28
AM
11:28 AM
To:
Michael V.
V. Drake
To: President
President Michael
Subject:
Subject: Jon
Jon Waters
Waters

--":'":"
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Rauchert to the Ohio State Board of Trustees
Darryll R. Bauchert
August 2, 2014
Jeffrey Wadsworth, Chair
Board of Trustees
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Attention: Secretary for the Board of Trustees
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210
RE: Firing of OSUMB Director Jon Waters.
Dear Mr. Wadsworth:
begin by acknowledging
acknowledging that
are receiving
receiving a huge
huge amount
amount of
Please allow
Please
allow me
me to begin
that you
you are
mail due
due to
this most
most unfortunate
Given that,
will attempt
attempt to
be as brief as
mail
to this
unfortunate situation.
situation. Given
that, I will
to be
possible, but still
compete and
possible,
still try to
to get my points across,
across, hopefully promoting
promoting a compete
and full
full reM
reevaluation of the situation,
situation, which
which should
should lead to a totally different end result.
first attended
attended The Ohio State University
University during the Fall
Fall Quarter
Quarter of
of 1969,
1969, immediately
immediately
I first
following
my graduation
graduation from
from Brookhaven
Brookhaven High
High School
Schoolinin Columbus.
Columbus. All
All of my
following my
my family
family
were lifelong
Columbus
residents,
most
born
and
raised
there.
I
entered
that
quarter
as
lifelong Columbus residents, most born and raised there. I entered
This is
music education
education major,
a music
major,following
followingmy
mytotal
totalambition
ambitionatatthat
thatpoint
pointininmy
mylife.
life. This
important because,
discouraged by the School of Music,
important
because, as
as aa music
music major
major then,
then, I was discouraged
from trying-out
trying-out for the Marching
Marching Band;
avoid
from
Band; music is your only priority and you should avoid
such distractions, I was told.
number of reasons,
reasons, money
money and
and indecision
indecision being
decided I could
could not
For a number
being primary,
primary, I decided
was in full force
continue to
Please remember,
remember, the Vietnam
Vietnam Conflict
Conflict was
continue
to attend
attend Ohio
Ohio State.
State. Please
during that
Following my completion
completion of that quarter
quarter and to
to assist
assist my
my financial
financial
during
that time.
time. Following
military. II considered
considered
ability to
to attend
attend OSU
OSU later
later under
under the
the GI
GI Bill,
Bill, I decided
decided to
to join
join the
the military.
two branches -—Air
AirForce
Forceand
andMarine
MarineCorps.
Corps. The Marine Corps was "on my list" for two
very respectable
basic reasons,
reasons, 1.
1. My dad
dad had
had served
served in
in the USMC and 2. They had a very
the United
United
Marine Music
short, I enlisted
enlisted for a four-year
four-year term in the
Marine
Music program.
program. Long story short,
Marine Corps.
Thankfully, II did
did not
not get
get sent
sent to
to Vietnam, but
but did, eventually,
eventually, endStates Marine
Corps. Thankfully,
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Music
Music Program,
Program, attaining
attaining the rank
rank of
of E-5
E-5 Sergeant
Sergeant (granted
(granted
up in the
meritoriously during my fourth
fourth year) before my Honorable Discharge from active duty on
December
11, 1973.
1973. I then
December 11,
then returned
returned to Ohio
Ohio State
State to
to continue
continue my
my studies
studies in
in music
music
education.
In General
General Administration
Administration Winter
Winter Quarter
Quarter 1976,
1976,
graduated from
from Ohio State with a BA
BA In
I graduated
same class
class as
Along the way
way II had
had made
made aa decision
decision that I was
was
in the same
as Archie
Archie Griffin.
Griffin. Along
better suited
career in Human
Human Resources
Resources than
But something
something else
else had
had
better
suited for
for a career
than music.
music. But
happened along
somewhat like my service in the United
United States
States Marine
Marine
happened
along the
the way which,
which, somewhat
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Corps, had
major, life-changing
life-changing effect
the first
Corps,
had a major,
effect on
on me
me -—I I tried
tried out
out and
and made,
made, on
on the
Band in
Land, The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
attempt, the
attempt,
the Best
Best Damn
Damn Band
in the Land,
aside, I believe
believe I was the first person
person who
somewhat of an
As somewhat
an aside,
who ever tried out and made
Band on
on what
This is
is an
an instrument
instrument usually reserved for
The Band
what we
we call
call "Effer",
"Effer", Eb
Eb cornet.
cornet. This
senior trumpet
trumpet players
players who
who had
had somewhat
somewhatof
ofaa "gift"
"gift" playing
playingininthe
the upper
upper range.
range. I had
is this significant in this situation?
that from
from my Marine
Marine Band
Band experience.
experience. Why is
and, perhaps,
perhaps, more
more mature
mature from
from my
my military
military
came to
to TBDBITL
TBDBITL generally
generally older
older and,
I came
Did I still
still participate
participate in, what
experience
than the
the normal
normal "rookie"
"rookie" coming
comingtotothe
the band.
band. Did
experience than
was participating
participating in
some have
have termed,
termed, "sophomoric
"sophomoricbehavior".
behavior", Yes
Yes IIdid.
did. It was
was fun.
fun. ItIt was
harmless pranks,
pranks, song
song singing,
singing, behavior
behavior that
that was
was fun
fun but DID
DID NOT pose any threats or
bodily or
Here II was
was aa 23
23 year
year old,
old, Marine
Marine Veteran,
Veteran, married
married
bodily
or mental
mental harm
harm to
to anyone.
anyone. Here
and performing
performing music at an
an extremely
extremely
with one
one child,
child, being
have a great
great time
time and
with
being able
able to
to have
high level,
on par with
with what we did in
in the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, perhaps
perhaps even higher in some
level, on
ways. Were
Were some
some of
of those
those things
things probably
probably unacceptable
unacceptable by today's
today's standards
standards of
ways.
always being
Probably so.
Through itit all
all we
we performed
performed together,
together,
always
being "politically
"politically correct"?
correct"? Probably
so. Through
played
together and
and carried
carried on
on traditions
traditions together,
together, but
but all
all and
and always
played together
always in the
the highest
highest
regard for
Much
regard
for our
our beloved
belovedThe
TheOhio
OhioState
StateUniversity.
University. ItItwas
washonor.
honor. It was
was our
our pride,
pride. Much
and carry
carry with
with me today as aa proud
proud veteran
veteran of
of the
the United
United States
States
like what I learned
learned and
like
Land and
and a graduate
graduate of THE Ohio
Ohio State
State
Marine Corps,
Marine
Corps, The
The Best
Best Damn
Damn Band
Band in
in the
the Land
University.
In my
my opinion,
opinion, aa decision
decision was made
brings me to
This brings
to the
the disgusting
disgusting situation
situation at
at hand.
hand. In
someone who
really understand
understand Ohio
weeks on
on the
by someone
who does
does not really
Ohio State,
State, had
had only three
three weeks
job, was hired by a Board who,
who, also in my
my opinion, did not fully vet the candidate based
on what we
have now
now seen.
seen. He
we have
He made
made aa decision
decision based
based on a report
report which,
which, at best,
best, is
flawed
at
its most
most basic
basic levels
levels and
and contains
contains unfounded
unfounded and
and misguided
misguided information,
information,
flawed
its
least one
one of
of my
my marching
marching band
band
perhaps to
perhaps
to serve
serve one's
one's own
own purpose.
purpose. There
There is
is at least
colleagues
who has
has done a much
much better job of analyzing
analyzing the report from a technical and
colleagues who
Based on
on what
what that
that person
person and
and others have said concerning the
legal standpoint
standpoint than
than I.I. Based
report, I totally believe
believe their analysis and conclusions;
conclusions; it all makes perfect sense to me.
report,
At best, the report is not good science.
I can tell you, based on my specific area of expertise in Human Resources Management
(I hold an MBA from the University of Toledo
Toledo in this area and a Lifetime Accreditation as
Senior Professional
Professional In Human
Human Resources)
Resources) the method
method and
and consideration
consideration Dr.
Dr. Drake
Drake
a Senior
gave to this decision was
was totally inconsistent with
with appropriate management practices.

that, but I
I promised I would
would try to be
be brief and
and I know I am
am not doing a very good job of that,
complete this
believe has
cannot complete
this without
without interjecting
interjecting one
one other
other opinion
opinion I have,
have, which
which I believe
merit for consideration.
consideration. This
This opinion
opinion deals
deals with
with the
the current
current Athletic
Athletic Director,
Director, Gene
Gene
merit
up, especially
especially on
on social
social
Smith. II know
know Archie
Archie gets
gets mad
mad at
at me
me every
every time
time II bring
bring this
this up,
Smith.
media,
state what
what I truly
truly believe.
believe. In
media, but I must state
In my
my opinion,
opinion, this
this situation
situation can
can be
be shown
shown
mirror, in many aspects,
aspects, the same situation
situation which occurred
occurred in the Coach Jim Tressel
to mirror,
situation, Coach
Coach Tressel
Tressel was, in my
my judgment,
judgment, made
made aa scapegoat
scapegoat for Mr.
Mr. Smith's
Smith's lack
lack
situation,
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of
behavior,like
like this
this situation,
of supervision
supervision and
and appropriate
appropriate management
management behavior,
situation, the
the
unwarranted termination
Please consider
consider who
who directly
directly supervises
supervIses the
unwarranted
termination of
of Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. Please
Office of Compliance -—AD
ADSmith.
Smith. But
But he
he "skates"
"skates" (sorry
(sorry for
for the
the Marine term,
term, yet totaJly
totally
appropriate
appropriate here),
here), while
while others
others have
have their
their careers
careers and
and family
family lives
lives destroyed.
destroyed. Then we
Ohio, making
making this "game
"game changing" decision
get a guy from outside of Ohio,
decision very early in his
tenure. IImight
might also
also point
point out
out here
here that
that II have
have heard
heard on
on more than one occasion that Mr.
tenure.
is not a fan
fan of
of the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band and
and that
that he
he even
even made
made the
the statement,
statement, "We
"We
Smith is
Smith
need to
get more
more skin
skin on
on the
the field".
field". Sexism?
Sexism? From
From the
the Athletic
Athletic Director
Director of the
the
need
to get
saythere's
there'smuch
muchinvestigation
investigationstill
still to
tobe
bedone_
done.
prestigious The Ohio State University? I Isay
Waters, who was actually
actually trying to
to do
do something
something about
about the
the questionable
questionable
Not with Jon Waters,
1", which
things, but others.
Please see
see the
the attached
attached document,
document, marked as "EXHIBIT 1",
things,
others. Please
which I
believe
written by
by Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters in
in an attempt
to show
attempt to
show how he WAS
WAS trying
trying to
to change
change
believe written
things,
and was
was "mysteriously"
"mysteriously" deleted
deleted from
fromthe
the report.
report. Obviously not just a convenient
things, and
omission!
Before I end,
Before
end, I must
must make
make something
something perfectly
perfectlyclear:
clear: Jon
Jon Waters
Waters isis my
my friend.
friend. My wife
and I had the pleasure
pleasure of
of spending
spending significant
significant time
with Jon
Jon and his wife, Molly,
Molly, while
and
time with
traveling with
traveling
with the
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club
Club in
in England
England several
severalyears
yearsago.
ago. He is one of the
decent, family-oriented,
most decent,
family-oriented, innovative
innovative and
and professional
professional people
people II have
have ever
ever met.
met. It is
important that
know II say
say these
these things
things working
working closely
closely with
with judges,
judges, attorneys,
attorneys,
important
that you
you know
mental
and other
mental health
health professionals,
professionals, fellow
fellow mediators,
mediators, financial
financial professionals
professionals and
other
knew Jon
Jon was
was "all
"all Ohio
Ohio State"
State" years
years before
before he
he
professionals on
professionals
onaa DAILY
DAILY basis,
basis, I knew
became Director,
served as
as Assistant
Assistant Director
Director under
Jon Woods
Woods and
and
became
Director, while
while he
he served
under Dr.
Dr. Jon
basically wrote
directed the
marching portions
portions of the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Reunions.
Reunions. I knew
basically
wrote and
and directed
the marching
then
we
could
not
stand
to
ever
lose
Jon Waters
Not only
only was he
he
then we could not stand to ever lose Jon
Waters from
from Ohio
Ohio State.
State. Not
totally committed
he WAS,
WAS, and
and still
still is, Ohio
Ohio
totally
committedtoto us,
us, he
he knew
knew what
what he
he was
was doing
doing and
and he
We can't
can't stand
stand to
to lose
lose him
him now
now either.
either.
State. We
Director, Jon Waters has taken,
taken, not only OSUMB,
OSUMB, but music
During his brief tenure
During
tenure as Director,
and marching
band education
education to
to new,
new, unbelievable
unbelievable heights.
heights. This has, without a doubt,
marching band
But you
you already
already surely
surely know
know that.
that.
brought more
brought
more prestige
prestige and
and funding
funding to
to Ohio
Ohio State.
State. But
thing, however difficult it may be.
Accordingly, you
Accordingly,
you MUST do the right thing,
am most
most hopeful
hopeful you
I sincerely apologize
apologize for
for not
not upholding
upholding to
to my
my promise
promise of
of brevity.
brevity. II am
understand. 1
I totally support
supporl the reinstatement
reinstatement of
of Jonathan Waters as Director of
of
understand.
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, retroactively,
retroactively, with
and
The
with back
back pay and
benefits, and an official apology
apology being released by the
the president of
of Ohio
Ohio State.
State.
benefits,
Marching Band
alumni deserve this,
The Marching
Band deserves this,
this, the TBDBITL alumni
this, the alumni of Ohio
State deserve this,
this, but mostly Jon Waters and his family deserves this.
have received
received this correspondence
correspondence and
formally request confirmation
confirmation that you have
I formally
and that
that I
receive aa specific,
specific, not
canned, response
response from
appreciate, in
in advance,
advance, your
your
receive
not canned,
from you.
you. II appreciate,
attention to this matter.

Respectfully submitted,
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Darryll R. Bauchert, Sr., MBA, CFP'
CFp®,
CDFA I'M
Darryl!
5, CDFA''"
President
Certified Family, Civil Circuit, Dependency & Appellate Mediator in
in Florida

Encls.
Ends.

Axelrod, Esq.
xc: David Axelrod,
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August 2, 2014
Dr. Michael Drake
President
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH
Columbus,
OH 43210
RE: Firing of OSUMB Director Jon Waters.
Dear Dr. Drake:
Please allow me to begin by acknowledging
acknowledging that you
you are
are receiving
receiving aa huge
huge amount of mail
mail due to
Given that,
that, II will
will attempt to be as brief as possible, but still try to
this most unfortunate
unfortunate situation.
situation. Given
my points
points across,
across, hopefully
hopefully promoting
promoting a complete
complete and
and full re-evaluation
re-evaluation of the
the situation,
situation,
get my
which should lead to a totally different end result.
during the Fall Quarter of 1969, immediately following
I first attended The Ohio State University during
my graduation
from Brookhaven
BrookhavenHigh
HighSchool
SchoolininColumbus.
Columbus. All
All of my
graduation from
my family
family were
were lifelong
lifelong
Columbus residents,
entered that quarter
quarter as a music
music education
education
Columbus
residents, most
most born
born and
and raised
raised there.
there. II entered
major, following
my total
total ambition
ambition at
at that
that point
point in
in my
my life.
life. This
following my
This is
is important
important because, as a music
then, I was discouraged
discouraged by the School of Music,
Music, from trying-out for the
the Marching
Marching Band;
Band;
major then,
music is your only priority and you should avoid such distractions,
distractions, I was told.

For a number of reasons,
being primary,
primary, I decided
decided I could
could not continue to
reasons, money and indecision
indecision being
attend Ohio
Please remember,
remember, the Vietnam
Vietnam Conflict
Conflict was
during that time.
attend
Ohio State.
State. Please
was in
in full force during
Following my
assist in my financial
Following
my completion
completion of that
that quarter and
and to
to assist
financial ability to attend OSU later
under
the GI
GI Bill,
Bill, II decided
decided to
to join
join the
the military.
military. I considered
f consideredtwo
twobranches
branches —
- Air Force
Force and
and
under the
two basic
basic reasons, 1. My dad had served
Corps. The
The Marine
Marine Corps
Corps was
was "on
"on my
my list"
list" for two
Marine Corps.
USMC and
2. They had
had a very
very respectable
respectable Marine
Long story short,
short, I
in the USMC
and 2.
Marine Music
Music program.
program. Long
enlisted for
enlisted
for aa four-year
four-year term
term in
in the
the United
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps. Thankfully,
Thankfully, I did not get sent to
Vietnam, but did,
did, eventually,
eventually, end-up
Marine Corps Music
Music Program,
Program, attaining
Vietnam,
end-up in
in the Marine
attaining the
the rank
rank of
Sergeant (granted
(granted meritoriously
meritoriously during
year) before
before my
my Honorable
Honorable Discharge
Discharge
E-5 Sergeant
during my
my fourth
fourth year)
from active
then returned
returned to
to Ohio
Ohio State
State to continue
continue my studies in
from
active duty on
on December
December 11,
11, 1973.
1973. II then
music education.

Dr. Michael Drake
August 2, 2014
page 2

graduated from
State with
with a BA
BA in
in General
General Administration
Administration Winter Quarter
Quarter 1976,
1976, in
I graduated
from Ohio State
in the
Along the
the way
way IJ had
had made
made aa decision
decision that II was better suited for a
same class
class as
as Archie
Archie Griffin.
Griffin. Along
career
in Human
than music.
music. But
the way
Human Resources
Resources than
But something
something else
else had
had happened
happened along
along the
career in
which, somewhat
Corps, had a major,
major, life-changing
life-changing
which,
somewhat like
like my service
service in the United States Marine Corps,
effect on me —
triedout
outand
and made,
made, on
on my
my first
first attempt,
attempt, the
the Best
Best Damn
Damn Band
Band in
in the Land,
- I Itried
Land, The
Ohio State
As somewhat
somewhat of an
an aside, I believe I was the first person
Ohio
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. As
who ever tried
who
tried out
out and
and made
made The
The Band
Band on
on what
what we
we call
call "Effer",
"Effer", Eb
Eb cornet.
cornet. This is an instrument
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usually reserved
"gift" playing
usually
reserved for
for senior
senior trumpet
trumpet players
players who
who had
had somewhat
somewhat of
of a "gift"
playing in
in the upper
range. IIhad
had that
that from
from my
my Marine
Marine Band experience.
experience. Why
Why is
is this
this significant
significant in
in this situation?
range,
TBOBITL generally older and,
and, perhaps,
I came to TBDBITL
perhaps, more mature from
from my military experience than
the normal
normal "rookie"
Did IIstill
still participate
participate in,
in, what
what some
some have
have termed,
termed,
the
"rookie" coming
comingtotothe
the band.
band. Did
"sophomoric behavior"?
was fun.
fun. It Itwas
wasparticipating
participating ininharmless
"sophomoric
behavior"? Yes
Yes II did.
did. ItIt was
harmless pranks,
pranks, song
song
singing, behavior
bodily or mental
mental harm
harm to
to
singing,
behaviorthat
that was
was fun
fun but
but DID
DID NOT
NOT pose
pose any
any threats
threats or
or bodily
anyone. Here
Here IIwas
was aa 23
23 year
year old,
old, Marine
Marine Veteran,
Veteran, married
married with one child, being
being able to have a
anyone.
great time
and performing
performing music
great
time and
music at
at an
an extremely
extremely high
high level,
level,on
on par
par with
with what
what we
we did
did in
in the
Marine
Corps, perhaps
perhaps even
even higher
higherinin some
some ways.
ways. Were
Were some
some of
of those
those things
things probably
probably
Marine Corps,
unacceptable by
unacceptable
by today's
today's standards
standardsof
of always
alwaysbeing
being"politically
"politicallycorrect"?
correct"? Probably
Probablyso.
so, Through
all we
we performed
performed together,
together, played
played together
together and
carried on
on traditions
traditions together,
together, but
and
it all
and carried
but all and
always in
in the
the highest
highest regard
regard for
for our
our beloved
belovedThe
TheOhio
OhioState
StateUniversity.
University. ItIt was
was honor.
honor. ItIt was our
pride.
pride. Much
Much like
like what
what II learned
learned and
and carry
carry with
with me
me today
today as a proud veteran of the United States
Marine Corps, The Best Damn
Damn Band in the Land
Land and
and a graduate of THE Ohio State University.
In my
my opinion,
opinion, aa decision
decision was made
made based
based
This brings
brings me
This
me to
to the
the disgusting
disgusting situation
situation at
at hand.
hand. In
on a
a report
report which,
which, at best,
best, is
is flawed
flawed at
at its
itsmost
mostbasic
basiclevels
levels and
andcontains
contains unfounded
unfounded and
and
on
is at
at least
least one
one of
of my
my marching
marching band
band colleagues
colleagues who has done
done a
misguided information.
information. There
There is
misguided
much
job of analyzing
analyzing the
the report
report from
from aa technical
technical and
and legal
legal standpoint
standpointthan
thanLI. Based on
much better job
person and
concerning the
report, I totally believe their analysis and
what that person
and others have said
said concerning
the report,
conclusions;
all makes
makes perfect
perfect sense
sense to
to me.
me. At
At best,
best, the report is not good science,
science.
conclusions; it all

IJ can also tell
teil you,
you, based on my
my specific
specific area of
of expertise
expertise in Human
Human Resources
Resources Management (I
hold an MBA from the University of Toledo in this area and a Lifetime Accreditation as a Senior
Professional In
Human Resources)
Resources) the
your decision
decision
Professional
In Human
the method
method and
and consideration
consideration you
you gave
gave to your
was totally inconsistent with appropriate management practices.

Dr. Michael Drake
August2,2014
August
2, 2014
page 3

IJ promised I would try to be brief and I know I am not doing a very good job of that, but I cannot
complete this
believe has
has merit
merit for
for
complete
this without
without interjecting
interjectingone
oneother
other opinion
opinionI I have,
have, which
which I believe
consideration.
Athletic Director,
Director, Gene
Gene Smith.
Smith. II know
consideration, This
This opinion
opinion deals with the current Athletic
know Archie
Archie
gets mad
mad at me every
every time
time I bring
bring this up, especially
especially on
social media,
media, but
but I must state what I
gets
on social
fully
myopinion,
opinion, this
this situation
situation can
can be
be shown
shown to
to mirror,
mirror, in
in many
many aspects,
aspects, the
the same
same
fully believe.
believe. inIn my
situation which
Coach Tressel
Tressel was,
in my
my
situation
which occurred
occurredininthe
the Coach
Coach Jim
Jim Tressel
Tressel situation.
situation. Coach
was, in
judgment,
scapegoat for Mr. Smith's lack
lack of
of supervision
supervision and
and appropriate
appropriate management
management
judgment, made
made a scapegoat
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behavior,
like this
this situation,
situation, the
the unwarranted
unwarranted termination
terminationof
of Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. Please
behavior, like
Please consider
consider who
supervises the Office of Compliance -—AD
directly supervises
ADSmith.
Smith. But he "skates" (sorry for the Marine
term,
totally appropriate
appropriate here),
here), while
while others
others have
havetheir
theircareers
careersand
andfamily
familylives
livesdestroyed.
destroyed. I
term, yet totally
also point out here
here that I have heard on
than one occasion
occasion that Mr.
Mr. Smith
Smith is not a
might also
on more than
statement, "We
fan of the Marching Band and that he even made the statement,
"We need
need to get more skin on
Sexism? From
Fromthe
theAthletic
Athletic Director
Director of the prestigious
prestigious The
the field".
field". Sexism?
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University?
University? I
say there's much
investigation still
still to
to be
be done.
done. Not
much investigation
Not with Jon Waters, who was actually trying to
do something
something about
questionable things,
Please see
see the
the attached
attached document,
document,
do
about questionable
things,but
but others.
others. Please
marked as "EXHIBIT 1", which I believe was
was written
written by Mr.
Mr, Waters in an attempt to show how he
WAS trying
trying to
to change
change things,
things, but
but was
was "mysteriously"
"mysteriously"deleted
deletedfrom
from the
the report.
report. Obviously not just
a convenient omission!
Before I end,
end, I must
must make
My wife and I
Before
make something
somethingperfectly
perfectlyclear:
clear: Jon
Jon Waters
Watersisis my
my friend.
friend. My
spending significant
significant time
Molly, while
while traveling with
had the pleasure of spending
time with
with Jon
Jon and
and his wife, Molly,
the TBDBITL
Alumni Club
Club in
in England
England severa!
several years
years ago.
ago, He
He is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most decent,
decent, familyTBDBITL Alumni
oriented, innovative
innovative and
oriented,
and professional
professional people
people II have
have ever
ever met.
met. ItIt is important that you know I say
these
these things
things working
working closely
closely with
with judges,
judges, attorneys,
attorneys, mental
mental health
health professionals,
professionals, fellow
fellow
mediators, financial
mediators,
financial professionals
professionalsand
andother
otherprofessionals
professionalson
onaaDAILY
DAILYbasis.
basis. I knew Jon was
"aJJ Ohio State" years before he became Director,
Director, while
Assistant Director
Director under
under
"all
while he served as Assistant
and directed
directed the
the marching
marching portions
portions of
of the
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL
Dr. Jon
Jon Woods
Woods and
and basically
basically wrote
wrote and
Dr.
Reunions. I knew
Reunions.
knew then
then we
we could
could not
not stand
stand to
to ever
ever lose
lose Jon
Jon Waters
Waters from
from Ohio
Ohio State.
State. Not only
was
to us,
us, he
he knew
what he
he was
was doing
and he WAS,
knew what
doing and
WAS, and
and still
still is,
is, Ohio
Ohio
was he totally
totally committed
committed to
State. We
We can't
can't stand
stand to
to lose
lose him
him now either.
State.
During his
his brief tenure
tenure as Director,
Director, Jon
Jon Waters
Waters has
has taken,
taken, not only
only OSUMB,
OSUMB, but music
music and
and
During
marching
band education
educationto
to new,
new, unbelievable
unbelievableheights.
heights. This has,
marching band
has, without
without aa doubt,
doubt, brought
brought
you already
already surely
Accordingly, you
prestige and
more prestige
and funding
funding to
to Ohio
Ohio State.
State. But you
surely know
know that.
that. Accordingly,
MUST do the right thing, however difficult it may be.

I sincerely
apologizefor
for not
riot upholding
upholdingtotomy
my promise
promiseofofbrevity.
brevity. II am
sincerely apologize
am most
most hopeful
hopeful you
you
understand. I/ totally support the reinstatement
reinstatement of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters as Director
Director of
of The
The
understand.
Ohio State
Band, retroactively,
retroactively, with
with back
back pay and benefits,
State University
University Marching
Marching Band,
benefits, and an
an
official apology
apology being
the president
president of Ohio
Ohio State.
State.
Marching Band
Band
The Marching
official
being released
released by
by the
deserves
this, the
the TBDBITL
alumni deserve
deserve this,
this, the
the alumni
alumni of Ohio
this, but
Ohio State
State deserve
deserve this,
deserves this,
TBDBITL alumni
mostly Jon Waters and his family deserves this,

Dr. Michael Drake
August 2,
2014
2,2014
page 4

1 formally
formally request
request confirmation
confirmation that
that you
you have
have received
received this
this correspondence
correspondence and
and that I receive a
canned, response
appreciate, in
in advance,
advance, your
your attention
attention to this matter.
specific, not canned,
response from
from you.
you. II appreciate,
Respectfully submitted,
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Darryl! R. Bauchert, Sr., MBA, CFP°,
CFp®, CDFAIN
CDFA
Darryl!
President
President
Certified Family, Civil Circuit, Dependency & Appellate Mediator in Florida
TN

Encls,
Ends,

xc: David Axelrod, Esq.
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Richard A.
A. Berry
5294 Eisenhower Rd.
Columbus, OH 43229
August 27, 2014
President Michael
Michael Drake
The Ohio State University
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210
Dear President Drake,
This letter is written
written to
to you
you and
and others
others in
in support
support of
of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. I have
Jonathan since
since the
the early
early 1990s.
1990s. He has always impressed me as a fine and
known Jonathan
In addition,
addition, II have never met a person more full of
of the Buckeye
Christian young man.
man. In
Jon, Chris
Chris Hoch
Hoch and
and our son have been like brothers since they met in
Spirit as Jonathan.
Jonathan. Jon,
the 890s and were graduate assistants with
with the
the Marching Band together later.
Jon's career has always appeared destined
destined for
for greatness.
greatness. He became a protege
protégé. of
Dr. Russell Mikkelson and soon thereafter,
thereafter, Dr.
Dr. Jon
Jon Woods.
Woods. Watching Jonathan conduct
is truly
truly aa thing
thing of
of artistic,
artistic beauty.
is like watching
watching Mikkelson's
Mikkelson's clone.
beauty. Dr. Woods
clone. ItIt is
developed Jonathon's
Jonathon's heart for Ohio
Ohio State
State and
and the
the Marching
Marching Band.
Band. At the mentorship of
Dr. Woods, he became a skilled drill writer and an outstanding teacher and rehearse.
First, we have situations caused largely by the parents of two female students.
One young woman
woman is
is claiming
claiming sexual
sexual assault
assault at
at an
an off
off campus
campus row
rowparty.
party. Another
drunken woman followed a drunken young man into his hotel room at a tournament
basketball pep band trip not associated with the Marching Band which is a violation of
policy. Jonathon
Jonathon followed
followed the
the correct
correct course of
of action first by calling the VP of
of Athletics
policy.
who advised Jon
Jon to
to send
send them
themhome.
home. Both guilty
guilty students
students were
were sent
sent home.
home. The
University Title IX office chose to
to rescind
rescind the
the punishment
punishment "of the girl" and send her back
How did
did this
this happen?
happen? What
Whatpossible
possibleexplanation
explanationdid
didthe
theTitle
TitleLX
IX office
to the pep
pep band.
band. How
How does
does Jonathan
Jonathan have
have any
any culpability
culpability in
in either
either of
of these two off
off campus events?
use? How
How do these two
two isolated incidents translate into a sexualized culture in the Marching
in local
local news
news sources
sources are indicating a cover up of
of the Athletic
Published articles
articles in
Band? Published
Administrator's involvement.
ofth1s
Unlike California and other coastal parts of
this country, Ohio tends to be a
conservative state that believes in God,
God, fairness,
fairness, honesty)
honesty, truth,
truth, integrity and the rule of
law. You,
You, sir,
sir, have
have discredited
discredited this
this once
once proud university beyond measure, nationally
law.
properly given his due process under the law.
Mr. Waters
Waters was
was not properly
and internationally.
internationally. Mr.
He was
was not
not even given
given an
He was
was not provided
provided an
an opportunity
opportunity totodefend
defendhimself.
himself. He
opportunity to
to see
see the
the incriminating
incriminating report
report until
until after
after his
his dismissal.
dismissal. Your recent press
conference was
conference
was filled
filled with
with inaccuracies,
inaccuracies, untruths,
untruths, and
and exaggerations.
exaggerations. It is now being
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reported that it has become necessary to employ a public relations company to clean up
Your integrity is being measured
your mess and hide the
the facts.
facts. Your
measured by
by your
your actions,
actions, sir.
sir. I
still believe you are misinformed
misinforthed and unprepared.
unprepared. Today's press release reacting to the
ofarrogance.
arrogance.
leader's letter
letter smacks
smacks of
squad leader's
ofthe
I fail to understand how a person who was a large part of
the band culture in the
90s, can now possibly and fairly adjudicate Title IX today without prejudice one way or
another. Was there not more staff during the
the 2013
2013 season?
season? Were
Were there
there not
not other
other proteges
ofMikke1son,
of
Mikkelson, Blatti and Woods involved with the Band Culture during the 90s, the
Whyisis there
there no
no shared
shared culpability?
culpability?
2000s, and last year? Why
Charles Spohn, Paul Droste,
Gustav Bruder, Manley Whitcomb,
Whitcomb, Jack
Jack O.
0. Evans, Charles
Jon Woods, Jonathan Waters, Chris Hoch, David Woike, Brad McDavid, Mark Hosier,
Hosler,
Frank Tracs,
Tracs, Barry
Barry Kopez, Lisa
Lisa Galvin,
Galvin, Scott.
Scott Jones, many
Charles Bates, David Leppla, Frank
ofMarching
Marching Band
Band Alumni across the globe have been
and thousands
thousands of
fine band directors, and
painted with the same broad swatch
swatch of injustice.
injustice. We have now all been labeled sexual
deviants. I was a high school band director for 37 years and sent at least 20 students to
Am II now
now to
to assume
assume that I was wrong and that I somehow
march in the OSUMB.
OSUMB. Am
of sex and abuse?
survived and perpetuated a culture of

I must tell you honestly that I remember hard work, hours spent and stern
disciplirie more than anything during my time with the band (1966-70). Yes, I was
discipline
initiated. Yes,
initiated.
Yes, I had a nickname.
nickname. Yes,
Yes, II went
went to
to row
row parties.
parties. Yes, I initiated my new
rookies and gave
And yes, to this day, I have numerous songs
rookies
gave them
them nicknames.
nicknames. And
All of
ofthis
To this
this end,
end, Jonathan
Jonathan has been
committed to
to memory.
memory. All
this was wonderful
wonderful fun.
fun. To
working diligently with current band members to
to change these generations of rowdy
behavior and has been praised and applauded for
for his efforts in
in recent evaluations by
Professor Blatti.
She has always been
I have always had enormous respect
respect for
for Betty
Betty Montgomery.
Montgomery. She
tough but a straight shooter
shooter and
and someone
someone Ohio
Ohio could
could trust.
trust. However, there arc already
well documented reports this she has been seeking to interview only students who have
something bad or negative to
to say
say about
about Jonathan
Jonathan and
and the
the Band.
Band. Since her job description
is to dig up
up more
more "dirt,
"dirt, "" II am
am not
not surprised
surprised but disappointed
disappointed at her actions.
Please remember Dr.
Dr. Drake that your Board of Trustees has this penchant for
firing great people especially after bad and inaccurate reports
reports have been released from
from the
Athletic Director's Compliance Office,
Office. Jim
Jim Tressel
Tressel is
is aa fine
fine man and great
great coach..
coach .. Bob
Jim Foster was developing a fine
Todd was
was the
the Dean
Dean of
ofBasebaH
BaseballCoaches.
Coaches. Jim
fine women's
basketball program and,
and, Ohio
Ohio State
State had
had its
its most
most beloved
beloved President
President in
in E.
E. Gordon
Gordon Gee.
Gee. All
of these
these wonderful
wonderful people
people were
were sacrificed
sacrificed at
at the
the feet
feet of
of your
yourBoard
Board of
of Trustees.
Trustees, Jonathan
Waters's scenario is quite similar but even
even more
more unfair
unfair and
and illegal.
illegal. This arrogance and
injustice has
has now become
become even
even more
more apparent
apparent by
by the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees'
Trustees' negative
response
request.
response to
to Jonathan's recent request.
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I feel
feel badly for
for you
you in
in many
many ways.
ways. You are only a month into your presidency
and already mired
mired in the
the muck
muck of
of aa controversy
controversy that
that did
did not
not have
have to
to happen.
happen. I prefer to
think you were
were ill.:.advised.
ill-advised. It is
is no secret in the Columbus community that the School of
Music and the College of the Arts and Sciences has
has been trying to dismantle the band for
years. Out
Out of
ofenvy
envy and
and jealousy, it has become the station in life for several high ranking
years.
is the
the reason
reason E.
E. Gordon
Gordon Gee
Gee took the actions that he did in order to protect
officials. ItIt is
officials.
me is
is that
that Jonathan
Jonathan is
is aa product of
of Dr. Mikkelson and Prof.
the band. What
What amazes
amazes me
Blatti.
mentorship? Why
BlattL Where
Where was
was the
the loyalty and mentorship?
Why was itit decided to publicly
assassinate Jonathan's character as has been done? Why did they not come to his aide
did OSU
OSU send Jonathan all over the
when the report was first
first being
being researched?
researched? Why did
country to
to speak on
on behalf of
of the
the university
university months
monthsprior
prior to
to spitting
spittinghim
himout?
out? Now we
of the way in
know through published reports that it was necessary to get Jonathan out of
order to reassign the intent of the $30 million from Apple.
of great
Governor Kasich,
Kasich, this
this letter
letter isis being
being sent
sent to
to you
you as
as welL
well. You are a man of
integrity and
and moral
moral and
and ethical
ethicalvalues,
values. In my opinion, the good people of the State of
Ohio should in no
no way
way pay
pay for
for this
this folly
folly of
of misjudgment.
misjudgment. Tax payer money, tuition and
fee money,
money, privately contributed money to
to the University,
University, nor money derived from ticket
sales should not be permitted to
to pay the likes
likes of Ernst and Young nor public relations
companies,
nor attorneys,
attorneys, nor
nor Betty
BettyMontgomery's
Montgomery's expenses.
expenses. I am asking you to involve
companies, nor
yourself in this process.

I have prayed a lot about this and cried too.
too. There are so many so deeply hurt by
do not have a sense of
of how
your actions especially
especially Jon's
Jon's wife,
wife, children,
children, and
and parents.
parents. I do
this will tum
turn out but feel
feel if you would
would all sit down all together,
together, everything would be
resolved. II am
am hoping
hoping you give serious
serious consideration
resolved.
consideration to
to Jonathan's
Jonathan's reinstatement.
reinstatement. More
than likely, all of you will at some point
point appear very foolish,
foolish, the University will face
more humiliation and discredit,
discredit, and
and Jonathon
Jonathon wiH
will become a very wealthy man at the
expense of tax payers,
payers, student
student tuition
tuition dollars,
dollars, and
and athletic
athletic ticket
ticket sales.
sales. It did not have to
happen,
happen.
I stand ready to
to speak with
with you
you or
or the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees at
at your
your convenience.
convenience. I
pray that positive thinking,
thinking, integrity]
integrity, humanity]
humanity, care for one another, wisdom, and the
Kindly send acknowledgement of
of this letter at your earliest
rule of law
law will
will prevail.
prevail. Kindly
convenience.

Our honor defend,
Richard Berry
614-620-4211
BA 1966,
1966, MA 1975
Cc:

Mr. Chris Glaros
Secretary for the Board of Trustees
Mr. Archie Griffin

Governor John Kasich
Mr. David Axelrod
Professor Richard Blatti
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August 12,
12, 2014
August

Hon. Betty D. Montgomery
MacMurray Petersen & Shuster, LLP
6530 W Campus Oval STE 210
New Albany OH
OB 43054-7069
Dear Ms. Montgomery,
This is the second time that I have written to you, and I wanted to relate a personal story about a
change that occurred
occurred in
in the
the percussion
percussion section
section (J-I
(J-IRow)
Row)back
backininthe
theeady
early80's.
80's. First however, I
Over 30 years involvement with The Ohio
would like to express to you and the committee, that in over
State University Marching
Marching Band, as
as a student and now an alumnus, that the report by the
compliance office characterizing the
the Band
Band as having a "sexualized culture" is further from the
of the Band.
truth than what IS the true culture of
The true culture of the Band to me is one of family values, caring for each other, and respect of
one another;
despite taking
taking 225
225 college age
age students from
from all backgrounds, ethnicities, walks
walks of
another; despite
life, high school experiences,
life,
experiences, income
income differences, that share a common interest of musicianship
and wanting to
to be
be in
in the
the best
best marching
marching band
band in
in the
the world.
world. Then you put them all together for a
common cause, to be at their very best in representing the University as a part of
of The Ohio State
of excellence that marching bands across
University Marching Band, and performing at a level of
What the
the University
University has done
done with their irrelevant report from the
the country are
are envious.
envious. What
compliance office,
office, and
and the
the actions
actions taken
taken by
by the
the Provost and President Drake, is tantamount to
treason, dismissing more
more than 7,000 plus members, and alumnus of the Band, and denigrating us
to a level that
that is
is not
not befitting
befitting of
of respect
respect of
of what
what we
we have
have become;
become; Judges,
Judges,Attorney's,
Attorney's, Doctor's,
Doctor's,
Congressmen, Business Owners, and most of all Successful and Respected Citizens in our
Congressmen,
is the
the true culture.
communities. This
This is
communities.
Now, my personal story ..
I was
was in the Marching
Marching Band
Band in 1981-1985 under the direction of Dr. Paul Droste and Dr. Jon
Woods.
Each game day,
day, J-I
J-I Row
Row would
would report
report an
an hour
hour before
before the
the rest
rest of
of the
theband.
band. We would play
through our
our wann~up
warm-up exercises,
exercises, cadences,
cadences, and
and show
show music
music for
for the
the day.
day. From there we would go
out into
into the
the Stadium
Stadium to
to practice
practice the
the Ramp
Ramp entrance.
entrance. To the percussion, the Ramp entrance is the
single most important
important event
event of
of the
the day,
day, and
and itit had
had to
to go
go perfect
perfect every
every time.
time. We would go on the
field
field to
to check our spots,
spots, file
file back up
up in the ramp tunnel, and practice at least twice, maybe three
or four
Depending on the game and the expected crowd noise, we would also practice
four times.
times. Depending
going
going out on
on aa silent
silent count
count in
in case
case we
we were
were drowned out by crowd noise.
noise.
After We
we practiced
practiced the
the Ramp,
Ramp, we
we would
would gather all of our gear and
and head
head up into the overhang of
of
the
of us would gather for a moment of
the tunnel
tunnel right
right before
before itit opened
openedup
up totothe
the field.
field. All 29 of
and reflection.
reflection. We would pray for the safety of
both of
prayer and
6fboth
of the football teams that there
would be
be no
no injuries.
injuries. We would pray that everyone in attendance
attendance would
would be
be safe.
safe. We prayed that
Andwe
the band
band would
would have
have aa great
great performance
performance that
that day.
day. And
we would say any personal prayers for
family members
members or
or friends
friends that
that might need help
help or were recovering from an illness or other.
other.
After our prayer,
prayer, we
we would
would say aa row
row cheer before we exited the stadium back to the band room.
room.
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The last line
line of the
the row
row cheer
cheerwas
was"Let's
"Let's get
get the
the (blank)
(blank) out
outof
ofhere
herebefore
beforeititrains".
rains". I don't
know why we
we said
said it,
it, we
we just
just did.
did. It was funny.
I believe it was
was my second or third year, when someone asked
asked the
the question,
question, "Why do we say a
prayer, and immediately
immediately follow
follow itit up
up with
with aa cheer
cheer that
that has
has aa swear
swearword
wordin
init?"
it?" Nobody had an
So, we decided as aa group of
of29
answer; it was
was just
just the
the way
way that
that itit had
had always
always been
been done.
done. So,
29
students} that we would change
students,
change the
the end
end of
of the
the cheer
cheer to
to be,
be, "We're
"We're outta here", thereby
And as
as far
far as
as IJknow, that tradition still continues today.
eliminating the
the swear
swear word.
word. And

WHY IS THIS
THIS IMPORTANT?
Why, is because
because traditions,
traditions, cultures,
cultures, and
and other
other long
long shaped
shaped events
events do
donot
not change
change overnight.
overnight. In
life, sometimes you can take a big swing at changes, and sometimes
sometimes you
you have to make changes
Otten times,
times, itit takes
takes one person to ask the question, "why".
in small steps.
steps. Often
This is exactly what we have seen Jon Waters do from
from the moment he stepped into the role of
Director of The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. He started asking "Why" to those
traditions that he thought were questionable, both during his time as
as a student, and his tinle
time
Assistant Director under Dr.
Dr. Jon Woods.
of the band.
Jonathan Waters is taking the
the most positive steps that he can make for the better of
Sometimes he can take a big swing, and sometimes he probably takes several baby steps to affect
the same positive change.

and the
the committee to
to recommend the reinstatement of Jonathan Waters as Director of
I urge you and
He needs to be
be there to further strengthen the band
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. He
culture that has
has been present for 136 years which is Family Values, Caring and Respect for one
community.
another, all the while
while helping to shape each one of us into a valuable citizen in our community,
Respectfully,
Bradley N.
N. Betts
]-1 Row 1981-1985
J-I
OSU Alumni, Life Member
1405 Deeds Rd.
Granville, Ohio
740-814-6910 cell
Bbetts l@columbus.rr.com
Bbettsl@columbus.
IT. COM
Cc:

David F. Axelrod
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP
Huntington Center
41 S High St STE 2400
41
Columbus OH 43215-6150
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Janine
Janine Schmelzer
Schmelzer Bock
Bock
K-LRow
Row1981-'85
1981-'8S
K-L
'j' dotter
dotter vs
vs Iowa
Iowa Sept '84
'i'

First
First woman
woman to
to dot
dat a single
single script
script at
at a home football
football game.
game.

II am
am an
an alumni
alumni of tOSUMB
tOSUMBfrom
from1981-1985.
1981-1985.During
Duringthis
thistime
timeI Iwas
wasone
oneof
of(up
(upto)
to)four
four (4)
(4)women
women in
in the
the
Sousaphone section
section of the
the band.

My
My husband
husband and
and IIwere
werefortunate
fortunate to
to be able to serve dinner to the Sousaphone section last year and
three years
years ago.
ago. II made big
big pans of lasagna and they ate
ate It
It so fast that
that II felt like
like the
three
the Italian grandma,
food!
that they
they liked
liked my food!
proud that
The
The first
first time
time we
we served
served dinner
dinner (Jon
(JonWaters
Waterswas
was not
not the
the director
director yet)
yet) we
we learned
learned that they
they had
had given
given

Theywere
Freshman
Freshman nicknames
nicknames and
and they
they had to do 'tricks' when Squad Leaders
Leaders would
would prompt
prompt them. They
were
nickname was but he
great nicknames and
and great
great tricks!
tricks! IIreally
reallydon't
don'tremember
remember what
what the
the one
one member's nickname
Broadway. His
His song
like "Tiptoe
was aa big guy and his trick was to sing a song from Broadway.
song was like
"Tiptoe Through
Through the
the
Tulips" or
big guy singing
Plus, he
Tulips"
or something
something like
like that--!t
that--it was
was hilarious
hilarious to
to see that
that big
singing such
such a 'dainty' song! Plus,
singer! They
was a good singer!
They did
didother
other tricks
tricks which
whichIIdo
donot
notremember
remember but
but II wish
wishthat
that Il had
had gotten
gotten a
'tricl<s' when II was
nickname
nickname and
and had to do 'tricks'
was in
inthe
the band!
band! And
AndI Itold
toldthem
themthat
that at
at that
that time.
band member.
member. While
While II was very athletic and could
could easily
easily
II remember
back to my time as aa first year band
remember back
my music,
music, my
my roommate
roommate (who
(who was
was a Freshman,
Freshman, in
in the
the same
same section, and woman
as well)
well) was
memorize my
woman as

She faced many hurdles as a member
member of
of the band.
band. One
One of
of the
the perks
perks of
of playing
playing the
opposite. She
the opposite.
the
that we
we knew
knew that
thatifif we
we stuck
stuck itit out
out for
for being
being in
in the
the band
band for
for four
four (4)
(4) years, we
we would
Sousaphone was that
'i' in the
the Script
Script Ohio.
Ohio. As
Asyou
youcan
canimagine,
imagine,this
thisreally
reallydrove
droveus
usto
toput
put our
our best
best forward,
get to dot the 'I'
through thick and thin.
We went through what many students
would go through emotionally during those years. We
We spent
We
students would
our time as new members
members and
and did
did things
things that
that we
we might
might not
not normally
normally do.
do. For
For instance,
in'stance, the
the Freshman
Freshman in
in

(8 of us)
our section (8
us) had
had to
to make
make up
up aa new row
row song
song that
that we would
would sing
sing before
before we
we would
would enter
enter the
ramp entrance.
entrance.ItItfelt
feltmore
morelike
like an
an English
English assignment than anything.
anything. We
We did
did
stadium for our pre game ramp
liked that
not put anything
anything in those lyrics
lyrics that
that was sexual or had foullanguage--none
foul language--none of us liked
that idea and
we could
could and
(many of
of us)
us) were
were very
very religious
religiousand
andwere
wereoffended
offended at
at the
the idea.
idea. So
So we
we did
didthe
the best that
that we
product that
thatIIwould
would say
say was very clever.
came up with an acceptable product
clever. Thank
Thankgoodness
goodness that
that my
my other
other
at that
that kind
kind of thing than
row
row mates
mates were
were better
better at
than I was
was and
and IIdepended
depended on
on them
them for
for that
that and
and other
things. We
things.
We grew
grew as
as aa team.
team.
at the
the stadium
stadium practicing
practicing both
both marching
marching arid
and playing
playing through the years way
My
My roommate
roommate ended up at
ability to
more often than
than II did. She
She had
had gained
gained weight
weight and
and she had to work at her ability
to march
march very
very fast.
fast. She
many hours at
at the
the stadium
stadium memorizing
memorizing music
music and practicing
practicing her marching during
spent many
during the
the season. One

n

an hour
hour before
before practice
practice (I was probably a Junior)
day II went
went to
to the
the stadium about an
Junior) and
and was
was astounded
astounded at
of people spread
spread out
out through
through the
thestadium
stadiummemorizing
memorizing their
their music!
musicllI never
number of
the number
never had
had to
to do that
that
and I would
would say
say 1/3
1/3 of
ofthe
the band
band was
was there.
there.

My
My roommate
roommate spent many times being
being challenged
challenged for
for her
her 'spot'
'spot' and
and many
many times
times was
was an
an alternate
alternate

.'

...... .
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through those
those times.
times. But
But both
both of
of us
usgot
gottotodot
dotthe
the'i'and
andI Iwas
was the
the first
first woman
woman to
to dot
dotaa single
single script at

(so everyone
home (so
everyone thought
thought I was
was the
the first
first woman
woman to
to do
do so
so but was
was actually
actually the
the Sth5th- I had
had the
the 'i' all to
myself).
People
weren't always
always nice
nice to
to my
my roommate
roommate so
so when
when the
the report
report about the 'sexualized
People weren't
'sexualized culture' came

thought she
she would be the first to
to stand
stand in
in line
line and say
out, II thought
say that
that those
those people
people were
were getting their
their due.
But she
she did
did not!
not! She
She had
hadanother
another point
point to
to say
sayabout
aboutall
allof
ofIt,It,and
andthat
thatwas
wasthis,
this, "I learned
learned aa lot
lot of life
lessons
from those
those experiences
experiences...
allvaluable
valuablelessons,
lessons,mostly
mostlyabout
abouthow
howto
totreat
treat other
other people if II
lessons from
... all

to be
be able
able to
to live
live with
withmyself."
myself."She
She isis now
now (and
(and has
has been) a sixth
wanted to
sixth grade
grade teacher in the Columbus
City Schools.
Schools. IIguarantee
guaranteeyou
you that
that she
she is
is aa great
great teacher
teacher to
to those kIds
kids because
because of
of many of her

tOSUMB.
experiences in tOSLIMB.
had to
my time in
in the band
band then II would have
have to describe
describe itit as
as 'driven,'
If II had
to sum
sum up
up the
the 'culture'
'culture' from my
best you can
OK to
'be the best
can be,'
be,' 'it's not OK
to not be prepared,' and
and 'going for
for excellence
excellence is
is how
how to
to support
support
yourfriends.'
Sure, some members of my row made
made sexual
sexual comments about my
my body
body (like
(like IIsaid, I
your
friends.' Sure,
subject or
or scared
scared
marched every game
game and
and was
wasvery
veryathletic)
athletic) but
but I never
never went
went to
to practice avoiding that subject
and afraid that it would
would be
be the
the topic
topic of
ofthe
the day,
day. IIwould
would expect
expect that
that many
many of
of those
those people
people had
had my
my back,
back,
and
as well
as
well as
as my
my roommate's,
roommate's, because
becausethat's
that's the
the way
way most
most of
of them
them seemed
seemed to me.
for my
my daughter
daughter to
to be
be in
in the
the band.
band. She
She was the Homecoming
Homecoming Queen
And finally, II would give anything for
and sexually at
her Senior year
year of
of HS
HSand
andthe
theKing
Kingofofthat
thatyear
yearwanted
wantedto
to dance
dancewith
with her
her inappropriately
inappropriately and
dance. She
Old any
happening on
the dance.
Shestomped
stompedhome,
home,pretty
pretty mad
mad at
at him.
him. Did
any principals
principals get
get fired
fired for that happening
with underage
underage students?
students? No.
No. Plus
Plus II liked that she
she made the decision
decision that
that she
she did. Had
Had
school property with
she been
been in
in tOSUMB,
tOSUMB,she
shewould
would have
havehad
hadto
to make
makedecisions
decisionslike
likethat,
that, but
but she
shewould've
would've been
been an
an adult,
adult,
making those
those decisions
decisionson
onher
herown,
own,without
without me.

.'

.~,-.~
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August 13, 2014

Dear President Drake,
Drake,
Jonathan Waters
Waters as
as the
theDirector
Director of
of Marching
Marching and
II am
am writing
writingto
to you
youto
to request
request that
that you reinstate Jonathan
student at
atOSU
OSU and in
in the Athletic
Athletic Band
Band from 1985-1990 and
Athletic Bands
Bands at
at Ohio
Ohio State.
State. II was a student
in the Marching
Marching Band in
in 1989. II have
have been
been aaparticipant
participantininthe
theOSU
OSU Marching
MarchingBand
Band Alumni
Alumni
in
organization since
the
TBDBITL
since II graduated
graduatedinin1990,
1990,including
includingbeing
beingaamember
memberofof
the
TBDBITL Board of

of the
the Script
Script Ohio
Ohio Club
Club volunteer
Governors for 24 years, a founding member
member of
volunteer fundraising
committee (that
(thathas
committee
hasraised
raised millions
millions for OSU),
OSU), the
the volunteer
volunteer Steinbrenner
Steinbrenner Band
Band Center fundraising
$3million)
million)and
andthe
theperformance
performance
groups
TBDBITLAlumni
Alumni Club.
Club.
committee (that
(thatraised
raisedover
over$3
committee
groups
of of
thethe
TBDBITL
volunteer Editor
Editor of the Skull
Skull Session
II am
am the
the volunteer
Sessionprogram
program where
where II work
workwith
withJon
JanWaters
Waters and
and the
the
OSUMB
staffon
on aa weekly
weekly basis.
basis. InInmy
TBDBITL
have also
OSUMB staff
myleadership
leadershiproles
rolesininthe
the
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club
Club II have

of alumni
alumni band events
events which
which have supported
supported Ohio
Ohio State,
State, including
including alumni
alumni
hundreds of
organized hundreds
performances at
at OSU
OSU non-conference
country from Syracuse to
non-conference away football
football games
games across the country
Seattle to Pasadena
Pasadena to
to Miami
Miami and several others. I Ihave
have aadegree
degreefrom
fromthe
theFisher
FisherCollege
College of

Business
Business -—double
doublemajor
majorininComputer
ComputerScience
Scienceand
andProduction
ProductionOperations
Operations Management.
Management,
II have
have known
known Jon
Jon Waters
Waters since
since 1995,
1995, and
and II personally
personallyknow
knowhundreds
hundreds of
of alumni
alumnifrom
from both
both the
Marching and Athletic
inside or
or outside
outsidethe
theOSUMB
OSUMB or
Athletic Bands
Bands since
since 1985.
1985, II do not know of anyone inside
Athletic Bands
who does not
high quality
quality and
and integrity Who
who strives for
Bands who
not think Jon is an individual
individual of high

that II
continuous improvement in all
all of
ofthe
the aspects
aspects of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State experience.
experience. (Please note that
—Jonimproves
improves not
not just
just the
the band
statedOHIO
OHIOSTATE
STATE EXPERIENCE,
EXPERIENCE, not
OSU Band
Band experience
experience -Jon
stated
not just
just OSU

but all of Ohio
Ohio State.)
State.)
recognizethat
that there
there are areas for improvement in the Band
program, but the one-sided
1I recognize
Band program,
Investigation Report and the course
course of
of action Ohio
Ohio State
is contrary
State has taken is
contrary to
to the positive steps

of the
the band.
band. The
The firing
firing of Jon
Jon Waters was taking to improve the culture of
Jon Waters has disrupted
the band
band culture
culture and
and caused
causedenormous
enormousharm
harmtotoOhio
ohioState,
State,OSU
OSU alumni,
alumni, and
improvements to the
future OSU
OSU endeavors
future
endeavors (donations decreasing and stopping).
Mr.
last year,
year, "The
liThe OSUMB
OSU MB isisnot
and playing
playing on the
the field
field
Mr. Waters
Waters stated
stated last
notjust
just about
about the
the marching and
but we want to make
make the
the student
studentaabetter
betterperson
personbybyhaving
havingbeen
beenininthe
theOSUMB."
OSUMB."
II have
the ranks
ranks of
of leadership
leadership of
of the
the Band
Band from
from Squad
Squad Leader
Leader
have witnessed
witnessed Jon's progression through the
to Director and he has continuously
positive changes to
to the bands not
continuously brought positive
not only
only on the
the football
football

field but
daily life.
alumni and
field
but also
also to
to the
the student's
student's daily
life. Not
Not just
justthe
the students,
students, but the band alumni
and the
the greater
community
better from
community are better
from Jon's actions,
actions.

__ ':'~_·'_-C: __ ._':._:.
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.:. One
Onerecent
recentexample;
example:AAband
bandalumni
alumnifrom
from the
thelate
late1970s
1970swho
who has
has Parkinson's
Parkinson's disease
+
contacted Jon
Jon about
aboutbringing
bringing his
his class
class of
of Parkinson's
Parkinson's patients
patientsto
toSpring
SpringAthletic
Athletic Band
Band
contacted
practice this year and Jon
Jon said,
said, "Yes
"Yesbring
bringthem
them over."
over."Jon
Jonand
and the
the students
students voluntarily
patients and
and the
thephysical
physical actions
actions of
of being
being on
on the
the practice
practicefield
field in
in aa musical
musical
worked with the patients
positrve effects
Parkinson's patients
experience had positive
effects on
on the
the Parkinson's
patients..
became Director,
Director, Jon
Jon instituted
institutedaanew
newprogram
programininthe
theOSUMB
OSUMB of
of giving
giving back to
•:. When he became
community through service projects
projects called
called "March to
to Pay
Pay Forward"
Forward" including
including
the community
performing at
atHonor
HonorFlight,
Flight, visits to Children's Hospital;
at assisted-living
assisted-living
Hospital, and
and performing at
Jon explained
explained to the alumni
alumni
holidays (when
centers over the holidays
(when most
most students
students take a break). Jon
Bands with
Board
Board that
that some
some of
of these
these are Pep Bands
with limited
limited size
sizeand
andhe
he has
hasto
to turn
turn away
away students
students
they really
really like
like to
pport. In
In following
folloWing years Jon
for these, they
to do community su
support.
Jon explained that
that
service projects had Row
Row competitions
as they
they support
support the
the Girl
Girl
the service
competitions among
among the
the students as
Boy Scouts, Children's Hospital, OSU
OSU Wexner
Scouts, the Boy
Wexner Medical
Medical Center, Gladden
Community House,
Giving back
Paying
Community
House, Honor
Honor Flight,
Flight,and
andmore.
more. Giving
backto
to the
the Community;
Community: Paying
Forward!
Forward!
Jon created
involve the
allow them
.:. Jon
the parents and allow
them to be
created the TBDBITL
TBDBM. Parents
Parents Association
Association to involve
+
part of their student's
experience in
in the
theband
bandwhich
which includes
includes aapicnic
picnic at the
the beginning
beginning of
student's experience
season and
and aa banquet.
banq uet.Jon
Jonhas
hasbig
bigplans
plansfor
forthis
this group
group that
thatisisin
in its
its infancy.
infancy.
the season
•:. Jon partnered with
with the
the Gladden
Gladden Community
Community House
House (which
(which serves the
the low-income
low-income
+
Franklinton
Franklinton is
Franklinton community
community and
and its
its surrounding
surrounding neighbors. Frankiinton
is aa three
three square-mile
neighborhood on the near
near West
West side
side of
of Columbus
Columbus which
which contains
contains 35,000
35,000 residents
residents in
in about
about
benefit with
131000 households).
Since 2009
with the
theOSUMB
OSUMB has raised
13,000
households). Since
2009 the
the Marching/or
Marching for More benefit
House .
over $567,000 for Gladden House.
•:. Jon has worked tirelessly
Schaol for the
Blind Marching Band to
tirelessly with
with the
the Ohio State School
the Blind
+
improve their
level that they have
have marched
marched in
in the
the Tournament
Tournament of
of Roses
Roses
improve
their ensemble to the level
Parade in Pasadena,
Pasadena/ California
California and performed
performedaaBraille
Braille Script
Script Ohio
Ohio in
in Ohio
Ohio Stadium with
OSUMB.
Hetold
told our
our alumni
alumni Board
Board lilt
"It is
is aa joy
joyto
to work
work with
with this
this group
group and aa life
OSUMB. He
life changing
experience."
.:. There are OSUMB
OSUMB Alumni
Alumniwomen
womenwho
whohold
holdJon
JonWaters
Watersininsuch
suchhigh
highregard
regardas
asaaperson
person that
that
❖
children after him.
him .
they have named their children
•:. The students continue to be
be high
high quality, polite, and courteous
courteous examples
examples that
thatJon
Jon clearly
clearly
❖
has had an impact to
mold
them
into
fjne
young
adults.
They
would
not
be
able
to
perform
to mold them
fine young adults. They would
classroom at
at such
such high
high levels
levels if the atmosphere
atmosphereininthe
theOSUMB
OSUMB were
on the field and in the classroom
not one of
of respect
respect and
andintegrity.
integrity.The
Thecumulative
cumulativeGPA
GPAof
ofthe
the2013
2013OSUMB
OSUMB was 3.50
For the
the Drum
Drum Major
MajorTryouts
Tryoutsininthe
the Spring
SpringJon's
Jon'scontinuous
continuous improvement
improvement included adding
•.:.
:. For
an interview of
of each
each Drum
Drum Major
Majorcandidate
candidate before
before tryouts
tryouts and a new leadership category
the evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the Drum
Drum Major.
Major .
added to the

•:. Jon
Jon reorganized
student staff
staffand
and added
addedcross
crosstraining
trainingwhich
which has
hasimproved
improved efficiency.
efficiency.
reorganized the student
❖

.~,
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•:. Jon's continuous improvement benefited the
the Squad
Squad Leaders as he set up pre-season
pre~season
❖
and their
theirfacilitator
facilitatorwas
wasthe
theCEO
CEO of
of La
La Rosa's
leadership training at Aileron in near Dayton and
pizza
pizza (Cincinnati)
(Cincinnati) in
in 2013
2013..
•:. Jon's demeanor
alumni band
our performance
performance in
in
❖
demeanor with the alumni
band at our annual rehearsal before our
Ohio Stadium
love
Ohio
Stadium isisone
one of
ofrespect,
respect, polite
polite and
and cheerful
cheerful expression,
expression, and
and Itit exudes
exudes the
the true love
Band and the University.
Un iversity. A
A more
that Jon has for the Band
more welcoming
welcoming presence
presence cannot be found
in the
Fall and
on campus in
the Fall
and his
hiswave
waveof
ofpositive
positivepolite
politeattitude
attitude permeates
permeates the alumni band
better for
for coming
coming back
back to Ohio State.
and makes us better
To dismiss
To
dismiss such
such aa high
high quality
qualityindividual
individualwith
withsuch
suchaaone~sided
one-sidedinept
inept investigation
investigation and
and resulting
notreflect
reflectwell
well on
onThe
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University and II am shocked and
report does
doesnot
inaccurate report
disgusted by
disgusted
by such
such behavior
behaviorand
andthe
the message
message that
that this
this sends
sends out to
to the world about Ohio State.
State.
in the
the Exhibits
Exhibits of the Investigation
Jnvestigation Report that
that Jon had nothing to
The act of publishing documents in
is further action
action that
that the
thecurrent
currentOSU
OSU Administration
Administration is
is one
do with and have existed for decades is
that II cannot support or be even remotely associated with. II am
that
am suspending
suspending my
my volunteer
volunteer

fundraising
support of
of Ohio
Ohio State
State and
and channeling
channeling my
my energy
energy and
and resources away from Ohio
fund raising support
as II can no longer support such an institution.
State and II am
am advising
advising others
others to
to do the same as
The only
which II will
The
only exception
exception to
to this
this may be Pelotonia in 2015 which
willevaluate
evaluate in
inJanuary.
January. I have
have been aa
mUlti-year
multi-year participant in
in Pelotonia
Pelatonia but
but II will
willfind
findanother
anothercancer
cancerresearch
research movement
movement to
to participate
Disconnecting myself
myself is not an easy decision for me
in if
in
if Ohio
OhioState
Statedoes
does not
not reinstate
reinstate Jon Waters. Disconnecting
Ohio State
Statesince
since1985
1985in
in Ohio,
Ohio, the
theUSA,
USA, Japan, Germany,
as I have enthusiastically promoted
promoted Ohio
generations of
of people.
people. Not
Notto
tomention
mentionsacrificing
sacrificing my
my own
Ireland,
Ireland, across
across the
the internet
internet and to generations
resources to support
support Ohio
Ohio State by data processing hundreds
hundreds of
of donations,
donations, organizing
organizing trips
trips to
perform at away non-conference football
activities.
football games,
games, and countless other
other activities.
Please make the decisions
decisions necessary
necessa ry to
to rectify
rectify the
the action
action taken
taken against
againstJon
JonWaters
Waters—
- reinstate
reinstate this

fine
man -- and
and put
put ohio
OhioState
State back
backon
onthe
the path
path that
that we all
can be on for a bright future.
future.
all hope it can
fine man
Respectfully

Pete Borlin
Boriin
TBDBITL Alumni
President,TBDBITL
Vice President,
Alumni Club
Road
6491 Northland Road
Worthington, Ohio
Worthington,
Ohio 43085
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August 21,2014
21, 2014
Dear OSU
Drake,
OSUBoard
BoardofofTrustee
Trusteemember
member and
and President
President Drake,
reinstate Jonathan
JonathanWaters
Watersas
asthe
theDirector
Directorof
ofMarching
Marching and
and Athletic
Athletic Bands
Bands at Ohio
Ohio
II am
am writing
writingto
torequest
request that
that you reinstate
was ai:l student
studentatatOSU
OSU and
and in
in the
the Athletic
Athletic Band
Band from
from 1985"1990
Marching Band
State. ii was
1985-1990 and
and in
in the
the Marching
Band in
in 1989.
1989. I have
have been
participant in
in the
the OSU
OSU Marching Band
Band Alumni
Alumni organization since II graduated
graduated in
in 1990,
1990, including
including being
of
a participant
being a member
member of
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Board
ofofGovernors
the
Board
Governorsfor
for2424years,
years,aafounding
foundingmember
memberof
ofthe
the Script
Script Ohio
Ohio Club
Clubvolunteer
volunteer fundraising
committee (that
thevolunteer
volunteerSteinbrenner
Steinbrenner Band
Band Center
Center fundraising
fundraisingcommittee
committee (that
(that
(that has
has raised
raised millions
millions for OSU},
OSU), the
raised over $3
$3 million)
million] and the
the performance
performancegroups
groupsofofthe
theTBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
AlumniClub.
Club. IIworked
worked with
with Jon
Jon Waters
Waters on a
weekly basis on fundraising and other
mymy
leadership
roles
in in
thethe
TBDBITL
have organized
otherprojects.
projects.In In
leadership
roles
TBDBITLAlumni
Alumni Club
Club II have
hundreds of alumni band events
events which
which have supported
sUpportedOhio
Ohio State;
State; including
Including alumni
alumni performances
performances at
atOSU
OSU non"
nonthe Fisher
Fisher
conference away
away football
football games
games from
from Seattle
Seattle to
to Pasadena
Pasadena to
to Miami
Miami and
and more.
more. II have a degree from the
College
of Business
Business- —
doublemajor
majorininComputer
ComputerScience
Scienceand
andProduction
ProductionOperations
OperationsManagement.
Management.
double
College of

have known
known Jon
Jon Waters
Waters since
since 1995,
1995, and I personally know
know hundreds
hundreds of alumni
alumni from
from both
both the
the Marching
I have
Marching and Athletic
Athletic
Bands
since 1985.
1985. I do not know of anyone
Athletic Bands
Bands who
who does
does not think 10n
Bands since
anyone inside
Inside or
or outside
outside the
theOSUMB
OSUMB or Athletic
Jon is
continuous improvement
all aspects
aspects of the
an individual
individual of high
high quality
quality and
and integrity who strives for continuous
improvement in all
the Ohio State
(Note that
thatI Istated
stated
OHIO
STATEEXPERIENCE,
EXPERIENCE, not
OSU Band experience -Jon
ail of Ohio
OHIO
STATE
not just
just 051)
experience. (Note
Jon improves all
State.) But for Jon
Jon Waters
Waters 90%
90% of
of the
the population of the planet
planet knows about
about the
the OSU
OSU Marching Band
Band (OSU
(OSU statistic).
statistic).
II recognize
recognizethat
thatthere
there are
are areas for improvement in the Band
program, but
but the one-sided
Band program,
one"slded Investigation
Investigation Report
Report and the
course of action
action Ohio
Ohio State
State has
has taken
taken is
is contrary
contrary to
to the positive steps Jon
Jon Waters was taking
taking to
to improve
improve the culture of
band. The
The firing
firing of
band culture
culture and caused enormous harm to
the band.
ofJon
Jon Waters
Waters has
has disrupted
disrupted improvements to the band
Ohio State,
actions taken
Ohio
State, OSU
OSUalumni,
alumni,and
andfuture
future OSU
OSUendeavors
endeavors(donations
(donationsare
are decreasing
decreasing and stopping). The actions
taken by the
ohhe
band (4,000
(4,000living)
Jiving) as
as sexual perverts and this has
University have incorrectly
incorrectly labelled
labelled over
over 7,000 alumni of
the band
in the
caused great harm
harm to
to them, their families,
families, and
andthe
the current
current students
students in
in the
the marching
marchingband.
band. To
Totreat
treat the
the students in
the
band as sE!xual
else on
on campus
campus can
can you find
find a group ofZ40
with a cumulative
sexual perverts
perverts is
is unacceptable,
unacceptable, where else
of 240 students
students with
GPA of
Since July 24th the
the marching
marching band and the
the coveted
coveted OSU
OSU brand
GPA
of 3.5?
3.5? Since
brand have
have been
been severely
severely damaged.

Jon Waters stated
notjust
justabout
about the
the marching
marching and
and playing
playingon
onthe
the field
fieldbut
but we
we want
want to
to make
stated last
last year,
year, "The
"The OSUMB
OSUMB isisnot
studentaabetter
betterperson
personby
byhaving
havingbeen
beenininthe
theOSUMB,"
OSUMB."
the student

1I have witnessed Jon's progression through the
the ranks
ranks of
of leadership
leadership of
of the
the Band
Band from Squad Leader to Director and he
continuously brought
brought positive
positive changes
changes to
to the
the bands not only
on the
the football
football field
field but
but also
also to
to the
the student's
student's daily
has continuously
only on
daily
According to
Is no
life. According
to Jon
JonWater's
Water's employment
employment record that
that was released public:ally,
publically, there is
no documented history of
behavIor.
anything but excellent behavior.
the band
band alumni
alumni and
and the greater community
community are
Here
But For Jon
Jon Waters
Waters the students, the
are better
better from
from.Jon's
Jon'sactions.
actions. Here

are some examples:
);>
>

The students continue to
to be
be high
high quality,
quaHty, polite, and courteous examples that
that Jan
Jon clearly
clearly has had an Impact
impact to mold them
into fine young
young adults. They would not
if the
not be
be able
able to
to perform
performon
on the
thefield
fieldand
andininthe
theclassroom
classroom at
atsuch
such high
high levels jf
atmosphere in
atmosphere
in the
the OSUMB
OSUMB were
were not
not one
one of respect
respect and
andintegrity.
integrity. The
The cumulative
cumulative GPA
GPAafthe
of the2013
2013 OSUMB
0$UMB was 3.50

~
D

A band
aboutbringing
bringing his class of Parkinson's patients to
to Spring
Spring
A
band alumni
alumni who
who has
has Parkinson's
Parkinson's disease
disease contacted
contacted Jon about
Athletic Band
voluntarily worked with the patients
patients and
and the
thephysical
physical actions of
of
Athletic
Bandpractice
practicethis
thisyear.
year. Jon
Jon and
and the
the students
students voluntarily
being on
field In
on the
the practice field
in aa musical
musical experience
experience had
had positive
positiveeffects
effects on
on the
the Parkinson's
Parkinson's patients.
patients.

•);>

became Director,
Director, Jon
Jon instituted
institutedaanew
newprogram
programInInthe
theOSUMB
OSUMB of giving
When he became
giving back
backto
tothe
the community
community through
through service
called "March
"March to
to Pay Forward" including
including performing at
atHonor
HonorFlight,
Flight, visits to Children's Hospital, and
projects called
performing at
at assisted"living
assisted-livingCEnters
centers over
over the
the holidays
holidays(when
(whenmost
moststudents
students take
take aa break).
break). Jon explained that
that some
performing
some of
of
are Pep
Pep Bands
Bands with limited
they really
really like
like to
In
these are
limited size
size and
and he
he has
has to
to turn away
away students, they
to do
do community
community support.
support. In
follOWing years
among the
the students
studentsininsupport
supportofofGirl
Girl Scouts,
Scouts, Boy
Boy
following
yearsJon
Jonexplained
explainedthe
the service
service projects
projects had competitions among
Scouts, Children's Hospital, OSU
OSUWexner
Wexner Medica!
Medical Center,
Center, Gladden
Gladden House,
House, Honor
Honor Flight,
Flight,and
and more.
more. Paying Forward!

•);>

ParentsAssocjation
Association to involve
Jon created
TBDBITL Parents
involve the
Jon
created the TBDBITL
the parents
parents and
and allow
allowthem
them to
to be
be part
part of
of their
their student's
student's
which Includes
Jon has
has big
big plans
plans for this
experience in
in the
the band which
includes aa picnic
picnicat
atthe
the beginning
beginningof
ofthe
theseason
season and
and aa banquet.
banquet. Jon
that is
is in
in its
Its infancy.
Infancy.
group that
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}>
➢

For the
Drum Major
of each Drum
Drum
For
the Drum
Major Tryouts
Tryouts In
Inthe
theSpring
SpringJon's
Jon'scontinuous
continuousimprovement
improvement included
included adding an interview of
Major candidate before tryouts and aa new leadership category added to the
the evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the Drum
Drum Major.
Major.
Major

}>
➢

Jon's continuous
continuous Improvement
benefited the
the Squad
Squad Leaders
leaders as
pre-season leadership
leadership training
training at
at Aileron
Aileron in
in near
Jon's
improvement benefited
as he
he set up pre-season
Dayton and
and their
theirfacilitator
facilitatorwas
wasthe
theCEO
CEOofofLa
La Rosa's
Rosa's pizza
pizza (Cincinnati)
(Cincinnati) in
in 2013.
Dayton
2013,

}>
➢

Jon partnered
partnered with
with the
theGladden
GladdenCommunity
CommunityHouse
House (which
(whlch serves
serves the
the low-income
low-income Franklinton
Franklinton community
community and its
its
Franklinton Is
Is aa three
In Columbus which
in
surrounding neighbors. Franklinton
three square-mile neighborhood in
which contains 35,000
35,000 residents in
has raised over $567,000.
about 13,000
Marching for
for More benefit with the
13,000 households),
households]. Since
Since 2009 the Marching
thE! OSUMB
OSUMB has

)>
➢

Jon has
has worked tirelessly
level
Jon
tirelessly with
with the
the Ohio
Ohio State School
School for
for the
the Blind
Blind Marching
Marching Band
Band to
to Improve
Improvetheir
their ensemble
ensemble to the level
that they
they have
havemarched
marchedinin the
theTournament
TournamentofofRoses
RosesParade
ParadeininPasadena,
Pasadena,California
Californiaand
andperformed
petformeda
BrailleScript
Script Ohio
Ohio in
in
that
a Braille
Ohio Stadium
Ohio
Stadium with
with OSUMB.
OSUMB.He
Hetold
told our
our alumni
alumni Board
Board"It
"Itisisajoyto
a joy towork
workwith
withthis
thisgroup
group and
and a life
life changing
changing eXperience."
experience."

}>
➢

There are
are OSUMB
OSUMB Alumni
There
Alumniwomen
womenwho
whohold
holdJon
JonWaters
Watersininsuch
suchhigh
highregard
regardasasa aperson
personthat
thatthey
they have
have named
named their
their
children after him.

}>
➢

Jon's demeanor
demeanor with
with the
the alumni
alumni band
band at
at our
our annual
annual rehearsal
rehearsal before
before our
ourperformance
performanceInIn Ohio
ohio Stadium
Stadium isis one of respect,
Jon's
polite and
love that Jon
Jon has for the
the Band
Band and
and the
the University.
University. A
A more
polite
and cheerful expression,
expression, and
and it exudes
exudes the
the true love
welcoming presence
on campus
campus in
in the Fall
alumni
welcoming
presence cannot be found on
Fall and
and his
hiswave
waveof
ofpositive
positivepolite
politeattitude
attitude permeates
permeates the alumni
band and makes
State.
makes us
us better
betterfor
fOf coming
coming back
back to Ohio
Ohio StatE!.

}>
➢

For
more about
about Jon
Jon please
please see
see WeStandWlthJonWaters.com
WeStandWIthionWaters,comand
andread
readthE!
the letters
letters there
there from
from those named in
For more
in the
willsee
seethat
thatthe
the strong
strong high
highquality
qualitywomen
womenare
are products
products of
of the
the band culture.
culture, If
Investigation Report and you
you will
If you
you are
not aware
aware of
of all
all that
that has
has been
beengoing
goingon,
on,this
thiswebsite
websiteisisaaplace
placetotostart
start—- or
DrNBC4i
NSC4i -what
net
- what the rest of the world is seeing,
especially Russ
Russ M's
August Sth
Sth where
where he
he stated
statedculpability
culpability of
of others
others across
across the
the University
UniVersity in
in this debacle.
especially
M's interview on August

reflect well
well
To dismiss
dismiss such
such aa high
highquality
qualityindividual
individualwith
withsuch
suchaaone-sided
one-sidedinvestigation
investigationand
andresulting
resulting report
report does not reflect
and disgusted
disgusted by
by such
such behavior
behavior and
andthe
the message
message that
that this
this sends
sends out
University and II am shocked and
on The Ohio State University
of the investigation
to the
the world
world about
about Ohio
Ohio State.
State. The
The act of
of publishing
publishing documents in the Exhibits
Exhibits 01
Investigation Report (which
(which are
to
decadE!5 old) that Jon had nothing to do
do with
with Is
Is further
the current
currentOSU
OSU Administration
Administration isis one
decades
further action that
that the
one that
that I cannot
OSU leadership
leadership have
have slandered
slandered thousands of
support or be even remotely associated with. These actions by OSU
OSUMB members.
OSUMB
members,band
bandalumni
alumniand
andtheir
theirfamilies_
families. Ohio
Ohio State
State has
has incorrectly
incorrectly labelled
labelled us all
all as
as sexual perverts and it
is time to stop this malicious
malicious attack
attack on thousands within the Ohio
Ohio State community.
is
community,
I am
am suspending my
my volunteer fundraising
fundraising support
support of Ohio
Ohio State
State and
and channeling
channeling my
my energy and
and resources away

The only
from
Ohio State
State and
and IIam
amadvising
advisingothers
othersto
todo
dothe
the same
same as
as IIcan
canno
nolonger
longersupport
supportsuch
suchan
aninstitution.
institution. The
from Ohio
be Pelotonia
Pelotonia in
in 2015
2015 which
which I will
I have
in
exception to this may be
willevaluate
evaluate in
inJanuary.
January. 1
have been
been a multi-year participant in
Pelotonia but I will
Disconnecting myself
myself is
is not
not an
an easy
easy decision
decision for
for me
me as
as II
Pelotonia
willfind
findanother
anothercancer
cancer research
research movement. Disconnecting
1985 in
in Ohio,
Ohio, the USA,
USA, Japan,
Ohio State
State since
since 1985
have enthusiastically promoted
promoted Ohio
Japan,Germany,
Germany,Ireland,
Ireland,across
acrossthe
the Internet
Internet
and to generations
generations of
of people.
people_ Not
Notto
tomention
mentionsacrificing
sacrificing my own
own resources to support
suppo"rt Ohio
Ohio State
State by
by processing
processing
to scholarships,
scholarships, organizing
organizing trips
hundreds of donations to
trips to
to perform
perform at
at away
away non-conference football games, and
of Ohio State over 24 years.
other activities
activities in support of
countless other
Jon and a staff of two
In charge of more than 500
500 students
students (Marching
(Marching and
and Athletic
Athletic Bands),
Bands), Why are
Jon
two other directors are In
Why does
does the
the University
University make
they so under-staffed? Why
make itit so
so hard
hard for
forthe
the band
band to
to function
function properly?
properly? There are 100
football players and dozens of supporting staff.
football
Please
urge those
those that
that can
reinstate this
can make
make the
the decisions
decisions necessary
necessary to
to rectify
rectify the
the action
action taken
takenagainst
<jgainstJon
JonWaters
Waters—
- reinstate
Please urge
Jon Waters
Waters Is
Is the
the one
one
fine
man - and
and put Ohio
State back
backon
onthe
the path
path that we all
hope it
it can
can be on
on for a bright future. Jon
all hope
fine man
Ohio State

person who can
can resolve
resolve this
this if he is
person
is reinstated.
Respectfully

BorHn
Pete Boriin
Pete
6491 Northland
Road, Worthington,
6491
Northland Road,
Worthington, Ohio
Ohio 43085
pboriin@gmail.com
614-638-6411 pboriln@gmall.com
614-638-6411
"Please provide me with
"Please
with confirmation
confirmation that
that you
you received
received my
my letter
letter and your feedback
feedback on
on my
my comments."
Page 22
Page
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Rachel Brennan
refrained from making
I've refrained
making a comment
comment on
on my
my actual
actual [Facebook]
Facebooki page until this point, but I feel like a
PSA is in order as a lot of my friends are not from
from the OSUMB and may still be forming their
opinions.

I, who
As my husband and 1,
who met
met as
as undergrads
undergrads while
while members
members of
of TBDBITL,
TBDBITL, were
were digesting the news
yesterday, my mom recalled the night I first made the
yesterday,
the band.
band. The
The date
date was
was September 12, 2001.
2001. The
day before her just-turned-18 year old daughter was "alone" on a huge campus, away from home
during the worst terrorist attack this country has ever seen.
seen. This
This was
was the age before cell phones and
assigned~ She was worried
my dorm phone had yet to be assigned.
worried to
to death as any parent would be in that
situation, not knowing what was happening around the country at that time except campus was on
mom and
lockdown. The night of September 12 my morn
and dad
dad drove
drove to
to Columbus and sat outside the band
center for two hours waiting on news of whether I had "made
"made it"
it" or not.
not. I remember running outside,
filled with joy that my hard work and blood, sweat, and tears had
had payed off and couldn't wait to tell
them. I remember introducing
an and
them.
introducing them
them to
to my
my new
newsquad
squadleaders,
leaders,Tim
Tim Creme
Cremean
and Jason
JasonMishtawy,
Mishtawy,
who looked her in the eye and said "Don't worry,
worry, mom,
mom, we'll
we'll take
take care of her." And they did. My mom
said she knew the stuff that goes on when kids go to college,
college, but she never worried about me
because over the course of the 4 years I was a member and
and then
then a squad leader myself, that group
of men and and women become your family. Did shenanigans and questionable things take place?
Of course!
of 18-22 year old
old idiots!
did I ever feel
feel forced,
forced, coerced,
coerced, or
course! We were a bunch .of
idiots! But did
threatened to participate in anything? Absofutelynot.
Absolutely not. I look back on my time spent in that hard
working, exceptional organization as some
some of the best and
and most character-building
character-building of my life. And
And I'll
never regret it.
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11,

August 29,2014
29, 2014

Dr.
Dr. Michael
Michael Drake,
Drake, President
President
Board
Board of Trustees
Trustees
Mr.Ronald
Ronald A.
A. Ratner
Ratner
Mr.
Mr. Jeffrey
JeffreyWadsworth
Wadsworth Mr.
Ms. Janet
Janet B.
B. Reid
Reid
Kass
Ms. Linda
Linda Stern Kass
Mr.
Ms.Cheryl
CherylL.
L. Krueger
Krueger
Mr. Timothy
Timothy P.
P. Smucker
Smucker Ms.
R. Fischer
Ms. Erin
Erin P.
Mr. Alex R.
P. Hoeflinger
Hoeflinger
A. Price
Mr. Corbett
Mr.
Corbett A.
Mr, Alan
Alan VanderMolen
VanderMolen

Mr. Algenon
Aigenon L.
L. Marbley
Mr. Alex
Marbley
Alex Shumate
Shumate
Mr. W.
W. G.
G. Jurgensen
Jurgensen
Mr. Clark
Clark C.
C. Kellogg
Mr.
Mr.Brent
Brent R.
R.Porteus
Mr.
Mr. Michael
MichaelJ.J.Gasser
Gasser Mr,
Porteus
Mr.G.
G.Gilbert
GilbertCloyd
Cloyd
Ms.
Ms. Abigail
AbigailS.S.Wexner
Wexner Mr.
Mr. Steven M. Loborec
Ms. Stacie E.
E. Seger

Dear
Board of Trustees,
Dear President Drake and Board
Trustees,
My
is David
David Brumback,
Brumback, BSBA
BSBA 84, TBDBITL
79-83,
Asst.
Squad
My name
name is
TBDBITLI-Row
I-Row
79-83,I-Row
I-Row
Asst.
SquadLeader
Leader82-83.
82-83. I1do
do not
not
know
know Jon
Jon Waters
Waters personally
personallyand
andcannot
cannot speak
speakfirst
firsthand
handto
to all
allthat
that he
he has
has done
done for the
the band and
university
Nor can I speak
university at
at large.
large. Nor
speak for
for countless individuals
individuals both
both within
within the
the band community and
You should
of first hand testimony
outside of it that
that he has helped over the years. You
should have an abundance of
fronts, and
and will
will most
on these
these fronts,
most certainly
certainly receive
receive more,
more. I can,
can, however,
however, speak
speak first
first hand
hand to
to the
the impact the
OSUMB experience
OSUMB
experiencehas
hashad,
had,and
andcontinues
continuestotohave
havetoday,
today,on
onits
itscurrent
currentand
and former
former members
members and
and the
the
community at large.
large,
The core reason this
this is
is such aa challenging issue has nothing to
to do
do with
with Title
Title IX
IX and
and the
the alleged 'sexual

These would be terrible things If
If true
represented in
in The
The Glaros
Glaros
true as represented
culture' or sexual
sexual harassment,
harassment. These
it, regardless
regardless of when
Report.
Frankly, none
Report. Frankly,
none of us
us in
in the
the band
band community
community would
would condone
condone it
it nor tolerate
tolerate it,
The core
core reason
reason this
this issue
issue is
is so
so challenging
challenging is
we were members. The
is entirely
entirely the
the result of the
the education
4,000+ present and former
former OSUMB
OSUMB members
4,000+
members received
received from
from Ohio
OhioState
State and
and most
most importantly,
importantly, the
the
OSUMB itself.
OSUMB
itself.
In
membershipof
ofthe
theband
bandyou
youwill
willfind
findaaHIGHLY
HIGHLY successful
In studying
studying past membership
successfulgroup
group of
of individuals.
individuals, Many
have
They are
have advanced
advanced degrees from
from Ohio
OhioState
State and/or
and/or other
other fine
fine institutions.
institutions. They
are doctors and
and attorneys,
artists and teachers, business
business leaders and engineers,
engineers, congressmen and
and senators,
senators, clergy
clergy and

success?The
TheOhio
OhioState
StateUniversity
UniversityMarching
Marching Band
Band produces leaders
leaders and
and has
has for
accountants, Why
Whythe
thesuccess?
accountants.
decades. Professionally,
wouldargue
arguethat
that itit ranks
ranks among
amongthe
the best
best leadership development programs
ProfeSSionally, II would

in the
world within
in
the world
within higher education.
We all
We
all learned
learned the
the importance of and
and experienced:
•

Servant leadership and
and service
service to
to others

•

Learning to
to follow
follow to
to learn
learn how
how to
to lead
Learning

•

Learning how
how to
to succeed
succeed while
while facing
facing our
our worst
worst fears
learning

•

Team work

▪

Persistence in the face of adversity
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•

Responsibility
Responsibilityto
toourselves,
ourselves,to
to our
our row,
row, and
and to
to the
the group as a whole

•

Excellence- always
Excellence
always being
being at our best

•

ourselves,to
toeach
eachother,
other,totothe
theuniversity,
university, arid
and to
to the
the community.
community.
Commitment -totoourselves,
Commitment

•

The Journey
the WORK
Journey—
- Loving the
WORK

•

And
much, much
much more
And much,

described in
in The Glaros
Glaros Report,
The culture
culture and
and sexually charged
charged atmosphere as described
Report, which
which assumedly
assumedly led
the actions
actions vis-a-vis
vis-a-vis Jon
Jon Waters,
success and
and productivity
productivity
to the
Waters, are
are entirely
entirely at
at odds
odds with
with the combined success
this group
group represents, and
are thoroughly
thoroughly incompatible
incompatible with
with the
the reality
reality of
of who
who we are collectively and
and are
as individuals.

It causes
causes me
me great
great distress
distress that
that the
the university
universityleadership
leadershipeither
either does
does not
not understand
understand or
or does
does not respect
the educational
this group
group represents
represents to the
the university
university and the
the community.
community. Frankly,
Frankly,
educational value and success this

several levels,
lack of
this lack
of understanding
understanding and/or
and/or respect, on several
levels, led
led to
to the
the wholesale,
wholesale, unquestioned
of aa critically
critically flawed
acceptance of
acceptance
flawed report
report and
and is
is the
the core
core reason we find ourselves in this situation.
you to lead. Do
looking
aJi of you
below, as
as they
theytruly
trulyare
arethe
theHARD
HARD
Looking forward,
forward, II challenge all
Do the
the things I outline below,
and
things.
and RIGHT
RIGHT things.
•

First, please
please take
take the
the time
time to
to study and
and understand the
First,
the collective
collective educational value and success

thatwe
we(TBDBITt
(TBDBITL Alumni)
represent to
to this
this great
great university
university and
that
Alumni) as
as aa group
group of individuals represent
and to
to the
community at large.
•
•

Second, please fInd
Second,
find aa way
wayto
tobegin
beginundoing
undoingthe
thedamage
damageto
tothe
the university
university that
that can
can be
be undone.
Finallyand
andmost
most importantly,
importantly, please
please find
find aa way
wayto
to begin
beginundoing
undoingthe
the damage to Jon Waters,
Finally

that can
can be undone.
that
Do
single most
Do these
these things
things and
and you
you may
may begin
beginto
to repair
repair the
the damage
damage done to your relationship with the single
of Alumni
Alumni that
and successful
successful group of
valuable and
that You have to offer.
Respectfully,

David
David Brumback,
Brumback, Partner
Partner
Columbus Consulting
Consulting International
International
Columbus, Ohio

Please provide me
me with
with confirmation
confirmation that
my letter
letter and
and II
that each
each or you
you personally received my
feedback from
from the
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees regarding
regarding this matter
request feedback
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Dr. Drake,
I don't know you, but I look forward to the opportunity to meet you. Allow me to introduce
myself: My name is Darrell T. Bunkley, Ph.D. I'm a Black man. I'm a 1990 graduate of The Ohio
myself:
State University with
with a double major in Psychology and Political Science. I received my Ph.D.
Ph.D. in
Clinical Psychology from
from Northwestern University in 2002 after interning at Howard University
Hospital. While at The Ohio State University I was a National Merit Scholar. I joined Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity. I sang with The Ohio State University Men's Glee Club,
Club. I was involved in
student government and president of my dorm. I became a member of Alpha Kappa Mu Honor
Society. I was
was a recipient of the
the Presidential Academic Achievement award.
award. Most importantly to
this letter: I was a five
year
member
of
The
Ohio
State
University
Marching
Band and T
-Row
five
of
T-Row
of The Ohio State University Alumni Association.
Squad Leader.
Leader. I'm also a proud Life Member of
24,2014
Your introduction to me was to send an email to me on July 24,
2014 to tell me a "thorough
Ilrevealed serious cultural
investigation" (preliminary,
investigation"
(preliminary, at best, in my opinion) had been done that "revealed
tl
• Included in your letter was the
issues and an
an environment conducive to sexual harassment
harassment".
statement that "Nothing is more important than the safety of our students." and "We expect every
member of our community to
to live up to a common standard of
of decency and mutual respect and
OSUMB was described by you as
to adhere to
to university policies.
policies."II The OSUMB
as a "hostile culture".
culture". I can't
begin to tell you how wrong your statements are based on my own experiences in TBDBITL.
OSUMB was a 100% merit based organization where men and women were treated equally on
offthe
and off
the playing
playing field.
field. So, yes, with their consent, women "rookies' were subject to the same
tlrookies1!. And these women
sometimes stupid and inappropriate treatment as consenting male "rookies".
(who I will never see as victims) had the same ability to choose to participate in (or not
"traditions '! left over from the band's all male days.
days, No, IT
participate in)
in) sexually inappropriate "traditions"
don't imagine that away from
from the public eye, all marching band members lived up to what you
feel is
is a common standard of decency at all times.
times. I know policies were broken when I was in the
band, However, the culture was
band.
was competitive, not "hostile" and usually as safe (if not safer) as any
other group of college students.
foregone conclusion that policies were broken, I'U
With it a foregone
I'll admit my own guilt in behaving
inappropriately at times
times and
and contributing to
to what the investigators called "a culture that
"fmdings" of the report
facilitated acts
facilitated
acts of
of sexual harassment".
harassment". I couldn't personally dispute any "findings"
of the behavior
as I was
was not
not aa member
member of
of the
the OSUMB
OSUMB in
in 2012
2012 or
or 2013.
2011 II did recognize most of
described in the
the report,
report, to some extent (specifically Midnight Ramp, Nicknames, Rookie
Introductions, one Rookie Midtenn,
Midterm, one Trip Tic, Songbook, Misconduct on the bus and
Changing Clothes on the bus).
bus). I don
don't1t necessarily agree with how things were interpreted and
presented in the report.
report. However,
However, those things existed, in one form or another, from 1986
1986 to
1990.
of the band
I would ALMOST be willing to accept the possibility that the recent membership of
under the leadership of Jon Waters had devolved into what the Daily Caller calls "Filled with
Depraved Perverts."
Perverts." who
who "indulge in devious sexual hazing" or current band members were
"horny and depraved" as noted in Deadspin.com. But, I believe in the character of
of Jon Waters
and in the character of the women and men in the cuttent
current band too much to accept that those are

_ _ _ •• _. __

,_._;.-_._.- __ c ___--_~_·._~~ ::'._' __ '
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accurate descriptions of the OSUMB in 2012 and 2013. I'm hopeful a full investigation will
reveal the truth.
Why do various media outlets including the Columbus Dispatch feel comfortable referring to
your students (and ALL past OSUMB members) in this manner? II would point to the pejorative
and sensationalized nature of
of the 23 page report,
report, and in particular, the additional
UNNECESSARY inclusion of69
of 69 pages of
titillating tidbits in
in Exhibits A and B as a major
oftitiHating
cause.
I am writing to point out that the release of the Investigative Report in the manner your office has
chosen to do so, is both EXTREMELY IRRESPONSIBLE, and DAMAGING to The Ohio State
University Family and, in particular, to past and present OSUMB members.
members. I take issue with the
need to present the report to
to the public in a salacious and sensationalized manner. II don't find it
of personal,
protective of students.
students. In fact, it puts current, past and future students at risk of
andlor professional halm,
psychological and/or
harm, regardless of the findings
findings of the report and any actions
the University has taken or decides to take against Jon Waters andlor
and/or the students of OSUMB:
OSUMB.
Let's talk about Exhibits A and B.
B. Apparently,
Apparently, your office concluded that Exhibits A and B
contained things
things so
so horrible and disgusting that they MUST be PUBLICLY released (in full)
report. Perhaps they were included in a sensational attempt to shock the public and
with the report.
justify the other "findings"
"fmdings" of the
the report.
report. I'm sure others have pointed out that the "thorough
investigation'i needed to interview only NINE hand selected past and present members of
of an
investigation"
organization that has hundreds (in 2012 and 2013) or thousands (over the years) of members to
confirm a "sexualized culture'i.
culture". The implication is
is that Exhibits A and B unequivocally prove the
ilsexualized culture".
culture il . As a
misogynistic, homophobic,
homophobic, racist,
racist, perversion that is the OSUMB "sexualized
researcher, II was trained to look a little closer.
Exhibit A:
Let me digress for
for a moment to when II was in the band. II was aware of
of one, maybe two rows that
traditionally handed
handed out a "rookie midterm".
midterm". (That would involve a total of 28 band members,
members, of
those 28, impossible to tell
tell exactly how many were rookies). I may have held one for a minute
caned it "a stupid waste of
of time on the bus" and
(when I asked someone from that row to see it), called
handed it back to whoever gave it to me,
me. Again
Again things may have changed since II was in the
OSUMB.
report, investigators extrapolated that ONE FORMER MEMBER represented the
In the report,
experience of ALL "rookies'
"rookies' in band.
band. There was no
no mention in the report of the experiences of
any of the other eight band members interviewed. Maybe the other eight were not even asked
about a midterm.
midterm. I don't know, I wasn't there and it wasn't reported in the "thorough" findings.
However, hy
by simply looking at Exhibit A, I did notice that only one row was mentioned as
lirookie midterm
responsible for creating and distributing the "rookie
midterm"it that is Exhibit A. The evidence is
of one row (of
(of 14
14 members)
CLEARLY written
written on
on the
the document itself
itself and states that the rookies of
were given the midterm, CLEARLY not every rookie in OSUMB was handed a rookie midterm
as the report implies.
implies. A balanced and logical conclusion is that a traditional "rookie midterm"
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of that particular row's culture, on one bus trip, not a general aspect of the band
was one aspect of
of one,
one.
as a whole. A major cultural finding from a sample of

Additionally, unless Exhibit A was presented electronically or was recreated for the report, it was
blank. The report did note it was from 2011. Was the witness asked about how they received the
midtenn, if
midterm,
if they completed (or rejected) the midterm and any repercussions
repercussions of their choice? Was
there any
way to determine the level of
any) involved in
in 2011? Were any witnesses
anyway
of coercion (if
(ifany)
questioned about the presence or absence of a rookie midterm in 2012, or 2013? I hope the next
questions. Flawed
investigation will answer these vary basic questions..
Flawed research
research practices often garner
flawed results.
And now, Exhibit B:
The preface of the 2006 Songbook, that your administration released to
to the world as a legitimate
representation of
of OSUMB culture, includes CRYSTAL CLEAR indications that attempts had
been made in the past to suppress/eliminate the songs and book.
book. Those efforts were thwarted by
a student (or group of students) in 2006 attempting a "reincarnation"
"reincarnation" (the author's
author's own words)
words) of
songbook material. Additionally in the preface, it is noted the book was purely comedic in
nature. Implied in the preface is that it should remain hidden from faculty.
faculty. I would imagine it is
staffand
because such content was prohibited by the staff
and would have led to the songbook being taken
and/or
inappropriateness. Investigators did not agree with
andlor potential disciplinary action due to its' inappropriateness.
the songbook Preface writer that the contents are intentionally shockingly inappropriate for
members of the OSUMB considered it some sort of
comedic effect.
effect. Instead they imply the members
manual for how to treat each other and sang songs on the bus trips to victimize and haze women
in the band.
To me, stating the songbook accurately represents OSUMB "culture"
lIculture" would be like someone
finding that the work of
of Don Rickles, Redd Foxx, John Valby, Andrew "Dice" Clay, Richard
Pryor, Howard Stern, and Katt Williams was representative of all American culture, or saying
ofNWA,
the music of
NWA, Snoop Dogg and 2 Live Crew represented Black male culture. You get my
evidence: Major findings from
point. Again,
Again, it is a wild extrapolation from extremely limited evidence.
research. That's my opinion. rI apologize for the
tiny sample sizes is the hallmark of poor research.
digression.

Further, the Investigative Report implies that the songbook was "distributed", and the existence
of a 2006 version is
ofdistribution.
distribution. Further, the investigators include the
of
is used as
as "proof"
"proof' of
songbook in the findings,
findings, despite testimony from MANY witnesses that NO songbook has
existed for years.
years. This incorrectly gives the implication that the songbook was regularly
fact, the evidence
"distributed" to
to the band and fully endorsed by Jon Waters and his staff. In fact,
of some objectionable
gives credence to Jon Water's statements acknowledging a history of
of the band and that efforts were being made to improve
behaviors and traditions being a part of
of the witness who provided the songbook was that a songbook was
situations. If the testimony of
distributed to every member of
of the band with the knowledge and consent of the directors, (as
implied in the report) I will stand corrected.
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Additionally, I find putting a full copy of the 2006 songbook in a publically distributed report
both pointless and HIGHLY irresponsible.
irresponsible. A thorough 23
23 page report would have been adequate
culture. Inclusion of
in reporting the summarized 'findings" of investigations
investigations into OSUMB culture,
of the report was DEFINITELY not protective of
of band
Exhibits A and B in the public release of
students, past present and future.
future. A more accurate and responsible wording in the report could
have been something similar to: "Witnesses stated students sing sexually inappropriate songs on
bus trips. Our findings were that songbooks containing misogynistic and alternate sexual lyrics to
songs existed in the past and contributed to a culture of singing sexually inappropriate songs on
if the witness stated
bus trips." The mention ofa
of a 2006 songbook, would be more meaningful if
where, when and how he/she came into possession of it,
it, and his/her knowledge regarding staff
of the songbook and/or any repercussions a student might have for being caught in
awareness of
of a songbook. Again, the report is lacking in crucial decisional information.
possession of
It is my opinion that the irresponsible release of the 2006 songbook has inadvertently legitimized
of ANY PERSON OF
it and your administration has put this material potentially in the hands of
INTERNET. JI implore you
to
redact
Exhibits A and B.
ANY AGE WITH ACCESS TO THE INTERNET.
you to
B. My
concern is that others will take that material and use
use it as a prototype for their own versions of
of high school
future songbooks (at The Ohio State University or other locations). Please think of
and college band students across
across the country who
who might be enticed by a "TBDBITL Songbook",
and whether your office's actions in providing public access to these documents puts these young
of potentially downloading and misusing Exhibits A and B. Please protect these
people at risk of
students and remove them from the publicly accessible version of the Investigative Report.
If you won't redact Exhibits A and B in the protective interest of students, then protect the Ohio
If
State University from
from potential liability issues.
issues. Otherwise, you may want to prepare to face
potential future allegations from
parents/teachers/music
administrators who may claim their
from
of gaining access to
children/students were somehow damaged or damaged others as a result of
of this Investigative Report.
Exhibits A and B through your office's release of

That being said, I would like to move forward.
overjoyed
forward. I was overj
oyed when they announced you would
myself as having a personal
be the next president of The Ohio State University.
University. I consider myself
interest in your success in this position.
position. I hope you realize my comments are based in a true love
for The Ohio State University, its students, faculty and fans.
Based solely on the "findings" of
of the report, I feel I must have contributed to the inappropriate
of the band from 1986-1990. Therefore, I will make efforts to improve the environment
culture of
of the band today.
today. Those efforts include but are not limited to volunteering to do long-distance
counseling for any students, and volunteering to be a part of any future oversight committees
developed for the OSUMB. I will also make myself
myself available to marching band alumni who feel
they may have suffered personal, psychological
psychological or professional damage as a result of this
situation,
situation. My resume and references will be provided upon request.
first of
ofmany
many letters
letters that
that you
you receive
receivefrom
fromme.
me, TI will have more to
My plan is that this will be the first
say as this situation continues to develop. HymnIf your office does not directly address my concerns
about redacting Exhibits A and B from the publicly available report (and only the publicly

1
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available report), I feel it is my responsibility as a Buckeye to make Betty Montgomery and the
of Trustees aware of
of my concerns.
Board of
I look forward to your response to my letter and again implore you to have Exhibits A and B
removed from the publicly available version of
of the Investigative Report.
Sincerely,
T. Bunkley,Ph.D.
Darrell T,
Bunkley,Ph,D.
of 9/27/2014, I have had no response to my letter.
p.s. As of
p,s.

Darrell

,:_:'c'..
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Sunday, July 27,
27, 2014
Sunday,
Alex Clark - Letter to President Drake
Dear President
President Drake,
Drake,
Dear

al
the
"We
women
and
we
a l lI
the different
di f f er ent
"
Werespect
respect women
and we
respect
d iv
ve
err s
s ii tt y
di
y.. "
"
Is a line from your statement on the firing of Ohio State University Marching Band
Band director Jon
This is
of the past few days thanks to a report filed
Waters. I find it to be particularly ironic given the events of
by OSU'
OSU's s Of
f ice
of
Campi I iance
nt egr
egr ii tt y.
y.
Comp!
ance and
and II nt
by
Off
i ce of

-r

a "" sex
thenvestgators
sexual
In their
rep 0 r t ,,
the ii n v est i gat 0 r s sspeak
p e a k of
0 fa
u a I i ze
report
lntheir
z e
led to the harassment of female members, through alcohol consumption, inappropriate nicknames,
theif peers, amongst other
other things. What is
and tricks performed by young members given to them by their
truly shocking about the
the report is not the list of antics by a group of hormone filled college students,
but the complete lack of respect for the privacy and dignity of the band members. Included in the list
o
foekmeidkrvanneis
Elid:krvam~s are things like Donk, Tulsa, Tiggles, and Jewoobs. Ohio State .
o
f f "" o0f ffoekhe
clearly had no interest in learning anything about these strong, intelligent women and instead
dellcate feminine
decided that their delicate
feminine sensibilities needed to be defended by adding their names to a
list of things they feel the Buckeye community should feel disgusted and ashamed about. II would
ii s
s spelled
also
i k e t to
point
spelled Joobs,
Joobs,
nol
tthat
hat
ii tt
not
nt
out
al
so llike
o poi
"
gi ven to
to a
was soy
soyoaidlabOllGitv!eetd:tie.$cltih~tor
"given
a J
J
was
oidabadi tvlee t diet
rtihpt or
"Jewoobs"
breast
s·
so you
you coul
caul d
d be
be f f ul
ul lI y
y aware
aware t t hat
hat
she was
was b(
bE
she
so
br
east s"
faith and her anatomy.
ecewtrrlsr
I ''m
"JJewoobs"
e w 0 a b s"
e n t i Irren'ItntLerrtnielt
e n 'I tn t I.e IT tn j e It }6
IE ffi trre; r day
d roy
tthe
he ent
tt hat
m tthe
he "
ever felt sexualized
sexualized and
and degraded because of the name Joobs. You turned a lighthearted joke and
shameful, and you
rookie name given
given to
to me
me by my row mates with
with my full
full consent into something shameful,
decided
decided that my entire identity could
could be boiled
boiled down to being a Jewish woman with a large chest.
chest.
Please allow me to provide my prospective of the report, my nickname and my time in the band.
proud, strong, Jewish woman.
I am a proud,
woman. My relationship with my faith is not the business of anyone else
diversity, there is absolutely no necessity
and that includes The Ohio
Ohio State University.
University. If you
you respect diversity,
to
to turn
turn this
this issue
issue into
into one
one of
of religion
religion nor is
is it necessary to
to define
define me
me In
in a report as Jewish.
Jewish.
chest, but thanks to the investigation, the entire Internet knows that. You
I also have a large chest,
You took a
physical
physical feature
feature that many woman
women feel
feel self-conscious
self-conscious toward,
toward, myself included,
included, and made sure
sure that it
broadcasted it to
was
was what I will
will always
always be
be identified
identified by
by in
in correlation
correlation with
with my time in
in TBDBITL and broadcasted
the
the entire
entire world.
world.
The
The name
name Joobs
Joobs was
was given
given to
to me
me by
by the
the older
older members of my row during my rookie year.
year. They
waited
waited several
several weeks
weeks and
and after
after getting
getting to
to know
know me
me they
they gave me a funny nickname that is,
is, quite
quite
frank!y.
frankly, really
really fun
fun to
to say
say out
out loud.
loud. They
They understood
understood that
that JI was
was able
able to
to enjoy the
the name and
and that
that it
suited
suited my
my sense
sense of
of humor.
humor. All
All of
of this
this was
was done
done with
with my full
full consent.
consent.
I was
was also
also aa proud
proud member
member of
of C-Row
C-Row from
from 2009~2011.
2009-2011. In
In my three
three years
years with
with the band,
band, far from
from
t h e b
best
encountering
sexualized
andand
hostile
environment,
I ma d
es
the
est
ff r
r i end
end
encounteringa a
sexualized
hostile
environment,
I ma
d ea smea
o me o ff
and
and found
found aa loving
loving and
and supportive
supportive family
family in
in my
my row mates.
mates. The
The idea
idea that
that these wonderful
wonderful people
people
harassed
harassed and
and hazed
hazed me
me by
by giving
giving me
me aa nickname
nickname or
or created
created an
an environment where
where I felt
felt helpless
helpless
could
could not
not be
be further
further from
from the
the truth.
truth. Here
Here are
are some
some examples
examples of how
how these
these people treated
treated me
me during
during
my
my years
years in
in the
the band:
band:
" Y o udon'
don' tt
of C-R a of
w C-R
t a ow
I dt oludsu swas,
"You
After
thethe
band,
the first
members
Aftermaking
making
band,
thething
first all
thing
all members
w a s,
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uncomfortable."
any t hi
hi ng
n 9 tt hat
hat
rna k e s
you ffee
un co mf 0 r tab Ie. "
makes
you
eelI
anyt
leader informed me
me that
that II
Before the infamous Midnight Ramp
Ramp that same year, my female squad leader
Before
about participating,
participating, though
though there
there
could be
be fully clothed ifif it would make me feel more comfortable about
could
was absolutely no pressure to if II did not want to. II did my first Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp wearing aa tank
tank top
top
was
everyday band
band practice,
practice, and
and
and gym
gym shorts that provided full coverage, which is what I wore to everyday
and
allowed me
me to dress modestly. I was not treated like II was doing something wrong. II was embraced
allowed
as a member of C-Row
C~Row during a tradition that was meant to welcome us
us into the
the band after
after finally
as
ra
adi
i ons.
II t
t
iis
s al
so worth not
a l lI
i t s It r
d i tti o
ns.
also
not
its
of
Ilearning
ear ni ng al
my
row
t e ses
did
n' t so
s a much
mu c h aas
s
off e r me
me an
a n al
a I cohol
co hoi i (
my
row ma
mat
didn't
offer
being hazed, rather I was a willing part of a tradition that truly helped mark
mark my membership in
was being
the band.
At the beginning
beginning of
of my rookie year I chose not to consume alcohol and my row was supportive of
At
that decision. There were several other members of C-Row that did not drink but still socialized and
attended band functions and parties without any pressure from OUr
our peers. The choice to consume
alcohOl was absolutely ours to make. This Is typical throughout the band.
alcohol
fic
(Janice
io Had standt
at thecfclotbak
gamestivbenever
My"
uno
f if ali " cia
I "damce
io \lila stand:t
at theddotbcUf
~mestwbeneverthey
theyplayed
played
M
y "unof
by
opki ck Mur
phys ovt
to
"Shipping
Off
to Boston"
Boston"
by the
the Dr
Dropkick
Murphys
OVt
"
Shi ppi ng Off
C~Row that I was an Irish dancer while meeting them for the first time upon
being after I shared with C-Row
somet
ma kin ng
9 the
ban d.
wa s n' tt
some t hhi
i nng
g uused
s e dtt o
odegr
d e g radc
ad E
wasn'
I tt
maki
the band.
me to do because they thought it was unique and exciting.
During my rookie year, the vast majority of band members outside of C-Row were unaware of the
knew
t a
ass
Peopl
ustt
meaning
b e behi
h i n dndmy
k i ee name.
n a me.
Pea piee jjus
k new li t
meaning
myroo
r ooki
peopl
no
of
wonder
out
a lI of
ot
wanderff ul
peopl ee Ii n
t
met
a
of
and I
Iloud"
oud"
name. The only way they found out what it meant was if I made the decision to tell them. However,
The Ohio State University has decided,
decided, without ever informing me, to make this public to the entire
car
i t
even
war! d,
d,
even
though
caul dn'
dn' tt
even spel
spellI
cor rr
t
hough tt hey
hey coul
even
wort
Like any group that spends
spends large amounts of time together,
together, rows in band will get tired
tired and impatient
later ininthe
season.
When
I did have
C~Rwith
0 wan
t rea
later
the
season.
When
I did issues
have with
issues
C-R adw asam
n d se o me
t r eat tmen
men t
a friend from
from another row approached
approached the
the directors on
on my behalf. Jon Waters and Dr. Woods
facilitated
facilitated an open
open and mature discussion between row members that allowed us to grow and move
forward.
forward. It truly was transformative and
and gave us an opportunity to better understand one another. My
squad leaders also
also told
told me
me that
that Jon
Jon Waters
Waters informed
informed them
them there
there would
would be zero
zero tolerance for any
by expulsion
expulsion from
from the
the band..
band. By providing
further incidences
ihcidences and it would be punishable by
providing a safe place
for us to
to air our
our feelings
feelings and
and aa stable
stable environment
environment for
for us
us to
to discuss
discuss our issues
issues instead
instead of devolving
further into
Into chaos,
chaos, the
the directors fostered
fostered an
an environment that assured
assured that we had a happy and
.
healthy band
band experience.
experience.

tt hat

I was
was Iin
band
for
t hr ae years
year s and
and I can't
can't
remember
I
n band
for three
remember
referred
referred to
to me
me by
by my
my rookie
rookie name.
name. They
They always
always addressed
addressed me
me as
as Alex or Alexandra
Alexandra because they
are professionals.
professionals.
My
My father is
is an
an Emeritus
Emeritus Faculty
Faculty member at Ohio
Ohio State.
State. He
He taught and did research
research for 35
35 years.
years.
During
During his
his tenure
tenure at Ohio
Ohio State,
State, he
he also
also had
had aa ten-year
ten-year term
term as a senior administrator.
administrator. If my father
father
had any issues
issues with
with my
my rookie name
name or
or my treatment
treatment by
by the
the band,
band, there
there is absolutely no way he
he
would
would have
have tolerated
tolerated itit and
and the
the responsible
responsible parties
parties would
would have
have been
been reprimanded
reprimanded appropriately
appropriately
according
according to
to university
university policy.
policy. He
He took
took aa great
great interest
interest in
in my
my membership
membership in
in the
the band
band and
and we
we
frequently
frequently discussed
discussed it.
it.
My
mother
i ss al
also
a proud
proud Jewi
Jewish
woman
and as
as Ij ' v
e
so a
sh woman
and
ve
My mot
her
she
she felt
felt that
that II was
was being
being sexualized
sexualized or
or harassed
harassed with
with even
even the
the slightest
slightest hint of Anti~Semitism,
Anti-Semitism, she
she
would
would not
not have
have tolerated
tolerated itit either
either and
and would
would have
have taken
taken appropriate
appropriate legal
legal action.
action.
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band parents and supporters
supporters of
of TBDEilTL,
TBDBITL, and
My parents have embraced their role as band
and C-Row in
particular.
did they host multiple row dinners,
dinners, they
they are
are affectionately known
known to the members
particular. Not only did
Joobs.
names
are not
ofthebandasMama
and
b san
d Dr
Dr..
J a 0 b s. These
The s e n
a me s
are
not
of the band as M a m a J a 0Joobs
are used as terms of endearment and a sign of respect and acceptance amongst the band for my
a
parents
myffather's
r
of e as
parents and
and my
ather's
role
as
a professor,
professor,
partt
iin
n par

I have been out of the band for three years but my ctosest
closest and best friends refer to me almost
exclusively as Joobs. They are not saying it to offend
offend or sexualize me.
me. They are saying it because
the y II ove
0 vern
e and
and care
car e about
a b out
mea
n d it'i sdaabonclonnect
t ' s d a:lborn:! ann e c t o
r
they
me
me
and
i or
We'll
have for
rest
es.
est
of
our
Il iivves.
we' I I
have
for
tthe
he r
everfe!!
Despite spending three years in the band, it was not until this report was published that I ever
felt
sex u a I I szed
a use o
f tthe
h ename
n a me Joobs.
J a a b s.
Now i
s iin
e,
Now
it
t' s
sexual
zedbee
because
of
n e)
I ' v aidlypused
to identify my membership in the band has been perverted by legions of the
rudlJPJsed to
ntt o
o somet
hi ng di
y and
degr
adi ng,
in
vis
something
d irr t y
and
degrading.
I ff
nvi
sii b
bll e
e ii n
I
certainly vulnerable
vulnerable to it now.
now. There are perfect strangers commenting
commenting on
on articles or tweeting
tweeting about
the
sexual
nature
of
they'd
tike
the ""s
e x u a I"
nat u r e o
f my
m y name
n a mea and
n d w what
hat
the
y' d
i: k e
about the conflict in Gaza because they find this to be an acceptable joke to make based on the
r e p o r t'' s
description
me.
report
s descr
i pt i on of
me.

If the investigators felt that my rookie name was so offensive that it was
was the only one warranting
warranting an
explanation,
Ohio State has to
to investigate claims
claims of
explanation, why was I never consulted about my opinion? If Ohio
harassment, why was I never contacted for my side of the story? Where are the claims of
sexual harassment,
in charge of the investigation had
sexual harassment aimed towards me coming from? If the people in
reached out to me for my opinion, they would have learned that I did not feel I1was being objectified
reached
or harassed by my peers. They would have learned that I found
found it to be funny and endearing. Like
any woman,
woman,
have cer
cer tt ai
hi ngs
ngs about
about
my
bo<ly
I
have
ai nn tt hi
any
my
body tthat
hat
con sci ous
0 usa
b 0 u t ii s
s my
my chest
c h est.
a m OnlydiscussaJudytismpr
;p4lnlf diSCUS$J[Jci1lisnp r
vat
e
consci
about
II
am
i vat e
with many people.
people. The name Joobs allowed two things that often made me feel like an outsider to
become non-issues. It allowed me to accept that aspect of my identity and become comfortable in
my
own
skin
because
I realized
the peaa pr I0euanr do u m
n ed mdid
e di dn'
I eve
e a nn yy
my own
skin
because
I realized
that the that
pea pie
n' t
0 v e mmea
things,
accepted that they were merely parts of the whole of my person. However,
However, the publication
things, but accepted
of this report has turned
turned these into feelings of shame and embarrassment.
embarrassment. Because of the way my
name
t hi
hii s
II
ffee
eelI
as
houc
pre sen ted wi
wit
h i n
nt
th
s report
rep a r t ,,
a s t tho
u ~
name ii ss presented
name and that because I am not there is something wrong with me.
To say that
that I never
never had
had any
any differences
differencesof
ofopinion
opinionwith
withJon
JonWaters
Waterswould
wouldbe
bedishonest
dishonestand
andI can'
I can ' t
say I always agreed with everything he said or did during my time in the band or in the time since I
left. I can say with great
great certainty that I have witnessed
witnessed his attempts to change the culture within the
band for the
the beUer
better and I greatly admire him for that.
that. He had zero tolerance for rookies names that he
felt were purely degrading to students and during my last year he made it necessary for rows to
document that they were providing their rookies with money to buy game day snacks for their rows
so that the first year members could further enjoy their experience in the band instead of feeling as
though they were
were being exploited by older members. I have also witnessed his passion for the band
and its members in
in person
person and it is a truly remarkable thing.
To expect a group of 225 people that live in a pressure cooker for several months at a time
time to never
misbehave is frankly an irresponsible line of thinking.
thinking. In a group that size,
size, the vast majority of
students are
are respectful
respectful of one
one another but you
you will
will have
have a handful
handful that enjoy sowing the
the seeds of
unrest and acting out in embarrassing or painful ways towards their peers. Dynamics like that exist in
any
size
every
university,
whet
any group
group that
size at
at
every major
major
university,
whettt
footbal
pr
o g9 rram.
a m.
What
has
t h
he " "s
sexual
footba! I
pro
W hat
has happened
hap pen e d wi
wit
h t the
e x u a li iz
ze
e
solely be blamed on Jon Waters or the other members of the marching band staff. It can also be
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blamed on the institutional failure of the university to
to provide
provide adequate
adequate resources
resources to
to the band
band and its
members before events of that nature even
even have
have a chance
chance to
to transpire.
transpire. With
With the
the increase in national
visibility the band
band has received and the drastic increase in away games and performances, it is
the
f ff
the si
s i ze
z e of
0 f
the band'
ban d' s
s t to0 a ap
p p
pro
p rr i {
unreasonable totoexpect
a st
r 0 p
unreasonable
expect
a sta of
the
students,
Ohio State University Marching
Marching Band is approximately twice
twice the
the size of the
the Ohio State
students. The Ohio
team, yet it has absolutely none of the
football team,
the medica!,
medical, academic,
academic, or compliance support provided to
Urban Meyer and his staff by the athletic program.
program. It is
is unfair to
to call
call the marching
marching band
band a part of an
program that does not provide
athletic program
provide adequate support
support for
for its
its members
members yet
yet still
still expects
expects perfection
and zero tolerance.
events listed
tolerance. The majority of the events
listed in
in the
the investigation are things that occurred
away from marching band events or practices and
and often
often took place in private
private homes.
homes. If the university
band, then
wants to enforce a zero tolerance policy on its band,
then the
the least it should
should do is provide the same
level of trained professionals to bring that about.
I respect the efforts Jon Waters made to further TBDB1TL
TBDBITL on a national and inlernational
international stage, as
usisdeaisiontod
erarr
wei 1I
ash
s
e f for
t s to
t 0 advance
a d van c ei ncl
inc
Ius is deKtisioo tD d
t t 0ol
I era
hii s
ef
f arts
wel
as
make him a scapegoat at this point in time for things that have
have been going on
on for decades, which he
worked hard to change, is absolutely incomprehensible and unjust.
Respectfu l1y,
Respectfully,
AI exandr
oobs"
CI ar
Al
exandr aa ""J
Joobs"
Cl
arkk
2009-2011
C-Row, 2009-2011
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President Michael Drake
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210
Board of Trustees
The Ohio State University
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Dear President Drake and Chairman Wadsworth:
are Alexandra Clark ("Joobs"),
("Joobs"),
Please allow us to introduce
introduce ourselves.
ourselves. We are
Jeanette Town
flERV")
Jeanette
Town (iiTiggles
("Tiggles"), Victoria
Victoria Nolte
Nolte C'Tulsa"),
("Tulsa"), Lindsay
Lindsay Barrie
Barrie ("ERV")
and Jocelyn
Jocelyn Smallwood
Smallwood ("Dank").
We write
write concerning
concerning the university's
university's
and
("Donk"). We
investigation into the culture of the Ohio
investigation
Ohio State
State University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, of
which we are proud alumni.
ll

),

investigative report,
As you undoubtedly know,
know, the investigative
report, apparently prepared
prepared by
Chris Glaros,
Glaros, described
Chris
described our
our nicknames
nicknames as
as salacious
salacious and
and offensive.
offensive. You
should
public statements
should also
also know
know that
that we
we have made
made public
statements indicating
indicating that our
nicknames
are completely
completelyinoffensive
inoffensivetotous,
us,were
weregiven
given inin fun,
fun, and
and we
nicknames are
embraced them
Mr. Glaros
Glaros would
would have
have known
known that
had he
embraced
them in
in that
that spirit.
spirit. Mr.
that had
bothered to
ask about
about our
our feelings
feelings before
his
bothered
to ask
before including
including our
our names
names in
in his
unwarranted and,
and, yes
yes, offensive report.
report.
l

not feel
feel objectified,
objectified, sexualized
sexualized or
We did not
or sexually
sexually harassed
harassed until
until we read
about ourselves
time, the report
report turns
about
ourselvesinin the
the Glaros
Glaros report.
report. For
For the
the first time,
what
Into something
something the public
public
what has
has always
always been
been a high
high point
point in
in our lives into
sees as shameful
shameful and
dirty. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the report's
report's description
description bears
bears
sees
and dirty.
almost
resemblance toto the
almost no
no resemblance
the band's
band's actual
actual culture,
culture,which
which isis one
one of
excellence, hard
excellence,
hard work,
work, mutual
mutual respect
respectand
andconcern
concernfor
forone
oneanother.
another. If the
culture were
Mr. Glaros
Glaros described,
described, the
band could
could not
not possibly
possibly have
have
culture
were as
as Mr.
the band
presented the
presented
the complex
complex halftime
halftime shows
shows that
that Buckeye
Buckeye fans
fans have
have come
come to
expect week
and week
week out,
out, and which
which require
require 225 band members
members to
expect
week in
in and
think and march as if they were one person.
The report
report made
made us Victims,
victims, not of anything
anything done
done by
by band
band members
members or the
directing
directing staff.
staff, but of Mr.
Mr. Glaros's indifference
indifference to
to the
the truth,
truth, our opinions, and
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our feelings.
feelings. We
We are
are now,
now, for
for the
the first
first time,
time, subjected
subjected to
to offensive
offensive
our
comments about
character and
and physical
physical appearance
appearance on Internet
Internet
comments
about our
our character
comment boards,
boards, Twitter, and other social media.
We recognize,
recognize, President
misfortune to
be
We
PresidentDrake,
Drake,that
thatyou
you had
had the
the misfortune
to be
presented with
presented
withthe
the Glaros
Glaros report
reportafter
afteronly
onlytwo
two weeks
weeks at
at the
the helm
helm of a
major university,
university, and,
and, due
due to
to the time sensitive
sensitive nature of the investigation,
In that sense,
sense, you,
one of its
were asked
instantly. In
were
asked to
to act
act on
on it instantly.
you, too,
too, are
are one
victims.
You
were
entitled
to
expect
a
competent,
truthful
report
on which
victims. You were entitled expect a competent, truthful
you could
could rely
rely without
without question.
question. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, itit has
has been
been made
made
you
abundantly clear that you received quite the opposite.

We have been
despite our public statements, no one
been very disappointed that despite
from this great university
university has contacted
contacted us
apologize, seek our views,
views,
from
us to
to apologize,
address our
Accordingly, we
address
our concerns,
concerns, or
or simply
simply discuss
discuss the
the situation.
situation. Accordingly,
request aa meeting
meeting with
earliest possible
possible opportunity.
You will
request
with you
you at the earliest
opportunity. You
find us to be constructive and willing
willing to work directly with you to implement
a just and
and proportionate
proportionate response
response to
to the
the current
currentsituation.
situation. However, we are
determined to
necessary to
redeem
determined
to do
do whatever
whatever is
is necessary
to reclaim
reclaim our voice and redeem
not only
only our own
own reputation,
reputation, but
that of every
every current
current and
and former
former band
band
not
but that
member impacted by this report.
essential because
because of the shadow the Glaros
We believe such
such a meeting is essential
of Jonathan
Jonathan
report has
us, the band and
and alumni,
alumni, to
report
has cast
cast over us,
to say nothing of
Waters. You
You have
have stated
stated that the university
university was
strict timetable
timetable in
Waters.
was on
on a strict
repairing
issuing its report.
report. Therefore,
issuing
Therefore, you
you should
should attach
attach equal
equal urgency to repairing
the damage
damage it has caused
caused through its
its incompetence
incompetence and inaccuracy,
inaccuracy, and
we
ask that
that you
you or
or your
your staff
staff contact
contact us
us immediately
immediately to
arrange for
we ask
to arrange
for a
place no
no later
later than
than August.
August 22, 201.4.
personal meeting to take place
2014.
nature of the
the report,
report, the
the widespread
widespread attention
attention it has
has received,
received,
Due to the nature
and our personal
personal feelings
feelings regarding
regarding the
inaccuracies within
and
the gross
gross inaccuracies
within it,
it, we
believe that
paramount that
our story
story receive
receive the
the equal
equal care
care and
and
believe
that itit is paramount
that our
attention it should
attention
should have
have been
been afforded
affordedfrom
fromthe
the beginning.
beginning. With that goal in
mind, we
mind,
we have
have taken
taken the
the liberty
liberty of
of forwarding
forwarding copies
copies of
of our
our letter
letter to the
media. We
We hope
hope you
you understand
understand this
an attack,
attack, but to
media.
this was
was not
not done
done as
as an
ensure that the true character of the band
band is
is known
known and
and appreciated.
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your response,
response, and
cordial and
and productive
productive
-. We
We look
look fOlWard
forward to
to your
and to
to aa cordial
discussion. For
For all
all that
that has
has happened,
happened, OSU
OSU is still our university, and we
discussion.
want It.
it, and you, to succeed.

Respectfully and sincerely,

Alexandra "Joobs"
"Joobalt Clark
Clark.1769@osu.edu

f rec40'

•

Victoria "Tulsa" Nolte
Nolte.l9@osu.edu

JE( nette 'Tiggl Town
Town.6@buckeyemall.osu.edu

.-Smallwoo
trolwood1025@gmail.com
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University
The Ohio State University
Board of Trustees
Trustees
Bricker Hall,
Hall, 190 North Oval
Oval Mall
Mall
210 Bricker
Columbus, OH
OH 43210
Gentlemen and
and Ladies:
Ladies:

matterinvolving
involving the
the firing
firing of Dr.
I'm writing
writing to
to you
you In
In regards
regards to
to the matter
Dr. Waters.
Waters.
II do
do not
not know
know Dr.
Dr.Waters,
Waters,and
andso
socannot
cannot comment
comment on
on his
his character,
character, or actions as an educator. II do
believe that he is deserving of a more
which resulted in
in
more fair
fair and
and introspective
introspective investigation
investigation than
than the one which
his
accuracy of the Glaros
Glaros
his firing,
firing,given
giventhe
themany
manynew
newfacts
factsthat
that subsequently
subsequently call
call into
into question the
the accuracy
report or the competence
competence of
of its
its creator.
creator. On
On the strength
strength of
of these,
these, prudence
prudenceshould
should lead
lead you
you as
as aa Board
Board
call for
announce suspension
suspensionof
ofany
any decision
decision regarding
regarding Dr.
Dr.
to call
for an
an investigation
investigation into
into the
the report, and announce
position until
until the results
results compel
compel you
you to
to support
supportor
orretract
retractyour
youroriginal
originaldecision
decision accordingly.
accordingly.
Waters' position
Given the
Given
the serious
serious nature
nature ofthe
of the accusations
accusations brought forward,
forward, II agree
agree without
without hesitation
hesitation that
that an
poor example
example of
of investigatory
investigation was
was warranted.
warranted. The final
final product,
product, though,
though, was
was at best aa poor
and professionalism.
profeSSionalism.
effort and
understand that
II understand
that it's
it'sexpedient
expedientand
andeffective
effectivefor
forOSU
OSU to
to fire
fIre whomever
whomeverisis in
in charge
charge when
when claims
claims like
like
these are
are found
found to
to have
have aawhiff
whiff of
of legitimacy;
legitImacy: It's decisive and
these
and shows the public that you have zero
in the report. II get it.
tolerance for behavior of
of the
the nature suggested in
II understand
further that
thatIt's
It'spolitically
politically sensitive to
to NOT
NOT immediately
methodically gather
gather all
all
understand further
immediately act,
act, but to methodically
let them lead
lead you
you to the
the conclusion
conclusion they
they support—even
support-even ifif this goes against public emotion.
facts and let
This process
fully-informed action
is fair and just.
This
process would
would provide
provide you
youthe
the confidence
confidence to
to choose an fully-informed
action that is
That's not what happened here,
here, guys.
guys.
It's not necessary to admit errors or wrongdoing
wrongdoing atthis
at this time,
time, because
because there
there may have
have been
been none.
However,
which conflicts
findings must
However, the
the volume
volume of
of facts
facts that
that has come forward which
conflicts with
with the
the reports' findings
community. "Despite
compel you
you to
to look
look again,
again, look
lookdeeper,
deeper, and
and to
to acknowledge
acknowledge this
this to
to the
the community.
"Despite our best
realize now
available at
intentions, we realize
now some
some facts
facts relevant
relevant to
to the
the investigation may not have been available
at the
so we're
we're looking
looking into this thing more deeply" would do it.
time, so
Do
Do the
the right
right thing
thing for
forthe
the university,
university, guys.
guys.It's
It'sacceptable
acceptableto
to admit
admit that
that your actions
actions stemmed from an
investigation later found
investigation
found to be flawed.
flawed. You
Youhave
havean
an 'out:
'out.' Your
Yoursilence
silenceor
orrepeated
repeated recitation
recitation of the
the same
report" mantra
mantradon't
don'tmake
makethe
theBoard
Boardseem
seemjudicial
judicial and
and stoic,
stoic, itit makes
makes you seem
"We stand behind the report"
[ike you're
hiding something,
or acting
acting for
for political
political expediency.
like
you're hiding
something, dismissive
dismissive of
of the
the truth, or
II urge
urge you
you to
to do
do the
the right thing and delay your decision
decision on
on Dr.
Dr. Waters'
Waters' firing
firing and
and initiate
initiate aa new
new probe
original.
into the original.
Thank you
best of
of luck
luck to you in making the
Thank
you for
for your
your conSideration,
consideration, and best
the right decisions.
Mike Coggins (TBDBITL
(TBDBITL Alumnus,
Alumnus, H-Row
H-Row 1981-85)
1981-85)
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Archie Griffin
Griffin
Archie
Alumni Relations
President/CEO Alumni
University
The Ohio State University
Road
2200 Olentangy
Olentangy River
River Road
2200
OH 43210-1035
Columbus, OH
43210-1035
Archie:
I'm writing
writing to
to ask
ask you
youto
to lend
lend your
yourwell-respected
well-respectedvoice
voiceto
tothe
the Jon
Jon Waters
Waters matter.
matter.
Drake for your review. I hope you
that itit Is
Is
I've also included
included aa copy
copy of
of aa letter
letter mailed
mailed to President Drake
you agree that
and compelling.
compelling.
respectful and
his
I don't
don't know Dr.
Dr. Waters--and
Waters--and suspect
suspect you
you may
may not
not either-so
either—so II can't
can't comment first-hand on his
character, but
thathe's
he'saavictim
victim of
of either
eitheralarmingly
alarmingly poor
poor investigative
investigative effort, or
but it's
it's become
becomeclear
clear that
purposeful assault on his integrity.
integrity. Given
Giventhe
thevehement
vehement refutation
refutation by
by multiple
multiple interviewees
interviewees in
in the
the report
them, the
the exclusion
exclusion of facts and quotes not
not supportive
supportive of
of many of
of the
the facts
facts and
and quotes
quotes attributed to them,
the report's
report'sultimate
ultimateconclusion,
conclusion,and
andthe
thelack
lackof
ofanyone
anyonein
in the
theOSUMB
OSUMB organization
the
organization stepping forward to
support the
the report's
report'sfindings,
findings, II feel
feel that
that no
no person
person of
of conscience
conscience or
or intellect
intellect could
could deny
deny that
that this
this initial
initial
support
second look
look into
into its validity
validity and
investigation deserves
deserves aa second
and process.
Vou need
You
need to
to be
be the
the guy
guy behind
behind the
the scenes
scenes to
to initiate
initiate that.
that.
Circling the
Circling
thewagons
wagonsand
andoffering
offeringno
nothoughtful
thoughtfulreply
replytotolegitimate
legitimatequestions
questionsgives
givesthe
the appearance
appearance that
that
the Board
Board of
of Trustees is
is simply
simply waiting
the
waitingfor
for the
the whole
whole thing
thing to
to blow over.
over. This
This isisan
an understandable
understandable
quickly, and
we both
both know,
know, since public
public outcries
strategy, we
outcries tend
tend to quiet quickly,
and people
people get
get bored and move on.
of the
the BOT
BOT do
Gray as you and II do.
The members
members of
do not bleed Scarlet and Gray
right thing,
thing, Archi,
Archi, and
original investigation to an
an investigation
investigation of its
Urge
Urge them
them to do the right
and open
open up the original
own.
grew up
up watching
watching you
you play,
play,and
andwore
wore that
that #45
#45 jersey
jersey to
to school
school nearly every day each fall-to
fall—to the
the point
II grew
where itit could
could have walked to the
the washing
washing machine
machine on
on its
its own!
ownlln
where
In college, I listened to you speak, and
shake your
your hand
hand on
on more
morethan
thanone
oneoccasion.
occasion.As
As aamember
memberofofthe
theOSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band—and
Band-and
even got to shake
alumnus--I can
cantell
tellyou
youthat
thatyou
youhave
havealways
alwaysbeen
been respected
respected and revered as
now balding
balding alumnus--I
as aa friend
friend of
of
TBDBITL and
TBDBITL
andits
itsAlumni
Alumni group.
group.
the BUT
BOT to
the original
original
We need your vocal
vocal support now. Speak up and urge the
to acknowledge
acknowledge that the
review was being initiated into its
investigation fell
fell short,
short, given
given new
new informatIon,
information, and
and that
that an
an immediate review
until all
all facts
University would
processes. Meanwhile, acknowledge
acknowledge that until
facts are
are investigated, the University
would postpone
postpone
Dr. Waters
position
as
Director.
any decision regarding Dr.
Waters
Thank
Thank you
you for
for your
your consIderation.
consideration.
Respectfully,
Mike Coggins,
Coggins, H-Row
H-Row 1981-85
1981-85

•

... .

.....
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Michael
Michael Drake-President
University
The Ohio State University
Bricker Hall,
Hall, Oval Mall
Mall
205 Bricker
OH 43210
Columbus, OH
43210
President Drake,
Drake,
II empathize
empathize with
with you
you in
inthe
theJon
JonWaters
Waterssituation.
situation. II believe
believe you
you made
made what
what you
you believed
believed to
to be
be the
the
correct decision,
presented by
are being asked
asked to
to reverse
decision, based on information presented
by trusted
trusted underlings.
underlings. You
You are
that decision
decision when you're not
not completely
completely convinced
convinced it's wrong.
that
wrong. That's
That's a tough
tough one.
Your
people let
let you
you down
down here,
here, Dr.
Dr. Drake,
Drake,for
forreasons
reasonsyou
youneed
needto
to determine.
determine.
Your people
I, too,
of my
my organization, and II make
1,
too, manage
manage individuals
individualswho
whoI Icount
countupon
uponto
to act
act in
inthe
the best
best interest
interest of
decisions
based on
on information
information compiled
compiled and
and presented
presented by those
those people. When they make mistakes,
decisions based
a re my
they are
my mistakes. I take
take responsibility
responsibility for
forthem,
them, though
though sometimes
sometimes I didn't "make" them. Not
Not an
pill to
easy pill
to swallow
swallow publicly,
publicly, so
so IIempathize
empathize with you.
I've
I've been the "new guy" in
in the
the boss's chair, as well-several
well—severaltimes-and
times—and know
knowthe
the stress
stress that
that comes
from learning a new job
job in
in aa new
new environment
environment with
with new
new colleagues.
colleagues. The
The greatest
greatest stress comes from
decisively while
feeling compelled to act decisively
while not
not really
really knowing
knowingall
allthe
theright
rightanswers
answers yet.
yet. Pressure's
Pressure's on you
keep the
the organization
organization flowing
flowing smoothly
to keep
smoothly and
and move
move itit forward
forward toward
toward its goals;
goals; in
in short--to
short--to be
be a leader,
leader.
people working
working for us doing
Our daily
daily challenge
challengeisisthat
that we
we can't
can't be effective
effective in
in our
our roles
roles without
without the people
well. They
ofthe
They must
their jobs well.
Theymust
mustact
act in
inthe
the long
longterm
term best
best interest
interest of
the organization. They
must be
be selected
ability, potential,
for their ability,
potential, ethics,
ethics, and
and character. They
They must
must be
be well-trained
well-trained and
and motivated
motivated to
to perform at
level that
the organization's
organization's goals.
goals.
a level
that furthers the
Despite
sometimes make
make mistakes.
mistakes. Your
Your people
Despite good
good intentions,
intentions, leaders
leaders and their direct reports sometimes
people made
mistakes on
on this one.
one. Big
Big time.
some mistakes
time.
The only
The
only correct
correct action
action at
at this
this point
point is
is to
to acknowledge
acknowledgethat
that enough new information has come forward
merit review
review of all
all facts.
you admit
admit wrong-doing or
to merit
facts. This
Thisimmediate
immediate action
action does
does not
not require that you
malfeasance on
additional review
review is
on anyone's part--just that
that additional
is prudent.
prudent.
The Glaros
piece of
of investigative
investigative reporting,
reporting; Dr.
Dr. Drake.
Drake. As
The
Glaros report
report is
is not
not a well-constructed piece
As an
an educator,
educator,
you cannot help but agree that
that itit would
would not
not earn
earn aapassing
passing grade
grade in
in any
any journalism, research, or science
you
course-in high
course—in
high school,
school, much
much less OSU.
OSU.InInmy
myorganization,
organization,ititwould
wouldhave
havebeen
been sent
sent back for re-work.
ill-suited to
The innocuous
innocuous explanation
explanation for
for its
its poor
poor quality
quality isisthat
that its
its creator
creator was
was someone
someone ill-suited
to the
the task,
complete itit with
with insufficient
insufficient time, or who
who simply did
itwel!.
forced to complete
did not perform it
well.
Your greater
it was crafted with malice.
malice.
Your
greater concern
concern should
should be
be whether
whether it
Regardless
Regardless of
of which,
which,your
your next
next actlons
actions must
must be to:
Admit that
that new-found flaws
flaws in
in the
the "Glaros
"Glaros Report"
Report" merit
merit review
review of
of its
itsmethods,
methods, content,
content, and
1. Admit
conclusions. In
flawed, and
conclusions.
In other
other words,
words, acknowledge
acknowledge publicly
publiclythat
thatthe
the report
report may have been flawed,
investigating to
why and how.
you're investigating
to what extent, why
will be
separate from
from the
the first:
first: fairly,
fairly,
Emphasize that
that the new "Montgomery Report" will
be conducted
conducted separate
2. Emphasize
comprehensively,
the University.
comprehensively, and without influence
influence from the
University.
Pride, fear
fear of bad
bad PR--and
PR--andpressure
pressure to
to appear
appear as aa decisive leader
leader in a new role--may compel
compel you
you to
to be
Pride,
unwavering
unwavering in
in defending
defending our
our initial
initialdecision
decisionand
andthe
thepeople
peoplewho
who shaped
shaped it-all
it—allleaders
leadersunderstand
understand the
temptation to
to 'circle
'circle the wagons'. However,
However, those
would agree also
temptation
those same leaders would
also that
that to
unquestioningly
findings of
publicly to
unquestioningly support
support the findings
of a report found publicly
to be
be flawed
flawed --in
--in aa misguided
misguidedattempt
attempt to
preserve the integrity
integrity of your office
office and
and the
the university-university-- would
would result
result in
inboth
both wearing
wearingthe
the unpleasant
unpleasant
of scandal that
that will
will not go away-ever.
scent of
away—ever. It's
It's humbling
humbling to
to admit mistakes for any of us,
us, and
and takes
takes
have to publicly admit mistakes
mistakes and
and reverse
reverse aa decision,
decision, but
but if
if
strength of character that most don't have
sufficient new facts
in the "Montgomery Report" to reverse
reverse your
your decision—it's
decision-it's
sufficient
facts are brought forward in

.:_.~~'---"':
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what you must do.
You felt
You
felt justified
justifiedto
to act
act swiftly
swiftlyand
anddecisively
decisivelyinin"terminating
"terminatingwith
withprejudice"
prejudice"to
tosend
sendaamessage
message to
to the
the
harassing behavior—or
behavior--or those
university
university and
and community that
that The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University does
does not
not tolerate
tolerate harassing
those
who foster or allow it-from
it—from its
itsstudents
students or educators at
at any
any level.
level.
Because you
on flawed
flawed information,
information,II urge
urge you
you to
to act
actboldly,
boldly, responsibly,
responsibly, and
and decisively
decisively in
you acted based on
doing the right
right thing now.
am an
an alumnus of the OSU
Marching Band.
Band.IIdid
didnot
nothave
have aanickname,
nickname, didn't
didn't assign
assign any
any as
as squad
I am
OSU Marching
didn't own
own aa copy
copy of the songbook, never
never saw
saw a copy of any
oath,
don't
recall
taking
one, and
leader, didn't
any
don't recall
only marched midnight ramp once in
in five
fjve seasons. My wife
wife and
and II met
met in
in the
the Band,
Band, and both recall
recall with
great fondness
fondness our
ourtime
timespent
spentininTBDBITL,
TBDBITl, enjoy
great
enjoystill
stillthe
thefriendship
friendshipand
andcamaraderie
camaraderie of countless
countless fellow
game. The
The OSUMB
OSUMB was
alums, and get back every few years to march in the alumni game,
wasthe
the center
center of our
of honor
honor we
we display
display with pride on
on resumes
resumes and
and T-shirts
T-shirts still.
still.
college experience, and gave us a badge of
As parents
daughters-oneof
ofwhom
whomaajunior
junioratatOSU,
despiteher
herNew
NewJersey
Jerseyupbringing—we
upbringing--we
As
parents of four daughters—one
OSU, despite
ANY organization
if
never support
support ANY
would never
organizationthat
that marginalized
marginalized women,
women, and yes-we'd
yes—we'd ecstatically support
support itit if
audition for the
the band.
band. II don't
don't know
know Dr.
Dr. Waters, but
but!I do know
one of our daughters chose to audition
know that
that he
is far
received to
deserves a review of
of this
this situation
situation that
that is
far more
more comprehensive
comprehensive and
and impartial
impartial than
than he has received
and--given the
received from
members-is
this point, and--given
the positive
positive public
publicsupport
support he's
he's received
from recent female band members—is
not deserving of the accusations
accusations leveled
leveled against
against him,
him, and
and certainly
certainly not
not his
his firing.
firing.
Thank you
Thank
you for
for your
your consideration
consideration of
of my
my points,
points, and
and best
best of luck
luckto
to you
you in
in the
the coming
coming weeks
weeks and
and months
months
in making
in
making the
the right
right decisions.
decisions. IIbelieve
believeyou
youknow
knowwhat
whatthey
theyare:
are:the
the chalJenge
challenge is
isto
to make
make them.
them.

Res
Respectfully,
pe ctfu lIy,
Mike Coggins,
Coggins, H-Row
H-Row 1981-85
1981-85
Cc: Betty
Cc:
Betty Montgomery,
Montgomery, Ohio
Ohio State
State Board
Board of Trustees
Trustees
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Dr. Drake
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees of
of The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University:
University:
Dr.
Drake and
and Member of the
the Board
Board of Trustees of one
For the
the president and the
one of the
the most prestigiOUS
prestigious research institutions in the
state that
that they
they stand
stand behind
behind aaflawed
flawed report
report is,
is, to
to say
say the
the least,
least, disappointing.
disappointing. IfIf
world to continue to state
truth despite
despite what
what we
we know
know today
today the
the earth
earthwould
would still
still be flat and
we did not continue to search for the truth
the center
centerof
ofthe
theuniverse,
universe, Pluto
Pluto might
might never
never have
have been
been aa planet
planet or
or might
might still
still be a planet and we might
the
because since
since what
what we
we know
know today is
is all
all that matters
matters we
we will
will never have aa
as well shut down the James because
cure for cancer
cancer since
since we
wedon't
don't today.
today. Seem
Seem preposterous? II hope
hope so.
(the "Glaros
"Glaros Report") used to
to justify
justify
I am
am writing
writing to
to express
express my
my opinion
opinion of
of the
the investigation
investigation and
and report
report (the
the
State Marching
the firing
firing of Jon Waters from his position as director of the Ohio
Ohio State
Marching Band. From
From what
what II
at all.
ail.
know you
you had
had every
every right
right to
to terminate
terminate his employment at any time for any reason or no reason at
the Glaros
Glaros report
report on
on band
band culture
culture to
tojustify
justify your
your decision and your
Unfortunately you chose to use the
reportand
andrely
relyon
onititto
tojustify
justifythe
thefiring
firing is,
is, in
in my
my opinion aa big
big
decision now to continually cite that
that report
mistake,
mistake.
I would
pages that
thatfollow,
follow, I[ will
wiJl challenge each
would like
liketo
to briefly
brieflypoint
point out
out why
why IIbelieve
believethis
thisand
and then,
then, in
in the
the pages
factual
section
of
the
report
in
more
depth,
factual section
the
in more depth.
The glaring
glaring errors
divided into several high level
level categories.
errors II see
see in
in the
the Glaros
Glaros report
report can be divided
1. Sample
SampleSize
Size
1.
2, Hearsay
Hearsay
2,
3. Timing
Responsibility for
for actions
actions of adults
4. Responsibility
Dr. Drake,
marching band block, at least 5
S members
members of
of D
D row and several
Dr.
Drake,there
there are
are 225
225 members in the marching
student staff
staff members. In
In addition
addition there
there are
arethousands
thousands of
of alumni
alumni both locally
locally and
student
and scattered
scattered throughout
throughout
world. Why
Why you would choose to make such
purportedly is
is based on aa
the world.
such an
an important decision that purportedly
finding about
interviews with
with a
child, four
finding
about the
the band culture based on interviews
a complainant's child,
four other
other current
members of the band
band and
and 55 alumni
alumni plus
plus various staff is
In addition, it is
is my
is concerning.
concerning. In
my understanding
understanding
that the
the witnesses
witnesses were
were all
all suggested by the complainant or her daughter. II believe
believe that
that using
using this
that
size to come to any conclusion
sample size
conclusion about
about a culture is
is but one of the fatal flaws in
in the
the Glaros
Glaros report.
report.
The Glaros
else. That,
That, in
The
Glaros report
report states
states numerous times that aa witness was told something by
by someone
someone else,
legal terms,
determine who
who the witness
witness heard
heard say
say these
these things
things and interview
interview
legal
terms, is
is hearsay,
hearsay. Rather than determine
that person
person the
the report
report takes
takes the
the hearsay
hearsayas
as truth
truth and
andbases
basesits
its conclusions
conclusions on the hearsay. In
In any
any court
that
of lawthe
law the hearsay relied
relied on
on in
in the
the Glaros
Glarosreport
report would
would not
not be
be admitted
admitted as evidence and the actual
witness would
(subject to
to certain
certain exceptions,
exceptions, none
noneof
ofwhich
which II believe apply
would have to be produced (subject
apply here).
here).
Many
Mr. Waters has
has only been
Many of
ofthe
the conclusions
conclusionsmade
madeininthe
thereport
reportare
are based
based on
on undated
undated testimony.
testimony. Mr.
the director,
director, not
not including
including his time as interim director, since October 2012 yet he
he is
is being held
responsible for actions that could
could have taken
taken place
place and
and most
mostlikely
likely in many cases did take place many
years if not
not decades
decades before October 2012.
Many
place off campus, not on official
official band
Many of
ofthe
the events
events cited
cited in
in the
the report
report took place
band functions
functions and
and not
not at
times when
responsible for
when the director, or any faculty
faculty member,
member, should
should reasonable
reasonable be
be expected to be responsible
the actions of young
young men and
and women who are over the age of 18.
While
proVides sufficient
While IIbelieve
believethe
theinformation
informationpresented
presented above provides
sufficient doubt
doubt and new Information to
warrant reopening the
the initial
initial investigation
investigation and
and report IJ have gone
gone into some
some detail over the next several
pages
point out
out specific
specific issues
pages in
in an
an attempt
attempt to point
issues with
with the
the report
report and how the investigation was
conducted. While
While II do
do not
notbelieve
believe anything
anythingII or
or anyone
anyone else
elsewill
witl ever
ever say
say will
will get Mr. Waters his job back
IIwould
wouldlike
likeyou
youtotoconsider
considerthe
thedamage
damageyou
youhave
havedone
donetotothe
the reputations
reputations of each and every former and
the culture of the
the band was characterized and
current band member
member by
by the erroneous
erroneous way
way in
in which
which the
portrayed
portrayed and
and your
your continued
continuedstatements
statements that
that you
you stand
stand behind
behindthe
the report.
report.
It
It is
is not
not too
too late
late to right this
this wrong,
wrong, to
to conduct
conduct a full
fulland
andcomplete
complete investigation
investigation into
into the
the band
band culture
and publicize
publicize what
what II believe
believe that
that will
will bring
bringto
to light.
light. The
The band
band is
is and
and has always
always been
been a group of
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dedicated
dedicated young men and
and women who
who always did
did their
their best
best to act professionally
professionally and
and represent
represent The
Ohio State
Ohio
State University
Universityininthe
themost
most professional
professional manner
manner possible.
possible. They are also a group of mostly 18 to
to
first time who
who occasionally
occasionally act
act like
like college
college kids
21 year old kids away
away from
from home
home for the first
kids and
and this is
is not
not a
As has been stated
by numerous
numerous former
former members
members publically,
publically, most
bad thing.
thing. As
stated by
most band
band members
members fee!
feel the
other band
band members
members and
and would
would want
want no
no one
one else
else by
by our side when
safest and
and most
most comfortable
comfortable with other
safest
difficult situation.
challenged with a difficult
situation.
would be
be naIve
naïveto
to believe
believethat
that none
none of
ofthe
the actions
actions described
described in
inthe
the Glaros
Glarosreport
report ever
ever happened
happened but,
II would
the entire
entire band
band culture
culture is
is and
and always
always was
in the
to conclude that the
was sexualized
sexualizedto
tothe
the extent
extent portrayed in.the
Glaros report
report is
is irresponsible
irresponsible and
and extremely
extremelyhurtful
hurtfulto
tothe
thethousands
thousands
ofof
TBDBITL
TBDBITl Alumni
Alumniand
and hundr-eds
hundreds
character you
you have called
called into
of current band members whose character
into question.
Sincerely,
H. Cohen
Lawrence H.
BSBA
BSBA1990,
199D,MBA
MBA1994,
1994, JD
JD1997
1997
OSUMB Sousaphone
OSUMB
Sousaphone 1986-1990
President
TBDBITl Alumni
President TBDBITL
AlumniClub
Club1999-2000
1999-2000
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Detailed analysis
analysis of the
Glaros Report
Report
Detailed
the Glaros
1. Paragraph 22 of Section II of
approximately 21%
21% of the bands
of the
the Glaros
Glaros report
report states
states that
that approximately
1.
members are
are women.
women. The
Thepercentage
percentageof
ofwomen
womenin
in the
theband
bandisisirrelevant
irrelevantand
andmisleading.
misleading.
members
determined by
by aa tryout
tryout procedure
procedurethat
thatisisjudged
judgedobjectively
objectively and
and
Positions in
in the
the band are determined
disregards gender. There
There is
is evidence
evidence that
the band
band contains
contains no
no
disregards
that based on
on the fact that the
woodwinds or auxiliary
auxiliary itit could
females.
woodwinds
couldbe
be reasonably
reasonablyexpected
expected for
for males
males to
to outnumber
outnumber females.
are routinely
routinely in
in positions of leadership in the band. The
The band's
band'smilitary
military history
history should
should
Women are
not be
be discarded
discarded and
and scantily
scantily clad
clad baton twirlers
twirlers and
and flag
flag girls
girls added
the all
all brass
not
added nor should the
tradition in
in place
place since 1934 and required tryouts be
be discarded
discarded simply
simply to equalize the number
number of
of
tradition
in the band.
men and women in
2. The scope of the investigation section discusses
discusses the
the witnesses interviewed during the
2.
investigation. The
The scope of the investigation
investigation presents a fatal flaw.
Of over 200 band members
investigation.
flaw. Of
thousands of
of Alumni
Alumni only
were interviewed,
interviewed, including
Including
and thousands
only 55 current
current marching
marching band
band members were
the daughter
daughterof
of the
the complainant
complainant and
and 66 alumni,
alumni, including
including the
the
the current director Jonathan Waters.
Further, the
report states
states that
thatititwas
was completed
completed as
as information
information continued
continued to
to come
come in,
in,
Further,
the report
recommended but
but did
did not
not undertake
undertakeaasurvey
surveyof
ofthe
band, which
which should
should have
have included
included alumni,
alumni,
recommended
the band,
it did not randomly interview
and admits that
that it
interview members
members of
of the
the band, just the
the witnesses referred
by the
If a scientist only
his
by
the complainant.
complainant. If
only published
publishedthe
the results
results of
of studies
studies that
that supported his
conclusion he would quickly
quickly be
ridiculed
in
the
scientific
community
yet
that
is
exactly
what
be ridiculed in the scientific community yet that is
seems to have
have taken place here.
3. Many of
that led
led to
to the
theconclusion
conclusion of
of aa ce
certain
for which
which Mr. Waters was held
rtain culture for
of the
the events that
liable
did
not
take
place
during
the
2
hour
per
day
class
time,
other
required
liable did not take place during the 2 hour per day class time, other required rehearsals (because
band was
quarter or
or now
now semester
semesterbegan),
began), or
or on
on trips
trips which
which were
was required
required to
to start before the quarter
required of the
They occurred
occurred on
on the
the students
studentsown
owntime
timeand,
and,in
in many
many cases,
cases, off
off
the students. They
university
At what time of the
university property.
property. At
the day and
and geographic
geographic boundary
boundary does
does aa staff member's
member's
responsibility
the actions
actions of
of all
all
responsibility end?
end? II believe holding a faculty
faculty or
or staff
staff member
member responsible for the
of his
entire 44 or
or more
more years
years of
of their
their college
college career
career isis aa slippery
slippery slope.
his or
or her
her students for the entire
4. Midnight
MR was
in
Midnight Ramp
Rampwas
wasnever
neveraarequired
requiredevent.
event. MR
wasnot
not required
required to be performed in
undergarments. MR
MR was not required
requiredto
be performed
performed in
in garments
garmentswhich
which were
were excessively
excessively
to be
sexual in
MostMR
MR attire
attire covered
covered as
as much
much if
if not more skin
skin than current
current swimwear.
swimwear. MR
MR
sexual
in nature.
nature. Most
was attended
by university
university police
during MR,
MR. Therefore,
attended by
police and
and the
the scoreboard
scoreboard was
was operated during
university
university officials
officialsand
andathletic
athleticdepartment
department officials
officials knew
knewor
or reasonably
reasonably should
should have
have known
known that
that
some or the entire
entire band
band was
was marching
marching in the stadium, at midnight
midnight In
In clothing
clothingother
other than
than their
uniforms.
A student
had an
an issue
issue with
with alcohol
alcohol
uniforms. In fact,
fact, uniforms
uniforms were
were not
not yet
yet distributed.
distributed. A
student had
consumed off campus,
was called
called to
campus, not under the supervision of any
any staff.
staff. The rescue squad was
the stadium yet no one noticed in
in 2009
2009that
that band
band members
members were
were in
in their
their underwear?
underwear?
5.
The report
Nicknames- —The
reportlists
lists24.
24.1tItdoes
doesnot
notstate
statewhen
whenthese
these were
were given,
given, the
the recipients
recipients were
were
S. Nicknames
not interviewed
interviewed to
to determine
determine how
how they
they felt
feltabout
aboutthe
the names,
names, itit states
states that
that the names were on
shirts but fails
It was the people who
who voluntarily
voluntarily had their nicknames printed on
fails to
to state
state that
that It
their own
everyone gets aa nickname
nickname is
is inaccurate,
own shirts,
shirts, Smith's
Smith'sstatement
statement that
that everyone
inaccurate, it was
was reported
reported
that Smith
often "pretty
"pretty dirty".
dirty". The
The emphasis
emphasis should
should have been on
Smith stated
stated that the names are often
often.
Often is
is not defined and would be, according
often. Often
according to
to actual
actual band members, a gross
gross
overstatement.
Hoch said
said offensive
offensive nicknames
nicknames were decreasing
decreasing but
but this
this obviously
obviously did
overstatement. Hoch
did not
not
matter.
Of the
the 24
24 listed
listed only
only 12
matter. Of
12 contain
contain aa term
term that
that could,
could, without
without further
further research or inference
inference
be
sexual in
The report fails
falls to state that
that the
thealumni
alumni directory
directory only
only publishes
publishes
be deemed
deemed sexual
in nature.
nature. The
names
desired to be
be published
published by
by nicknamed
nicknamed person.
names that
that are self reported and therefore desired
person.
Those
Those with
withnicknames
nicknamesdeemed
deemedoffensIve
offensiveby
bythe
thereport
reportwere
werenot
not interviewed.
interviewed. If they
they had
had been
been
they
they would
would have
have indicated
indicatedthat
that the
the nicknames
nicknames were
were not
not offensive
offensiveto
to them.
them. Just for your
your
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my nickname,
nickname, given
given to
to me
me in
in 1986,
1986, was
was Wally.
Wally,
information, my
6, Tricks—The
Tricks - The individuals
individualsperforming
performingthe
thetricks
trickswere
werenot
notinterviewed
interviewedtotoascertain
ascertainthe
thetrue
true nature
nature
6.
of the trick (sexual
(sexual or
or not),
not). The tricks
tricks were
were admittedly not performed in front of staff and for
most part
part not
not on
on campus
campus or
or during
during class time
band time
time (trips).
(trips),
the most
time or other required band
7, Rookie
by Hoch and
Rookie Introductions
Introductions -—the
thetestimony
testimonyby
bythe
thewitnesses
witnesses isis directly
directly contradicted
contradicted by
7.
Smith who
Smith
who each
each stated
stated that
that the introductions were harmless and not offensive,
offensive. Staff on
on other
busses did
bring anything
No staff on any bus
did not bring
anything offensive
offensiveto
tothe
the attention
attention of Mr.
Mr. Waters,
Waters. No
witnessed nor
member report
nor did any member
report to
to any
any staff
staff member
membergroping
groping or
or removing
removing of
of clothing.
8, Midterms and Physical
Physical Challenges -—the
Mr,
theRookie
RookieMidterm
Midtermcited
citeddates
datesto
to 2011,
2011, prior
prior to
to Mr.
8.
Waters becoming
Waters
becoming director
director and
and represents
represents the
the actions
actions on
on one
one row
row not
not the
the entire band (culture).
Possibly
Possiblyeven
evenone
one person,
person. The challenges
challenges alleged
alleged to
to have
have taken
taken place on
on the
the bus would be
by Hoch
Hoch and Smith.
Smith,
directly contradicted by
9, The Trip
TripTic
Ticwas
wasbanned
bannedby
byMr,
Mr.Waters
Watersinin2012,
2012,his
hisfirst
firstyear
yearasasdirector.
director.Contained
Containedreferences
references
9.
to aa Marry,
Marry, Fuck,
Fuck, Kill
Kill game
which
is
routinely
played
by
shock
jock
Howard
game which is routinely played by shock jock HowardStern
Stern on
on his
his satellite
satellite
terrestrialradio
radioprograms
programs(where
(wherehehecalls
callsititF,F,Marry,
Marry,Kill
Kilt due
due to
to FCC
FCC language
and terrestrial
language issues),
issues).
10, The
The song book
book in
in an
an unofficial
unofficialdocument
document produced
produced by
by aa small
small group
group of
ofstudents
students and paid for by
10.
students publishing
publishing the
the book.
book, The
Thelast
lastknown
known publication
publication date
dateisis2006,
2006, aafull
full six
the students
six years
years before
before
Mr,
Smith and Hoch
Hoch stated they had the
the singing
singing of these songs
Mr. Waters.
Waters became
became director. Smith
heard the
the songs.
songs, Many
Many are
are no
no "dirtier"
"dirtier" that
that what
what you
you would
would hear
hear from
stopped when they heard
comedians such
such as
as Richard
Richard Pryor,
Pryor, Robin
Robin Williams
Williams or
comedians
or Roseanne Barr.
other misconduct -—One
Onewitness
witnessstates
statespornography
pornographywas
wason
onthe
thebusses,
busses,three
three staff
staff member
member
11. Other
denied this.
this, The
The"Flying
"Flying 69" is
is performed fully
fulfy clothed,
witnesses denied
clothed, usually
usually by
by members
members of
of the
the
which references the position of the two bodies, is
is the
same sex and, except for
for the name which
furthest thing
thing from
from aa sexual act I{ can
hold yourself
furthest
can imagine.
imagine. It is more a challenge of strength
strength to hold
up on the luggage rack
rack of
Changing clothes
on busses is
is required by
of aa bus
bus than
than anything sexual.
sexual. Changing
clothes on
limitations imposed
that II am aware of
the time limitations
imposed by
bythe
the department
department of athletics
athletics and
and no student that
that this
this was
was an
an issue
issue or
or sexual in
has ever stated that
in any
any way,
way. In
In fact,
fact, most
most seatmates
seatmates make sure
the other
other can
can change
change in
in relative
relative privacy,
privacy, at least as much as can be provided
prOVided on aa moving
moving bus.
- aa witness
supportsthe
thefinding
finding of
of aa sexualized
sexualized
cultural statements
statements—
witness whose
whose statement
statement supports
12. General cultural
culture was In
in band
band before Mr,
Mr. Waters
Waters became
became director, described a sexual
sexual encounter
encounter described
by
with his non ba
nd member
member girlfriend
girlfriend in
by aa band
band member with
band
in an
an off
off campus
campus location
location that
that was
was not
reported by
by the female
female to
to any
any authority
authority to
to my
my knowledge.
knowledge, First,
First, this is hearsay and second for
all we
all
we know
knowthis
this band
band member
member was
was either
either boasting or outright fabricating
fabricating this
this story as
as the
the band
member telling
culture shock and
telling the
the story
story was
was not
not interviewed.
interviewed. Another used the term culture
and the
the
To some this may
only example
example was
was the
the consumption of alcohol
alcohol on
on aa trip,
trip. To
may indeed
indeed be culture
shock but the
disclosed nor is
witness says were
shock
the witness's age is not disclosed
is the
the ages
ages of
of those
those the witness
consuming alcohol.
"culture of
of intimidation"
intimidation" without
without any
any specific
specific
consuming
alcohol. One witness described aa "culture
examples, ONE??!!
ONE!!! lOne
examples.
Onewitness
witnessstated
stated all
allmale
malerows
rowswere
werecelebrated
celebratedwhile
whileanother
anotherstated
stated that
that
all female
all
female rows
rows were equally
equally celebrated,
celebrated.
The analysis
analysis section
section of
ofthe
the Glaros
Glarosreport
report states:
states:
musical education through the Marching
Marching
"The misconduct
misconduct described
described above
above affected
affected many
many students'
students' musical
Band, some
Band,
some to
to aa significant
significantdegree,
degree, as
as evidenced
evidenced by
byfeelings
feelingsof
ofregret
regretand
andshame
shamethat
that were
interviewers," A
A total of
of 11
11 current or
or former
former students,
students,including
including Mr.
Mr, Waters,
communicated to our interviewers."
interViewed, there
is no
that proves
proves any
any effect
were interviewed,
there is
no reference to their ages and no evidence
evidence presented that
education or
or the
the significance
significance of that affect, if any.
is also no
on any student's
student's education
any. There is
no presentation of
on the
the part
partof
ofthe
the interviewed
interviewedstudents.
students.This
Thisisisaaconclusion
conclusion which
which is not
testimony of shame or regret on
substantiated
by
any
facts,
substantiated by any facts.
is highly
Marching Band's
"The misconduct described
described is
highlysexual,
sexual,frequent,
frequent, and
and longstanding as part of the Marching
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culture./I There
Thereisis nothing
nothingpresented
presentedthat
thatshows
showsthat
thatany
anybehaviors
behaviorsare
areHIGHLY
HIGHLY sexual
As
culture."
sexualor
orfrequent.
frequent. As
longstanding, there Is
presented that many of
ofthese
for longstanding,
is testimony presented
these behaviors either were stopped or in
the process
process of
of being
being stopped
stopped by
by Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters as
as he
he entered
entered his
his second
secondfull
full year
yearas
asdirector,
director. Further,
there were
or years
years In
In band
bandof
of these
thesealumni
alumni are
arenot
not provided,
provided. How
were 66 alumni interviewed
interviewed and
and the
the ages
ages or
many years
years of
of the
the over
over 130
130 year
year history
history of
of the
the band
band do
do these
these 66 people
people cover?
cover? Apparently they cover
enough years
years to
to characterize
characterize the
the "highly sexual
sexual culture"
culture" as longstandi
longstanding.
ng.
"Much of
of the
the misconduct
misconduct was
was directed by
by upperclassmen
upperclassmen towards
Band. Some
Some
"Much
towards newer members of the Band.
ofthe
use of
of
the misconduct was
was directly
directly witnessed
witnessedand
andpermItted
permitted by
by band
bandstaff,"
staff." I would argue with the use
of
term misconduct
misconduct but
but itit is
is true
true that
thatmembers
members who
whohave
have been
been in
in band
band longer
longer gave
gave rookies
rookies their
the term
their
nicknames. The
The testimony
seems to
was witnessed by the staff
staff was dealt
nicknames,
testimony seems
to state
state that
that misconduct that
that was
with swiftly
swiftly and
and appropriately.
"The subjects
sexual harassment
harassment were
were impressionable
impressionable and
and developing
developing students,"
students." This
subjects of the sexual
This presents
presents aa
legal conclusion
conclusion without
without any
in fact.
fact. There is
no proof of
harassment or
or that
that these students,
any basis
basis in
is no
of sexual harassment
not all
all of
of whom
whom were
were over
over the
the age
age of
of 18,
18, were impressionable or developing.
most ifif not
misconduct occurred
Marching Band,
Band, including practice at the
"The misconduct
occurred in
in multiple locations involving the Marching
bus trips,
stadium, bus
trips, alumni
alumni events,
events, and
andoff
off campus
campusparties.
parties. Much
Much of
of the misconduct occurred
occurred during
Marching Band
Band activities
official Marching
activities when
when students
studentswere
wereunder
under the
the supervision
supervisionof
ofstaff,"
staff." Which events of
Ramp? The
misconduct occurred
occurred under
under the
the supervision
supervisionof
of staff?
staff? The
The Midnight
Midnight Ramp?
The staff interviewed
interviewed stated
either did not
not see
see or dfd
Is the staff to babysit adult
they either
did not tolerate and stopped any
any misconduct.
misconduct. Is
and off campus
campus 24/17
so II would
would argue
argue that
that the
the Band
Band is
is
college kids
kids and
andmonitor
monitor their
their behavior on and
24/7? IfIfso
Further, many other groups
groups or
extremely understaffed and
and the staff they have
have is
is extremely
extremely underpaid.
underpaid. Further,
teams which also
also receive
receive credit
credit for a class
classare
arenot
not being
beingheld
heldto
to the
the same
same standard
standard of
of holding
holding their
their
leaders and
and staff
staff responsible
responsible for
for their
their actions 24/7,
24/7.
Pam Bork's
for 18
18 years
years before
Pam
Bork's statements
statements should
should be
becompletely
completely disregarded.
disregarded. She
she volunteered
volunteered for
resigning in
in 2013.
2013. How
complain ofthe
of the atmosphere
How many times did she
she complain
atmosphere and
and behavior?
behavior? She
She was
she would
that Is
Is exactly
concerned she
would lose
lose her
her license
license jfif aastudent
student became
became ill
ill from
from alcohol poisoning but that
years earlier
record is there of
of any
any of
of Bork's
Bark's previous complaints to
what happened four years
earlier in
in 2009,
2009. What record
to
University?
Waters, the previous
previous director,
director, any
any other
other faculty or staff member of
of the University?
The
made in
in the
the analysis
analysissection
sectionto
tosupport
support the
the conclusion
conclusion are
are new facts
facts that
that are
are not
The four conclusions
conclusions made
presented In
presented
in the
the discussion
discussionof
ofband
bandculture.
culture. Ifthese
If these were
were such
such key
keyfacts
factsthat
that would
would warrant
warrant the
the firing
firing of
discussion of
Mr. Waters why were the facts
facts not detailed in the discussion
of the
the culture.
culture.
The statement
eliminate the
the harassment,
harassment; prevent
prevent its
its recurrence,
recurrence,
The
statement that
that "Waters failed to take action to eliminate
address its
and address
its effects"
effects" assumes
assumesthat
thatthere
there was
washarassment
harassmentand,
and,to
tothe
the extent
extent itit references
references the
the culture
and activities described
described by
by some
someof
ofthe
the limited
limited number of witnesses is
is simply
simply not
not true,
true.
The
for termination
termination but
The additional factors cited may provide cause
cause for
butdo
donot
notaddress
address Title
TitleIX
IX and
and a
sexualized culture
sexualized
culture at all.
Title IX
IX CLEARLY
CLEARLY does
not
days,
Title
does
notrequire
requirethe
theinvestigation
investigationto
to be
be complete
complete in 60 days.
Based on
hearsay and
and conclusions
conclusions
Based
on aalimited
limited sample
sample size
sizeof
ofinterviews,
interviews, conflicting
conflicting testimony,
testimony, hearsay
report makes
makes two
conclusions. The Marching band's
unsupported by testimony, the report
two conclusions.
band's culture
culture facilitated
acts
acts of
of sexual
sexual harassment,
harassment,creating
creatingaahostile
hostileenvironment
environment for students and
and Jonathan Waters knew or
reasonable should
reasonable
should have
haveknown
known about
about this
this culture
culture but
but failed to eliminate
eliminate the
the sexual
sexual harassment,
harassment, prevent
its recurrence, and address its effects.
I and
and many
many other
other band
band members
membersand
andalumni
alumniwith
with intimate
intimate knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the current
current situation, the
actions of Mr. Waters and
the
history
of
the
band
culture
do
not
believe
either
ofthese
these conclusions
conclusions is
and
of
culture do not believe either of
neither is
is supported by the
true and neither
the facts
facts in
in this
this situation.
situation.
The characterization of a pervasive
decades old
pervasive culture
culture decades
old is
is simply
simply incorrect
incorrect and
and cannot be supported by
even a preponderance
preponderance of
of the
the evidence
evidence(the
(the reports
reports standard
standard not
not mine) based
based on
on the
the amount
amount of
conflicting testimony,
testimony, the
theamount
amountofofhearsay
hearsayevidence
evidence used
used and
and the
the small
small sample
sample size
size of recent band
conflicting

...
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members and
and alumni.
alumni.
members
At the very
Montgomery task force should be
At
very least, the entire investigation should
should be
be questloned,
questioned, the Montgomery
to revisit
revisit the
the initial
initial investigation
able to
investigation and
and look
look into
into past
past band
band activities
activities and
and culture
culture and
and the
the good name
alumni that
of thousands of band alumni
that have been tarnished by this
this incomplete,
incomplete, incompetent and inaccurate
Glaros report should be restored.
restored. I Iwould
would also
also ask
ask that
that you
you consider
consider the
the ramifications
ramifications on relying
relying on this
Glaros
report to
to justify
justify the termination
termination of
ofaa good
good man.
man. This
This isis especially concerning as
flawed report
as you
you apparently
apparently
needed no
terminate Mr.
flawed report that
that is
no reason
reason at
at all
all to terminate
Mr. Waters but instead relied
relied on a flawed
is based on
Inadequate investigation.
investigation. Whether
Whetheror
ornot
notMr.
Mr. Waters
Waters itit rehired
rehired or,
or, as
as many
many people are advocating
advocating
an inadequate
reinstated, the
thereport
reportand
andinvestigation
investigationshould
should be
be publically
publical[y acknowledged
for, reinstated,
acknowledged for
for what
what they are flawed
and inadequate.
inadequate.
and
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Jeffrey R. Cox, Esq.
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 14, 2014
of Trustees:
Dear President Drake and Board of

My name is Jeff Cox. I am an attorney-at-law, author, historian, Columbus, Ohio, native
currently living in Indianapolis, and proud alum of The Ohio State University Marching Band
of two Ohio State graduates, both of
of whom received their
("Band"). I am also the son of
undergraduate and graduate degrees from the School of
of Journalism, one of
of whom just retired
after four decades as
as a political journalist.
journalist. Despite being raised in Indiana, both my loyal Ohio
State Buckeye parents raised me as a loyal Ohio State Buckeye. At this point, the current Ohio
of the allegations against Jon Waters
State University
University ("University")
("University") administration's handling of
Band —
- and
- has
and the Band
andatatthis
thispoint
point they
they are
are just
just allegations —
hasus
usquestioning
questioning that
that loyalty, and
administration...
whether that loyalty is being returned by
by the current administration...
is not just the emotional basis but the legal basis for the glaring faults with the current
"Loyalty" is
adminisb:ation's handling
handling of
of the allegations against the Band,
Band., which I will boil down to three
administration's
major points.

July 22,
22, 2014 issued
1. Report
Report Dated July
issued by The
The Office
Office of
of University
University Integrity
Integrity and Compliance
authority of
of Chris
Chris Glaros,
Glaros, Assistant
Assistant Vice
Vice President for Compliance
("Office") under the authority
Operations and Investigations
("The Glaros
Glaros Report").
Report").
Investigations ("The
of Indiana, I1 was periodically tasked with
During my tenure as an attorney with the State of
investigating possible wrongdoing and composing reports
reports detailing the allegations of
wrongdoing, the evidence of said wrongdoing, and the legal conclusions drawn therefrom. As a
of alleged wrongdoing. As an author, I have
litigator, it is my job to review and analyze repOlis
reports of
investigated various questions of history and assembled the evidence into various history articles.
articJes that eventually got me invited to write my book Rising Sun, Falling Skies;
It was those articles
itself contains elements of
of reporting
The Disastrous Java
Java Sea
Sea Campaign of
of World War 11,
II, which itself
and investigation.
investigation. It was
was with this
this experience in mind that I read the Glaros Report.

I found the Glaros Report indeed shocking, though not for the reasons you might believe or
of the behaviors
perhaps wish.
wish. I was a member of the Band from 1989-1993. I witnessed most of
described in the
the Glaros
Glaros Report
Report at
at one
one time
time or
or another.
another. II didn't
didn't like it and didn't take part in any
of it, including the
the Midnight Ramp.
Ramp. I made clear that I did not like it and as a result I received no
pressure whatsoever to take part in it. No niclmames,
nicknames, no insults, nothing. How this comports
with the general references
references to
to "peer
"peer pressure" and a "sexualized culture" made in the Glaros
Report is, at best, unclear.
of its
No, the most shocking part of the Glaros Report was its legal conclusions and the structure of
narrative as well as
as the underlying investigation. I use the terminology in that order deliberately,
as it appears the legal conclusions were written before the narrative was prepared, which in turn
or possibly even begun. This is
seems to have been done before the investigation was concluded or
a completely improper procedure for investigating allegations of
of wrongdoing.
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the most egregious examples:
examples:.
Some of the
Sample Size—
Size - Page 3 of the Glaros
Glaros Report states
states "Conclusions were made using a
preponderance
of
the
evidence
standard,"
preponderance of the evidence standard."
Yet, Pages 3 -4 state that the investigators contacted 5 Band members,
members, including the
Complainant's Child, The investigators contacted 6 Band alumni, including Jon Waters.
Waters.
states:
Furthermore Page 3, Footnote 3 states:

witnesses recommended
recommended specific
specific people
people to
to interview and we have talked
The complainant and witnesses
with or tried to contact each of them.
them. As ofJuly
of July 15, 2014, we were still receiving information
... W]e did not randomly interview current Band
from some ofthe
of the witnesses
witnesses interviewed.
interviewed. [[...W]e
from
members for
for this
this investigation."
investigation."
words, the
the investigators
investigators contacted
contacted 55 Band
Band members,
members, including
including the
the Complainant's
Complainant's Child,
In other words,
225 Band members.
members. The
The investigators
investigators contacted
contacted 6 Marching Band alumni, including Jon
out of 225
of thousands of Band alumni.
alumni. That is
is by itself an awfully small
small sample size to
Waters, out ofthousands
the entire
entire Band.
Band. Even
Even worse,
worse, Footnote
Footnote 3 by
by itself
itself appears
appears to
to confirm that the
defame the
investigators only
only contacted
contacted people
people recommended
recommended by
by the
the Cornplainant
Complainant and
and the
the Complainant's
Complainant's
investigators
witnesses.
It's
It's easy
easy to
to establish
establish aa preponderance of
of the evidence if
if one looks for and considers only
evidence supporting one side of a case.
case. This is
is not a method for seeking tmth
truth but a method for
finding someone guilty.
Glaring
Glaring Contradictions
Contradictions—
- As stated earlier, Page 3 of the Glaros Report states "Conclusions
were made using a preponderance of the evidence standard." Yet Page 5 contains the fo
following
ilowing
statement:
Most witnesses indicated that participation in Midnight Ramp was not required. Some witnesses
stated that students not participating in the tradition would receive negative treatment from other
students and staff. Other witnesses stated that there were no consequences for not participating,
while one witness stated that she was
was "told not to talk about it outside of
of the Band."
By the Glaros Report's own
own admission,
admission, "Most
"Most witnesses
witnesses indicated
indicated that
that participation in
in Midnight
Ramp was not required." By the preponderance of
of evidence standard the Glaros Report states is
used, the Midnight Ramp was not required. Yet the Glaros Report never makes this clear.
Moreover, the use of the tenu
term "some" to indicate the witnesses that said "students not
participating in the tradition would receive negative treatment from other students and staff, as
revealing, and
opposed to the term "most" witnesses used in the previous sentence, is also revealing,
indicative that "most" witnesses in fact did not receive negative treatment.
Thus, by the standards explicitly stated in the Glaros Report, the Midnight Ramp was not an
issue and should not have been included in the Glaros Report at all.
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Factually Unsupported
—- Page
Factual1y
UnsupportedStatements
Statementsand
andMisleading
MisleadingLanguage
Language
Page 44 contains
contains statements
the Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp was
was "oversee[n]"
"oversee[n]" by
by Waters
Waters or
or "under
"under Waters'
Waters' direction." This is a
that the
factual error.
error. A
A more
more accurate
accurate term
term might
might be
be "monitor."
"monitor." The
Theuse
use of
of "oversee"
"oversee" and
and "direction"
"direction"
factual
suggests
suggests Waters controlled it. While Page 5 references
references an alcohol
alcohol poisoning incident that
staff agreed to
to monitor the event to
to make sure
occurred "five or six years ago," after which staff
again, none of the
the alleged witness
witness statements mentioned in the Glaros
nothing like that happened again,
Report support
support the
the conclusion
conclusion that
that Waters
Waters "over[saw]
"over[saw] or
or "direct[ed]"
"direet[ed]" the Midnight Ramp.
Ramp. This
Report, not by the witnesses.
witnesses.
was terminology chosen by the author of the Glaros Report,
unsupported statements
statements and misleading
misleading language
language appear throughout the
the Glaros Report.
Report.
Factually unsupported
the Midnight Ramp
Ramp included
included the
the statements
statements that
that "most"
"most" witnesses said
The previous example of the
Ramp was
was not required,
required, but
but "some"
"some" said there was "negative treatment" if one did
the Midnight Ramp
participate. "Most"
"Most" and "some" are not defined, which is by itself
itself suspicious given that the
not participate.
interviewed should have
have indicated actual
actual numbers
numbers of
relatively low number of witnesses interviewed
each. "Negative treatment" is not defined. At all.
witnesses speaking to each.
from, Page 8 contains the statement;
statement:
There is far more where that came from,
Several witnesses
Several
witnesses indicated that new
new Band members
members were
were subject
subject to
to "Rookie
"Rookie Introductions,"
Introductions,"
bus en route to away games,
games. These
These sometimes included
which occurred at the front of a moving bus
sexually explicit questioning and dirty jokes,
jokes. A witness stated that one such
such episode entailed
confinned that sexually explicit Rookie
using a dildo as a microphone,
microphone. Another witness confirmed
Introductions occurred in the Fall of
2013.
of2013.

"Sometimes included" does not properly indicate how often the introductions were of
of a sexual
nature or how much of each individual introduction was sexual.
sexual, I remember that mine was not
sexual at all. Plus, a single account does
does not
not "confinn,"
"confirm," unless,
unless, perhaps,
perhaps, the
the "confmn"
"confirm" is a
reference to
to the
the author's own biases.
Page 15 is especially bad in this rcgard.
regard. It contains the statement:
statement: "The misconduct described
above affected many students' musical
musical education through the Marching Band, some to a
significant degree, as evidenced by feelings of
of regret and shame that were communicated in our
interviews." Except none of
of the witness statements quoted in the Glaros Report contain any
of "feelings of
of regret [or] shame." Furthermore, as stated above, the investigators by
statements of
their own admission interviewed 5 band members,
members, including
including the
the Complainant's Child, out of
of 225
band members. The investigators contacted 6 marching band alumni, including Jon Waters, out
of thousands of
alunmi. How, exactly, that constitutes "many" is somewhat unclear. And
of
of Band alumni.
aside from the bald statement that "the misconduct described above affected
affected many students'
musical education through the Marching Band, some to a significant degree," there is no
evidence in the Glaros Report that any student was affected at all, nor is there any explanation of
any effect.
Page 15 also says "The subjects of
the sexual harassment were impressionable and developing
ofthe
of the "sexual
students." Which seems like an obfuscation of
of the fact that the "subjects" of
Page]15
5 also states "We find that the Marching Band's culture
culture
harassment" were legally adults. Page
of sexual harassment
harassment under both university
universlty policy and Title IX, creating aa hostile
facilitated acts of
is not clear from the Glaros
Glaros Report that the
the alleged
alleged victims
victims all
all
environment for students." It is
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agree. In fact,
agree.
fact, based on media
media statements made
made by several
several of the
the witnesses,
witnesses, it appears
appears that they in
fact do not.

While I would like to believe this was just
just the
the result of in-artful
in-artful writing, the totality of the Glaros
belief that this report was
Report and the cun-ent
current administration's response thereto support the belief
actually intended to give a false
false impression that would bring in Title IX.
Lack of
of Factual
FactualIntegrity
Integrity—- This
This term
term is
is my
my own,
own, a reference to the necessity to "show your
Lack
work" but make allowances for confidentiality.
confidentiality. Whether in my books or in my briefs, I must
- my
always show my work —
mysources
sourcesof
ofinformation,
information,my
mycase
caselaw,
law, so
so that
that they
they can be checked.
My book, for instance, contains some 30 pages of end notes
notes citing my sources. Nothing of the
sort appears in the Glaros Report.
Report. With witnesses
witnesses whose
whose identities must be kept confidential, that
is somewhat understandable,
understandable, except there are methods of handling confidential witnesses,
statements, and infOlmation
information that preserve the factual
factual integrity of the report. Such methods
include designation of witnesses,
witnesses, declaration
declaration of when and,
and, if necessary, where the witness
interview took place and by
by whom,
whom, additional information to
to give context to the witness
statement, and even where the
the full
full transcript of the
the witness
witness statement is located and how it may
be acquired.

This is not rocket surgery, but basic investigatory and report-writing technique. Yet, again,
except for a designation
designation of witnesses
witnesses that appears
appears at the beginning
beginning of the Glaros Report and is
of
the
sort
appears
in
the
Glaros Report.
never mentioned again,
nothing
again,
Report. There is no easy way to
even begin checking the work
work of the
the Office here.
here. No way to verify the witness statements, no
way to check for context.
context. For all
all we know, most of these witnesses and their interviews do not
exist and never did;
did; in essence,
essence, the
the Glaros
Glaros Report
Report says,
says, "Trust
"Trust us."
us." Part of my practice involves
criminal defense,
defense, where such
such conduct by the government is utterly unacceptable.
Even worse is
is the hearsay that appears in Glaros
Glares Report.
Report. For instance, Page 17 quotes Pam Bork,
"Physical Therapy Manager with Student Health Services who volunteered for 18 years with the
Band," as saying other students (non-Band members) who were on the bus at the Cal game were
of who these people were, there
"horrified" by the atmosphere. Not only is there no identification of
al1. Page 17 also says Bork added that she was
is no indication they were interviewed at all.
concerned that someone would get hurt and that she quit the Band because she believed
ha:d occurred as
"something bad was going to happen," and then referenced a sexual assault that had
Glaros Report never gives any details of
of this alleged
what she feared could come to
to pass. The Glares
sexual assault.
I have plenty more examples of the shoddy work behind the Glaros
Glares Report. As a litigator, it is
oflaw,
my professional opinion that this
this report
report could be
be easily destroyed
destroyed in
in any court of
law, so poorly
that itit may
may not
not even
even be
be admissible
admissible—
- except
written and conceived that
except to
to show
show defamation by the
current administration.
Generally speaking,
speaking, in both
both the
the private sector and in government law one cannot expect to turn
in aareport
in.
reportas
aspoorly-written
poorly-written and
and conceived
conceived as
as the
the Glaros
Glaros Report,
Report, let alone release it to the public,
and expect to stay employed
employed in
in assembling and writing such reports much longer. Yet the current
administration has pointedly and
and repeatedly stood by the
the Glaros
Glares Report.
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The current
current administration's
administration's position thus changes
changes things,
things, and
and makes
makes it look as
as if the
the Glaros
Glaros
The
incompetence but
but ofmaHce,
of malice, that
that itit isis was
was not
not so
so much
much an
an investigation
Report is not the result of incompetence
assassination. An assassination of character.
character. Of Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. Of the
the Band
Band and its alumni.
alumni.
but an assassination.
University.
Of The Ohio State University.

brings me to my second point:
point:
Which brings

2.
The Public
Public Handling
Handling of
of the
the Glaros
Glaros Report.
Report.
2. The
famously holds
holds "The simplest way to explain the
Robert Conquest's Third Law of
of Politics rather famously
behavior of any bureaucratic organization
organization is
is to
to assume
assume that it
it is controlled by a cabal of
of its
enemies." That is,
is, unfortunately,
unfortunately, the
the most charitable way of explaining how the current
enemies."
administration has handled the Glaros Report.
As much
much of an
an abomination as
as it is, the Glaros
Glaros Report
Report could
could have
have been
been easily withheld under the
records exceptions
exceptions to
to the
the public
public records
records statute until,
until, at the very
investigatory or deliberative records
least, someone competent could have rewritten
rewritten it.
it. At least according to the public timeline, that
least,
was not done here.
24. Granted,
The Glaros Report is dated July 22.
22. The
The announcement
announcement of
of Waters
Waters', firing was July 24.
there was the deadline established by Title IX, but absolutely nothing in Title IX, the 2001
200]
"Revised Sexual Harassment Guidance: Harassment of Students by School Employees, Other
Students, or Third
Third Parties" statement or the Apri14,
April 4, 2011,
2011, "Dear
"Dear Colleague" necessitated firing
Waters. There were plenty of options, including censure,
censure, policy changes, or assignment of a Title
IX coordinator that the Band has been lacking.
lacking. But it appears none of these other options was
even considered.
considered. Without considering these other options
options and apparently not even perf
performing
o 1111 ing
due diligence on the accuracy of the Glaros
Glaros Report,
Report, the
the current administration quickly in that 2day period chose the nuclear option: firing the best band director in the country, one who has
been innovative in show design, who has brought excitement back to marching bands across the
country, and has brought nothing but good press and energy to The Ohio State University.
of the other possible options would have attracted much in the way of
of possible media
None of
attention. Firing the best and most famous
famous college band director in the country was certain to get
maximum media attention. And so it did. And it brought in with it the aforementioned shoddy
Glaros Report that can easily be argued defames Waters, the Band and all its alumni to national
media attention. Furthermore,
of the inaccurate sensationalized reporting by the media of
Furtheml0re, little of
the Glaros Report (i.e., alleging the Midnight Ramp was
was "hazing," even though it fits neither a
legal nor a practical definition) was corrected by the current administration, and may have in
some cases
cases even been abetted by it. The current administration did absolutely nothing to
to defend
the University or the Band.

Even worse, the current administration decided to have a second investigation into the alleged
"sexualized culture" of
of the Band,
Band, an
an investigation
investigation to
to be headed by former Ohio
Ohio Attorney
Attorney General
General
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Montgomery. Not explained is why a second investigation
investigation into
into the
the alleged "sexualized
Betty Montgomery.
into that same culture that resulted in the Glaros
culture" is needed if the first investigation into
firing of Waters
Waters was
was so
so "thorough," a word specifically used by the current
Report and the firing
administration.
administration. Montgomery herself has
has stated
stated she
she will
will not
not reopen
reopen the first investigation that
in the Glaros Report.
Report, Not explained is
is how she
she can
can look into
into the alleged "sexualized
resulted in
culture" without reviewing the Glaros Report that supposedly documents that culture.
So the cun-ent
current administration "stands behind" (another phrase it frequently uses) the first
Report. But
But will
will have
have second investigation.
investigation. That will look into the
investigation and the Glaros Report.
same subject matter as the first
investigation.
first investigation.
investigation. But will not look into the first investigation.
Because the
the first
first investigation
investigation was
was so
so "thorough"
"thorough" that it does not need to be reviewed by a
second investigation, even though that second investigation
investigation is
is supposed
supposed to
to cover the same
subject matter.

Not even Monty Python could
could concoct aa scheme
scheme that's
that's so preposterous. At least in the "Dead
Parrot" sketch, Michael Palin tried to explain to John Cleese, however ridiculously, that the
PalTot"
parrot was still alive. The current administration will
will not even
even do that, arrogantly responding to
the increasing questions about the
the Glaros
Glaros Report
Report with
with aa machine-like
machine-like "Read the report." As if
somehow the current administration has the right to
to invoke papal infallibility.
No crisis management specialist worth the title would recommend handling the Glaros Report
like this. Based on my own experience in crisis management and consultations with crisis
managers, from the standpoint of
of the University and the Band, this situation has been handled in
such a way as to do maximum damage to both. The CllTrent
current administration could not have
damaged Ohio
Ohio State more ifit
if it was trying. "A cabal of
of its enemies," indeed.

Which brings me to my final issue:

3. Duty of
of Loyalty to Ohio
Ohio State.
The
University is
is not
not aa king,
king, nor
nor a god,
god, a potentate, a pope, an emir,
Thc President of
of The Ohio State.
State University
sheikh, an emperor, or even a princeps.
princeps. The president is an agent. Ultimately, so are
are the trustees.
All are agents of
of the principal: The Ohio State University. In legal terms an agent is obligated to
of the principal. As "Buckeye
act in the best interests of the principal and only the best interests of
Battle Cry" says "Our honor defend, we will fight to the end for Ohio."
Yet here there was no honor defended, and no one fought for Ohio, including and especially
of Compliance
Co mpHanee and
and Integrity
Integrity did
those whose duty it was to do so. The investigators at the Office of
not have to find a violation of
of Title IX, but they chose to do so, straining and stretching, warping
and twisting alleged facts into the Glaros Report. In so doing, the investigators at the Office of
of
Compliance and Integrity appear to have been so determined to find a lack of
of the
the former
former that
they sacrificed the latter. Even though a due diligence review of
of the Glares
Glaros Report
Report would
would have
have
revealed its many flaws, the current administration seems to have been almost eager
eager to accept it
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and quickly
quickly used
used itit as
as justification
justificationfor
foruse
useof
ofthe
thenuclear
nuclearoption
option—
- firing the
as the gospel truth, and
best band director in the country.

The ancient Greek philosopher Socrates was
was subjected by the Athenians to a sham trail after
which he was sentenced to death.
death. The Athenians only forced
forced Socrates to drink hemlock. They
him, his family and friends, and a large
did not drop a nuclear bomb on his house and wipe out him,
chunk of Athens.
Athens. But that is in essence what the current administration has done with the Band.
The Band, which used to
to have a spotless
spotless reputation
reputation and was
was old and unquestionably the best in
the country under Jon Waters, has been badly damaged, perhaps irreparably, and its survival is at
stake. The thousands alumni of the Band,
Band, including myself,
myself, have
have been libeled as sexual deviants.
And all by an, at the very 1east,
least, incompetent piece of investigation and writing in the Glaros
Report.
It is difficult to see how
bow any of the
the current
current administration's
administration's actions here have been in the best
interests of the University or even could have been contemplated as in the best interests of the
Nothing —
- not
University. Nothing
notthe
thefacts
factsof
ofthe
thecase,
case,even
even as
as prescnted
presented in
in the
the shoddy Glaros RCpOli;
Report;
especially simple
simple notions
notions of
ofjustice
justiceand
andfairness
fairness—
- required
not Title IX; not even and especially
required the
the use
use of
the Glaros Report to smear Waters and the Band.

So why was the Glaros Report handled this
this way?
way? We have asked ourselves that, and there is no
easy or pleasant answer.
answer. It does not make sense.
sense. One does not destroy a precious, beloved asset
over a century in the making except through
through incompetence or malice.
malice. There is that choice again.
It is not a pleasant choice, but one with which the current administration has presented us.
Incompetence or malice? We should not be asking ourselves this
this question. We should not be
wondering about ulterior motives. And yet we are.
are. The thousands
thousands of Band alumni, the tens of
thousands of Ohio State alunmi
alumni who have supported us over the
the years, should trust the current
- with
administration —
withthe
thepresident,
president,the
thetrustees,
trustees,the
thedeans,
deans, the
the provosts,
provosts, the
the staff,
staff, to protect and
act in the best interests of The Ohio State University.
That was clearly not done here.
here, The current administration cannot even make a case that it was
theshoddy
shoddyGlaros
GlarosReport
Report—
morc and more
more information
information comes
comes out
outabout
aboutthe
done here, and the more
especially the interviewed
the more and more the
asinaccurate
inaccurate—
- the
interviewed witnesses
witnesses who
who denounce
denounceititas
report looks less like an investigation and more like an assassination. And when we dare to
question it, the current administration treats
treats us
us with arrogance and contempt.
of trust that should exist between
The current administration's actions here have broken the bond of
it and the alumni and students of The Ohio State University. At this point, nothing said by the
current administration or those chosen
chosen by it,
it, including Betty Montgomery, can be trusted as be
an accurate representation ofthe
of the facts
facts about this
this affair.
affair. The only way to begin to rebuild that
trust is for the current administration to
to admit its mistake and for the trustees to earn the word
"trust" in
ln their titles by retracting the Glaros Report and reinstating Jon Waters as band director.

Anything less and that broken trust will become irreparable.
Please provide me with confinnation
confirmation that you received my letter.
letter. I request feedback from the
Board of
of Trustees regarding this matter.
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Truly
Tl1lIy yours,
Jeffrey R. Cox, Esq.
Attorney-at-law licensed in Indiana and California
ofWorld War
War IL
Author, Rising Sun Falling Skies: The Disastrous Java Sea Campaign of
JD 2003 —
- Indiana
ID
IndianaUniversity-Indianapolis
University-IndianapolisMcKinney
McKinney School
School of Law
Security Policy
Policy Studies
Studies 1994
1994—
- The
BA National Security
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
The Ohio State University
University Marching
MarchingBand
Band(C-Row)
(C-Row)—
- 1989-1993
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Karen Crockett
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin
WebAdmin 32sc on August 12,
2014
12,2014
Board of
President Drake and OSU Board
of Trustees,
As someone who
who has
has worked
worked with Thc
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band (OSUMB)
(OSUMB) for over
years, JI have
have an
an important perspective relevant
relevant to
to understanding
understanding the work of Jonathan
forty years,
Waters and the
the culture of Oill
our Marching Band family
family...
...
Waters

decades, long before Jon Waters
Waters held any position
position ofleadcrship
of leadership in the band, student
In past decades,
behavior did include examples
-based behavior. These
examples of sophomoric,
sophomoric, inappropriate
inappropriate "humor"
"humor"-based
trends were riot
not specific to
to the marching band,
band, but
but rather exemplify the broader culture present
among college student populations in general,
general, and within the
the broader
broader society.
society. Some of the
specific behaviors that found
found their way into
into our marching
marching band culture were a by-product of our
as an organization.
organization. Even
Even those
those deeply
deeply rooted
rooted "traditions"
"traditions" Were
were already in the
military beginnings as
through the
the initiative,
initiative, high moral
moral values,
values, and tenacious
process of being successfully eliminated through
efforts that Jonathan Waters
Waters independently
independently brought
brought to
to his
his role
role as
as Director.
Director. His work was moving
efforts
us all toward more currently acceptable expectations.
students, focusing
focusing on
on the quality of
of not only their
Jonathan Waters is deeply committed to students,
to also
also to their college experience
experience in a wholesome and safe environment. As the
education but to
Director, Jon has worked diligently and tirelessly to improve the culture of
of the band. In less than
two years, he has done more to improve the culture and student behavior than anyone in the
of the many improvements already accomplished include:
band's rich
rich history.
history. Some
Some of
•• Elimination of
of inappropriate nicknames
•• Elimination of poor behavior on busses
•• Elimination of "midnight ramp"
•• Forbidding excessive alcohol consumption before/during the annual
annual Band Dance
•• Implementing trainings for staff
staff and student leadership
•• And most importantly, fostering a focus on respect for self
self and others.
These changes, in order to be effective and long-lasting, were being accomplished in a holistic
of our well-defined student leadership and were implemented
way, by including the participation of
with full collaboration between all staff
staff members.
members. An organization of
of this size cannot be
reformed without including the layers of influence coming from all levels. Through this
comprehensive approach,
approach, Jon Waters
Waters has
has made
made great
great strides
strides in
in improving
improving the
the band's culture,
thereby protecting students from
from inappropriate
inappropriate behavior including outdated "traditions". But
even he cannot and should not be held responsible for behavior off-campus, during non-band
hours, and not connected to band events.
A more thorough and accurate investigation
investigation would
would have
have also
also clearly revealed
revealed the
the band's positive
cultural components focused
focused on service,
service, patriotism,
patriotism, and
and on
on citizenship.
citizenship. Under
Under Jonathan
Jonathan Water's
Water's
leadership, the band has significantly increased service projects, charitable efforts and
fundraising for the OSU community, as well as for entities reaching far beyond the University.
The students in OS
U's Marching Band are intelligent, hard-working, respectful, dedicated people
OSU's
who move on to impressive life accomplishments as professionals and community leaders. We
should take pride in their accomplishments as doctors, teachers, clergy, artists, soldiers,
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the list
list goes
goes on
on and
and on.
on. Instead
Instead the dismissal of
of Jon
engineers, attorneys, social workers, ... the
of us, including the
Waters, based on a narrow and erroneous "report" has tarnished all of
offormer
thousands of
former members whose lives were forever enriched by their membership in our
band.
What sad, embarrassing irony that our organization, OSUMB, steeped in excellence and respect,
has been so wrongly characterized by a "report" that was poorly conducted, one-sided and
misguided.
defend ...
Our honor defend,

Sincerely,
Karen Crockett
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August 4, 2014

Mr. David Axelrod,

As someone who has worked with The Ohio State University Marching Band (OSUMB) for over
of Jonathan
forty years, I have an important perspective relevant to understanding the work of
Waters and to the culture of
of OUT
our Marching Band family.
of leadership in the band, student
In past decades, long before Jon Waters held any position ofleadership
include examples
examples of
of sophomoric,
sophomoric, inappropriate
inappropriate"humor"
"humor"-based
behavior. These
behavior did include
-based behavior.
trends were not specific to the marching band.
band, but rather exemplified the broader culture present
ofthe
among college student populations
populations in
in general,
general, and
and within
within the
the broader
broader society.
society. Some of
the
specific behaviors that found
found their way into our marching band culture were a by-product of our
military beginnings as
as an
an organization.
organization. Even those deeply rooted "traditions" were already in
of being successfully eliminated through the initiative, high moral values, and
the process of
tenacious efforts that Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters independently
independently brought
broughtto
to his
his role
roleas
as Director.
Director. His work
was moving us all toward more currently acceptable expectations.

Jonathan Waters is deeply committed to students, focusing on the quality of
of not only their
also to
to their
their college
college experience
experience in
in aa safe
safe and
and supportive
supportive environment.
environment. As the
education but to also
Director, Jon has worked diligently
diligently and
and tirelessly
tirelessly to
to improve
improve the
the culture
culture of
of the
the band.
band. In less than
two years, he has done more to improve the culture and student behavior than anyone in the
band's
hand's rich
rich history. Some
Someof
ofthe
the many
many improvements
improvements already accomplished include:
•• Elimination of
of inappropriate nicknames
•• Elimination of
of poor behavior on buses
•• Elimination of "midnigbt
"midnight ramp"
•• Forbidding excessive alcohol consumption before/during
beforeiduring the annual Band Dance
•• Implementing trainings for staff and student leadership
•• And most importantly, fostering a focus on respect for self
self and others.

These changes, in order to be effective and long-lasting, were being accomplished in a holistic
way, by including the participation of our well-defined student leadership and were implemented
with full collaboration between
between all
all staff'members.
staff members. An organization of
of this size cannot be
reformed without including the
the layers
layers of
of influence
influence coming
coming from
fromall
all levels.
levels. Through this
comprehensive approach,
approach, Jon Waters has made
made great strides
strides in
in improving the
the hand's
band's culture,
thereby protecting students
students from
from inappropriate
inappropriate behavior
behavior including
includingoutdated
outdated"traditions".
"traditions". But
even he cannot and should not be held responsible for behavior off-campus,
off-campus. during non-band
hours, and not connected to band events.
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Julie
Juile Essman Stevens
12,2014
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on
on August 12,
2014
of a three-generation OSUMB family.
I am a member of
family. This band has shaped my entire life and
now I tell you our story...
story ...

My father, Jim Essman, was in band in the unexpanded,
unexpanded, unisex era, serving as a squad leader in
the baritone section. He was also a member of the trumpet section, I believe, when he first made
the band. He loved that group, and has continued friends
friends with many he met then. He is a past
of the board of
of governors and has marched almost all if
president of
if not every reunion. He made the
band on grit, talent and determination though he will tell
tell you he had very little
Httle actual playing
wanting to
to be
be just
just like that.
ability. That
ability.
That isis nonsense,
nonsense, and
andIIgrew
grewup
uplistening
listeningtotohim
himpractice
practice- wanting
from service in Vietnam the first thing he did was play Christmas music. The
When he returned from
second was to play all his OSUMB recordings. I am told I marched around the living room to Le
Reg, but what child can resist? He was
was very involved in
in the
the active band throughout my
kids went
went to
to all
all his
his performances
performances —
- Park
childhood, and we kids
Parkof
ofRoses,
Roses, Upper
Upper Arlington
Arlington 4th of
July Parade, reunion rehearsals.
rehearsals. My mom made lifelong friends
friends among the other wives and we
children. My dad was rejuvenated by alumni active band practice,
all made friends with the other children,
I'd take
take the
the COTA
COTA bus
bus in to Columbus from Pickaway County
Cmmty to go to rehearsal
and sometimes I'd
with him. The other members always made me welcome.
I was not expected to make the band.
band. That is a pure truth.
truth. My band director, Mark Hosler, had
been Most Inspirational in his day and knew
knew what
what it took.
took. II don't
don't think he ever really believed I
had that, and my family
family was
was dreading
dreading what
what would
would happen
happenwhen
when II was
was cut.
cut Summer sessions are
student run and the best way to learn the skills and build endurance. I had never lmown
known my shins
could sweat
-—I was a hard working person whose parents expected a lot, but I had never in my life exerted
myself
was named M-14
myself like that. My best friend fell to the music audition and we both cried. ITwas
delirious! I must have made that band on my own grit and
-—the last name called, and I was delirious!
AI Notestine and
determination, with the dedicated help of Mike Coggins, Jerry Canterberry, and Al
Lisa Cozad Galvin(though he and she had graduated and were just back to motivate candidates).
My squad leaders, Tom Hartman and Greg Schilling, did their best with me and I actually got to
march the Patriotic Show three times. The deeply shy and introverted child that made the band
was nicknamed "Cindy Brady" and managed to overcome terror and tell aajoke
joke to a busload of
people who heckled me through it, patted me on the head as I went to sit down, and in general
cheerled me into greater confidence. Some of my favorite people were in band with me, and you
all know who you are. I was so proud to be part of this greater family,
family, to have done something so
dad. Every year I was
closely tied to my dad.
was terrified of being cut and ran miles and miles to prepare.
I had my own 5 yard by 5 yard grid laid out on the patio (I know lots of
of us did that) and practiced
270 spin turns and horn flashes till I was no longer dizzy. The expectations are identical for
every candidate -—there
thereare
areno
nofemale
femaleorormale
malerequirements.
requirements.IIcan't
can't emphasize
emphasize that enough.
enough. Why
are there fewer women then men in the OSUMB? Because it is hard to make, because everyone
completes the same drills and skills and puts in the same time.
time. I play baritone. That bad boy
weighs 8 pounds, and we were required to
to hold itit at ann's
arm's length during a horns up drill. Not to
abuse us,
liS, but to build the strength necessary to complete a flawless halftime show. EVERYONE
hom. Colleen Nutter Kent was
did this. I used full gallon jugs of milk to build up to holding that horn.
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my ideal, so musically talented,
talented, strong and a wonderful
wonderful leader.
leader. She was one of
of my squad leaders
also and the first female Most Inspirational Bandsman.
Bandsman. By my last year I was so much better, so
much more confident —
couldmarch
marchan
anentire
entiretryout
tryoutdrill
drill or
orseries
series of
of ramps
ramps without
without missing a
- I Icould
note, could march down the field
field with no
no hom
horn movement,
movement, could march Sloopy with no drifting,
could fall
fall out and instruct a candidate whenever asked.
asked, As M-7,
M-7, my dad and I were at one time
the only two family members to
to have marched the same spot. That may be different now, but
still fabulous to us!
us!
I met the love of my life in band,
band, Brian Stevens, who has
has gone on to become one of the best high
school band directors in the state in my humble opinion. His cousin had been in the band, so
Brian knew he wanted to try out for himself. Although he was cut the first time, he did not let
that stop him as he had his
his own store of detennination.
determination. When he made the band on his second
try, his parents were so incredibly proud of him.
him. That learning experience has allowed him to
reach out to students who may experience failure
failure and encourage them to persevere, then succeed
with the victory all the sweeter.
sweeter. A member of Trumpet Cheers,
Cheers, he also
also became a squad leader his
last year. We continued attending the TBDBITL alumni reunion together when his fall schedule
allowed, and we do so to this day.
day. Also the director of the Brass Band of Columbus, he has many
of pride and
former OSUMB, now TBDBITL alumni members
members in his band. We share an heritage of
school bands have long marched in the Buckeye Invitational, and he and
excellence. Brian's high school
Jon worked together often to
to hone
hone and enhance
enhance the
the role
role the
the Ohio
Ohio Music
Music Educator's
Educator's Association
plays in high school music programs. You have never seen anything more lovely than the look
off Ohio
Ohio Field having marched their competition or
on a student's face when they come off
exhibition show. A dream come true for many,
many, and a powerful recruitment tool for Ohio State.
My brother, Steve Essman, also made the band.
band. He played sousaphone, has emotional and deeply
felt memories of dotting the
the "i" and was in K-L Row with Jon. He told me at the time what a
wonderful person Jon was, and was so incredibly thrilled for him last year when named the head
director,
last. Steve's five years in band shaped him, also allowing him the chance to
director, at long last.
grow into the strong, wonderful person he is today.
today. Steve also comes back for reunion every
chance he gets.
auditloned for the first time, on trombone. There is
Three years ago, our son, Dan Stevens, auditioned
nothing harder than knowing exactly what your child is facing and having no power to influence
the outcome. He wore the same grid into the yard, ran miles and miles, and went to every
ifhe
summer session. Like my dad had done, I asked him what he would do if
he were cut. Try again
next year, like dad did, he
be said.
said. Dan
Dan is such a bold soul, with a big heart and incredible talent,
and I was so scared. He made the band as an alternate, one of only five freshmen to be selected
that year.
year. He has done very well
well and this
this year is assistant squad leader In Q-Row to his best
friend. He plays in Trombone Cheers and has
friend.
has been known to serenade our pastor, my mother,
various friends
friends and family ifhe
if he knows
knows where they are seated in the stadium. Another best friend
from high school is also in Q-Row and Dan has never been happier.
happier. Brian and I arc so
so proud
proud of
ofthe
him. He was interviewed last year by Channel 6 at the height of
the positive hoopla, and again a
week ago at the depths of despair,
despair, and acquitted himself welL
well. His sister has the talent and
strength to make the band, but would choose to be the band PT, providing her insight and
wisdom in other ways. His younger brother has expressed a wish to try out when his time comes,
as well, so the tradition continues.
IJ submit this family history to
to make a point. This is not an institution based on degradation,
humiliation and negative practices, nor could it do so and persist for generations. I carry that

--""-,
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family connection with me wherever II go,
go, continually meeting people who also have a deep
pride in our history.
history. I stand with my band family and the current OSUMB.
I stand with Jon Waters.
Respectfully yours,
Julie Essman
Essman Stevens,
Stevens, M-Row
M-Row 1985-1988
19854988
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infonnation on my experiences with the Ohio State University
I am writing to you to provide information
was aamember
memberof
Marching Band culture. IIwas
ofthe
the marching
marching band
band from
from 1986
1986 to
to 1990,
1990, and
and aa
ofKL-row.
This is
is the
the basses,
basses, or
or as most people can
member of
KL-row. This
call them
them tubas
tubas or
or sousaphones,
sousaphones. I
"i" twice in my time at Ohio state, in 1989
1989 and 1990.
1990.
dotted the "i"

It is with great dismay that I have seen our reputation slandered by an inaccurate representation
of our
our culture.
of
of that the
The OSU report glosses over some very critical pieces of information, and because of
press has read between the lines
lines to
to spread
spread infonnation
information that
that isis actually
actually libelous.
libelous. There are many
of things people had to do to participate in the band.
baseless claims of

It's been constantly overlooked that there is a very formal process for getting into the band.
It is a very serious
Tryouts will start this week
week and I sincerely
sincerely hope
hope you
you attend
attend this
this process,
process. It
well as new
professiona11y run
professionally
run system that
that has
has been
been in
in place
place for
for years.
years. Past members as welt
as II remember
remember itit consisted of
of one musical audition, one
candidates must tryout.
The tryout
tryout as
tryout. The
candidate at a time
time in front
front of School
School of
of Music
Music faculty,
faculty. But primarily the audition consisted of
three long intense half-day marching sessions where you were assigned complex drills, and were
of marching fundamentals,
fundamentals, your ability to remember complex drills,
graded on your execution of
and how you handled it when you could not remember them.
It is an intense time,
1984
time, and for
for those
those who
who don't
don't make
make it,
it, aa painful
painful time.
time. II was cut twice, in 1984
1985.
and 1985.

There is nothing during this process that could remotely be considered hazing or harassment.
None of the things
things that OSD's
OSU's report
report alleges
alleges could
could ever
ever happen
happen at
at this
this time.
time. You are not in the
to get
get in the band is through
through this
More importantly, there is
band. The
The only
only way
way to
band.
this tryout
tryout process.
process. More
no danger of being removed from the band after you make it (excepting of
of course for acts that
ofany
OSU
class).
would get you thrown out of
any
Any such comparisons of the alleged rituals in the investigative report with fraternity hazing
rituals are therefore inappropriate, as these hazing rituals in fraternities
fraternities are prior to membership.
Various articles
articles have reported
reported that
that these
these are
are things
things you
you "had
"hadto
to do
doto
toparticipate".
participate". And yet this
is absolutely not
The only
only prerequisite
prerequisite to
to participation in the band is the tryout process.
not true.
true. The
Not everyone marches
There are
are two
two alternates
alternates for every row (of
(oftwe1ve)
marches in
in the
the band.
band. There
twelve) who do
not march.
Again though
though this is controlled entirely by formal
march. Again
formal processes.
processes. Failure to memorize
your music can result in
OtheIWi.se, alternates challenge someone from
in becoming an
an alternate.
alternate. Otherwise,
within the row in a process just like the tryout process, to try to take their marching spot by
demonstrating
demonstrating superior
superior marching
marching skills.
skills. Marching ability
ability is
is the
the only
only criteria
criteria that
thatmatters.
matters. These
chaUenges
challenges are
are judged
judged by squad leaders, and overseen by band staff.
staff.
No one is
One year
year a marcher who I will not name in his fourth year
is immune
immune from
from this
this process.
process. One
A rookie
rookie chose
chose to
to challenge him as the weakest marcher currently
was
was a bit out
out of shape.
shape. A
as most fourth year members
of this,
marching.
This is
is unusual
unusual as
marching. This
members are
are expert
expert marchers.
marchers. Because of
the
the staff was
was giving this
this challenge
challenge extra scrutiny to
to insure
insure that only marching ability came into
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play. The
The rookie
rookie lost,
lost, but
but the challenge
challenge was
Afterward there
there were no repercussions
play.
was very close.
close. Afterward
what they were there to do, insure excellent marching in
They were
were doing
doing exactly
exactly what
for the rookie.
rookie. They
the row.
row. The
The fourth
fourth year
year member
member shaped up.
of the
These are the kinds
kinds of things
things that
that the
the band
band isis really
really all
all about
about. This is the truest heart of
band's culture.
We were
were there
there to
to make sure the band did the best job possible.
band's
culture. We

Band practices and performances were always run with the utmost respect and professionalism.
gain respect in this
Every band
band function
function was
was taken
taken seriously.
seriously. There was only one way to gain
only one way to lose
system, and that was to
to work hard
hard and
and do
do your
yourjob
job welL
well, There was also only
seriously,
respect, which likewise, was to fail to take your band membership seriously.
Most of
the alleged rituals
rituals in the
the report,
report, II do
do not
not recognize.
recognize. Some though,
ofthc
though, I do,
do, and I witnessed
However itit should
should be
be made extremely
extremely clear
clear that
that the vast majority of
of such
them or took part. However
things happened completely outside of the duties
duties of the marching band, for instance at parties put
on by band members.
Attendance at
at these
these parties was not required by
by staff,
staff, nor
nor did any students
members. Attendance
ever claim they were required.
Any extracurricular traditions
traditions of
of the
the band
band are
are only
only intended
intended to
tobring
bring the
the band
bandtogether.
together. One of
the few things that did take
take place
place during
during practice
practice was
was the
the use
use of
of rookie
rookie nicknames.
nicknames, However this
Nicknames were
were chosen
chosen with
was a process who's goal
goal was
was inclusion,
inclusion, not
not humiliation.
humiliation. Nicknames
sensitivity to the response from
from the
the rookie.
rookie. Sometimes based on
tillcomfortable look, but
on an uncomfortable
The vast
vast majority
majority of
ofnicknames
nicknames were given and
often based on direct objections
objections from
from the
the rookie.
rookie. The
Once you
you understand
understand that
that the purpose
purpose was inclusion, and
and that
that the practice was
never used again.
again. Once
to find names that people were comfortable with,
with, the whole thing becomes rather pedestrian.
Generally no,
A bit of a big deal has
has been
been made
made about
about whether
whether the
the directors
directorsused
used the
the nicknames.
nicknames. Generally
but sometimes.
sometimes. This
ofaa trombone
trombone player
playerwas
was nicknamed
nicknamed "Ox".
"Ox".
This is
is hardly
hardly shocking. A
A big
big bear
bearof
It's simply a
It was
was also
also aa shortening
shortening of
ofhis
his last
lastname.
name. Everybody including
including staff
staff called
called him
him Ox.
Ox. It's
It's not
not unusual
unusual that
that people prefer
prefer to go
go by nicknames,
nickname that stuck because HE
HE liked
liked it.
it. It's
and it's hardly surprising that in those cases the staff
staff might pick up on those nicknames.
This is an important
important tradition, and I'm sad that
I want to
to specifically talk
talk about
about Midnight
Midnight Ramp.
Ramp. This
This one
one tradition,
tradition, while extracurricular, I have to admit is not entirely
it will be going away.
away. This
band members
members who
who choose
choose to participate have access to
to the
the band room, the
unofficial.
unofficial. The
The band
(Any claims
claims that
that university
university didn't
didn't know
know about
about this
this are absurd, as
stadium, and their instruments.
instruments. (Any
half
half of a band out in Ohio Stadium marching and playing our instruments as loudly as we would
perfonnance Gould
could not
in a performance
not go unnoticed.)
did not
not choose
choose to
to do
do it my rookie
If memory serves, I did
did this
this three
three times
times out
out of
of my
my five
five years.
years. II did
Moreover, those
those who
year. Like
mandatory. Moreover,
Like any
any extracurricular
extracurricular tradition,
tradition, it was absolutely not mandatory.
were not interested were not even at the stadium (unless they wanted to watch but not march,
which was sometimes
sometimes done).
done). Nobody
Nobody was
was forced to
to be in
in their
their underwear, and
and nobody was
do know
know of
of members
members who
who never
never marched
marched and never
forced to see anybody in
in their underwear.
underwear. ITdo
leader),
attended (at least one became a squad leader).
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But I want to share with you why I think this is an important tradition, and why it is ludicrous
that it has
has been called
called "sexual"
"sexual' in nature. As
As marching
marching band
band members,
members, there
there is, in
in fact one
horribly difficult thing that we are forced to do by the band, and which our membership depends
on. ItItisis terrifying
terrifying and
and uncomfortable
uncomfoliable and
and the source
source of
of great stress before any rookie doing it for
the first time.
We have to march in front of 100,000 screaming fans,
fans, after only having one week to memorize
optional tradition
tradition that I ever
new music,
music, and learn new
new pregame
pregame and
and halftime
halftime shows.
shows. There is no optional
ofperforrning
chose to participate in that ever made me remotely as uncomfortable as the fear of
performing in
Ohio Stadium.
The dream
dream we
This is why Midnight Ramp
Ramp was
was important.
important. It was EXACTLY about that
that fear.
fear. The
all have where we are in public and suddenly realize we are in our underwear, is a manifestation
And midnight
midnight ramp
ramp is one more way we can
Ifwe
of this
this fear.
fear. And
can directly confront
confront that
that fear.
fear. If
we can
march and playa
play a pregame ramp in our underwear, surrounded by other people in their
underwear, and do it correctly and professionally, it affirms our ability to do our jobs without
distraction.

As ridiculous as this might sound
sound to
to you,
you, this
this is
is all
all II can
can ever
ever associate
associate this
this tradition
traditionwith.
with. I find
it repugnant that anyone would ever call it "sexual".
It's my understanding that a hostile environment is one that prevents full access to participation
never saw
saw anything
anything in my time in the band that looked remotely
in a school
school class
class or program.
program. II never
hostile enough to limit participation.
drink and didn't
One of my fellow
fellow rookies
rookies was
was named
named was
was aa fairly
fairly religious
religious man.
man. He didn't drink
swear.
and did his job. He
He was
was friendly
friendly and well-liked.
well-liked. He
He was
was deeply
deeply respected
swear. He
He showed
showed up and
He
would
sometimes
go
to
parties
and
sometimes
for
his
excellent
work
attitude.
for his excellent work attitude.
sometimes go to parties and sometimes not.
not. He would
as II know he never participated
not participate in the unofficial
unofficial songs
songs we
we sang
sang at
at parties,
parties. As far as
in midnight ramp.
in
This is
is aa leadership
leadership position
And yet he was a squad
squad leader
leader for
for the
the last
last two
two years
years in
in the
the band.
band. This
that is nominated from
from within,
within, There
There is
is no
no better
better testament
testament to
to the
the health
health of
of our
our culture
culture than the
of the informal and extracurricular traditions
tradi tions of
of the
respect he earned, despite eschewing many of
band.
And yet
yct he was able to not
I know that he did not approve
approve of
of many
many extracurricular
extracurricular activities.
activities. And
merely participate, but to excel in this allegedly toxic and harassing environment.
At the
the time, the row was all
My rookie class was unusually
unusually large,
large, ten
ten people
people across
across two
two rows.
rows. At
(There had been
male, but there were two
two women
women in
in that
that came
came in
in with
with me
me my
my rookie
rookie year.
year. (There
Over the
the years
years we
we gained
gained additional
additional women, but they were still a
female members
members in
in the
the past.)
past.) Over
Despite this ratio,
significant minority,
minority, just
just as
as they
they were
were in
in the
the average
average high
high school
school tuba
tuba section.
section. Despite
and the alleged hostile environment, another one
one of our squad leaders in later years was one
one of
the women that was a rookie with me.
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These two
two examples
examples were
were not
not at
at all
all noteworthy
noteworthy or
orunusual.
unusual. The best people were chosen for the
ofthis
this report
report do
do these stories stand out in
in my mind as exceptional.
job. Only
Onlynow,
now, in
in the
the context
context of
The true culture of the band,
band, springing from emphasis on the job, was one that was almost
automatically respectful,
respectful, without us even being aware of
of it.
When I first heard about all of this,
this, I immediately shared
shared on article on medium.com with a brief
summary of my experiences
experiences in
in the
the band.
band. It can be found here:
https:llmedium. coml@thomasafine/our-honor-defend-69d86901133 7
https://medium.comJaZthomasafine/our-honor-defend-69d869011337
And II can provide
provide you
you with
with the
the complete
complete text
text directly
directly upon
uponrequest.
request. Please use the information
of your investigation.
there as part of
of which
IJ urge you to look at this,
this, and a large number of other unsolicited testimonials, many of
can be found at
http://womenoftheosumb.blogspot.com/
http://womenoftheosumb.blogspot.comi
They are
are representative of
of the real culture of
of the marching band, one
and take them seriously.
seriously. They
that is serious, professional, respectful,
respectful, and
and aa place
place where everyone learns to excel and find their
inner strength.

I'll probably write more articles on this topic, and will pass those along too when they are
finished.
Thank you for your careful consideration on this important issue.
Thomas A. Fine
<Address redacted>
Cambridge Massachusetts
Cell
<Phone Number redacted>
Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
<Email Address redacted>
<Work Phone redacted>
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Our Honor Defend

the culture
culture of
of the Ohio State marching band.
The truth about the

I had the privilege of spending five years in The Best Damn Band in the Land, The Ohio State
University Marching Band. I was a bass (aka sousaphone or tuba) player from 1986 through
1990, and also
also had
had the privilege of dotting the "i" in the Script Ohio twice.
We now know that the investigation which cost Jon Waters his job
job was sparked by a sexual
assault, perpetrated by one member of
assault,
of the band against another.
another. This is a tragic occurrence, and
aware of
of that happened in my time with the band.
band,
one that
that is
is outside
outside of anything
anything that
that I'm aware
This incident didn't lead
lead directly
directly to Jon Waters firing.
firing, Based on available reports, he handled the
situation completely according to university policy. Connections I have within the band tell me
that he also took quick and decisive action internally even before the University had held a
expulsion. No one
one is alleging there was a problem in how this
hearing which
which lead
lead to
to the student's expulsion.
was handled,
handled. Instead, Jon Waters was fired based on an investigation that was triggered by this
culture was so toxic that such incidents were inevitable.
incident, which
which claimed that the bands' culture
lives-and dies
dies~n
Ohio, Many of
on tradition. Traditions like the Script Ohio.
A band Like
like Ohio
Ohio State's lives—and
OUT marching style, with a high-knee lift and sharp snap. We
the traditions
traditions are
are fonnal,
formal, like our
game, so we had no floppy charts bolted
memorize all
all new music for new shows every home game,
of extra marchers,
onto (and falling off of) OUT
our horns. We are kept on our toes through a system of
of anyone who has failed to memorize their music, or
called alternates, waiting to
to take the spot of
has let their marching skills
skills slip.
slip. We've all
all been through a grueling tryout process every single
kept me
me out
out of
of the band twice before I finally learned what
year we've marched. This process kept
.
hard work meant.

There are also
also infonnal
informal traditions, things that are simply part of the culture that has grown up in
the past 136 years.
years. Like the running joke
joke of "back when I was
was in the band", an irresistible phrase
to all band alumni who lament how much the band has gone downhill in recent years, and how
much better we
we used
used to do
do it.
it. Right from the start, Jon Waters was one to both honor tradition
and break
break with
with it,
it, because when
when we
we look
look at the
the shows
shows he's
he's done, we find ourselves thinking, or
even saying "back when I was in the band, our shows were never that good".
But because of the scandal that's erupted,
erupted, many
many people have heard of
of some of
of our
our other,
other, more
traditions,
private traditions.
Traditions like
Traditions
like the Midnight Ramp, where the band takes the field at midnight and performs our
out of
standard pregame
pregame stadium entrance
entrance...
... in
in our
our underwear. This was not a mandatory event
event--out
my five
five years,
years, II only did this
this three times, and skipped it my
my first (rookie) year,
year.

..... ,..-
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This is
is not unlike
unlike aa great
great many
many college
college traditions
traditions at
at aa great many schools. A
A quick
quick check
check on
on
This
Google
for
"college
streaking"
or
"undie
run"
yields
a
very
long
list
of
such
things.
Such
Google
or "undie run" yields a very long list of such things. Such
ifnat
Of
traditions are standard fare now, and have been for at least 50 years, if
traditions
not much much longer, Of
course this is not to say it is no problem. Some
Some campuses
campuses have cracked
cracked down
down on
on these
these traditions,
traditions,
course
seeking to eliminate them. However
However others
others have formalized them, and even
even turned
turned them
them into
into
seeking
raisers, Purdue added
added an
an official
official undie
undie run
run only
only two
two years
years ago.
ago.
fund raisers,
don't have
have to
to look
look past
past Ohio
Ohio State
State to see how a university
university responds
responds to such
But we actually don't
behavior. The Mirror Lake Jump at Ohio State is a tradition where students strip to varying
cold Mirror Lake before the game with the School
School Up North.
degrees and jump in the freezing cold
Rather than firing anyone for this, or telling the students it had to end, in 2013 Ohio State issued
event.
wrist bands to allow attendance at this event.
the much safer event, involving the possibility of
of neither
(Between the two, Midnight Ramp is the
drowning, nor hypothermia.)
hypothennia,)

This is an example of the real problem behind the firing of Jon Waters. At first glance, that report
seems shocking. But when you take a closer look, the report is all flash and no substance.
niclmames. The report leaves you with a
For example, a big part of the report is dedicated to the nicknames.
the day after I
feeling of mean-spirited and degrading behavior, My nickname was given to me the
made it into the band.
band. Like almost all nicknames, it was never used again. But in fact, some of
the nicknames did make people truly uncomfortable. And in those cases, a new nickname was
quickly chosen by the
the more senior members (and again,
again, most of the time forgotten).
forgotten). This part of
our culture is not described in the report: that behind the lowbrow humor, people were careful,
because the goal
goal was to
to unite us as an organization, not push people away.
The songbooks
of flash rather than substance. What the report shows is,
songbooks are another example of
adults, It does not mention that these songbooks are
again, the disturbing humor of young adults.
standard fare at a great many university marching bands.
bands. In fact,
fact, several of
of the songs were
written by other university bands and passed on to us.
us.
These
These songs
songs were
were important
important to
to me.
me. I still
still know
know some
some of
of the
the lyrics
lyricsby
by heart.
heart. However
However I'm
I'm fully
aware
everyone, One of the other bass players who came into the
aware that they were
were not important to everyone.
band the
the same
same year
year II did
did was
was fairly
fairly religious,
religious, didn't
didn't drink,
drink, and
and didn't swear. Ever. He did not
participate in the singing.
singing.
Was
Was he
he singled
singled out?
out? Well,
Well, eventually he would be
be nominated
nominated by
by the
the other bass players
players to be
be one
of our squad
squad leaders,
leaders, so
so yes,
yes, he
he was
was singled out.
out. Singled out
out for
for an
an honor many of
of us, including
myself,
myself, wanted,
wanted. He
He was
was singled
singled out as
as being trusted by everyone,
everyone, And he was singled out as
as
someone who
who was
was deeply
deeply committed to our traditions,
traditions, even among us.
us. Seeing how he melded
with
with what
what the
the report
report claims
claims is
is a toxic
toxic culture,
culture, and
and which was
was definitely
definitely a tough fit for him, was
was
for
identity,
for me
me an
an incredibly
incredibly powerful
powerful life
life lesson
lesson about
about fitting
fitting in
in while
while maintaining your own identity.
And about
about the
the value
value of
of remaining
remaining calm and
and confident.
confident. This
This is
is the
the the
the true culture I found in the
the
marching
marching band,
band, aa culture
culture not
not described
described at
at all
all in the investigation report,
report.
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And something
something else from the
the songbook
songbook included
included in
in the
the report stands out to me:
me:
And

P vi is Editlox
Complied by
and re-edited b
Revised and
Addendum by
New Shit
Shit compiled by
New
Renovations b
Recycled by'
by
Even More
Even
More Si ompi
y
th
Final 20
20th Century Edition by
Its Funny
It's Not Annoying, Its
ton
Tradition compiled
Renewing the Tradition
compiled by
From the band songbook
If you treat this
line and then mentally add the hiring ofJon
this as
as a time
timeline
of Jon Waters as band director
(2012),
(2012), and his
his subsequent firing (2014), it begins to seem a bit ridiculous that he is being held
responsible
issues.
responsible for
for such
such long term cultural issues.
Yet another lurid detail
detail from the report was the changing of clothes on the buses. This happened.
happened.
my
high
school
band.
And
in
countless
other
bands,
and
drama
clubs
in high
It also happened
in
happened in my
band.
countless
schools
schools and colleges
colleges where
where rapid
rapid costume
costume changes
changes are
are needed.
needed. It's
It's just one more detail thrown
thrown in
that makes
makes our
our band
band sound
sound like
like some
some bad
bad fraternity
fraternity movie.
movie. But
But again,
again, it's
it's flash rather than
substance.
substance. The
The substance behind this bit of flash is important.
important.
I was
was never
never the
the most
most comfortable
comfortable guy getting undressed
undressed in
in front
front of anyone.
anyone. But all I ever
experienced
experienced in
in this
this practice
practice was
was aa sense
sense of professionalism.
professionalism. This
This might
might sound crazy if you
you
haven't been there.
there. But
But we
we weren't
weren't stripping because
because it's fun, or humiliating, or even a rite
rite of
passage.
passage. We
We were
were stripping
stripping because
because we had a job,
job, and
and bus
bus rides
rides were
were uncomfortable,
uncomfortable, and our
unifonns
uniforms were
were more
more uncomfortable,
uncomfortable, and the uniforms
uniforms needed to
to be
be in the best condition possible,
possible,
sweating in them for six hours on a bus.
which
which doesn't happen if we're sweating
bus.
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This was
was a hugely important
important life
life lesson
lesson for
for me.
me, The goal
goal was the job. The goal
goal was
was to
to do
do the best
best
This
job you
you possibly could.
could, We were all
all there
there to do aa job, to uphold aa tradition, There
There were
were jokes,
job
sure, But my own experience was that
that II sat
sat in the window seat in a high-backed
high-backed bus
bus chair,
chair, with
sure.
on
the
aisle,
and
I
changed
clothes,
and
pretty
much
nobody
could
see
anything,
another
guy
another
clothes,
could see anything. And
we'd switch
switch seats
seats and
and he
he changed
changed clothes.
clothes. Some
Some rows
rows backwards
backwards or
or forwards
forwards there
there were
then we'd
of inevitable
inevitable
women doing the same thing, The
The lessons
lessons II learned
learned in this supposed culture of
women
of respect. Self-respect.
Self-respect. Respect for others. Respect for
for the work
work ethic.
harassment were lessons of
Respect for the band and the tradition. This is all missing from the investigation report.
mean, I do remember things that
Was there hazing in my day? I suppose it depends on what you mean.
asked of
of me, things that would
would be considered
considered hazing. And in every
every single case,
case, II remember
remember
were asked
a squad leader or other senior member making sure we understand that these things were
optional. And I remember that almost always, members opted out of various rituals, and
central to
to what I
sometimes Ir did,
did. This was always ok. The band was always a safe place. This is central
mention this
this at
at all.
all,
remember about the culture of the marching band, and yet the
the report
report doesn't
doesn't mention
way,
Member after member is stepping forward and describing the band in the same way.

The report lists a few tawdry details, which are more or less true,
true, but presented completely out of
context. I remember the culture of
of the marching band as one ofthe
of the best functioning cultures of
been aa member.
member. And yet this is all missing from
from the report.
report,
any institution with which I've
I've been
aU the things that are missing from the report, the most important thing is any actual
But of all
lmew, or should have
wrongdoing on the part of
of Jon Waters. The worst they can say is that he knew,
known, that college students enjoy crude humor. Or that college students go to parties and drink.
Or that,
that, tragically,
tragically, young
young adults sometimes make what will be the worst mistake of their lives
while in college.
There's no evidence of
of widespread student problems,
ofa
cover-up. All the
problems. There's no evidence of
a cover-up.
presented evidence in fact points in the opposite direction:
Waters
handled
the
incident
at the
direction:
start of this report quickly and decisively, and in full accordance with University policy. And
Waters
Waters was
was taking
taking reasonable steps even prior to this to address
address any potential issues that could
arise
arise from
from the
the relatively
relatively benign
benign culture he
he inherited,
inherited, to
to insure
insure the
the safety of the students.
students.
For example,
example, in
in his
his very short tenure of two
two years,
years, he had already taken significant steps to curb
Midnight
Midnight Ramp.
Ramp. It's hard to describe to an outsider how difficult this would be,
be. The members
members of
the band defend
defend every
every tradition,
tradition, and
and I'm
I'm sure the band was
was most displeased by Jon Waters'
efforts.
efforts. But
But he
he was
was defending
defending the
the honor of the
the band
band and the
the university,
university, a part of his job which he
obviously took
took seriously.
seriously.
It should
should be
be obvious
obvious based
based on
on the evidence in front
front of us
us that the
the firing
firing had nothing to do
do with
with
Jon Waters,
Waters, or
or what
what he
he did
did or did not do.
do.
President
President Michael
Michael V,
V. Drake
Drake was
was not
not protecting
protecting the
the students
students in
in the
the marching
marching band, because he
he
had
had no
no evidence
evidence they
they were
were actually
actually in
in danger.
danger. Instead,
Instead, II believe
believe he
he was
was worried that the report
report as
as
it was
was written
written was
was aa gift-wrapped
gift-wrapped package
package for
for the
the modern
modern media,
media. He
He had a report that was
was only
only
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about flash,
flash, and the press lives for
for flash.
flash. He was simply
simply trying to make the report
report disappear
disappear from
from
about
the media,
media, by throwing
throwing the press the nearest
nearest scapegoat
scapegoat that was handy.
bandy.
the
To be fair, President Drake does not have an easy job. We arc
are warned to "judge not, lest
lest we
we be
To
is in
in fact
fact the
the job
job of
of university presidents to pass judgement
judgement when
when
judged". Nevertheless, it is
action. Other universities have faced serious
serious and
and even
even
needed, and to take quick and decisive action.
and decisive
decisive action
action was
was necessary.
necessary.
tragic issues where quick and
action is necessary only when there is a real problem to
to be
be solved,
solved, such
such
However, such decisive action
judgement against
against aa group
group
as the one Jon Waters actually faced and handled correctly. Passing judgement
description,
based solely on the style in which they operate is
is decidedly not
not in
in the
the President's job description.
of jUdgement
In fact this form of
judgement goes by a very different name: intolerance.

The title of this article, "Our Honor Defend", is a line from the Buckeye Battle Cry, the song
played by the band during our ramp entrance at pregame, and sung by the band at the end of
of
Script Ohio, while the bass player plays his part solo, as Jon Waters did at the Ohio State1998,
Michigan game in 1998.
By all available evidence, Jon Waters, the most promising and influential marching band
of the The
directory in the nation,
nation, has behaved honorably, and has worked to defend the honor of
Ohio State University, and the band, and its members.
President Drake on the other hand has not defended the honor of the institution, and in fact has
dishonored it.
it. He
He has
has ended the career of a hard working innovator who has brought great honor
of avoiding
to the institution, in the absence of any real signs of wrongdoing, solely in the hopes of
embarrassment that from
from the beginning was based solely on flash and on intolerance, not on
substance.
"Our Honor Defend" is clearly a phrase that is understood by Jon Waters, but is not understood
by our President Drake.
In other words,
words, Jon
Jon Waters
Waters is
is a Buckeye,
Buckeye. Michael V.
V. Drake,
Drake, sadly,
sadly, is not.
not.
There are
are two
two paths
paths we
we can go
go from
from here.
here. In the
the most likely path,
path, President Drake will continue
with his posturing
posturing that
that the
the problem
problem was
was real
real and
and the
the firing
firing was
was necessary.
necessary. That
That means
means he'll
he'll have
to
replacement.
to hire
hire aa replacement
replacement for
for Jon
Jon Waters,
Waters, and
and he'll
he'll have to foist this posturing on the replacement.
They will not
not be
be aa Buckeye.
Buckeye. They will
will be
be someone who
who does
does not
not understand
understand or respect the
of
the
band.
In
short,
their
job
will
be
to
dismantle
the
organization
tradition
tradition of the band. In short, their job will be to dismantle the organization and rebuild it from
from
scratch,
scratch.
What
What other
other choice
choice isis there?
there? If
If you
you pretend
pretend that
that this
this culture
culture was
was so
so toxic
toxic that it merited firing
firing
someone
someone after
after only
only two
two years,
years, then
then you
you have
have to
to pretend
pretend that
that the
the entire
entire culture
culture must
must be
be
eliminated.
eliminated. This
This protectionist
protectionist pretense
pretense can
can only
only mean
mean the
the end
end of
of the
the band.
band.

It
It isis still
still possible
possible to
to undo
undo the
the wrong.
wrong. The
The president
president can
can admit
admit he
he overreacted,
overreacted, hire
hire back
back Jon
Jon
Waters,
Waters, and
and closely
closely monitor
monitor the
the situation,
situation, to
to make
make sure
sure itit isis as
as benign
benign as
as II and countless
countless other
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band alumni
alumni and current
current members
members are
are saying.
saying. This
This won't
won't be an easy path, but it will allow the
136 year old band to
to continue. The only way this can happen is if the faculty,
faculty, students, and
alumni of the university are willing to make it happen.
happen. You have to be willing to defend our
honor.
honor,
If you consider yourself a true Buckeye, below are a couple of ways you can help defend the
university.
honor of the band, the director, and the university,
Petition to
to reinstate
reinstate John Waters

Fundraiser campaign,
campaign, #1StandWitidonWaters
#iStandWithJonWaters
Fundraiser
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John Flesher, Current Band Member and Squad Leader
13,2014
Posted byWeStandWithJonWaters
by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 13,
2014
ofH
This season will
will be my third year as a band member.
member. I will
will be the assistant squad leader of
H
row. In my 22 years on this Earth, I have never met a kinder,
kinder, more humble person than Jonathan
Waters. From the first day Tmet
metJon
JonWaters,
Waters,TIknew
knew II was
was in
in aa safe
safe environment
environment managed by one
of the greatest, if not the
employing ...
of
the greatest person the
the university has ever had the pleasure of employing...

I began in athletic band in the spring of2012.
of 2012. Through his
his guidance and assurance, and
professionalism, I was
was able to improve as
as a member of the band and contribute to the band, the
university, and the community.
community. He taught me so much
much and rI could not have asked for a better
person to be under the direction of.
When I made the marching band,
band, Jon
Jon Waters
Waters immediately welcomed all first year members with
open arms.
arms. Not once did I feel
feel unsak
unsafe. He
He put in
in place
place rules that all
all rows would live and operate
by to ensure the safety of all members.
As a first year member,
member, I was given a nickname and I was proud of that nickname. It was
actually one ofthe
of the nicknames
nicknames listed in the initial investigative report.
report. I have never once found it
to be offensive
offensive or rude.
rude. II embraced
embraced the
the name
name as
as my own.
own. I was
was asked to perform a "trick". My
squad leaders asked me if!
if I wanted to
to perform a song and,
and, being a lover of
of music, I immediately
said yes. I wrote my own song and loved perfonning
performing it. I wish I could have performed it morel
That being said,
said, my squad leaders
leaders made it clear from
from the beginning that anything we did not
wish to partake in, we did not have to.
of me, I agreed to do
Midnight ramp,
ramp, my rookie "trick",
"trick", my nickname,
nickname, and the other things asked of
all. I loved
all.
loved what
what they
they represented
represented and I wasn't
wasn't just
just desperate for acceptance.
acceptance. That had already
happened when I made
made the
the band.
band. There
There was
was nothing
nothing I had
had to
to do
do to
to win the respect of the rest of
respected and treated well.
the band. I was
was respected
well. I never felt unsafe or harassed by any means.
My second year went just
just like my first hut
but this time, I had younger members to take care of. Any
time they expressed concern
with
anything,
concern with anything, we
we took
took control
control ofthe
of the situation and worked it out.
out. If
questions, we answered them, and if they
thcy didn't want to do something, they didn't
they had any questions,
do it. We became a family
family last year,
year, as
as a row,
row, and
and not a single person wanted to leave the band
due to any "hazing", "harassment",
"harassment", or anything else mentioned in that report.
This year, I was
was chosen
chosen as
as a squad leader ofH
of H row.
row. I am so proud to have been selected by Jon
Waters. I cannot remember a moment in
in my life when I was happier.
happier. I am an Eagle Scout, I have
a degree from
from Ohio State,
State, and I have won many awards and competitions with several musical
groups I am a part of.
of. And
And being
being chosen
chosen as
as aa squad leader is
is the
the number one thing on my list of
greatest achievements.
achievements. T
I will
will forever
forever hold
hold that dear to my heart.
heart. But this position is not about me.
Being a squad leader is about what Jon Waters preached and practiced: servant leadership,
respect, and leading by example. Jon was never afraid to help somebody, tell the truth, or fix
something himself.
himself. He taught us
us all
all so
so many lessons that we can use in band, in school, and in
life. Without Jon, I would
would not be the person
person II am
am today.
today. And
And I'd
I'd like to think that person is pretty
incredible.
rI am
am a masters
masters student at Ohio
Ohio State, having received my bachelors degree in city and regional
planning; I am a dedicated member of Kappa
planning;
Kappa Kappa
Kappa Psi, national honorary fraternity for
bandsmen; I was
was a brother of Pi Kappa Alpha,
Alpha, one of the most successful Greek fraternities on
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Ohio State's campus; I am the secretary of
of the A Cappella group, Buck That!, we are a group of
of
Ohio
college men that sing for competitions, charity, community,
conununity, and university events; I graduated
college
of
with honors
honors and Cum Laude; I hold a wonderful internship position with the Ohio Department of
with
of Columbus; and I am actively working to improve
improve
Transportation, and previously the City of
others lives by being a squad leader in the Ohio State University Marching Band, where I teach
others
and words.
words .
others skills in band and life through
through my actions and
others
. I1 am
am not a sexualized, homophobic, anti-Semitic, racist, sexist, crazed college
coHege student
student like the
the
university's report made it seem like.
Ir am a hardworking, dedicated, talented, mature, kind, trustworthy, chivalrous, active student.
And this would not be the case had I not tried out for the marching band in 2012. And the only
of the man the university recently fired.
reason I have changed to be this person is because of
Jonathan Waters.
I will always stand for that man and his words and actions. He has changed my life for the better
just as hundreds, if
if not thousands of
of other students.
just
Please take the time to learn the true facts about who Jonathan Waters and the Ohio State
J'm sure you will learn we are exactly who you've seen on
University Marching Band are. I'm
YouTube and the international news the past two years.

God Bless and Go Bucks,
John Anthony Flesher
H~12
H-12

-',<.: ,:- ..
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President Michael
Michael Drake
Drake
President
University
The Ohio State
State University
20S Bricker
Bricker Hall
Hall
205
190 North
North Oval
Oval Mall
Mall
190
Columbus, Oh 43210

Dr. Drake,
Dear Dr.

Jon Waters was
I am
am writing
writingtoday
todayto
tostate
state that
that terminating Jon
was a grave
grave error.
error. II
strongly urge you
you and the Board of Trustees
Trustees to reconsider your actions, and

as the
theDirector
Director of
of Marching
Marching and
and Athletic
Athletic Bands.
Bands.
reinstate
him as
reinstate him
am aa graduate
graduate of The Ohio
Ohio State
State University,
University, aa 44 year
year member
member of the Ohio
II am
Ohio

My name
University Marching
mother,
State University
MarchingBand,
Band,a awife,
wife,
mother,and
anda teacher.
a teacher, My
is Nanci
Nanci Francis,
Francis,but
butyou
youcan
cancall
callme
meHelga.
Helga. IIam
am proud
proud to
to have received

of my
my
that nickname
nickname my first
that
first year
year from
from my
my squad
squad leader.
leader. I! am also proud of
but11am
am most
mostproud
proudtotohave
havebeen
beena a
member
education and
and career,
career, but
education
member
of ofTBDBITL,
TBDBITL,
if it weren't
weren'tfor
for The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, I may
because if
college.
have never gone to college.
Although
while in
in high school, I was
Although II received
received decent
decent grades
grades while
was not overly
was, however, strongly motivated
motivated to
to pursue higher education. II was,
marching band.
My high
high school
to tryout
try out for the marching
band. My
school band
band dIrector
director had
had been
not only a member
of TBDBITL,
TBDBITL, but
hehehad
member of
but
hadalso
alsobeen
beenaagraduate
graduate assistant
assistant for
for
the band while working
working on
on his
hismaster's
master's degree,
degree, and so he knew that only
high level
very clearly
those with high
level skills
skillswould
wouldmake
makethe
theband.
band. I remember
remember very
told him
him II was going
going to try
tryout
forTBDBITL.
TBDBITL. He
the day
day II told
out for
He looked
looked quite
quite
politely explained
surprised, and very politely
explained to
to me
me that
that although II had excellent
marching
marching skills;
skills;my
myplaying
playingwas
wasnot
notquite
quiteup
uptotopar
parfor
forthis
thisfine
fineband.
band. He
flat
on my music audition.
flat out told me I would
would not
not make
make the
the band based on
audition.
Luckily,
my
my father
father raised
raised a spunky
spunky girl.
girl. II took
took this
this as
as a personal challenge and
!ike an
knew my
my marching
made what might seem like
an extreme
extreme action plan. II knew
in the best
best shape
shape of
of my
my life,
life,
skills
skillswere
were pretty
pretty good,
good, but
but II wanted
wanted to
to be in

~.

'~'---.-

'-_.', -. .
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so I[ began
began running
running most days
days for
for 2-3
2-3 miles.
miles. II only
only had
had about
about 33 months
months to

bring my trumpet
playing skills
skills to
six
trumpet playing
to a higher level, so I practiced up to six
my name
name was
was called
called
hours a day.
When my
day. II had never been more determined. When
thatnot
notonly
only did
did II make
make aa
day the band
band was
was announced,
announced,II was
was shocked
shocked that
on the day
regular spot
spot in
in the
the band, but I would
would be
be playing
playingaafirst
firsttrumpet
trumpetpart.
part. Not
girl whose
"playing skills
shabby for a girl
whose "playing
skillswere
werenot
not up
up to
to par."
par." II was going
to be
be attending
attending Ohio
ohio State, not
not because
because II was impressed with their

band"
academics, but because II was
was impressed with
with their
their outstanding marching band..
Let
theTRUE
TRUE culture
University
Let me
me tell
tell you
you about
about the
culture ofthe
of the Ohio State University
Marching
Marching Band.
Band.The
Theculture
cultureisisone
oneof
ofmutual
mutualrespect
respect and
and admiration
admiration between
between
that fosters
fosters hard
hard work,
work, drive,
drive, cooperation, and
members. ItIt aa culture
culture that
appearance. It
It is
is a culture where males and
pride in
in one's
one's performance and appearance.
religious backgrounds
from different ethnic and religious
females from
backgrounds can
can work
worktogether
together
At no time while
while I was
did I ever
for a common goal.
goal. At
was aa member
member of the band, did
feel sexually
sexually harassed
harassed by
byany
anyother
other member,
member, staff
staff member,
member, or
or director.
director. II

participate in
in any
any activities.
activities. My
My mom and dad would
never felt coerced to participate
not have supported an organization
organization that
that allowed
allowed its'
its' members
members to
to be abused,
clear, * I would
The
and let me be clear,*
would not*
not* *have
*havetolerated
tolerated any
any sexual
sexual harassment*.
harassment*. The
male members of the band were some
some of
of the
the kindest,
kindest, most
most respectful
respectful men
men II
the privilege
privilege to
to know
know and
and work
work with.
with. They
They became
became my
my family.
family.
have ever had the
One of
my first
One
of them
them became my
first boyfriend.
boyfriend. They
They were
were supporters,
supporters, mentors,
mentors,
yes, sometimes
sometimes jokesters.
jokesters.But
Butthey
theywere
wereNEVER
NEVER harassers.
protectors, and
and yes,
harassers.
is one
aspect of
of my story that
little bit unique,
There is
one other
other aspect
that may be a little
unique. II
teaching at
at an
an elementary school
school that uses the 77 Habits
Habits
have the h❑nor
honor of teaching

Leadership
Leadership model
model in
in all
allof
ofour
ourinstruction.
instruction. We
We help children
children develop
develop the
the
characteristics of good leaders. Last
Last year, while on the bus
bus travelling to

children were
were looking
looking at The Ohio State Marching
a field
field trip,
trip, some of the children
Band
Band on
on their
their iPad.
iPad. One
One of the
the teachers had seen the
the amazing
amazing shows on
When the
the children
children found
YouTube, and
YouTube,
andwanted
wantedto
to share
share ititwith
withthe
thestudents.
students. When
that II had been in
in the
the marching
marching band, I suddenly
They
out that
suddenly became
became aa rock
rack star.
star. They
When II wore
wore my
my marching band jacket the next day, II can't
were so excited! When
can't
about The
The Ohio State
tell you
you how many children
children wanted
wanted to talk to me about
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band.ItItactually
actuallygave
gaveme
meaagreat
great opportunity
opportunity to tell
University

about the
theleadership
leadershipskills
skills II developed during the year
year II was a squad
them about
One little
little girl
girl said,
said, "I
"I want to play
play an instrument
instrumentso
so11can go to
leader. One
Ohio State
Ohio
State and
and play
play in
inthe
the band!"
band!" Another boy made me laugh when he said,
think II have ever
ever been
beento
toOhio,
Ohio,but
butnow
nowI IHAVE
HAVE to
Dr.
"] don't
"l
don't think
to go!"
go!" Dr.
Drake, do
do you
you understand
understand the significance
what I am
am telling
tellingyou?
you? These
Drake,
significance of what

University of South
live in
children live
in Columbia,
Columbia, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, home
home of the University
Carolina
Gamecocks. They
They are die-hard Gamecock
fans. II promise
Ga mecock fans.
promise you,
you, if
if it
it
Carolina Gamecocks.
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weren'tfor
forJon
Jon Waters
Watersand
andThe
TheOhio
OhioState
StateUniversity
University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, they
weren't
HEARD ofofOhio
never even
even HEARD
would have never
OhioState.
State. IIdon't
don't have
have aa business
business degree
counterproductive to
to fire
fire aa director
director who
who has
has played
played
sir, but it seems very counterproductive
role in
such an integral role
in drawing
drawing positive
positiveinternational
internationalattention
attention to the
university.

In closing,
at aaLeadership
Leadership School
School for aa very
In
closing, IImentioned
mentioned that II teach at
our children
children that great
great leaders
leaders are
are never
never afraid
afraid
We tell
tell our
important reason. We
admit when they have made a mistake.
Great leaders
leaders garner
garner much
much more
to admit
mistake. Great
and when they take action
action to
to make
make
respect when they admit their errors, and
that you
you could still
If
believe that
restitution. II believe
still be
be seen
seen as
as aa great
great leader.
leader. if
children at
any of the children
at my
my school
school ask
askme
meabout
about negative
negativethings
thingsthey
theyhave
have heard
asI Iam
amsure
surethey
theywill,
will, II will
will tell
the truth
truth--NOT
NOT
about the
theband,
band,as
about
tell them the
the flawed
flawed Glaros
Glaros report states.
states. I Iwill
will tell them that
that Jon Waters and
what the
ofThe
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band embody all
all the
the members
membersof
the
the
will also explain
characteristics of great leaders. IIwill
explain to
to them
them that
that aa man
privilege of being
named Michael
Michael Drake,
Drake, who
named
who has the wonderful privilege
being aa leader
leader at
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University,
University,has
hasmade
made aa great
great mistake;
mistake; and
and that
that I have
have hope

he will
will right this wrong. Because
Becausesir,
sir, in
in doing
doing so,
so, you
you will
will not only
that he
that
ofJon
Jon Waters
Waters and
andThe
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
good name
name of
clear the good
Band,
Band, but you
you will
will also
also help
help to
to clear
clear you
you own
own name as well.
letter, and
Please provide me with confirmation of your receipt of my letter,
and II

request feedback from the
the Board
Board of Trustees.
Sincerely,

The ohio
Nand
Nanci L.
L.Francis
Francis"Helga"
"Helga"- —The
OhioState
StateUniversity
UniversityMarching
MarchingBand
Band1987-1991
1987-1991
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Frankart Finn
Finn
Sara Frankart
Dear Dr.
Dr. Drake,
Drake,
Dear

wit! take the opinions
II am writing to you in response to the events of the past week. I hope that you will
of the many who are writing you
director of the
of
you to heart and consider reinstating Jon Waters as the director
marching band.
marching
an alumnus of The Ohio State University School of Music and a proud five-year member of the
II am an
OSUMB. I am also a veteran
veteran of the US Army and
and Operation Enduring Freedom. I hold an MBA, I
I, like my other fellow TBDBITL alumni,
work for a large non-profit organization,
organization, and I am a parent.
parent. I,
am an upstanding member of my community who has always been proud to share my Buckeye
roots. However before attending Ohio State I was a student at a small Christian college in Ohio.
While II was there I was a victim of a sexual
sexual assault.
assault. I transferred to OSU because as a result of that
assault I no longer felt safe
safe at my small,
small, sheltered,
sheltered, morally upright schooL
school. I share this very personal
part of my life with
with you
you not to
to elicit sympathy,
sympathy, or to sensationalize my story,
story, but so you will
understand the enormity of what I say next.
In my five years in the band I never felt coerced,
coerced, harassed, or threatened in any manner, especially
In
sexually. In fact it was
was quite
quite the
the opposite.
opposite. I found
found a place where
where I was accepted and respected
because I worked hard
hard and
and earned my spot in
in exactly the
the same
same way as everyone else. The only
thing that could set me apart would be not doing my part to uphold the tradition of excellence that we
had the honor to protect for a short time.
time. I learned the true value of hard work and discipline. I
became part of something
something greater than
than myself
myself as
as I represented
represented the
the other 224 members of the band,
the band alumni from
from the 100+ years before me, and
and the great University I loved. We left our sweat,
tears, and blood
tears,
blood on
on the
the field
field and
and were rewarded
rewarded with
with the
the pride earned in a job well done and
knowing that we were among the best in
in the
the world.
world. I found
found a family of brothers and sisters who I
knew would support and
and protect me if I ever needed
needed it.
it. Maybe most importantly I found
found an
atmosphere that empowered
empowered all its members to be the best that they could be, to transcend any
perceived barriers and
and to become strong
strong men and
and women
women regardless of race, creed, sexual
orientation,
orientation, or any
any other characteristics
characteristics that
that might be
be a crutch
crutch in
in other areas of life. We carry that
with us
us for our lifetimes,
lifetimes, and
and even
even as
as II have
have traveled
traveled the
the world
world my
my band
band family remains some
some of my
with
closest friends.
friends.
As much pride as I hold
hold in
in my days in
in the
the band,
band, it was
was with
with great awe and respect that I watched the
transformation
transformation Jon Waters
Waters had
had begun
begun to
to undertake in
in the
the past few
few years. I knew Jon as a young
kind and smart and always
member of the band
band and
and in
in his
his various
various roles
roles with
with it as
as a man who was kind
stood for the right things.
things. I heard
heard many
many stories
stories through
through various
various venues of the changes Jon was
attempting to
to bring
bring to the
the cultUre
culture of the
the band
band as
as head
head director,
director, a culture that has been
been ingrained for
more years than
than you
you or I have been
been on this
this planet and was resistant to change, but was coming
around.
around. I had
had no doubt that
that he
he was
was the
the right man
man to
to take
take the
the helm
helm because of the accolades he was
earning
earning for the
the band
band and
and the
the incredible
incredible exposure
exposure his
his innovation
innovation was
was bringing to TBDB!TL
TBDBITL in
in
particular and
and to
to marching
marching bands
bands as
as a whole.
whole. A
A quick search
search of YouTube
YouTube shows the evidence of the
wild
wild popularity of his
his shows.
shows. Searching
Searching for
for videos
videos of just
just three
three shows he wrote (the Hollywood
Blockbuster show,
show, the
the Michael
Michael Jackson
Jackson show,
show, and
and the
the one
one that started the viral
viral sensation, the Video
Game
in
Game show) brings
brings back
back 22
22 videos
videos that
that have
have aa combined
combined 48
48 million
million views. Let that number sink in
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for a minute. Forty-eight MILLION times that these three
three shows have been viewed.
viewed. He was bringing
marching band to people who never had
had an appreciation
appreciation for it before,
before, and raising incredible good will
for the arts and for OSU.
Now in one fell
fell swoop my alma mater, the place I love
love and
and cherish,
cherish, has besmirched what I hold so
dear. The name of the
the Marching Band has
has been
been dragged
dragged through
through the mud
mud and the media
media has vilified
us. We have been
told
that
we
should
hang
our
heads
in
shame
because
we
were
once
young
been told
we
in
adults who joked and
and ribbed
and yes,
yes, maybe
maybe made some questionable decisions.
decisions. But we
ribbed each other and
did it in an environment where
where were
were we safe to be completely ourselves, to find out who we were
and what we really believed about ourselves and the world.
world. Perhaps worst of all, we collectively
have been opened up to harassment and verbal
verbal assaults through the actions of the university we
[ave so much who decided to release our
our secrets, our
our nicknames, our
our traditiOns
traditions to
love
to a world
world that has
no context in which
which to understand our actions. A world that quivers in excitement at the upcoming
release of a movie about bondage, that sensationalizes and
and normalizes sex at every turn, but yet
makes young adults feel
feel they should be criminalized for the actions they take in their own time and
in their own homes. Worst of all IJ read all these things revealed in a one-sided report from a
committee that spoke with
with a tiny percentage of the recent members of the band
band and in fact made no
effort to speak to most of those who were allegedly coerced
coerced and
and harassed. A committee that ignored
the numerous underwear 5k events sweeping the nation in an effort to make our Midnight Ramp
something dirty,
dirty, something
something
something it never was,
was, while it apparently forgot that many university officials
sloppy, misguided, and premature
outside the
the band
band were
were aware
aware of and
and sanctioned its existence.
existence. The sloppy,
release of this report has given a very real
real black eye to OSU and the OSUMB and could have very
real negative personal
personal and
and professional implications for people who have long been out of band. To
say I am horrified
horrified and
and offended
offended at the way this
this situation
situation has been handled is a huge understatement.
ashamed of my time in The Best Damn Band
I will never be ashamed
Band In The Land,
Land, but I now feel shame that
my beloved Ohio State has
has turned its back on us. I hope this is not the atmosphere you wish to
create in your time at the helm.
Sincerely,
Sara Frankart Finn
OSUMB E-Row 1992-96
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Kristine Frey Tikson-Most Inspirational Bandsperson 2012
32sc on August 04,
04,2014
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32se
2014
ofTrus1ees,
Dr. Drake and the OSU Board of
Trustees,

Tam a proud member of
of The Ohio State University Marching Band. ITam also a 53 year old
woman.
1982 graduate of
I am a 1982
of The Ohio State University. I graduated Summa Cum Laude, third in my
of Administrative Science, with a BSBA degree. I became a certified public
class in the College of
of an international accounting firm for 12
12 years, and
accountant, worked in the audit practice of
fmancial services company for
then in the private sector as a member of senior management for a financial
15 years. Upon retiring in 2010, I began to pursue my dream of
of the Ohio
15
of becoming a member of
State Marching Band. I realized that dream in 2012 and have been a marching member of
of the
band for the past two years...
years ...
of the recent investigation into the band and your
I feel compelled to share my personal views of
decision to terminate Jon Waters. In my opinion, this decision was based on an investigative
report that is seriously flawed in its scope and methodology.
methodology. It is unfortunate that the leaders of
our university did not have a true picture ofthe
of the facts
facts when
when this decision was made.

Only a handful
handful of "witnesses" were interviewed during the investigation. Witness
recommendations were made by the complainant and there appears to have been no attempt to
of the complainant.
interview anyone other than those predisposed to align with the views of
Further, the investigators relied on what amounts to
to "hearsay" with no attempt at verification. I
find it particularly appalling that a personal conversation between two band members that
occurred in 2007 as retold by one of those
those members
members is
is the basis
basis for the "sexualized" culture
reference ascribed to
to the entire band by the report. This reference has been widely
sensationalized by the media. In addition, the report focuses on historical events and provides
little information related to the many changes implemented by Jon Waters.
To be fair to Mr.
Mr. Waters and the band,
band, the author should have been required to complete a more
representative and complete investigation which should have been presented to you before taking
action or releasing the report
report.
As a 53
53 year old female
female member, my perspective of the
the band is somewhat unique. I would not
describe the band "culture" as sexualized. I believe it is no more sexualized than the broader
college environment in which it exists.
exists. We must remember that our society as a whole is
sexualized and has continued to move in that direction at lightning speed since the issuance of
Title IX
IX in
in the
the early
early 1970's.
1970's.
I would describe
describe the
the band "culture" as:
as: commitment, dedication, inclusivity, acceptance,
acceptance, hard
work, integrity, and self-sacrifice.
self-sacrifice. I have experienced it from
from the
the inslde
inside for two years.
years. I have
often said that
that the
the members
members ofTBDBITL
of TBDBITL are the
the best the
the university has to offer.
offer. I continue to
stand by that statement. You will
will not
not find
find better
better representatives
representatives of
ofthe
university—
- academically
the university
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or morally.
morally. They
They are
are excellent
excellent young adults. Yes, they sometimes engage in immature activities
or
of their age and generational norms. Yes, as individuals they
and conversation
conversation that are reflective of
and
sometimes make
make poor decisions and those situations should be dealt with accordingly. However,
sometimes
characterize the OSU Marching Band "culture"
"culhrre" in the way
way the report suggests.
itit is unfair to characterize
do not believe this situation
situation was handled appropriately. The report should not have been
II do
released until it was a fair and complete assessment. I believe Jon Waters should have been
retained as director and been given assistance and direction in his on-going efforts to eliminate or
of the long-held traditions within the
the band.
change some of

I believe this action has caused unnecessary and irreparable harm to the university,
university, the marching
band, all university alumni, and to Jon Waters.
Please provide me with confirmation that you received my letter and your feedback on my
comments.

Sincerely,
Kristine Frey Tikson
1982
BSBA 1982
OSUMB 2012
2012—
- present
OSUMB
present

.................................. .
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Jennifer Gold, AlIi
Alli Gentile McGarry, Anne Will, Bill Miller
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 12, 2014 .
To Whom It May Concern:

After careful
careful consideration, we voice our collective opinion concerning the recent investigation
Mr. Jon Waters and
of Mr.
and The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band, We are all proud alumni of
the band,
band, and representing
representing the
the university through this
this organization
organization from
from 1995 to
to 1999
1999 was
was one
one of
the most valuable experiences of our lives. It brought us together, and, almost twenty yem's
years later,
...
we remain extraordinarily close
close...
The university's July
July 2014 report emphasizes the tradition known as "midnight ramp" along with
of myriad
myriad stunts taking place against a
Instead of
other arguably
arguably run-of-the-mill
run-of-the-mill college
college antics.
antics. Instead
We remember most is how we supported one
backdrop of a so-called "sexualized culture," what we
another through
through countless days
days of practice and countless nights of
of memorization, along with one
early fall
fall evening each year when the university allowed us to have Ohio Stadium to ourselves
for a post-tryout celebration.

Imagine, after days of excruciating and competitive tryouts,
tryouts, you are selected as a member of the
of having to
best marching band in the country. After the euphoria dies down, the realization of
perform in front of 100,000 people in a mere two days is daunting and frightening.
frightening. Legend has it
that the midnight ramp tradition was borne out of
of readying new members for their first ramp
entrance-because if you've done itit in your underwear, you can do it under any circumstance.
entrance—because
Realistically speaking,
speaking, midnight ramp
ramp was
was an
an opportunity for
for the
the year's
year's new band to come
of the organization and of
of one another.
together in celebration of
In the report,
report, this bonding experience has been made to look like an act of
of sex, initiation, and
intimidation. We
We never
never considered
considered it as such, and nor did anyone
intimidation.
anyone else
else we
we know.
know. The midnight
if they wanted to,
ramp was
was voluntary, not mandatory, and band members took part ONLY if
wearing whatever they
they wanted.
wanted. ItIt was
was not
not aarehearsal
rehearsalof
ofany
anykind
kindasasreported
reportedininthe
themedia.
media. We
cherished this experience and felt honored that the university allowed us to enter the Horseshoe
as a group
group at midnight,
midnight, partaking
partaking in
in one
one of the
the most
most memorable
memorable experiences
experiences of
of our
our lives.
lives. Ohio
State and law enforcement officials let the band in, turned on the scoreboard, and watched in
The idea
idea that
that this
this was some
some secret that no one in the university
order to
to make
make sure
sure all
all was
was safe.
safe. The
Holding Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters solely
solely responsible for what
knew about is
is not
not only
only false;
false; it's
it's absurd. Holding
amounts to
to a university-sanctioned event is unjust and unwarranted.
It appears
appears to
to center
center on the experience of
of very few
Midnight ramp
ramp aside,
aside, the
the report
report is
is incomplete.
incomplete. It
members, with some of those experiences being reported secondhand. When finding facts
facts about
of a large, well-known student organization and its thousands of alumni, it is
the entire "culture" of
lack focus—the
focus-the
important to take aa reasonable
Furthermore, the
the investigation
investigation seems to lack
reasonable sample.
sample. Furthermore,
university released
released an
an audio
audio recording ofMr.
of Mr. Waters'
Waters' interaction with a drum major to the
media.
this have to
to do with this purported "sexuallzed
"sexualized culture," and how is this
media. What does this
behavior any different
different than
than aa coach
coach interacting
interacting with
with aa student
student athlete?
athlete? Take a look at footage of
any Ohio State athletic
athletic practice.
practice. Are
Are all
all of Ohio
Ohio State's teams and clubs being held to the same
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standards to
to which
which the
the band
band has
has been
been held over
over the
the last few weeks? Have short, secretly
secretly recorded
recorded
standards
snippets of
of audio
audio been paraded
paraded on
on the evening
evening news?
snippets
JUly 2014
2014 report
report is an
an insult
insult to
to those
those of
of us who poured our hearts and souls into
into aa fine
The July
organization. As a result of
of dubious research, a national mockery has been made of
of not only Mr.
organization.
Waters,
but
also
the
integrity
of
those
who
proudly
marched-and
are
still
marching-in
Waters, but also
integrity of
marched—and
marching—in
Theauthors
authors of
ofthis
this report
reportseemed
seemed to
to draw
draw aa conclusion
conclusion and
and then
then write
write aa report
report in
TBDBITL. The
of1t.
Wewould
would guess
guess that
that any
any Ohio
Ohio State
State faculty
faculty member
member will
will tell
tell you that
that this is not a
defense of
it. We
legitimate way to investigate the truth. A seemingly biased, slanted report has detrimentally
affected all those involved with the band and the university as a whole.

We believe that the band is associated with some
some of the
the university's
university's finest students and
We know
know that
that we've
we'venever
neverworked
worked harder
harder for
for anything
anything in
in our
our lives. The
The band
band taught
graduates. We
commitment, dedication,
us about commitment,
dedication, teamwork,
teamwork, and
and leadership.
leadership. The band represents the best that
Ohio State has to offer, and its members are wonderful ambassadors for the university.
Please make things right. Reinstate Mr. Waters so that he can continue to move the band
forward. Reinstatement would show that the university acted hastily based on an incomplete
report and would go a long way towards beginning to heal the damage unfairly inflicted on the
espedally on its current and future
band, especially
future band members.
members. We
We want
want today's
today's students to experience
organization's unmatched
unmatched traditions
traditions of
of excellence
excellence and fellowship.
this organization's
Respectfull y,
Respectfully,

olIB-Row), Alli
Jennifer Gold (BA 00; MEd 01/B-Row),
Alli Gentile McGarry (BA 99/A-Row), Anne Will (BA
CPAlK-LRow)
99; JD 03/S-Row), and Bill Miller (BSBA 99; CPAIK-L
Row)
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Support from Mark
Mark Greenburg
Greenburg of
of Tresona
Director,
From the petition to reinstate Jon Waters as Director.
h ttps:/Iwww.change .org/petiti 0 nsf 0 su-board-o f-trustees-reins tate-jo n-waters-as-d irector-ofhttps,//www.change.orgipelitions/osu-board-of-trustees-reinstato-jon-waters-as-director-ofmarching-athletic-bands
..

H<llllC is Mark Greenburg and IJ am the President ofTrcs6na.
have conic
CO.!lH~ to know Jon.Waters
Jon Waters in
My name
of Tresona.I have
a work capacity, llnci
and he is someone I admire and
and someone IJ am
am lucky enough to call a frielld.
friend. In fact,

was that he wanted to make sLire
one of the great things about working with Jon was
sure that the opportunities
that were offered to his band were opporlunitic:::
opportunities that
that \vould
would be offered to all of
of the bands, or he
would not
not even consider them,
them, I find
find his
his generosity of spirit
spirit and
and his genuine nature to be exemplary.

One of the great things about growing up in the Watergate generation is that we have learned to
what we
in
question What
we arc
are being
being told,
told, even
even when
when what
what we
we are
are beillg
being told is
is being loid
told to us by people in

depnliment reviewed
revlewed the official video featuring the
the new
positions ofautbority.
of authority. Tresonn's
Tresona's legal department
of The Ohio State University and listened to what he had to say about Jon
JOll Waters and his
President of
ofTlJe
University Marching Band.
Band, We then read, in great detail, the report
stewardship of
The Ohio State University
that the University posted on their website about this
this whole
whole affair,
affair. We have also listened to a
surrcptit.iousl.y made tape
tupe recording of
of Jon disciplining an
all adult student (over the
the age
age of
ofI8).
surreptitiously
I 8).

interesl of
offull
discl()surc, 1r wu~
Now, in the interest
full disclosure,
was accepted
accepted to
to matriculate at the Ohio State University Law
School and 1.t chose
chose not
net to
to do
do fhi::;,
this, and
and matriculated
matriculated to
to another schooL
school. I would also like to disclose
disdosc
that based upon all the evidence that is out in the open, Tres6na
Tresona stands with Jon Waters and that the

many execlltives
induStly with whom I1 have spoken to arc
are simply astonished
many
executives 1n
in the musie
music publishing industry
by the apparent rush-to-judgment in this matter.
matteL For
For them,
tbem. like
like I,I, who
wbo have
have conic
cometo
to .know
know Jon,
JOll, we

in
believe that there is no possible way
way Jon contributed
contributed to
to or sUPP01ted
supported a "sexualized" atmosphere in

The Band.
1I cncolll'l1ge
encourage everyone
everyone in
in the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band community
community to
to read
read the
the University's
University's report, which is

filled with
filled
with innuendo
innuendo from
from a few unnamed
unnamed student witnesses
witnesses who
who were 11<md
hand picked by the parent who
llniver~ity, and
of the songbook,
~ongbook, a
complained to the university,
and the infantile and perhaps salacious details of

passed down
down amongst the students, but
but not by The Band or Jon
songbook written in the
the 60's and passed
Waters or Chris Hoch.
Hoch .
Waters
.lOll
Jon

has also been accused
accused of witnessing
witnessing and
and doing
doing nothing
nothing about
about the
the notorious "ramp walk",

Apparently Ibis
whefe the kids
Apparently
this is some
sonic ridiculous
ridiculous event where
kids show lip
up late at l1ight
night and parade around in
who
opened
up the stadium late at
llnclel'we~~r on the
tlw football
t()()tball field.
field. This begs the
the question
question of
of
their underwear

night
to let
let the
the kids
kids in.
in.[suppose
night to
suppm:cthat
thatfor
for some
somc this
this juvenile procession
procession in one's
one's underwear
underwear is
is in poor

oftbe
in his
first year nt
taste, but the fact of
the matter is that Jon, in
his first
at tht:
the helm of The Band, went to the ramp
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walk with his staff
to witness
witness wha(
what was
was going on,
on, and
and then
then abolished
abolished the practice for the
the comIng
coming
stuff!v
year.
Ion did not eliminate or order the students
nicknames. How does one do tlUlt
that by the
Jon
sludents to stop rising
nsing nicknames.
way? I have three kids,
kids, the
the oldest named
named ivlflrk,
Mark, and
and when
when people would
would caB
call my house when he was
way'?
younger, my younger SonS
sons would
would inquire,
inquire, "Do you
you want to
to speak
speak to
to small
small Mark
Mark or Big-fat Mark?"
Mark?" '[
couldn't
couldn't even
eveD stop
stop that from
(l'om happening and Ir had a pretty
pretiy good size advantage at the time. My
to me as
as "Sham
"Shamoo"
people. Maybe I will tell her, in her 84th year, to
mother refers to
00" in front
fi'ont of many people.
or else
else._
Maybe II will
will write
write my
my kids
kids out of
of my wilL
will.
knock it off„
off, or
... Maybe
Lastly, Jon is apparently not a master ofthe
of the Title IX laws ofthe
of the United States, laws that
are so
thall'1re
intricate that most Universities
iance departme.l1ts,
tIlled with attorneys, to deal
Universities have Title IX camp]
compliance
departments, filled
with this act.
wirh
What is it that The Unilrcrsity
University Prcsjdent
President did
did not tel]
tell us?
us? The
The University
University should
should be an arbiter of
fairness
process, and the
the music
music publishing executives
executives with
with whom
whom we work and who know
taimc,;;s and due pn)CeS5,
Jon are looking very carefully at this and questioning whether they
lhey want to be supportive of
of a
program
cornerstones of Ollr
our democratic process
process have been grossly overlooked.
l11 where the cornen:toncs
progra
I cannot say this enough:
enough: Tre.sona
Tresona believes there is absohltely
absolutely no place for a hostile work or study
student, m~1e
male or female.
female. However, there is
environment for any student,
Iil nothing in the report other than the
uncorroborated testimony
fonner trainer for the band
testimony of2
of 2 unnamed
unnamed studen~s
students and aa clearly disgruntled former

who apparently and
and according t<J
to tile
the rcpoli
report wanted
wanted to
to scream because she heard the proper
proper words for
the human anatomy too
too much
much for hel"
her personal taste (while riding
dding on the band
bruld bus returning
retlltning from
Jon for ~a raise and
and the band turned her down and she was angry at
games). Maybe this trainer asked Jon
tlJat
that decision?
decision? The point
point is
is thatliOne
that none of us
us knows why tbt'se
these fjVt~
five people, organized and selected by
the comphdning
complaining parent,
parent, came forward,
forward, because Jon was not allowed to ask. Furthermore,
Fmtbermore, to hold Jon
over the age of consent for giving each other nicknames, for
responsible for the behavior of students Dver
students drinking too much, or for students cOllsumiDg
consuming too many drugs,
dnlgs, while not in
iD his presence,
seems to be ridiculous
ridiculous and would require a t)1Je
type of
of monitoring that was absent in Russia during the
w(}ulc11iterally
heyday of
of the Soviet Union.
Union. It
It would
literally not be possible.
possible,
The University's report
the hand,
report clearly indicates
indicates that Jon had
had been reforming the
the behavior
behavior of
C1fthe
band, as his
staff
there is
staff has attested to this
this in
in the
the report.
rcpoJ1. However,
However, even
evenififthat
thatwere
werenot
notthe
thecase,.
case, in
in America,.
America, tilcre
thing as
aH due
dtle process, and there is no evidence against Jon where Jon was allowed to question
such a thing
the integrity of
those making the accusations about his leadership.
ofthose
I T€l11emhel',
remember, not too long ago,
ago, the accu:'>atlOJ1S
accusations that were made against members of
of the Duke lacrosse
another authority
authority figure,
figure, the District Attorney
Attorney of Durham County,
Mike Nifong. Mr.
team by anothet
County,Mike
Nifong's false
judgment led
the students,
whom filed
Nifong'R
false rush
lUsh to
to judgment
led to the destruction of
of the lives
lives of
ofthe
Iltudcnts, all
all of
ofwbom
filed
:lgainst Duke University and
tre':1l1!lent by
claims against
and [\11
all of whom have been paid
paid handsomely for their ill treatment

... ; ::... ::; ,.. ..--.-:; ... ,
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University. As for Me
Duke University.
Mr. Nifong, who was disbarred and disgraced for bringing forward a claim

that he knew was false, he has been disbarred, and the last time he spoke to anyone, it was to ask
if they wanted to supersize their fries.
them if
gtandard and
find ask their leaders, with
1I think we should hold The Ohio State University to a higher standard

champiDll
grace and humility, to
to reverse what seems to be a rush-to-judgment against Jon Waters, to champion
the democratic values and processes that every
every University
University should hold
hold dear, and have a public
hearing allowing Jon
Jon tQ
to defend his name and reputation.
reputation. And while this proceeding takes place in an
staffshould
his Sta
orderly fashion, Jon and his
if should be
beallowed
allowed to
to nm
run The
The Band,
Band, with
with aa Title IX compliance
find we
we shduld
should ail
all wait
wait until
until aa ,jury
jury of his
offlccr in attendance in the band office,
office. and
officer
his peers r!;ltums
returns with
their judgment. It is only in this way will we know whether there is guilt or innocence, whether the
their

pLlOishmcntfits
Of whether there was
was a rush to ,judgment
judgment as
punishment
fits the crime or
as we
we suspect.
suspect. That would be a
University that I imagine we could all be proud of,
of

Mark Greenburg
President, Tresona
27,2014
July 27,
2014

...-
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Dear
My name is Doug Hall. I graduated from OhioState in 1985 with a BS in Math. In 1987, I earned
Engineering Mechanics.
Mechanics. I was a member of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band
an MS in Engineering
of Q-Row.
Q-Row. My wife,
wife,
from 1982
1982 through
Squad Leader of
from
through 1986
1986 including
including two
two years
years as
as the head Squad
] enny, graduated
graduated with
BS in
in Computer
Computer and
and Information
Information Science
Science from
from the
the College
College of
of
Jenny,
with aa BS
Engineering. We have three sons, Alex, Andy, and Greg.
have been an
an analytical
analytical engineer in the aerospace industry for 27
27 years,
years, currently
currently representing
I have
Honeywell
Aerospace on
on several
several industry
industry committees,
committees, including
including chairing
chairing one.
one. II also
also teach
teach
Honeywell Aerospace
of
quality management
quality control
control at Purdue
Purdue University
University College
CoHege of
quality
managementand
and statistics
statistics for
for quality
Technology in
free time, II am
am aa member
member of
ofthe
the Edwardsburg
Edwardsburg Public
Public
Technology
in South
South Bend,
Bend, IN.
IN. In
In my
my free
Schools
Board of Education.
Education. I know
know about
about reasoning,
reasoning, data
data analysis,
analysis, management,
management, and
and
Schools Board
governance.

I cannot deny it. I sang the fight song for that school
school up
up north
north without
without using the word "Victors"
"Victors"
even once.
once. I learned
learned the words
words as
as aa freshman,
freshman, living
living in
in LincolnTower,
LincolnTower, 10
10 months
months before
before I
even
of the OSU Marching Band. Almost every student on campus knew them. But
became a member of
as a member of the OSUMB JI learned that rivalries can bring out the best from both sides.
Calmot deny it. On one or two occasions,
occasions, I got so drunk I could not get myself
myself into bed without
I cannot
freshman, living in LincolnTower,
LincolnTower, 10 months
help, while I was a freshman,
months before
before I became a member of
Marching Band.
OSUMB, I learned that you cannot drink that
the OSU Marching
Band. But
But as
as a member of the OSUMB,
sti1J perform your job to the best of
of your ability.
much and still

I cannot deny it. I told a few gross, crude, sick jokes about minorities, gays, and women, while I
was
living in LincolnTower,
10 months
months before
before II became
became aa member
LincolnTower, 10
member of the OSU
OSU
was a freshman,
freshman, living
Marching
Band.
But
as
a
member
of
the
OSUMB,
I
met
Dr.
Willie
Sullivan,
an
AfricanMarching Band. But as member
the OSUMB, I met Dr. Willie Sullivan, an AfricanAmerican, role
American,
role model,
model, Christian
Christian gentleman,
gentleman,and
and mentor
mentorfrom
fromthe
the time
time II met
met him
him until
until he left
Tony, a baritone player, was
OSU.
was one
one of the
the finest people
people I ever met.
met. Tony,
was the first person I
OSU. He was
lmew
knew who
who was
was gay.
gay. His
His friends
friends and I found
found out by accident, five years after we had met him. He
died of AIDS
AIDS 20 years
years ago
ago and we all
all miss
miss him.
him. Sandy,
Sandy, Jeannie,
Jeannie, Kari, and
and Stacey
Stacey proved that
died
they were stronger than
than alternates
alternates standing on the sidelines, stronger than men who had been cut
from the
the band.
band. II stopped
stopped telling
telling gross,
gross, crude,
crude, sick
sick jokes
jokes about
about minorities,
minorities, gays,
gays, and
and women
women
from
member of the OSUMB
OSUMB II learned
learned that
many people
not know
know deserve
deserve my
because
because as
as aa member
that many
people I do not
respect.
I cannot deny it.
Worse. I used to complain
it. I sometimes
sometimes have
have a negative attitude and it used to be worse.
about how badly the
the Buckeyes
Buckeyes were
were playing
playing if they got behind. But as a member of the OSUMB,
my friend and
and assistant
assistant squad leader,
leader, Rob,
during the Fiesta
Fiesta Bowl.
BowL Paraphrasing,
Paraphrasing,
Rob, called me out during
he said, "I'm getting tired
tired of hearing you complain. Our job is to cheer for the Buckeyes and help
them win."
win." He
He was
was right.
right. Before
Before finishing
finishing my
my years in the band, Earle Bruce, and even President
Ed
Jennings, visited
team won
won
Ed Jennings,
visited the
the band
band room
room on
on more
more than
than one
one occasion
occasion to
to tell
tell us
us that the team
because
them. Teamwork
Teamwork and
attitude matter.
al'e
because we
we were
were there
there for
for them.
and attitude
matter. "The
"The team
team and
and the band are
one."
Urban
Meyer
one."
spent time
time alone
alone in aa hotel
hotel room
room with
with aa woman
woman while
while traveling
traveling with
with the
I cannot
cannot deny
deny it.
it. I spent
OSUMB.
OSUMB. My
My wife
wife and
and II had
had been
been married
married for
for six
six months when she traveled with
with the band to the
the Cotton
Cotton Bowl
Bowl in
in 1986.
1986. Twenty-nine
Twenty-nine
Citrus
1985 and
18 months
months when
Citrus Bowl
Bowl in
in 1985
and 18
when we went to the
years
fiveyears later,
later, I still
still share
share hotel
hotel rooms
rooms with
with the
the same woman.
woman. Our sons,
sons, Alex
Alex and Andy,
Andy, have
have five-
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OSUMB rings
TBDBITL Alumni
first time next
year OSUMB
rings and
and will
will join
join me
me on
on the field as TBDBITL
Alumni for
for the
the first
month.
Their brother
brother Greg
Greg tries
tries out
out for
for his
his third
third season
season this
this week.
week, The
The Hall
Hall boys
boys are only the
month. Their
OSUMB and
and the
march in
second sibling
sibling trio
trio to
to be in the OSUMB
the first to play the same instrument, march
in the
row, and march
march together
together for
trombone, Jenny
out. She
same row,
for two
two years.
years. We
We all play trombone.
Jenny asked
asked me
me out.
learned II had been
quit, and tried out again.
again. She valued my perseverance.
perseverance. I met
learned
been cut, refused to quit,
the woman I married because I was
was a member of
of the OSUMB.
of campus life and LincoinTower
LincolnTower
My parents taught me these positive
positive lessons
lessons at home but parts of
encouraged the
the opposite type of behavior.
behavior. Back when
when II was
was in
in the
the band,
band, Paul
Paul Droste, Jon
Jon Woods,
Willie Sullivan,
parents had taught me.
Willie
Sullivan, and
and other
other leaders
leaders of
of the
the band reinforced
reinforced the
the values
values my parents
inappropriate behaviors
Their positive
positive leadership
leadership strengthened
strengthened my
my ability
ability to
to resist inappropriate
behaviors found
found on just
about every college campus in the country.

Jonathon Waters
Waters is the
the same type
type of leader,
leader, a positive force
force for change,
change, a role model for students
to follow,
follow, and
future professionals
professionals of
batons of
to
and a mentor to future
of every
every type.
type. I've
I've played
played under
under the
the batons
some fine directors,
directors, Droste,
Droste, Woods,
Woods, Sullivan, Bloomquist (MSU) and practically all the top band
directors of the
directors
the Big Ten.
Ten. As
As a member ofTBDBITL
of TBDBITL Ahunni,
Alumni, II have played for Jon Waters, quite
possibly the most exciting and
and dynamic
dynamic of them all.
all. II can't imagine you will find anyone as good
as him to continue leading the OSUMB
OSUMB to new heights.
heights. Please revisit your decision. Consider the
abundance of
thc release
release of the
the report.
report. Given
Given
abundance
of new
new information
information that
that has
has come
come to
to light
light since
since the
adequate resources
resources and proper
proper training,
training, no
no one
one could do
do a better job
job than
than Jonathon Waters.
Please provide
received my letter and I request
request feedback
feedback
Please
provide me
me with
with confinuation
continuation that
that you
you have
have received
from the Board of Trustees regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Doug Hall, aka "Capt.
"Capt. Fun"
Fun"
Q-Row 1982-86
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Chris Haller

[Editor's Note: I have removed all instances referencing Jonathan Waters as "Dr." as he has not
yet achieved that designation.]
Originally found
found on http://www.thebuckeyebattlecry.com/20
http://www.thebuckeyebattlecry.comi2014/08/another-tbdbitl-alumnus14/081another-tbdbitl-alumnusspeaks!
speaks/

An open letter, concerning the Ohio State Marching Band and Jonathan Waters:

In an age where an ever critical eye has encouraged us to find and exploit even the smallest of
faults
judgment. As
faults in each other, long standing institutions are crumbling under shockwaves of judgment.
en-ors in each other, our hypersensitivity has made us all
we strive to uncover weaknesses and errors
but incapable of forgiveness
forgiveness and acceptance while camouflaging the truly unacceptable.
unacceptable. We have
nurtured such a paranoia ofpotentiaily
of potentially offending someone that we ignore the individuals we
supposedly seek to protect, placing our opinions before theirs in a fit of
of pure ego. Too often is
the right to speak freely misperceived as a right to not be offended.
ofMr.
This is the case ofthe
of the Ohio
Ohio State University's gross mishandling of
Mr. Jon Waters and the Ohio
State University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. A prime
prime news
news story
story in
in Ohio
Ohio for
for the
the last
last week,
week, the
the university's
university's
of the most
publishing ofa
of a 23
23 page admonishment of the band's conduct led to the firing of
140 year history.
forward-thinking director in
in the band's 140

First, it should be made absolutely clear that sexual harassment and hazing are categorically
unacceptable in any organization. This type of reprehensible behavior physically and
psychologically damages individuals and should be treated with the utmost contempt. There is,
however, a clear difference between the intentional harms
hanns suffered by sexual harassment and
hazing, and pure-intentioned ribbing, devoid of
of malice. Our willingness to believe the worst in
of understanding this difference.
each other has rendered us incapable of
alunmus of the
As a five year member of the active band family at Ohio State and a ten year alumnus
of the band culture and the budding career of
afMr.
OSUMB, I observed the evolution of
Mr. Waters, first
hand. In the past week, numerous
numerous personal accounts
accounts have
have surfaced,
surfaced, disproving
disproving the
the university's
university's
23 page indictment of
of the band, its directors, and its alumni. Character witnesses have
of the woodwork to praise Mr. Waters and his accomplishments with the
voluntarily come out of
of Mr. Waters and equally support their
band. I wholeheartedly echo their praise of
acknowledgements that occasional misconduct occurred as it would in any other organization
freedoms and beginning to learn the skill of
comprised of young people experiencing their first freedoms
adulthood.

So eager have we become to expose fault that we disassociate ourselves with those under
scrutiny. An organization of
of people marching, scantily clad, through a stadium somehow seems
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more depraved than group of
of college kids running around a pool in bathing suits or, heaven
heaven
more
promote aa
forbid, skinny dipping. We overlook the fact that multiple institutions share and promote
run. When members of
of an organization
similar tradition,
tradition, be it a naked mile or an underwear run.
similar
consume alcohol to excess in the privacy of
of their
thejr own homes and completely of
of their
their own
own
consume
accord, it reflects poorly on the organization while tailgates, block parties, and sporting events
accord,
are not only sponsored by beer companies on university grounds but are considered the norm.
are
an individual
individual voluntarily participating
participa6ng in a group, without being singled out and without
That an
being stereotyped, may take offense from a conversation is a vile enough threat that it should
shake an
an organization
organization to its core. Surely sticks and stones now cause less hurt than words, and
shake
suffering mild, unintended offense is an injury so
suffering
so egregious
egregious as
as to
to merit
merit taking
taking aa man's
man's job. This
is as clear an argument as can be found to illustrate the right to not be offended trumping the
freedom to speak as one pleases.
oftime
How strangely must the lens of
time distort our own pasts that we now expect perfection where
of considering ourselves fortunate enough to learn,
our mistakes once educated us. Instead of
foul and
and assume mistakes to mask far darker
consequence-free, from our errors, we now cry foul
intentions. A popular phrase among business professionals is assume the worst, hope for the best.
ofthis
Our eagerness to ignore the latter part of
this phrase belies
belies our rampant fear that we no longer
possess the ability to differentiate between innocence and malice. We so strongly shore up our
defenses against fear that we fail to leave room for hope,
hope, for forgiveness,
forgiveness, for mistakes.

In the race to defend against this fear of
of depravity among our college students, simple truths have
been cast aside. Testimonial after testimonial after testimonial that the OSUMB fosters
relationships
relationships so
so close as to
to be called family
family have been
been ignored.
ignored. The
The voice
voice of a "vktim"
"victim" identified
in the 23
23 page report
report has
has fallen
fallen on deaf
deaf ears
ears as
as she
she refuted
refuted the
the claim
claim that
that her time
time in the OSUMB
was offensive, depraved,
depraved, harassment because, surely we,
we, the
the greater populace, know more of
how she fcIt
felt than she did.
did. So easy has it been to write off Mr.
Mr. Waters for perceived cultural
issues that no one has
has registered
registered the
the fact
fact that,
that, since
since his
his days
days as
as a student, Jon
Jon has
has relentlessly
worked to negate objectionable behavior while simultaneously raising the group to new heights
and national prominence.
prominence.
Every group has
has its
its outliers
outliers and rule
rule breakers.
breakers. The
The OSUMB
OSUMB has
has not been immune to this.
this. I have
both born witness
witness to
to and experienced firsthand,
firsthand, the processes
processes in place to correct any infractions
to
to the
the strict set
set of band
band rules.
rules. I am
am thankful
thankful to
to Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters for
for the
the opportunity
opportunity to
to learn
learn from
from my
mistakes
mistakes and II know
know that my character has
has been strengthened by those opportunities. My fellow
fellow
students at the time were not so
so privileged and made far
far greater
greater mistakes
mistakes in order to learn the
lessons
lessons the OSUMB
OSUMB afforded
afforded me.
me. Despite
Despite their transgressions
transgressions and despite a national spotlight on
these transgressions,
transgressions, not a person identified the
the Ohio
Ohio State University as
as a home of depravity.
depravity.
Many of these peers were allowed to
learn
from
their
mistakes
without
greater
consequences
and
to
from their
and
of
youth.
considered
simply
to
have
made
the
errors
considered simply to have made the errors youth.
Once,
Once, we
we were
were capable
capable of
of differentiating
differentiating between
between youthful
youthful transgressions,
transgressions, innocently made.and
tnade.and
learned from,
from, and
and malicious
malicious actions,
actions, intentionally inflicting physical and psychological hann.
harm.
Our
Our fear
fear has
has blurred
blurred this
this line
line so
so much
much so
so that
that all
all but
but perfection
perfection is
is considered
considered aa threat.
threat. An
An
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of an
extreme minority of misbehavior is being allowed to taint the overwhelming positivity of
organization that has produced a well-rounded family of upstanding citizens and world
contributors, For a university that claims
contributors.
claims the
the world
world to
to be
be a lesser place
place "but for Ohio State," let
us see the OSUMB as an organization making incredible headway in both pioneering
perfonnances and in upgrading its own culture under
performances
under Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters "but
"but for Ohio State."
The Ohio State University Marching band no more engenders a culture of
of depravity than does
the university of which it is an extension. To learn is to
to make mistakes and the trespasses of the
OSUMB as an organization should be seen in the context of a global university system
comprised of young individuals learning adulthood by making, and learning from, mistakes.
mistakes. The
more we continue to punish the mistakes of learning,
learning, the further we remove ourselves from each
other and from the human experience.
Mr. Waters has moved mountains with the OSUMB. Allow him the privilege we have all
benefitted from, the chance to learn, and afford him the opportunity to return an exceptional
organization to its once sterling status.
1I Stand with Jon.
Bucks,
Go Bucks.
Chris Haller
E Row (2003-2004)
Athletic Band (2000-2004)
Ohio State Alumnus (Life)
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Band culture has to change
Saturday
2014 5:01
AM
Saturday August
August 2,
2,2014
5:01AM
I am a big fan of TBDBITL.
TBDBITL.However,
However,the
thefacts
factsthat
thathave
havesurfaced
surfacedfrom
fromthe
the university
university report
report
concerning the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University marching
marching band
band have
have significantly
significantlyreduced
reducedthe
the admiration
admiration that
that II
have for the
the band.
I read most
most of
of the report.
report. Some
Some of
of the
the stuff
stuff was just
just silly. Most of itit II couldn't believe would actually
still go on in
in 2014.
2014. This
Thisisisthe
thesort
sort of
ofbehavior
behaviorI'd
I'dexpect
expectfrom
fromjunior-high
junior-high students,
students, not young adults
who are part of arguably the most prestigious college
college organization
organization in
in the
the country.
country. What
What parent is
going to
to want
want to
to send
send his
his son
son or
or daughter
daughter to
to Ohio
Ohio State
State to
to be
bepart
part of
of the
the marching
marching band
band under
under those
conditions? The
The worst
worst part
part is
is that
that these practices were
were institutionalized
institutionalized as
as part of the
the band, not
isolated incidents involving only a few
few band
band members.
members.

Despite what
what has
has happened,
happened, I'd like
like to
to see
see Director
DirectorJonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters reinstated
reinstated with the proviso that
that
an immediate
immediate zero-tolerance
zero-tolerancepolicy.
policy. He knows what is going on and is probably in the best
he institute
institute an
position
position to put
put an
an end
end to
to it.
it. In
In the
the long
long run,
run, II think
thinkhe
hewould
would serve
serve Ohio
Ohio State well.
welL
More important, I'd also like to
to see
see the
the band
band leadership,
leadership, especially
especially the
the student
student squad leaders, man
"Yes, there
(and woman) up and say: "Yes,
there have
havebeen
been problems.
problems. We're
We're going
goingto
to address
address those
those problems
problems and
nothing like
like this happens
happens again.
again. We
We will
will be a model for others to follow.
follow. We
see that nothing
We will
willbe'
be The Best
and off
off the field."
Damn Band in the Land' on and
That would go a long way toward
toward TBDBITL
TBDBITLregaining
regainingits
its stature.
stature.
KARL HELLSTROM
Reynoldsburg
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Dr. Patrick Herak
Posted by
byWeStandWithJonWaters
Posted
WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 04, 2014
As aa former
former member of
of the Ohio State University Marching Band and a three-time graduate of
of
As
by the
the
The Ohio State University, I wanted to share with you how embarrassed I was by
ofthe
of the investigation as
as
investigation that was released last week, both by some of
the findings of
we11 as
as the unscientific manner under which the investigation was carried out. The two major
well
failure to
claims of the investigation are the hostility of the
the OSUMB
OSUMB culture and
and Jon Waters' failure
I'll address
address some of
ofthe
issues in
in the order of
of the report...
report ...
address these issues. I'Il
the issues

Midnight Ramp
Midnight Ramp (MR) is a unique experience as it is the only opportunity for every current
of the marching band to march together; during a game day two alternates in each row
member of
do not march. It can be argued MR also gave students an opportunity to experience something
scary-marching out of the tunnel in front of 110,000 people-in
quite scary—marching
people—in a less-threatening, moreenvironment Given that participation is not forced and students are able to cover
relaxing environment.
themselves to
to their level of comfort (e.g. pajamas
pajamas rather than underwear), I have no problem with
event. The only potential concern I have is if students are completely naked, which I do not
this event,
remember from my tenure in the marching band. Other students may feel
feel uncomfortable seeing
this, which
which would be unacceptable.
unacceptable. Barring that, ifMR
if MR is a problem, I am shocked that it took
the university this
this long to
to address
address the concern.
concern. Even decades
decades ago,
ago, scoreboards were on and even
of the stadium.
night-time security stood at the gates of
Nicknames
During my tenure in the band, not every rookie Was
was given a nickname and very, very few would
be considered
considered sexually explicit
explicit. If students were given
given sexually explicit nicknames and did not
want them,
them, this
this behavior is
is totally unacceptable.
unacceptable. However, I have always
always found it disturbing
when people trying to
to promote tolerance
tolerance are
are at the
the same
same time
time intolerant of the choices made by
the people they claim to
to be protecting.
protecting. In the news
news the past few
few days,
days, the
the band members dubbed
"Tiggles" have
have come
come out defending their nicknames as consensual and
"Joobs," "Tulsa" and "Tiggies"
something that
that made
made them feel
feel closer to the band family.
family. It appears
appears the investigators failed to
any
of
these
students,
but
rather
painted
the
broad-brush
follow-up
with
follow-up with
these students,
rather
the broad-brush implication that they
were all
all sexually harassed.
harassed.
The other issue
issue II have
have with
with the
the investigation is
is thaHt
that it does
does not address
address the
the time frame
frame of these
nicknames.
nicknames. Without
Without a time
time frame
frame you
you cannot
cannot properly
properly address
address the
the conclusions
conclusions in
in the
the report.
report. If
If
these 24
24 nicknames
nicknames Were
were all given the
the same
same year,
year, then
then the
the culture would
would certainly be VERY
disturbing.
disturbing. If
If the
the nicknames
nicknames were
were spread
spread over
over an
an I8-year
18-year period,
period, then
then it would
would appear these
nicknames
nicknames are
are either isolated exceptions
exceptions or a sub-culture
sub-culture that needs
needs to
to be
be addressed.
addressed.
Furthermore,
Furthermore, if
if itit isis found
found that
that no
no students
students were
were given
given nicknames
nicknames that made
made them feel
feel
uncomfortable
uncomfortable in
in the
the past
past two
two years
years than
than Waters
Waters has
has made
made a positive
positive impact.
impact. I do
do not have the
answers
answers to
to these
these questions,
questions, but
but they
they are
are questions
questions that
that should
should have
have been
been asked.
asked.
As
far
as
nicknames
being
published
in
the
alumni
directory
and
on
As far as nicknames being published in the alumni directory and on the
the back
back of
of "row"
"row" T-shirts,
T-shirts,
in
in my
my experience
experience this
this practice
practice has
has always
always been
been voluntary
voluntary and
and is
is not
not so
so different
different from
from tilling
filling out
your complete
complete name
name and aa preferred
preferred name
name on
on a survey.
survey. Some
Some members
members embraced
embraced their nickname
nickname
so
so much
much that
that other
other band
band members
members did
did not
not know
know their
their actual
actual name.
name. These
These alumni wanted their
nickname
nickname in
in the
the roster
roster so
so their
their fellow
fellow alumni
alumni could
could fwd
find them.
them.
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Tricks
oftricks
My recollection of
tricks in band was finding out some talents members could have that
the one
one that has the speech from the Millennium
facilitated getting to know others.
others. ("Oh, you're
you're the
ofthe
Force from memory," for somebody that worked at Cedar Point.) Many of
the tricks listed in the
report are disturbing and vulgar. Even if
if they were consensual, that does not mean people want
of
to watch these behaviors. However, I would also go back to context. Without a time frame of
if this is a broad cultural issue or isolated sub-culture. I
these behaviors it is difficult to ascertain if
have heard from some alumni that many of these date back to
to the early to
to mid-2000s suggesting
incomplete in
in
that this issue may have been dealt with. However, the investigators were very incomplete
their research.
& Physical Challenges!
Challenges/ Trip Tic
Rookie Introductions/ Rookie Midterms &
My experience with these is very different than those described in the report. In fact, I am
of the behaviors described and appalled by the Rookie
Rookic Test (Exhibit A). I
speechless with some of
school
believe there is no place for this. I remember Rookie Introductions as singing your high school
of the bus would often join in, and telling a joke. Midterms often
fight song, to which the rest of
of marching band history (there is some of
of this in Exhibit A) and a Script Test (where
consisted of
of steps). In fact, I
you would have to complete a script chart with the required number of
sClipt test in my later years in the band as well. Trip Tics often had some
remember taking the script
information about where we were going (much like a AAA Trip Tic) and a few jokes, but were
never directed at individuals and nothing like in the report.
of the
Regarding the investigation, buses have often been staffed by not only the three members of
OSUMB staff
staff in the report, but also by members of the school of
of music (e.g. Richard Blatti and
Russel Mikkelson).
Mikkelson). If this issue was so widespread, why are there no citations made in the report
by Mr. Blatti? Furthermore, a documentary crew followed OSUMB for an the entire season (I
believe the DVD release was entitled "The Pride of The Buckeyes"). Why have these journalists
not been questioned,
questioned, since they were not only there but impartial parties to the investigation?
Once again the methods
methods of this investigation are so poor 11
it is impossible to conclude whether this
is a broad
broad cultural
cultural issue or an
an isolated
isolated sub-culture,
sub-culture, nor to
to determine if things were improving
under Waters.
Songbook
As mentioned on many occasions,
occasions, the song book was
was an undcrground
underground publication by some band
members.
members. The song book was not endorsed by the OSUMB
OSUMB staff and, according to exhibit B, the
last revision was 2006.
2006, I would argue
argue the
the majority of the
the songs
songs were
were outdated and never sung;
sung; if
they were sung at all,
all, it was
was certainly not in public.
public, Moreover,
Moreover, a likely reason why the last
revision was
was in 2006 was
was that the staff has
has clamped down.
down. The
The other ignored
ignored fact is
is that many of
revision
the songs
are
more
representative
of
a
national
band
culture-you'll
find
the
same
fight song
songs
more representative a national band culture—you'll
lyrics sung around the country-and
country—and part of a national pop culture sung at piano bars around the
country.
country. I even heard one
one song sung by a British band on a bus
bus in the UK.
UK. In other words,
words, they
are not unique to OSUMB.
Summary
In
In summary,
summary, II find
find some
some of
of the
the behaviors
behaviors in
in the
the report
report unacceptable and hope they are isolated
incidents
incidents and
and no
no longer
longer occurring.
occurring. II know
know many
many school
school districts
districts in
in the area have
have training videos
accompanied by quizzes
quizzes for
for all
all their
their teachers
teachers in areas
areas like
like safety,
safety, sexual harassment,
harassment, tolerance,
etc.
am amazed that a university of this
this size and resources
resources has not implemented such a process
etc. I am
for all
all students
students in groups
groups that must be Title IX compliant.
compliant.
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of University Compliance so poorly
However, I also find the investigation by the Office of
conducted that the conclusions reached are unjustified. Assumptions are made that students listed
in the report were in a hostile environment, when the testimonies that have been released
following the investigation state just the opposite. The sampling was not representative nor
random, but rather focused on specific allegations and incidents that make it impossible to
of the band. In
of
ascertain the overall culture of
In fact,
fact, the best tool for this Student Evaluation of
from the report.
Instructions (SEIs) were noticeably absent from
report. With no time frames, it is impossible
to determine how things have changed under Waters. In fact, the report suggests he submitted a
of changes that he has implemented, but for some reason these are not included.
list of
It appears
appears to me the goal of
of the investigation was to find Waters guilty and not actually
It
detennine the general culture of
of the band or whether Waters has made strides in improving some
Some
determine
report. Furthermore, II believe by releasing the nicknames and
of the issues described in the report.
A and perhaps Title IX. The
"tricks" to the media, the University may have violated FERP
FERPA
students can easily be identified and no less than two female students have come out at feeling
Furthermore, by
by publicly releasing the contents of
of the songbook,
harassed because ofthe
of the report.
report, Furthermore,
now many OSU band members who never had access to the songbook (as well as high school
students that look up the
the OSUMB)
OSUMB) have
have access
accessto
to every
everysong.
song. This action is socially
irresponsible.
The poor quality of the Office of University
University Compliance
Compliance investigation
investigation and
and President
President Drake's
Drake's
hasty and impulsive decision has arguably brought the public image of
harm
of the university more hann
and shame than
than the immature
immature actions
actions of
of some
some ofthe
of the past
past band
band members.
members. I am saddened that the
original recommendation, to keep Waters at the helm,
helm, was ignored as II think Waters was/is
uniquely qualified to
to continue to improve the deficiencies in the band culture due to his
experience as a member. II stand with Jon.
Thank you for your time,

Dr. Patrick Herak
OSUMB 1991-1995
B,S.E. 1996, M.S. 2001, PhD 2010
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As one
the grounds
grounds of
of The
The
As
one member of a family
family that
that first
first set foot on the
University in
in 1922 and as aa former
former member
memberofofthe
theOSUMB,
OSUMB, II
Ohio State University
was floored
floored by
by the
the abrupt termination of
of our director, Jon
Jon Waters, this
is astonishing
career could
could be
be so greatly
summer. It is
astonishing that
that a person's career
affected by the
the flawed
flawed report that
that was
was presented
presented to
toour
ournewly
newly installed
installed
President. As
As aa prudent
prudent administrator,
administrator, one
one would
would have
have thought
thought that
Drake would
fully assess
President Drake
would have
have taken
taken more time to fully
assess the
depth and
and validity
validity
"standing and history"
history" of
of the
the band
band and
and measured the depth
of the research in
which the
the report was
was based on.
on. Statements from two
in which
or three malcontents and their selected "witnesses"
"witnesses" does not measure
fully comprehensive
up to a fully
comprehensive review
review of
of the
the band, its conduct}
conduct, and its
especially when
character; especially
when a far
far greater
greater pool of current
current and former
members are
areavailable
available within
within the
theColumbus
Columbus Area
Area willing
willing to be
band members
interviewed.
am especially
especiallyconcerned
concernedabout
about two
two aspects
aspects of
of the
the report
interviewed. II am
divergence from
from written
writtenpolicy:
policy: 1.
1. The
The Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp in
in
and one divergence
panned by
by the
the University
University and
and Media;
Media; 2.
2. Ms.
underwear
underwear which has been panned
Bork's
Bork's roll
rollas
asaawitness
witness (a
(aphysical
physicaltherapist
therapist /volunteer
/volunteer for 18 years);
Failure of
University to
its own
own policy
policy regarding
and, 3. Failure
of the
the University
to adhere
adhere to its
personnel interviews First,
First, IIfail
failtotosee
seethe
the difference
difference between
between the
"midnight
ramp" and
and the
the "bi-annual
"bi-annual undie
undie run"
run" conducted
conducted at the
"midnight ramp"
University of
ofCalifornia
California- -Irvine
Irvineand
andother
othercolleges
collegesaround
aroundthe
the country?
University
By
... undie run,
colleges come
come upl
upllf
OSU's
By simply
simplygoogling
googling...undie
run, numerous
numerous colleges
If OSU's
Ramp
which receive
Ramp isissexualized
sexualizedthen
thenwhy
whyaren't.
aren't. all
allthe
the other
other runs which
receive the
the
blessing
President Drake
Drake would
would like
like to
blessing of
of their
their universities? Perhaps, President
provide
the differences
differences between
betweenOSU's
OSU's undie
provide aa supplemental
supplemental report on the
1
s undie
ramp and Irvine
Irvine's
undie run,
run, the
the latter of which
which itit appears
appears he condoned
the
while servicing
from the
while
servicing as
as its
its president?
president? Second, as II understand it from
official
official report,
report, aa volunteer
volunteer of 18 years
years (16
(16 years
years of which
which were
were under
under
Dr.
Dr. Woods
Woodsdirectorship)
directorship)suddenly
suddenly became
became repulsed by the Band's
conduct? It took this individual
individual 16
16years
years to
to build
build up
up the
the courage
courage to
confront the University
University of
of the
the alleged
alleged sexualized
sexualized conduct
conduct of
of the
the band?
band?
Her
only started
Her concern
concern regarding
regarding the
the band
band trips
trips and alcohol
alcohol abuse
abuse only
started
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during the last
last two
two years of
of her
her 18
18 year
year involvement
involvement with the
the Band?
Band?
during
Really? Therefore,
the initial
initial 16
16
Really?
Therefore, is
is itit logicaHy
logicallytotoassume
assume that
that during the
the band
band members
memberswere
weresaints?
saints?Really?
Really?AND
AND finally,
finally, hearing
years, the
hearing that
that
the University
University did not
not follow
follow its own policy
policy in
the
in advising
advising Mr.
Mr. Water
Water that
that
attorney present
presentwhile
whilebeing
beinginterviewed
interviewedby
byTitle
TitleIX
IX
he could have his attorney
is most distressing.
personnel is
distressing. ItItsupports
supports the
the public
public perception
perception that
that the
and handled
handled unprofessionally.
unprofessionally. II take
exercise was a rush to judgment and
as a Buckeye,
Buckeye, my
heritage as
myyears
years of
of serve
serve in
inthe
the band
band,l and
and my
my estate
estate
gifting very
gifting
very seriously
seriously and
and feel
feel that
that insufficient effort and
action
professionalism went
professionalism
went into this
this report resulting in an imprudent action
having been
supported by
by the
the Board
Board of
of
having
been taken
taken by
by the
the President and supported
Anyone and
Trustees. Anyone
and everyone can make a mistake (we are all human),
the University
University leaders should
their mistake
mistake by
by becoming
the
should not compound their
and not
not allowing
allowing the
flaws within
stubborn and
the numerous flaws
within the
the report
report to be
further investigated
investigated and
corrective action
corrective
action taken.
taken. Please
Please pass
pass this
this correspondence
correspondence on
on to anyone
you feel should hear
hear (and
(and will
will listen to) an opposing
of authority that
that you
view.

Richard ("Rick")
("Rick") I.I.Johnson
Johnson
Class of
Class
of 1974

•

. .
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Daniel R. Kiracofe, Ph. D.
Burch Ave
3628 Burch
OR 45208
Cincinnati OH

Michael V.
Drake, MD
V Drake,
President
Ohio State University
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
OR 4321
Columbus OH
432100

Dear President Drake,
of Jonathan Waters as OSU band director.
tennination of
I am writing you in regards to the recent termination
of the alumni
As a taxpayer of
of the State of
of Ohio, an alumni ofOSU,
of OSU, a lifetime dues-paying member of
association, and an
an alumni of the marching band,
band, II am disappointed in how this situation has been
handled.
handled. II have
have three
three main objections:
objections: First,
First, the
the Glaros
Glaros report was greatly exaggerated,
exaggerated. Secondly,
Secondly, Jon
Finally, Jon was not afforded any due process.
was in fact actively working improve
improve the
the band's
band's culture,
culture. Finally,

First, the finding
finding of the Glaros report were
were exaggerated.
exaggerated. The report makes it sounds as if the marching
band is a completely out-of-control
out-of-control fraternity
fraternity from
from the
the movie
movie Animal
Animal House
House or
or worse,
worse. From my
w2002 I can state that this was simply
personal experience as
as a member of the
the marching
marching band
band from
from 2001
2001-2002
not true.
true. Many
rare exceptions
exceptions and not
not the
the nann:
norm: For
of the
the items
items mentioned were rare
For example: My
Many of
rookie name ("Gilligan") was not sexual offensive. I never witnessed any groping or anyone trying to
evef taking a "rookie
articles of clothing during "rookie introductions". I cannot recall ever
remove articles
midterm", I never received a copy of the
midterm".
the "Songbook".
"Songbook". I never witnessed
witnessed a "flying 69" or a game
game of
tTip, Several
Several of
ofthe
the witnesses
witnesses interviewed
interviewed in the report have already publicly
"roller bus" on a bus trip.
stated that their comments were taken misrepresented (http://www.nbc4i.comistory/26249658/osu(htip:llwww.nbc4i.comlstory/26249658/0suband-witness-highlights-inaccuraci es-omissions-in-fep ort),
band-witness-highlights-inaccuracies-omissions-in-report).
Secondly, most
Secondly,
most ifnot
if not all
all of the
the activities
activities in
in the
the report
report that were reported accurately
accurately (as opposed to the
ones that were exaggerated per my comments above) had been going on for many decades before Jon
For example,
example, II participated in a Midnight Ramp in only my underwear
undelWear in 2001
2001 when
became director.
director. For
The only
only way
way to
to hold
hold Jon
Jon Waters
Waters
I was
was in band,
band, and
and it was
was awellwestablished
a well-established tradition
tradition at
at that
that point.
point. The
accountable for
for something that pre-dated
pre-dated him
him by decades is if he was not actively working to change it.
In fact,
fact, Jon was working to change these traditions, as documented by Dr. Richard Blatti in his
perfo rmance reviews (http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/loca1/2014/08/13/Ohio-State-releases(http://www.dispatch.com/contentlstories/loca1l20 14/0 8/13/0h io-State-releases w
performance
Waters-evaluations.h tm!):
Waters-evaluations.html):
and many well-meaning alumni
alunmi whose
"Jon is confronted with many years
years of 'tradition'
'tradition' and
proclivities and excesses
excesses need
need constant
constant but
but gradual
gradual attitude
attitude adjustment.
adjustment.Jon
Jon has
has already
already begun to
address
these predispositions
predispositionsand
andisiscourageous
courageousinintackling
tacklingsome
someofofthe
themoremore- extreme
extreme views
views head-on."
head-on,"
address these
It seems inconsistent to me that his perfonnance
performance review would rate him as exceptional and praise him
for doing the very thing that he
he was
was accused of not doing when he was fired.
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Waters: When
To give a specific example of a positive
positive change implement by Jon Waters:
When II was
was in band
band in 2001,
rookies (first year band members) were expected to purchase Gatorade and snacks for their entire
section for each and every home
home game.
game. I spend
spend over
over $100 out of
of my own pocket buying Gatorade for
of the section did not contribute any money
the rest of the
the percussion
percussion section,
section. The older members of
of each section
towards these purchases. Jon has eliminate this "caste" system, making all members of
(http://www.nbc4i.com!link!706939/pdfcontribute equally towards game-day refreshment purchases (http://www.nbc4i.comilink/706939/pdfThis may
may seem
seem like
like aa small
small thing,
thing, but
but the
the old
old system
system contributed to a
osu-alumni-band-statement). This
culture where rookies were treated as
as second class citizens,
citizens. Organizational culture is a hard thing to
change. IfIfyou
you want
want to
to eliminate
eliminate aa culture
culture of
of hazing,
hazing, you have
have to start with the things like this that
change.
what Jon
Jon Waters was doing.
This is
is precisely
precisely what
contribute to
to it.
it. This
Finally, Jon Waters
Finally,
Waters was
was not
not afforded
afforded the
the due
dueprocess
process that
that he
he should
should have
have been
been granted.
granted. As II understand
it, the allegations contained in the University's Investigation Report were not presented in writing to
Mr. Waters
Mr.
Waters until
until after
after he
he was
was given
given the
the choice
choice to
to either resign
resign within
within eight hours or be terminated. Jon
was not given the opportunity to respond to the allegations.

I knew Jon Waters
Waters personally
personally when
when II was
was in
in the
the band
band in
in 2001-2002.
2001-2002. As graduate assistant director, he
The current
current situation has greatly misrepresented
was never anything less than
than completely
completely professionaL
professional. The
his character.

Therefore, I believe that Jon Waters
Waters should
should be
be re-instated
re-instated as the director of the marching band.
I would ask for your acknowledgment
aclmowledgment of
of receipt of
of this letter, and for your feedback on
on this matter.
Thank you for your time,

Daniel R. Kiracofe, Ph. D
D...
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37

2100
2100 Perkins
Perkins Drive
Drive
Springfield, Ohio
45505
Springfield,
Ohio 45505
31,2014
July 31,
2014

Mr. Archie Griffin
President, The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Alumni Association
Longaberger Alumni
Alumni House
Longaberger
Olentangy River
River Road
2200 Olentangy
43210
Columbus, Ohio
Ohio 43210

Dear Archie,
meeting with Brian Golden, president of
of the
I understand that you were at yesterday's meeting
TBDBITL Alumni Club,
Club, and
and President
PresidentDrake.
Drake. I'm
I'm writing to you because I'm an
of The Ohio State University, a former member of
of the marching band,
band, and a
alumnus of
of the Alumni Marching Band.
current member of
met a couple of
oftimes,
You and I have met
times, most recently on the Buckeye Cruise for Cancer a
played in
in the
the marching
marching band during the years you were on the
year and a half ago.
ago. II played
football team.
You got
got to
to hear
hear me play, and I got to
football
team. You
to see
see you
you play.
play. I think II got the better
end of that deal!
deal!
Reisman Trophies are a
You know what it is
is to
to be
be the
the absolute
absolute best,
best,Archie.
Archie. Your two Heisman
testament
also know
know what
what itit means
means to be the best, having earned a spot in the
testament to
to that.
that. II also
organization widely recognized as
as the best marching band in
in the
the world.
I'm sure
sure you
you remember
remember that Coach Hayes frequently talked about the importance of
of the
of us, and he understood how important a good band
marching band.
He was
was very
very proud
proud of
band. He
can be
be in motivating
motivating the
the football
football team
team and
andinspiring
inspiringthe
thefans.
fans. He referred to us as
as "the
seeond-hardest-working
second-hardest-working group on campus."
campus."
You are no
no doubt aware
aware that
that I'm
I'm writing in support ofJon
of Jon Waters,
Waters, and that he be
reinstated
reinstated as
as the
the Director
Director of
of the
themarching
marchingband.
band. II know
know Jon
Jon personally.
personally. I was in the
Alumni
Alumni Band
Band during
during the
theyears
years he
hewas
wasits
itsassistant
assistantdirector.
director. Sometimes
Sometimes when
when he
he wasn't
wasn't
directing,
he
would
get
his
tuba
and
play
along
with
us.
Jon
is
an
exceptional
musician,
directing, he would get his tuba and play along with us.
musician,
an
an outstanding
outstanding director,
director, and
and aa great
greatleader.
leader. He has the knowledge, background, and
ability necessary
necessary to
to be
be the
the band
band director.
director. His imagination and innovation have gotten the
marching
marching band,
band, and,
and, consequently,
consequently, the
theuniversity,
university,worldwide
worldwideacclaim.
acclaim. He has the
admiration
admiration and
and respect
respect ofthe
of the band
band members.
members, Jon is absolutely the best-qualified person
to
to lead
lead the
the marching
marching band,
band, as
as well
well as
as to
to continue
continue the
the efforts
efforts he
he has
has already implemented
to
to fix
fix its
its problems.
problems.

...
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I believe that the firing of Jon Waters
Waters was
was unfair
unfair and
and unjustified.
unjustified. I urge you to represent
the thousands of alumni
alumni who feel
feel the
the same way as
as I do,
do, and to help persuade President
Drake that the proper thing to do is to reinstate Jon
Ion Waters immediately.
Thank you, Archie.
Sincerely,

Brian Lewis
B. Sc.
So. Business Administration, The Ohio State University, 1976
The Ohio State University Marching Band, 1972-1976
"j" dotter,
dotter, 1975,
1975, 1976
"i"
dotter in the Alumni Band, 2006
"i" dotter
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C. Lewis
Brian C.
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 14,
14,20]4
2014
Dear President
President Drake: I am
am writing to express my grave concerns
concerns about
about the "Investigation
"Investigation
Dear
Report" regarding the complaint against Jonathan Waters, and
and the
the action
action you have taken based
Report"
on this report. No doubt you have heard the "Investigation Report" described as being "deeply
"biased." In
In this letter I prove those claims. II apologize in advance for its length, as
flawed" and "biased."
has so
so many
many shortcomings
shortcomings that it
it will take several pages to document
document them.
them. In the
the "report" has
of brevity, I will only address the most egregious of
of those shortcomings. Please have the
interest of
courage to read and understand this entire letter, and to send me an appropriate, non-automated
response ...
response,..
do know
know Jon;
Jon; and
and because
because I1do,
do, the
the nature
nature of
ofthe
I realize that you do not know Jon
Jon Waters,
Waters, I1do
the
to you.
you. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,
"Investigation Report" is more obvious to me than it might have been to
there are any number of
of errors which should have stood out to an educated man.
of this
this "report"
"report" have an agenda. The slanted way in which it was written, the
The authors of
select few witnesses who were interviewed,
interviewed, the reliance
reliance on "evidence" from six years before Mr.
of this tarnishes the
Waters was named director of The OSU Marching Band to indict him, all of
reputation of The Ohio State University as
as one of the great research institutions in the world.
fmd as many as twelve people
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment of the investigators was to find
of they
they said was reported
And even
even much of
who would say negative
negative things
things about
about Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. And
inaccurately, as
inaccurately,
as you
you would
would know
know if
if you've
you've been watching the news lately.
Let's start
start with
with the Executive Summary, on the ftrst
first page. It contains what the authors want
you to believe, regardless
regardless of whether it is
is substantiated in the report. Note how it refers to
"secrecy oaths," but when you read the report, only one witness ever mentions such a thing.
Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the authors
authors imply
imply tbat
that the
the Band's
Band's culture
culture isis "sexualized."
"sexualized." Conspicuously
absent is
"sexualized." The
The term
term is
is thrown
thrown about
about as
as if
if we all
all agree on its
is any
any definition
definition of
of "sexualized."
and
as
if
it
means
something
horribly
bad.
Why
wouldn't
the
authors
define it?
meaning,
meaning, and as if it means something horribly bad.
Is it possible that
that a "sexualized" nature exists within our entire culture, not just
just the Marching
Band?
If you look at Page
Page 3 of the
the report,
report, you
you see
see that
that the
the investigators
investigators claimed "Conclusions were
made using
using aa preponderance
preponderance of
of the
the evidence
evidence standard
standard [sic]."
[sic]." In Footnote 3, they say that they
interviewed
investigators
interviewed specific
specific people
people recommended
recommendedby
bythe
thecomplainant
complainant and
andwitnesses.
witnesses. The investigators
even
even admit
admit that
that they
they "did
"did not
not randomly
randomly interview
interview current
current Band
Band members
members for
for this
this investigation."
investigation."
When one only
only looks
looks at aa tiny,
tiny, biased
biased fraction
fraction of the
the evidence and refers to this
this as
as aa
"preponderance,"
the
consequent
report
is
unbefitting
of
an
institution
of
higher
"preponderance," the consequent report is unbefitting an
education.
the Marching
Marching Band
Band Director
Director would lose
lose his job
job based on
on this report is
is a
education. That the
travesty.
travesty.
On
On Pages
Pages 44 and
and 5,
5, there
there isis aa discussion
discussion of
ofthe
theMidnight
MidnightRamp.
Ramp. No doubt you have seen
references
references elsewhere
elsewhere to
to aa fund-raising
fund-raising mn
run done
done in
in undexwear,
underwear, and
and photographs
photographs of students
students in
in
underwear
underwear.
underwearjumping
jumping into
intoMirror
MirrorLake.
Lake, So we must assume
assume that the
the real
real issue
issue wasn't underwear,
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Furthermore, multiple witnesses "indicated
"indicated that
that participation
participation in
in Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp was
was not
not
Furthermore,
(How often
often did
did the
the "report"
"report" cite
cite "multiple witnesses?") Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
the authors
authors
required." (How
attempt to paint ML
attempt
Mr. Waters
Waters in
in aa negative
negative light
lightbecause
becausehe
hewas
wasininattendance.
attendance. If
If you
you read
further~you
you find
find that
thatthere
therehad
hadbeen
beenan
anincident
incidentof
ofalcohol
alcohol poisoning
poisoning at a Midnight Ramp
further,
in some
some year previous, and because of that, the
the staff
staff committed to be there.
there. There
Therecan
can be
be
in
faulted him
him for that.
little doubt that had Waters not been present, the investigators would have faulted
TI-ip Tic, the report says, "One student stated that the only reason
On Page 9, regarding the Trip
him to ban itit when it had
Waters banned Trip Tic was because the percussion instructor asked him
How would
would the
the student
student know Jon's
Jon's reason
reason for
cruelly disparaged
disparaged the
the instructor's
instructor's girlfriend."
girlfriend." Ilow
we to
to believe
believe the student is clairvoyant?
clairvoyant? Even
Even ififWaters
Waters had
had stated that
Are we
banning Trip Tic?
Tic? Are
was his
this was
his reason,
reason,the
thewitness's
witness'sstatement
statementisishearsay.
hearsay.Note
Notethat
that only
only one
one student
student mentioned
this. Nevertheless,
in their attempt to disparage Waters, the authors use
Nevertheless, in
use one person's
statement as
as if
if it is undisputed fact.
statement
Before we leave the Trip Tic issue, note that on Page 9 the report states "Smith and
and Hoch were
ofthe
Two paragraphs
paragraphs previous to this, it states
not aware of
the Trip Tic
Tic stili
still being
being published_
published. [sic]"
[sic]" Two
that staff members
members"were
"werenot
notsupposed
supposedtotosee
seeitit[Trip
[TripTic]."
Tic]."Why
Whywere
were they
they asking
asking people who
weren't supposed
supposed to
to see
see something whether it still is being
This is
is beyond
weren't
being published?
published? This
mindless.

On Page 10, the report states,
states, "One witness indicated that students brought a box of pornography
on the
the bus
bus and
and shared
sharedthese
thesemagazines
magazineswith
withother
otherstudents/'
students."Again
Againrelying
relyingon
on the
the statement
statement of
a single
single witness
(when
it
would
have
been
easy
enough
to
corroborate),
the
authors
witness (when it would have been easy enough to corroborate), the authors are
attempting to
to paint
paint Jon
Jon Waters
Watersasasbeing
beingwillfully
willfullyignorant.
ignorant.AAstandard
standardGreyhound
Greyhound bus
bus will
will
With aa travelling
travelling party
party of
of 225 bandsmen
bandsmen plus staff, the Band travels with six
hold 53 passengers.
passengers. With
assert that
that Jon
Jon Waters
Waters could
could not have been on
on all of
of them at the same time; nor could
busses.
busses. Irassert
he have
have known
known everything
everything that
that happens
happens on
on all
all the
the busses.
busses. Evidently no student filed a complaint
about the supposed pornography;
pornography; if any complaint had been filed,
filed, it doubtlessly would have been
included
statement in
in this report is entirely unjustifiable, and
included in
in the
the report.
report, Citing that witness's statement
it is further
further evidence that the investigators
investigators had an agenda.
agenda.
On Page
Page 11:
11: "One
"One witness
witness stated
stated that
that Waters
Waters texted
texted dirty
dirtylimericks
limerickstotostudents,"
students," Again,
Again, just
just a
single witness
is
relied
on
for
this
claim.
Furthermore,
this
would
have
been
easy
enough
to
witness is relied on for this claim.
verify
records.
verify with
withother
otherwitnesses
witnessesororelectronic
electronic
records.The
Theinvestigators
investigatorsapparently
apparentlydidn't
didn't do
do very
much
much investigation.
investigation, They were
were content
content to
to damage
damage the
the reputation
reputation of Wafers
Waters with an
unsubstantiated charge. They
They would
would include
include 69 pages
pages of secondsecond-and
and third-hand
third-hand
much as
as aa
"evidence,"
director, but not so much
from six years prior to
to Waters
Waters being named director,
"evidence," most from
screen
screen shot of texted
texted dirty
dirty Iimericl{s?
limericks?
Also
'" The
Also on
on Page
Page II
11:: "One
"Onewitness
witnessdescribed
describedthe
theBand's
Band'slong-term
long-termculture
cultureasas'sexualized.
'sexualized."'
The
witness
witness then
then tells
tells how
how an
anupperclassman
upperclassmandescribed
describedsex
sexwith
withhis
hischeerleader
cheerleadergirlfriend.
girlfriend. Even
Even
begging
begging the
the question
question that
that we
we agree
agree on
on what
what "sexualized"
"sexualized" means,
means, one
one witness's
witness's account of aa
single
incident
is
hardly
justification
for
characterizing
the
culture
of
single incident is hardly justification for characterizing the culture the
the entire
entire Band,
Band,
much
much less
less"the
"theBand's
Band's long-term
long-term culture."
culture."

..
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On Page 13,
13, we find the answer to what you probably
probably thought
thought was
was aa rhetorical
rhetorical question
question on
on the
the
On
the report
ofthe
report repeatedly
repeatedly refer to the "sexualized culture"
first page
page of my
first
my letter.
letter. The writers of
of the
the band, without defining it, so that
that with verbal sleight of
of hand,
hand, they could
could morph
of
"sexualized culture" into "sexual harassment." To quote
quote the report, "The university's Sexual
Sexual
"sexualized
Harassment Policy 1.15
1.15 makes clear that such
such "harassment...."
"harassment ...." InInone
onecleverly
cleverly worded
worded
Harassment
is led
led to
to conclude
conclude that
that everything
everything foregoing was,
sentence, the
the uninformed
uninfonned and uncritical reader
reader is
sentence,
fact, harassment.
It'salmost
almostas
as shameful
shameful as
as terminating
terminating someone's
in fact,
harassment. This is shameful.
shameful. It's
employment based on this report.
Bark, who, in any
any other circumstance,
circumstance,
17, the report includes allegations from Pam Bork,
On Page 17,
fonner employee," possibly followed by the phrase "with
would be described as a "disgruntled former
In this
this report,
report, however,
however, her
her words
words are
are treated
treated as
as if
if they are
are undisputed truth.
an ax to grind,"
grind." In
18 years who could have been
There are people who have been around the band far longer than 18
interviewed, but weren't. Not only that,
that, apparently
apparently the investigators could not find and
interviewed,
interview any of
of the other "horrified"
"horrified" witnesses
suggests
witnesses to
to which
which Pam
Pam Bork
Bork refers.
refers. This suggests
Finding them
them and
and interviewing
interviewing them
them
very powerfully that such
such witnesses
witnesses do
do not exist.
exist. Finding
Science, which is implied in the
would have strengthened
strengthened this
this report,
report, but
but itit wasn't
wasn't done.
done. Science,
"investigation," is
term "investigation,"
is about repeatability, not about finding exceptions.
"Bark then referenced a sexual assault that had occurred as what she feared would come to
"Bork
pass," So the writers
writers of the report want
want us
us to
to conclude
conclude that
that because
because Pam
PamBork
fork says there
pass."
was (in her opinion) excess alcohol consumption in California, a sexual assault occurred
somewhere. That's quite
quite aa stretch.
somewhere.
On Page 19,
19, "The information provided by Bark
Bork demonstrates
demonstrates that the Marching Band's physical
therapist put Waters
Waters on
on notice
notice of
of issues
issues concerning
concerning alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption and
and the
the Band's
Band's
13." Again, a single witness. Not to mention that sentence
sexualized culture in
in September 20
2013."
was written as
of context, given that Bark
as if it were intended to
to be quoted out of
Bork was the Marching
Band's physical therapist at the time.
to Waters,
"Given the nature and volume of the information available to
Waters, he
he had knowledge
knowledge of
sexual
sexual harassment that
that created
created a hostile
hostile environment."
environment."
Within
Within the
the space
space of
of two
two sentences,
sentences, the
the report's
report's authors have leapt from
from a "sexualized culture,"
culture,"
whatever that
that may
may mean,
mean, to
to "sexual
"sexual harassment"
harassment" as
as aa proven
proven fact.
fact. By now, I trust that you are
seeing
seeing aa pattern,
pattern,President
PresidentDrake.
Drake. This
This was
was not
not an
aninvestigation.
investigation. It
It was
was aa hatchet
hatchetjob,
job. A
character
character assassination,
assassination. Someone's vendetta being implemented
implemented by
bythe
the university,
university. A
A
professional
professional lynching.
lynching.
19, Waters
Also on Page
Page 19,
19, "On
"On July 19,
Waters provided a document describing his thoughts about the
Band's culture
culture and his efforts to improve it; the document does not change the analysis in
in this
this
Why
not
include
the
document
so
the
reader
can
decide?
Perhaps
because
it
report."
not
include
the
document
so
the
reader
can
decide?
Perhaps
it
report."
didn't support the
the predetermined
predetermined conclusion?
conclusion?
One
One more
more thing
thing II will
willpoint
point out
out as
as evidence
evidence that
thatthe
thereport
reportwriters
writershave
havean
anagenda:
agenda: On Page 22,
22,
in
in the
the section
section entitled
entitled "Conclusion
"Conclusion and
and Recommendations
Recommendations for
for Corrective
Corrective Action,"
Action," one bullet
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item is "Understand the connection between alcohol and drug abuse and sexual harassment or
violence;". Drug abuse?
abuse? Where
Where did
did that
that come from?
from? A
A computerized
computerized scan
scan reveals
reveals that the
word "drug"
"drug" occurs
occurs nowhere
nowhere else
elsewithin
withinthe
theentire
entiredocument.
document. How, then, did this end up
conclusion? Can
as a conclusion?
Can anyone
anyone possibly believe that the writers did not have an agenda?
Similarly for the word
word "violence."
"violence." It is used once in
in the
the body
body of the
the report,
report, on
on Page
Page 10,
10, ""...
...
songs went so
so far
far as
as to
to glorify violence against
one witness observed that some of the songs
women."
women." But
But ififyou
you look
look at
at the
the Conclusion
Conclusion and
and Recommendations, the word "violence"
Twe]ve times!
times! ItItoccurs
occursthree
three times
times in
in the
the expression
expression "sexual
occurs twelve
twelve times!
times! Twelve
harassment and violence"
violence" and
and nine times
times in
in the
the expression
expression "sexual
"sexualviolence."
violence." So the
investigators have gone from "sexualized culture"
cultnre'~ to "sexual harassment" to "sexual
violence" based
based on
on no
no evidence!
evidence! How
violence"
Howmuch
much more
more obvious
obvious could
could it be that they have an
agenda?

I hope
bope by now, President Drake, you understand ,just
just how
how one-sided, unjust, deeply-flawed,
this "Investigation
"Investigation Report"
Report"is.
is. The people who did this so-called
and unjustifiable this
"investigation" and this slander pretending to be a "report" should be disciplined.
disciplined. Jon
Waters should be reinstated, with your profuse apologies.
It takes a big person to
to admit and correct his mistakes, especially a mistake of this
magnitude.
magnitude. Thousands
Thousands of
of Ohio
Ohio State
State alumni
alumni are hoping that you are a big enough person,
and will correct the horrendous mistake of firing Jon Waters.

Sincerely,

Brian C. Lewis
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Brian Metzer
#WestandwithJonWaters
#WestandwlthJon Waters
OSUMB from 1993-1997.
1993-1997. 1I came
I was a sousaphone player in the OSUMB
came into the
the band
band as a pretty naive
kid, into a culture rooted
rooted in
in the
the military that was by anyone's account like any athletic team. The long
history about where exactly the
the band
band belonged
belonged - in
in the
the Music School
School or in
in the
the Athletic
Athletic DepartmentDepartment attests to this.
this. It was
was not a classroom
classroom as much as a team.

Reading the report in the context of an athletic team or military unit can bring some perspective,
perspective)
helping to compare apples
apples to
to apples.
apples. It doesn't change the facts. But it tempers one's rush to
judgment.
even among
among the
Nevertheless, even
the athletic and military culture,
culture, I was
was never forced
forced or required
required to engage
in any behavior that I objected to.
to. And
And I never suspected
suspected that my spot was in jeopardy ifIf I! refused. In
In
truth,
even in a position to "refuse"
"refuse" publicly.
publicly. I was
was protected
protected - warned
warned and sheltered by
truth, I was never even
big brothers and sisters.
men and women
women who were
were like big
Christian during
I became a Christian
during my junior year at OSU - I was not one coming in - and am a missionary
time. But I suppose,
today. My own mores and
and sensitivities only increased during that time,
suppose, like chaplains
in the military, !I felt that I would work toward the betterment of the organization from within - I had
and still have much
much respect for TBDBITL - and that any other means would actually be destructive to
organization I had
fond of and
the organization
had become so fond
and one that had given me so much.

Unfortunately, this is what President Drake's decision is doing.
Have the full extent of the changes come too slowly? Admittedly, yes. I was in the band 16 years
ago. Changes have come.
come. But a wholesale overnight change of the culture at the moment Jon
Waters became director would
would have been
been an
an impossible task.
task. Jon, as a man who was actually
moving the band in the right direction,
direction, has been publicly embarrassed, shamed,
shamed, and blackballed, yet
he was uniquely the person to do the very thing the university desires.
I'm deeply grieved because there was a better possible outcome in all of this, a more redeemed
university, with Jon Waters still at the helm, and
outcome: a cleaned-up culture with
with the aid
aid of the university,
relationships restored.
Instead, there's been deep embarrassment and destruction all the way
restored. Instead,
around.
Reasonable possible outcomes could have included a Title IX compliance officer permanently
attached to the band, an official visit from the President of the university and legal affairs warning the
band of the pending consequences for Jon Waters, the associate staff members, and students
themselves, along
themselves,
along with
with a presidential
presidential (and parental) embrace
embrace that said,
said, "This is unacceptable but
forward together for your good and ours."
we'll move forward
We unfortunately don't live in a world where wisdom can prevail, but in a litigious media saturated
one that salivates on
on the
the salacious.
salacious. The
The university has fed
fed that hunger, hypocritically covered
(having turned a blind eye for decades
decades·- university police and stadium staff have been
themselves (having
Similarity of being as benign as jumping in
complicit in "midnight ramp"
ramp" which
which bears
bears the
the remarkable similarity
and his career,
mirror lake), and tarnished
tarnished a man and
career.

All other athletic teams and
and marching bands across the country are now on notice. You get a doover. It's nothing to laugh or joke about. You get a chance to clean things up. I wish Jon Waters had
it
that chance. Don't waste it.
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4,2014
August 4,
2014

Mr. Chris Glaros
The Ohio State University
Assistant Vice President of
of Compliance Operations and Investigations
1534 N High Street
1534
OR 43201
Columbus, OH
Mr. Glares,
Glaros,

I write to register my concern about your treatment of The Ohio State University Marching Band
Director, Jon Waters. I am
am an alumnus of Ohio State (B.S. Actuarial Science, 1998) and a proud
ofTBDBITL
fonner member of
former
TBDBITL (Sousaphone, 1993-1997). Your report, which precipitated the
firing of Jon
Jon Waters,
Waters, and
and its
its release
release to
to the
the media
media has
has soiled not
not only
only Waters'
Waters' reputation, but the
ofthe
reputation of
the Marching Band, Alumni, and the University.
At issue for me are the following:
1) The years associated with many of the details of the report (including nicknames,
niclmames, rookie
1)
tricks, etc.) are not included.
included. The deliberate absence of these dates was necessary to paint the
of the details predate
picture to prove the hypothesis,
hypothesis, rather than discovering its validity. Many of
Jon Waters' tenure as Director of the
the Marching
Marching Band.
Band. Indeed,
Indeed, there
there is
is no clear
clear chronology in the
that. It reads as if
if all
report. A report seeking to communicate the truth would have included that,
events happened in the same
same fall
fall season,
season, not spread out over multiple years and even in different
bands. This was
was irresponsible and appears to be purposefully deceptive.

songbook, is also provided without context, again painting a picture
2) Exhibit B, an unofficial songbook,
that is entirely inaccurate.
inaccurate. Once again
again it appears to be a deliberate attempt to shape opinion. The
document
ought to
sheer shock value of the
the
to attest to
to the
the kind of work it is.
is. It is intended as
as "off
Of "blue," "insult" comedy. While it
it is
is not comedy that I personally find entertaining, it is
color," or
one that nevertheless
nevertheless exists,
exists, and it survives underground generation after generation - despite
repeated crackdowns
crackdowns -- precisely
precisely because it is
is so
so over-the-top.
over-the-top. It survives in the hands of that
small element that enjoys
enjoys it.
it. But the perception that it was widely distributed or extolled is
patently absurd.
absurd. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, this assumption is now repeated by media outlets across the
country - verifying
verifying the
the effect of the
the report on
on the
the opinion of the general public. Further, upon
upon the
irresponsible
internet access - your
irresponsible release
release of the
the book
book by the University to
to anyone with internct
floodgate far
far sUlpassing
surpassing the
the trickle of viewers
viewers it previously
previously had - you may have subjected
floodgate
Marching Band members
members to
to further verbal and
and physical abuse in away stadiums where our
rivalry sometimes turns to hostility.
3) As
As has
has now
now been widely
widely noted,
noted, only one
one of the
the students whose niclmames
nicknames appeared in the
3)
report was
was actually
actually interviewed,
interviewed, and
and the
the interviewer did
did not even
even ask for her opinion about the
very thing
thing for
for which
which she
she was
was mentioned.
mentioned. The
The number
number of interviewees
interviewees was abysmal
abysmal and
and only
those suspected
suspected of
of corroborating
corroborating the
the forgone
forgone conclusion
conclusionwere
were included.
included. Furthermore, there was
clearly no
no suspicion of motive
motive on
on the
the part of the complainant or the hand-chosen witnesses. I do
that motive
motive should
should negate
negate their
their concern,
concern, only that it should be considered, much as
not suggest that
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my
my motive is
is inevitably
inevitably being used as
as a filter for my comments.
comments. The inclusion of
of more
of bias and even
interviewees in the process would have countered the very real possibility of
revenge.
to the
the allegations
allegations listing in
in detail the changes he was making in
own reply
reply to
Water's own
4) Sadly, Jon Water's
of your report. A
the band, after full cooperation with the University investigation, were left out of
truth-telling report would have included student behaviors
behaviors and both
both Waters'preemptive
Waters' preemptive and
responsive actions.
of the ways in which the University was complicit
compHcit - either
5) There was no mention in the report of
by turning a blind eye, failing to provide resources, or by actually particlpating
participating in the events
mentioned. "Midnight Ramp," like the Mirror Lake jump, has been attended by University Police
and Stadium officials have provided lighting, scoreboard entertainment, and access.
responses to
to actual
actual allegations
allegations of
of sexual misconduct were handled appropriately,
6) Mr. Waters' responses
following procedure. The only mention of this again appears to be a deliberate distortion, with an
botched his responsibility in this. Where was Athletic Director
explicit suggestion that
that Waters' botched
of your
Gene Smith's responsibility
responsibility in
in that
that decision
decision noted? Even so, is it not the responsibility of
office to make sure not only that staff know protocol, but that their decisions comport? If faculty
can expect to be assailed publicly for reporting, have you not discouraged them from fulfilling
their responsibility?

7) That Mr. Waters was not given the resources for which he is being held accountable, nor
given the time to finish the work, and is being held responsible for the totality of behavior of 225
staff (not to mention the other bands) - both while in
marching members and additional student staff
belies common
common sense. All
All faculty
faculty and
and staff
staffshould
should be on alert by the
his presence and
and away
away -- belies
precedent set, a precedent of
of unfairness and heavy-handedness from an adversarial university
administration which will neither afford due process nor proceed with integrity. Is your office
not charged with both aid and compliance?
In all, the investigation was
was farcical
farcical and unworthy of the University stationery it was printed on.
in the Marching Band was
was not what was
was purported
purported by this report.
report. I became a
My own experience in
Christian during
was not
not one
one coming
coming in -- and
and am a missionary today.
during my
my junior
junior year
year at
at OSU
OS U- II was
My own mores and sensitivities only increased during that time.
time. JI and others hosted a band Bible
study attended by as many as 25. Like chaplains in the military, we worked toward the
betterment of
ofthe
the organization from within, believing iliat
that other means would only serve to hurt
the organization I had become so fond of and one that had given me so much. I offer this
perspective not as
as a denial
denial of any
any verifiable
verifiable data
data but
but to
to express
express that
that the
the band
band 'culture'
'culture' is not a
monolith of sexual perversion, as has been so grossly portrayed. This is further attested by the
volume of
of parents whose children and even grandchildren go
go on to participate with support and
encouragement.
Let me
me make it clear:
clear: rI do
do not condone
condone and will not offer defense
defense for sexual harassment or
assault.
assault. Where they occur,
occur, violators should be punished and prosecuted appropriately.
appropriately.
Surprising, Jon Waters
Waters is
is has
has been castigated for doing that very thing, and I write to
to defend him.
him.
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an institution, arguably
arguably the
II do not deny that changes were needed, but Waters was changing an
of ambassadors
ambassadors for
for Ohio
Ohio State,
State, from
from the inside,
inside, accomplishing
accomplishing both its
its
single best
best group
group of
single
preservation and
and reformation.
reformation. Cultures
CuitllTes do
do not
not change
change overnight. He was working persuasively
preservation
with the
the students to
to inculcate lasting change for everyone's betterment. Jon Waters
Waters was making
with
what
was
Best
even
Better
and
bringing
further
acclaim
and
money
to
the
University
in the
what was Best even Better and bringing further acclaim and
to the University in
character assassination.
assassination.
process. He has been rewarded with character
is aa reflection
reflection of
of the
the
as one deems
deems the Marching Band
Band sexualized, that
that is
Additionally, as far as
culture at large, and the University shares the responsibility. Examples from society abound and
pennitting sponsored underwear runs at the very least sends a mixed
need not be rehearsed, but permitting
Club's videos
videos available
available online
online refer to
message. Even the Student Wellness Center's Condom Club's
of a "finger cot" (previously unknown to me)
their wooden prop as "Woody" and the proper use of
of the bronze Brutus Buckeye in
in the Ohio Union.
demonstrated on the extended finger of
was demonstrated
I recognize the responsibility of
of the University to protect students. I value that for my own child.
of Governors when I say that the decision to
But I agree with the TBDBITL Alumni Club Board of
One can
can only
only assume
assume that
that your
your deliberately
deliberately untruthful report (for the
fire Waters served no one. One
of offering up Jon Waters as a
reasons listed above) was written with the nefarious motive of
scapegoat
scapegoat.

I have always worn my Ohio State Alumnus status with pride, especially my association with
TBDBITL. The latter continues, but I am for the fIrst
first time embarrassed by my university, and I
have removed my name from OSU solicitation rolls.
I have written a similar letter to the following parties: Governor John Kasich, Board of Trustees,
Archie Griffin, Betty Montgomery, and David Axelrod.
Axelrod. Please provide me with confirmation
that you received my letter and I request feedback regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Brian Metzer

.. -; .... -:.-- .. -.•... :-'-=-- ..
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Analysis of Percentage of Women in OSUMB
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin
WebAdmin 32sc on August 04, 2014
Letter to the Dispatch Editor in response to "Ohio State's marching band has few women
compared
Ton":
compcu'ed to others in Big Te!1~:
As a female alumnus ofthe
of the Ohio State University marching band, I feel compelled to clear up
of the Sunday
some details
details after reading
reading Collin
Collin Binkley's
Binkley's article about the band on the front page of
paper. Over the past few
paper.
few days,
days, several of my fellow
fellow alumni
alumni members have written wonderful
letters to the Dispatch,
Dispatch, President Drake and other news outlets.
outlets. II am a very data driven person, so
Thave spent the last 48 hours
hours gathering as
as much
much information as I can about two major issues I
have with this article...
article ...
My first concern is
is Mr.
Mr. Binkley's point that women are rarely selected to be squad leaders in the
marching band. As a four year member of the band, II spent 2 years serving as a squad leader, an
assistant in 2004 and a head squad leader in 2005.
2005. Feeling concerned that perhaps my perception
of the number of female
female squad leaders was skewed by the 8 years that have passed since I was in
the band, I posted a request on the official TBDBITL Alumni Facebook page asking that anyone
who had or was a female squad leader in the band let me know their name, their row and what
of 195 women who have
years they served as squad leaders. Within ten hours, I had the names of
served as squad leaders since women joined the band in 1973. And this list is still growing. In
fact, my row has
fact,
has had a woman
woman serve as an
an assistant or head squad leader, and for 4 years both,
for every year except one since 2001.
2001. This number does
does not include the 51
51 women who have
served as head managers,
managers, librarians and secretaries for the band starting as far back as 1947.

The other concern II have
have is the comment regarding the ratio between men and women in the
OSUMB as opposed to
to other Big Ten bands.
bands. The author specifically mentioned our friendly
band from
from that
that place
place up
up North,
North, so
so II did
did some
some researching
researching on
on my
my own.
own. Using
Using Michigan's
Michigan's 2013
roster that is posted online,
online, I discovered that when looking at the entire band, 42.44% is made up
of women. This is not quite
of
quite the equal makeup that Mr. Binkley implies, but it is close. However,
if you take into account that the
the OSUMB
OSUMB is made up of only brass and percussion, the picture
changes quite aa bit.
bit. Only
Only 22.15%
22.15% of Michigan's
Michigan's brass and percussion sections are made up of
Ifwe
women. If
we take away the woodwinds, flags
flags and majorettes, something that OSU does not
of women
have, the percentage is actually LOWER than the 22.67% that represents the number of
in the 2013 OSUMB.
OSUMB. Another Big Ten band, Penn State, has a similar issue. When looking at the
Nittany Lion band only 22.22% of
of women.
of the brass and percussion sections are made up of
degree in Music Education from OSU, and having taught in a public school
Having a Bachelor's degree
district for 4 years,
years, 1I would
would love to believe that the stereotypes no longer exist that women play
woodwinds and men
men play
play brass.
brass. And while ideas are changing,
changing, it is a fact that currently more
men play brass and percussion
percussion instruments.
instruments. To
To be
be honest,
honest, I'm okay with a band with a lower
percentage of
of women, especially when an increase tends to mean the women are dressed in
suggestive glittery attire,
attire, and twirl
twirl flags
flags or dance
dance provocatively on the
the field. I find those choices
to be degrading to women.
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I urge you to please look at the many stories being shared by the women alumni of the OSUMB.
We were not abused or mistreated. In fact,
fact, the male members became our friends, teammates and
brother~in~arms as
brother-in-arms
as we spent countless hours learning difficult drills and memorizing challenging
being sensitive
sensitive and
and delicate
delicategirls,
girls, the
thewomen
womenofofthe
theOSUIVIB,
OSUMB, both past and
songs. Rather than being
of that to
present, are strong,
strong, confident and empowered members of society.
society. And we owe much of
what we learned and gained from the band.
band. I ,am
am just as proud to be an alumnus of the OSUMB
game. And in my heart they have always been and will forever
as I was after I marched my last game.
remain TBDBITL.
JennaMcCoy
Jenna
McCoy
E~Row 2002-2005
E-Row
BME2007
BME
2007

__ .
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August 3, 2014

President Michael Drake
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
OR 43210
Columbus, OH

Dear Dr. Drake:

Before Ir could even walk, I already loved The Ohio State University.
University. My grandpa, my parents,
my uncle, and countless family friends
friends made it clear that their years
years at OSU were priceless.
priceless. We
made so many trips to campus that it has always felt like home to me, and I knew each time that
those brick buildings and crisscrossing paths were hallowed ground. When it was finally time to
apply for college, there was only one choice in my mind, and my most precious dream came true
uThe Best Damn Band in the Land".
when Dr. Jon Woods read my name aloud as a member of "The
Each time I put on my uniform, I proudly felt the weight of
of decades of Ohio State traditions and
of band
history: I was marching for Eugene Weigel,
history:
Weigel, Tubby Essington, and the other pillars of
history I'd learned about.
about. Moreover,
Moreover, I was marching for Woody,
Woody, Archie,
Archie, and the other heroes of
my parents' stories, as well as the hundreds of thousands of current fans across the country. As a
five~year member of the band and current active member of
of the Alumni Band, I know firsthand
five-year
the band's true culture and Jon Waters' impact on it. I am incensed at how they have been
portrayed, and I am
am devastated that the university I love so dearly has gathered, disseminated,
infonnati on to destroy my biggest source of pride
and acted maliciously on a collection of mis
misinformation
and its best leader ever.

Although this issue is of the utmost urgency, I have taken my time in writing to you because I
of the Investigation Report released by the
spent several days conducting a detailed analysis of
university. Always a diligent student, I wanted to ensure that I was fully informed regarding the
university.
situation, After closely reading and annotating the report, I was astonished at the preponderance
of witnesses
of inaccurate and outdated information included,
included, as well as the minuscule scope of
compared to
to the wide range of band
band members
members and recent alumni
alumni (including myself) who have
relevant information about the cited incidents and Mr.
Mr. Waters' actions as Assistant Director and
Director. I have always been taught that investigations should seek information with an open
mind and then analyze that information to arrive at a wel1"reasoned
well-reasoned conclusion. Sadly, it is
obvious from
obvious
from the multitude of errors,
errors, irrelevancies,
irrelevancies, and contradictions within this report that this
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investigation began with a pre-determined conclusion in mind and sought only evidence that
supported that (extremely inaccurate) conclusion.
As a scientist,
scientist, you must agree that such a oneconclusion. As
Hinvestigation" is, at best, mediocre, and at worst, insidiously calculated to do·
sided, incomplete "investigation"
do
maximum damage to Mr. Waters and the band.

ofthe
While I am extremely concerned that one of
the premier research institutions in the country
of this nature, I am even
would release, yet alone make high-stakes decisions upon, a "report" of
more disappointed that you, as a new President, would rely solely on this information without
seeking to personally experience the true culture of the marching band or meet Mr. Waters. In
this first letter (because, yes, I have so
so much to say on this
this topic that you'll be hearing from me
several more times), I'd like to introduce you to the man whose upstanding character this "report"
has so cruelly assassinated. He is an innovative educator, an admirable role model, a passionate
of integrity:
integrity; Mr, Jonathan Waters.
Buckeye, and a caring man of

Two days after IJ made the band for the first time, Jon Waters knew my name. Me, a random
scrawny horn rookie!
rookie! I knew then that this Assistant Director cared about students. The next
year, he came up to me before the first practice after tryouts
tryouts and said, "Show 'em how to marchl"
march!"
off the field!
field!
I was so proud that he'd noticed my high marching scores that I thought I'd fly right off
I knew then that he cared about individual students. My fifth year, when a sideline collision at
of my mellophone to slice into my chin, sending blood running
Michigan State caused the bell of
crossbelts, it was
down my face and onto my tie and erossbelts,
was Jon
Jon that I ran to.
to. I will never forget the
expression of deep caring that registered on his face when
when I approached him. As he sprinted
down the field in search of
of a trainer at a velocity that most people reserve for rescuing their
firstborn child, band members unaware of
ofthe
the situation wondered who had collapsed or broken a
bone! To this day,
bone!
day, the small scar on my
my chin still
still reminds
reminds me
me of
of Jon's
Jon's concern for me as a
person. Later that year, as I sobbed uncontrollably after my last Gray Day practice, he hugged
me and said, "I know how hard it is!" I knew then that if anyone loved the band more than me, it
was Jon Waters.

in the
the Alumni
Alumni Active
ActiveBand,
Band,T've
I've
in the
the marching band
band and
and seven
seven years
years in
Throughout my five years in
of the evidence
watched Jon work and fight to make the band better, on and off
off the field. Much of
of the incidents
presented in the Investigation Report occurred before he
he was Director, yet some of
were specifically addressed by him at the time, even as
as Assistant. The report's claim that he "did
nothing il about such incidents is a blatant lie, because I watched for five years as he was the one
nothing"
staff member who most often stood up for what was right and took steps to curb inappropriate
staff
fum stance
behavior. In fact,
behavior.
fact, he often received pushback and ridicule from band members for his firm
on such behavior,
behavior, yet he continued to work tirelessly to
to make changes. Even as Assistant
Director, he systematically planned specific procedures and actions to encourage responsible
choices. For example, I recall disagreeing with him in squad leader
behavior and limit poor choices.
meetings about trip itineraries, because I wantcd
wanted more sleep but
but he wanted to avoid opportunities
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for students to get into mischief.
mischief. Likewise,
Likewise, he was
was constantly admonishing the few students who
made inappropriate jokes and reminding us all of our duty to represent the band with honor.
of inappropriate subculture
Through bis
his courageous, tireless leadership, the outdated vestiges of
(and the simple misbehaviors of some ornery college kids with questionable senses of humor)
were dramatically reduced from
from my first year in band to my 5th year. In the following years,
countless more positive shifts
shifts occurred as
as Jon gained more and more power to enact change.

When Jon became Director, I had no doubt that his unique leadership would propel the band to
new heights, in performance and
and in positive representation of the university. He proved me right
with incredible innovations in show design,
design, impressive
impressive new traditions
traditions that highlight the core of
of training programs and service projects
what it means to be a Buckeye, and a new range of
designed to help band members
members become better people.
people. Since I am
am now an educator, I know how
sensitive and volatile classroom culture is, even without the added complications of long-held
traditions, extracurricular activities, an extremely large class size, and the burden of intense
public scmtiny
scrutiny on young students who are legal adults but still working towards maturity.
Furthermore, Ir know that the inappropriate behavior of a few individuals is not representative of
a larger culture, but of the poor choices of those particular individuals.
individuals. Thus, I especially admire
of the band and cultivating caring relationships with
Jon's expertise
expertise at
at building
building on the strengths of
Jon's
of the band
students in order to create positive change. By using the pride and positive traditions of
to get members to buy in to his leadership, he was able to enact far more drastic and sweeping
of225
changes than any of
of his predecessors, while maintaining the respect and admiration of
225
diverse college students still trying to figure out who they are.

intense concern for each student is the single
single most
As a teacher, I understand that Jon's intense
of a life-changing educator.
important trait of
educator. Jon
Jon doesn't
doesn't just want to make the band better; he
wants to help each student become a better person.
person. I admire how carefully he has planned guest
insti1l1eadership
speakers and training sessions to instill
leadership and responsibility in band members. I've
noticed how his eyes sparkle while discussing his dreams of
of helping students become better
citizens through service,
service, and I've witnessed the impact of those projects on the community and
the students. Because of Jon, being a member ofTBDBITL
of TBDBITL now means giving back to the
community who gives you so much honor and
and praise.
praise. Because of Jon, the Ohio State School for
the Blind has a nationally acclaimed marching band.
of Jon, the families of
of cancer
band. Because of
victims cherish singular moments of
of honor and respect from
from the OSUMB. Because of Jon, the
band members involved in these
these and other acts
acts of service are now more empathetic,
compassionate people as
as well as better musicians and marchers.

All in all, there is no one better suited to continue moving the marching band forward than Jon
Waters. No one could bc
be a bettcr
better leader for
for the
the OSUMB
OSUMB than Jon,
Jon, because no one else has his
of a true Buckeye heart, an educator's soul, and a drive for excellence. I am so
unique blend of
proud to be a TBDBITL alumna,
alumna, and I am even more proud of Jon Waters' work to make "the
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best" even better. Because of
of Jon, the band has become a more respectable organization
internally, with new,
new, more positive traditions, at the same time as it has achieved international
acclaim on the field.
field. As evidenced by his
his extensive
extensive transfonnations
transformations so
so far,
far, firing
firing Jon takes
takes away
the University's best tool for
for positive
positive change.
change. II shudder
shudder to
to imagine
imagine the
the band's future without his
unprecedented "tradition through innovation", and I urge you to reinstate him immediately.

Now that you are discovering the poor quality of the Investigation Report and the true nature of
Mr. Waters and the marching band, his reinstatement as Director is clearly the only acceptable
course of action. Together, you and he can collaborate to continue ensuring that the Ohio State
University Marching Band truly remains
remains "The Pride of
of the
the Buckeyes".

Please provide me with specific, non-automated confirmation that you have received and read
my letter. I request your feedback regarding this matter.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Mitchell
OSUMB E-Row 2002-2006, Squad Leader 2005-2006
B.A. with Honors, Spanish, 2006:
2006: Summa Cum Laude,
Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
M.Ed., Foreign and Second Language Education, 2007
of Other Languages, 2009
Teaching & Learning Endorsement, Teaching English to Speakers of

Columbus Area Writing Project Summer Institute, 2013
Life Member, OSU Alumni Association
Member, TBDBITL Alumni Club Board of
of Governors
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August 7, 2014

President Michael Drake
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
190
OB 43210
Columbus, OH

Dear Dr. Drake:

you'll recall from
from my first letter, I am extremely upset about the way my beloved university
As you'll
of my life and one of
of the most admirable men I know. Since
has attacked the proudest experience of
of outdated, inaccurate, and exaggerated "evidence"
I can personally attest to various examples of
in Mr.
Mr. Glaros' Investigation Report, I am astonished that a widely respected research institution
would continue to defend it while ignoring the testimony of
of so many individuals with deeper
knowledge of the marching band and Jon Waters' extensive positive changes. I am disappointed
that I have not yet received your personal feedback about my first letter, and I hope to hear from
you soon, as you should now have a deeper understanding of Mr. Waters' admirable character
and his extensive work to help all band members grow into better people.

This time, I'd like to introduce you to the true culture of
of The Ohio State University Marching
Band.
tlsexualizedlt and
Band. As a five-year member and two-year Squad Leader, I assure you that the "sexualized"
"hostile" culture depicted in Mr.
"hostile"
Mr. Glaros' incomplete and biased "report" is absolutely NOT
OSUMB. While some members did engage in inappropriate behavior, these
representative of the OSUMB.
were isolated incidents that are not reflective of the overall character of the band. Moreover,
many of the examples cited in the report predated Mr.
Mr. Waters' term as Director by at least several
years, and he specifically dealt with the vast majority of those incidents, either as Assistant or
Director.
of "evidence" is
Director. To discerning readers,
readers, the lack of years in Mr. Glaros' collection of
extremely concerning;
concerning; it is
is either very sloppy work or a deliberate attempt to misrepresent the
culture of the band by shocking readers into believing that such incidents occurred much more
often than
than they actually did.
did. Likewise,
Likewise, Mr.
Mr. Glaros'
Glaros' "report"
"report" misconstrues
misconstrues isolated anecdotes and
often
outdated exhibits as prevalent and
and condoned, when they were actually rare, extreme, and
prohibited.
Most importantly,
importantly, the "report"
"report" fails
fails to include the numerous steps that Mr. Waters
prohibited. Most
took to
to punish
punish and
and eliminate
eliminate such
such behavior
behavior and
and refuses
refuses to
to take
take note
note of
of the
the respectable
respectable actions
actions of
of
most band members.
members.
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What is the truly widespread, representative culture of the marching band embraced by all
members? It is an honorable culture of perseverance and unity that inspires members to put aside
personal exhaustion, pain,
pain, and challenges
challenges in order to
to achieve excellence for the glory of
of the band
and the university.

I first experienced the culture of the
the marching band
band as
as a sophomore in high school, when one of
mom's colleagues
my morn's
colleagues brought me
me down
down on
on the
the floor
floor of Skull
Skull Session.
Session. I soaked in the gleaming
instlUmellts, the rigid posture, the immaculate ullifonns,
faces. I could see that
instruments,
uniforms, and the
the resolute faces.
each band member carried profound pride in
in a shared history mixed with a desire to innovate
of that tradition
towards future greatness, and I knew,
knew, without a doubt,
doubt, that I wanted to be a part of
of excellence. That is the culture of the marching band.
When I began attending the OSUMB's
OSUMB's optional summer practices, I found that the veteran band
of perfection. I
members leading the sessions shared a fierce drive for excellence to the point of
also found a welcoming, united family
family where members
members were
were eager to help, teach, and support
everyone. For three months, these role models pushed me, encouraged me, and volunteered
hours of their time to teach me individually.
individually. As
As I prepared for
for tryouts, I marched for two hours a
day on my own, practiced my music,
music, and often met veteran
veteran band members for additional practice
or Summer Sessions, resulting in 2-5
2-5 hours of practice.
practice. Every day.
day. For the entire summer. That's
of the marching band.
the culture of

After persevering through two days
days of grueling tryouts,
tryouts, I was
was welcomed into a new family:
family: ERow. Through serious discussions and joyful celebrations, 1I learned that I was safe, I was valued,
and I was
was responsible for pulling my own weight to
to keep
keep the
the band great. I learned that some
band members shared my core beliefs and others didn't,
of the same team,
didn't, but we were all part of
working toward the same goal. Veteran band members took me in as a little sister, teaching and
supporting me just as they had when I was working to make the band. The third-year member
who marched beside me took special care to take me under his wing, helping me learn to
navigate the band and college life in generaL
general. His
His caring guidance helped me develop as a band
member but also shaped my life philosophies, my major, and my career path. This summer, after
learning about Jon Waters' termination
termination and the
the unreasonable
unreasonable nature
nature of Mr. Glaros'
Glares' "report", he
called me from Virginia because he
he knew I'd be upset and he wanted to check on me. That's the
of the marching band.
culture of

Did some band members behave inappropriately? Sometimes.
Sometimes. However, Ir didn't interpret those
incidents as the culture of the band,
band, but as
as the behavior of some college students who embraced
prevalent societal norms
nonns encouraged in popular media. There was no more inappropriate
behavior in the band than on the campus as
as a whole;
whole; rather, I felt safer and more respected with
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band members than in other situations. Even in the rare case that an older band member was
mean to me, another would immediately stick up for me.
me. When I was stressed or upset (about
band, school, or just college life), I knew where to look for hugs and encouragement: my band
family. Even if we were years
family,
years apart,
apart, even if we had little else in common, we shared an
unbreakable bond. When I walked across campus
campus and saw another student in a marching band
band ttfriends, even if
if we barely knew each other. As a
shirt or jacket, we'd smile and say hi like best friends,
tiny freshman on OSU's massive campus, there was nothing like a smile from a senior to make
of the marching band.
my day. That's the culture of

We inspired each other. We defended each other. For five years, we challenged each other to be
better marchers, musicians, and people.
people. By embracing me without judgment
judgment as I stuck to my
otherperspectives,
Christian values but allowing me to
to work with students who held other
perspectives, the band
taught me that diversity makes us all stronger. By giving me opportunities to mentor new
members, the band helped me discover the joy of teaching.
teaching. By showing me the power of leading
by example, the band made me realize that even though I was introverted, I could be a leader.
My fellow band members, directors, and experiences made me become my best possible self. I
believed so much in the power of the band to change lives that I was constantly recruiting friends
and acquaintances
acquaintances to
to join,
join, and
and II still
still do.
do. If
If the
the band
band was
was truly
truly as
as Mr.
Mr. Glaros'
Glaros' "report" depicted it,
I would not have given countless hours in the hot sun and driving rain to help others become a
of it. As a squad leader, I sought to nurture, encourage, and challenge younger members just
part of
it, I worked
as my mentors had done for me. Determined to leave the band better than I found it,
passionately to ensure that each member of my row had a more positive experience, and I saw so
many other squad leaders and veteran members doing the same. That's the culture of
of the
marching band.
My last Saturday in uniform was one of the saddest days of
of my life. I still miss putting on those
of excellence into a
erossbelts
crossbe1ts and going out with my brothers and sisters to weave a history of
future of
of possibility. Fortunately, I now have an even bigger family:
family: the Alumni Band. As an
of all
active member, I have gotten to truly embrace our proud history interacting with alumni of
decades. Again, these members have welcomed me,
meniored me. We share a
decades.
me, embraced me, and mentored
love of music, but wc
we also share storics,
stories, advice, and wisdom. One night after practice, as we
1930's
laughed and ate pizza, we realized that our table of mends
friends spanned every decade from the 1930's
of the marching band.
to the 2000's. That's the culture of

of the band is an unwavering commitment to represent ourselves and The
Above all, the culture of
Ohio State University with honor and dignity.
dignity. You can hear it in our deliberate chants. You can
see it in our impeccable uniforms and spotless instruments. It flows through our crisp, precise
of our music. Our backs are straight, our chins
movements and rumbles in the resounding beat of
determination. Young or old,
are held high, and our eyes are riveted forward with dignity and determination,
past or present, we are "The Pride ofthe
of the Buckeyes", and we know it.
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As a proud alumna ofTBDBITL,
of TBDBITL, I will not stand for the universitis
university's malicious and misleading
attack on our collective character.
character. II will
will not allow the most positive experience of
of my life to be
vilified with a false
false focus
focus on rare,
rare, extreme,
extreme, and outdated incidents that Jon Waters specifically
addressed. II know
addressed.
know our culture is one of honor,
honor, and just
just as our fight song says, I will fight to the
end to defend
defend it.
it. Once again,
again, II urge you
you to
to reinstate Jon Waters as Director, since he is the
embodiment of all
all the
the most
most positive
positive aspects
aspects of
of the
the marching
marching band's
band's culture and the driving force
yourse1fto
behind innumerable positive changes.
changes. Moreover, I hope you will take it upon yourself
to learn
more about the marching band by visiting practices and performances in order to experience the
true culture firsthand.
firsthand. Finally,
Finally, II hope
hope you
you will
will acknowledge that you acted without first obtaining
accurate, balanced information so that you can support the TBDBITL Alumni and current
students in our efforts to repair the falsely damaged reputations of Mr. Waters, the band, and its
members.

Again, please provide me
me with
with your specific,
specific, non-automated confirmation that you received my
letter. II am still awaiting your
your previous
previous response
response and II request your further feedback regarding
this matter.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mitchell
OSUMB E-Row 2002-2006, Squad Leader 2005-2006
B.A. with Honors, Spanish, 2006:
2006: Summa Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
M.Ed.,
Language Education, 2007
M.Ed" Foreign and Second Language
Teaching &
& Learning Endorsement,
Endorsement, Teaching English to Speakers of
of Other Languages, 2009
Columbus Area Writjng
Writing Project Summer Institute, 2013
Life Member,
Member, OSU Alumni Association
Member, TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club Board of Governors
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Band director didn't deserve to be fired
Sunday
Sunday July
July 27,
27, 2014
2014 7:45
7:45 AM
Who knew Ohio
Ohio State
StateUniversity
Universityhad
hadthe
the Softest
SoftestDamn
DamnBand
Bandin
inthe
theLand?
Land?The
Theinternal
internal report
report issued
last week in
in support
support of
of dismissing
dismissingmarching
marchingband
band director
director Jonathan
Jonathan Waters reads like satire.
Itis
that the problem
problem at
at OSU
OSU is
It
is apparent that
is not
not the
the band
band culture, but the bureaucratic and politically
that could
could allow
allow a report like that
that to
to see
see the
the light
light of
of day.
correct culture that

OSU
terminated a respected director because band
OSU terminated
band members
members acted
actedlike
like college
college kids.
They gave
gave nicknames;
nicknames; they
theyplayed
played around
around on
on bus
bus rides.
rides. They
They even
evenhad
had aatradition
tradition of marching
marching into
into
the stadium in underwear.
What any of us would call
call hijinks,
hijinks, pranks,
pranks, practical jokes, Ohio
Ohio State
State University called grounds for
termination. The
The report
report is
is a frightening bit
bit of
of political correctness run amok and a chilling lesson to
termination.
aU current
and future
future Buckeyes:
Buckeyes: Don't
Don't dare
dare act
act like
like you're
you're in
in college.
college.
all
current and
ANDREW MOODY
Columbus
ANDREW
MOODY Columbus
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To All
AllThis
ThisMay
May Concern:
Concern:

As IIsat
of aa recent
recentTBDBITL
TBDBITL alumni
Lakeside, Ohio,
As
sat on
on the
the stage
stage of
alumniconcert,
concert,ininfront
frontof
ofover
over 2,000
2,000 people
people at Lakeside,
II felt
feelings were coupled with sorrow for what Jon Waters, his
felt embarrassed
embarrassed and humiliated. These feelings
entire OSU
OSU marching
community.
family, and
family,
and the
the entire
marching band
band community,
While answering
While
answering my
my patients'
patients' questions
questions the following
week about
about "sexual
"sexual culture",
culture", II wondered
wondered how
how the
the
following week
university could
could be
be so
so wrong
wrong In
in slandering
slandering Jon
Jon Waters
Waters and the entire
university
entire OSU
OSU marching band alumni.

Doctors,
Doctors, lawyers,
lawyers, preachers,
preachers, teachers,
teachers, farmers, engineers, II first
first met
met Jon
Jon Waters
Waters when
when he joined the
alumni band for its concert tour
tour of Oregon and Alaska.
Hehas
hasbeen
been aa director
director with
with the
the alumni
alumni band
band ever
Alaska. He

England with
My wife,
since. My
wife,daughter
daughter and
and IIgot
gotto
toknow
knowhim
himbetter
betterwhen
when we
we toured
toured northern England
with the
the band.
Since the
Since
the firing,
firing,my
mymany
manyconversations
conversationswith
withcurrent
currentband
bandmembers
membersand
and recent
recent graduates have
confirmed my good opinion
opinion of Jon.
Jon. This
Thissudden
sudden firing
firinghas
hasshaken
shaken my
myconfidence
confidence In
Inthe
thejudgment
judgment of the
the

administration of
of The
The Ohio State University.
University.
administration

Sincerely,
R. Musser,
Musser, O.D.
0.0.
Brice R.

.. .
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Dr. Drake,
Dr.
II graduated
graduated in
in Social
Social Work
Workfrom
fromThe
TheOhio
OhioState
StateUniversity
UniversityInIn1969.
1969.The
Thestudent
student culture
culture has certainly
The first
first big
big change
changed over the years. The
change came
came when
when 18 year
year olds
olds were
were declared
declared to be adults; if they
they
had to go
The position
position of dorm
go to
to war
war they
they should
should be
be able
ableto
to vote
vote on
onthose
those sending
sendingthem
them there.
there. The
dorm mother
was done away with
with along
along with
with restricted
restricted hours.
hours. Co-ed
dorms became
became the norm,
Cooed dorms
norm, instead
instead of
of no
no visitors

beyond the
the lobby,
lobby, they can now stay
put aa skirt
skirt on
of the
the opposite sex permitted beyond
stay overnight.
overnight. II had to put
in the dorm as it was
to for
for aa girl
girl (we
over my cut-offs
cut-offs to
to eat
eat the evening meal in
was evidently not appropriate
appropriate to
women then) to
to wear
wear shorts
shorts to dinner.
dinner. Times
Times have changed. These
These are
are young
young adults
adults now, free
weren't women
their lifestyle.
lifestyle.
to choose their
their leaders
leaders fired
fired for
for having
having access to
to lewd
lewd lyrics
lyrics (no one
If
will be chastised and their
If the
the band members
members will
was forced to sing
sing them),
them), the
the football
football team
team and other groups must be
be prohibited
prohibited from
from listening
listening to and

explicitly, misogynistic
singing today's
music with its explicitly,
singing
today's rap music
misogynisticand
andviolent
violentlyrics.
lyrics. My
Myhusband
husband was
was in
in the
the band
in 1964
in
1954 and
and he
he said
said they
they had
had some
some "dirty"
"dirty" lyrics
lyricstotosongs
songsbut
butnothing
nothingas
asbad
badas
asthe
the ones
ones he
he learned on
up in
in Lima,
Lima, Ohio.
play-ground growing
growingup
the play-ground
is
II have
have spoken
spoken to
to many
many alumni
alumni in
inthe
the past
past week
week and
and al!
all feel
feelthis
this has
has been
been blown
blown out
out of proportion and is
no more than aa reflection
reflection of college
college life
and now
now in
in
lifein
ingeneral.
general. One
One acquaintance
acquaintance is
is aa recent
recent graduate and
religious music
charge of religious
music for
for aa large
large church
church in
inTexas.
Texas. His
Hiswife,
wife,also
alsoaamarching
marchingband
band alum,
alum, is
is aateacher
teacher
of the
theUniversity
University appeared on
on national
national news
news itit was an
there. When
Whenthis
thistabloid
tabloid rendition
rendition of
there.
embarrassment to
to them
them especially
especially since
since it painted
embarrassment
painted all
all band
band members
members with
with the
the same brush.
Finally,
Finally,IIam
amaaproperty
propertyowner
owner at
at the
the Lakeside,
Lakeside, Ohio
OhioChautauqua
Chautauquawhere
where Jon
Jon oversaw
oversaw the
the youth
helping them
recreation program for years helping
them to grow in
in mind,
mind, body,
body,and
and spirit.
spirit. He
He isis beloved
beloved here.
here. II have
the alumni
alumni band
band activities
activities including
including a week tour
tour of
of Alaska
Alaska and
days in
In
also known Jon
Jon through
through the
and ten days
Englandwhen
when he
he guided
guided band
band members
members and
and their
their families
familiesthrough
through aa number
number of parades
parades and
England

performances, always checking
checking on
wil! you
on everybody's
everybody's wellbeing.
wellbeing. Where will
you find
find another
another of such creative,
musical abilities
abilitieswho
who cares
cares so
so much
muchfor
forthe
the youth
youth and
and has such
such strong
strong moral fiber?
musical

Sincerely.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Schlub
Carolyn
Schlub Musser
Musser

B.S. 1969
O.S.U.
B.S.
1969 O.S.U.
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Myers
Thomas A. Myers
August 2014
2014
77 August
Michael Drake,
Drake, President
President
Michael
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
The
205 Bricker Hall
205
190 North
North Oval Mall
Malt
190
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1357
Columbus,

Copies to
to
Copies
TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni Club,
Club, Inc.,
Inc., Brian
Brian Golden,
Golden, President
President
Attorney David
David Axelrod
Gary Leppla
Leppla
Attorney Gary
Griffin
Archie Griffin
Betty Montgomery
Montgomery
Betty

of Trustees
Board of
Secretary for the Board
210 Bricker Hall
Halt
190 North Oval Mall
190
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1388
Trustees
Trustees
Jeffery Wadsworth, Chair
Ratner, Vice Chair
Ronald Ratner,
Alex Shumate, Vice Chair
G. Gilbert Cloyd
Alex Fisher
Michael Gasser
Erin Hoeflinger

W.G. Jurgensen
W.G.Jurgensen
Kass
Linda Kass
Clark C. Kellogg
Cheryl Krueger
Steven Loborec
Algenon Marbley
Brent Porteus

Corbett A. Price
Janet Reid
Stacie Seger
Smucker
Timothy Smucker
Alan VanderMolen
Abigail Wexner

Dear President Michael Drake and Trustees,
The most challenging
challenging acid
acid test for aa leader is
is admitting
admitting his or her mistake, apologizing, and taking
immediate corrective
corrective action,
action, especiaHy
especially when
when new
new facts
facts clearly show the mistake was
was made.
A great leader has no difficulty doing this.
this.
Given the
Given
the fatal
fatal flaws
flaws in
in the
the Glaros
Glaros Investigative
Investigative Report and
and the
the collective
collective rush
rush to the
the misjudgment

of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, I believe
believe itit is
is now
now time
time for
for you
you to
to admit your mistake in firing
firing Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters,
apologize
apologize to
to him
him and
and to
to the
the Trustees,
Trustees, University,
University, and
and Alumni,
Alumni, and
and reinstate him,
him, effective
effective the
the date
of his firing,
firing, without penalty
penalty or probation.
probation.
I believe
believe being
being innocent
innocent until
until proven
proven guilty,
guilty, based
based on
on all
all facts,
facts, still
still applies
applies in
in the
the United
United States
States of
America.
America, Correct?
Correct?
Email is fine.
I ask that
that the
the office
office of President
President Drake
Drake confirm
confirm that
that he
he has received
received this letter. Email
fine.
Best regards,
regards,

~A~~

Thomas
Thomas A.
A. Myers
Myers
OSUMB
OSUMB 1963-1968
1963-1968

'A-

St • Mesa AZ 85205-8137
MobHe
85205-8137
Mobile telephone
telephone +1
+1 5105895265
510 589 5265 •• myersaz@gmail.com
myersaz@gmail.com • 5473 E Butte St·

F.1747.1,1
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Thomas A. Myers
Summary Chronology
Member of the O.S.U. Marching Band, 1963-1968.
•

B.S.B.A. (finance) (music major during the first two years), O.S.U., 1968.

•

Commission as a U.S. Army Officer, 1968.
(O.S.U. R.O.T.C. Cadet Brigadier General. Distinguished Military Graduate.)
M.B.A. (finance), University of Cincinnati, 1970.
U.S. Army officer, mostly in the Adjutant General's Office, VII Corps Headquarters, Stuttgart, Germany,
1970-1973. Served as Top Secret Control Officer, including nuclear weapons information and control
points, and Chief of Administrative Services.

▪ Post M.B.A. courses at the University of Akron.
Financial analyst (financial analysis, financing, financial planning & forecasting, and investor relations
support), Mid-Continent Telephone Corporation, Hudson, Ohio, 1973-1978.
Investor relations consultant at Edward Howard in Cleveland, 1978-1979.
"

Investor relations Manager and Director, TRW Inc. in Cleveland, 1979-1997. Industries included
aerospace, defense, automotive, industrial, energy, and information.
Led the company's global investor relations program for 17 years.

■ Director on the Board of the National Investor Relations Institute, four years. U.S. representative on the
Board of the International Investor Relations Federation (global organization), three years.
President, Firestone High School Instrumental Music Association (Akron, Ohio), four years, and band
camp counselor (includes counseling students and staff in musical performance, marching, behavior,
and harassment), seven years.
"

President, North American Brass Band Association, two years. Lifetime member.

■ V.P., Investor relations, ICO Global Communications in London, U.K. (emerging satellite telephone
services), 1998-2000. During that time, once I became aware of it, I counseled the acting Chief Financial
Officer on his serial sexual harassment of employees.
"

Created the publication Investor Relations Strategy, Staffing, and Structure for the National Investor
Relations Institute, 2002 and subsequent updates.

▪

Subject matter expert, University of California, Irvine, 2003. Created the introductory and capstone
online courses for the professional certificate program in investor relations, sanctioned by the National
Investor Relations Institute.

▪

Management and investor relations consulting, Christensen in Scottsdale, Arizona, 2005 to today,
including six years in Beijing, China (2008-2013). Teaching and assisting client chairmen, chief
executives, chief financial officers, investor relations officers, staff, and employees in a wide range of
strategic, planning, operating, technical, financial, investor relations, legal, accounting, and regulatory
subjects. Clients were listed or planned to list on a U.S. stock exchange.
7 August 2014
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Victoria Nolte
Nolte
Victoria

President Drake,
Drake,
President
marched my fourth and final season with the OSUMB this past year and as a female I feel that I
II marched
need to speak out. The media and university have dragged a wonderful man
man and organization
need
through the mud, with very little facts and context.
investigation, it was a witch-hunt.
context This was not an investigation,

My nickname appeared in the report, but II was not contacted whatsoever. Ohio State did not
My
conduct a proper investigation, but rather took hearsay to victimize and slander me. I was absolutely
not made
made to feel inferior
inferior during my time in band, and these claims of misogyny are way off base.
not
Using this false report, my own university was the FIRST to make me feel like a frail, helpless,
inferior, sexual object. I reject any insinuation that iI was coerced or pressured into doing
ANYTHING. If they had taken the time to talk to me, a more complete narrative would have
emerged.

From the time you make band, you are a part of the TBDBITL family and everyone takes care of one
another. During my time in the band the older members were constantly making sure I was okay,
and it was ALWAYS made clear to me that I did not have to participate in anything
anything that I did not feel
comfortable doing. That being said, "midnight ramp" was
was absolutely all in good fun, the point of it
in front of your closest friends,
being, "If you can march ramp in your underwear in
friends, you'll be able to
march ramp in front of 105,000 fans". Many people chose not to march in their undergarments, but
wore as much clothes as made them feel comfortable. Many didn't even participate. I would like to
make it very clear that Jon understood this lighthearted
lighthearted tradition, and was present to make sure we
were all safe. He single-handedly changed this to a sober and safe event, and even completely
cancelled the event for years following his inaugural
inaugural year
year as
as head
head director.
Quite a few traditions have been done-away with by Jon and his staff over the past two years. The
things we could get away with drastically changed, like night and day, from
from the beginning of my band
career to the end. The band frequently referred to Jon
Jon and his staff as the "fun police", making siren
noises whenever he cracked down on us, or changed something, Jon always would have talks with
the entire band and squad leaders, feeling it was important to
to consult the band to get feedback in
finding a solution to tweak our deeply rooted traditions.
traditions. He coined the phrases, "Do we need this? Is
this necessary?" The answer, of course, was "No." Jon
Jon was
was paSSionate
passionate about bringing forth
forth change
in our culture, and
and was a very disciplinary leader.
leader. Any other report that says otherwise is absolutely
false and fabricated. Jon Waters was TBDBITL's instrument of change.
change. (Pun
(Pun intended)
band. II don't
don't know
know how
how 1I
I am very sure about one thing. Without the support of Jon Waters and this band,
could have gotten
gotten through my mother's cancer, or even
even my undergraduate chemistry classes.
classes. I have
could
served as the
the former
former vice
vice president and president of the
the band's service sorority,
sorority, Tau Beta Sigma,
working closely with
with Jon to provide service to the
the whole
whole band.
band. We supported
supported the
the bands at OSU
through recruitment,
recruitment, financial
financial support, and especially welcoming
welcoming the new members of the marching
band and helping them in various ways throughout their first season, among other things. Jon is a
stand up man,
stand
man, who cares not only about his own
own students,
students, but all
all students involved in music.
music. A few
years ago,
ago, a tragedy occurred where another Big Ten
Ten marching
marching band member lost their life.
Although our fiercest of rivals, Jon quickly organized
organized a few TBDBITL members to drive up to the
in support,
university the next day to speak to their band in
support, attend a memorial service, and give the
band one
one of our most prized
prized possessions,
possessions, a grey baton.
baton. I could
could speak all day about the respect I
have for Jon
Jon Waters as a leader.
leader.

For the first time,
time, I am
am very disappointed in my university.
university. If you
you want more change,
change, the only person
person
who
who understands
understands this
this band
band and
and knows how to
to do
do that
that is
is Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. As a female
female member of The
Ohio State
State University Marching
Marching Band
Band AlumniAlumni- I stand
stand with
with Jon.
Jon.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
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Victoria "Tulsa" Nolte
Q-Row 2010-2013
2010-2013
0-Row
Past Tau Beta Sigma President
Biology B.S. 2014 graduate"
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Letter to The Ohio State University President - Michael V.
V. Drake

I write this to stand with Jon Waters in deep gratitude for all he has done for my daughter Victoria Nolte
My greatest
greatest hope is
Is that Victoria continues to surrounds herself with
as a teacher,
teacher, mentor,
mentor, and
and life
life coach.
coach. My
many people who
who have
have Jon's
Jon's work ethic,
ethic, character
character and
and humility.
humility. You only get one life.
Aug 4, 2014
Dear President Drake,
My name is Mark Nolte and my daughter is Victoria Nolte,
Nolte, a recent OSUMB alumni having matriculated
is continuing her education, working on her Masters,
on May 4,2014
4, 2014 earning
earning her
her B.S.
B.S. in
in Biology.
Biology. She is
Masters, at
a college in
in Philadelphia
while also
also preparing
preparing to
to take
take the
the MeAT.
MCAT. II tell you this so you know that she Is
is
Philadelphia while
still
stm covered under Title IX which became effective on June 23, 1972.
After the annual marching band tryout process in 2010,
2010, she
she earned
earned her position in OSUMB and marched
In both
She marched
marched under
under both Jon Woods and
in
both F-Row and
and Q-Row.
0-Row, She
and Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. Her mother and
and Il have
hosted two row dinners for
for Q-Row
Q-Row in
in 2012
2012 and
and 2013.
2013. We have been friends of the band since 2008
200B when
Victoria attended a Concert Band
Band Camp
Camp at
at The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
Universityand
and earned
earnedfirst
first chair.
chair. For the
parent's concert at the end of camp, she was given the lead trombone part in "Fantasy on a Theme by
Sousa". She
She and
and II met
met Jon
Jon Waters and
and he invited her to come sit with the band as 'friends of the band'
Sousa".
for
25, 2008
2008 game
game vs.
vs. Penn
Penn State.
State. We sat
fOf the October 25,
sat with TBOBITL
TBDBITL during the game, stood on the field
during half time
time when
when OSUMB
OSUMB performed
performed Script
Script Ohio
Ohio and
and the
the 1812
1812 Overture,
Overture, Mr. Archie Griffin stood 10
feet to our left as he waited to honor John Cooper during the halftime celebration,
celebration. Only my marriage to
Tina and the
the birth of my
my daughters
daughters ranks
ranks higher
higher in
in excitement
excitement and
and satrsfaction.
satisfaction. Number 4 is the Purdue
game victory red
led by Kenny
Kenny G but
but that
that Is
is another
another story
story for
for another
another time.
time. After the game, Victoria applied
for admission and nervously waited
waited to
to be accepted,
accepted, she made it,
it, attended the 2009 summer sessions,
it, tried out again in 2010 and made it each of the following
tried out for the band in 2009,
2009, didn't make it,
years, 2010 to 2013.
So you understand
understand how
how her
her mother
mother and
and II have
have raised
raised our
ourtwo
twogirls,
girls, we
wedo
do not
not accept
acceptbullying.
bullying. We do not
bullies, both individuals
like bullies,
individuals and
and Institutions.
Institutions. There is a strong smell to your report that insinuates, implies
Not concerning Victoria,
there was
was rampant
rampant coercion,
coercion, hazing
hazingand
and sexual
sexualharassment
harassmentininthe
theband.
band. Hmm.
Hmm. Not
can assure you.
Victoria is
Is an
an 'alpha
'alpha female', she doesn't
doesn't do the 'victim, sexual
sexual harassment, hazing,
this Ii can
you. Victoria
bullying things'.
So you
you know
know her better, a funny story from
She was in 4th grade, learning
bullying
things'. So
from her youth.
youth. She
that, she
about the
the Presidents.
Presidents. II forget what 1I was trying to get her to do, clean her room, something like that,
got very angry and
and yelled
yelled at
at me,
me, "YOU
"YOU ARE
ARE NOT
NOT THE
THE GEORGE
GEORGEWASHINGTON
WASHINGTON OF
OF ME!"
MEl" To this day,
advice, many times I preface my statements with,
as I offer her fatherly advice,
with, "Now I know, Victoria, that I am
Is my advice to you ..."
.. ."
not the George Washington of you but here is

In high
high school she was the only female
Victoria's personality and
and character is
is such
such that
that she
she leads.
leads, In
Her senior year she was both the section
trombone player in
in her 250
250 piece
piece high
high school
school marching
marching band.
band. Her
leader of a dozen
dozen or so male trombone
trombone players
players and
and was
was elected
elected band
band Vice
Vice President.
President. At University, she
was elected first Vice President and
and then
then President of The Ohio State University chapter of the National
So we are
are clear, itIt is
Is a sober, dry sorority that promotes
Band Service Sorority Tau
Tau Beta
Beta Sigma
Sigma (TBS).
(TBS). So
As President
President of
of that organization, she and her other elected officials
marching bands on a national
national level.
level. As
and members worked closely with
with Jon Waters
Waters and his staff on
on a number of big events sponsored by the
University. Their
TheIr work
work is
is aa matter
matter of
of documented record
University.
record by their
their secretary
secretary and
and TBS
TBS historian.
historian. Victoria
knows Jon Waters and Jon Waters
Waters knows Victoria both as a band member and I think Victoria would
would call
him a colleague during
during her
her volunteer
volunteer work
work with
with T8S.
TBS. He
He made her feel like she was part of the planning
and execution
execution process in
in what
what OSUMB
OSUMB does
does for
for the
the larger
largercommunity.
community. The list of pep bands alone, to
shine the University reputation
reputation is too long to list.
young adults have done amazing things and have carried a lot of water for
I tell you this because these young
To be
be identified
identified in
in your scurrilous
scurrilous report, riddled
riddled with errors, many
the University on a volunteer basis.
basis. To
say slanderous,
slanderous, I guess they
they learned
learned aa great
great lesson
lesson about
about the
the fickleness
fickleness of
of the
the University.
University. Your report is
ridiculous and
ridiculous
and has
has set
set your
your administration
administrationup
upfor
forridicule.
ridicule. Ridicule
Ridicule duly
duly deserved.
deserved. II heard all the
leadership was in agreement to fire
fire Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. 1I guess the 'emperor has no clothes' is not spoken in the
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Letter to The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University President
President -- Michael
Michael V.
V, Drake
Drake
Letter
upper levels
levels of your administration.
administration. Sad
Sad there
there is
is not
not more
more robust debate within the ranks.
makes aa
upper
ranks. ItIt makes
team weak.
weak,
Not all fun and
and games in college for Victoria, 30
30 hours aa week devoted to band, TBS, rigorous classes to
Not
B,S, in Biology.
Biology, She
She could
could not
not have
have made
made itit without
without her
her band
band friends helping
helping her
her with all the
achieve aa B.S.
Her final two years, she attended
chemistry classes amid all the other math, science and biology classes. Her
During band
band summer
summer sessions
sessions she
she is known for her
classes each semester and
and during the summer,
summer. During
marching skill
skill and along with her
her band mates, they teach the high school kids readying for tryouts how to
marching
march. Band
Bandmembers,
members,who
who while
while part
part of
ofthe
the band's
band's prior
prior season,
season, with their
their place
place in
in the band at risk to
march.
Victoria lived
lived in
in Columbus
be lost during tryouts,
tryouts, they
they teach
teach candidates
candidateshow
howtotomarch,
march. Hmm.
Hmrn. Character.
Character. Victoria
full time since she left high
She bleeds
bleeds scarlet
scarlet and gray.
gray,
high school.
school. She
Concerning women in marching bands and the instruments they play, I briefly read a news story that The
Ohio State University has only 21% women
women in
in their
their band
band and
and Indiana
Indiana has
has 58%.
58%. This reporting is an
elther willingly distorts
excellent example of what happens when one doesn't know the facts and either
statistics are very
information or it happens they are just
just ignorant
ignorant and
and not
not well
well trained.
trained. These type statistics
misleading, Let
Let me
me tell
tell you
you why. The
TheOhio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band is a brass
Indiana's
misleading.
brass band.
band. Indiana's
There band
band contains
contains woodwind instruments.
have been
been closely observing
band is not a brass band.
band. There
instruments. II have
marching bands since Victoria
Victoria first played
played the
the trombone
trombone as
as an
an eleven
eleven year
year old
old child,
child. I was also her high
school's band videographer for
for 10
10 years,
years. II saw hundreds of marching
marching band
band performances.
performances. There are
many less female brass players than
than female
female woodwind
woodwind players.
players. Not
Not having
having the exact
exact numbers,
numbers, II would
venture to guess that 21%
21% female brass
brass players
players is
is the
the national
national average
average ifif not
not higher,
higher. Most young ladies
When Vic
Vic was
was in
in your
your marching
marching band
band her
her last
last college year, she was one
choose a woodwind instrument. When
of 4 women in 28 trombone
trombone positions.
positions. ItIt is
chose in
in 5th
5th grade.
grade. Big
is not an instrument many girls chose
Big case,
heavy, who would wish to lug that thing to school and then home to practice every day?
I have read your report concerning the complaint against Jonathan Waters, Director of the OSU Marching
Band, Note
Notethe
the word
word 'your'
'your' since
since ititwas
was released
released after
after you
you took
took your
your position,
position, President
President Drake,
Drake, it Is your
Band.
report, you own it and all that comes
Harry Truman
Truman understood
understood this when he said "The Buck
report,
comes in
in the
the future.
future. Harry
Stops Here",
Here".
Being an expert in my job perfonning
performing problem analysis called Root Cause Corrective Action (RCCA),
using the "5 Why's", making Cause Chains and such, after my first quick pass at the report details, I
the 'Corrective
'Corrective Actions'.
Actions'. This
your Investigative
Investigative Team's
Team's strength,
strength. No
jumped to the
This area is obviously not your
listed, Unless
Unless"Jon
"Jon Waters"
Waters" is
is the
the root
root cause
cause and
and the RC
RC corrective action
action not listed is to
'root cause' listed.
"Fire Jon Waters·
Waters" but that can't be, firing people in place of fixing
fixing processes is never workable in
achieving lasting change.
Having read
read the list of corrective actions,
actions, did it occur to you President Drake the list exonerates Jon
Waters? ItItreads
reads like
like aa blue
blue print
print for
for actions
actions that
that should
should have been put in place decades ago, not by Jon
Waters, by persons responsible and hopefully accountable by you
you for instituting policy and procedures at
your University.
Take aa moment
moment and think about what I am saying
Your own
own investigative team
University. Take
saying to
to you.
you. Your
directly Incriminated
Incriminated the
the policies
policies and
and procedures that are some other person's responsibility higher up the
responsibility/accountability ladder than
responsibility/accountability
than the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band Director,
Director. So you know, you have not been
served
served well
well by
by your
your staff
staff and
and advisors,
advisors. You are on the weak ground.
ground. President
President Drake.
Drake. Jon Waters, the
Marching Band members and the band Alumni (specifically those who did not participate in any events
reported) are on
Your report
report admits
admits that
that above Jon Waters area of responsibility,
responsibility,
reported)
on the
the 'high
'high ground'.
ground', Your
accountability and purview, there were policies, procedures, training and other items that should have
your administration
administration had
had the high
high ground,
ground, your report would have said policy and
already been
been in place,
place. IfIfyour
procedure X, Y and Z has been
been in place
place for years A through
through Z (there are not enough letters in the
alphabet since Title IX has been In
v[olated them and
in place since 1972) and
and Jon Waters ignored them, violated
the
Please pause your further reading of this letter and consider this
the culture
culture became
became sexualized.
sexualized. Please
paragraph,
It's important
important to know.
know, I'm
I'mpretty
pretty sure
sure any
any cause
cause chain
chain other
other experts
experts in
in RCCA analysis
paragraph. It's
perform, University Policies
Policies and
and Procedures will
will be the 'root cause'.
cause'.
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Letter to The Ohio State
State University
University President - Michael V. Drake
Letter
Concerning the report and
and issues
issues involving my daughter Victoria, having read your
your report,
report, II noticed that
Concerning
in the
the report.
report. There
person who brought the complaint and
and some
some witnesses were not named in
There is
is
the person
understand why you can
probably a legal reason to keep some
some people's names
names from
from being
being reported.
reported. II understand
name Jon Waters and also those
Can you
you answer
answer a question
name
those of which
which you
you have
have administrative
administrative authority.
authority. Can
President Drake?
President
Why was my daughter identified and named in your report?

I know you are scratching your head right now,
Do you
you know
know who Gordon
Gordon Matthew
now, let
let me
me explain.
explain. Do
Sumner and Stefani Joanne
They are
are both
both entertainers,
entertainers, Gordon is
Thomas Sumner
Joanne Angelina
Angelina Germanotta
Germanofta are?
are? They
most
"Sting" and
and Stefani
Stefani isis most
mostfamously
famouslyknown
knownas
as"Lady
'Lady Gaga".
Gaga'. You
most famously known as "stingP
You may
may know
know this
One. Who is Jorge Mario Bergoglio?
He is
is known
known across
across the planet as Pope
Pope Francis.
one.
Bergoglio? He
Now, you may not know this person but she is weI!
Now,
well known among her friends, family, and professional
associates;
famous as
as Lady
Lady Gaga,
Gaga, she
she is
is still
still known
known to
to many
many people
people as
as "Tulsa".
"Tulsa". Her
associates: while not nearly as famous
She is my adult daughter.
You get
get my meaning right?
Noms de
daughter. You
right? moms
birth name is Victoria Marie Nolte. She
guerre have been around since
since the
the 18th
18th century.
century. Your
Your Investigative
Investigative Team identified
identified 21 current students
Wlkipedia, the compound word
and or alumni using the word in
in your report
report "nicknames".
"nicknames". According to Wikipedia,
1303. This
This means
means your
your report
meaning "additional
"additional name"
name was attested as early as 1303.
ekename, literally meaning
named 21
people. Good
Good people,
people, each and every one.
one. The
The majority
majority of
of these
these people
people were
were not
not provided
21 people.
any opportunity to comment on your findings before you released your report to the press after firing aa
good man.
Her mother and I are hoping, since your report slanders our daughter, more on that later, you have been
The report
report paints
paints the
the University
University in to
to a
having meetings trying to figure
figure out how to
to unwind
unwind your
your mistake.
mistake. The
corner and reinstating Jon Waters and writing letters of apology are the only course of action I would
recommend. Hopefully,
Hopefully, for
for the
the sake
sake of
of aa University
University that both Victoria and II care about, your naming her
in your report
report and
and publishing
publishing witness
witnessand
androokle"lnvestigato~
rookie 'investigator rhetoric
rhetoric is
is not
not aa violation
violation of
of Title
Title IX.
IX. Part of
me hopes that it is, a part hopes it so jams
jams up the University you have to spend millions to make itit right.
am by
by nature
nature a really nice guy, not vindictive.
That is the dark side of me and
and the
the part
part II keep
keep hidden.
hidden. II am
!ike those you have so closely associated yourself with
Not like
with concerning this issue.
You may wish
wish to task your legal department to make sure the University is in on solid legal ground
concerning their naming
naming of
of students
students and
and alumni
alumni who
who are
are in
in the
the process
process of
of continuing
continuing their
their education.
education. IfIf I
complain that your report violates
violates Title IX with
with respect to Tulsa,
Tulsa, does the University have to give me
standing? Does
Does the University need
a violation
standing?
need to
to further
further investigate
investigateitself
itselffor
fora
violation otTitle
of Title IX?
IX? Hmm.
Let us place that aside for a moment
moment so
so I may
may illuminate
illuminate some
some areas
areas of
of the
the report
report in
in which
which II take
take issue.
issue. I
read
as the
the target
target of
of the
the investigation,
investigation, yet
yet there
there is
is aa ridiculous
ridiculous amount
amount of
of 'testimony'
'testimony' ...
read Jonathan Waters as
hopefully persons were placed under oath,
oath, the complalner(s)
complainer(s) provided sworn
sworn affidavits, that sort of thing.
thing.
It reads like a full blown
blown investigation of the Marching Band and seems to me like you tacked on Jon's
name as the target after a decision
decision was
was made to
to tire
fire Mr.
Mr. Waters.
Waters_ A Simple
simple question for you President
Drake, was the investigation always
always concerning
concerning a complaint about Jon Waters or was the complajnt
complaint about
the Marching Band
his name on ItIt once a
Band culture
culture and
and the
the investigators just
just 'backed in to it' and slapped his
decision was
was made to fire him?

A brief aside before
before I continue.
continue. Hopefully
Hopefully your
your attorneys
attorneys have made
made sure
sure to lock
lock down all prior revisions
of your report,
report, all
all notes
notes and
and any
any and
and all
all associated
associated material,
material, emails,
emails, etc.
etc. concerning
concerningthis
this case.
case. Make it so
President Drake so the University is not accused in the
the future
future of destroying
destroying evidence with regard
regard to this
case and
and future
future Cases.
cases.
Usually a complaint is made,
made, an
an individual
individual identified
identified and
and the
the scope of the investigation researches and
produces the
the findings
findings related
related to
to the
the complaint
complaint and
and whether or nat
not the individual did what they were
accused of doing.
doing. Your
object', an institution, the
accused
Your report
report is more an investigation of an 'inanimate abject',
The report's
report's major
major flaw
flaw is
is itit sweeps
sweeps up
up everyone and paints them with aa broad brush,
brUSh, a
Marching Band.
Band. The
biased narrative designed
designed to
to fire
fire Jon
Jon Waters
Waters and
and a second
second consequence
consequence is it slanders many people
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Letter to The Ohio State University President ~- Michael V.
V. Drake

associated with
with the institution
institution who
who had
had nothing
nothing to
to do
do with
with anything
anything Ininthe
thereport.
report. How do you make right
their good names
How do you make them 'whole' again?
names your
your report
report sullies?
sullies? How
Your new compliance
compliance department,
department, to
to be
be frank
frank with
with you,
you, they
they do
do not
notknow
know what
whatthey
theyare
aredoing.
doing. Your
report is evidence that the persons who did the interviews and wrote the report are not professional
of the
the report
report is
is written
written like
like itit was
was written
written after a grab bag of
of information was
The scope
scope of
investigators. The
collected,
much of
of itit not
not true.
true, Your
information was
was "corroborated"
"corroborated"Isisnot
nottrue.
true. I'm not
Your report saying the Informatlon
collected, much
sure your "investigators"
"investigators" know
know the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
theword.
word. If corroborated, why is there so much factua!
factual
error? Not
Notonly
only did
did your
your "investigators°
"investigators" fail to control the scope, it reads to me like the parent of the band
investlgation.
person complaining was allowed to drive the investigation,
II get that a band member may have had a complaint related to some issue, sexual harassment, hazing,
sexual assault off
an alleged sexual
off campus,
campus, something
something ...
... the
the part
part I do
do not
not get
get is
is the
the "band
"band parent"
parent"piece.
piece. Do
parents of adult band members
members have
have standing
standing to
to get
get the
the university
university to
to investigate
investigate issues?
issues? Your report
identified the band
band person
person as
as the
the band
band parents'
parents'·Child".
"Child". Progeny
Progeny Yes,
Yes, Child
Child No,
No, Adult
Adult Ves.
Yes. Is your report
trying to misrepresent the person as being UNDER 18 years of age?
When I read the name Tulsa and the description of her trick from
from misremembering witness testimony,
testimony, you
Under the
the Tricks section, I read:
can imagine my confusion?
confusion? Under

"A female student would
would sing
sing sexually
sexually explicit
explicit songs
songs about
about someone.
someone. Her nickname was "Tulsa."
Is your
your report
report accusing
accusing Tulsa of sexual harassment and or hazing
Now here is where it gets
gets messy.
messy. Is
hazing of
"someone" because
because she
she wrote
wrote songs
songs with
with "sexually
"sexually explicit"
explicit" lyrics?
lyrics? Does the vagary of the word
By what measure were they sexual and by what
"someone" lead
lead one
one to
to assume
assume itit was
was aa band
band member?
member? By
measure where they explicit?
believe your
your reports'
reports' inference was her songs were 'sexual harassment' and or
So we are crystal
crystal clear.
clear. II believe
'hazing' of 'someone'. Since
Sincethe
the report
report is
is about
about Jon
Jon Waters
Waters and
and the
the Marching
Marching Band,
Band, by implication, that
someone is a band member. One minor point for your next report reviSion,
revision, tell your "investigators" and
your misremembering
misremembering witness,
witness, 'song',
'song', she
she wrote
wrote aa 'song',
'song', singular.
singular. Who has
has time to write songs?

If we are given a fair hearing by a jury in a civil proceeding
proceeding and we
we demonstrate that the conclusion your
report published to the media was in fact a strong implication that Tulsa sexually harassed a "someone",
a band member by implication,
implication, because she sang
sang 'sexually explicit' songs, we can easily prove your
mayor
report is false
false and
and some
some even
even say
say slander.
slander. The song was not about aa band
band member.
member. ItIt may
or may not
·someone" yet there are 7.25 billion "someone's" on the planet as a result of
of ALL
have been about "someone"
cultures being
being not only
only described
described as
as but
but point
point offact,
of fact, are
are aa "sexualized
"sexualizedculture".
culture". Pretty sure Jon Waters
does not have to carry the weight for that facl
fact which escaped your "investigator's" thinking.
Hopefully you have kept all notes and any and all materials related to your investigation regarding Tulsa
for my counselor's review.
is all
all protected
protected speech
speech according to an Amendment to
Entertainers continue to write
write songs
songs about
about sex.
sex. ItIt is
Many entertainers
entertainers make
make aa lot
lot of
of money writing
The Constitution of The United States
States that
that trumps
trumps Title
Title IX.
IX. Many
Your report
report is
is nothing
nothing but yellow journalism.
No dots
dots connected,
connected, no
'sexually explicit'
explicit' songs.
songs. What of it? Your
journalism. No
evidence of Title IX violations concerning Tutsa's
Tulsa's song.
Say Tulsa's
Tulsa's rookie
rookie trick
trick when
when she
she was
was 'tapped
'tapped off'
off' was
was to
to sing
sing the
the following:
following;
How about this? Say
"Gatta get that! Gotta get that!
... "
"Gotta
that! Gatta
Gotta get that!
that! Gotta
Gotta get thatl
that! Gotta
Gotta get
get that
that Boom
Boom Boom
Boom..."
Vou recognize the song.
"Boom Boom
Boom Pow"
Pow" by The Black Eyed Peas.
PeasYou
song. "Boom
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Letter to The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
UniversityPresident·
President Michael
Michael V. Drake

Fact of
of the
the matter,
matter, Title IX did not
did all the same things you and your friend
friend have
have done,
done, possibly
possibly worse.
worse. Fact
come in to existence because times were good.
President Drake, Did
Old It occur to your Investigative Team that what they have before them is one person
OSUMB has
has been
been in
In existence
existence since
since 1878.
1878. Does
Does itit give
give you
you pause
pause that you have a
with a complaint? OSUMB
large organization, thousands of alumni, hundreds of current band members and one complaint before
you?

Me personally, yes, some of the names are
Your report assuages the one while
while slandering
slandering the
the many.
many. Me
bawdry, in poor taste,
My grandma,
grandma, when
when II used
used to pry
bawdry,
taste, but you
you know
know what?
what? ItIt Isn't any of my business. My
Isn't there enough to
for some types of information would
would say to
to me,
me, "Mind
"Mind your
your own
own Beeswax,
Beeswax, Mark".
Mark". Isn't
Hfe without going about sticky
accomplish in one's own life
sticky one's
one's nose
nose in
in other
other people's
people's affairs?
affairs? Don't get me
wrong,
brought forward
forward and
and duty
duty required
required action.
action. I get it. What
or may
wrong, a charge was brought
What you
you may
mayor
may not get is
off the rails when there was no
your investigation as a train, it wrecked as soon as it left the station, went off
control
control of the 'scope'.
Your investigators went off like a bunch
bunch of college
college kids
kids to
to their
their first
first party.
party. Why
Why stop
stop with the Marching
Band? Interpretations
Interpretationsdressed
dressed up
up as
as claims
claims of
ofsexual
sexual harassment
harassment or
or hazing
hazing is
is systemic
systemic across all your
campus organizations.
organizations. Even
Even in
in your
your science
science classrooms,
classrooms, ifif you
you must
must know, when women are
'Oh, you
you are
are not
not asking
asking the
the right
right question
question Victoria" ... "You
"You are not
underrepresented as a matter of fact.
fact. 'Oh,
studying correctly
correctly Victoria".
Victoria". Everyone
Everyone has a grievance these days. So
So you
you know,
know, as
as parents,
parents, we would
complain about
about such probable examples of sexual harassment or professorial hazing in a
never complain
satting. Do
Do you
you know
know why?
why? Because
BecauseitItpissed
pissed Victoria
Victorla off
offand
and provided
provided the
the fuel
fuel for her to work
classroom setting.
Victoria loves
loves people
people who
who doubt
doubt her.
her. Her
Herhigh
highschool
schoolband
band director,
director, aa great
great man,
man, gave
gave her
her a talk
harder. Victoria
before she left for University telling her how difficult Itit would
would be
be to
to make
make OSUMB.
OSUMB. When II heard that, I
didn't march down
down to
to the
the high
high school
school office
officeand
andcomplain.
complain. tI went
went "YES!"
"YES!' in
in my
my mind.
mind. More fuel for
VictorIa. There
Thereisisaapicture
pictureyou
you should
should see
see of
of Victoria's
Victoria's high
high school
school band
band director
director standing
standing after Skull
Victoria.
Session with Victoria and two other former
former SMFHS
SMFHS band
band members
members also
also in
in OSUMB.
OSUMB. You should see the
Total pride
prIde knowing he had 3 former band
He knew he was a part of
smile on
on his face.
face. Total
band kids
kids in
in OSUMB.
OSUMB. He
making Victoria the person she became.
became. He
He gave
gave Victoria
Victoria her first trombone lesson.

wonder what he is thinking.
Does he
he know the report is slander?
How will
It gives me pause
pause now.
now. II wonder
thinking. Does
slander? How
Victoria get back her reputation?
I read some of the 'songbook' exhibit
exhibit. The
writing. The
The only
only crime II see is poor writing.
The world
world is
is full of
of bawdry
bawdry
etc. many are
English major
major would read the
limericks, dirty jokes, etc.
are better written
written than
than your
your exhibit.
exhibit. Any English
of English instruction in America today, weak use
use of
of double entendre,
lyrics and wonder about the level of
sImile and metaphor.
metaphor. Why
Why can't
can't these
these kids
kids write
write aa good
good dirty
dirty ditty
ditty these
these days that pretends to
anagram, simile
'Make 'em
'em go
go `Aah
'Aah aah
be one thing but has a second intended meaning like Katy
Katy Perry's "Firework"?
"Firework"? 'Make
Indeed. Bravo,
Bravo,Katy,
Katy,one
oneofofthe
thebest
bestsong
song writers
writers in
in our
our American
American sexualized
sexualized culture. The
The English
aah'. Indeed.
Investigators are with
wIth your report.
majors are shocked by the quality of the 'songbook' like professional investigators
In that last
My high
high school
school English
English teacher would be so proud.
Note my good use of simile In
last sentence.
sentence. My

involved, no
I also noticed, no police involved,
no drugs,
drugs, no
no federal
federal investigators,
investigators, no
no handcuffs,
handcuffs, no
no 'Perp
'PeroWalk'.
Walk'. Are
Pressured to be a
you sure the University has not been
been misled
misled by the
the people
people who
who filed
filed the
the complaint?
complaint? Pressured
You have outsourced 'further
puppet with the person(s}
person(s) making
making the
the complaint
complaint pulling
pulling the
the strings?
strings? You
Why not
not call
call the police?
investigation' by a company no longer associated
associated with
with law
law enforcement.
enforcement. Why
This is
is aa political witch hunt and Jon Waters
Everyone knows
knows the answer.
answer. This
Waters the
the scapegoat.
scapegoat. To this point,
The use
use of
of Title
Title IX as justification looks like a 'straw man'
no laws have been
been broken.
broken. The
man' to
to me.
me. Keeping itIt
Is weak.
real, you had to toss in every detail, many weak or false corroboration, since your primary case is
I'm pretty sure the federal government is busy looking in to real cases of sexual harassment and will not
be visiting campus any time soon.
Internal Investigations
Investigations by a
You should have looked to the
the Duke
Duke Lacrosse
Lacrosse Case
Case as
as aa 'Warning"
'Warning" sign.
sign. Internal
University with
with few trained
should have
have been
been looked at
trained experts
experts yield
yield poor
poor results.
results. Study it carefully.
carefully. ItIt should
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Life with
with The
The OSUMB
OSUMB...
and my
mysupport
support of
ofJon
Jon Waters
Waters
Life
... and
graduate with
with 33 degrees
degrees from
from The
The Ohio
Ohio State
My name is Allison Pallard and I am a 1998
1998 graduate
am also
also aa 55 year member of
of The Ohio State University Marching
993University.
University. II am
Marching Band
Band from
from J19931997. II am
Waters, but to
to also share
am writing
writing today
today to
to not
not only
only express
express my support for Jonathan Waters,
special experience in
in the OSUMB
OSUMB as
as well as
as in my friendship
friendship with Jon.
Jon.
my very special
me take
take you
you back
back to
to 1992.
1992. II was a 17
naïve freshman at OSU who
who came from
from a
17 year
yeaT old nai"ve
Let me
small town.
town. II graduated
graduated wlth
with 63
63 people
people and
andplayed
playedininaahigh
highschool
schoolband
bandof
of30.
30. I was told I
very small
was too quiet, too anxious, too inexperienced and too
too overweight to
to even consider making The
OSUMB by many people
people in
in my
my hometown.
hometown. I drove 3 houts
hours one way every Tuesday and
Thursday to attend summer sessions in order to
to learn the techniques necessary to
to make the band.
Tryouts came and went
went and
and II retumed
returned home
home cut
cut from
from the
the band.
band. Much like every other
experience in
in my
my life,
life, II refused
refused to
to give
give up
up and
and came
cameback
back for
for aa second
secondtime
time inin 1993.
1993. I again
experience
drove 3 hours one way every Tuesday and Thursday for summer sessions and again I was cut
from
A month
month later
later II was
was literally
literally packing my things to return home and transfer to a
from the band.
band. A
ONLY reason I wanted to
to attend The
The Ohio
Ohio State University was
was to
to fulfill
fulfill my
new school as the ONLY
dream
dream of becoming amember
a member of
of The
The OSUMB.
OSUMB. On that same day I was packing, I received a
phone call.
On the
the other end of
of the phone was
infonned
call. On
was a staff
staff member
member of
of The
The OSUMB.
OSUMB. She informed
from the
the band and they would like me to join the band as his
me that someone had been released from
replacement. II made
made one
one call
call to
to my
my mom
mom and
and dad to inform them and then literally ran to the
replacement.
... I was
Reahty set in very
stadium as my dream
dream had
had finally
finally come
come true
true...
was ita member
member ofTBDBITL!
of TBDBITL! Reality
quickly though
though...
in aa room
room full
full of
of strangers,
strangers, I had just replaced one of
of their friends, I was
... II was
was in
stilt
naïve, anxious,
anxious, and
and overweight.
overweight. Would these people even accept me for who I was?
still quiet, naIve,
The answer to
to that question
question is
is a resounding
resounding YES.
YES. I was welcomed with open arms into a row of
11
women. Each
11 men and 2 women.
Each person
person went out
out of
of his/her
hisJher way to help me understand the new part I
was playing, how to read charts, where to get my uniform, what I needed to buy to
to complete my
uniform, where I needed to be and when, how to
to memorize my music, and many other little
things I never would have
quickly became apparent to me
things
have considered
considered as
as aa naiVe
naïve rookie.
rookie. It very quickly
that for the first time in my life I wasn't being judged by my peers because I was quiet and
overweight. For
Forthe
the first
first time
time in
in my
my life
life II was
was immediately accepted as one of
of them and they
didn't
looked like
like...
of their family.
family. My
didn't care
care where I was from or what II looked
... I was simply a member oftheir
new family never made me feel like an outsider, they never made fun of
of me, and they always
looked out for me.
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There are two very distinct experiences I remember where my new family made sure I felt
The first
first of
of which
which was my very first Michigan game
supported, protected and cared
cared about.
about. The
remember as
as we
we marched into the stadium and down their ramp
which occurred in Michigan.
Michigan. IJremember
and a member of
of my row turned around and looked at me and said "hold on to your hat, and
don't let
let anyone
anyone touch you". With
Withmy
myeyes
eyes wide
wide and
and fear
fear in
in my
my chest
chest II trudged
uudged down that ramp
don't
as my row mates kept an
an extra
extra eye
eye on
on me
me to
to ensure
ensure IIwas
was ok
ok and
and untouched.
untouched. Fast forward to my
very first bowl game trip
trip which
which occurred
occurred at
at the
the Holiday
Holiday Bowl
Bowl in
in San
SanDiego.
Diego. I had the time of
roy life exploring the San Diego Zoo with my row, going out to dinner, laughing and joking in
my
Again, naïve
naive Allison
Allison was about
about to enter
enter Tijuana
our hotel rooms
rooms and exploring
exploring Tijuana
Tijuana together.
together. Again,
Why were
were these
these band
band veterans
veterans even
even allowing me to
without a clue in the world what to
to expect.
expect. Why
just didn't
didn't matter
matter to
to them
them what class I was,
It just
hang out with them?
them? It
was, they wanted
wanted me
me there.
there. One
row member assisted me in buying a blanket and another one pulled me away from someone
Such little
little things
things to most, but
but huge and
and meaningful to me.
who was trying to take my money.
money. Such
... but they
These guys
guys didn't have to watch
watch out
out for
for me,
me,they
theydidn't
didn't have
haveto
to care
care...
they did.
did. And with
that I finished my first year ofTBDBITL
of TBDBITL as a whole new person with hope in my heart.

With each
each new year came
came new friends, roommates,
I made the band the next 4 years
years after
after that
that, With
That small
small town
town girl
girl was eventually
eventually voted by her peers to
and memories that will
will last a lifetime.
lifetime. That
That overweight,
overweight, quiet, naïve
naIve girl was
be their squad leader for
for her final
final 2 years
years in
in band.
band. That
blossomed, my self
self esteem
accepted as a leader and no
no one
one cared
cared about
about her
her past.
past. My personality blossomed,
raised to
to new levels,
levels, and most importantly II had
had friends
friends II knew
knew would
would be
be in
in my
my life
life forever.
forever. One
of those friends
of
friends is
is Mr.
Mr. Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. Jon was a few years behind me in school
school and
and II didn't
didn't
But one
one day
day he
he approached me
me and
and an instant
instant friendship
even know him as
as he
he was
was trying
trying out.
out. But
was formed.
formed. Jon
Jon shared
shared that
that he
he knew
knew instantly
instantly that we would be friends forever simply by
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seeing the smile on my face and mowing
inseparable from that day
seeing
knowing itit was
was meant
meant to
to be.
be. We were inseparable
on. Jon
Jonwas
wassomeone
someoneII knew
mew II could
could trust,
trust, someone
someone II knew
knew would always have my back, and
someone I knew would always
always protect me
me and
and care
care about
about me
me as
as aa person.
person. II can
can say without a
of integrity, respect, honesty and amazing loyalty to his family, friends,
doubt that Jon is a man of
students, etc. Let
in 1998
1998 when
when II was
was preparing to graduate
graduate from The Ohio
Letme
metake
take you
you to
to aa day
day in
planned to
to engage
engage in
in aa senior
senior ritual (unrelated
(unrelated to anything
anything marching
marching band)
State University. II planned
if!I needed anything during that ritual that I was to call him and
and Jon made sure I knew that if
he'd be
be there
there to
to get
get me
me or
Of to help me through it.
Unfortunately, on
on that
that night
night II did
did need Jon.
he'd
it. Unfortunately,
That night I became acquainted with a man who felt it was necessary to put me in an extremely
uncomfortable and scary situation.
After being
being told "NO",
'<NO", this
this man
man felt
felt itit necessary
necessary to push the
situation. After
Scared and feeling
feeling alone, I
issue and I found myself the near victim
victim of aa sexual
sexual assault.
assault. Scared
Freeing myself
myself from
remembered the
the words
words of
of my
my friend
friendwho
whosaid
said"call
"callme
meififyou
youneed
needme".
me". Freeing
his hold I was able to lock myself in
in aa bathroom
bathroom and
and call
call my
my friend
friend Jon
Jon Waters
Waters for
for help.
help. He was
able to talk me through
through things,
things, calm
calm me
me down
down and
and assure
assure me
me II would
would be
be ok.
ok. The very next day
there was a knock on my door and there stood Jon Waters with his arms stretched out ready to
We sat
sat for
for aa long time
time in silence that day,
day, but
but I knew
mew that I
hug me and let me mow
know II was
was ok.
ok. We
had someone to rely on and someone who came thl'Ough
through on his promise that he would make sure
of allowing
allowing sexualized behaviors and
Yet today
today that
that same
same man
man is
is being
being accused
accused of
I was safe. Yet
mows this man, takes the time to know this man, or
Anyone who
who knows
assaults to occur in his
his band.
band. Anyone
even hears stories about this man mows
knows that this is a far cry from the truth.

My life would not be what it is
is today had it not been for the acceptance, support, positive
experiences,
experiences, laughter,
laughter, and
and friendships
friendships II gained
gained while
while aa member
member of
of The
The OSUMB.
OSUMB. Never once did
I feel
feel threatened,
threatened, harassed,
harassed, forced
forced or
or degraded
degraded during
during my
mytime
timewith
withthe
the marching
marchingband.
band. I can say
this with confidence as
as II came
came from
from aa place
place prior
prior to
to college
collegewhere
wherethose
thosethings
thingsdid
didhappen.
happen. They
happened
happened on
on aa daily
daily basis.
basis. The Ohio State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band was
was MY
MY safe
safe haven.
haven. The
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band was my platform for growth,
growth, happiness, self esteem, and a collection of friendships that
ever need anything
anything that
that aa member of
of my band
know that
that without
without aa doubt
doubt ififII ever
will never end.
end. II know
... we
we protect
protect each
each other,
other, we support each other, and we care
family is only a phone call away
away...
about one another without
without reservation
reservation or
or hesitation.
hesitation. Jonathan Waters is without a doubt the best
dedication, his
his passion, his loyalty,
person to build our band and to
to take
take itit to
to higher
higher levels.
levels. His dedication,
He has
has my
my full
full support
support as
as a
and his respect for
for The
The OSUMB
OSUMB is
is of
of the
the highest
highest level
level possible.
possible. He
person, as a leader, as a friend
friend and as a "family" member and I truly believe that not for one
minute Jon ever tolerated anything negative, demeaning or illegal within OUR band.
The Ohio State University Marching Band is a place where dreams are fulfilled, personalities
are developed,
developed, friendships
friendships are
are made
made and
and lives
lives are
are changed.
changed. My life changed the moment I
walked into
into that band
band room
room as
as an
an official
official member
member ofTBDBITL.
of TBDBITL. I experienced things I never
would have had the
the chance
chance to
to experience
experience had
had II not
not been
been aa member
member of
of the
theband.
band. I made fdends
friends of
all cultures, religions, races
races and beliefs whom I would have never met had I not been a member
To say
say that
that The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University Marching Band
Band changed my life is an
of the band.
band. To
understatement. .. The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band is a place where growth is
understatement...
of The Ohio
encouraged, demanded,
anl aa better
better person
person for being aa member of
encouraged,
demanded, and
and accepted.
accepted. I am
am aa changed
changed person, II am
am a confident
confident person, and I am a
State University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. II am
person who is blessed with
with the
the largest
largest "family"
"family" in
in the
the world.
world. The Ohio State University
Marching Band MADE my life.

I Stand With Jon Waters
Allison "DOLT" Pallard
A-Row 1993-1997 (Assistant Squad Leader 1996 &
& 1997)
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Ohio State_Marching
St_ate Marching
Letter to the editor: Ohio
renort a farce
Band investigation report
............... _...

August 26, 2014
Jonathan Picking
picking.2@osu.edu
Letter to the editor:
Beginning two weeks ago, the university administration began
began to publicly state that it "stands
behind" the marching band culture report released by Ohio
Ohio State compliance official Chris
chairman oftbe
Glaros and his team. The chairman.
of the Board
Board of
of Trustees,
Trustees, Jeffrey
Jeffrey Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, specifically
wrote, "We consider the matter closed and we
we are
are moving
moving forward
forward as
as aa university,"
university,"
of a board of
of trustees and a
Unfortunately for Wadsworth, OSU is not exclusively composed of
president -— it is a vibrant community of students,
students, researchers and educators.
As a current OSU student, researcher and educator myself,
myself, I write to make it clear that
Wadsworth does not speak for me.
To be clear -— if the Glaros
Glaros report
report was
was accurate,
accurate, II would
would not
not disagree
disagree with
with the
the administration's
administration's
recent actions. I do not support sexual harassment or assault (though neither do former marching
band director Jon Waters nor the members ofTBDBITL).
of TBDBITL). I have no
no issue with our fledgling
president's response
response to
to the
the dishonest report handed to him so early in his tenure. However, the
president's
administration has lost the moral
moral high
high ground with
with its
its condescending, tone-deaf response to the
signjficant and deserved backlash.
significant
of space
The Glaros report is a farce.
farce. Among
Among the
the report's
report's significant failures, which a lack of
prevents me from detailing, several
several of those interviewed have publicly stated their testimony was
ignored or misrepresented.
misrepresented. OSU has
has a term
term for this.
this. If!
If I received such a report from a student, or
if!
if I attempted to publish a manuscript with
with this
this type of data manipulation,
manipulation, it would be considered
academic misconduct.
misconduct. In undergraduate
undergraduate science,
science, we
we teach students to critically examine data and
we warn against making unsupported claims. Students intuitively grasp these concepts even
before they are taught.
taught. This makes
makes it all the more
more embarrassing that the so-called leaders of our
of the Glaros report at
great research institution would accept the unsubstantiated conclusions of
face value.
value. In spite of overwhelming evidence, the administration refuses to acknowledge even a
single flaw in the Glaros report (though the fonnation
formation of a second investigation is a tacit
admission that the first was
was flawed).
flawed). Given that this
this report directly accuses me and thousands
more of facilitating sexual harassment and assault,
assault, such a flippant dismissal of
of truth is
unacceptable.
tru1y desires
of Waters and the
If the
the administration truly
desires to
to protect and serve
serve students, the firing of
continued slander of current and fonner
former band members
members directly oppose this outcome. Perhaps the
underlying motivation for this
this charade is
is to
to convince the world (and federal government) that
OSU takes
takes sexual assault seriously -— without
without the
the inconvenience of making real university-wide
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improvements. Sadly, in specific cases of alleged
alleged sexual assault, the administration has
prevented true justice both for the accused and accuser by circumventing the legal system and
the due process it guarantees.
If
If your only source of information is taking this
this report at face
face value, then please consider the

foundation on which you have buHt
built your opinion.
opinion. At best,
best, you have read a twisted interpretation
If you honestly desire truth, and not just righteous
of someone
someone else's firsthand account. If
of current and former band members who
posturing, consider communicating wlth
with the thousands of
will happily share their firsthand experience.
If you are interested in specific ways to stand with us, you can start at
westandwithjonwaters.com. Even if you don't
personally know Waters, you might be dissatisfied
don't personally
of this situation. Please share these feelings with the administration and
with the mishandling of
those in your community. If
you are a donor,
donor, consider redirecting funds from OSU to other
Tfyou
important causes. Many worthy foundations
foundations directly SUppOlt
support cutting-edge research or student
scholarships without going to the OSU general
general fund.
fund. If you make this choice, be sure to let the
university know exactly why.
issues.
I invite the administration and OSU community to communicate with me regarding these issues,
me
share
the
ways
I
have
personally
seen
Let me describe the true culture of
ofTBDBITL.
Let
TBDBITL.
of sexual assault. The time has
OSU fail to protect and serve students -— including survivors of
come to stop posturing and to treat students
students with
with respect.
respect. The
The process
process of "moving forward" will
begin when the administration takes the necessary steps to do so, beginning with an apology and
an open dialogue.

Jonathan W. Picking
Graduate teaching associate, Ohio State
B.S., M.S., Ohio State
TBDBTTL, T-row 2005-08
TBDBITL,
Assistant and head squad leader, 2007 and 2008, respectively
picking.2@osu,edu
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Dear Steven,

at The
The Ohio
Ohio State University
University and
Helio, my
Hello,
myname
name isisJoseph
Joseph Plattenburg.
Plattenburg. Ilam
am aa graduate
graduate student
student at
and aa former
former
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State Marching
Marching Band
Band p009-2013).1
member of
(2009-2013). Iam
amwriting
writingto
toexpress
express my
mysincere
sincere reservations
reservations with
with the
the
recent investigation
of the
the marching
marching band
band and
and the
the dismissal
dismissal of
ofJonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters as
as the
the director.
investigation of

First, much
hearsay or
or blatantly
blatant!y false
false information.
information. For
For
First,
much of
ofthe
the report
report and its conclusions
conclusions are
are based on hearsay
"trick" was
be "pretending
"pretending to
to be
beaavibrating
vibrating sex
sex toy," a claim
claim which
example, one member's "trick"
was reported to be
whichthat
that member
has since
since denied on the
the news.
news. The
The report
reportalso
alsoclaims
claims that
that"X
"X row
row members
memberswould
wouldtypically
typically give
give a copy [of aa certain

to Waters."
Waters."IIwas
was in
in X-row
X-row and
X-row from
document] to
and I know
know every
every member of X-row
from the
the last five
five years
years and I can
can personally
attest
attest to
to the
the fact
fact that
th"tnone
noneof
ofthem
themever
evergave
gave the
the document
documentin
in question
question to
toMr.
Mr. Waters.
Waters. These
These are just two examples

offalse
of
false information
information in
inthe
the report.
report.
investig"tion in
in question listed
listed interviews by less th"n
Furthermore, the investigation
than 2%
2% of
ofthe
the marching
marching band's
band's current
current
Based
membership. Those
Those interviewed
interviewed were
were hand-chosen
hand-chosen by
by the
the investigator or complainant,
complainant, not
not randomly
randomly sampled.
sampled. Based
largely on
largely
on hearsay
hearsay from
fromthis
thissmall
smallsample
sampleof
ofthe
thetotal
total membership
membershipwitnesses,
witnesses, the
the report comes to sweeping
generalizations about the
the overall
overall culture
culture of
of the
the band.
band.IIfeel
feel that
thathad
hadI,I, or
orany
any number
numberof
ofmy
my colleagues
colleagues whom
whom II know
personally, been
investigators would have had no choice but to come
come to
to aa very
very different
personally,
been interViewed,
interviewed, that
that the investigators
overall culture of the band. They
They most certainly would
realized that the
the "sexualized
"sexualized
conclusion about
conclusion
about the overall
would have realized
culture" described was the
opinion of
of a small
small minority
the opinion
minority of
of the
the organization.
I also
alsofeel
feelthat
that my
my reputation,
reputation, as
as well
wellthat
that of
of hundreds
hundreds of
of my
mypeers,
peers, has
has been
been damaged
damaged by
by this
this report
report due to

association with
the public
public an "unofficial"
"unofflclal" document
our association
with the
the marching band. The
The investigation
investigation released to the
document from
from 2006
(as explicitly
explicitlystated
stated in
inthat
that document)
document) containing
containing very
very graphiC
graphiclanguage,
language, and
and implied
impliedthat
that this
this document
document was routinely

all band members
members with
with full
full knowledge
distributed to all
knowledge of the staff.
staff, Not only
only was
was this
this before
before Mr.
Mr. Waters'
Waters' time as
painted in
in this
this light.
light.
director, this conclusion
conclusion isissimply
simplynot
nottrue.
true. IIfeel
feelpersonally
personallyoffended
offendedthat
that the
the band has been painted
of the organization
organiZation felt
felt harassed,
harassed, this
this is
is one
one too
too many.
many. II also
I concede,
concede, however,
however, that
that if
if even
even one
one member of
is truth to many
many of the
practices th<lt
in the
that some of
concede that there is
the events and practices
that are described in
the report and that
those practices
that Jonathan Waters was the person
practices needed
needed to
to be
be reformed
reformed or
orremoved.
removed.IIcan
can say
say unequivocally
unequivocally that
who, more than any other, worked for culture
culture change
change in
in the
the areas where it was needed. II can
can personally
personally attest
attest to

change, discontinuing
discontinuing a
many of his
his efforts
efforts Induding:
Including:organizing
organizingsquad
squadleader
leaderretreats
retreats to
to discuss avenues for culture change,
student
Officeto
to aa rehearsal
rehearsal to
to
studentpublication
publication that
thatcontained
containedexplicit
explicitlanguage,
language,and
andinviting
invitingthe
theTitle
TitleIX
IX Compliance
Compliance Office

discuss potential
discuss
potential areas of sexual
sexual inequality
inequalityand
and how
howthose
those issues
issues could
could be
be addressed.
addressed. These
These among
among other
other actions
actions are
detailed in a seven page
released by
byMr.
Mr. Waters'
Waters'lawyer.
lawyer. These
These were
were all
all actions
actions initiated
initiated by
by Mr.
Mr. Waters
page statement
statement released
that never
never existed
existed under
under previous
previous leadership. Some
Included In
that
Some of these
these actions were Included
In the
the report;
report; however the
the
investigators still
still concluded
concludedthat
that Waters
Waters did
did not
not do enough for change.

I can
can personally
personallysay
saythat
that during
duringmy
mytime,
time,the
theculture
culture of
ofthe
the organization
organization changed
changed tremendously
tremendously and
and that
that
change was directly
directly due
due to
to the efforts of Jonathan Waters,
that the
Waters. II feel
feel that
the University
University has made
made aa profound
profound mistake
mistake in
in

his dismissal
my decision
contribute monetarily
monetarily (unless
(unless itit is
is
his
dismissal and
andtheir
their actions
actions have
have had
had aa strong
strong influence on
on my
decision not to contribute
directly to
marching band).
directly
to the marching
band). JI implore
implorethe
the Board
BoardofTrustees
of Trusteesto
totake
takeaction
actionto
to reinstate
reinstate Jonathan
Jonathan Waters as director
inherent inaccuracy
inaccuracy and bias of the
of the marching
marching band
band and
and to
to make
make aa formal
formalstatement
statement about the inherent
the report that was
released.

Please
the Board
Board of
of Trustees
Please provide
provideme
me with
with confirmation
confirmation that
that you
you received my letter and I request feedback
feedback from the
regarding this matter.
matter. II can
can be
be reached
reachedat
at2306
2306Heathergrove
HeathergroveDr.
Dr.Hilliard,
Hilliard, OH
OH 43026.
Sincerely,

Piattenburg
Joseph Plattenburg
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Steven""Jim"
Jim" Poast
Steven
you, I have been through a whirlwind
Like many of you,
whirlwind of emotions, trying to make sense of a situation
so complex, it seems almost impossible to comprehend
comprehend what has happened and what is still to
(K~1) his first two years
come. I was Jon's squad leader (K-1)
come.
years (my last two years) in the band. We
not~so~wide~eyed second
marched together and I watched him grow from
from a wide-eyed "rookie" to a not-so-wide-eyed
year. I would like to think
think his enthusiasm
enthusiasm for the
the iPad
iPad project came
came from
from the need to eliminate charts,
since he carried mine most of the
the season.
season. The
The enthusiasm and
and energy Jon shows for the band,
band, the
fans, and OSU in general has been
been there from
from the
the beginning;
beginning; being cut from the band
band the
the year
before made him stronger and
and stoked the
the fire
fire he
he has within. I have enjoyed watching Jon work his
way through
through the
the ranks
ranks to
to director.
director. I will
will admit I beam
beam with
with pride
pride watching
watching him direct the band as if he
brother, my rowrow~
is my little brother and I get the
the privilege of seeing
seeing him
him achieve
achieve his
his dream. He is my brother,
mate and my friend.

I am heartbroken for my friend.
Ever since 2 pm last Thursday,
Thursday, I am
am trying
trying to
to understand
understand the
the entire situation. I know I don't have all
of the facts, and that seems to be a common
common thread
thread as
as the
the investigation continues.
continues. I know what
being a part of this organization
organization means to
to Jon,
Jon, what it means to me, what it means to all of us.
I am heartbroken for my fellow alumni.
The world we knew is gone. There is no going
going back in
in time. We have to deal with the situation the
best way we know how, with determination,
determination, dedication
dedication and drive.
drive, Things will change and that is
unsettling and scary.
scary. But the
the change
change is already in
in motion
motion and
and we can't stop it. We can only prepare,
adapt and conduct ourselves
ourselves in a positive and
and professional
professional manner. What I loved about being in the
band, specifically KL row,
row, was that for the
the time
time you
you were
were there,
there, you could be considered one of the
best of the best in the world
world at what you
you do.
do. "I'm
"I'm one of the best at marching and playing the
Is the time to get
Sousaphone!" How many people
people can
can say that?
that? I bring
bring this
this point up because now is
mentality. Be the best of the best.
back that mentality.
best. The
The best alumni
alumni band, the best alumni organization, the
best support system for Jon and for each other.
I am heartbroken for the current band.
The 2014 band will be faced
faced with challenges most of us have never seen. The experiences and
stories we have shared and
and used to motivate student musicians to come to OSU may seem like
tales from an era time has forgotten.
forgotten. The media
media coverage will
will be as intense as ever and not all for
the right reasons. My hope is that through
through this
this struggle,
struggle, this year's band becomes one of the
strongest ever to
to perform
perform at Ohio State.
State. As
As we
we work
work to
to defend
defend our image,
image, our brand and
and our
reputations, we need to keep in mInd
mind this
this group of students will be paying the price for things beyond
their control. We must support them
them throughout the
the season,
season, so they can have positive stories to
share on the social media of 2020, maybe it will
will all
all be holograms by then!
I am optimistic.
We have an outstanding network of people who
who are stepping up to offer help, raise awareness and
educate, as well set the record straight. The example set by this group shows everyone we are truly
a family. We are a family,
family, like
like many,
many, who
who don't always agree,
agree, sometimes fight,
fight, and don't always get
... weillet's
to see each other,
other, but when
when push
push comes
comes to
to shove
shove...well
let's just say no one pushes us around!
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am optimistic.
optimistic.
II am
Because while ramp lead outs,
Because
outs, Skull
Skull Session entrances and i-dots only last for a few moments at a
time, the stories of late night music memorization,
memorization, early morning trips
trips for donuts
donuts and
and game-day row
endure. These are
traditions endure.
are the
the stories we share even as we
we fight to save our reputation.
reputation. These are
the stories that truly make the OSUMB a successful and world class organization.

II am optimistic.
IfIf an organization like the OSUMB
OSUMB can take
take a skinny, smart-mouthed, farm boy like me,
me, and give him
chance to be successful in
in school, entrust him with the bands traditions as well as be an
a chance
ambassador of the university and
and become a leader within the band, then that is
Is an organization
worth fighting for.
feet. turn
Pick up your feet,
turn your corners square, and DRIVE, DRIVE, DRIVE!
Poast
Steven "Jim" Feast
KL Row '92 - '96
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OSU incidents
incidents mild in light of action
action taken
taken
Sunday
Sunday July
July 27,
27, 2014
2014 7:48
7:48 AM
member of
of TBDBITL,
TBDBITL, an
As a former
former member
an active
active member
member of the
the TBDBITL
TBDBITLAlumni
AlumniBand,
Band, and
and aa former
former
high-school and college
collegemarching-band
marching-band director,
director, II am
amstunned
stunned that
that any such action has
has been
been taken
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, the
the director
directorof
ofthe
Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band.
against Jonathan
the Ohio

I view this
this in
in light
light of
ofthe
the recent
recent sanctions
sanctions against two
two other
other Big
BigTen
Tenuniversity
university marching
marching bands,
bands, and
Florida A &
bands —
- as
especially those at Florida
&M,
M,ininwhich
whichactual
actualphysical
physicalharm
harm came
came to
to members
members of these bands
a matter
matter of
of tradition
tradition (?)
(?) when no such dangerous "traditional"
"traditional" incidents
incidents have
have ever
ever occurred
occurred at
at OSU.
OSU.
punishment they
they received.
Those bands deserved the punishment
I have always
taken pride
pride in the fact that
that the members of
workso
sohard
hardatat maintaining
maintaining their
their
always taken
of TBDBITL
TBDBITL work
excellence and,
excellence
and, recently,
recently, bringing
bringingpride
pride and
and international
international fame to the university, that they never have
the energy, need or notion to ever purposely
purposely impose
impose further
further physical actions on each other. The band
has always been an especially
especially close
closegroup,
group,with
withgood-natured
good-natured competition
competition between
between ranks, including
nicknames not purposely invented to be disrespectful or mean.
After viewing
viewing both
both the
the exam
exam and
and song
song book
book "exhibits"
"exhibits"presented
presented by
by the
the university, I am more inclined
to be embarrassed by the poor examples of literacy
literacythan
than II am
am of
ofsupposedly
supposedly pointed
pointed harassment.
harassment.
Poor taste, yes. But, really, quite tame in light of activities still practiced
practiced by social groups everywhere,
and especially in
in departmental
departmental classrooms on campus. One has to wonder what
what the
the result
result would
would be if
all university academic
academic classes
classeshad
hadtotodemonstrate
demonstratetheir
their competency
competencybefore
beforeaalOo,ooo-plus
ioo,000-plus observers
each week.
week. Stupid songs and silly names seem to be an awfully calm, if not a creative, release of
pressure from the constant
constant defense
defense of
of quality at OSU,
OSU, to
pressure
to say
say nothing
nothing of
of the
the definite
definite threats
threats to one's
humanity waiting in the real world
world outside
outside and
and after
after graduation.
graduation.

IAN POLSTER
Springfield
IAN
POLSTER Springfield
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Tyler Provo
byWeStandWithJonWaters
12,2014
Posted by
WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 12,
2014

First and foremost
foremost II am aa proud
proud alumnus
alumnus of
ofThe
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band,
Band, and no
will ever
that away
away from
from me.
me. Plainly,
Plainly, II believe
one will
ever be
be able to take that
believethat
that the
the recently released
on OSUMB
OSUMB has
investigative report on
hasdone
donemore
more harm
harm than
than good.
good. ItIt isis my
myopinion
opinionthat
that the
the report
report
OSUMBculture
culture and its
is inaccurate, painting an incomplete and misleading
misleading portrait of
ofOSUMB
students. The
The report, unfortunately,
unfortunately, lacks
lacks a robust perspective representing the
the opinions,
opinions,
students.
and feelings of thousands
ents in the band...
band ...
thoughts, and
thousands of current and
and former stud
students
ectivity, and has caused irreversible
The portrait that it painted is laced with fallacies, subj
subjectivity,
of trustees has lacked the
thc foresight to see the
damage to thousands of
of people. The board of
consequences of your actions and have created a world-wide slanderous campaign that will
of the
affect every single members personal lives and careers. I am concerned about the impact of
ofthe
actions of
the university.

I feel personally labeled as a homophobe, alcoholic, pervert, degenerate, abusive, bigot, and
of this report. I earned two bachelors degrees in
sexual deviant among other things as a result of
anthropology and history from Ohio State with minors in Jewish studies and music in four and a
half years, and graduated Cum Laude.
Laude. I also worked at teast
least 20 hours a week while attending
school alongside participating in the marching band. I have always worked hard for what I
tong as IJ can remember I wanted to be a member
believe in and take nothing for granted. For as long
of The Best Damn Band In The Land and worked my entire life to do so. When I had the
of
of seeing the band in person for the first time in 1998 my life was changed profoundly.
privilege of
For ten years I never lost sight of that goal and when it came time to apply for colleges my only
choice was ever Ohio State. However, Ohio State did not choose me. I received my letter of
deferment
devastated. When I thought I had lost
defennent to a branch campus in the early spring and I was devastated.
all hope, it was Jon Waters who gave me the encouragement to try again and let my application
ofrecommcndation
and letters of
recommendation be sent to a committee for reconsideration. I waited with bated
until I received news that the decision had been overturned and I was one step closer to
breath IDltil
realizing my dream.
dream. I trained relentlessly to be in the best physical and mental shape I had been
in my entire life in preparation for tryouts.
tryouts. When the day came and my name was read on the list
that I had made the band, I wept.
wept. And as
as we left the room to
to meet our new family there was
was a
man standing in
in the doorway holding a cell phone and he handed it to me. Jon had called my
mother for me so
so I could tell her that the goal I worked towards for nearly a decade had been
realized. As I hung up the phone II began
began to
to cry
cry —
- IIembraced
embracedJon
Jon and
and he
he was
was the
the fIrst
first to
to welcome
me to the band family.
family.
From
family. You
From day one
one that
that is
is what this
this organization has been to
to me;
me; these people are my family.
spend countless hours
working
and
rehearsing
together
and
when
you
finally
have
free time you
hours
spend it with the same people because they're the ones you love. They're your future husbands,
wives, groomsmen, bridesmaids, godparents, and life long best friends,
friends.
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Some reporters and journalists have been quick to point out homophobic and sexist tendencies,
most often referring to lyrics in the songbook. I entered in to what some think is a traditionally
male-oriented
snaredrum.
drum.My
Myfirst
firstyear
yearin
inband
band both
both of
of my
my squad
squad leaders Were
were
ma1e~oriented instrument
instrument —snare
afmy
females. My second year in band both of
my squad leaders were females. These women are
elected to their positions through a democratic
democratic vote of the row's
row's members
members and an ensuing
interview process with the
the staff.
staff These
These women
women were undoubtedly some of
of the strongest and
fiercest people I had ever met and they were treated as equals and leaders among their peers.
pecrs.
These songbooks, which are made to seem like an item that every band member carries on them
aU times, were seemingly non-existent
non~existent in my tenure and T
of their
at all
I was not even aware of
existence until my third year in band.
band. Seeing countless articles and comments online calling me
homophobic and sexist are disgusting and I personally feel violated. Some of
of my best friends are
aU of
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and tmnsgender.
transgender. rI proudly shared the field with all
of them, and have
shared my home with an openly gay male whom II call one of my best friends.
friends. To me and many
others the band has always been a community of acceptance and tolerance. We all understood
that the moment you put on that unifonn
uniform and step on the field, no one knows or cares about your
canlt even tell if
if you're male or female.
sexual orientation and likely can't
of these first year names, the list mentioned in the report contained
In regards to some of
exclusively names that could be construed as vulgar and offensive without consent of
of those
parties. It did not include any of
of the hundreds of
of other nick names in existence that are fun,
respectable, and loved. For instance, my nickname was Quasimodo and my trick was
was to "ring the
Bells" was played in the stadium on third downs. There was not one single
bell" when "Hells Bells"
time where I was forced in any way to do this, and it was merely a creative suggestion that IT
found fun
fun and loved to do. As a fan at football
football games last year, T
I would still participate proudly
while wearing a jersey with the name "Quasi" on the back.

In my five years in the marching band, not once did 1I ever feel that I was in an unsafe
environment. My tenure in the band came in a time of transition and change. The band that I
joined and the band that I left were different and these changes were the direct result of
of actions
of the band staff
staff had taken. Many of these changes caused
that Jon Waters and the rest of
students but
but staff
staffremained
remained firm.
firm. To
Tosome
somemembers
membersofofthe
theband
band—
- especially
opposition from the students
more resistant
resistant to
to change
change —
- referred
those who were more
referredto
toJon
Jon as
as the
the"fun
"fun police".
police". This was because
Jon worked tirelessly as an advocate for respect of students and had little tolerance for negative
or disrespectful behavior.
beha-vior.
I was elected to the position of Assistant Squad Leader during Mr. Waters' inaugural season as
director. During that season, we saw many changes instituted to the way things had previously
been run in an effort to create a safe, productive, and inclusive environment for all members and
there are two instances that stand out in my mind, both of
of which are mentioned in the
investigative repOli.
report.
The first is in regards to one of the
the rookie nicknames
nicknames known as
as 'Dr.
"Dr. Faggot." I believe it is a safe
staff and many other members of
of the band know about this name
assumption to make that the staff
because the person was referred to simply as "Dr. F." Personally, Ir had no idea that this is what
stood for and never thought twice about it, until someone uttered what it was aloud. The
of this and I can very vividly remember swift action being taken and
directing staff caught wind of
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us spending
spending long
long hours
hours in
in squad
squad leader
leader meetings to
to address
address issues
issues like
like this as
as constructively
constructively as
us
Jon would
would often
often ask the question "Do we need
need this?"
this?" so
so we
we could
could view
view these
these situations
situations
possible. Jon
80 desperately needed. We did
did need
need to change, and
and we
objectively, and
and make the change
change that was so
objectively,
did change
change
did
are instances
instances of
of Midnight
Midnight Ramp mentioned
mentioned as
as well,
well, which chronicle
chronicle its
its details
details along
along with
There are
particular incident
incident involving
involving alcohol
alcohol poisoning. This event during my
my first few years
years of
of band
a particular
late at night, was
was entirely unsupervised and solely student led. This left time for
would take place late
of age to
to over-consume
OVer-consume alcohol
alcohol thus
thus leading
leading to this persons poising.
poising. After
After this
this occurred,
students of
students
stafftook
measures to ensure
ensure the
the safety of
of each and every student who willingly participated
staff
took measures
immediately segued into Midnight
creating an event that lasted several hours before hand and immediately
of alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption
Ramp. This policy, instituted by the directing staff, curbed both issues of
to not
and student safety, as well as providing on hand support for anyone who wished to
participate. The event was entirely voluntary and several people did not join nor was anyone
coerced into joining. Also, I specifically remember there being police on hand as well for support
of everyone involved as well as many gates inside
the stadium
stadium being open.
to ensure the safety of
inside the
This was far from the drunken sex-fest that the report, along with every single media outlet
tum out to be.
covering this investigation, is making it turn
If!I recall this is incredibly similar to an act that students participate in every year, though not
If
officially sanctioned by the university, where administration has taken steps to not stop it but
make it a safe place for consenting adults. I am of
of course referring to the Mirror Lake Jump
of intoxicated students are scantily clad in
which takes place every year. Where thousands of
of winter, for the sake
bathing suits and underwear jump into a freezing cold lake in the middle of
of
tradition.
T
consistently
felt
less
safe
at
this
event
than
I
ever
did
during
any midnight ramp.
of
I
of your
During midnight ramp there is no chance ofhypothennia
of hypothermia and you are surrounded by 225 of
closest friends
friends and family rather than complete strangers. Is Mirror Lake only acceptable because
you simply stop 50,000 students from participating and the fact that it's made public? Why is
something like this not considered over-sexualized (because underwear is no different than a
bathing suit, you just wear it all the time) and it is littered with alcohol (which our staff was able
to
are legally
legally allowed
allowed to
to be
bctopless
toplessin
inthe
thecity
cityofofColumbus
Columbus—
- anyone
to get rid of). Also, women are
who has been to Comfest before can attest to this.
this.

As I'm sure you are aware by now from the hundreds, ifnot
ofletters
if not thousands, of
letters you have
received imploring you to reinstate Mr.
Mr. Jon Waters to the helm ofthe
of the band, you must realize that
he has
has been your biggest ally in
in change.
change. The
The band was clearly on a track for success
success both from
from
it's public persona,
persona, but internally,
internally. Changes were being made
made and every single one was
was for the
benefit of the students.
students. As any single cultural anthropologist at this university can tell you that
you cannot change a culture overnight.
overnight. Things deeply ingrained take time, and I implore you to
allow a little more time for him to
to finish
finish the
the job
job he so clearly started.
started. It's
It's time for you to ask
yourself the
conclusion.
the question
question "Do we need
need this?" and for you to come to
to the right conclusion.
All My Best
Best
-Tyler "Quasi" Provo
Provo
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PITTMAN - NOCERA
PUTMAN
Ju!y 28,
28,2014
July
25,
2014

Dmke
President Michael V. Drake
University
The Ohio State University
o mee of
of the President
Office
Bricker Flail
Hall
205 Bricker
190 North Oval
Oval Mall
Mall
190
Columbus, Ohio
Ohio 43210

Dear President Drake,

I am writing
.\'Titing as an
an Ohio
Ohio State
State Alumnus
Alumnus and
lomJ an former
f{)J'J11cr female
female member
member of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
Slate
University Marching
The handling
h;:mdl ing of
of the
the investigation
Investigation Report
Report provided
provided
University
Marching Band
Band from
from 1993-1997.
1993-1997. The
by the
lbe Office
Office of
oftJniversity
nnd Integrity,
Integrity, which
whic.h ultimately caused the firing
flring of
of Jon
by
University Compliance and
Waters, has
have never
Waters,
has been
been aa complete
complete cmbulTHssment
embarrassment and
and disgrace
disgrace to
to my
my beloved
beloved university.
university. I have
been so
been
so disappointed in my school
school leadership.
It is clear
clear in
ill reading
reading the
the report
repott that
that the
the complaint
complaint was
was not
not thoroughly
thoroughly investigated
investigated nor
uor
written by
The report
report appears
appears to
to have
have been
been written
written simply
simply to
to justify the
the goal
goa]
written
by an
an imp,utial
impartial p~\1iy.
party. The
firing Jon Waters
Wntcrs as
as Director
Director of the band.
bnnd. Those
Thoseinvestigating
invesligRLing the
the complaint
complaint should
should have
have
of firing
spoken
to
a
much
largt:'l'
'petcentagc
of
Cllrrent
and
pust
barro
members
to
get
a
flIll
and
accurate
spoken to much larger percentage of current and past band members to get full
picture
(oiT-thc-field) atmosphere
picture of the
the band's (off-the-field)
atmosphere and
and how
how it has changed
changed for the better within the
last
Iasi several
several years,
years, not just
just the
the compbinant
complainant .:md
and (heir
their vvitnesses.
witnesses.
fn
band and implies
implies
In adell.tion,
addition, the.
the report
report attempts
attempts to
to diminish
diminish the
the role
role of females
females in the band
womanlhat
beell in
in the band
band worked
worked very
(hat
that Women
women do
do not
not hold
hold leadership
leadershiproks.
roles. Every woman
that has been
hard
sllggest you, your staff and
and the authors
authors of this report
repoli attend
attcild this years
hard to
to cam
earn their
their spot.
spot. 11 suggest
understanding of
try-outs
try-outs to
to get
get Ra better
better understanding
of the
the blood,
blood, sweat
sweat and
and tears
tears that
that each person puts forth
forth to
e~Lch position is well
well earned, regardless of sex.
be
be in
in thiS
this band,
band, then
then maybe
maybe you'!!
you'll understand that each
sex.
To
give
YOll
U
betler
understanding
of
the
female
presence
in
the
yen!":!
I
marched,
my
particubr
To give you a better understanding of the female presence in the years l
particular
row
trumpets consisted
Also, two
two of those
those
row of trumpets
consistedof
of almost
almost half
half the
the membership
membershipbeing
beingfemale.
female. Also,
women
women were
were voted
votedby
by pee.r~
peers to
to be
be placed
placed in
in leadership
leadership roles
roles as
as squad
squad leaders.
leaders, At no time, did I
under or
feel
feel the
the female
female presence was under'
or poorly
poorly represenled.
represented.
Being
band, each
I, along
friends,
Being aa former
former member
member of
of the
the band,
each ye,:\f
year 1,
along with
with aa few
few of
of my
my alumni
alumni friends,
host
\Vc have
have
host aa ClIl1'ent
current row
row hom
from band
band fa!'
for dinner,
dinner, commonly
commonly known
known as
as adopt-a-row
adopt-a-rowdinner.
dinner. We
hosted
years and
and have gotten
gotten to know
know the
the current
current members
members during
during
hosted this
this dinner
dinner for
for rhe
the past
past six
six years
those
At every
everyone
of those
those meals,
meals, the
the band
hand members
members have
have spoken
spoken of how
bow the
the band
band
those times.
times, At
one of
environment
bus trips
environmenthas
hassignificantly
significantlychanged
changedfrom
fromthe
thedays
daysof
ofmy
myyouth,
youth, They
They speak
speak of the
the bus
trips
being
being boring
boring and
and the
the other
other formerly
formerly fun
fun events
events dis[lppearing.
disappearing.

2219
" 813/786-6255
813f786-6255 Cell
Cell 0
• diamondohio@hotmail.com
djamond()hio(~!:!hotm<ljLcom
2219 Dates
Dates Street
Street, Delal,vare,
Delaware,Ohit)
Ohio43215
43215#
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President Michael V. Drake
Drake
President
July 28,2014
July28,2014
Page 22

II personally
.is an
an upstanding
upstanding citizen, a true
true
persomilly marched
marched with Jon Waters and know that he is
Buckeye and a wonder:lhl
Hewas
was heading
heading in
in the
the right
right direction
direction in
in changing
changing or ceasing
Buckeye
wonderful educator,
educator, lie
traditions. This
This administration,
administration, under
1l1Lder your
yom new leadership,
leadership, jumped the gun by
by
the decades old
old traditions.
situation very poorly.
firing Jon Waters and handled this situation
you reconsider
reconsider your position,
position, return
return Mr.
ML Waters
Waters to the
Therefore, I respectfully
respectfully request
request you
Therefore,
front of the band
band and offer
after him
him the
the guidance
guidanGe that
tllat he
he and
and the
the band
band deserve
deserve in
in complying
complying with
with
front
these Title IX expectations.
fbr your time.
Thank you tier

Sillcerely_
Sincerely..

. ,
:
l

... ,. ) ,', .' ·'lI'· ~]....'

\_ {. J .A..
)\I-)
1"") ttL
J;

,

l ' . ' ,J" . _ ."
I
Lee (cc.,L

Y.J

I

Kimberly D,t~H
D. Pti mm·Nocera
nan-Noeera
OSUMB
Alumni
1993—
- 1997
OSUMB Alumni 1993

cc:
cc;

Betty
Betty Montgomery,
Montgomery, Esq.
Esq.
OSU
OSU Board
Board of
of Trustees
Trustees
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225 South
South Clay
Clay Street
225
Ohio 44654
Millersburg, Ohio
15, 2014
August 15,

Hon. Betty D. Montgomery
MacMulTay Petersen & Shuster
Shuster LLP
MacMurray
6530 W. Campus Oval, Suite 210
Ohio 43054-7069
New Albany, Ohio

Dear Ms. Montgomery:
1984 to
My name is Robyn Ramseyer. I was a member of the Ohio State University Marching Band from 1984
ofB-Row.
in Visual
1987 and 1989. In 1987 ITwas the Assistant Squad Leader of
1987
H-Row. I received aa degree in
Communication Design in 1987 and in Occupational Therapy in 1993. I have been practicing
Occupational Therapy for over 21
21 years.
years. I don't
don't recall the last time ITwas this upset about a situation, but I
recognize it as a deep belief that an injustice has occurred.
norm. This entails learning how to
As a medical professional, Evidence Based Practice has become the norm,
ifthe
read a research article to determine if
the results are meaningful
meaningful and valid to apply to practice. In reading
the report that was presented to Dr. Drake, I immediately noticed five issues that would invalidate a
comparable study in my field.
sample size
size —
- only
only99current
currentor
orprevious
previousband
band members
members were
were interviewed out of
• Inappropriate sample
cun'ent members and hundreds of
of past members
225 current
of witnesses were
Were
•• Poor sample selection that does not accurately reflect the population - names of
provided by complainant and her witnesses, "The complainant and witnesses recommended
specific people to interview", "we did not randomly interview current Band members for this
investigation". (direct quotes from the report) By interviewing only those recommended by the
complainant the task force created a bias in the study.
•• Inability to be duplicated - most of what was cited has already been refuted many times by
experiences in the band
current and past members who have written letters describing their own experiences
•• Informed consent was not obtained - nicknames were cited and described without input from the
person to whom they belonged
of July
Jury 15,
15,2014,
•• Results were published prior to receiving an
all relevant data - "As of
2014, we were still
receiving information
information from
from some of the witnesses
witnesses interviewed." (quote from media coverage
online)
For a university touted for its research, this is a poor example.
I feel
condelnnation.
feel that this newly coined term "sexualized culture" is being unfairly used as a basis for condemnation.
In reading the definition
definition of "sexualize"
"sexualize" as
as aa verb,
verb, "to endow with
with a sexual
sexual character or cast,"
cast," (MerriamWebster online) it is clear that our entire
entire country's culture has become sexualized. One has only to watch
television sitcoms or advertisements or music videos or print advertising to see that this is not unique to
the OSUMB, or marching bands
bands or college students
students in general.
general. I feel
feel that the outrageous
misrepresentation publicized in the report by the Office of University Compliance and Integrity is a
personal
personal affront to
to the
the integrity of every OSUMB
OSUMB member,
member, past,
past, present and future.
future. rI have never felt so
insulted,
insulted, and
and to
to come
come from
from The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University makes
makes itit all
all the
the more
more intolerable.
intolerable.
Specific issues
issues mentioned in the report:
report:
Nicknames
Nicknames - "Each new Band
Band member
member (traditionally called
called aa "Rookie")
"Rookie") is assigned a nickname by
upperclassmen. Assistant Director Smith stated that everyone gets a nickname and acknowledged that
upperclassmen.
they
they are
are often "pretty dirty" or involve sexual innuendo".
innuendo". (direct quote from the report) I did not receive a

~

'c •• , .

_

•••
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not participate in
in giving the
nickname when I was a rookie. When I1 was the Assistant Squad Leader, I did not
rookies nicknames.
Changing Clothes on Buses - Athletes and members of student organizations who travel, including
marching band and corp band members, change clothes on buses. This happens in high school as well as
or attempting
attempting to prevent someone
college. I never witnessed anyone intentionally displaying themselves or
of privacy while necessarily changing on a bus.
from having a modicum of

"made to
to swear
swear secrecy
secrecyoaths"
oaths"(direct
(directquote
quotefrom
fromthe
thereport)
report)—
~ I never
"made
never swore to anything. As is tradition
with many organizations including student athletic teams, adult and student fraternal organizations, there
was information that was exclusive to members. This was not sexual or harassing in nature, just
something special for those
tbose who earned the right to be included by making the band.
participation —
~ IIwas
Forced participation
wasnever
neverforced
forcedtotodo
doanything.
anything. A
A midnight
midnight ramp
ramp was
was not required. 1I did not
participate in assigning "tricks" for the rookies to perform. Was there any consideration given to the idea
that some of
of the evidence was a unique occurrence, limited to a few and designed by a member
member who
Tn the example of
this actually
actually given to
incorrectly thought he was being funny?
funny? In
of the "rookie test", was this
Dr was it a distasteful joke composed by one individual?
any rookies, or
Let me try to explain how my experience in the band has contributed positively to who I am today.
Self confidence - I can't count
count how many times, when faced with a difficult situation,
Self
situation, I've thought to
"You can do this, You were in the band." After performing in front of
of 105,000
105,000 people, speaking
myself, "You
me.
to a professional or casual group
group doesn't unnerve me.
- Being
Leadership —
Beingaastudent
studentleader
leaderwas
wasone
oneof
ofthe
thefirst
firstopportunities
opportunities to
to practice
practice management skills.
~ Organizing
Time management —
Organizingmy
mytime
timefor
forhours
hoursof
ofmemorizing
memorizing music
music weekly,
weekly, completing homework
and studying for exams in other courses was excellent preparation for ajob
a job with deadlines to meet or
demands for efficiency and productivity.
Team work and pride in a job well done —
I'venCVCr
neverworked
worked so
so hard
hard and
and received such great satisfaction
- I've
in the result, and no matter where I go in this world, I will always be welcomed by fellow TBDBITL
members, because a timeless bond has been fonned
formed between us.
on time,
time, to
to be
be on
on time
time is
is to
to be
be late,
late, and
andto
tobe
belate
lateisistotobe
beleft
left—
- Punctuality
To be early is to be on
Punctuality is a very
positive attribute in the professional world.
Give everything
everything your all,
Pick up your feet,
feet, tum
turn your comers
corners square,
square, and
and DRIVE,
DRIVE, DRIVE,
DRIVE, DRIVEl
DRIVE! -- Give
and do it right the first time.

I will defend my reputation.
reputation, I wlH
will support the fight
fight for our honor. I will stand with Jon Waters. I hope
justice will be served.
Sincerely,

Robyn Ramseyer
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My Own Experiences in the OSUMB
of Jon Waters as Director of
I am writing to express my disappointment over the dismissal of
of the
Ohio State University Marching Band and to
to counter the misinformation and mischaracterizations made by the media.

I was a member of the OSUMB in 1989 and 1992-93. I have read the complete university Report
of the
and have seen the attached Exhibits. While 1I agree that much about the student culture of
marching band needs to be updated, it is important to keep in mind that the traditions and
activities mentioned in the report existed long before even I made the band. I personally never
felt forced, coerced, or otherwise made to feel uncomfortable in any situation during band
activities. I was never forced to strip or change on a band bus. I was never forced to participate in
- ininfact
Midnight Ramp —
factasasaarookie
rookieIIwas
wasinformed
informed about
about itit ahead
ahead of
of time
time and had ample
opportunity to decide if
if I wanted to participate or not. I have never heard from any other band
member, male or female,
female, that their experience differed markedly from mine in those regards.
Furthermore, the songbook (Exhibit B in the Report) has existed for decades as you can see from
the credits in the beginning. It started being published when Mr. Waters was still an infant, two
directors ago. When 1I came
came out
out as
as aa Lesbian
Lesbian my
my fellow
fellow row members
members were nothing but
supportive. I never felt discriminated against because of the song lyrics, and my row mates and
band mates never harassed me in any way as
as a woman nor as a Lesbian nor made me feel less of
a person or that JI did not belong
belong in
in band.
band. II was
was and
and still
still am
am aa sister
sister in
in this
this large
largefamlly.
family. Never
did I observe or hear about sexual harassment or sexual assault occurring between band members
during my time in band;
band; but I sure knew about it in the general university community.
community

1990 Citrus Bowl (1989 season)
of sexualization", as it has been dubbed,
dUbbed, has
has been long embedded and is not due to
The "culture of
the negligence of this one man or one directing staff. Despite its long history in our band, Mr.
Waters was attempting to eliminate much of the raunchiness we see reflected in the report. But
that cannot be done ovemight
overnight and it cannot be done in one season. As a former band member
himself, Jon Waters is uniquely qualified, more than anyone else, to help bring the OSUMB into
a new era,
era. At the very least, he should be granted a public apology, reinstated, and given the
support and direction he should have had in the first place to make the changes needed.
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Marching band taught me perseverance, time management, respect for different cultures and
viewpoints, tolerance for personality differences in order to achieve a common goal, absolute
anyone
of today's
to dais band
excellence in doing anything,
anything, and it taught me to never give up. Ask any
one of
members what they are
are learning and you will get a similar answer.
answer. The funny nicknames and
inappropriate song lyrics
lyrics will
will be a smirk and a shared laugh among friends, but the real1ife
real life
lessons will endure.
SheniRapp
Sherri
Rapp
OSU, B.A. 1994
1989,1992-93
OSUMB 1989,
1992-93

~ ---'-

.....

... ..
~
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Sherr! Rapp
Sherri
616 Casey Lane
Mebane, NC 27302
253·5549
(336) 253-5549

Mr. Blake Thompson &
& OSU Board of Trustees
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Thompson, et al.,

Compliance and
~nd
ITam writing
Writingt9~xpress
to expressmyoufrage
my outrageover
over the Office oritiversity Compliance
Iniegrity
Integrity ha.l1dUi~gt11e
handling the mvestigatiQno[
investigation'of the
the Ohio'State.M,*ching. Bal1d,.it.s"Glllt11t~'\
Band,-its l'eulture, and
Jon Waters;
Cifth6
Afunuti
WaterS,As
AsrTaina
am agmduate
graduateofofthe
the Univetlity, a tife:Ven-iber of
the OSU Alumni
Jon.
Club;u
'three..:;ycal'mclnhcl'
of the OSIJMB,
OS(JMB, tilii(mber of 1ii-a8D13ITI,
Club, a.three-year
member of
Club,
tTLAlumni:
AlulunfGlub;
poin[s'rutlier than a
and a concerned
COtlCcrned citizen, I expect a responSe
response .addfAsirig-thea'sFecific poitiO.rather
respotl$~ thalt
thatulJ
. ..
canned response
all others~al'e
others ate repeR.
1)
Theitwest.igatiOQwas
wa,s·flawed everal of tVeQeople whae,-vaieknames were
l) ThOinvestigation

mentioned in
in the report
report Were. ileOr.intervieW to disco verVib.gave those
mentioned
nicknames and
and when-,and under atoi,conditfas and if the peign'gwith the
nicbame
nicknamefelt·
felt ..offe:titleOrf4ttallihlf*4.!;f.on.ly 5 menibers (Abe current 225,
member band.
member
band ere iterviiWfidOnd al:41-00irection of the Complainant 7 hardly a
valid
sample
vaUd samp
Ie gii.0-o determineWITOort ofi.61:ture.. That's like sayingmy Uncle
Ernie
is aa criminal my elltirO'faaty_endOiege,.!criminal activity —it ispbor
Emieis
reswai4in etIto MP:8y.
2) TlfOeffoi-t being reTeaSed to the public with the nioltames of several band
mititbers has caused:nib:re embarrassme4:and harassment to those members now
tlutnivlien they werebiti40,Specific people who have spoken out about this
iniStifOatment from the linVO.iiify,-nteditt;'and the public can be found here
h up :N./J.:mien° ttheosumb.bipg'ilidt&ilv-20 IA/071a) ex-cl ark- le, tter-tn,president:
drake, lifiritand here lit tp
ono ffhQ0Slinib losnot..00111/20 t4/07/fOrmer,osnmarehinaTaTid-member.litiiirlhe
111e Office
Office ofUniversityComplianee
ofDnivei:sityColTiptiance and
and·Integrity
InJegrity
wereirresponsible
in'espOlisiblefor
for releasing
releasing these
thescmun.es.·
.
and The Ohici- StrateUrtiveii0 were
names.
to the PtibliOltennofficial
Songbook' was
3) Releasing,
Releasinilo,the
ffl ciaISongbqok"
was exceptionally
excepti qnaUy and
anci
3)
irresponsl Ie. So much so that it reeks of
of a willful and
unconscionably irresponsible.
of the marching band and all
aU those associated with it.
destmction of
orchestrated destruction
While I do not endorse the songs and much of
ofthe
the language in the songbook and
cun-ent and recent band
outright reject others, it is clear from discussions with current
members that it was rare,
rare, discouraged,
discouraged, very difficult
difficult to
to get
get one's
one's hands on it, and
taken away by band staff
staff it is was discovered. In fact, 2006 was the last year in
which it was pub1ished,
published, which is well before Jon Waters became the director.
Furthemlore, many of
Furthermore,
of the bawdy songs come from John Valby (known as Dr.
Dirty - htlp.1/wv3Ndotinvaitlynatirm.com/boinerhinild.U9kMW
1dX`fo) and are
.b!!P.j.L}.Y~:'lYj9_bm~lb.YIl~ti.9n.cQ!TIlh9m~"ht1l111tU91~J\{}}'JdbTn)
known in other segments of
of our society. While I personally heard son
some
of these
e of
songs sung on buses to performances
perfoimances when I was in the band, it was rare. They
rt.-
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4)

5)

were mainly
mainly sung
sung at
at private gatherings
gatherings when
when we could
could act
act like the regular college
college
were
students we
we were.
were.
students
Exhibit A, the Rookie Midterm.
Midterm, I never took one of
of those nor ever saw one while
in band. I heard about them and thought they were stupid. I do believe those
I was in
should not
not even
evcn be
be handed out.
out. Regardless,
Regardless, itit was
was
are unnecessary and should
are
of University Compliance and Integrity to release the
unnecessary for the Office of
document to
to the
the public.
pubUc.
document
Midnight Ramp is much less prurient as the University of California
California -- Irvine
(UCI, as
Undie Run (LTC',
asyou
youmay
may know,
know, isisPresident
President Drake's
Drake's most recent post before
bttr-:!/jyww.ocregister.com/vidco/vI16:'i31)R200 l/irvil1L'!coming to Ohio State). litip://www.ocregister.comivideo/v/16531382001/irvineuci-drcv{
Midnight Ramp
Ramp has
has always
always been
been completely
completely voluntary
voluntary and
and participants
uci-drew Midnight
clothing to wear (within legal boundaries).
may choose how much or how little clothing
been officially
officially sanctioned by the
Furthermore, in recent
Furthermore,
recent years
years Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp ~""
h'kbeen
staff showed
showed up
up to
to rurilVe„scoreboard.
ruri":
scoreboard. University police
University. Scoreboard staff
ies'SUP
the turf
turftoo
too badly.
were present.
present. Maintenance
Maintenance warned
warned students
studentstoto dobiess
up the
. bers so
so they
they could
could enter
enter the
Besides ... WHO
Besides...
WHO unlooked
unlooked the
the gates
gates "tAtheband
band ittubers
stadium?
Much
hasbeen
beenmade
made
of the lopAdedalnalea e &_o in the
Much has
ofthelolwi£1.sf£1E.~te~t
.. marching band. I
bile we'd
we'd like to think
bar~lS:ill93i~~·
. d:,per ...~ .~$bil.~
will remind you that the bat3.062:r:74*and.perefigron,A7
insiffiffient choice
choice that
that is
that we
oofar-eclualityu a l i t y fiffilipSical
sieal in:sfi't1t~Jlt
that
welive
liveininaanew
newera
era
w -On
) play
brass~~
...~rcussion
play
brassereussion
absolutely not
absolutely
notthe
thecase.
case.Mor}han
More ti than wou
instrumcnts at
·'
has a
instruments
at both
both thehlgli
the highs
schonlqind
collxe. levels.
levels. In
In facC~~~pSUMB
factitre,OSUMB has
- collegiate
slightadvantag"!'nmleperc'
comparcdto
to other
citir~-:icollegiate
slight
advtintage43lkftale perdEntAgeAth compared
instrumentation,
marching bm1
·C11 le~lily§Js ecifiitdig
co HT6r specific instrumentation.
marching
band&h6n
htt
:/Jwomen
o:'iuixib.blo~~cP..6hcoml
7/3tiilrv~js-ofjcrecritll'YC:-of~:
http://womenolifreostimb.blo4OLconil2014/07/arialvSis-oF-percentage-of.
•
women-in-osufuhAttml
e_.., tlnl
aters' itapo>ist
. -nse was not included in the
It is absolutely unacceptable that Mr Waters'
inv*-gatwil Report.. _You gave a good an nnonoway" to defend himself.
. t aa university
university and
and state
state treasure
treasure - who
PriWdent Drake n66bo.,thered to even,i5i4et
StateUniversity
University and
and the
the Marching
1•10-#dicated his life iii032verk to The 014 State
if by any
any chance
chance the
the investigator(s)
Baffitand find out his siaeW,the . stork:sardI ifby
perhamidid not dig deep enotighs*Owhict the investigation properly.
As paiii.--45Ethe Athletic Dep4Linent and twice the size of the football team, why
does the iiiOpking band noCi4tready have permanent Title IX coordinators
assigned to it

r'

6)
6)

7)
7)
8)
8)

9)
9)

o

wi?to

rI would
would like
like to
to share
share with
with you
you my
my own
own experience
experience being
being in
in the
the marching
marching band:
band:
JI was aa member
1992-93. JI have
member of
of the
the OSUMB
OSUMB in
in 1989
1989 and
and 1992-93.
have read
read the complete university
Repolt
Report and
and have
have seen
seen the
the attached
attached Exhibits.
Exhibits. While
While I agree that much about the
the student
culture
culture of the
the marching
marching band
band needs
needs to
to be
be updated,
updated, it is
is important to
to keep
keep in mind that the
the
tTaditions
traditions and
and activities
activities mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the report
report existed long
long before
before even I made the band.
band.
II personally
personally never
never felt
felt forced,
forced, coerced,
coerced, or
or otherwise
otherwise made
made to
to feel
feel uncomfortable
uncomfortable in
in any
any
situation
situation during
during band
band activities,
activities. JI was
was never forced
forced to
to strip
strip or change
change on
on aa band
band bus.
bus. II was
was
never
never forced
forced to
to participate
participate in
in Midnight
MidnightRamp
Ramp-- in fact
fact as
as aa rookie
rookie II was
was infonned
infoilued about it
ahead
ahead of
of time
time and
and had
had ample
ample opportunity
opportunity to
to decide
decide if rI wanted
wanted to
to participate
participate or not.
not. JI have
have
never
never heard
heard from
from any
any other
other band
band member,
member, ma1e
male or
or female,
female, that
that their
their experience
experience differed
differed
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markedly from mine in.
in those
those regards.
regards. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the songbook (Exhibit B in the
Report) has existed for decades
as
decades you can see from the credits in the beginning. It started
being published "underground" when Mr. Waters was still an infant, two directors ago.
When II came out as
as a Lesbian my fellow row members were nothing but supportive. I
never felt discriminated against because of the song lyrics, and my row mates and band
mates never harassed me in any way as a woman nor as a Lesbian. Neither did they make
me feel
feel less of a person nor that II did not belong in band. I was and still am a sister in this
Never did
did II observe
observe or
or hear about
about sexual harassment or sexual assault
large family.
family. Never
occurring between
betweon band members during my time in band; but II sure knew about it in the
general university community.
community. II saw donn
dorm mates with cuts and bruises from domestic
abuse, but never friends in band.

The "culture of sexualization",
sexualization", as
as itit has
has been
been dubbed,@'ijherwise
dubbedOtherwise known as "college"), has
been long embedded
embedded and
and isis not
not due
duetotothe
thenegligence
negligence~tJ14is
ofhis one
one man
man or
or one directing
directing
to eliminate
eliminate much
much
staff. Despite
Despite its
its long history in
staff
in our
our band,
band, Mr.
Mr.Waters
Watersvrii@-ttempting
v04tternpting to
of the raunchiness we see reflected in the rcp.:9Ktl.r.13ut
rep.ohFBut thaf~@not
thafWnnot be done overnight and it
cannot be done
done in one season.
season. As
As a former barIaliIlefuher
band i ietnher b'fthself,
himself, Jon Waters is uniquely
than anyone
anyone else,
else, to
tohelp:firing
h
. theOSITIs4
the0Stm~lB~()
a newera.
era.At
Atthe
the very
very
Brito a new
qualified, more than
least,
be granted aa public",l!~~~_
publie_af(irdY;qZffistated,
ailkerien the support and
least, he should be
'. s!ated,arta~Y]n
t&;"~'ke
chang~>
eeded.
-esneeded.
direction he should have
have had
had in
in the;EIifplace
the'iii4 place i6
Wake the chadg

pt;!x§evet'a:~~)m~

respectf~titr

manageQ:1ent,respect fOr.different
... erent cultures
Marching band
band taught
taught me
me perseverarice;fte management,
. Jh order
"common goal,
di#crencokiii
ordertotoachieve
achieve'icommon
and viewpoints,
and
viewpoints,toleran,~€I2tp~bg!1~lity
tolerancefor0i-Sonality-aiti@.:-f
absolute excellence
!1d it't1l,1i]3fue
it to fight metotonever
nevergive
giveup.
up. Ask
Ask anyone
any one of
absolute
excellencein£fEili;'ganYtfiitr~·in*iiig anything,-iand
today's band members-what
are Ie
learning
and you will get a similar answer. The
memberS~~at they are
<"i!}g altil~Q!J:
funny nicknames
wilt $6 a smirk
smirk and
and aa shared laugh among
niclmames and inappropriate
in~.t'propriate song1Yries
SOnl.dYD~!:' wilVi!~lJt
friends, but the:real
life4-e-§sons will
eT~Jlllife4]~~ons
will endure:Iendure:'~t¥f1,'~~:i$:;,~"

refus~~the ~ffice'J\hi.yersity com;Jtt~ and';~~:grity,

The refusalOf the Office ofttiiiyersity ComplianOp and Integrity, The Board of
of Trustees,
tions posed by concerned alumni such
and Presid~
President to publicaUy
publically a&iI~§,the
address _theseveral_0""'''~
several q0stions
ineptness::;6tll:l~"jQy
.'. ttfors and
and the
the overreaction
overreaction by the
regarding the ineptnesS'Cif
as myself f~galding
the2.investiiitors
university in"'{ri!ing
....:_:Please
university
iri'fifingMr.
Mr.Jon
JonWaters
WaterslS"'dts.@~~
isArSt4ththie
Pleaseprovide
provideme
mewith
with confirmation
confirmation
that you received my
my letter
letter and
and I request feedback from the Board of Trustees
regarding this matter.
~~~

Sherri Rapp

OSU, B.A. 1994
OSUMB 1989,
OSUMB
1989, 1992-93
199293
Life Member, OSU Alumni Club

cc: OSU Board of Tmstees,
CC:
Trustees, Mr.
Mr. Gates Garrity-Rokous

r-

-.~
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Tuesday, August 12, 2014
"Oath of
of Secrecy"
The "Oath
On July 24,2014,
24, 2014, a report released by the Ohio
Ohio State University's
University's Office of University
Compliance and Integrity (now known as the Glaros Report, named for Chris Glaros, the
Assistant Vice President of Compliance Operations and Investigations
Investigations for
for the Office of
University Compliance and Integrity) charged, among several other
other.things
things that are now proving
to be false,
false, that members
members of the
the Ohio State University Marching Band were forced to swear
oaths to secrecy about "inappropriate" goings·on
goings-on in the organization. The Glaros Report
mentions secrecy oaths three times in the report:
"On May 23,2014
23, 2014 a parent ofa
of a Marching Band member visited the Office of University
Compliance and Integrity and reported
reported that she
she had
had concerns
concerns about
about whether
whether the
the Marching
Marching Band's
Band's
swearsecrecy'Oaihs~bout
culture was sexualized, and stated that itsPielllberiwef~'Ui~deto
its members were- made to swear
secrecy oaths about
objeCtionable traditionsCand
objectionable
traditions and customs." -Page 3, The Glaros Investigation Report
"The complainant reported concerns
concerns about whether the
the Marching
Marching Band's
Band's culture was sexualized.
The parent
Band'ss members
were Made to sweat
swear secrecy
oaths
rriembers*~r~iiiade}osecrecyba~~s
parent further stated that the Band'
conce~Hingo6jectionable
.... taI<:e':bath~n6ftotenaboutFesler"
concealing
objectionable traditions
traditions and
and customs
customs...:
take- oaths not to tell about Fesler" -Page 4,
The Glaros Investigation Report

It's true. We were sworn to
to secrecy over the most horrendous,
horrendous, sexual,
sexual, abusive,
abusive, and harassing
things one could dream up.
up. (That was sarcasm in case you missed it.)
Until yesterday (8111114),
(8/11/14), I was
was perplexed that a written "secrecy oath" had even surfaced. How
ridiculous! I thought. I never swore an oath to secrecy. It turns out I was wrong. I honestly had
yourself
forgotten about this because it was so innocuous. See for yourself.

• •'-'• • -••••
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Feskr
1§
Feeler Night
Night20
20In
Totld~-Sl~
SL
Todd
>
Drew *-c-'''~- .."; ASL
ASL

Todd: All rooki~s
rookies now rise.
Drew:
Prow: Are you ex:cited?
excited?

Todd: Scared
Todd:
Stared s[ift'l
gift?
Well mayhe
Drew: Well
maybe you should be,
Todd and
Fester.has
as arrived
aod Drew:
Dt'clA': Because Fesler
alTived

Fesley would like to extend a welcome to
Todd: Feeler
to overyone,
everyone, espocially
especially I'ookies
rookies
Drew: But cast
first
Draw:

rookies: raise your tight
ancrus
right hand and repeat after
us
,• rookies!

Todd: I will
keep the events
events ol'this
orth is evening
eveningI/ irmn
fromreilching
resohing anyone
anyoneI/outside
of this
wlll keep
outside ofthig
band roOHl,
room, Ol'
or the band
hand family.
Drew: 1I will
will keep
keep aa good public image.

directorR of
ofthe
OSU Mm'chillg
Baua,
Todd: Ir will obey the directors
the OStJ
Marching Band.

Dl'ew; I will
sq\.l~d lender.!.
Drew:
will re3peet
respect and obey my squad
leaders.
hesl tat.c through
through a cross-over.
Todd: I will not hesitate
Drew: 1I will
Drew:
will pick
pick up
upmy
myfeet
feetI /tum
turnmy
myCOI'nel:>;
cornerssq\.lare
squaref and
/ andDrive,
Drive,Drive,
Drive, Drive!
T(\dd: And
And]I will
Todd:
will neveL,.
never...

Dl'cw:Evcr,.,
Drew:
Ever...
Todd;.Cross
street without
ways.
the ~ll'ce(
wilhoul looking
Jook ing both ways,
Todd;. Cros~ the
YOl1 may
muy he
be seated.
sCllted.
Drew: You

This "oath" was given at the start of "Fesler Night"
Night" which
which is
is a casual gathering of
of the newly
assembled band, held in the band room, at which skits are performed and the squad leaders play
of the skits boring,
a couple school songs for everyone,
everyone. Truth be told,
told, I personally found many of
uninspired, or just
uninspired,
just downright lame.
lame. Others
Others were
were rather
rather creative,
creative. Some werc
were crude, using
language we wouldn't use in
in public,
public. Then
Then again
again...we
... we weren't in public,
public. We were friends trying to
make each other laugh in our own unique an quirky ways in order to hasten the bonding, and
therefore,
therefore, the effectiveness of how well we worked together in getting a job done that requires
both individual effort and teamwork.
Will I tell you the specifics of the skits at Fesler Night? No, I will not. And it's not because I am
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ashamed or have anything to hide or that II think other alumni will be mad at me. II choose not to
tell you because those are my memories.
memories. They are things that I experienced that not everyone
can, and to me that means something. To you they are a curiosity. To you, they are a glimpse
into a world in which you can't be a part. You may be looking for prurient details that simply
aren't there.
there. To you)
you, my stories are mere hoped-for pornography.
pornography. No)
No, my memories and my
experiences are mine.
-Sherri Rapp

1"------·"·· -.- ,_.c.. __ ._ •._

..

c. 'c .•..•,:'"" ••...

I
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Christina Regule
Christina
My name is Christina Regule,
Regule, and I was the first female I-Row Squadleader in 1986 (Assistant
Squadleader in 1985). Nothing prepared me more in this life to become a U.S. Army Active
Duty Chaplain than my five
five years
years in
in THE Ohio State University Band!
Band! When
When the news broke for
of the
me here in Gennany,
Germany, I was stunned, outraged, conflicted, and convicted regarding parts of
report; however, the research methodology and its
its subsequent results
results are extremely inaccurate
and seemingly intentionally misleading.
misleading. I never did or saw a midnight ramp.
ramp. I never laid my eyes
on the infamous songbook. I've neVer
never been to the Varsity Club. Fmthermore,
Furthermore, I was given my
nickname, because it was
was so incongruent with my life, and I received that honorably, as a core
value compliment. Yet, my OSUMB Family was there for me through band tryout preparations,
the death afmy
of my "Buni" (Grandmother), and the establishment ofa
of a "For God and Country'!
Country"
foundation to
to become an
an Active
Active Duty
Duty Anny
Army Chaplain.
Chaplain. The
The culture
culture of the Ohio
Ohio State University
Marching Band, not only prepared
prepared me for the U.S.
U.S. Army,
Army, it also prepared me for year-long
dep10yment in Afghanistan:
Survival!
deployment
Afghanistan: Family-bonding, Trust, Resiliency, and Survival
For God and Country,
Country, and
and "Our
"Our Honor
Honor Defend,
Defend, We
We will
will Fight
Fight To
To The
The End
End for
for O-HI-O!"
0-HI-O!"
Christina
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Brianne Reiss
20]4
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 04, 2014

To President Drake and Whom It May Concern:_
Concern:
Hello. My name is Brianne Reiss. I am a 2010 graduate of The Ohio State University and a four year alumna of
of The Ohio
drum. In my four years as a
State University MarchingBand.
Marching Band. A few quick facts up front:
front: I am female.
female. I played the snare drum.
member of
of the band including one as a squad leader,
leader, my twenty-nine member row was consistently male dominated.
Considering just the snare line alone, over my career the greatest number of females to earn positions in the snare line
during one season was a whopping five
five out of fourteen
fourteen members.
members. It
It is
is fair
fair to
to say
say that
that I am one
one of the
the supposed
supposed victims
victims of
Case ...
the sexual harassment culture this investigation is propagating.
propagating. rI am here to say that is simply not the case...

The current slander debacle that is taking place is offensive to me on many levels and that is saying something because as
I'm sure you've heard, it takes a lot to offend a member of The Ohio State University Marching Band. As a woman and an
Pm
alumna, I'm
Pm taken aback by the ease in which society has
has seemingly assumed that this type of
of behavior would ever be
of moving this great
acceptable; that without having met me or many ofthe
of the alumni that have had the privilege of
of behavior to continue without
detennined that we would allow this type of
organization forward, it has somehow been determined
iflI could pick exactly which assumption angers me most: that I would submit myself
myself to that kind
question. I don't know if
of treatment or that I would permeate an atmosphere of
of
of sexual harassment for other people. Are changes necessary to
of the traditions that have spanned decades within our band? Absolutely. But in the same breath, the band I made in
some of
of 2010
201 0 due to steady effort. Although
2006 was a completely different animal from the band I left at the beginning of
of Jon
firmly-footed progress can take time to create, it has been happening and is in many ways due to the direction of
Waters. I'll touch more on him later [not literally, Columbus
Columbus Dispatch,
Dispatch, put down your pens],
pensj, but I'd like to start with the
Title IX aspect first.
of the band,
band, but to suggest
suggest that
that we
we are
are or
or were
were in
in any
anyway
wayminimal
minimalized
Women may number in the minority of
ized or forced to
be submissive to the male members of
of the band is laughable.
laughable. Have you met a girl in the marching band? Rock stars should
write sonnets about these women. They are strong and driven, they are spirited, and by God, they are loud. I can promise
you they wouldn't take being systematically overlooked or waved aside sitting down. These are women that create change.
These are women that push for more. They number among the best I have known in my life and I am proud to stand
among them. I could only hope to have daughters some day who carry themselves the same way.
of the band by the idea that this type
The last few days have been tough to stomach. Not only am I offended as a woman of
of culture has been allowed to run rampant through the halls of
of Steinbrenner Band Center, but
but to state
state matter of
of factly that
of
ofthe
the men of
the band-- whom I count among my chosen family, who have been in my home, have met my blood relatives,
and have shared more time, more memories, and more tender moments with me in the OSUMB than any other individuals
in my life-- that they would ever treat a female as less than equal is repellent. I am five foot two inches tall on a good day.
of a girl.
girL And
And yet, there was never a time
When I made the band I was 98 pounds. Even at my best, I continue to be a wisp of
in my career as a band member that I felt in any way threatened, that I felt unsafe, or that I felt persecuted. There were
many moments on The Ohio State campus in Columbus when I was afraid. Not once was that ever in the presence of
another person from the marching band.
band,

As an independent adult engaging in my own life, at no point had I ever felt my hand was forced while in the marching
band. I was fully aware of
of my decisions as I made them and honestly, I can't think of
of any moments I regret from my time
hand.
or would do again in a different way. Growing up can be a bumpy road for anyone. Being in a high pressure, incredibly
of power in your early 20's proffers terrible possibilities. While there are always a few bad apples in any
public position of
of the band took that position for granted. In fact, that
that yoke is worn with great
bunch, I don't feel that the great majority of
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and with the sense of responsibility that
care and
that comes with being aa representative,
representative, at least for
for a short time, of something far
alone. It hurts
greater than anything we could ever accomplish alone.
hurts my
my heart to see the character of these people called into
question; that this world that we live in is so
so quick to assume the
the worst in everything.
everything. There continues to be changes that
us. Lewd humor and alcohol
need to be made with the culture of the marching band, but that culture is not unique to us,
consumption are not traits of Buckeyes
Buckeyes alone,
alone, and while the time
time and place for such things are certainly not in the band
hall, trying to rid college students of
of these vices is not a battle I would wish upon anyone.
of the supposed persecuted party in this ongoing investigation, I stand with Jon Waters. I feel
feel the decision to
As aa member of
fire him from his place as director of The
The Ohio
Ohio State University marching band is
is short-sighted and unjust.
unjust. Yes, we live in
litigious society. Yes, we have seen the university make terrible mistakes in an effort to protect their own skin in the
a litigious
I'm asking that you take into consideration the great number of individuals who are willing to bear witness to Jon's
past. I'm
personal character and his actions as both assistant and director of this band and that you change the tide. This
investigation continues to
to suggest that
that victims
victims arc
are waiting in the wings for the can
call to come forward and yet the one man
who has been committed to its members
members and
and the organization's
organization's name
name for half his life is being overlooked and a victim is
exactly what he is.

Full disclosure: I don't think Jon has handled this
this investigation
investigation well.
well. rI do
do think he is still the best person to lead the band
into the future and the only person who
who has
has successfully curbed ill-fitted tradition to date. There is a livelihood at stake
here, one that has made some mistakes
mistakes but
but has proven
proven over time to
to be
be the driving force behind necessary change: the type
of changes that are still needed in
in other organizations on this campus. At what point does the face of
of the university
of
become more important than the individuals it serves? What volume must our voices reach before they will be heard?
There will always be work to be done to
to create safe environments, to grow kindness and patience, to fulfill the potential
that each of us carry within
within ourselves
ourselves to
to do
do good as
as we
we make
make decisions
decisions each
each day.
day. When it comes to bureaucracy, I'm not
the person who makes fists
and
stands
in
the
rain
to
make
sure
my
opinion
is
fists
stands in the rain to make sure
opinion is heard.
heard. I'm not even the person who would
stand in line for free ice cream. But I'm sitting at my computer and I'm typing this note to you because sitting in silence is
acquiescing that the way this
this has
has been
been handled
handled is
is acceptable.
acceptable. I chose to write to
to you because as an alumna of
of this fine
university established in excellence
excellence and as
as a person
person whose life has
has been greatly enriched by the OSUMB, I want
want better for
both organizations from you than what you're currently offering.
offering. II chose to write to you because Jonathan Waters deserves
more.
Thank you for taking the time
time to consider my
my thoughts
thoughts and, formally,
formally, welcome to the Buckeye family.
family, Here's wishing
your experiences with Ohio State are as wonderful as mine.
Sincerely,
Briarme
Brianne Reiss
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President Michael Drake
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Board of Tmstees
Trustees
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dear President Drake and Board of
Trustees,
ofTmstees,
I would like to introduce myself.
myself. I am an alumna ofthe
of the Ohio State University, having
earned two degrees:
degrees: a Bachelor of Science
Science degree in
in Nursing
Nursing (1984)
(1984) and a Master of
Science degree (2006), practicing as an Adult Nurse Practitioner. I made a personal
ago, I am
choice to become a Life Member of the OSU Alumni Association several years ago.
a proud 5 year member of the OSU Marching Band,
Band, having
having been a Squad Leader for my
last two years and I was
was the first female
female from
from Sandusky,
Sandusky, Ohio
Ohio to
to make
make the
the band.
band. I'm
I'm sure
you have received many letters over the past few weeks, but Ir ask that you take the time
Myfocus
focusisisunique,
unique, sharing
sharing in
in our
our background
background of
of medicine and
to please read
read mine,
mine. My
ethics, a topic that you know welt.
well.
I'd like
like to
to briefly
briefly discuss
discuss the
the four
four values
values of
of medical ethics
ethics and apply them to the decision
I'd
Theyare:
are: autonomy,
autonomy, beneficence,
beneficence, nonmaleficence
nonmale£icence and justice.
to [n'e
fire Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. They
Autonomy. This is respect for an individual. We
We know that in
in reference to a patient, we
are not to coax or coerce someone into decision making.
making. Education about risks and
decision,
benefits are to be explained and he then makes his choice about a treatment or a decision.
President Drake and Board- did you have all the facts and education about this decision
to fire
fire Jon? How could you make such a drastic
drastic decision
decision when
when this report has been
proven to not be scientifically sound?
sound? You,
You, as
as a physician, understand about sample size,
lack of
of data, reliability,
reliability, etc.
etc. Were you coerced into a hasty decision? What pressure was
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ofless
placed on you, our University President of
less than one month?

of providing good,
good, of
of a benefit. The firing of
of Jon
Jon did
did
Beneficence. This is the principle of
Band.
not promote the well being of others, including the new 2014 OSU Marching Band,
of items in the nonfactual Glaros report invoked humiliation and
and
Also, the public sharing of
of band alumni who
shame to thousands of
who now have
have to
to explain "we
"we weren't like that." I
myself as a
was never sexually offended while in the band, but now have to defend myself
respected medical professional- and not as a sexualized, harassed female band member.
Non-maleficence. Many recognize this as "do no harm." However, great harm has been
of firing him, I
Instead of
committed to
to the
the band
band alumni,
alumni, and
andmost
mostseverely,
severely,totoJon
JonWaters.
Waters. Instead
Jon could
could have remained the
believe a different
different solution
solution could
couldhave
havebeen
beenenforced.
enforced. Jon
staff support
director, while incorporating the steps you are currently using: additional staff
Thewell
wellbeing
beingof
ofour
ourcurrent
current band
band is
is at
at risk.
risk. Their
Their respected
and additional
additional education.
education. The
and beloved leader has been yanked from their lives. They are being forced to endure
lengthy Title IX lectures (which could have been an on-line, mandatory course to
complete before the first day of school and not during time to learn music and a show for
Theseyoung
youngstudents
studentswere
were learning
learning many
many life
life skills
skills from Jon beside
next week).
week). These
music-he
community. He was modeling an
music-he was
was teaching them to
to give back
back to
to their community.
Jonwas
wasteaching
teaching and
and molding
molding these
'attitude
`attitude of
ofgratitude'
gratitude' and
andtoto'pay
'payforward.'
forward.' Jon
students for their future as adults.

to be fair with all the
The last value
Justice. One needs to
value of ethics
ethics that
that I'd
Pd like to discuss is Justice.
people involved.
President
Drake,
you
have
an
opportunity
and
the
ability
to make things
involved.
Drake,
provide
justice.
I
know
that
you
have
received
a
plethora
of
information
in
right and to
to
of
disproving
The University
University did not
disproving many
many facts
factsof
ofthe
theGlaros
Glarosreport.
report. The
not thoroughly review
and assess
assess the situation before
before making
making their decision.
decision. I would like to restate your quote
th to the Columbus
from
Columbus Metropolitan Club:
Club: "I have always been a person who
from August
August 13
I3th
did my best to
to find
find the
the facts
facts and
and to
to act
act accordingly
accordingly and appropriately on thosefacts
those facts and
to
to move
move forward.
forward. And
And II will
will always
always do
do that."
that,"
I would like
like to
to request
request the
the reinstatement
reinstatement of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters as the Director of the Ohio
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. This
This would
would be the
the best step
step in
in moving
moving forward.
forward.
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In conclusion, I'd
I'd like
like to
to provide
provide aa passage
passage you
you might recognize from
from Sir
Sir William
William Osler
Osler
In
(1907):
(1907):
"You are
are in
in this
this profession
profession as
as aa calling,
calling, not
not as
as aa business, as
as aa calling
calling which
which exacts
exacts you
you at
at
"You
get
every turn self-sacrifice, devotion, love, and tenderness to your fellow-men. Once you get
light of
of your
your life is
is
down to a purely business level, your influence is gone and the true light
dimmed." From:
From:The
Thereserves
reservesof
oflife.
St.
Mary's
Hospital
Gazette
13:95-98.
life. St. Mary's Hospital Gazette 13:95-98.

request feedback
Please provide me with confirmation that you received my letter and I request
of Trustees regarding this matter.
from the Board of

Sincerely,
Michelle P. Ruess Jackson
Adult Nurse Practitioner, Grant Medical Center
Former OSU Marching Band Member 1980-1984
of Governors member
Current TBDBITL Board of
Email: osurooster@ao1.com
Email:
osuroosteraaol.com
#westandwithj onwaters
#ourhonordefend
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Allison Schaffer
Schaffer
Allison
President Drake,
Drake,
President
First and
and foremost,
foremost, welcome to
to The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University,
University, the best university in the country as far as
First
In fact,
fact, II loved itit so
so much, I took aa full
full 5 years to graduate.
myself and
and many
many others are
are concerned. In
myself
is Allison
Allison Schaffer,
Schaffer, a.k.a. Princess,
Princess, to those who
who affectionately called
called me that.
that. II was Hall
Hall
My name
name is
My
Council President
President of Baker Hall, played in the University Band, sang in Women's Glee and was
Council
heavily involved
involved in the Theatre Department. II was a manager for The Ohio State University Marching
heavily
Band and the
the Athletic Bands
Bands from 1992-1994
1992-1994 and Head
Head Manager for the 1993
1993 Athletic Band season
Band
and 1994
1994 football season.
and
Being a manager was an amazing
amazing experience
experience for me from the get go. II was a 19
19 year old woman
Being
trying to figure out where I belonged in a campus full of very different people. I came from New
history of
of Ohio State or the marching band; I just knew that, as
Jersey and really didn't know the history
soon as I found that organization and the amazing people that were part of it, I found the place I
be. I took responsibility for my actions as an adult. I was never forced to drink, forced to
wanted to be.
and NEVER hazed as implied in your report. I CHOSE to do these
take place in Midnight Ramp and
aliiI was living the college experience, right? Yes,
things, after all
Yes, my nickname, Princess, was because
East Coast Jewish woman and the nickname is short for Jewish American Princess, but this
II am an East
was an affectionate term and not hateful by any means. As a matter of fact, I found that being a
Jewish woman was great, I was able to educate those people who never met a Jew, or never had
Jewish friends before, making them more diverse. I would have never had these experiences had I
sodal sorority, instead I would be paying to have friends which I got for free the minute I
joined a social
...because
becausewe
weall
all get
get it!
it! We
We have
have all
became aa part
became
part of
of the
the band.
band.Better
Betteryet,
yet,I Icall
callthese
thesepeople
peoplefamily
family
been there and shared
shared these
these experiences
experiences with
with each
each other
other ... to me, that's invaluable. I would never
celebrities, participated in traditions and most of all
have gone to bowl games, loaded airplanes, met celebrities,
met some of the closest friends that I have TO THIS DAY!
investigation into the band and the firing of Jon Waters. Jon is a
iI was shocked to learn about the investigation
Intentions and actions. He has been trying to change
stand up man who has nothing but the best intentions
yearl One season! Thanks to your decision, the media
that culture but, unfairly, you only gave him a year!
organization past, present and future sound
has made all of the organization
sound like a bunch
bunch of animals.
animals. I assure you
that this is not the truth and I feel you and all of those involved in
in this decision,
decision, didn't take the time to
speak to those of us who were there.
saddened by the
there. I am
am saddened
the actions of the university that I proudly
(usually) represent as an alumnus. Thanks to your actions, I have had to spend
spend the last few days
defending
defending myself, my humility, my friend Jon Waters and most of all MY University!
Allison "Princess" Schaffer
OSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band
Band
Manager/Head Manger 1992-1994

........

r------

..... . .
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8/1/2014
President Michael Drake, MD
President
205 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
43210
Columbus, Ohio 43210

President Drake,
By now
By
now II am
am sure
sure you
you have
have received
received tens
tensififnot
nothundreds
hundreds of
of letters
letters from
from disappointed
disappointed or upset
fanner members and friends of the Ohio State University Marching Band containing impassioned
former
has taken
taken me
me some
some time
time to
to compose my version
pleas for the reinstatement of Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. ItIt has
of such a letter
letter because,
because, frankly,
frankly, IIhave
have had
had to
to regain
regain my
my composure first.

My name is
is Joseph
JosephSekel.
Sekel. IIam
amaaproud
proud alumnus
alumnus of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
StateMarching
MarchingBand.
Band. (On my third
made itit into the band
as aa snare
snare drummer
drummerin
inthe
theearly
early1980s.)
1980s.) Prior
Priorto
toJuly
July 24,
24, I
tryout attempt, II made
band as
would have said that
that I was a proud
engineering alumnus
alumnus of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University as welL
would
proud engineering
well. But,
after three weeks
weeks on the
the job
job and
and with
with one
one swift
swift and
and misguided
misguided action,
action, you
you have put me in a position
of having to choose
choose between
between an allegiance
allegiance to
to my
my alma
alma mater
mater or a loyalty
loyalty to
to my
my beloved
beloved marching
marching
Given no other
band, its current members
members and to
to thousands of its
its alumni
alumni brothers and sisters.
sisters. Given
choice, my
choice,
my allegiance will
will always be to the OSUMB
OSUMB and
and my
my OSUMB
OSUMI3family.
family. IIhope
hope you
you have
have the
capacity to redress your
your actions
actions of
of July 24 by reinstating Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters so
so II can again claim to be a
proud alumnus
alumnus of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State University.
proud
It is
is said that a well-written alma mater (song)
(song) can
can evoke
evoke aa profound
profound cOIIDection
connection between one's spirit

school. I cannot help but to think about Carmen
Carmen Ohio, a song that I sang and played
and his or her school.
...perhaps,
perhaps, much
much like
like aa soldier who would
would fly the flag
many times, somewhat differently
differently right
right now
now..
down to
to signal
signal distress to anyone in a position to help. At
At risk
risk of
of being disrespectful to
upside down
Carmen Ohio,
Ohio, which is not my intent, I would
would like
like to use it
it to
to assist
assist me in
in conveying
conveying my
my feelings:
feelings:

"Oh
raise." Praise
"Oh come,
come, let's sing Ohio's praise, and songs to Alma Mater raise."
Praise is
is an
an expression
expression of
of
manner in
in which
which your
your investigation
investigation of
of Jon and
do NOT
NOT approve
approve of
of the
the manner
admiration or approval. II do
the band was conducted. Too
Toomany
manyopposing
opposingtestimonials
testimonialsare
arecoming
corning forth
forth from
from those who were
interviewed with
with any
any context,
context, if they were
referenced in the report, but were curiously not interviewed
at all. To
To me, this suggests that the report was prepared
preparedin
inaa way
way to
to justify
justify a
interviewed at
predetermined outcome
outcome or rush to judgment.
predetermined
with joy
joy which death
death alone
alone can
can still."
stilL" There
Thereisis no
no joy,
joy, sir, in
rebounding thrill,
thrill, with
"While our hearts rebounding
effectively
beinglabeled
labeledaahomophobic,
homophobic,anti-Semitic,
anti-Semitic,sexist
sexistand
andsexual
sexualdeviant.
deviant. But, with your
effectively being
administration's
administration's careless
careless handling
handling and
and publishing
publishingof
of this
this report
reportand
andits
itsclaims,
claims, you
you have
have effectively
effectively
done just that,
that, tarnishing the reputations of thousands of us.
us. We
We are
are professionals, grandparents,
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parents, sons,
You have
sons, daughters,
daughters, soldiers,
soldiers, church
church laity
laity and
and so
so on.
on. You
have offended
offended and
and insulted all
all of
of us
us
issue. As
with your administration's false claims and amateurish handling of this issue.
As a side note, II do
of donating
donating to
to institutions
institutions that
that insult me.
me.
not make a habit of

"Summer's heat or winter's cold,
cold, the
the seasons
seasons pass
pass the
the years
years will
will roll."
roll." The so-called
so-called "two
"two month
month
investigation" was
was conducted
conducted earlier
earlier this
thissummer
summer during
during the
the marching
marchingband's
band's offseason.
offseason. During
During
investigation"
period, am II to
to understand
understand that the investigators could only manage to interview a handful of
this period,
members? I find it completely
completely incredulous
incredulous that
that the
the administration's investigators
marching band members?
could only track down
down that small subset
subset of
of members
members and,
and, somehow,
somehow, could
could not
not draw
draw on the
university's vast recording-keeping resources
resources to
to track
track down
down and interview a larger,
larger, random
random
university'S
sampling of members with
with pertinent information (to form a more
more complete
complete account).
account). How can you
possibly make
make any
any just
just determination
determination based
based on
on such
such aa limited
limited sampling
sampling of
ofdata?
data? To
To support
support a more
possibly
complete, accurate
accurate and fair investigation, II request to be interviewed because II have relevant
complete,
information regarding
this investigation.
investigation.
infonnation
regarding this
"Time and change will surely show, how firm thy friendship ...
OHIO!" II stand
... OHIO!"
stand with
with my
my OSUMB
OSUMB
family. Our
as itit has
has ever
everbeen.
been. We
Weare
areresolute.
resolute. We
We will
willnever
nevergive
giveup.
up. We
Ourfriendship
friendship is
is as firm
firm as
family.
to Jonathan Waters.
will fight
fight to
to defend
defend our
our honor
honor and the honor that belongs to this band
band and to
Please do
do the
the right
right thing.
thing. Please
the Director
Director of
of the Ohio State
Please
Pleasereinstate
reinstateJonathan
JonathanWaters
Waters as
as the
University Marching Band
Band without
without further delay. I am proud
proud to
to stand
stand with
with Jon!
Jon!
Please provide me with
with confirmation
confirmation that
that you received
received my
my letter
letter and I request feedback from the
Board of Trustees regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Joseph
Joseph M. Sekel
Sekel
TBDBITL,
TBDEITL, I-Row, 1981-83
BSEE 1984
Cc:

Board of Trustees
Trustees (Jeffrey
Geffrey Wadsworth, Chair)
Archie Griffin, President/CEO, The Ohio State Alumni Association
Betty Montgomery
David
David Axelrod,
Axelrod, Esq.

oseph

Sekel a 2
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8/10/2014
S/10/2014

Mr. Archie Griffin
Longaberger Alumni House
2200 Olentangy River Rd.
43210
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Archie,
You are
are no
My name is Joseph
Joseph Sekel.
Sekel. II am
am aa proud
proud alumnus of the Ohio
Ohio State
State Marching
MarchingBand.
Band. You
doubt receiving
receivmg tens if not hundreds
doubt
hundreds of letters from upset former members and friends of the Ohio
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band asking
askingfor
foryour
yoursupport
support of
ofJonathan
JonathanWaters.
Waters. I can only hope that
withm your stack of letters and read by you.
my letter is found within
also Joseph SekeL
played football
football as a freshman for Woody Hayes at the
My father's name was also
Sekel. He played
with his wife
Ohio State University
University in
in the
the late-1950's.
late-1950's, He
He would have loved to play longer, but with
pregnant with
with me,
me, he decided that
that he needed
needed to
to go
go to
to college
college part-time so he could work and have
pregnant
But, boy, did he love Woody!
describe Woody
money to take care
care of
of his
hisbudding
budding family.
family. But,
Woody! He would describe
as the ultimate field general who was hell
hen on the field but the nicest,
nicest most caring father-like
fathedike figure
off the
the field.
field. As
anaside,
aside,IIhad
hadthe
thepleasure
pleasureof
ofmeeting
meeting Mrs.
Mrs. Hayes
Hayes not
not long after Woody's passing.
Asan
When I told
told her
her my
my dad's
dad's name,
name, she
she responded
responded with the years that my dad played and his position.
She said
saidthat
thatthe
thefootball
football players
players were
were family
family to
to she and Woody,
Needless to say,
say, II was
was astounded.
astounded. She
and that they made it a point to remember each and every player year after year.
year. Clearly this
continned by
confirmed
by dad's sentiment.
Infact,
fact, II can
can only
only recall
recall three instances of it:
I rarely saw my father cry.
cry. In
it: when
when his
his father
father died,
died, when
Woody passed away and when
when the
the Gator
Gator Bowl incident resulted in Woody's
Woody'S dismissal from the
univerSity.
Althoughmy
mydad
dadunderstood
understoodthe
thegravity
gravityofofthe
theGator
GatorBowl
Bowl circumstances,
circumstances, he often
university. Although
that "no
"no one,
one, especially
especially someone that so loved
said that "it was a tragedy" and that
loved the university and its
students, should have to go out that way."
way."
I too
But my encounters
encounters with
with him
him came
came as aa result of
too had
had very memorable encounters
encounters with Woody.
Woody. But
being in the band.
You see, when I approached my teen years, my father wanted me to follow in his
band. You
footsteps by
by playing football,
football, aa game
game he
heloved.
loved. But,
footsteps
But not having his size and overall physique, I
instead became
became drawn
drawn into
into music
music and
and playing
playing the
the drums.
drums. I could tell that this
this disappointed my
father.
But, being
being aa great dad, he held that disappointment deep within and managed to support
father. But,
my music and
activities one
WhenII told
told him
him that
thatII was
was choosing
chOOSing Ohio
Ohio State
and band activities
one hundred
hundred percent. When
for college
college over
over the
the University
University of
of Cincinnati
Cincinnati or the
the Air Force
Force Academy
Academy because
because II wanted
wanted to be
be in the
Marching Band,
Band, II could
could see
see his
his eyes
eyes light
light up
up as if II was
was indeed
indeed following in his footsteps.
footsteps.
Ohio State Marching
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When II made
made the
the band,
band, my
my dad
dad drove
drove four hours round trip
When
trip for every home game to see the
band...and
the game.
game. He
band
... and of
of course to watch the
He would
would make
make sure
sure he arrived
arrived in Columbus early
the band's
band's dress rehearsal, on the
enough to see the
the stadium
stadium parking
parkinglot,
lot, and
andthe
theSkull
Skull Session
Session in St.
John Arena.
Arena. Of the Saturday morning marching
marching rehearsals,
rehearsals, he
he would
would say
say that
that without
without our
Jo1m
bank of the
the Olentangy.
Olentangy.
instruments we looked like a rag-tag bunch of goof-ups from his seat on the bank
But,
he
would
go
on
to
say,
as
soon
as
we
started
marching
AND
playing,
the
discipline
and the
But, he would go on to say, as soon as we started marching AND playing, the discipline and
was then
then clear
clear to him that we
we were the best of the
precision returned
returned and was overwhelming. ItIt was
best.
We WERE
WERE that
best. We
thatband
band which
which Woody
Woody often
oftenheralded
heralded as
as the
the only
only group
group on
on campus
campus that
that worhd
worked
team.
harder than his beloved football
football team.
enjoyed with
with my
my dad
dad was
was a few
few years
years after
after my
my graduation
graduation from Ohio State.
State. We
The last day II enjoyed
watched a televised Saturday
Saturday afternoon
afternoon OSU
OSU football game together from the comfort of his favorite

sofa.
band on
on the
the television.
television. My
how proud he
sofa. They
They showed the band
My dad
dad looked
looked at me and told me how
in the
the marching
marching band.
band. Later that night, he
he passed
passed away
away in
in his
his sleep.
sleep. I know
was that I had been in
deep in my heart that it would make him even more proud that
that II was reaching out
out to
to you, on behalf
all my
my TBDBITL
TBDBITLbrothers
brothersand
andsisters,
sisters,imploring
imploringyou
youfor
foryour
yourhelp.
help. Because,
Because, simply
simply stated,
stated, you
of all
were my dad's hero.
As mentioned above, the
to experience Woody between his
the band
band afforded me opportunities to
departure
departure from
from coaching and his passing. At
At aa senior
senior tackle
tackle night
night in Ohio Stadium, Woody was

handed the
the baton. He
He ascended
ascended the director's ladder
ladder and
and conducted
conducted us
us during
during the
the playing
playing of
of "Fight
the Team."
Team." Woody
was waving
wavingthe
thebaton
batonfrantically
franticallyand
andnot
notininrhythm.
rhythm. ItItdidn't
didn't matter.
matter. We
Woody was
We were
glued
played our fight
fight song
song better
better than
than ever.
ever. After the song,
song, Woody
Woody addressed
addressed us with
giued to him as we played
recall what he said but I do
an outpouring of his love
love for
for tOSU,
tOSU,the
theband
bandand
andits
itstraditions.
traditions. I don't
don't recall
remember that there wasn't
wasn't a dry eye
eye in
in the
the place.
place. At that moment,
moment, II could
could understand
understand why that
man was so loved.
My most-lasting memory from
from being
being in
in the
the band
band was marching in Script Ohio on the
the day that
Woody dotted the
the "i."
"i." Being
Being at
at the
the opposite
oppositeend
endof
ofthe
thescript,
script, II could
could still
still tell
tell when
when Bruce
Bruce Hart, our
drum major, led
led Woody
Woody onto
ontothe
thefield.
field. Ohio
OhioStadium
Stadiumexploded
explodedwith
withcheer
cheerand
andapplause.
applause. That was
the only time
time that!
that I could
could NOT
NOThear
hear the
the drum
drum that
that I was
was playing.
playing. I clipped a photo
photo of
of Woody and
Bruce from
from the
the local
localnewspaper.
newspaper. A couple of years later, when I learned that Woody Hayes waS
was
going to be in
in my
my small
small Ohio
Ohio hometown's
hometown's Memorial
Memorial Day
Day parade,
parade, II found
found that
that clipping and asked
Woody to
sign it.
it. He did. II have
to sign
have attached
attached itit to
to the
the end
end of
of this letter.
dosing, Archie,
constituencies in
In closing,
Archie,IIunderstand
understand and
and respect that
that you
you have many pressures and constituencies
your
your role
role as
as President
President of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State Alumni
Alumni Association
Association as
as well
well as
as your
your role
role of
of Sr.
Sr. Vice
Vice President
for Alumni
brothers and sisters, only
Alumni Relations. I,1, along
along with
with my
my fellow
fellow OSUMB
OSUMB brothers
only ask for the
complete consideration of all the facts
facts and
and fairness
fairness for
for Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters and
and the band. Like
Like Woody,
Woody, I
know that you hold the
the band,
band, its
its members
members and
and the
the alumni
alumniin
inthe
thehighest
highestregard.
regard. The university's
questionable handling
handling of
of this situation
situation and
and the
the firing
firing of
of Jon has broken our
our collective
collective hearts.
-osc,,ph
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But, make no mistake,
bond as
as well
well as
as our
our
But,
mistake, it has
has brought
brought us closer together
together and strengthened our bond
Please, I beg of
Please use
use your
your considerable
considerable influence within the university and the
the
resolve. Please,
of you.
you. Please
OSU Alumni Association
OSU
Association to
to right
right this
thiswrong.
wrong. Let's together honor Woody's memory by making
not
have
to
further
endure
a similar tragic end to his
Please strongly
sure
that
Jon
does
sure that
his OSU
OSU career.
career. Please
encourage the
the Ohio State University administration
administration to
to immediately
immediately reinstate
reinstate Jon
Jon (with
(with back
back pay).
pay).
encourage
as we stand
stand with
with Jon.
Jon.
Please stand with us as

Sincerely,

M. Sekel
Joseph M.
Joseph
TBDBITL,
TBDBITL, I-Row, 1981-83
BSEE 1984
cc: Urban
Urban Meyer
cc:
Enclosure: Photo of Woody Hayes and Bruce Hart
Enclosure:

Joseph 1. Sekel a 3
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Damian Sheets
Sheets
Damian

0'Captain
Captain my
my Captain
Captain
0'

The
The past
past couple
couple of
of days
days have
have weighed heavily
heavlly on my heart as I have witnessed an organization (and
held so dear
dear to my
my heart be exposed, insulted, mocked, persecuted,
individual) that
that II have held
individual)
misrepresented,
misrepresented, and
and finally dismantled by the very alma mater that II believed was dedicated to the
betterment of
of that same organization, its members and the community around it.
betterment
What II have
have witnessed
wItnessed over these past couple of days has led me down a path
path I never thought
What
questioning my
my allegiance to a University
University that has been in my heart
heart since I can remember
possible, questioning
remember. While I did
even having the ability to remember.
did not grow up in Ohio, my parents (both Ohioans)
me on the core values that I believe were instilled in them by such a great state and its
raised me
leading university: discipline, loyalty, scholarship, benevolence, family (actual and metaphorical),
and empathy. I emphasize the latter two core values because I believe they are especially important
of these recent
recent events.
in the context of

My first true encounter with The Ohio State University Marching Band is undoubtedly similar to many
others. II was five or six years old, travelling from Las Vegas to Columbus to go to my first Ohio State
my father and grandfather. Times were different back then.
game with my
then. I learned that my grandfather
never attended college because of his need to support his family and play
playa
II.
had never
a role in World War II.
Similarly, my father, whom I thought had graduated from
from Ohio State, was forced to graduate at
another institution due to his required military service at the time. Nonetheless, their allegiance to
another
this great university was unwavering, and had been impressed upon me from minute one of my
existence.
Upon arriving in Columbus, it was a typical
typical grey and dreary fall
fall day with the leaves changing, the
clouds hanging over and rain looming. Our first stop was high street, where they took me to Buckeye
Donuts to drink hot chocolate and play connect four before walking around campus and showing me
where my mother attended her classes as a student some twenty years earlier. The trees and
buildings were beautiful and nothing like I had seen in Las Vegas. All
All of the fans and students were
so excited just to be alive, engaging in another great Saturday of college football and festivities.
festivities. It
didn't feel like itIt was about winning or losing, or being number one, but just being a part of a great
didn't
institution during truly great activities on such a great day. As I continued around campus, this pride
echoed through the hallways of every building and resonated in the tone of every voice.
The next stop was St,
St. John's Arena, where my father began to tell
tell me storIes
stories about the band. I
remember him saying "If you listen real
real close,
close, you
you can hear the band coming.
coming. Listen for the drums." I
sat and listened, eager to be the one that heard
heard the band first.
first. The fans would start to clap and die
down, and clap some more. Then, out of nowhere,
nowhere, the entire Arena erupted into screams and
applause, and with a quick exit, the band
band came
came out,
out, so
so crisp,
crisp, so
so clean,
clean, so pristine.
pristine. The quickness of
the steps and movements, I remember,
remember, were so precise that I could barely contain myself. And then
they played
....
And
And I knew
knew....
The music, the fight songs, the pride, all so
so overwhelmingly strong,
strong, that JI couldn't imagine any better
place in the world to be on any football Saturday. I knew that this was something I wanted to be a
part of. I saw the effect it had on the fans
fans around
around me,
me, the
the inspiration they drew from
from it and
and the sheer
fun each member was having. I didn't see depression, coercion,
coercion, or harassment, but instead pure
happiness and joy from the sons and daughters who were laughing,
laughing, dancing with
with one another and
and
visiting their families up in the stands.
stands. Once called
called to order,
order, their professionalism and discipline was
distinct,
.greatness.
distinct, 'each
each member working
working together
together to
to accomplish
accomplish one
one task.,
task...greatness.
And
...
And I knew
knew...
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forvvard twelve years (and past an immeasurable
immeasurable number
number of
of return
return visits
visits to
to watch
watch TBDB1TL)
TBDB1TL) to
Fast forward
to
my arrival on Ohio state's
State's campus as an entering freshman.
freshman. For the past twelve
twelve years,
years, I had been
practicing my trumpet,
trumpet, attending music camps, and taking instruction from
from local TBDBITL alum in
preparation for this
this moment. As with
with most freshman
freshman auditioning
auditioning for the
the band,
band, I was
was forced
forced to move-in
two weeks early into an
an empty dorm suite. Tryouts began and I quickly learned that,
that, while I could
play, I! was in over my head from a physical standpoint.
...
And 1 was
was cut.
cut....

First cut....
know what
what that
that means
means...ouch)
cut.. .. (4.5
(4.5 average
average marching score for those who know
... ouch)
For those of you
you who have never experienced first cuts,
cuts, it is a spirit crushing
crushing ordeal,
ordeal, one that makes
you feel worthless
worthless and
and want to
to give up on your dreams.
dreams. They read
read off the numbers and ask you to
go to the other room.
room. At first,
first, you
you hope that they are just moving
moving you
you or reassigning
reassigning you,
you, or that you
are going in to
to another "extra
"extra session" where they will
will provide additional
additional assistance,
assistance, but then you
hear the director start talking to the larger group in your absence, and you know that,
notwithstanding
hard you've tried,
tried, you've failed.
notwithstanding how hard
Enter Jonathan Waters,
Waters, then
then a graduate assistant, and many other band
band staff.
staff. They walk into to
room to give you
you the
the bad
bad news,
news, however, instead of simply thanking you
you and
and sending you
you on your
way, they tel!
way,
tell you
you war stories
stories about how they got cut,
cut, or even
even first
first cut,
cut, and
and were
were able
able to
to overcome it
to become band
band members and
and even squad leaders. They encourage you
you to engage in the athletic
program, participate
band program,
participate in spring
spring band, attend summer sessions,
sessions, and
and come
come back the next year
better than
than ever.
ever. They tell
tell you
you how valuable you
you are to
to the
the organization and
and to
to never give up on the
music, They instill hope.
...
And you
you try
try again
again...
OVer the next year,
Over
year, I1came
cameto
to know
know Dr.
Dr. Woods,
Woods, Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Waters, and
and Chris
Chris Hoch
Hoch quite well.
well. As
directors and
and staff,
staff, they
they constantly encouraged
encouraged me to
to push
push myself to
to the
the limit and learn from
from those
who had been a part of the
the organization for some time ("vets" as I would
would learn they were called).
They let me travel,
travel, as a freshman,
freshman, on tournament trips,
trips, which
which only motivated
motivated me more.
more. When
When Spring
about, Jon
Band came about,
Jon was
was always there, encouraging me to pick up my feet and turn my corners
square. Finally,
Jon and
and Dr.
Dr. Woods offered me the opportunity of a lifetime,
lifetime, a spot in volunteer band,
Finally, Jon
actually marching in a script.
script,
...
And I failed
failed again
again...

Some of you
you have
have seen
seen a video
video of the
the Script Ohio
Ohio performance on
on August 24,
24, 2002.
2002. For those
those of
you who
you
who have
have but can't remember it, let me remind you. It is the one where a bozo collides with a
trombone player at the "h"
"h" crossover
crossover and has to run
run back to his script spot, in front of 106,000
people. I was that bozo,
bozo, who had finally been given this opportunity to prove that I should be a
member of the
the greatest marching
marching band in the world, and
and I blew it (in front of my parents no less) on
stage. That was me,
me, and as heart crushing as being
being first cut the year earlier,
its biggest stage.
earlier, there was no
comparison between
between that and this.
With tryouts only two
two days later,
later, I returned to my grandmother's home, only to sulk and consider if I
was worth
worth of even
even trying
trying out at this point. There I stayed until three hours before candidate tryouts
were to begin,
begin, when
when I got a call
call from
from my father.
father. "No,
"No, I don't think I'm going to tryout this year.
year. I got
the opportunity
opportunity to
to march,
march, that's
that's aU
all II ever
ever wanted."
wanted." II said
saidto
to him.
him. "Are
"Areyou
youcrazy,"
crazy,"he
hesaid,
said,"If
if you don't
go to these tryouts
tryouts because
because of one mistake, after having spent your entire life pursuing
pursuing this dream,
I've truly overestimated you as my son." For the next hour, I sat and
and thought back to the
the words
words of
encouragement that
that Jon
Jon Waters
Waters and
and other band staff had
had given me throughout the prior year, and
right. I needed to go back and do this. Othervvise,
my father was
was right.
Otherwise, I was ignoring the very thing that
TBDBITL was about: figuring
figuring out a way to learn from your mistakes and driving through them in
order to
to be
be aa part
part of
of something
something truly
truly great.
great
And I drove through it.. ..

.. -.: ... ....:: .. :-
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Tryouts were tough, but I made it, as a regular no less. My squad leaders, Henry Lee and Nick
Strickling, two of the most supportive and instructive band members I have ever met, were nothing
short of encouraging and positive every step of the way.
way. Along
Along with some fourth
fourth and
and fifth
fifth year
members in the row, Henry and Nick made it clear that all of the senior members in the band were
marching, music, and even
there to help us with any problems we may have. This included help with marching,
more personal issues, like studies, jobs, relationships, or problems within the band. It became
apparent that being a member of this organization was more than just being a number ("T10" and
case), it was
later "T9" in my case),
was being part of a family.
family. This is a sentiment that was reflected every step
of the way by every member, and echoed by band leadership. There was never a moment where
of
directors or staff made us feel like we could not talk to them if we needed help.
Throughout my two years in the Ohio State University Marching Band, I witnessed many things,
things, both
and some might be construed by others as negative, but
on and off the field. Some were positive arid
one thing I never saw was leadership condoning
condoning any activity which acted to harass any other
or place
place them in such an uncomfortable position that they felt they had no recourse. In fact,
member, or
included Jonathan Waters,
that leadership, which included
Waters, always made it clear that if there was anything that
you (as a student) fell
felt wasn't right, you should immediately bring that to the attention of your squad
that got you nowhere, you should
should bring
bring itit to
to them
themdirectly.
directly. 1I had such a moment, and
leader, and ifif that
brought it to the attention of a senior member of my row (not even
even a squad leader). With
With great
concern, the senior member took care of it immediately, and within a couple of days, things were
much more positive and the problem completely resolved.
There has been a lot of talk recently about students being "forced" to engage in activities like taking
oaths of secrecy, marching in their underwear, engaging in "derogatory" song singing, performing
"rookie tricks," performing "physical" challenges,
challenges, completing rookie "midterms", engaging in "sexual"
"derogatory" activities on
and allegedly "derogatory"
on busses,
busses, and
and creating/reading derogatory publications.
publications. What
the university and news outlets fail to discuss, likely because of their decision to act with haste
instead of reserve and thoroughness, is that so many of these alleged "events" are misrepresented
and so many positive aspects of the band
band have been outright ignored.
First and foremost, directorship and stUdent
student leadership never forced anyone to do anything in
TBDBITL, except give 1
. 10% on the field when practicing and performing. From your initial summer
110%
session until your last day in band,
band, there are only a few statements that can sum up the position said
directorship/leadership: "Enthusiasm", "Pick up your feet", "Turn your corners square," "Drive, Drive,
Drive", and "Drive through it".
it". These are the bedrock principles of what we are all taught by this
members. We are taught to work hard, push through
leadership core from the moment we become members,
the pain, and give everything we have to our performances and our lives. As long as we do that, we
have earned the right to call ourselves members and alumni of The Best Damn Band in the Land.
Leadership and directorship always made it known that they were there to help the students in any
way possible. Whether it be trouble with classes, family problems, or trouble within the organization,
this leadership core always encouraged communication with both squad leaders and the directors so
that assistance and the appropriate steps could be offered in making the experience the best it could
possibly be. In fact, to my knowledge, never did a director, squad leader, or senior member fail to
meet with anyone who had a concern about the band, its actions (on and off the field), or its
direction. On many occasions members were honored to have directors write letters of
recommendation for medical school, law school, and the like.
With regards to the alleged
alleged "activities" as represented
represented (more
(more misrepresented) in the University's
"report", band leadership did
did not condone any activity which acted to discriminate or harass any
other individual, and such was made clear IMMEDIATELY after every member's inception into the
organization. As an example,
example, each year band
band directorship arranged a meeting with the newly
certain rules,
rules, policies and procedures. These policies and procedures were
selected band to go over certain
deeply rooted in the same TITLE IX that the University now claims Jonathan Waters did not take
steps to enforce. During this meeting, Directors, including Jonathan Waters, explained how hazing,
sexual harassment and
sexual discrimination, sexual
and inappropriate conduct would be inexcusable,
inexcusable, and
and if
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such were
were to
to occur,
occur, itit should
should be
be brought
brought to
to the
the attention
attention of
ofthe.
the Directors immediately. Every student
student
such
was
said, it cannot be denied that
was required
required to sign an acknowledgement to these policies. That being
being said,
some of
of the alleged activities did occur, however, under very different circumstances than portrayed
some
in the
the University's
University's report, and certainly without the knowledge of
of the Directors, who were very much
in
of eliminating such
such alleged
alleged behavior.
dedicated to the process of
dedicated
While the
the University
University has
has chosen to take an
an unnecessarily
unnecessarily negative approach towards Jonathan
Jonathan
While
Waters and the Ohio State University Marching Band, as a whole, for these alleged "activities", what
is more
more disheartening is its attempts to misconvey the facts surrounding such and its further
is
attempts
attempts to now vilify Former Director Jonathan Waters in its efforts to justify its almost unilateral and
knee-jerk reaction. It is important to note that, the report, which purports to have talked with five
five
knee-jerk
current and five former marching band members, was prepared during a time period when the band
of itself, acts
is effectively dormant and while many students are away for the summer. This, in and of
is
to question the integrity of a report which, if taken in its entirety as true, would lead every reader to
be
believe that every man and woman, gay or straight, white or minority, believes themselves to be
offensive" organization.
"victims" of this "horridly offensive"
organization. The inconvenient timing of and
and quick-to-act decision
making in this report has, in essence forced the silence of hundreds, if not thousands of current and
and
making
past members of this organization who might share opinions contrary to those depicted in the report.
This includes many who are women, minorities, and those with alternative sexual preferences.

Had the University thoroughly interviewed current and past members of the
the band, they would have
several of its highest ranking members are and have been both women and minorities.
seen that several
This includes, but is not limited to:
• Dwight Hudson and Oliver McGee, both African American drum majors, and
and integral parts of
Mr. Hudson's tenure, then Director Dr. Paul Droste changed band rules so
OSUMB history.
history. During
During Mr.
that Mr. Hudson could return
return for a third consecutive year because,
because, to quote Mike Harden from the
September 1979 issue of
of Ohio
Ohio Magazine,
Magazine, "DWIGHT
"DWIGHT —
- At
At halftime,
halftime, he
he owns
owns the
the house that Woody
built." This
This is
is an
an honor that only three
three other drum majors have had
had in OSUMB history, and is the only
time a drum major has had that honor since 1930. Both Dwight and Oliver were also elected "Most
respectively, an honor based entirely on the votes and
Inspirational Bandsmen" in 1978 and 1980, respectively,
support of fellow band members.
Graf, the
the first female
female drum
drum major in the
the Ohio State
State University Marching
Marching Band, and Kathryn
•• Michelle Graf,
Mitchell, 2003 Drum
Drum Major and
and 2002 Assistant Drum
Drum Major.
Sullivan, an
an African
African American
American male who served
served as Assistant Director for 12 years.
years.
•• Willie Sullivan,
Neidlinger, the
the first female
female Assistant Director (1998-1999),
(1998-1999), and Usa
Lisa Galvin (2005). Lisa
•• Erica Neidlinger,
Galvin
Galvin also
also served
served as
as aa Squad
Squad Leader of R-Row and,
and, in
in 2008,
2008, joined
joined the
the staff as a Music Arranger.
Arranger.
•• Marcia
Marcia Lareau,
Lareau, the
the first
first female
female member of the
the Ohio State
State University Marching
Marching Band
Band Music
Arranging staff,
staff, with
with her first
first show
show on
on November 8th,
8th, 1986, receiving
receiving a standing
standing ovation.
ovation.
•• Wilson
Wilson Murray,
Murray, the
the first African
African American
American OSUMB
OSUMB member elected as
as "Most Inspirational
Bandsmen" in
Bandsmen"
in 1965.
•• Marcel Reeder,
Reeder, an African
African American who was elected "Most Inspirational Bandsmen" in 1985.
•• Colleen
Colleen Nutter,
Nutter, the
the first
first female
female band
band member who was
was elected
elected "Most Inspirational Bandsmen" in
in
1986.
1986.
•• Pamela
Bandsmen" in
Pamela Bork,
Bork, aa female
female who
who was
was elected
elected "Most Inspirational
inspirational Bandsmen"
in 1996. (As a side note,
note, it
is interesting
interesting that
that Ms.
Ms. Bork
Bork expressed
expressed no
no issues with
with the
the alleged
alleged "sexualized
"sexualized culture"
culture" of the
the
organization
organization when
when she
she was
was receiving
receiving this
this award
award and
and during
during her no
no less
less than
than 16 year
year tenure
tenure
thereafter,
thereafter, but
but only
only conveyed
conveyed her alleged
alleged concerns
concerns after leaving
leaving the
the band
band in
in aa disputed
disputed fashion).
fashion).
•• Erin
Erin Klingbeil,
Klingbeil, aa female
female who
who was
was elected
elected "Most
"Most Inspirational
Inspirational Bandsmen"
Bandsmen" in
in 1998.
1998.
•• Amanda
Amanda Howenstine,
Howenstine, aa female
female who
who was
was elected
elected "Most
"Most Inspirational
Inspirational Bandsmen"
Bandsmen" in
in 2001.
2001.
••Wesley
Wesley Clark,
Clark, an
an African
African American
American and
and the
the only
only person
person in
in OSUMB history to
to be elected
elected "Most
"Most
Inspirational
Inspirational Bandsmen"
Bandsmen" twice.
twice. (2003,
(2003, 2005).
2005).
•• Aaron
Aaron Bell,
Bell, an
an African
African American
American who
who was
was elected
elected "Most
"Most Inspirational
Inspirational Bandsmen"
Bandsmen" in
in 2006.
2006.
•• Cara
Cara Ricci,
Ricci, aa female
female who
who was
was elected
elected "Most Inspirational
Inspirational Bandsmen"
Bandsmen" in
in 2008.
2008.
•• 53
53 woman
woman who
who have
have held
held the
the pOSition
position of
of Head
Head Manager,
Manager, Head
Head Secretary,
Secretary, and
and Head Librarian
Librarian
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within the organization
organization..
•• The uncountable list of women and minority "I" dotters
dotters..
women, minority,
minority, and LGBT Squad Leaders and
and Assistant Squad
Squad Leaders
•• The uncountable list of women,
that have been in the band
band over the past forty years.
Finally, there is Kristine Tikson, who I believe represents the essence of what the Ohio State
University Marching Band is all about. Kristine originally enrolled atthe
at the Ohio State University in
1~7g, majoring in Accounting.
1979,
Accounting. Graduating Summa Cum Laude in 1982, Kristine spent the next 28
regretted not having tried out for the band. In 2010,
years of her life pursing her career, but always regretted
Kristine retired at 48 years old
old and decided to pursue her dream yet again. Although she had been a
clarinet player originally,
originally, she
she began taking lessons, practicing the mellophone and
and attending summer
sessions in order to prepare for what would certainly be a rigorous tryout.
MCl injury would make it
Early on that following summer, however, disaster struck, and an MCL
impossible for her to audition.
audition. This WOUldn't
wouldn't stop Kristine, however, who instead of quitting,
continued attending summer sessions,
sessions, simply to watch and learn.
learn. After allowing her body to
to recover,
cardia, muscle
Kristine started an intense training regimen, which included intense cardia,
cardio, interval cardio,
strengthening exercises, and
and daily music practices. In order to gain playing and marching
enrolled in Spring Athletic Band and
experience, Kristine enrolled
and actively performed at the Ohio State Spring
Football Game. After attending summer sessions through the summer of 2011, Kristine finally tried
onry to be cut.
out, only
Upositive feedback" she
Initially planning not to try out again, Kristine changed her mind, crediting the "positive
received from the directors and some students on "Make the Band Night." Using
Using this positive energy,
Kristine pushed herself even harder, and was given a spot within
within the 2012 band.
band. When asked about
her experience, Kristine stated "The members of the band have accepted me and have not made a
difference. They
They provide
provide me
me with
with daily
dailyinspiration
inspiration—
- they
big deal of my age difference.
they are
are so dedicated and
talented. Membership in the
the OSUMB has been rewarding in so many ways.
ways. I consider it an honor
and a privilege to wear the uniform." Because of her inspiring story and her dedication to core
principles of the Ohio State University Marching Band, Kristine became the only first year OSUMB
member to ever be elected "Most Inspirational Bandsmen" by her fellow peers. It should be noted
that Director Jonathan Waters presented that award.

It is stories like these, and many others that are now being shared all over the social platform, that
the University's quick-to-act
quick~to~act and ill-timed report acted to suppress. Certainly,
Certainly, if one were to look at
a bubble,
the University's report in a.
bubble, with
with no
no knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the OSUMB,
OSUMB, its history, its values,
values, its
traditions, one could be outraged, but to do so would create such an injustice
leadership, or its traditions,
against the thousands of past and present members who know otherwise. We have no choice but to
act now, united and strong.
"Membership in the OSUMB has been rewarding in so many ways. I consider it an honor and a
privilege to wear the uniform."
This is a sentiment that is reflected by most current and past members of the Ohio State University
Marching Band, not a select few with individual axes to grind and personal vendettas (those whom
the University conveniently chose
chose to interview). This is an organization that has been dedicated to
equally, whether they be male, female,
treating everyone equally,
female, gay, straight, transsexual,
transsexual, white,
white, or
minority. It has been one to honor, rather than discriminate against those who are different, it has
dIversity and expansion.
always strived to expand its horizons and it has frequently celebrated that diversity
For example, just this past season,
season, the TBDBITl
TBDBITL Alumni dedicated part of their halftime show to
celebrating "40 Years of Women
celebrating
Women in the Band." The relevant portion of the show, which was
performed on
performed
on September 7,
7, 2013,
2013, can
can be
be seen
seen at
at http://youtu.beNztAMzzjHOI?t=11m,
http://youtu.beNztAMzzjHOPt=11m, and featured
the five "pioneer" women
women who
who took that first
first step of removing a long standing tradition
tradition of TBDBITl
TBDBITL
being an all-male institution.
institution. The
The band,
band, in
in honor of
of these
these women,
women, played
played Hang
Hang on
on Sioopy.
Soapy. Surely
these are not the actions of an organization that would celebrate a culture of discrimination or sexual
harassment.
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watching the
When watching
the performance,
performance, the
the announcer says
says something
something which
which rang
rang true
true forty
forty years
years ago
ago and
rings true now, "Change is not easy!" Change
Change is
is never easy,
easy, and
and when a group
group as
as large as the Ohio
Band has been
State University Marching
Marching Band
been practicing
practicing a certain
certain way and following
following certain
certain traditions
traditions for
decades, any attempts to change such will
will be met a fiery
fiery resistance like none other.
other. On
On one hand,
hand, it
is that dedication and heart that has made TBDBITL what it is. On
On the other, it means that things
change overnight,
cannot change
overnight, and
and those
those who
who seek
seek that change
change must have the courage and strength of a
thousand warriors. Only one who has been deeply rooted
rooted in that tradition can
can truly understand the
intricacies and difficulties of making those changes
changes which are necessary to make the organization a
better place for all students.

There is no man or woman more qualified to make that stand than Jonathan Waters himself. As a
member of
of the band from 1995-1999, as Graduate Assistant Director from 2001-2002, as the
member
Director from 2002-2011, and as Director from 2012-2014, Jonathan has dedicated his
Assistant Director
career to instituting that change when given the opportunity.
Below is a short, non-exhaustive list, of just some of the things Jonathan Waters has done in his 21
21
months as director to ensure change, and some of the
the things
things the
the University Report Seriously
Misconstrues:
fact, prohibit the consumption of alcohol while attending any
•• As Director, Jonathan Waters did, in fact,
away games. This topic is completely neglected in the report,
and instead, the University completely
report, and
Pam Bork,
Bark, who
relies on the statement of Pam
who claims to have left the band because of alleged alcohol
and sexual conduct. Instead of interviewing others, the University takes her statements as
abuse and
true, and neglects to entertain the
the notion
notion that there
there is
is quite possibly an ulterior motive for her
statements, considering
considering she had no public complaints about the band during the
conveniently timed statements,
18 years she "volunteered" there,
prior 18
prior
there, or when
when she received
received her "Most Inspirational
inspirational Bandsman"
award. Had the University elected to engage in a more thorough and proper investigation, or given
other band members an opportunity to be heard, it would have discovered that Mr. Waters did, in
institute policies to protect against these issues.
fact, institute
fact, end "Midnight Ramp" in
in June 2014,
2014, and
and addressed
addressed it with
•• As Director, Jonathan Waters did, in fact,
squad leaders prior to that. While the University's report conveys "Midnight Ramp" as an event
where students were
were forced
forced to march down
down the ramp in their underwear, had the University
things. First, no student
interviewed more aggregate sample of members, it would have learned two things,
was forced to partiCipate
participate in
activity. If aa student did not want to do it, they were not required.
in any activity.
"Underwear" was aa figurative term. For
For some, underwear meant a pair of gym shorts and a
Second, "Underwear'
.... a birthday
birthday suit. A student specifically described (inaccurately so) in
tee shirt. For others itwas,
it was, well
well....a
University report as having an offensive nickname recently told the media, "I certainly never
the University
experienced pressure
witnessed or experienCed
pressure from
from anybody
anybody in
in the
the band
band to
to do anything I was
was not comfortable
all ... It's aa tradition
tradition meant
meant to welcome people into the family and into the band. I did my first
with at all...It's
Ramp wearing a tank top and shorts that provided full coverage." Her interview can be
Midnight Ramp
see n here:http://abc6onyourside,cominews/featuresitop-storiesistories/band-scandal-former-osuhere:http://abc6onyou rsid e. comln ews/featu reslto p-stories/storiesfba nd-sca ndal-forme r-osuseen
marching-band-member-named-investigation-talks-33668.shtml#.U9bXQJVOyUk
marching-band-member-narned-investigation-talks-33668.shtmlff.U9bXQJVOyUk
Even Assistant Director Smith stated, "some students wore pajamas or shorts instead of
of underwear."
This serves as clear evidence that no one was forced to do anything. Nonetheless, in the face
face of
years of tradition,
tradition, Director Waters ordered such an event ended effective this coming year. (As a
side note, the University's report curiously fails to investigate whether other University officials
or should have known" of "Midnight Ramp",
"knew, or
Ramp", but simply places the blame solely on Mr.
Waters. It is possible that a more thorough investigation of these concerns could leave the University
with an egg on its face?).
in fact,
•• As Director, Jonathan Waters did,
did, in
fact, inform students that they needed to "go easy on the
Director, Mr. Waters actually disciplined a student for a highly
nicknames" and, as an Assistant Director,
offensive nickname. The University presents the thought that Mr. Waters had the authority to ban
all together,
"nicknames" all
together, but such
such would
would be
be ignorant of the fact that the nicknames were given from
stUdents in that
students to students outside of band,
band, and
and such
such a policy would have no effect on the students
outside of
of band, but
but as the
situation. All Mr. Waters could do was try to control their use inside and outside
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report indicated, most offensive nicknames were kept away from band leadership. The report also
embarrassingly misstates facts regarding these nicknames. While it speaks of "Jewboobs" being a
jewish girl
nickname given to a Jewish
girlwith
with big
big boobs,
boobs, the
the University
University never actually made an effort to
interview the woman who was
was given that name.
name. Once
Once interviewed
interviewed by the
the media,
media, she
she explained
explained her
nickname was actually "Joobs", the jewish
Jewish faith
faith had
had nothing
nothing to
to do
do with
with it,
it, and
and she
she consented to the
nickname. She said investigators never contacted
contacted her and, if they had
had done so,
so, she
she would
would have
have set
the record straight. Her interview can be seen here:http://abc60nyourslde.com/news/features/tophere:http://abc6onyourside.corn/news/featuresitopstories/stories/band-scandal-former-osu-marching-band-member-named-investigation-talksstories/stories/band-scandal-former-osu-marching-band-rnember-named-investigation-talks33668.shtml#.U9bXQJVOyUk
33668. shtml#. U 9bXQJVOyU k
•• As Director, Jonathan Waters removed
removed the term
term "Rookie"
"Rookie" and
and replaced
replaced itit with
with "First
"First Year
Year Member"
Member'
in an effort to ensure that no student felt demeaned by the term.
•• As a Director, Jonathan Waters ended the publication of the so called "Trip Tic." This was another
long standing tradition that Mr.
Mr. Waters eliminated virtually as soon as he became director.
director. The fact
that the University report holds it against him for knowing of its existence when he ended its
publication at the beginning
beginning of his reign is somewhat nonsensical. To quote one
one band member not
UniverSity, 'When
interviewed by the University,
"When he became director it was ended very forcefully."
Director, Jonathan Waters had speakers come in to talk about alcohol and to discuss
•• As Director,
discrimination against women.
women. This
This occurred
occurred during
during the
the 2013 season
season and was completely absent
from the University report.
report. Had the University interviewed additional students from
from that season, it
likely would have discovered such.
•• The University report publishes a "2006 Unofficial Songbook" as evidence that Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
failed to take steps
stops necessary to stop a sexualized culture, but failed to interview any reliable
students regarding when
when and
and how often the book was referred to,
to, or whether it was
was ever present at
band functions.
functions. It also fails
fails entirely to
to account for the fact that,
that, by its own credits,
credits, it is created
created by
students, for students. It also draws attention away from the fact that its newest "version"
"version" is
is eight
years old, six years prior to Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters being named director, and there is no indication that
leadership played any role in its creation. Had the University interviewed a larger collection of
been revealed that, anytime such publication was found
members, itIt would have been
found by leadership,
leadership, past
and present, it was immediately confiscated,
confiscated, the student disciplined, and the document destroyed.
In essence, when the University chose to conduct its report at a time when so many individuals were
not available and in a fashion
fashion that was designed to act quickly at the expense of thoroughness,
thoroughness, the
actualJy represented in said
opinions of so many,
many, including some un-interviewed persons who were actually
inspiration" silenced. Even if you
report, had their stories of positivitY,enthusiasm
positivity, enthusiasm and "daily inspiration"
you take
these few possibly misrepresented "worst cases"
cases" as true,
true, the University cannot hide behind the fact
that,
and now hundreds,
hundreds, if not thousands of others,
others, make it clear that now Former
that, these individuals and
Director Jonathan Waters was actively taking steps to correct situations.
We, past and present members of the OSUMB, are a family. That is what we asked for, and that is
promised each
each other, maybe not through an oath, maybe not in writing, but through our hard work
and dedication to the same
same goals.
goals. We are committed to our music, our marching, our traditions, and
other, and when one who we have so believed in and has been with us on that path for
to each other,
almost twenty years is shot down, mutilated, and embarrassed, in the blink of an eye, without due
process, and
and without even
even the
the most remedial efforts to interview the very subjects of some
some of the
allegations, we
we must stand
stand up to
to defend him.
new president has engaged upon such a
Interestingly enough, this is not the first time Ohio State's new
hiringJfiring path.
quick-to-act hiring/firing
path. He has already been forced to apologize to one prior institution for the
sudden hiring, firing,
firing, and rehiring of a dean "without consulting senior faculty early enough or often
claimed to have
and now it appears he may have done it again. While last time, he claimed
enough", and
"learned a painful
painful lesson",
lesson", it seems
seems to be more and
and more apparent that the lesson wasn't strong
http://www.ocregister.comiarticles/faculty-77613-drakeenough. His story can be found here: http-//www.ocregistencomiarticles/faculty-77613-drakechemerinsky.html. It's time to make a stand.
chemerinsky.html.
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Jonathan Waters, you've been a wonderful leader, and brought about much needed change. You
an inspiration
inspiration to us all, and we wilt
are an
will not let you
you be the scapegoat for our actions, inactions, or
misdeeds, whatever they may be.
Captain my
my Captain
Captain .......WB
00'Captain
Damian R.
R. Sheets
Sheets
Damian
TRow
2002-2003.
T
Row 2002-2003.
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Jay Sheridan
This is a long post, mainly for those that are not part of my OSUMB
OSUMB family,
family, One of the most
important lessons that I learned from Dr. Jon Woods is to live by the 24 hour rule before
commenting. This has taken longer. Since the new Ohio State President Drake and this report has
pelVerts, it has taken me a while to be able to complete thoughts
essentially called all of us drunken perverts,
together. After reading comments on the official OSUMB page,
page, it truly upsets me how we are all now
being judged. I played trombone in F Row from 1991-95.
1991~95. Still very PROUD.
Who are the members of The Ohio State University Marching Band?
Elmore, OH to the suburbs like
Ilke Dublin, or the
We come from
from Anytown, USA. From small towns like Elmore,
city. We cover about every geographic, economic,
economic, political, religious,
city.
religious, ethnic, racial, sexual
realm of the spectrum. We have all grown up being called names like "band geek" "band
orientation realm
etc, We all still worked hard on this one thing we all
aliloved~
nerd" etc.
loved- marching band. How can such a
uniquely diverse group work so well together on the field?
best. We wanted to be part of the Best band. And, we had to earn it.
We all simply wanted to be the best,

Tryouts
Each member has spent many hours preparing for the tryout process. Trips to Columbus a couple
times a week, practice at regional summer sessions, practice at home, alone. We each spent two
days in the heat of summer being drilled over and over and over again to the point where, at dinner,
you try to pick up your fork,
fork, and your brain says "Left Flank, Right Flank". We did this so much, it
walking. Finally, Wednesday evening came when we were selected, Hey, you made
was easier than walking.
relaxl WRONG. This is
Is when we got our music. Oh, you tried out on 2nd
the band! Time to relax!
well, you wirl
re-Iearn all the school
trombone, well,
will now play 1st trombone,
trombone, and you will now need to re-learn
songs ... by Friday. AND, here are the charts to the first show,
halftime ... And did I
songs...by
show, pregame and halftime...And
mention that we perform Friday night at a high school game? Time to work. This is about how we all
started. And we wouldn't have traded it for ANYTHING. Some of us took one year, two years, even
three years to get here. But, we all did. Some stayed
year, two years, five years, it doesn't
stayed one year,
matter~ we are all the samesame~ members of The Ohio State University Marching Band.
matterTrust
This is a very, very important factor for marching band members. Although, to an outsider, the
formations on the field look like they flow effortlessly, that is often NOT the case. I wanted to be able
to trust those around me to be able to march their part perfectly. I had the opportunity to march near
star; we
a baritone squad leader during a star formation. Right after we turned at the top of the star,
around. I trusted Nate to turn correctly so that I did not hit him with my slide.
turned and went back around,
On Friday,
Friday, during Squad Leader music checks, Nate was not in his spot and an alternate filled in. At
slide. Chipped
the turn,
turn, she did not turn and my slide smacked down on the top of her baritone. Bent slide.
tooth. Spitting blood. We trust our fellow band members. This is what makes the OSUMB one large
ei3ch other. On the field, the OSUMB marches as one. No distinction between
family. We trust each
individuals. We look the same from a distance. Why? Because we are a group, not a bunch of
of
individuals.
Work/Play
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This is who we are. We work hard.
hard. Endless
Endless hours of work.
work. We
We were
were expected
expected to be
be on
on time
time (aka
(aka 10
minutes early) and to work hard.
hard. Basic
Basic expectations.
expectations. On
On the
the quarter
quarter system,
system, I received
received 5 credits
credits for
for
class. 5 hours
my Math 116 class.
hours a week,
week, one
one midterm,
midterm, one
one finalfinal- that
that was
was about it.
it. (Bill
(Bill Knight,
Knight, remember
this class?). Marching band
band with
with 10 hours
hours class a week,
week, plus several
several hours memorizing music,
music; plus
cleaning and polishing instrument,
instrument, plus
plus ALL
ALL day Saturday game
game days
days...2
credits. We didn't do this to
... 2 credits.
pad our GPA. We did this to
to be
be the best.
best. We
We worked
worked everyday
everyday to
to be
be the
the best.
best, Our directors expected
the best, everydaywhen he
he asked
asked for "one
"one more
more time"
time" at 6:10 and practice ends at 6, it is
everyday~ especially when
dark, and cold. He wanted
wanted us
us to
to be better.
better. And
And always
always better.
better. We
We had/have the best music arrangers
play... we
allowing us to play good music every
every week.
week. We
We worked
worked hard,
hard, and
and when
when it was time to play...we
played hard. We had our share
share of fun.
fun. Was
Was too
too much
much alcohol
alcohol consumed.
consumed. Probably.
Probably. Any different
than any other college students? Probably not.
Hazing/Harassment
Have I ever been
been hazed
hazed in the marching
marching band?
band? NO. Have
Have I ever been
been harassed?
harassed? NO.
NO. Never.
Never. Period.
Have I ever taken part in hazing
hazing or harassing? Not a chance.
chance. No way.
way. We knew the University
defined rules. Never crossed
crossed them.
them. Period.
Period. There
There was an
an incident at Michigan State during this time,
and we were educated on
on hazing rituals,
rituals, etc.
etc. Let me shed
shed some
some light on
on some of the issues brought
out in the report.
Nicknames- I am
am proud of my nickname.
nickname. During
During my first tryout
tryout year (91) an upperclassman must
in my marching
and
started
to
shout
encouragement to me. However, as
have seen some promise in
marching and started
we were only referred
to as
as a tryout
tryout number and
and I didn't talk to
to very many people, he started calling
referred to
Litile
my Little Buddy. Most nicknames don't stick.
stick. A few do,
do. Most are normal names. Sputnik. Tater. Little
Buddy. Trigger. Mumbles. What.
What. Harmless names given to individuals of a group. Not ashamed.
Period.
ramp. We were never forced
Midnight ramp.
forced to go.
go. My first year,
year, I did
did not.
not. Didn't want to. I didn't know what
to expect and just didn't want to
to go.
go. I was
was told
told the
the next day that I was
was missed. Most
people wore
Mostpeople
boxers, shorts,
shorts, tank tops,
tops, etc,
etc. Not much
much different than going
going to
to the
the beach.

Changing on the
the bus.
bus. Really?
Really? This
This was
was an
an issue?
issue? This
This is common
common among high school bands.
Amazingly enough, changing facilities
facilities for 250 college
college students aren't available on every street
corner. Sometimes,
we just
just have
have to
to do what we have to do.
do. We expected it. We prepared for it. We
Sometimes, '"'fe
found out what happens when
when we
we dropped
dropped the band off at an
an Ohio
Ohio Turnpike rest stop Raxx
Restaurant late at night.
night. With 3 workers.
workers. Do
Do I need
need to explain what happened? Again, most of the
guys wore shorts/boxers the women
women wore
wore shorts/tanks.
shorts/tanks. It was
was never a big deal,
deal. Ever.
20147 Ever hear
Song lyrics. Maybe 20 years
years ago,
ago, "obscene"
"obscene" lyrics
lyrics would
would be shocking.
shocking. But in 2014?
anything recent? Is President Drake
going to
to fire Coach Meyer if the team plays music with obscene
Drake going
lyrics? Guaranteed those lyrics are worse
worse than
than anything in
in a marching
marching band songbook.
Verbal abuse? Did we get yelled at?
Verbal
at? Of course.
course. And
And we deserved
deserved it.
it. Dr. Jon Woods only yelled when
he needed to. And he meant it. However,
However, afterwards,
afterwards, it was fixed
fixed and
and he never held a grudge to
anyone. Sometimes,
Sometimes, we
we screw up
up and
and we
we need
need someone to
to put us back on track. Abuse, no.

Do many things of the past need
need to
to change? As we are in
in the age
age of digital media and camera
phones, it is imperative that
that ALL
ALL groups
groups be
be more careful
careful in
in questionable areas. Jon is the right
choice,
Jon is
is the
the best choice.
choice. This
This is
is who
who we
we are.
are. This
This is
is why
why #westandforjon.
#westandforjon.
choice. Jon
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tr A Letter from Donk"
Jocelyn Smallwood - "A
Donk"

Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters WebAdmin 32sc on August 03, 2014
"A Letter from
from Donk.
Donk."tt
Dear Dr. Drake, Dr. Steinmetz and Dr. J,
I have spent a great amount of time the past few days weighing whether or not I should write to
you. I ultimately chose to do so only because I felt my comments would add a unique and
Waters. Like
valuable perspective to the conversation regarding the recent dismissal of Jonathan Waters,
several of
of my female colleagues in the band, my name was included in the 23-page report
released last week.
week. However, so
so far
far as
as I know,
know, I was one of the few who were actually
...
interviewed during the investigation
investigation...
While I take issue
issue with much of the report that was compiled by the university, my greatest
of us were
concern was echoed recently by several of my female colleagues in the band. Many of
surprised to find ourselves included in a list of "sexually explicit" nicknames. Even more
surprising to me was that at no time during my interview can I remember being asked about the
details of my nickname, the circumstances under which it was given to me, or, perhaps most
of the report may feel confident in
important, my feelings
feelings about my nickname. While the authors of
of others
their ability to draw their own conclusions about the feelings, opinions and intentions of
without asking them, I would argue that in this case, their clairvoyance has failed them
miserably. Thus, I feel it is my right and duty to clear up several issues about the fourth name
Dank.
listed in the report: Donk.
Dank is not a malicious or offensive nickname.
Donk
nickname. Donk is a person. Dank
Donk is a fiveNyear
five-year member of
ofKL-Row,
the band, a former i-dotter, and a two-time squad leader of
KL-Row, which also happens to be a
predominately male row. Dank
Donk is a daughter, sister, friend, a woman and, most importantly, an
independent, clear-minded person.
person. Dank is not a moniker that was placed upon me without my
ashamed ..
consent, and it is most certainly not something of
of which I am ashamed.

What angers me the most is that,
that, in spite of
of my feelings, I along with several others on the list
have been mischaracterized
niischaracterized as
as victims
victims of "sexual harassment" without being asked directly for
our input. Never in my life have I felt uncomfortable being known as Donk. It has appeared on
shirts, sociaimedia,
social media, in papers for classes; in the label I stuck in my band hat and on a piece of
duct tape in my raincoat not because it is a joke, but because it is my name. It is who I am.
duet
Although when I say "never in my life," what I really mean is never before last Thursday. I now
find my nickname listed in myriad news
news reports as
as proof of
of the alleged horrible, sexually
aggressive culture of the OSUMB.
While
I
am
just
as
disappointed
in the media for not bothering
OSUMB.
to do their homework, I would hope that a report dealing with an issue as serious as terminating
the employment of one of the university's most
most visible, respected figures
figures would have been
undertaken with more care.
care. In
In my
my five
five years
years in
in the band and since my graduation,
graduation, I've discussed
my nickname and where it came from with my friends, family, coworkers, bosses, alumni and
random people passing me on the street.
street. Odd then, that seemingly the only people who were
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uninterested in
in learning
learning more
more about
about my
my nickname
nickname were
were those
those responsible
responsible for putting
putting together
together a
report about sexual harassment in the band.

But, at the
the center of this
this issue
issue isis an
an investigation
investigation that
that II feel
feel was
was deeply flawed
flawed and
and executed
executed with
with
But,
great carelessness
carelessness and
and little
little conCern
concern for
for finding
finding the
the truth.
truth. As
As someone
someone with
with aa deep
deep understanding
understanding
of the band,
band, II would
would think
think that
that the
the hour
hour II spent
spent in
in the
the interview
interview would
would have been used
used to
to gather
ofthe
the information
information I have
have about
about these
these issues
issues and
and experiences.
experiences. But as
as I recall,
recall, I was
was asked
asked only aa few
few
questions about
about the
the majority
majority ofthe
of the content
content in this report. Had you asked me, I could
general questions
told you
you that
that many
many of the
the examples
examples in
in the
the report
report occurred long before Jonathan Waters was
have told
director. II could have
have told
told you
you that
that before
before we
we name
name rookies,
rookies, we speak to
to each of them
director.
to ensure
ensure that
that nothing
nothing in
in their
their name
name touches
touches upon
upon any area they might find
individually to
of the evidence on
offensive.
offensive. Had you bothered to
to ask,
ask, I could have told you that a large amount of
the report
report relies
relies isis outdated
outdated or
or inaccurate.
inaccurate. Or,
Or, perhaps,
perhaps, that
that is
is why
why they
they didn't
didn't ask me?
which the
well aware
aware of the
the fact
fact that the
the opinions of individuals often differ greatly. And I would
I am well
guess that
that few
few people
people are
are making
making the
the argument that there is nothing in the culture of
guess
of the band
to change.
change. I am also
also certain that
that you
you have
have heard numerous
numerous examples of how the
the man
man
that needed to
was the
the fiercest
fiercest advocate for culture change in the band, joined
joined in his effOlts
efforts
you fired last week was
by Chris
Chris Hoch
Hoch and Mike
Mike Smith and
and the
the majority
majority of the band members. And had I been asked, I
also could have
have offered numerous
numerous examples.
The truth is that this band makes
makes strong women.
women. It makes strong, smart, witty, confident and,
therefore,
women. As
As I have said before publicly, this band creates strong women
therefore, beautiful women.
because it treats
treats us
us as
as equals.
equals. To
To make
make the
the band,
band, individuals
individuals must be proficient in two areas:
areas: they
must play well
well and march
march well.
well. Gender,
Gender, race,
race, sexual orientation, religion, political view and
socioeconomic status do
matter. In November, 2012, an African-American woman named
do not matter.
Donk dotted-the-i
against Michigan.
Michigan. It
It wasn't
wasn't because the men in my section decided to let me.
dotted-the-i against
It was because I worked hard and emerged on
on top.
top. And on November 24th, when I realized my
lt
dream in front of mare
more than
than 105,000 screaming fans, my fellow band members celebrated
family and
alongside me,
me, not because
because II had
had broken
broken aa gender/racial
gender/racial barrier,
barrier, but because we're family
that's
that's what
what we
we do. Appropriately, last Thursday night, I once again found myself
myself being
supported by those same people. They are not nicknames on a list. They are not details in an
investigation. They are not examples of
of harassment. They are my family. And the report does
little justice to the truth that this
this band supports and nurtures women.
Please do not insult me as an
an individual by suggesting that I am so ignorant and so helpless that I
somehow have managed to spend five years being consistently sexually harassed and not realize
it. Do not treat my name as something that should be condemned when itit is something I will
continue to wear as a badge of
of pride.
of life. That does not mean
mean that nothing can
There are negative things in our world-this
world—this is a fact of
or should be done about them.
them. However,
However, it seems a shortsighted response to paint an
an entire
ofpeople about
organization with a broad brush when you only bothered to interview aa handful of
of this
this carelessness.
what has happened. The characterization of my name is simply one facet of
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In closing, I still care deeply not only for the band, but for my university. That is why I write to
ifit
you. The manner in which this report was put together is alarming. And if
it is alarming to a
twenty-three year old recent college graduate, I would hope that after hearing my story you as
leaders, would, at the very least, look at this report and the manner in which it was produced with
more scrutiny than you have up to the present time.
time, Good management decisions must be based
on accurate, well-researched,
well-researched, timely information.
information. The
The report
report produced
produced by
by the
the University's
University's
compliance office, which served as the basis for the decision to fire Jonathan Waters, was none
of those things.
I hope that in the future I can continue to serve my band, my university and community with
of its band.
pride and honor, and I will do so as a proud alumna both of this institution and of
Someday, if I am lucky enough to have children, I hope that I can share a love for Ohio State
of another band alum I heard
with them, just as my parents did with me. To echo the sentiment of
tryout
recently, I am certain with every fiber of
of my being, that ifI
if I have a daughter who wants to try
out
for this band, I will drive her across
across the country to
to try out.
out. Moreover, when I do, I will make sure
that she knows her value is not determined by what is said in a report, or in the news, or behind
closed doors in a meeting. For that, I will tell her, look within yourself.
Respectfully yours,
Dank
Donk
Jocelyn Smallwood
TBDBITL,
113DBITL, 2009-2013
2009-2013
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Janet Reid
Board of Trustees
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus,
OH 43210
Columbus, OH
6,2014
August 6,
2014

Dear Ms. Reid,
(1985, B.
I am a graduate of The
The Ohio
Ohio State University College of Arts
Arts and Sciences (1985,
B. S.) and
The Ohio State University
University College
College of
of Medicine
Medicine (1989,
(1989, M.
M. D.).
D.). II completed a residency in
now practice anesthesiology.
medicine and
internal medicine
and aa second
second residency
residency in
in anesthesiology.
anesthesiology. II now
1981 to 1984.
I played trumpet in X-Row in
in the OSU Marching Band from 1981

I have been
been an
an active
active OSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band
Band alumnus
alumnus for
for decades.
decades. I participate in concerts,
reunion games,
parades, alumni reunion
games, and even have traveled to underprivileged high school band
rooms to encourage minority and
and underprivileged students to participate in
in music programs at
am fiercely
fiercely proud
proud of
of our
our university
university and
and would do anything to uphold
The Ohio State University.
University. II am
mentor undergraduate
undergraduate and medical school
the honor of the
the institution
institution and
and promote
promote its
its mission.
mission. II mentor
students and
and host students
students from
from The Ohio State University College of Medicine for clinical
rotations in anesthesiology.
Two of my sons are
are currently
currently trumpet
trumpet players
players in
in the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. I
provides such
know of no other organization
organization that offers so much and provides
such a safe environment as that
of the OSU Marching Band.
Band. If my 17-year-old daughter played a brass or percussion instrument,
I would not think twice
twice about encouraging
encouraging her try out and become a member of The Ohio State
University Marching Band.
I understand that The Ohio State University is looking for facts that support Jonathan Waters'
case to
to be
be reinstated.
reinstated. There
of facts
facts available
available starting with several hundred current
There are
are scores
scores of
marching band
marching
band members.
members. Then there are the thousands of marching
marching band
band alumni.
alumni. They should
all be given the 9hance
chance to
to be interviewed just as the extremely few number of individuals who
complained were given
complained
given the
the chance
chance to speak.
As a band parent of four years
years and a band alumnus, I have spent countless hours over the
past two decades at the
the stadium
stadium band room and with the band at home and on the road. I
personally witnessed
witnessed Jonathan Waters'
Waters' improvements in the band culture even during the short
time he has been director.
believe that Jonathan Waters should be reinstated as director of The Ohio
I wholeheartedly believe
He is
is most
most assuredly
assuredly the right
right person for the job and is part of
State University Marching
Marching Band.
Band. He
the solution, not the problem.
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received my Jetter
Please provide me with confirmation that you received
letter and your feedback on my
comments.
intetviewed because I have relevant information regarding this investigation.
I request to be interviewed

Respectfully,

Norman A. Smyke, Jr., M.D.
1636 Roundwyck Lane
Powell, Ohio
43065
Powell,
Ohio 43065
614~557-3520
614-557-3520
nsmyke@me.com
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John R. Kasich
Governor, State of Ohio
77 South High Street
30th
30 th Floor
Columbus, Ohio
Columbus,
Ohio 43215
August 18, 2014
Dear Mr. Kasich,
The current Ohio State University Marching Band Director scandal has affected my family and
myself. Two of my sons
sons are
are in
in the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band this
this year.
year. I am an
active marching band alumnus.
As a taxpayer of the State of Ohio, I feel very disappointed by the actions of the President of
The Ohio State University and by the Board of Trustees in the firing of the band director,
Jonathan Waters.
Waters. The flawed
flawed Glaros Report and the refusal
refusal of the president and the trustees to
even consider a fair defense of Mr.
Mr. Waters is deplorable.
My sons and II have been made to feel humiliated and harassed because of the negativity of
situation. Colleagues
Colleagues and
and coworkers
coworkers asking
asking personal
personal questions about the situation in public
the situation.
has affected me professionally.
I feel that the Governor's office needs to be aware of the impact of this situation upon loyal

Ohio taxpayers
taxpayers and
and OSU
OSU alumni
alumni as
as well
well as
as current
current students
students of
of our
our renown
renown state
state university.
university. I
Glaros,
have included below text from my letters that were sent to Betty Montgomery, Chris Glares,
Dr. Michael
Griffin, Dr.
Archie Griffin,
Michael Drake,
Drake, and
and the
the OSU
OSU Board
Board of
of Trustees.
Trustees. Thus far, the only response I
have received has been a form
form letter
from Archie Griffin.
let1erfrom
Dear _ _- ,
Dear
I am a graduate of
of The Ohio State University College
Col/ege of
of Arts and
and Sciences
Sciences (1985,
(19851 B. S.)
completed aa residency
residency
and The Ohio State University Col/ege
College of Medicine
Medicine (1989,
(1989, M.
M. D.).
D.). II completed
in internal medicine
medicine and
and aasecond
secondresidency
residencyininanesthesiology.
anesthesiology.I now
now practice
practice
anesthesiology.
give the
the
I played trumpet in X-Row in
in the OSU
0511 Marching
Marching Band
Band from
from 1981
1981 to
to 1984.
1984. I give
marching band aa huge amount of credit for
for helping
helping me
me get
get into
into medical
medical school.
school. The
The
band taught
taught me how
how to manage my
my time
time and
and showed
showed me value
value of
of pushing oneself
oneself to the
band
limit in order
order to succeed! studied
I studiedalongside
alongsidefriends
friendswho
whowent
wentinto
intomedicine
medicine themselves
themselves
and remain good friends with them to this day.
part of
of my
my practice and
and I
I have multiple administrative, clinical, and research duties as part
am well trained and
and very
vety experienced in diversity and
and inclusion as
as well
well as respect
respect and
and
tolerance not just
just for patients
patients but for a/l
all associates
associates In
in health
health systems.
systems. lI am
am very
vety
aggressively target any
any infringement upon
upon these
these essential
essential ideals.
ideals.
outspoken and would aggressively
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I have been
been an
an active
active OSU
OSUMarching
MarchingBand
Bandalumnus
alumnusfor
for decades.
decades. I participate
participate in
games, and even have
concerts, parades, alumni reunion games,
have traveled to underprivileged
school band
band rooms to recruit
recruit minority
minority and
and underprivileged
underprivileged students to participate in
high school
music
Ohio State
State University.
University. I am
am fiercely
fiercely proud of
of our university
music programs at The
The Ohio
university and
and
would do anything to uphold the
would
the honor
honor of
of the
the institution
institution and promote
promote its
its mission.
mission. I
mentor
medical school
school students and host
host students from
mentor undergraduate and medical
from The
The Ohio
Col/ege of
of Medicine for clinical
in anesthesiology.
anesthesiology.
State University College
clinical rotations in

For the past
past four
four years, my
my wife (an
(an OB/Gyn
OBIGyn physician)
and I have traveled with the
For
physician) and
band as parents.
parents. We
have seen
seen the
theband
bandmembers
members "behind
"behind the
the scenes"
scenes" on buses, in
We have
hotels, in restaurants, and in other
other places. We
We have
have witnessed
witnessed nothing
nothing but the
the respectful,
respectful,
dignified behavior that is seen
dignified
seen when
when the
themusicians
musiciansare
areininfull
fulluniform
uniformin
inpublic.
public. Jon
Waters has
Waters
has aa very
very effective
effective agenda
agendaof
ofdiversity
diversity and
and inclusion
inclusion and ;s
is more
more successful
successful
He;s
a man
than leaders
leaders of many other
other organizations
organizations of
of all sizes.
sizes. He
is a
man of integrity,
integrity, honesty,
a burning desire
desire to achieve
and a
achieve perfection
perfection in
in all aspects
aspects of the
the marching band;
band; individual
individual
student success, positive representation
representation of
student
of the
the university,
university, as well as
as performance.
performance. If
if Jon
were an anesthesiologist,
anesthesiologist, I would welcome him to be one of my
my partners
partners without
hesitation.
Two of
are currently trumpet players in
in the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Two
of my sons are
Band. II know
know of
ofno
no other
other organization
organization that
that offers
offers so
so much
much and
and provides
provides such
such aa safe
Band.
environment as
as that
that of
of the
the OSU
OSU Marching Band. If
my 17-year-old
17-year-o/d daughter
daughter played
played a
environment
if my
or percussion instrument, 1I would
out
brass or
would not
not think
think twice about encouraging her try out
and become a member of
of The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band.
of The
The
1I wholeheartedly
wholeheartedly believe
believe that
that Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters should
should be reinstated
reinstated as director
director of
Ohio State University Marching Band.
Please provide
that you received
received my
my letter
letter and
and your
your feedback
feedback on
Please
provide me
me with
with confirmation that
my comments.
my
intelViewed because II have
I request to be interviewed
have relevant
relevant information
information regarding the
investigation.

Respectfully.
Respectfully,
Norman A. Smyke, Jr., M.D.
1636 Roundwyck
1636
Roundwyck Lane
Powell, Ohio 43065
43065
Powell,
614-557-3520
nsmyke@me.com
nsmyke@me.corn
Thank you so very much
much for your time,
time, Mr. Kasich
Sincerely,
Norman Smyke
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Spohn (Son
(Son of
ofFormer
FormerOSUIVIB
OSUMB Director
Charles David Spohn
Director
Charles Spohn)
Posted by WeStandWithJonWaters
3280 on August 04, 2014
WeStandWithjonWaters WebAdmin 32sc
Letter to the Editor,
Editor, Columbus Dispatch CHARLES DAVID SPOHN (CDSPOHN)
While II was
was never aa member
member of the
the marching
marching band,
band, II enjoyed
enjoyed the
the gift of
of being
being raised
raised around the
band while my father served as
as both the Assistant Director and Director
Director ofthe
of the OSUl'vfB.
OSUMB. While
there are clearly
issues that
that must be addressed within the culture of
of the organization, I do NOT
dearly issues
...
support the firing of
of Director Waters
Waters...

In many respects,
respects, I think Director Waters has already proven
proven to
to have aa commitment to improving
the organization...as
organization ... as has been easily seen and heard in the tremendous results during the
OSUMB's performances while he has
has served as director.
director. I also firmly trust the opinions
expressed by many current and former bandmembers that Director Waters wa,s
was beginning to
make headway
headway in
in regards
regards to
to improvements behind the scenes,
scenes. II respectfully ask thl1t
that the
university reconsider the dismissal of Director Waters in favor of aU
owing him a probationary
allowing
period during which he can fully institute the changes that are deemed appropriate by The Ohio
State University.
University. While II realize there are likely elements which would prefer to see a wholesale
cleaning of the house within the leadership of the band,
band, II am oftne
of the fiml
firm belief that because there
... as
are many honored traditions and cultural elements of the band which are worth preserving
preserving...as
State ...the best possible
well as those which have no place in ANY organization at Ohio State...the
instrument for change is the former bandmember and most recent director who has devoted
nearly two decades
decades of his life to the OSUMB, the university, and to those of us who hold both
organizations quite dear.
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To whom
whom itit may
may concern:
concern:
To
amwriting
writingon
onbehalf
behalfof
ofmy
mygood
goodfriend
friendand
andcolleague
colleagueJon
JonWaters,
Waters,and
andthe
thestudents,
students, both
both past
past and
> IIam

present, of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band..
Band ..

>
> IIwant
1974. At
At that
wantyou
youto
to be
be mindful
mindfulthat
that my
my association
association with
with the
the band
band dates back to 1974.
that time, I waS
was
hired as
as aa musical
musicalarranger
arranger and
and IIhave
have remained
remained on
on the
the staff until
served under Paul
hired
until present day.
day. I have served
Pa ul
Droste, Jon
JonWoods
Woodsand
andJon
JonWaters.
Waters.I Iconsider
considerallallthree
threegentlemen
gentlemento
tobe
beoutstanding
outstanding educators
educators and,
Droste,

because of their
always been
recognized as
their great leadership,
leadership, the band has always
been recognized
as one
one of
of the
the premiere
programs in
in the
the country.
country. Certainly,
Certainly, under
under the
the direction of Jon
Jon Waters
Waters and
and his
his staff,
staff, the
the popularity
popularity of
of the
the
programs
high. Jon's
Jon's innovations regarding animated show
band has risen to an all-time
all-time high.
show design
design is an
accomplishment that
that has received
received worldwide
worldwide attention
attention and
and his
his appointment
appointment as
as the
the director of the
the band
accomplishment
justified and
and richly
richly deserved.
deserved.
was well
well justified

>
Another attribute
attribute of great leadership Is
the responsibility
of the
the staff
staff and
and its
its director
director to
to serve
serve as roleis the
responsibility of
> Another
models while
while instilling
instillingbehavioral
behavioralattitudes
attitudesthat
that promote
promote group success.
success. When
When Jon
Jon Waters
Waters took
took over,
over, II
models
he had
had established
established an
an exemplary
exemplary pattern
pattern of behavior in
the band with
was impressed at how
how quickly
quickly he
In the
regard to
to group pride in
in aa positive
positive context.
context. ItItwas
wasapparent
apparent from
from the
the beginning,
and it
it has
has continued
continued to
to
regard
beginning, and
blossom under his leadership.
blossom

>
> I,I, like
likemany
manyothers
othersassociated
associatedwith
withthe
the band,
band, am
am insulted
insulted and
and deeply
deeply hurt
hurt over recent accusations of
within the
the band program. Furthermore,
negative conduct within
Furthermore, as
as we
we are
are all
all discovering,
discovering, the allegations
allegations are
proving to
to be
be aa gross
gross misrepresentation
misrepresentation of facts.
facts. Jon
Jon Waters
Waters isisaagood
goodman
manthat
that deserves
deserves better
better
proving
treatment.
treatment.An
An entire
entire nation
nation of
of Ohio
Ohio State
State Alumni
Alumni are questioning the wisdom - and motivation - that
that is
displayed by
by our
our newly
newlyappointed
appointed President
President and his administrative associates. The sooner this is
being displayed
fixed,
the betterl
better! Reinstating
State to do.
fixed, the
Reinstating Jon Waters would be the right
right thing for Ohio
Ohio State

>
> James Swearingen
>
> OSUMB
> Arranging Staff
Staff
> 1974·2014
1974-2014
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Jeanette
JeanetteTown
Town
tallIMENIE
SIMMIIIMED

August 13,
2014
August
13,2014
Mr. Chris Glaros
Mr,
Vice President
Assistant Vice
President of
of Compliance
Compliance Operations
Operations and
and Investigations
Office of University
The Office
University Compliance
Compliance and
and Integrity
N. High
High Street
1534 N.
Street
OH 43201
Columbus, OH
43201

Dear Mr. Glares:
Glaros:

that you
you have been receiving
receiving several letters and
and emalls
emaUs over
over the
the last
last several
several days,
days, some
some of
of which
which are
I'm sure that
all of this correspondence is
multiple pages long.
long. II understand
understand that you are very busy
busy and
and reading through all
certainly extremely difficult.
difficult. IIhope,
hope, however,
however,that
that you
you w[il
willtake
take aafew
fewmoments
moments to
to read and consider what I
have to
to say;
say; In
In fact
fact IfIf II may be so bold, II believe you
you owe me a few
few minutes
minutes of
ofyour
yourtime.
time.This
This isis in
in

of the
the fact
fact that
thatyou
you cited
cited my
my experiences
experiences In
In your report
report regarding
regarding the
the culture
cultureof
ofThe
The Ohio
Ohio State
consideration of
University Marching
confirm, deny,
deny, or
or clarify
clarify any
University
Marching Band
BandWithout
without first
first allowing
allowingme
methe
the opportunity
opportunity to confirm,
any of
of the
the
pertaining to
to me.
me. Even
Even so, I will
by keeping
kee'ping this as brief as
information pertaining
willtry
try to
to be
be respectful of your time by
rollercoaster of
of emotions
emotions this
this whole
whole ordeal
ordeal has
has put
putme
me through,
through,my
my primary
primary objective
objective in
in
possible. Despite the rollercoaster
Is to clear
dear up some factual inaccuracies that were
were included
included in
in your
your final
final report. The
The
writing you
you this
this letter Is
would like
like to focus
follows:
specific statements
statements IIwould
focus on and my accompanying
accompanying commentary are as follows:
•

Your
report claimed
claimed that the
the meaning
meaning behind
behind my
my "sexually
"sexually explicit"
explicit" nickname
nickname could be found on
Your report

websites like
like UrhanDictionary.com
UrbanDictionary.com (footnote
(footnote on
on page
page 5),
5). This
This is
Is not true. II have read through every
websites
definition
of this
this word
word on
on Urban
Urban Dictionary
Dictionaryand
andnot
notone
oneof
ofthem
them comes
comesclose
dose to the actual meaning
definition of
behind my nickname.
nickname. In
In actuality
actuality th
the
definition listed, which I'm assuming
e first definition
aSSUming is
is the one you
you
believed to be correct,
correct, Is
Is far more
more explicit
explicit than the real
real meaning
meaning behind
behindmy
my name.
name.This
This is
is troubling

me because
because the
themajority
majorityof
ofmy
my social
social network
network knOws
knows me
to me
me by
by this
this nlckname,
nickname, and
and most of those
people did not know
know there
I'm ashamed or embarrassed
there was a meaning behind
behind it
it at
at allall - not
not because I'm
because itIt simply
simply never came
this report
reporthas
hasbeen
beenpUblished
published
but because
came up
up as a question. But now that
that this
my Input I have
busy myself
myself with damage control
control by
by explaining
explaining to friends and
without my
have been forced to busy
family
that the name I have used
family that
used proudly
proudly for
actuallY refer to a sex position.
for the
the last 55 years does not actually
They were
believe otherwise,
otherwise, which
which was
was completely
completely unnecessary
unnecessary and very
They
were misled
misled by
by the
the report to believe
much unappreciated,
unappreCiated.
much
•

To try
Waters was
was enabling
enabling a "sexualized
"sexualized culture" within
within the
the marching
marching band
To
try and
and prove
prove that Jonathan Waters
claimed that
that he
he regularly
regularly used
used my
my nickname to address
address me,
me, especially
especially when he was
your report claimed
(page 6).
6). This
This isis also
Jeanette, which
which was
Was typical
typical
upset (page
also inaccurate.
inaccurate. He
He regularly
regularly referred
referred to me only as Jeanette,
all of his students.
Additionally, II struggle
he was ever
of the way he addressed all
students. Additionally,
struggle to
to remember
remember a time he
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Mr. Chris Glaros
Glares
August 13, 2014
Page 2

outwardly upset
upset with me; so the notion
notion that
thathe
heused
usedmy
mynickname
nicknameas
as some
some form
form of
of discipline
discipline is
Is

simply untrue.
simply
untrue.
•

Lastly,
Lastly,your
yourreport
report claimed
claimedthat
that as
as aa "rookie
"rookie trick"
trick"the
the upperdassmen
upperclassmen forced
forced me
me to rub chests with
member of
of the
theband
band(page
(page 7).
7). This
This is yet another
another inaccuracy.
Inaccuracy. First
First and
ilnother female
female member
another
and foremost,
foremost, this

trick. At
was not a rookie trick.
At no
no time
timewere
were we
we asked
askedor
or told
told by
by the
the senior
senior members
members of
of the
the band to
perform this action. This
In such a way thatmade
it sound sexual and
This anecdote
anecdote was
was presented
presented in
that made it
degrading,. when in
In reality it was no more than
than aa goofy
goofy shimmy
shimmy done
done by
by two girls standing side
side by
degrading,
Side, often
often to
to comedic
comedic effect
effect due
due to
toour
ourvastly
vastly different
differentbody
bodytypes.
types.ItItwas
was two
twofriends
friends acting
actingsilly
silly
side,
another, with
with the
the sole
sale intent
intentof
ofmaking
making others
others laugh,
laugh. Most
Most importantly,
importantly, it was done offoffwith one another,
own accord.
campus and of our own
accord. Because
Because of
of how
how this
this was
was portrayed
portrayed In
In your
your report,
report, the media (and as
result the
the public)
public) is now under the impression
Impression that female
female rookies
rookies were made to
to perform
perform similar
similar
a result
rookie names. This
This COUldn't
further from
from our actual experience,
experience. In
In·
"sexual act!>"
acts" In
in order
order to "earn" rookie
couldn't be further
It has become glaringly
glaringly apparent
the individual
individual who described this to
investigators did
did
fact it
apparent that the
to the investigators
not have an understanding
understanding of
of the
the close
dose and trusting
trusting relationships
relationships we
we maintained
maintained with
with our
oUr rows,
rows, or
as people
people for
for that
thatmatter.
matter.Anyone
Anyonewith
withany
anyknowledge
knowledgeof
ofAlexandra
Alexandra and
and myself
myself would
would
who we are as
know
being subjected to
to harassment
harassmentof
of any
any kind,
kind, sexual
sexual or otherwise;
know that
that we would
would never
never tolerate
tolerate being
and
and luckily
luckily for us, we never had to.

Mr. Glaros,
Job to do
do and
and I'm
I'm willing
wilting to believe that
Intentions in
in
Mr.
Glares, IIunderstand
understand that you had aa job
that you had good Intentions
report. As
As aiii young
young professional who
who isis early
early into
into aa career
careerin
in Human
Human Resources,
Resources,lI
writing and submitting this report.

understand
thls responsibility
responsIbility and
and I1do not
not take
take lightly
lightly that
my decisions
decisions and actions can have
have an influence
influence on
understand this
that my
the
declslon to terminate
terminate aiii person's
person'semployment.
employment.When
Whenassisting
aSSistingwith
withInvestigations
InVestigations itit is
Is my job
the decision
job to
to be as
on the
the information
information II
objective as possible, thoughtfully consider all
all sides,
sides, and
and make
make a recommendation based on

have; and if
If ItIt ever comes
light that my Information
in the
the wrong
wrong decision
decision
comes to light
Information was
was incomplete
incomplete and resulted in
being made, I like
like to
to think
think that
that II WOUld
would have
havethe
the courage
courage and
and integrity
integrity to take responsibility
responsibility for
for that
that and do

wrongs. II sincerely
willing to
in my
everything in
my power
power to
to right
right those wrongs.
sincerely hope
hope that you are willing
to do
do the
the same.
II formaJiy
that you
yo!.! received
received my
my letter,
letter,as
aswell
well as
as specific
specific feedback regarding its
it$
formally request
request written confirmation that
contents. My
My email
method of
of communication,
comm unication,
contents.
email address Is
is prOVided
provided above
above If
if that
that is
is your
your preferred
preferred method

Our Honor Defend,

Jei,tnette"Tiggles"
"Tiggles" Town
Town
Jeanette
S-Row,2009-2011
5-Row, 2009-2011
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Former OSU
OSU Marching Band Member Mentioned in
Former
in Report Speaks Out
BAND SCANDAL:
SCANDAL: Former OSU Marching Band Member Mentioned in Report Speaks Out WSYX - Columbus,
Columbus Ohio
To. Stories
Ollio Top
stories -- Breakinc,
BJ'c<lking News
News ....Weather
Wcathcft and
tllld Traffic
Traffic
.

Were bearing
of The
DOWNTOWN COLUMBUS (James Jackson) -- We're
hearing from a former member of
Ohio State University's marching band. Fonner
Former band director,
director, Jon Waters, was terminated earlier
this week, after a report saying he allowed a culture of sexual harassment.

ABC 6/FOX 28 talked to a woman, who is identified with a sexually explicit nickname in the
identified. liThe
university's 23
23 page report.
report. She did not want to be identified.
"The people who gave me this
name were the same people who taught me and coached me for a whole summer, who gave me
pep talks when I thought I just
going to cut it,
it, who became and still are my best friends
just wasn't
wasn't going
and a family to me,11
me," the woman said.
She goes on to say the name was not shameful or sexist, but a preferred name. Now, she says she
feels objectified and sexualized from the way the university and media handled the situation.
"And despite being mentioned several times in this report, not once was an attempt made by any
on the investigating team to contact me and find out if anything that was being written about me
accurate,11 the woman said.
was accurate,"
The woman adds, Waters never referred to her as her nickname, only her first name.
OSU's marching band and the Columbus Symphony Orchestra performed at Picnic with the
Pops, Saturday night, in the Columbus Commons. As the crowd gathered, a plane flew a banner
rtWe Stand With Jon." Kyle Hudson started a campaign on the website,
over the event, saying, "We
indiegogo.com, taking donations for the banner. He says they met their financial goal in two
hours.
As the pilot flew the banner over the event,
event, the crowd clapped.
clapped. ABC 6/FOX 28 talked to band
members parents in the crowd.
Scott
Mills
says
this
year
will mark his son's third year in the
crowd.
band. "I thought it was great. Wed saw everybody pointing and we looked up there and it was
like. Jon's a great guy and the kids are devastated," Mills said.
Mills says Waters was a good band director and made the group better. "With Jon, the last two
years have been so different. That it is getting better. That sure, you know. They're college kids
sakes, n Mills said.
for God sakes,"
Also at Picnic with the Pops, Waters' supporters passed around signs saying, "We Stand With
Jon," while the bands played.
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Leigh VanHandel, Ph.D.
As a female alumna of the Ohio State Marching Band (1989-1991), I find myself compelled to
join what I'm
sure is
is aa large
large chorus of
of voices you have heard recently regarding the firing of Jon
I'm sure
Waters. I find his dismissal to be a short~sighted
short-sighted decision, and one made based on a
one~sided view of
of an organization.
organization,
sensationalized and one-sided
I'm saddened by all of
the conclusions that people and the media are jumping
jumping to. In an effort to
ofthe
sensationalize the story, the band is being referred to
to as
as "hypersexualized" and "misogynistic".
There are implications, if not outright assertions, that female students were routinely made to do
things they felt uncomfortable doing, and that they were treated poorly by other ensemble
members and by the staff.
staff. That was absolutely not my experience in the marching band.
In my three years in the marching band, I never once felt pressured to do anything I was not
comfortable with. The first year I made the band, I was told about the Midnight Ramp tradition,
if 1 chose
and told that if
chose to
to attend,
attend, II could
could wear
wear whatever
whatever II was
was comfortable with.
with. What I chose to
loose~fitting shorts. It was a
wear provided as much coverage as if
if I was wearing a tank top and loose-fitting
celebration and bonding experience with the 224 other people with whom I had just spent two
grueling tryout days.
days. Nobody forced
forced me to
to go,
go, and there were members afmy
of my row who, for their
own reasons, did not attend.
attend. I also never felt as
as though
though the environment was anything other than
18-22 year olds
aIds
what would normally happen if
if you put 225
225 healthy, intelligent, and creative 18-22
together in a group.

I enjoyed my time in TBDBITL immensely; I learned discipline, teamwork, and responsibility in
that band.
band, I was given the opportunity to work on arrangements for the band, and for some of
of the
small ensembles, and that helped to
to foster a love of music in me that led me to eventually get my
Ph.D degree in music theory from Stanford University_
University. (I now am an Associate Professor of
Music Theory at Michigan State University.) I have said many times that I am actually prouder
of trying out for and making the OSU marching band than I am of
of my Ph.D. degree.
A culture cannot be changed overnight; it takes time, and most importantly it takes the members
of the culture having respect for the leadership.
leadership. It is
is my understanding that Jon Waters was
successfully addressing some of the elements within the band culture. The band members respect
Jon Waters, and given time and the proper support from
from the university, I believe he would have
been able to enact changes in the
the band culture
culture that
that would have preserved the unique character of
the ensemble and brought it into line
line with 21st
21 ~t century sensibilities. Instead, Jon is being
ofthe
punished for a culture that was in place far before he was even a member of
the ensemble, much
less its director, and lS
is not being given the opportunity to continue to raise the level of excellence
of
the ensemble. I believe the decision to fire him was short-sighted, and is not in the best
ofthe
of the ensemble or of the university.
interest of
Respectfully,
Leigh VanHandel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
of Music Theory, Michigan State University
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July 30,
2014
30,2014
Jeffery WadswOlth,
Wadsworth, Chair
The Ohio State University Board of
of Trustees
210 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Dear Mr. Wadsworth:
I spent
I can honestly say that the five years I.
spent as
as aa member
member ofthe
of the Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
thal II am
Band made me the person that.
am today.
today. 11 first
firstbecame
became aware
aware oftbe
of the band
hand when
when I was about
old. My older brother had just
nine years old.
just graduated from
from high
high school
school and subsequently became a
of this organization.
the band's albums and memorized the words
member of
organization. I would listen to all
all of the
to Across the Field, Buckeye Battle Cry, Hang On Sloopy,
Sloopy, and Carmen Ohio.

When my brother would
would come
come home for a visit, if he happened to
to have his OSUMB uniform
tryon
hat, the
the spats,
spats, and
and the
the crossbelts..I.
crossbelts. 1 also
with him, I1 would always try
on the hat,
also thought it was kind
of
of cool when my brother, a music major who played tuba and Sousaphone, got to dot the I in
in
Script Ohio.
Ohio. By that time I was
was almost 13 years old and understood a little more about what the
band meant to the University and so many Buckeye fans around the world.
aspirations to be a part of it.
it. At that age, the thought
Despite my knowledge ·ofthe
of the band,
band, JI had no aspirations
ii·om my mind.
of going to college was the furthest thing from
mind. It stayed that way for many years. I was
a decent student in high
high school.
school. T
I rarely brought home any homework, put little effort into
studying, and was regularly pulling grades of
B or C in core classes. I was in my school music
ofB
band, concert band, symphonic band, wind ensemble,
program and participated in orchestra, jazz hand,
in all
all of
of those classes. I played the tuba and
and marching band.
band. I earned straight A's in
Sousaphone, just
just like my brother.
band, my brother obtained tickets for
As a past member of
of the OSU marching band,
far the September 10,
1983, football
football game against Oregon.
Oregon. This also was the game at which the alumni band would be
pcrfonning. My brother was marching that day, so he gave the tickets to me and my father so we
performing.
could enjoy the game.
game, T
I remember my brother telling us,
us, "Whatever you do, don't miss the band's
Skull Session."

I'm sure
the format.
fait at. Following the
sure you've
you've been
been to
to aa Skull
Skull Session
Session and are familiar with the
the band's
inlo the arena and a few
few activities to
to pump
pump up
up the
the audience,.
audience, the
entrance into
the band begins its session
wann up.
tirst song they play is the school fight
tIght song,
with a warm
up. In keeping with tradition, the first
Across the Field.
Field. They begin
begin the piece slowly and quietly.
quietly. They performed
performed the music at this
At this point,
reduced tempo
tempo and volume
volume "one
"one time
time throngl)"
through" until it's time to repeat the song. At
of a single note (a B-flat for the
the band kicks into full
full tempo and volume. With the playing of
Sousaphones), my life changed forever.

11P
age
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just happened?
happened? I was
was hit by an incredible wall
wall of
of sound
sound tilat
that transf0l111cd
transformed me from
from
My God.
God. What just
directionless, 17-year-old kid
kid sta11ing
starting his
his senior year
year of high
high school
school into
into someone who had to
a directjonless,
of that band. The
—- that
be part of
The football
football game
gamewas
wassecondary.
secondary.ItItwas
wasthat
thatmoment
moment
fuatnote
note—
- that
me to
to set a challenging goal
goal for
for myself.
myself. II wanted to
to go
go to
to Ohio
Ohio State
State and tryout
try out for
for the
caused me
fait.
band the following falL
Besides getting
getting accepted
accepted to
to OSU,
OSU, the most
most important thing
thing II had
had to
to do
do was
was convince my
my mom
Besides
do it.
it. My
My track
track record
record as
as aa student said
said otherwise.
otherwise. I shared
shared my
my plan with
with my
my mom
mom as
that I could do
soon as
as II returned
returned home
home from
from the
the game.
game. She
She said,
said, "Are
"Are you
you sure?
sure? IIalways
alwayssaw
sawyou
youattending
attending somewhere like
like Cuyahoga Community College,"
College."
Ouch.
"Tri C" as it was
was known
known didn't have
have the best reputation as a challenging place to learn.
Ouch. "Tri
Kids in school called it
of its perception as nothing more than a continuation
it "TJ-j
"Tri High" because of
of high
high school.
school. This
This is
is where
where the bargaining with
with mom started.
started. I promised
promised to work harder than
ever my senior year
year ofhigh
of high school,
school, and
and then
then we'd
we'd see about applying to
to OSU.
OSU. With a little extra
effort, I nearly
nearly pulled
pulled straight
straight A's
A's my entire senior year. Seems a B
B or two snllck
snuck in there along
effort,
the way,
way, but
but T
I at
at least
least proved
proved to
to my mom
mom that
that TI could
could put
put forth
forth the
the effort
effort to
to get good grades.
grades. She
the
agreed
could apply
apply to
to OSU
OSU and,
and, assuming
assuming 1'd
I'd be accepted, tryout
try out for the luarching
marching band.
agreed that II could
Then
Then came
came the
the ultimatum.
ultimatum. "You
"You can
can go,
go, but
but if
if you
you don't
don't make
make the
the band
band next
next year,
year, you're
you're coming
back home to
to attend Tti
Tri C:'
C." Panic and motivation set in simultaneously.
Making
as aa .freshman
freshman isn't easy.
Maki.ng the band as
easy. Each year there are more than 400 students who try
out for
for one oftbe
of the 225
225 spots.
spots. Even
Even veteran members
members must try out annually to retain their place in
the band.
band. Now,
Now, even
even though
though returning members
members have to tryout
try out each year to retain their
membership
in the
the band,
band, it's
it's almost a given that they'll be marching
marching the next year. However,
membership in
there are no
no guarantees;
guarantees; I've
I've witnessed veteran
veteran members lose their spot in the band during
tryouts.
recall exactly
exactly how the
the numbers worked out, but I remember my odds of
of making the band
I don't recall
weren't
weren't very.
very good.
freshman trying out for the first time,
good. In
In addition
addition to freshman
time, there were older students
returning
retu111ing who hadn't made
made the band
band in prior attempts. Assuming all of
of the returning Sousaphone
Sotlsaphone
players would retain their spot, there was something like 20 people competing for four or five
open positions. The two days of
of tryouts wete
were grueling.
grueling. They always have been and I hope they
always will be,
filled with marching drills, practicing music, conditioning, and
be. The days are tilled
memory busters in which long sequences of
of marching steps are shared once, maybe twice, before
you must perform them from memory.
of cuts
The second day of tryouts
tryouts is when cuts begin.
begin. After the morning session, the first round of
occurs. I was as nervous as
as 1'd
I'd ever
ever felt.
feI t. All
A 11 of
ofthe
the candidates
candidates gathered
gathered in
in the
the band
band room
room and
and the
the list
not making the
the cut was
was read.
read. During
During tryouts
tryouts you're a number, not a name. My heart
Iisl of those
tbose nol
sank as I heard, or at least thought I heard, my number called. I went into the room where those
who are cut receive a brief
bri ef message of
of consolation and encouragement to come
come back
back next year. I1
gave them my number to
to get my walking papers, and it turns
turns out ITwasn't
wasn't on
on the
the list.
list. II had
had
actually made it past
past tirst
first cuts.
cuts. II remember
remember itit plain
plain as
asyesterday:
yesterday:"Get
"Get back
backout
outthere
there...you're
... you '1'C not
on the list..
list....hustle!"

21PJge
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afternoon tryouts on day two~
Following afternoon
two, members
members break for dinner and to get cleaned up before
retnrning that night for the announcement of who made the band. Everyone gathered again in the
returning
eamed a spot in what
band room and the director began reading the numbers of those who had earned
:finalty time to read
many believe to be the greatest college marching band in the country. It was finally
the numbers of the Sousaphone rows. Little by little my confidence wavered as the numbers were
called. Halfway through and
called.
and my
my number still had
had not been
been called.
called. II started preparing mysdffor
myself for
fol' the Sousaphone
the inevitable. Goodbye TBDBITL, hello Tri High.
High. Out of28
of 28 numbers called for
row, mine was
was the very last to be read.
read, Relief and
and elation set in.
in. I called my brother first, then I
f110m. Those are
called my morn.
are two conversations I will
will never forget.

rI statted
started as an
an alternate and eventually earned a regular spot in the band. 1I marched five seasons,
the maximum allowed, and graduated six months after my fInal
final ramp entrance into Ohio
went to
to the
the Rose Bowl, Citrus
Stadium. I memorized
Stadium.
memorized hundreds
hundreds of
of pieces
piecesof
ofmusic
musicand
anddrills.
drills.Jwent
Bowl and Cotton
Cotton Bowl.
Bowl.1played
playedfor
forpresidents..I
presidents. I played
played with aa pep
pep band at Earl
Earl Bruce's house
hOllse
he was
was fired
fired as
as the
the head
head football
football coach.
coach. II performed
performedin_
in countless
when he
countless parades
parades and concerts for
country. I marched up the 18th fairway ofMuirfleld
Golf Club and
fans around the country.
of Muirfield Village Golf
of every country represented
of the 1987
played the national anthems of
represented during opening ceremonies of
golf matches. T was
Ryder Cup golf
was named
named aa Squad
Squad Leader
Leader by
by my
my peers
peers and
and proudly served in that
of the
role my last two years in the btmd.
band. I got to
to "Dot the 1"
I" three times in Script Ohio, one of
greatest honors
honors in the band and the greatest of all traditions in college football. I had a new group
ofbrothe.rs
of
brothers and sisters
sisters who cared
eared about each other,
other, watched out for one another and worked
together toward a common goal. 1I learned leadership skills. I learned to respect authority. I
learned humility. TT learned
[earned graciousness. I learned
leal11ed punctuality. ITlearned how important it was to
become involved.
involved. I learned
that
learned that hard
hard work
work is
is the
the way
way to
to get
get what
what you
you desire
desire in
in life.
life. I've been to
of bandmates,
band mates, smiled at birth announcements and learned just how much it hurts when
weddings of
of your former bandmates is taken from this world far too young,
young.
one of
of males until
The OSU Marching Band began
began,in
in L878
[878 as
as a military band and consisted entirely of
some of
of the reported
reponed "culture" exist when I \Vas
1984-887 Sure (my
1973. Did sonic
was in band from 1984-88?
If 1 didn't want
nickname was "Bob Hope," by the way), but it was not the predominant cutturc.
culture. UT
was never forced
to participate in something, rI simply said "no" and my decision was honored. trwas
"swom to secrecy" or
or forced
forced to take such an oath.
to do anything I didn't want to do. I was never "sworn
Here's the
the thing
thing that
that perhaps_
perhaps some
Here's
somepeople
peopledon't
don't understand.
understand. II and everyone
every one of my band brothers
experience with
witll
and sisters reserve the right to choose what we share about our respective band experience
anyone, be they famlly,
family, friend or stranger. Those experiences are what give us a special bond.
When we meet someone who we discover also was in the band, we introduce ourselves by name
more: importantly, by row number.
and, more
number. Through this commonality we treat each other as though
we've
we've been
been lifelong
lifelong friends.
friends. How firm thy friendship.
M any of
of our alumni hold amazing credentials and lead distinguished careers in their chosen
Many
itself capable of
oftransfofming
,md
profession. The band repeatedly has proven itself
transforming young men and
inlo responsible adults and leaders in our soclety.
oftransforming
women into
society. Clearly it is capable of
transforming
itself~ but
butdeep-rooted
deep-rooted traditions
traditions do
do not
not change
change overnight,
overnight, and
and they
they do
do not
not change
change simply
simply because
itself
someone says they have to. The change must be organic.

31Page
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arc a century old, we're
in a different day and age. Just because aa
Though some traditions are
we're-in
right by
by the standards of
of the day. If
tradition has existed for
for aa long
long time
time doesn't
doesn't mean
mean it's right
If
more should
should be
be done
done to
to help
help young,
YOlmg,impressionable
impressionablestudents
students—
- regardless of
of the
anything, more
which they
they are
arc involved—
involved - understand
organization in which
understand what those standards are. I guarantee the
have aa clue because that's
that's not
not what
what 18,
18, 19
19 and
and 20-somethings
20-somethings arc tuned
vast majority wouldn't have
into at this age.

Traditions have come and gone from the organization. As I understand it, work was being done
of the more questionable ones and build that culture of
ofunderstandjng
to eliminate some of
understanding when
news
neWs of
of Jon Waters' firing
firing broke. To me, it's
it's somewhat
somewhat ironic
ironic that
that the
the man
man who
who was
was trying
trying to
through this change,
make this change, and whom the students trusted and respected to lead them through
gone, The positive, international reputation earned by the band last year was erased in a
is now gone.
of seconds. Many of
of us alumni are watching and waiting to see what happens next.
matter of
oflhe
Alumni Club are proud of their involvement with the OSUMB. Tfthe
Members of
the TBDBTTL
TBDBITL Alumni
If the
tor a change in the culture of
of the band, then engage us. We are
University deems that it is time for
members. We are no longer college students. We
the individuals who paved the way for current members.
are adults with an understanding of the need for change and the skill sets to help make it happen.
wi [] 110t
of individuals more interested and willing to do what is necessary to
You will
not find a group of
maintain the integrity of the band's reputation and tradition of
of excellence.
nabonal
The Ohio State University Marching Band is
is not the organization being portrayed in national
headlines, radio sound bites
headlines,
bites or TV
TV reports.
reports. It's an organization that sets high expectations, prides
itself on excellence,
itself
excellence, and gives
gives students an
an opportunity to grow as musicians and young adults.
be the
the person I am today. I wish the same experience for
for everyone who
Without it,
it, I wouldn't
wouldn't be
dream of one day becoming part of it.
decides to pursue their dream
it. It has been and will remain The
Best Damn Band In The Land.
contil1nation that this letter was received
received arid
and I request
Thank you for yom
your time. I request confirmation
of Trustees on this letter.
feedback from the Board of

Sincerely,

Gregory D.
D. Viebranz
KL Row 1984-88

cc:
CC: Ronald Ratner, Vice Chair;
Chair; Alex Shumate, Vice Chair; Algenon Marbley; Linda Kass; Janet
Reid; W. G.
G. Jl1fgensen;
Jorgensen; Clark C.
C. Kellogg;
Kellogg; Timothy Smucker; Cheryl Krueger; Michael Gasser;
Brent Porteus;
Abigail Wexner; G. Gilbert Cloyd; Corbett A.
Porteus; Erin
Erin Hoet1inger;
Hoeflinger; Alex
Alex Fisher;
Fisher; Abigail
Price; Alan
Alan V~mderMolen;
VanderMolen; Stacie Seger;
Seger; Steven Loborec
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Robert
L. Wiridle
Windle
Robert L.
17100 Van
Van Aken
Aken Boulevard, #406
17100
OH 44120-3647
Heights, OH
Shaker Heights,
44120-3647
windle39@sbcglobal.net

August 16, 2014

President
Michael Drake
Drake
President Michael
University
The Ohio State University
Bricker Hall
Hall
205 Bricker
190 North
North Oval
Oval Mall
Mall
190
OH 43210
Columbus, OH
President Drake:
Drake:
At this
pport
At
this point,
point, !Iam
amcertain
certainthat
that you
you and
and your
your office
officehave
havebeen
been showered
showered with
with letters
letters in
in su
support
asDirector
Directorof
ofthe
theOhio
Ohio State
StateUniversity
University Marching
Marching Band
Band
of Jon
Jon Waters and his reinstatement
reinstatement as
(OSUMB). Having
(OSUMB).
Havingseen
seenmany
manyofofthese
theseletters,
letters,IIam
amimpressed
impressedwith
withthe
the analysis,
analysis,the
the depth
depth and
the passion
passion that
that has
has gone into them.
them. IIam
am not
notsure
surewhat
whatIIcan
can add
add that
thatdistinguishes
distinguishes my
my
thoughts from others.
th

My
My first
firstSaturday
Saturdayto
to march
march into
into Ohio
OhioStadium
Stadiumwas
wasas
asaafreshman
freshmanSousaphone
Sousaphone player
player on
on my
my18
lath
th
birthday, September 28th,
28 , 1957. Next
Next month
month II will
will be 75
75 years old
old and
and I am
am as
as proud
proud of the
the
OSUMB today
four years
years in
in the
theOSUMB,
OSUMB, served
OSUMB
todayas
asI Iwas
wason
onthat
thatdistant
distant day
day in
in 1957.
1957. II spent
spent four
served as a
in 1960,
President of
of Kappa
Kappa Kappa
Squad Leader in
1960, served
served as President
Kappa Psi,
Psi, Eta
EtaChapter
Chapter (the
(the national
national band
honorary fraternity)
fraternity) in
in 1960-61,
1960-61,and
andwas
wasone
oneof
ofthree
three Sousaphone
Sousaphone players
players featured
featured on
on the
October 13,
13, 1958
1958 issue of Sports illustrated.
Illustrated. I am
chartermember
memberofofTBDBITL
am a charter
TBDBITL Alumni Club,
October
Life
ree year
LifeMember
Member of
of the
the OSU
OSUAlumni
AlumniAssociation,
Association,and
andserved
servedtwo
twoththree
year periods
periods since 2005 on
the
Board
of Directors
Directors of
of the
theOSU
OSU Alumni
Alumni Club
the Board of
Club of
of Greater
Greater Cleveland.
disappointment were
were my
my initial
initial reactions when II read the
the Glaros
Glaros Report and
Sadness and disappointment
decision to fire
learned of the decision
fire Jon
Jon Waters.
Waters. Then,
Then,anger
anger came
came after
after that
that as more information
th
surfaced. IIfeel
feel as
as though
though II have
have made
made several
several rounds
rounds through
throughthe
thegrief
griefcycle
cycle since
since July
July 24
24th,, but
one thing
thing II cannot accommodate
accommodate is
is acceptance.
acceptance. I !feel
feel the
theGlaros
Glaros Report
Report is
is deeply
deeply flawed
the one
and that
begin to
that the
the absence
absenceof
ofany
anysense
senseof
ofdue
dueprocess
processfor
forJon
JonWaters
Watersisistotally
totallylacking.
lacking. As
As II begin
write this letter, II hear that the
the Board
Board of Trustees will
willnot
not consider
considerJon
JonWaters'
Waters' request
request to
to
reinstatement. The
TheUniversity's
University's handling
handling of this is
is sad
If the goal
goal was
consider reinstatement.
sad beyond
beyond words.
words. If
to get rid
Jon Waters
Waters at
at all
all costs
costsfor
forstated
stated or
or unstated
unstated reasons, there
rid of Jon
there are
are several
several ways
ways it
it
could have been done without
without dragging
dragging his
his name through the
the mud
mud and
and stripping
stripping him
him of
of his
could
dignity. II have
dignity.
have worked
worked in
in higher
higher education
education for
for several
severalyears
years and
and am
am no
no stranger
stranger to
to the
the
machinations and the power
power plays
plays that can occur in
Sadly, my alma
in academe. Sadly,
alma mater has taken
human resource
resource management to a new depth.
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President
President Michael
Michael Drake
Drake

Page Two

I'm not sure what I can
seriously doubt
can add
add to
to the
the one-way
one-way dialogue
dialogue that
that has occurred.
occurred. II seriously
anyone will
actually "read"
"read" what
what II have
have said
said or
or that
that these
will actually
these words
words will
will make any difference. IIwill
will
that maybe
maybe somewhere
somewherein
in the
thebowels
bowelsof
ofOSU,
OSU, an
assume, though, that
an administrative assistant just
tallythese
these letters
letters and to that
voice to
to be
be counted. At
might tally
that degree
degree II want my
my voice
At least
least II can
can rest
knowing
I
tried
to
make
myself
heard.
knowing I tried to make
heard.
th

fondly recall
recall marching
marching that
that first football
birthday rolls
rolls around next
next month,
month,II will
will fondly
When my 75
75th birthday
18th birthday
birthday and
and the
the pride
prideof
ofbeing
beingaamember
memberofofthe
theOSUMB
OSUMB that
thatIIwill
will carry to my
game on my 18th
last day.
Unfortunately, my
my pride
pride in
in The
The Ohio State University
University has
day. Unfortunately,
has diminished
diminished because of its
refusal to
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
the possibility
possibilitythat
that perhaps
perhaps itit acted
acted in
in haste.
haste. II have
have always defended
refusal
OSU
when itit isisaccused
accused of
ofbeing
being"too
"too big";
big";the
the handling
handling of
of the
the Glaros
Glaros Report
Report leads
leads me to realize
OSU when
"small" itit has
has become.
become.
just how really
really "small"
Our honor defend,

Robert L.L. Windle,
Robert
Windle,MA,
MA,LPC,
LPC, GCDF
GCDF
Bachelor
ministration, 1961The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
Bachelor of
of Science
ScienceininBusiness
BusinessAd
Administration,
1961 The
OSUMB 1957-1960;
OSUMB
1957-1960; Squad
Squad Leader,
Leader, 1960
Kappa
Kappa Kappa
Kappa Psi,
Psi,Eta
EtaChapter,
Chapter,1958-1961,
1958-1961, President
President 1960-1961
1960-1961
Copies:
Mr.
Board of Trustees
Mr. Blake
Blake Thompson,
Thompson, Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Board
Mr. Chris Glaros, Esq.
Ms.
Esq.
Ms. Betty Montgomery, Esq.
Mr. David Axelrod, Esq.
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Letter from
from Some
Some of
oftbe
Women Alumnae
Alumnae of
of the OSUMB
General Letter
the Women
di spatch.com/content/stories/local/20114/07
4/07/2
8/0 hioState
Stateband
band alumni
alumni march
march for
http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/loca1l20
/28/0hio
http://www,
Waters,html
Jon Waters.html
As female alumnae of the Ohio State Marching Band, we would like to speak out against recent
of the marching band as a
allegations against Jon Waters, the Director, and the organization of
whole. We find the report on which his dismissal was based to be a sensationalized and onesided view of an organization, and would like to contribute our views, as women and former
bandmembers, to the conversation,
conversation.
The official report consistently referred to a "sexualized" culture within the band, saying that the
culture "facilitated acts
acts of sexual harassment, creating a hostile environment for students." The
report also implied, if not outright asserted, that female students were routinely made to do
things they felt uncomfortable doing, and that they were treated poorly by other ensemble
of the band, or
members and by the staff.
staff. If the report had spoken with other female members of
former members, the picture painted of interactions with band members and staff
staff would have
been strikingly different.
different. The vast majority offemale
of female alumni did not have the experience
of the marching treated us as the equals we
described in
in the report;
report; for us, the male members of
were. As strong, intelligent, athletic women, we did not need nor want to be treated in any other
way; we did not need to be coddled or protected. And just like the male members, we were all
told that we did not have to participate in any activities that made us feel
feel uncomfortable.
A common thread running through many of the
the female
female alumnae's recent comments regarding the
band is that we are stronger, independent and more successful women because of our time in the
of teamwork
band. We learned the value of hard work to make the band and maintain our spots, of
in working with others, and learned to respeCt
respect ourselves and others in conflicts to work things
out when necessary.
the use of
of nicknames for first-year members of
of the band,
report focused on the
The university's report
highlighting twenty-one nicknames they deemed as "sexual." What the report fails to consider
and acknowledge, however, is that these nicknames are given to both males and females, are
of the nicknarnee,
nicknamee, and that the nicknames are not used in a
generally given with the consent of
derogatory fashion.

The report highlights two nicknames in pruticular:
particular: Tiggles and Joobs, erroneously cited in the
report as "Jewoobs (given to a Jewish student with large breasts)". It is surprising, given the
in-depth discussion
discussion of
of these nicknames and whether or not they were offensive, that
report's in-depth
of these women to inquire whether they
nobody conducting the investigation contacted either of
took offense to the nicknames given to them, or whether any of
of the events reported by the
complainants ever actually occurred.
Both women (Jeanette "Tiggles" Town and Alexandra "Joobs" Clark) have since penned
lames had the same reaction: their nicknames
nic1mames were given
eloquent responses to the report.
report. Both ladies
to them with their consent and approval, they were never offended by the names, the names were
never used in a derogatory manner, and they were never (as was suggested in the report) used by
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Jon Waters
Waters or the
the band
band staff.
staff. Most
Most importantly,
importantly, itit was
was not
not until
until the
the pUblication
publication of their
niclmames
nicknames in the
the university
university report that they feIt
felt objectified,
objectified, sexualized,
sexualized, depersonalized,
depersonalized, and
theuniversity
universityitself,
itself,and
andby
bythe
thegeneral
generalpublic.
public.Why
Whythe
the author
author ofthe
of thereport
report felt
felt the
the
violated -—bybythe
to comment
comment both
both on
on Alexandra's
Alexandra's religion and breast size,
size, and why that
that infonnation
information needed
need to
to be included
included in
in the
the public
public report,
report, is
is beyond comprehension.
to
Ohio State marching
marching band
band is
is one
one of the very few
few organizations anywhere where men and
The Ohio
to the
the same exacting
exacting standards,
standards, both in terms
terms of musical and physical
women are held to
performance. The
The use
use of
of Title
Title IX
IX to
to argue
argue that
that Waters
Waters did
did not
not take
take actions
actions to
to eliminate
eliminate what
what the
perfonnance.
report deems
of Title LX,
IX, the
deems "harassment" is a misapplication of
the goal
goal of
of which
which appears
appears to
to have
have
attempt at aa legal
legal justification
justification for the immediate dismissal of Waters.
Waters.
been an attempt
states, ""...
... only
only one
one witness
witness stated
stated that there had been transition in the culture of any
The report states,
authors of the report interviewed a small number ofpeop1e,
of people, all
all of whom apparently
kind." The authors
had some connection to
to the
the original
original complainant
complainant or were referred by
by other witnesses.
witnesses. That is not
a representative
representative sample,
sample, and is celtainly
certainly not representative
representative of the opinions of numerous band
members, both male
male and
and female,
female, who
who state that Jon Waters
Waters was
was making efforts
efforts to change the
members,
the band
band from
from the time he
he was
was appointed as
as Assistant Director under Jon Woods.
culture of the
opinions have
have been
been expressed
expressed to
to the
the media,
media, on social netlivorks,
networks, and in letters written to
These opinions
Drake and
and others
others involved,
involved, and
and would have been
been available to
to the authors
authors of the
President Drake
university report had anyone asked.
The report later states:
states: "Intending to eliminate sexual harassment over a period of years does not
constitute sufficiently prompt or effective action." As any leader can tell you, it is impossible to
change a culture immediately, and it is also impossible to
to change a culture by simply changing
the leader. In order to
to change a culture, you have to have the respect of the culture, and to work
within the culture to educate and refonn
reform practices. Jon Waters had the respect of the band
members, and he was in a unique position to be able to effect change; however, he was not given
the time or the institutional support from the university necessary to enact the changes in the
band culture that would have preserved the character ofthe
of the ensemble and brought it into line
21 st century sensibilities.
with 21E
The manner in which he was fired, the release of the university report and the supporting
material, and the media sensationalism that has followed,
followed, has
has destroyed
destroyed not only Jon Waters'
of the university. The
reputation, but that ofthe
of the band itself, its current and former members, and of
decision to fire Jon Waters was short-sighted; it was not warranted, it was not what was best for
the organization, and it was not what was best for the university.

of The Ohio State Marching Band, and we Stand With Jon.
We are female alumnae of
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Last August,
August,Jonathan
Jonathan Waters,
Last
then-director of the Ohio State
State
then-director
University Marching Band,
honored my
my wife, Phyllis Kaldor,
honored

As she
she was
was dying
dying of
of cancer,
cancer, the
the
As
her an honorary
band made ber
of TBDBITL.
member ofTBDBITL.
Dayisisthe
theband's
band's traditional
traditional
Gray Day
before the
the first home
home
final practice before
game. Last year on Gray Day,
Waters let Phyllis dot the "i"
"1" in
Ohio and
and then
then gathered the
Script Ohio
band around her and led the
singing of Carmen Ohio.
Ohio.
In my 50
5o years at
at OSU, I have never
experienced a more moving
moment; even band members were
crying.
At Phyllis' funeral,
funeral, marching-band
marching-band
members surprised
surprised us by showing
up in uniform, together with Jon,
Jon,
who led them in closing the service
with Carmen Ohio and
and the
the OSU
OSU
fight song.

REQUEST TO BUY
BUY THIS
- PHOTO
COURTESY DONN C. YOUNG

waters and Phyllis Kaldor,
Kaldor, front,
Jon Waters
front, and Kaldor's
Kaidor's friend,
friend, Mary Ann KImbro.
Klmbro.

Their appearance
appearance was a surprise;
surprise; we
we did
did not
not ask
ask them
them to
to come,
come, thinking
thinking that
thatififwe asked, there would be
many more
fans who
who would
would love
lovetotohave
havethe
theband
band at
at their
their funerals.
funerals.
more Buckeye fans
Both Phyllis and I received all our
our degrees from
from OSU
OSU and
and worked
worked at
at OSU
OSUsince
sincegraduating
graduating more
more than
than 30
years ago. I was director of biostatistics
hiostatistics for the
the OSU
OSU Comprehensive Cancer Center and Phyllis was Directol'
Director
of
the James
James Cancer Hospital aud
and Solove Research
Research Institute.
Institute.
of Nursing for the
To our family,
family, Waters
Waters always
always has
has been
been caring
caring and
and compassionate,
compassionate, a wonderful representative of out
our
university. The image of him with Phyllis
Phyllis wielding
wieldinghis
hisbaton
batonwill
willforever
foreverbe
beininollr
oarhome
homeand
andour
our hearts.
hearts.

thal
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Brian Gill
brian.gill.176@gmail.com
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Letter to the editor:
five-year member
member of the
Marching Band
recent events.
As a five-year
the Ohio
Ohio State
State Marching
Band (2005-09),
(2005-09), II have
have been
been deeply
deeply upset
upset by
by the
the recent
events. I am
group. Jon has been
been one of the
writing, not to only show support
support for
writing,
for Jon
Jon Waters,
Waters, but
but to
to address
address the
the overall
overall culture
culture of the group.
strongly about the marching
marching band and Jon Waters that f[
main driving
main
driving forces
forces of change
change and
and inclusion
inclusion for
for the
the band.
band. I feel so strongly
my comfort
comfort zone to show
show my support.
support. As most
most of my
my close
close friends
friends know,
know, the issues I wish
wish to
feel the need
need to step out of my
feel
brother, a friend,
address are
something II bring
conversation or when
address
are not something
bring up
up in conversation
when I introduce myself to others. 1 am
am aa son,
son, a brother,
me, not who I am.
musician, aa colleague,
a musician,
colleague, aa Buckeye,
Buckeye, and
and I'm
I'm gay.
gay. ItIt is
is nothing
nothing II am
am ashamed
ashamed of.
of. ItIt is
is part of me,

I graduated
from a small
small high
in a conservative
town in
in Ohio.
graduated from
high school,
school, in
conservative town
Ohio. I didn't have
have much
much support
support before
before coming
coming to
OSU and
was until
untlllI was aa member
member of the band.
band, It was
was then when
when II found
found support
support and
OSU
and didn't really accept who I was
acceptance through
(JI-Row/Percussion Section)
acceptance
through members
members In
in the
the band.
band. My row (JI-Row/Percussion
Section) became
became my
my closest
closest friends
friends and
and allies and,
neededlt,
teased me as their brother
brother when
when
weekend, my
supported me
as stated by many others this weekend,
my family.
family. They supported
me when
when 1I needed
It, teased
could count
count on
on any
any of
of them
them for
for guidance,
guidance, support
support and
and
something stupid,
did the
I did something
stupid, and
and II did
the Same
same for them.
them. I knew that II could
acceptance. rI could
acceptance.
could be
be who
who [l was
was and
and itIt was
was perfectly
perfectly fine;
fine; I felt safe.
Is a melting
melting pot of
of religion,
religion, political views,
views, cultural
cultural beliefs
beliefs and
and personal
personal experiences.
experiences. The band
band represents
represents one
The band is
one of
the most diverse
student groups
groups on
on campus
campus in
in this
this aspect,
aspect, as well
well as the
diverse student
the variety
variety of
of its
its members'
members' academic
academic studies,
studies, ranging
ranging
from accounting
accounting to
hear things that might
might have
from
to zoology
zoology and
and everything
everythinginin between.
between.ItIt would
would be
be aa lie
lie 10
to say
say that I didn't hear
uncomfortable at
naver once,
once, however, felt like an
an outcast,
outcast, harassed,
harassed, disrespected,
disrespected, unsafe
unsafe or
or unwelcome
unwelcome
made me uncomfortable
at times.
times. I never
TBDB1TL
during my tenure in TBDBITL.
There have
have been
"Unofficial 'Song
There
been many
many "traditions"
"traditions" that
that have
have been
been brought
brought up,
up, but
but the
the one
one II want
want to
to focus on is the "Unofficial
ofthe
the band.
band. Did
Did this
this booklet
booklet exist?
exist? Yes.
Yes. Was it issued
issued to all band
band members?
members? Absolutely
saw this
this booklet
booklet
Book'" of
Book'
Absolutely not.
not. II saw
organization, rarely even getting
getting a chance to look
look through
through Its
Its contents.
contants. It was
maybe once
once or twice in my five years in the organization,
always passed
between student
student members
memberswith
withthe
the purpose
purpose of
of ensuring
ensuring that
that the
the directing
directing staff
staff didn't
didn't know
know about
about it.
it. If the
passed between
even the fact that these
these books
books
one, they confiscated
confiscated it immediately.
immediately. While I'm not
not Justifying
justifying the
staff did find one,
the lyrics
lyrics or even
not sing
sing these songs on
existed, because
existed,
because II know
know how
how offensive
offensivethey
they are,
are, I'm
I'm stating
stating that
that this
this Is
Is aa thing
thing of the past. We did not
the bus,
most members
members have
have never
never even
even seen
seen these
these lyrics
lyrics or
or songs.
songs. In
In fact,
fact, the
the bus I was usually
usually on
bus, mainly because
because most
would sing much
much different songs,
Broadway show
would
songs, usually
usually more
more consistent
consistent to
to Broadway
show tunes
tunes or Disney songs.
want to
to state
state that
that the
the acceptance
acceptance and inclusion
Inclusion of
of the
the LGBT
LGBT community
community is not
not something
something that
that the
the OSU
OSU Marching
Marching Band
Band
I want
general struggles with,
with. While we as aa society
society have
have been
been moving
moving forward,
forward, the
struggles with;
struggles
with: it is an issue that society in general
lyrics and
and songs
songs were
were written many
many
OSU Marching
Marching Band
matter. Most of these lyrics
OSU
Band has
has always
always been
been strides
strides ahead
ahead in
in this
this matter.
decades
ago, when
when acceptance
acceptance and
and inclusion
inclusion were
were nowhere
nowhere near
near where
where they
they are
are today.
today. The band has even helped
decades ago,
helped grow
aJlies for the LGBT community.
community. Many
members also
meet and
and become
become friends with
allies
Many of
of the members
also come
come from
from small
small towns and first meet
students during
band. We are able to have
have open
open conversations
conversations with each other and
and answer
answer any
LGBT students
during their
their time
time in
in the
the band.
included.
questions to
questions
to help
help all parties feel more comfortable and included.
htlp:/Ithelantem.com/2014/07/fetter-to-lhe-edltor-ohfo-sta1e-marching-band-supports-ils-Igbl-members/?utm_medlum=twitter&utm_source=2·click-twitl.. 1/2
1/2
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editor; Ohio
Ohio State
State Marching
Marching Band
Band supports
supports its
its LGBT
LGBT members
members -- The
The Lantern:
Lantern : The
The Lantern
Lantern
Letter to the editor:

and those
those interested
interested in
in becoming
becoming aa member
member of
of TBOBITL
TBDBITL know
knowthey
they will
will be
be entering
entering aa
I want to ensure
ensure that future members
members and
safe environment,
where they
they will
will be
be accepted
accepted and
and supported
supported for
for who
who they
they are.
are. I am
safe
environment, where
am speaking
speaking out
out to
to show
show support
support for
for this
this
organization thai
that has
has given
given me
me so
so much,
much, as
as well
well as
as for Jon Waters,
who has always
been supportive
me and
organization
Waters, who
always been
supportive of me
and someone
someone I
call
friend. 1 cherished
and
call a good friend.
cherished each
each and
andevery
everymoment
momentIIhad
hadinin band,
band, from
frommy
my first
first ramp
ramp entrance,
entrance, my
my last
last game,
game, and
never, ever losing
losing to "that school up north."
have never
never missed
missed an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to march
march with
with the
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni
never,
north." I have
because I loved
every moment
moment Il had
had with
with my
my band
band family.
family. II am
am extremely
extremely proud
proud to
to call
call myself
myself aa TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni and
and will
will
because
loved every
continue to work
members.
work as
as an
en alumnus
alumnus to
to ensure
ensure that
that Itft remains
remains aa safe
safe place
place for all
ail its members.
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Ohio -- A
Aformer
former Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band member,
member, who
who is
COLUMBUS, Ohio
never felt
felf discriminated against during his
gay,
gay, said he never
his years
years on the band.

Brian
was a member from
from 2005 to 2009
Brian Gill was
2009 when
when Jon
Jon Waters
Waters was
was an
anassistant
assistant director.
director.
Waters was
was fired
fired on
on July 24 after
after aa two-month
two-month investigation
investigation revealed a sexually-charged
environment in the band and
and inappropriate
inappropriate rituals.
rituals.
with several
several songs
songs that
that have
have antiAmong the accusations was the unofficial
unofficial songbook with
gay lyrics.
Gill said he only saw the songbook once
once or twice
twice in
in his
his five
five years
years on
on the
the band.
band. He said
it was never
never handed out by the
the directing
directing staff.
staff It was only passed between the more
senior members of
of the band.
Gill wrote an article supporting
supporting Waters that was published on the website
website Outsports.
Outsports.
said other
He said
other people have
have reached
reached out
out to
to him
him since
since it was
was published,
published, sharing the same
sentiments,
sentiments.

"People
"People who were in the band in the 80's and
and they've said the same thing,
thing, that the band
has always
a/ways been
been that
that melting
melting pot
pot of
ofdifferent
different cultures
cultures and
and religions and interests and
hobbies and
and it all comes
comes together and we have always
and all of
of that stuff and
a/ways felt
feli supported
and
and we always
always have
have each
each other's
other's back,"
back, " said
said Gill.
Gill.
Gill said he wants future
future members
members to know they are entering a safe environment where
they will
will be welcomed for who they are.
Stay
OTV.COM for continuing coverage.
Stay with
with 10TV
10TV and
and refresh 110TV.com
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" "I"t'
0 n and
Squad Leader
Leader Responslbl
Responsibilities
andOff
Off the
the Field
Field
Squad
lIes On
2006
ON THE FIELD
QN
Teach marching
marching fundamentals
fundamentals and
and drill;
drill;help
helpalternates
alternates to
to improve
improve
•• Teach

• Teach
Teach music
music and
and musicianshipmusicianship-dynamics,
dynamics,rhythms,
rhythms,articulation,
articulation,balance
balance and
and blend
individual help to row members
•• Provide individual

•• Have a positive attitude

• Evaluate challenges fairly
in detail
detail and
and specificity
specificity why
why person
person loses
loses aa challenge
challenge
•• Explain in
••

Support other
other squad
squad leaders' decisions and decision

•11 Work with OSUMB
OSUMB Directing
Directing staff
staff and
and sign·offon
sign-off on challenges
challenges
• Problem Solving within row and
and bandband- Communication
Communication is the key
• Be a role
role model:
model: in marching and
and playing~
playing, learning
learningdrill
drill charts,
charts, teaching
teaching by
by example
• Rehearsal
Rehearsal discipline: Help,
Heip, listen, and stay on task

OFF THE FIELD:
FIELU=
• Know,
Know1 understand, and support policies and procedures
• No peer pressure, no hazing, be sensitive to rookies
• Time management: Be on time for game days and rehearsals
• Support the Director's decisions
•.. Speak up when
when you
you see
see or
or hear
hear inappropriate
inappropriatebehavior
behavioror
oran
anactivity
activitythat
that can be
be hharmful to
~~
~
~~
the
band
doubt, DON
DON'T!
• When in d(mb1.
'T!
.014greg:. -

ae.
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XIX.
XIX. TRIP
TRIP POLICIES
POLICIES

..
..
.fdntgs or other illegal narcotics is ··bband
d bbuses
es atatany
A. Alcohol is not allowed on or under
anytune.
time.The
Theuse
use0,of drugs or other illegal narcotics •is
d
A. Alcohol is not allowed on or un er. an . us
. '(ted to be storedo:r consumed on hote1/rnotel premIses,
strictly prohibited. Alcohol and drugs are not
permitted to be stored or consumed on hotel/motel premises.
strictly prohibited. Alcohol and drugs are Tl ot perml all. th r· uhlic ~lreas on the hotel/motel property.
This
includes individual
individualrooms,
rooms,hQteV~oteI,
hotellmotelbars,
bars,an~
and..all0 other
public areas on the hotel/motel property.
This includes
be ~ disciplinaryprocedtitesandlor University
Students
found
in
violation
of
this
policy
will
be
subject
to
band
disciplinary procedtires and/or University
Students, found in violation ofthistopolIcy
WIll b~subJect o:rschools:l1 ote1s , restaurantstand p1,lblic .or
respect
the
property
of
other
schools,
hotels, restaurants, and public or
are
legal
action... Band
le~al actlo~
~and members
mem~ers
are to ~espeGt thepropet 0 . ·llIllforrnor llot,band members are responsIble
in
a
recognizable
group,
whether
in
uniform
or
not,
band members are responsible
private
pnvate facilities.
facl~ltles. When
Wh~nr,Inbeing
a. rec?gruzable
group: wh~ .er lJ) d shoWin. respect for ou~i~etsand other band
in control
controlpfthetr
of theiractions,
actions,an
and showing
for outsiders and other band
for
appropriate behavio
for appropnate
behaVIOr, bemg ill
FOR ~yrespect
THE OFFENDER(S).
members.
TO PROPERTYWlLL
PROPERTY WILLBE
BEPAID
PAID FOR .BY
members, ALL
ALL DAMAGES
DAMAGES TO
. .THE
.. OFFENDER(S).
...
.
tart'
cipate
in
a
rehearsal
or
performance
tt ororcanno
B,
to be under
underthe
theinfluence
influenceofofalcoho
alcohol,
cannotp
participate
in a .
rehearsal or performance
B. Any
Any student
student found to
l
1 'on from
. indlSclplmary
. . .
.
PIt'
81
due to
to consumption,
consumption,will
willresult
resultm
disciplinary
action.
Penalties
couldinclude
includesuspensIOn
suspensionor
or expu
expulsion
from
actIOn.
ena le s could
the band, as well as the University.
C. Specifically
Specifically forbidden
C.
forbidden are
are row
rowinitiations
initiations,hazing,
hazing,excessive
excessivedrinking,
drinking,excessive
excessivenoise,
noise,and
and curfew
curfew
.
.
•
l'lCles
. anand
d squa
d leaders
violations.
Band
who do
donot
notfollow
follow
thesepo
policies
squad
leaderswho
whoare
arelax
laxto
enforcement
vlolatlOns.
Band members
members who
these
.to enforcement
.
.
or who
who do
do not
not report
report problems
problemspromptly
promptlytotothe
theBand
BandStaffwill
Staff willbebesubject
subjecttotodisciplinary
disciplinaryactlOn~
action; mcludmg
including
loss of
of position.
D.
D. When curfew
curfew isis in
ineffect,
effect,all
allsquad
squadleaders
leadersmust
musttake
takerow
rowattendance
attendanceand
andaccurately
accuratelyreport
reporttotothe
theBand
Band Staff
Staff
at the appointed time and location.
E. Traveling behavior
E.
behavior isis as
as follows:
follows: Inappropriate
Inappropriate bus
busor
orairplane
airplanebehavior
behaviorincluding
including exce~sive
excessive noise,
offensive language,
language, hazing,
hazing,or
orany
anyactivity
activitycreating
creatingananunsafe
unsafeororsocially
sociallyuncomfortable
uncomfortableenvirorunent
environment could
result in disciplinary
disciplinaryaction,
action,including
includingsuspension
suspensionororexpUlsion
expulsionfrom
fromthe
theband.
band.Respect
Respectfor
forthe
the bus
bus driver,
the bus, guests, and property of any
any transportation
transportation company
company is
is expected.
expected.

tt

XX. INITIATIONS
Therewill
will be
be no
no initiations
initiations or hazing
A. There
hazing of
of any
anytype
typepennitted
permittedininthis
thisband.
band.Band
Bandmembers
memberstaking
taking part
part in
in any
actions of
of this type
type will
will appear
appearbefore
beforethe
theBand
BandStaff
Staffand
andthe
theappropriate
appropriateUniversity
UniversityOfficials.
Officials. Penalties
Penalties
could include suspension
suspension and
andexpUlsion
expulsionfrom
fromthe
theband,
band,asaswell
wellasasUniversity
Universityororlegal
legalsanctions.
sanctions. State
State law
and University rules and regulations strictly forbid
forbid hazing of any fonn.
form.

XXI. SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
A. Any
could be
be interpreted
interpretedasasdemeanirig
demeaningOr
orharassing
harassingtotoband
bandmembers
members or
or outsiders
outsiders
Any behavior
behavior or
or activity
activity that could
(sexual or otherwise)
strictlyforbidden.
forbidden. Consumption
Consumptionof
ofaIcoholis
alcohol isl~ited
limitedtotothose
thoseindividuals
individuals who
who are
otherwise) isis strictly
of
drinking age
age (in
(inap~roved
approvedareas),
areas). Smok~g
Smokingisisnot
notpennitted
permittedininany
any1:JaIldl,lIiifottn~inc1uding
band uniform, including .
of the legal drinking
greys, blazers, ~d
and ful~
full dress
dress umform.
uniform. Proper
Proper behavIOr
behaviorand
andrespect
respectfor
forthe
therights
rightsof
ofothers
others will
will occur
occur in all
band activities, including
buses.and
and motels,
motels,rehearsals,
rehearsals,perfon:nan.ces,
performances,football
footballgailles,
games, and
and social
social events.
Includmg buses
Penalties could
could include
include susp.enslOn
suspensionand
andexpulsion
expulsion!forn
fromth~
theb~&
band.I~ac~ordance
In accordance with
with U1ii'versityandhand
University and band
department mandates, smokmg
smoking and
and alcohol
alcohol use,
use,either
eitherwhlle
while111inUmverslty
UniversityfacUities
facilities or
or while
while in unifo
uniform
(including Blazer, Grays, and Full Dress Unifonn)
Uniform) isisstrictly
strictly prohibited.
.
an

XXII. MEDICAL COVERAGE
.

A. The Band,
h
A.
Band, Athletic
Athletic Department,
Department,or
orUniversity
'Universitydoes
doesnot
notprovide
providefree
freemedical
medicalinsurance
insurance coverage. I'
It is the
t
, lIt students
IS d e
responsibility of
responsibility
of each
each student
studenttotopay
payfor·their
for theirown
ownmedicalinsu:rance
medical insuranceand/or
and/ormedical
medicalexcpoverage
expenses. All
.
enses, A stu ents
,
I e f I' b fi . b ' .
must SIgn
sign a re
release
permittedto•toparticipate
participateininband.
band.This
This policy
policy includes rehearsals
rehearsals,
ea: 0of cclaims
a~ms before
e ore .being
el.ng pemlltted
performances,
trips, offiCIal
official band functJons)
functions, and bowl games,
games;
perfonnances, trIpS,
'
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We, the 2012 and 2013 student squad leadership of The Ohio
Ohio State University Marching
Marching Band,
know that the allegations reported
reported in the
the Investigative Report
Report produced
produced in
in July
July by
by the
the Office
Office of
University Compliance and Integrity, the Glaros report,
report, which
which directly led to
to the firing
firing of OSUMB
Director Jonathan Waters,
Waters, are false and misleading.
misleading. As a group of squad leaders in the
OSUMB, who served under Mr. Waters, We
we have unique and valuable insight into how Mr.
Waters instituted widespread cultural change through the band staff to the students as welt
well as a
well-received and effective
effective cultural
cultural grassroots movement.
movement. Jon
Jon Waters
Waters is
is more than
than a director
director of
shows. He
He is
is an
an advocate
advocate for
for student
student safety,
safety, equality, and respect between all
halftime shows.
members. The
The groundswell
groundswell of
of support
support for
for Jon
Jon would never have occurred if this was not the
case.
First and foremost,
foremost, sexual harassment and hazing of any kind was not tolerated by the
marching band staff. Such conduct was met with a zero tolerance policy. Obviously, with a
faculty to student ratio of nearly 50 to 1, it is nearly impossible for the staff through limited
resources to wholly police the organization both on and off marching band time.
time. It was up to the
student leadership to act as stewards in enforcing the policies instituted by Jonathan Waters
and to oversee their respective
respective sections in addition to enforcing band policy and procedures.
We know that the Uinvestigation"
"investigation" is
is severely flawed for many reasons,
reasons, based upon our own
personal
experiences. No one knows the truth better than those who saw it
persona! knowledge and experiences.
themselves. The lack of a representative sample size coupled with interviews of only a of few
witnesses,
whom have
have directly
directly and
and publicly
publicly refuted
refuted the Report's conclusions,
witnesses, several of whom
undermines the findings and conclusions of the Report itself. Individually and as a collective
group we have attached specific examples of cultural changes,
changes, sexual harassment training,
training, and
hazing training.
training. None
university during
during their
their investigation.
investigation. We
None of
of this was considered by the university
have also included specific examples of how sexual harassment, hazing, and improper behavior
band staff under the leadership and direction of Jonathan
were handled by the marching band
Waters.
The culture of The Ohio State University Marching Band is one of determination, respect,
volunteerism. The evidence
evidence of this positive culture is revealed in the
community and volunteerism.
experiences and first hand accounts of current and former band members. Our goal is to
provide detailed evidence of these cultural policies ignored in the Report which directly led to
the University Administration's
Administration's uninformed reaction
reaction and dismissal of Mr. Waters. We ask that
the University issue public apologies to the current band, its alumni, and Mr. Waters and
immediately reinstate him as the Director of The Ohio State University Marching Band. We
hereby submit ourselves to be interviewed by the task force and have relevant information
investigation. Please review the attached documents. We believe the truth is
pertaining to this investigation.
paramount.
paramount
OSUMB Squad Leaders 2012-2013
Tyler Provo: ASL, I-Row 2012
Ben Hyun: ASl,
ASL, A-Row 2012
Zachary G. Naughton: ASL,
ASL, K-Row 2012, HSL K-Row 2013-2014
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Jacob Evans:
Evans: ASL, T-Row 2012
Jocelyn C. Smallwood: ASL L-Row 2012, HSL L-Row
L~Row 2013
Chris Wiet: HSL, E-Row 2011-2012
Johnson: HSL,
HSL, L-Row 2012
Mike Johnson:
Allen Sun: HSL, Q-Row 2012
David Lee: ASL, HSL B-Row 2010-2012
Andy Hall: ASL,
F~Row 2012
ASL, F-Row
Clasen, HSL, T-Row 2012-2013
2012·2013
Joshua C. Clasen,
Jones; HSL,
HSL, S-Row 2012-2013
Alexander Jones:
Nickolas S.
Ater: HSL,
HSL, K-Row 2012
S. Ater:
Jaclyn Schilling: ASL,
ASL, HSL, E-Row 2011-2013
Plattenburg: ASL,
Joseph Plattenburg:
ASL, X-Row 2013
Matt Engle: ASL,
ASL, E-Row 2013
Ross Runyan: HSL, X-Row 2012-2013
Davidson Sacofick:
Saco/icl<: SL M-Row 2012-2013
George Farris:
Farris: HSL, C-Row 2012-2013
Phil Kirkendall:
Kirkendall: HSL, X-Row 2012
Evan Greene: ASL,
ASL, A-row 2011,
2011, HSL A-row 2012
John Joyce:
Joyce: HSL,
HSL, R-Row 2012-14
Kelton Rieske: ASL,
ASL, R-Row 2012-14
Tyler Russell:
ASL, HSL H-Row 2010·2012
2010-2012
Russell: ASL,
Jarred Maynard:
Maynard: HSL, I-Row 2012
Tyler Johnson ASL,
ASL, F-Row 2013
Austin Willman: HSL, I-Row 2013
Brett Samsen: ASL,
ASL, J-Row 2012
Tyler York: HSL, M-Row 2012
ASL, C-Row 2013
GiUahn: ASL,
Andrew Giljahn:

-

-
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OSUMB 2012-2013
2012-2013 Leadership
Leadership Follow
Follow Up
Up
OSUMB
Treatment of
of First Year Members
Treatment

We could
could not
not publicly
publicly (or in front of Jon Waters or any staff) refer to first year band members as
We
"rookies". We
Wewere
were required
required to
to refer
refer to
to them
them as
as first
first years
years in
in order
order to reinforce
reinforce equality among
"rookies".
ranks. Jon
Jon stressed that even a reference such as first years was a form of
of hazing,
hazing, and
and not
not
ranks.
by the OSUMB.
something that was supported by
Beginning in 2010 directly after the band was announced,
announced, Jon and the other directors would
Beginning
clear the rehearsal hall of everyone except for people who had just made band and squad
leaders. He would congratulate the new members and
and then
then inform them
them that many members of
the band who were of age would likely be
be throwing
throwing parties that night. He would then tell them
they were not at all required or even expected to consume alcohol. He noted that many of them
underage, so they they were obviously prohibited from doing so, but that NO ONE
were underage,
regardless of their age should feel pressured to do anything they didn't want to do. He then
encouraged them to talk to either the staff or the squad leaders if they ever had any problems.
At the first practice, Jon would have all older members who abstain from alcohol stand up in
their seats to show that you do not need to partake in order to gain acceptance. He then would
tell of how he himself did not drink during his time in band, and said that younger members who
reach out to anyone they saw standing or the directing staff for support.
felt peer pressure could reach
All Leadership - Rookie Food and Drink Purchases
- For
Formost
mostrows,
rows,including
includingmy
my own,
own, itit was
was expected
expected of
of all
all rookies
rookies to
to purchase
•• Fall 2008 —
3rd, 4th and
and vegetables, sandwiches,
sandwiches, sodas,
sodas, and
andice
icefor
forall
all2nd,
2 nd , 3 rd , 4 th , and
snacks, meats, fruits and
1h
5 year members
members of the
the row
row to
to put in coolers during all home football games and bus
51h
trips.
trips. This was to provide much needed
needed food
food and drink for members of the row for 10+
hour long game days,
days, where time would
would sometimes only permit consumption of food and
refreshments in the stands. Or on long
long bus trips with minimal stops.
•• Each rookie was expected
expected to pay
pay for food
food out of their own
own pocket.
pocket.
FaU 2012
WhenWaters
Watersbecame
becamedirector
directorhe
hemade
made the
the squad
squad leaders
leaders take
take up a
•• Fall
2012 -When
collection
collection fund
fund from
from all
all the
the members
members in
in their
their rows
rows to
to assist in the purchasing of snacks
and refreshments.
refreshments. This was
problem.n In
was an
an example
example of having the "students own the problem."
In an
an
entrenched
entrenched culture
culture with
with senior member's stating
stating "I"I paid
paid my dues,
dues, but now I'm a senior
member so
so I don't have to
to pay"
pay" this
this was
was a critical
critical step
step to solving
solving a problem to
to rookies
rookies
paying
paying more
more than
than other members
members of the
the row.
row. This
This was
was a deep tradition
tradition within
within certain
certain
rows
rows in
in the
the band
band that
that could
could not be
be turned
turned on a dime,
dime, or without the students "owning
"owning the
the
problem."
problem." Jon
Jon pushed
pushed for
for this
this change
change when
when he
he was
was assistant
assistant but mandated
mandated it as
as director
director
with
with suspension
suspension from
from the
the band
band for
for those
those who
who did
did not follow this
this rule.
rule. Huge progress
progress was
was
made
made for
for this
this in
in just
just one
one year.
year.
Directors
Directors were
were aggressively
aggressively opposed
opposedto
to performance
performance of
of inappropriate
inappropriate rookie
rookie tricks.
tricks. These were
were
not idle
threats
idle threats
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Tyler Provo,
Provo, Jarred
Jarrod Maynard, Brett Samsen Jr-Row
JI-Row 2012 - Members who refused to pay either
either
Tyler
did not
not eat the provided snacks, brought their own snacks,
did
snacks, or the Squad Leaders made up the
cost to provide
provide funding from entire row. It was made clear by Waters that any row that made
cost
their first-year
first-year members pay more than an equal share would be
be punished.
punished.
their
David Lee - In addition to having everyone is the row contribute money towards snacks, in 2011
2011
David
and 2012, B-Row implemented a policy that everyone (including squad leaders) had to take aa
and
turn to go out and purchase the snacks and prepare the cooler on gameday morning.
Sun - 2009 moments after the band roster was announced,
announced, Jon Waters quietly pulled me
Allen Sun
places. He mentioned that I would have
aside as the rest of the rows gathered in
in their meeting places.
have a permission form
to have
form signed by my parents,
parents, as I was 17 at the time,
time, and
and also that whatever
happened on that night or any other, ifjf I felt uncomfortable or pressured in any way I could
speak with him at any time.
spring, initial squad leader meeting after positions were announced,
Allen Sun - 2012 spring,
announced, Jon
mentioned the treatment of rookies and rookie names specifically.
specifically. He mentioned that the squad
leaders should use good judgement so that when on the field,
field, we're not yelling things like "HEY,
_ _ _-'--II GET OVER HERE!"
HEREI"
M-Row's midterm explicitly stated that it was not required,
required, "COMPLETELY
David Sacolick - M-Row's
VOLUNTARY". And
And all
all of
of the
the questions
questions were
were related
related to the band (history, P&P, script counts,
VOLUNTARY".
There was
was nothing
nothing sexual
sexual in
in our exam.
etc.). There

David Sacolick
Sacolick -- Rookie
Rookie introductions
introductions on
on the
the bus
bus did
did not
not exist
exist after
after my
myfirst
firstyear.
year. There was no
marching to
to the
the back
back of the
the bus
bus as
as stated
stated in
in the
the report.
report. Additionally
Additionally itit was
was clear that anyone
could
could change
change in
in the
the bathroom
bathroom if they
they wanted
wanted extra
extra privacy.
privacy. Entering
Entering bus by rank was
discontinued
could change in the
discontinued after
after my
my first
first year.
year. Additionally it was clear that anyone could
privacy.
bathroom if they wanted extra privacy.
John
John Joyce
Joyce -I-I am
am in
in the
the unique
unique position
position of
of being
being the
the squad
squad leader of a 53-year old
old woman in the
marching band.
As aa student
student leader,
leader, itit was difficult to imagine a 51-year old woman being part
marching
band. As
of my row socially,
socially, and
and I appreciated
appreciated Jon's
Jon's objectivity
objectivity in
in overseeing
overseeing the
the matter,
matter, and
and ensuring
ensuring
that I was
was treating
treating her
her equally
equally among
amongthe
the college-aged
college-aged candidates.
candidates. He sat
sat me down
down and
and
discussed
the
matter
of
having
a
51-year
old
woman
in
my
row.
He
was
very
intent
on
discussed the
of having a 51-year old woman in my row. He was very intent on
preventing
preventing any
any situations
situations where
where well-meaning
well-meaning college
college students
students may
may do
do or
or say
say something
something
around
around someone
someone who
who doesn't
doesn't feel
feel comfortable
comfortable with
with it.
it. He
He explained
explained that
that she
she was
was placed
placed in
in RRRow because
because we
we were
were aa young
young row
row and
and didn't
didn't have
have any
any older members
members left who may attempt to
to
hold
hold back our progress
progress in
in eliminating
eliminating negative
negative traditions.Jon
traditions.Jon was
was proactive
proactive in
in identifying a band
band
member who
who may
May have
have found
found aspects
aspects of
of the
the band
band offensive,
offensive, responsible
responsible in
in placing
placing her in a
situation
situation where
where she
she would
would be
be safe
safe among
among her
her peers,
peers, and
and effective
effective in
in eliminating
eliminating any behavior
that may
may have
have created
created aa negative
negative environment
environment for
for her.
her. Jon
Jon handled
handled this
this situation
situation with
with the
the
utmost
utmost respect
respect and
and integrity
integrity for
for aa mutually
mutually beneficial
beneficial experience
experience between
between 18-20-year old
old cottege
college
students
and
a
51-year
old
band
member.
students and a 51-year old band member.
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MidnightRamp
Ramp and
andF-Night
F~Night
Midnight
Frequently, squad
squad leaders,
leaders, who
who are
are voted
voted into
into their
their position
position by
by their
their peers,
peers, were elected
elected
Frequently,
regardless of
of their
their stance
stance on
on alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption or
or participation
participation in
in Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp - meaning
meaning
regardless
or participate
participate in
in Midnight
Midnight Ramp
Ramp.. Examples:
Examples: Chris Wiet (E-Row
(E-Row
they did
did not
not consume
consume alcohol
alcohol or
they
2012) and
and David
David Ga-Yiu
Ga-Yiu Lee
Lee (B-Row
(B-Row 2012).
2012).
2012)
The "Secret
"Secret Oath"
Oath" made by all members on F-Night has been released to the public. Its main
The
points include
inctude respect
respect for other members, the directing staff, the university, and hard work. It
It
points
also concludes
concludes with
with aa tongue-in-cheek
tongue-in-cheek line
line stating
stating that
that "...1
" ... 1will
never, ever, cross the street
street
also
will never,
without looking
looking both
both ways."
without
MR was emphatically NOT required.
Members were
were not
not required
required to strip down, it was far from
MR
required. Members
of aa
unusual for people to wear tank tops and cargo shorts. From 2008 and back, MR was more of
unusual
event with minimal lighting and supervision. The directing staff took initiative to make the
secret event
more inclusive
inclusive and safe event by having lights on and providing direct supervision. This
event aa more
not only discouraged alcohol and substance consumption (which members would be
immediately punished without question), but also decreased unsafe activity and accidents due
to low visibility.
directors, and Jon in particular,
particular, were adamant about removing alcohol from
Brett Samsen - The directors,
MR. One
One of
ofthe
the changes
changes to
to make
make MR
MR safer
safer involved
involved placing
placing itit on
on "Fesler
"Fesler Night,"
Night," an evening
where band members introduce new members to their
their rows via
via short video
video clips and talk about
band. This is an
the history of their rows and instruments,
instruments, and how they fit into the history of the band.
long meeting
extremely long
meeting that
that typically
typically runs
runs about
about 33 hours.
hours. MR occurred at the end of this
meeting. During
During this
this time
time Jon
Jon Waters and
and the directing staff looked attentively for signs
meeting.
signs of
intoxication. Showing
Showing up
up with
with so
so much
much as
as an
an empty
empty flask was enough to warrant a full
intoxication.
full
disciplinary meeting with
with Waters and the other directors.
Tyler Provo - During
During "F-Night"
"F-Night" of the
the 2011
2011 season
season I was
was caught by a graduate assistant with a
flask.
Luckily, for my sake,
flask. Luckily,
sake, this
this flask had
had a broken
broken top
top so
so it could
could and
and did
did not carry any alcohol
alcohol
so
so I was
was not punished.
punished. However,
However, I was
was taken
taken aside
aside by
by all
all the
the directing
directing staff as
as well
well as
individually by Mr.
Mr. Waters
Waters and
and questioned
questioned why
why I had
had it,
it, and
and if I was
was drinking
drinking alcohol.
alcohol. I was
was
informed that
that if [I had
had been
been I would
would have
have been
been suspended
suspended for
for two
two games.
games. These
These incidents were
were
not
not taken
taken lightly,
lightly, especially
especially in
in light
light of
of the
the events
events of
of recent
recent years
years involving
involving the
the incident
incident of alcohol
alcohol
poisoning.
poisoning. I was
was treated
treated in
in aa completely
completely professional
professional manner.
manner.
Jarrod
I never
Jarrod Maynard
Maynard and
and Tyler
Tyler Provo - From
From 2009-2012, 1
neversaw
saw someone
someone participate
participate in
in
midnight ramp
ramp not
not wearing
wearing clothing,
clothing, and
and without
without question
question 2012
2012 was
was the
the best
best and
and most
most
appropriate
appropriate Version
version of
of the
the event
event that
that I witnessed.
witnessed.
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BuslTrip Behavior
Behavior
Bus/Trip
Directors did
Inappropriate singing,
singing, including
including singing of ANY kind,
Inappropriate
kind, was
was prohibited
prohibited on
on bus
bus trips,
trips. Directors
not tolerate
tolerate even
even the singing of band fight songs.
songs, Direct
Direct quote
quote "we
"we are
are trying
trying to
to change
change the
the
not
of the band."
band," The "songbook" existed in decades prior with a much greater frequency
culture of
culture
existed in
in 2012 and 2013.
Jon found
found one
one by
by accident
accident during
during aa 2012
2012 bus
bus trip and
and
than existed
2013. Jon
proceeded to shut it down - if you were found in possession of or distributing songbooks you
proceeded
be suspended or terminated from the program.
would be

In the 2013
2013 season,
season, at the squad leader meeting after the California trip we had a long
long
In
695
about behavior on busses. Jon was extremely
extreme!y upset that there had been flying 69s
discussion about
and games of roller bus going on. While he did not swear or scream at us, but stated that we
were better than this type of behavior and needed to start acting like it. He said that if he saw or
about that type of behavior again, there would be serious consequences.
consequences,
heard about
my 55 years
years in
in band,
band, II saw the behavior on busses change
Throughout my
Jocelyn Smallwood - Throughout
dramatically. Much
leadership and
and influence
influence of
of Jon.
dramatically.
Much of
of this
this change
change was a direct effect of the
the leadership
During the entire 2013
2013 season,
season, II may
may have
have seen
seen one
one (attempted)
(attempted) flying
flying 69.
69. The single game of
California, When Jon heard that the game had taken place, he
rollerbus I witnessed occurred in California.
informed the squad leaders that this behavior would not be tolerated, and that violating those
behaviors. He
rules would result in punishment. However, he did not simply disallow these behaviors.
rationale with
discussed his rationale
with the squad leaders,
leaders, listened to
to our feedback and encouraged us to
take ownership of these changes so that they could truly take root.
root. His intention was not only to
behavior, but to
change behavior,
to change attitudes as well. The report makes it sound as if these
behaviors were
behaviors
were commonplace.
commonplace. By the time Jon
Jon took over in
in 2012,
2012, many of these antics had
as head director only served to eradicate them
already begun
begun to die out naturally.
naturally. His influence as
even more quickly and efficiently.
Tyler Provo - In 2012 I remember writing and working on a research paper on the bus when a
game of rollerbus
rollerbus was
was attempted,
attempted. I was
was taking
taking up two
two seats
seats with
with my laptop and several books
and
and papers
papers and
and was
was not
not touched
touched nor disturbed
disturbed during
during this
this game,
game, which
which ended
ended as quickly as it
began.
began.
Jarred
Rollerbus was an improvised game that occasionally was played
Jarrod Maynard
Maynard -- Rollerbus
played among
among
friends
friends during
during the
the bus
bus trips,
trips, but
but itit was
was common
common for
for more
more than
than half of the bus
bus to choose not to
to
participate.
The
times
that
it
was
played
were
fun
and
safe.
There
were
rules
that
the
students
participate. The times that it was played were fun and safe. There were rules
the
had
had made
made up
up to
to ensure
ensure that
that we
we all
all were
were safe
safe and having
having fun.
fun. To
To hear that the University's report
concerning to me,
me,
states
states people
people were
were allegedly
allegedly groped
groped or harassed in
in any
any way is
is alarming and concerning
as
as itit was
was always
always aa fun
fun and
and positive
positive experience
experience for
for myself
myself and
and the
the people
people who
who I played
played with.
with.
Regardless
Regardless of
of ifif itit was
was fun
fun or
or not,
not, Jon
Jon and
and the
the staff
staff made
made itit quite
quite clear before
before the
the first bus
bus trip
trip of
up
the
the 2012
2012 season
season that
that we
we would
would not
not play
play rollerbus
rollerbus in
in 2012,
2012. The
The occasional game would
would start up
from
from students,
students, only
only to
to be
be quickly
quickly shot
shot down
down by
by the
the directors.
directors.The
The staff
staff was in no way supportive
supportive
of
of the
the game,
game, and
and by
by the
the end
end of
of 2012
2012 itit was
was all
all but gone.
gone.
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Brett Samsen
Samsen - II never once participated in Rollerbus
Rollerbus in
Brett
in four
four years
years in
in the
the marching
marching band.
band. II was
never
made
to
feel
like
less
of
a
band
member
and
it
was
not
something
which
affected
my
never made feel like less of band member and it
not
which affected my
band experience
experience in
in any
any way.
way.
band
never once
once participated
participated in-singing
in-singing songs out of the songbook during my five years
David Lee
Lee -- II never
David
in the marching
marching band. Like
Like Brett, I was never made to feel like less of a band member and in no
in
way was my band experience affected in any way. Additionally,
Additionally, being on Jon's bus for most of
my
my career,
career, II can personally attest to the fact that Jon did not tolerate inappropriate behavior on
bus. "Rookie
"Rookie introductions" were reduced to a simple question and answer with questions
the bus.
usually pertaining
pertaining to the first year member's high
high school and their fight song. Jon stopped the
usually
practice of having the first year members march to the back of the bus. He deemed it unsafe
made sure we realized that it was unnecessary.
and made

Trip Tic
Tic
Trip

Mike Johnson (L-Row 2012) - The trip tic was a marching band publication that would be
distributed amongst members of the band on one of the bus rides once a year. This was an
unedited, uncensored publication put together by band members and for band member's eyes
only. We did not share this with the directing staff at all and were as discrete as possible about
it. The articles
distributing and reading
reading it.
articles in
in this
this publication
publication could
could range
range anything
anything from
from a ranking
ranking of
the most attractive members in the band to commenting on other students personalities and
marching abilities.
s• Every year,
year, a couple of weeks before one of the bus trips,
trips, a senior sousaphone player
would
would create a fake email account and send out a message to all squad leaders of the
band with
band
with instructions on
on how to
to submit articles for the publication.
publication. Some squad leaders
then cascaded these instructions down to the members of their row via email. Members
of the band would
would submit articles anonymously to this
this fake email
email address.The senior
sousaphone player would
would compile
compile everything together into 15-20 page printed
publications and
and discretely distribute them to senior members (other rows) on each bus
before the band
band departed.
departed. Members of the band would
would read these articles on the bus
ride, some members completely shocked
ride,
shocked to read
read something that was written
written about
themselves.
themselves.
•• Jon
Jon Waters
Waters had
had intercepted
intercepted aa copy of the
the 2012
2012 edition
edition of the Trip
Trip Tic.
Tic. One article
article in
in
particular involved
involved one
one percussion
percussion player singling
singling out another percussion player within
within
their row.
Waters took immediate action to stop all
row,Waters
all future publications of the annual
annual Trip
Trip
Tic.
Tic. He investigated
investigated to
to find
find out which
which senior sousaphone
sousaphone player produced the printed
printed
copies
copies and
and threatened
threatened to
to expel
expel that
that player
player from
from band
band ifif he
he didn't give
give the
the name
name of
percussion
percussion player
player who
who submitted
submitted the
the article.
article. The
The senior sousaphone
sousaphone player handed
handed over
the
the name.
name.
•• The percussion
percussion player was
was required
required to
to give
give a formal
formal apology to the other percussion
percussion
player in
in front
front of the
the entire
entire band
band and
and was
was put
put on
on probation
probation within
within the
the band
band for several
several
weeks.
weeks.
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Waters had
had the senior
senior sousaphone player and myself meet in his office and made clear
both of
of us that the tradition of the Trip Tic needed to end immediately or we would
to both
problem" and he
both be expelled from the band. He wanted the "students to own the problem"
knew that the other members of the sousaphone section would listen to us to stop the
bus trips.
tradition from happening on future bus
• Both
Both times that myself, and the senior sousaphone player,
office he was both
player, were
were in his office
o
stern and to the point, but never raised his voice or used explicit language.
••

Positive Culture
Culture
Positive

He did
did not
not lead by fiat but
but convinced us that
Jon worked to get buy-in
buy-in from
from student
student leaders.
leaders. He
"Do we need this?"
this?" This
This ensured
ensured that
that students
students were more accepting
changes were
were necessary.
necessary. "Do
changes. Prevented
Prevented these
these cultural
cultural aspects
aspects from going
going underground. Concern that
of his changes.
trtptik, band
traditions would continue outside of staff surveillance, and lead to issues, ie, triptik,
called, needed to get squad leaders and vets to agree
dance/make the band night ambulance called,
that change was necessary. This grassroots policy is evident in the current iteration of the
marching band.
were most
most resistant
resistant to change.
change. Whenever Jon tried
Often veteran members (4th
(4th and
and 5th
5th years)
years) were
because members wanted to keep some
to make a changes we would
would call
call him
him the
the "fun
"fun police"
police" because
Jon did
did not
not waver
waver but
but needed
needed time to adapt culture in order to
of the outdated
outdated traditions.
traditions. Jon
prevent stUdents
students from continuing these traditions in an unsupervised environment to which they
had no control over.

Jon maintained what he liked to call
call an "open door policy." He would frequently tell the band that
if people had problems with
with anything,
anything, they should
should feel
feel free to come talk to him. This included
everything from opinions on changing various traditions to opinions on the music we were
playing that week. He mentioned this "open door policy" so frequently that some band members
would poke fun at the interest he showed in
in hearing
hearing everyone's
everyone's opinions on things.
things. This
This is just
one example of how he was
was attentive
attentive to the needs of stUdents
students
Jon was committed to helping
helping the
the band give back to
to others and these were some of the
the most
band. These experiences include but are not limited to:
impactful experiences that we had
had in
in the band.
playing for cancer patients,
patients, playing
playing at childrens hospital,
hospital, performing a charity event for the
Gladden
Community House,
House, and
and honor flights.
flights. This
This was a positive
positive culture of helping others and
Gladden Community
giving
This type
type of
of attitude
attitude could
could not
not have
have existed
existed with the negative
negative culture that was
giving back.
back. This
'Pay~it~Forward' philosophy,
philosophy,
inaccurately portrayed.
portrayed. Jon
Jon often
often quoted Woody
Woody Hayes and the 'Pay-it-Forward'
encouraging
encouraging students to
to be
be the
the positive
positive impact on
on our societies.
societies.
Jon
Jon believed
believed true
true culture
culture change
change had
had to
to be
be student driven (otherwise traditions would continue
in alternate ways)
ways) so he devoted
devoted practice time for squad leaders and their rows to review new
additions
atmosphere of
additions to
to P&P
P&P as
as welt
well as
as set
set goals
goalsfor
for the
the year.
year. This helped create an atmosphere
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welcoming should any issues arise. The
The expectations
expectations were
were clear
clear that
that anyone
anyone could
could bring
bring
welcoming
forward concerns
concerns to their
their squad leaders
leaders or
or to the
the staff.
staff.
forward
season, Jon and I discussed
Jarrod Maynard - In my squad leader interview prior to the 2012 season,
his
vision
for
the
band
going
forward.
One
of
his
biggest
goals
in
his first year was to directly
his
impact the
the existing culture. Looking
Looking back, almost everything we talked about involved how to
impact
change things for the better. It was an exciting movement to be a part of, especially with the
increased publicity
publicity of the video-game show and others, but also to see the organization that II
increased
love start to shed the parts that needed to be retired. None of this would have been possible
love
and his
his
without Jon Waters. Jon was the principal agent of change within the organization, and
methods were efficient and effective.
have heard
heard countless fellow
methods
effective. My
My experiences
experiences echo
echo what
what II have
'The band that I entered
students say: "The
entered as a freshman
freshman was
was home to a far
far different culture than
what exists today."
Brett Samsen - Jon's decorum
EVen
Brett
decorum behind
behind closed
closed doors
doors was
was professional
professional and
and even
even keeled.
keeled. Even
under highly stressful situations (and
(and I was
a
firsthand
witness
to
several)
Jon
did
not
resort
to
was firsthand witness several)
was rare,
rare, and
and noteworthy,
noteworthy, for aa "damn" to slip out during
foul language or raising
raising his voice.
voice. ItIt was
rehearsal.
Consumption
Alcohol Consumption

Excessive alcohol
alcohol consumption prior to
to the band dance was
was highly penalized.
penalized. Jon involved the
follow-up
conversations
and
necessary
punishments.
In a specific instance, a
squad leaders in
in follow-up conversations and necessary punishments. In
removed from
member was removed
from their squad
squad leadership for this
this reason,
reason, and
and that
that their squad leader
interview the next season
season was
was entirely about the student's alcohol consumption.
consumption.
If we were on band
band time we had to be sober.
sober. There were
were already rules about not drinking in
uniform or on
on hotel
hotel property when
when on
on away
away trips,
trips, but we
we added
added a rule
rule that you
you could
could not report
while being
being intoxicated,
intoxicated, even
even if we
we were
were not performing or in uniform. Added
Added to that was that if a
squad leader did
did not report
report someone
someone being
being inebriated
inebriated at report
report time,
time, that squad leader would be
punished
punished too.
too.
Brett Samsen
Samsen -- Excessive alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption was absolutely on
on the radar of the directing
staff.
In 2012
2012 several band members showed
noted
staff. In
showed up drunk
drunk at
at the
the annual
annual band
banddance.
dance. Jon noted
who
who these
these individuals
individuals were
were and
and denied
deniedthem
them entrance.
entrance. These members were subsequently
held
held responsible,
responsible, as
as well
well as
as their
their squad
squad leaders.
leaders. Members received punishment such
such as
cleaning
cleaning the
the band
band center
center following
following game
game days.
days. It was understood that this behavior would
would not
be
be tolerated
tolerated and
and that
that repeated
repeated alcohol
alcohol abuse
abuse was
was cause
cause for
for removal
removal from
from the
the band.
band.
When
When the
the directing
directing staff became
became aware
aware of
of alcohol
alcohol use
use during
during band
band functions,
functions, their reaction
reaction was
was
or
during
rehearsal
were
automatically
swift
and
effective.
Members
caught
drinking
on
buses
swift and effective. Members
rehearsal
automatically
removed
removed from
from their
their field
field position.
position. Depending on the severity of the offense some were
were not even
even
allowed
allowed to
to attend
attend the
the next
next home
homegame
gameininany
anycapacity.
capacity. Jon
Jon did
did not turn a blind
blind eye
eye to
to alcohol
alcohol
abuse
abuse and
and confronted
confronted itit head
head on.
on.
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Andy Hall
Hall -- During
During one
one bowl
bowl game, a band
band member
member was caught drinking in a hotel room. The
Andy
student
was
removed
from
his
spot
in
the
performance,
and an alternate was put in his place
student was
only two rehearsals until the performance at halftime. The bowl game was supposed to be
be
with only
the
punished
student's
final
game
and
no
preferential
treatment
was
given.
the punished student's
game and no preferential treatment
given.
David Lee
Lee - I was a witness to the alcohol poisoning incident in 2009 that was pointed out in the
David
initial report.
report. The subject involved was a member of my row.
row. At the time I was a second-year.
initial
Following that season, I was awarded a squad leader interview.
interview. During my interview, knowing II
Following
one of the members of the band that did/does not consume alcohol, Jon asked me if there
was one
was aa drinking problem. He wanted to know what we could do to fix the problem ifif there was
one.
Sexual Harassment
Harassment and
and Hazing
Hazing
Sexual
Retreat, there included over two hours of discussion on band
During the 2012 Squad Leader Retreat,
and a word
culture, sexual harassment, alcohol
alcohol consumption,
consumption, and
word for word
word overview of the Policies
which every single band member must read and sign. Jon talked
and Procedures manual - which
extensively to the 2012 leadership about the importance of 'buying in' to a positive change.
Once the students had made the band, Jon had the squad leaders go through Policies and
Procedures with their individual rows,
detail. This was to show that the
rows, explaining
explaining things in detail.
squad leaders not only knew the
the policies,
policies, but they
they supported them
them in
in full.
full. After this,
this, Jon and the
staff reviewed
reviewed the manual
with
the
entire
band
present.
Sexual
harassment
and
hazing easily
manual with the
present. Sexual
hazing
band would
had the most time devoted
devoted to them.
them. Jon made it clear that the band
would not tolerate aspects
of hazing and
and harassment that
that still
still lingered,
lingered, and
and that we
we were
were better than that.
that.
Jarrod
Jarred Maynard - In
In 2012,
2012, there
there had
had been
been an incident where
where some senior members tried
tried to
enforce an
an outdated
outdated tradition
tradition that
that required
required first~years
first-years to
to wear their uniforms on
on the bus instead
changing into
of changing
into comfortable
comfortable clothes.
clothes. The
The tradition
tradition was
was challenged
challenged by some of the squad
leaders and
and the
the staff on
on the
the bus
bus (Jon
(Jon was
was not on
on our bus),
bus), and
and the
the first-years
first-years were allowed
allowed to
to
change.
change. When
When Jon
Jon received
received word
word about
about this
this in
in the
the following
following squad
squad leader meeting, he was
extremely disappointed.
something that we would want to be a
disappointed. He
He asked
asked us if that sounded like something
part of as
as a first~year
first-year member.
member. After
After some
some silence,
silence, during
during which
which all
all of us realized
realized the truth
truth
behind
behind this
this type
type of
of behavior,
behavior, Jon
Jon explained
explained that
that this
this was
was not who
who we
we are,
are, and
and not what we
we were
were
about.
about. We
We were
were about
about giving
giving young
young people
people some
some of the
the greatest
greatest experiences
experiences of their life - all
all of
which
which should
should be
be positive.
positive. This
This was
was one
one of the
the countless
countless examples
examples of Jon
Jon working
working to
to instill
instill
change
change from
from the
the top
top down
down by
by having
having us
us 'buy in' to his change.
change.
Another long-standing
long-standing tradition
tradition in
in band
band was
was to
to have
have the
the first-year
first-year members
members go and
and get the water
water
bottles
bottles filled
filled during
during practice.
practice. During
During one
one of
of the
the first
first practices
practices in
in 2012,
2012, Jon
Jon stopped
stopped rehearsal
rehearsal
... this
after he
he saw
saw someone
someone make
make aa rookie
rookie fallout
fall out of
of formation
formation to
to go
go get
get water.
water. Jon
Jon said
said that,
that, ''...this
and that all
all members
members would
would be
be filling
filling up the
the water equally from
from that point forward.
forward.
stops
stops now." and
AI!
All of these
these little
little things
things were
were crucial
crucial in
in bringing
bringing about
about full-scale
full-scale change
change to
to the
the organization.
organization. As
As
new members
ideas, they
members entered
entered the
the band
band without
without experiencing
experiencing the
the old
old culture
culture and
and ideas,
they had
had no way
way
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to pass
pass them on
on to the new members who came after them. This was made apparent to me
me
to
upon returning
returning in
in 2013 and talking with the band. Since we had chosen to give out lighthearted
upon
nicknames in 2012, my row had decided to not give out nicknames for the 2013 season. This
nicknames
would have been unheard of for any year I was ever in band, and was surprising for me to hear,
but is
is aa testament to the positive
positi\{8 success of
of Jon
Jon Waters.
but
Brett Samsen --In
Brett
In four years in the marching band program I cannot recall a single instance of
addressing an
Jon Waters addressing
an individual
individual by
by an
an inappropriate
inappropriate nickname.
nickname. In fact it was unusual for
him to use
use nicknames at all.
He had
had an
an excellent
excellent memory
memory and
and he
he remembered
remembered the proper
him
all. He
names of his students.
students. IfIfhe
he did
did address
address aa student
student by
by their
their nickname
nickname this only
only occurred if the
names
nickname was benign and inoffensive.
inoffensive.
nickname

John Joyce - I can corroborate the previous statement with
with a personal account: On my first day
name. He called my name out from
of rehearsal as a first-year member, Jon Waters knew my name.
the top of the teaching tower for being the first one to get to my spot on the field.
field. I was so
impressed that he knew my name and I immediately felt included in the community. Conversely,
this summer, going into my fifth year in the band, I was walking in front of Jon Waters wearing a
back. Jon said "Hey John, what does 'Billingsley'
jersey with my nickname "Billingsley" on the back.
mean?" I told him it was my nickname and he responded "Oh, okay. I had never heard that."
Co-ed Changing
Changing on band
band buses is not a symptom of a sexualized climate,
climate, it is only a natural
consequence of having
a
mixed
gender
band.
At
this
time
the
Athletic
Department has not
having a mixed gender band.
Department
authorized funds
members wish to change in private they
authorized
funds to
to pay
pay for
for drivable
drivable locker
locker rooms.
rooms. IfIf members
of
utilizing
the
single
bathroom
at
the
have the option
option utilizing the single bathroom at the end
end of
of their
their bus.
bus. Given that each bus
houses at a minimum
minimum 42
42 students
students each
each wearing
wearing a complicated
complicated uniform,
uniform, it is small wonder that
many individuals
individuals would
would rather change quickly
quickly in
in the
the open
open and
and considerably
considerably better ventilated
The alternative
alternative is
is sit
sit for hours upon hours in a filthy and sweat soaked uniform
cabin
cabin of the
the bus.
bus. The
band returns
band can and does perform in all sorts
until the band
returns to
to Columbus.
Columbus. Given that the band
sorts of
weather,
weather, from
from searing
searing heat to
to driving
driving rain,
rain, it is
is beyond
beyond unreasonable to expect students to sit in
their uncomfortable
uncomfortable and
and wet
wet uniform
uniform for hours on
on end
end instead
instead of changing
changing immediately into more
comfortable attire.
attire.
Comments and Concerns
-- Among
Among other protections,
protections, FERPA
FERPA requires
requires redaction
redaction or other protection of any information
information that
is "linked
"linked or
or linkable"
linkable" to
to students
students in
in any
any way
way that
that "would
"would allow
allow aa reasonable person
person in
in the school
school
community,
community, who
who does
does not
not have
have personal
personal knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the relevant
relevant circumstances,
circumstances, to identify
the
the student with
with reasonable certainty."
certainty."

-- Working
Working with
with the
the leadership
leadership team
team is
is aa clear
clear indicator that
that the
the changes were to be made for the
the
betterment
betterment of
of the
the band,
band, and
and not
not just
just as
as aa cover
cover for
for Jon's
Jon's reputation.
reputation. The
The topic of squad
squad leader
discipline
discipline for
for the
the actions
actions of
of others
others in
in the
the row
row shows
shows just
just how adamant the
the staff was
was in striving
striving for
for
aa more
more mature
mature culture.
culture.
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- Student leadership and accountability is a long-standing
long-standing tradition
tradition of the
the band.
band. These
These student
leaders were responsible for the well being and development of their respective
respective row's
row's members.
of their duties included reporting any misconduct to staff.
Part of
staff. If misconduct reports made it to
the band staff
were punished
staff and the squad leaders did not immediately report it, they were
accordingly along with those Involved
involved since they did not comply with the policies and
procedures of the band - a lengthy document which every member must read at length and
sign.
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The Ohi©
Ohio State
Marching Band
The
State University Marching
Band
Squad
Squad Leader
Leader Retreat
Retreat
Cedar
Cedar Point
Point
May
May 10,
10t 2013
2013

Session1:
1:2:30
2:30pm
pmto
to4:15
4:15pm
pm
Session
2:30pm
2:30
pm

Weloom e&
& Introductions
Introductions
Welcome

2:35 pm
pm
2:35

Group Activity (ice-breaker)
(Ice-breaker)
Group

2:45pm
2:45
pm

Outline of
of Squad
SquadLeader
LeaderManual
Manual
Outline

3:00pm
3:00
pm

The 2013 Season
Mission Statement
StatamQnt
The
Season Mission
Who are we?
Who
The
Open discussions on hazing,
The Band
Band Culture:
Culture: Operl
hazing. alcohol
elcch~ and social
Gociel behavior
behavior

~45pm
3:45
pm

Summer Ses9ions
Summer
Sessions .
Redesignof
of3-Hour
3-Hour Schedule
Redesign
Leadership
Leadership
Syllabus
Syllabus
Teaching
Carpool
Carpool
Sooial Media
Media
Social

4:15pm
4:15
pm

Session 11 Ends
Ends
Session

Session 2:
2: 7:30
1:30pm
pm to
to 10:00
10:00 pm
pm
Session
7:30
pm
7:30 pm

Fundamentals
FundamentalsSenlon
Session
Review.
of marching
marohlng fundamentals for
and continuity
continuity
Review of
for consistency
consistency and

8:00
B:00 pm
pm

Recruiting
RecruitingS.sion
Session
CarPool
Car Pool
Technology
Technology
Sooial
Media
Social Media
Recruitment PowerPoint
PowerPoint

E.News
E. News
Row Recruiters
8:30
8:30 pm
pm

Goal
Goal Setting
SettingSession
Session

Brainstorm,
Brainstorm, Identify,
identify,and
andset
set goals
goals for your row
row
Group
Group Discussion
Discussion
9:00
9:00 pm
pm

Policies
Policies &
&Procedures
ProceduresS.slon
Session
Review
Review of
of Policies
Policies and
and Procedures
Procedures

10;00
10:00 pm
pm

Session
Session 2
2 Ends
Ends
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Ohio State University Marching Band
The Ohio
Squad Leader Retreat
Steinbrenner
Steinbrenner Band
Band Center
Center
June
June 9,
9, 2012
2012

NEW Generation!
Generationl
The NEW
10:00 am

Introductions
Welcome & introductions
Jonathan Waters
Christopher Hoch
Joshua Laux
John Brennan
Befl
Aaron Bell

Director
Interim Director
Graduate Assistant
Assistant
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate Assistant
Assistant
Graduate Assistant
Assistant
Graduate
Peroussion Instructor
Percussion

10:05 am

(lce-breaker)
Group Activity (Ice-breaker)

am
10:15 am

OuUlne of Squad Leader Manual'
Outline
Manual

10:20 am

MissIon Statement
The Mission
Who are we?

10;46 am
10:45

Summer Sessions
Redesign of 3-Hour Schedule
Leadership
Syllabus .
Syllabus
Teaching
CarpQoI
Carpool
Social Media

11 :15 am
11:15

Fundamentals Video Session
Review of
of marching
marching fundamentals
rundamentals far
for consistency
consistency and
and continuity
continuity
Review

12:00 pm

Lunch (provtded)
(provided)

12:30 pm

Recruiting Session
CarPool
Car Pool
Tedlnorogy
Technology
, Sociat
Social Media
RecruItment
Recruitment PowerPoint
E.News
Row Recruiters

1
:00 pm
1:00

Goal Setting Sesston
Session
Bralnstonn,
Brainstorm, identify.
identify, and set goals for your row
Group Discussion

11:30
:30 am
am

The
The Band
Band Culture
Culture

Open discussions
discu$sfons on
on hazing,
hazing, alcohol and social
social behavior
2:10
2:10 pm
pm

Policies
Policies && Procedures
Procedures Session
Session
Review of Policies
PaQcles and Procedures

:3;00
3:00 pm
pm

Go
Go to
to Woody
Woody Hayes
Hayes Center
Center
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OSU

The Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band

kftwitiNat

Leader Responsibilities
Responsibilities On
On && Off
Off the
the Field
Field
Squad leader
2012 Season
Season

FIELD
ON THE FrELD
Teach marching
marching fundamentals
fundamentals and
and drill,
drill, help
help alternates
alternates improve
•• Teach
teach music and musicianship~
musicianship- dynamics,
dynamics, rhythms,
rhythms, articulation
articulation,I and blend
•• Help to teach
•• Provide individual help
•• Always have a positive attitude

•• Challenges:
•"'Evaluate
Evaluate challenges firmly but fairly
*Explain
'"Explain why person loses a challenge
*Support each others' deCisions
decisions
·Support
*Work with OSUMB Directing staff and sign-off on challenges
•• Problem Solving within row and band- Communication is the key
•.. Be a Role Model: marching and playing, knowing charts, teaching by example.
•.. Have positive rehearsal discipline: Help, listen, and stay on task

OFF
OFFTHE
THE FIELD:
FIELD:

• Know,
Know, understand, and support Policies &
& Procedures
•.. No
No peer pressure, no hazing, be sensitive to rookies
• Time
11me management: Be
8e on time for game days and rehearsals
• Support the Directing
Staffs decisions
Directing Staffs
•• Speak
Speak up
up when you see or hear
hear inappropriate behavior
behavIor or an
an activity that
that can be .
harmful
harmful to
to the
the band
band

.~.

•

__

._._~:

w_

.~~~~_~.

c_~~=:.-_.

__

.~

~

____ .•

~

'-.

_~
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The Ohio
Ohio State
State University Marching Band
The
Statement
Statement of Policies & Procedures
Autumn
Autumn Semester,
Semester, 2012
2012
L

=

I. MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP
I,

,.- -.
\

(

J

A. Membership
Membership in
In The Ohio State
State University
University Marching Band is earned on a competitive
A.
basis during
during tryout week.
week, Candidates
Candidates must be enrolled on the Columbus campus or
or
basis
branch campuses, or
or an area University
University with a "reciprocal agreement" with Ohio State, to
branch
be eligible for tryouts and membership. Ali
All band
band members
members and
and candidates
candidates must
must be
be In
be
aoademlc standing with
Any student dismissed from The
good academic
with the Ohio State
State University.
University. Any
OhIo State University is not eligible to try out for
Ohio
for nor
nor participate
participate 1n
In Marohlng
Marching Band.
Band. All
Including returning
retuming members and squad leaders, are tested and evaluated
candidates, including
before the
the membership of the band
band is
Is selected
selecled and announced.
announced, Tryout week takes place
before
in late
late August or early September, before the start of Autumn Semester classes,
classes.
in
Participation is
Is a requirement for membership In
Rehearsals begin the day
Participation
in the
the band.
band. Rehearsals
tryoulS, and continue dally
following tryouts,
daily until the Autumn Semester schedule commences.
B. The Marching Band is
Is operated by the School of Music,
MusIc, which is a part of the College of
B.
conststs of School
Schoo! of Music faculty and graduate teaching
the Arts. The Directing Staff consists
associates. The Marching Band is
Is listed in
In the Official Course Offerings as a course
offered by the School of Music (Music 2205.01
2205.01 for undergraduates, Music naO.04
7780.04
Mustc 2205.01
(Woods) for graduate students, and Music
2205.01 for student staff and the drum malor
major
squad). All band members are required to register for this course. Students in any
Including Continuing Education, may register for Music
Muslo
curriculum or major area, including
2205.01. A prerequisite requirement for tryouts and membership Is
is that a student must
commit to attendance at tryout week, all before school rehearsals, and participation In the
entire performance schedule including a postwseason
post-season bowl game and related actlvltles.
activities.
the
All band Members
members end
and student
student staff
staff must
must be
be registered
registered for
for Music
MusIc 2205.0117780.04
22Q5.01m80.04 by the
Ali
first Friday
Friday of AutCann
AutUmn Semester.
first
Semester.Membership
Membershipas
asaamarching
marching and
and playing member is
limited to five years.
C.
aandidates for marching membership must demonstrate musical perfonnance
performance ability
C. All candidates
on a brass or percussion instrument, as evakJated
evaluated by a faculty member of the School of
Music or a graduate teaching assistant. All candidates must also demonstrate a high level
of physical coordination and enduranoe,
endurance, and an
an ability to adapt quickly to the OSU style
of marching. The candidate's ability to learn
learn and memorize music and specific marching
Is also evaluated, along with his or her level of enthusiasm, willingness to work
routines is
Improve, and abllity
hard and improve,
ability to accept crhicism.
criticism. Student squad leaders teach the
marching fundamentals and evaluate the oandidates.
candidates. The
The final membership decision is
made by the Director.
Director, with input from
from the other members of the Directing Staff and the
squad leaders.
leaders,
D. Membership Is
an honor and privilege,
is art
privilege, and Involves
involves the sacrifice of time and effort.
effort.
D.
Members need to place a high priority on their responsibilities.
responsibilities. Since
Since the band
band is
is aa
voluntary organization,
organization, aa high
high level
level of parfonnance
performance and
and cooperation
cooperation is expected.
expected.
E.
All tryout Information
Information (the
(the list
list of
of Marching
Marching Band
Band Fundamentals,
Fundamentals, the
the music
music to
to the
the OSU
OSU
E. AU
School Songs,
Songs, audition
audition sheet,
sheet, and
and schedules)
schedules) is
is sent
sent to
to registered
registered candidates
candidates In
in mid
mid
July.
July.
F.
Marching Band does not discriminate
discriminate membership
membership on the
the basis of gender.
gender,
F. The OSU March1ng
religion,
religion, raCB,
race, national
national Origin,
origin, or
or any
any olher
other area
area covered
covered under Title
Title IX of the
the Federal Law.
Law.
Band through
through the University Registrar
Registrar by
by
H. All students MUST be registered for Marching Band
no later than
than the
the f1rst
first Friday
Friday of
of Autumn
Autumn Semester.
Semester.
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II.
II. MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP BREAKDOWN
BREAKDOWN
A.
each), all of whom are called
A. The block
block band consists of 192 marchers (16 rows of 12 each).
'regulars."
·regulars.· In
In addition to the regulars,
regulars. there are 33 alternates (two per row and one extra
percussion), aa drum maJor,
major, an assistant drum major, and a student staff of managers,
librarians,
Ubrarians, and technicians,
B.
8. Regulars perform at pre-game and halmme~.Theyare
halftime. They are Jarned
joined by the alternates for postgame shows, parades, and otherperfpmlancas
other performances as neetle.d.
needed. The regulars mtlst
must perlorm
perform at
a consistently high level to retain thair
their positions.
They may be removed from their
posltions.1'heymrJIj
positions by losing a chanenge
challenge to an alternate, by poor pBrfonnance
performance In
in the judgment of
the Directing
The Dlreding
Directing Staff will
DIrecting Staff, or for an offense against band rules or policies, The
make all final decisions
concerning personnel.
deolslons conceming
C,
C. The
Thealternates
alternates are
are expected
expected to
to learn
learn all
all music
music and marching routines each
eacn week. They
are to be ready to substitute 'or
for regulars on short notIce.
notice. One of the Directing Staff wi.
will be
assigned the responslbfllty
responsibility 10r
for the alternates. All altemates
alternates are expected to challenge for
a regular position every weel<
week (see section on "Challenges").
D. Each year, aa drum major and an assistant drum major are selected at ae. tryout held
D.
during the spring semester. These Individuals
enrolled as
as a student at The Ohio
Indlviduars must be enralled
State University
a minimum
Untverslly and must have been a member of the drum major squad for a.
of one year. Drum maJors
majors are bound by the same five-year membership limit as the other
band members,
in this limit. The head
members. with membership in
In the
tne drum major squad Included In
drum major
a two-year limit
limit in
capacity,
major position
posfllon has a.
In this capacity.
E.
consisting of
of up to seven
seven members Is
is selected during Band tryouts.
E, A drum major squad consisting
The drum major squad Is
is a voluntary group.
group, not having the same roles or privileges of
Band members and Student Support StWf.
Staff. These students are required to attend
designated
in order to qualify for drum major tryouts in the
deSignated sessions throughout the fall
'allm
spring. Participation
the drum
drum major
major squad
squad is limited
limited to
totwo
twoyears.
years. Attendance of these
Participation in Ihe
students at Band performances ts
Is limited
limited to home football
football games and one road game.
The drum major squad may
may not
not participate
participate in
in post"season
post-season Bowl
Bowltravel.
travel. Members of the
drum major squad must be registered for Music 2205.01
2205.01 (1
(1 or 2 credit hours).
it.
F. The Marching Band has no outside organizations or auxiliary groups connected with it
F.
Outsiders are used only when a show idea creates a need for special ta/ents
talents not found
within the
wllt1in
tne band proper.

0'

'5

III:
AREASOF
OF SUPPORT
SUPPORT
IU~ AREAS
A. The Department of Athletics provides an operating budget for the Marching Band. This
A.
covers musical Instruments.
instruments, musical arrangements.
arrangements, uniforms, eqUipment,
equipment, and a paid staff
of student assistants.
is a part of the Office of Student Services.
assistante. The Athletic Department Is
ail events connected with osu
OSU
B. The Athletic Council
COllncll and the Director of Athletics control all
B.
Marchillg Band Is
aU
Football games. The Director of the Marching
is delegated the responsibility for all
halftTme, and
show content and Ule
the Assistant Director Is
is in charge of timing lor
for pre-game, halftime,
post-game shows.
Alumni Club,
Club, including
including the
the Script
Script Ohio
Ohio Club, provIdes
provides financial and
C. The TBDB1TL
TBD8ITL AlumnI
C.
logistical support.
support. The
The Alumni
Alumni Association
Association provides
provides assistance in scheduling out-of-town
oul.m-town
concerts, working through local alumni
alumni chapters;
chapters.
D.
O. The
The School of Music provides
proVides a Director, who is
Is a faculty member assigned to the
Marching Band, and may also provide an
an Assistant
Assistant Director.
Director. The School of Music
provides Graduate Teaching Assistants to woi1<.
work with the Direo1or
Director in the operation of the
Marching Band. Marching
Marching Band
Band funds
funds are
are used
used to provide a Percussion Instructor.

IV. CHAIN OF COMMAND
A. The
in the military
The Ohio
Ohio State
State Marching Band's organizational
organi~tional structure reflects its
Its roots In
tradition. The
The band's
bands conducting
conducting staff
staffconsists
consists of
of one
one director, one assistant
assistant director, one
or two graduate assistant
assistant directors.
directors, and
and aa percussion
percussion instructor.
instructor. This group represents
the
lhe core power structure of the organization.
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e. Each
Each row
row in
in the
the band
band has
has two
two student
student leaders,
leaders, aa squad
squad leader
leader and
and an
an assistant
assistant squad
squad
B.
leader. Those
Thosepeople
peopleare
areinIncharge
charge of
of their
theirrow
row and
and report
report directly
directly to
to the
the directing staff.
leader.
Students are
are expected
expected to
to work
work cooperatively
cooperatively with
with squad
squad leaders
leaders as the final
final step
step in the
the
Students
chain of
of command. Longevity
Longevityadds
adds another
another Important
Important band tradition.
Each year
year adds
adds
chain
tradition. Each
experience and
and leadership
leadership expectation.
expeotatlon.
experience
V. BAND
BAND CONDUCTING STAFF
A. The
Therole
roleofotthe
the Band
Band Conducting
Conduoting Staff
Staff includes
Includes writing
writing and preparing the shows,
A.
selecting the members of the
Ihe band, formulating and implementing band policy,
polley, setting
seltlng
selecting
rehearsal and performance schedules, and formulating trip logistics and off campus
rehearsal
performances. Some responsibilities
responsibilities are
are delegated to the Student Support Staff.
performances.

VI. STUDENT SUPPORT STAFF
A. Members
Members of the Student
Studeflt Support Staff are appointed by the Band Directing Staff
Staff and
A.
serve at the
the discretion of the Directing Staff. Ail
All duties are assigned and delegated by the
serve
Band
Band Director.
Director. Student Support
Support Staff
StaN members are
are considered full
fun members
mambers of
of the band,
receivlng credit for Music 2205.01
2205.01 for their work during normal rehearsal times, and
receiving
receivlng payment for time spent before and after rehearsals to complete their duties.
receiving
B. The Head
Head student Secretary
Secretary serves as secretary to the Directing Staff
Staft and supervises a
B.
aU
student support staff of librarians and copylsts.
copyists, The Head student Manager oversees all
eqUipment (issuing,
(lssulng, repair, and maintenance), and supervises a student staff of
equipment
audio~visual technicians,
managers, a seamstress, audio-visual
technicians, and
and Instrument
instrument repair
repair people,
people, The
Head Treasurer oversees all merchandise sales and bookkeeping.

VII. SQUAD LEADERS
A. Squad Leaders are appointed by the Director. Criteria for selection include a favorable
A.
vote from
from the
the members
members of
of the
the row.
row, and
and an
an lntervlew
interview with
with the
theBand
Band Director.
Director. Each row will
leader and
and an
an assistant
assistant squad
squadleader_
leader.
have aa squad leader
B. The Squad Leader
leader group, consisting
oonsisting of all squad leaders and asSistants,
assistants, the head band
B.
secretary, the head m~agerJ
manager, head treasurer,
treasurer, the drum major and assistant drum major,
will serve, as
as requested by the Directing Staff, In
in an advisory capacity.
capacity, discussing band
policy and special situatlons.
situations.
C. Specific duties delegated
delegated to
to Squad Leaders include;
include; assisting
assisting the
the DIrecting
Directing Staff in
C.
conducting marching drills and grading candidates durIng
during tryout week~
week; aSSisting
assisting with the
weekly challenges and music checks; uniform and Instrument
instrument inspections; recruiting:
recruiting;
facilitate with
with row
row communications;
communications; providing on~the-fle[d
on-the-field and off·the-field
off-the-field leadership to
members of the row; and assuming responsibility for the actions of the row during aU
all
rehearsals, performances, and
rehearsals,
and trips. An
An effective squad leader is a superb role model for
the highest effort 8fld
and accomplishment In
in marching,
marching, playing,
playing, dIsCipline,
discipline, and attendanoe.
attendance.

VIII. SCHEDULE
A. The
The band
band rehearses
rehearses from
from 4pm
4pm to 6pm, Monday through Friday during Autumn Semester.
Semester.
Rehearsal times for games occurring
occurring prior to the start of autumn semester will be
determined
determined and
and announced
announced by
by the
the Director.
Director. These
These rehearsals
rehearsals afe
are required
required for
for
participation
participation in
in the
the Marching
Marching Band.
Band. Extra
Extra rehearsals
rehearsals during
during the
the semester
semester are
are occasIonally
occasionally
necessary,
necessary, and
and are announced well In
In advance.
advance. On
On home
home game
game Saturdays there Is
is aa
marching rehearsal In
in the Stadium
Stadium several
several hours before the game and the Skull Session
Session
performance (rehearsaVconcertlrally)
(rehearsal/concert/rally) in St.
St. John Arena follows
follows this rehearsal.
rehearsal. The
The band
band
performs
performs at
at all
all home
home football
football games
games and
and at
at least
least ooe
one out-of-town
out-of-town game
game per
per season.
season. Off
Off
campus
campus performances
performances may
may Include
include concerts,
concerts, field
field shows,
shows, and
and parades.
parades. The
The March!ng
Marching
Band also
also partiCipates
participates In
in any
any post·season
post-season bowl
bowl games
games that
that may
may result from
from a successful
successful
football
football season.
season.
~ c- •

._

..-.-~

J
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IX. GRADING
A. Grading
Grading for
for the Marching
Marching Band
Band is
rs based on the
Ihe following criteria:
1.
1. music
musIc checks
2. attendance
2.
3.
policy, and uniform and Instrument
instrument
3. adherence to the course
COUJSe syllabus, band polIcy,
inspections.
B. Marching
autumn semester
semester onty,
only. Marching band
Marching band
band offers
offers two
two hours of credit for the autumn
members who are dismISsed
dismissed from the university or are deemed academically inefigible
ineligible at
the end
end of
of fall
fail semester will ffnmedlately
immediately become Inellgibte
ineligible to participate
participate In
in any band
lhe
performances.
performances. This
This includes
inotudes post-season
post-season bowl
bowl games
games and
and pep band events.

X. ABSENCE AND TARDINESS
in advance. Last minute illnesses and
A. All absences will be cleared through the Director In
A.
emergency $ituatlons
situations wl1l
will be reported to the Director or Secretary by telephone (614)
(osurnb@osu.edu) before the rehearsal begins. No standing class or
292-2598 or e-mail (osumb@osu.edu)
ltIed. IndiVidual
led by the director on an
work conflicts will be perm
permitted.
Individual problems will be hand
handled
individual
lndlvldual basis where no policy covers the situation.
B.
will r6suD
result in an alternate
B. Any absence or tardiness wlU
altemate replacing a regular. The regular, upon
his
rehearsal,t must report to the Director for aSSignment
assignment. The decision for
hill- or her return to rehearsal
reassignment will be based upon past absences and tardiness,
tardiness, the validity of the excuse,
and the progress of the show in relation to the perlorrnance
performance date. Student Staff
Staff must
adhere to the same policy.
C. Early
Eatly dismissals from any rehearsal,
rehearl~al, though discouraged, must be cleared in advance by
C.
the Director In
in writing; the student must
check out
of the Dlrectlne
Directing Staff
muslcheck
cut with a member 01
prior to leaving the day at
early dismissal.
ot the earty
D.
morning rehearsal before a
O. If a regular is absent on the Friday afternoon or Saturday mornIng
game, the DIrector,
Director, atter
after consulting with the row's Squad
Squad Leader.
Leader, may replace
replace that
regular with a qualified allernals.
alternate.
E.
member or replace a regular at any
E. The Directing Staff may suspend or dismiss a band member
time, for reasons to
to include but not limited
and/or playiog
playing performance,
Bmlled to: poor marching andlor
breaking band rules or v(olaling
violating establlshed
established uoiversity
university policy.
policy, illness, injury, rehearsal
attitude,
overall Improper
improper behavior.
attitude, or OVfIraU
F.
F. Unexcused absences are not permitted. Any member missing a rehearsal, without
permission, wHi
will forfeit his or her regular position
posHicm for one week and must challenge to
regain It.
it, AHernates
Alternates willlcse
will lose their
their right
right to
to challenge
challenge for
for one
oneweek.
week. Excused
ExCtlsed absence
requests must be submitted THE NEXT
NEXT DAY OF ATTENDANCE
ArrENDANCE follOWing
following the date in
question,
question. Failure
Failure to
to do
do so
flO will
will result
result in
In an
an automatic
automatic unexcused
unexoused absence.
G.
permission will be suspended and
G. Any band member who misses a performance without permisslcn
by the
will lese
lose his or her position in the band for a period of time
time to be determined by
Director. Suspended
with the band. An
Suspeoded members may not wear the uniform or perform wllh
interview
iotervfew with the Director or the entire Directing Staff is necessary in
In order to have the
suspension
lifted. Any
suspension lifted.
Any band
band member
member who
who is
Is late
late for role call for a performance
performanoe will
win forfeit
right to march ramp and wUI
will have
have to
to <:hallenge
challenge the
the next
next week
weekto
to regain
regaintheir
theirposition.
position. Any
band member late for field rehearsal win
will not march pre-game or halftime that day and
must challenge to gaIn
gain aa regular
regular position.
position. Disciplinary
Disciplinary action will
will be at the discretion of
the Director.
H. Squad Leaders
leaders will communicate any attendance problems to the Director on a daily
H.
basis at the beginning of rehearsal (4:00 PM). Band members must be seated In the
rehearsal hall at the time of attendance to
to be
be counted
counted present.
present. Only student staff
members performing official dutres
duties may remain In
in (hi!!
the instrument room,
room, manager's
manager's office
or secretaries' office at the
the time
time of attendance.
attendance. Communication between the Squad
Leaders and Director is neoessary
necessary to make this system work efficiently.
eHlckintiy. Failure to
communicate attendance problems will result in disciplinary action at the discretion of the
director.
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XI. CHALLENGES
CHALLENGES
XI.
A. Challenges
Challenges will be
be held
held before
before the
the first
first rehearsal
rehearsal of
of aa new
new show
show or
or subsequent
subsequent
A.
performance of
of the
the same
same show.
show.
performance
1. As
AsInInthe
thecircumstance
circum stancewhere
whereaashow
showmay
maybe
be repeated
repeated 22 weeks
weeks later,
later, challenges
challenges
1.
should be
be held
held the
the Monday
Monday following
following the
the original
original performance
performance so
so that
that ifIf aa
should
personnel change
change is
is made,
made. the
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of
of practice
practice time
time is
Is afforded to
personnel
that person,
person. (This
(ThIsIsIsan
aneffort
effortto
toavoid
avoid giving
giving aa new
new person
person only
only one
one week to
that
prepare for
for aa drill
drill when
when two
two weeks
weeks are
are available.)
available,)
prepare
8. Alternates
Alternates must challenge regulars who play the same instrument and
Part change
and part.
part. Part
B.
consideration must
must be
be approved by
by the director
director prior to Marching Band try-outs.
try-outs. Final
consideration
approval will be determined
detennined by
by audition.
audition. A
A challenger can only challenge
challenge one position per
per
approval
be one-on-one;
one-on-one; however, two alternates may
may challenge any
week. All challenges will be
open position. There will be no ties. The challenger must be
be better than the regular in
open
order to win the challenge. Cross-row
Cross·row or sister-row challenges may occur
occur only
only when an
order
open position
pOSition or extenuating circumstance exists.
exl3ts.
open
C. The
The Directing
Directing Staff and the Squad
Squad Leaders will conduct the challenges. A staff member
C.
In the following routines: marching
will lead the chaftengers
challengers and challengees in
fundamentals; School Songs (as selected by the Director) -— marching and playing; the
Ramp Entrance
Entrance —
- marching
marching and playing; and the Tryout Bleck
Block Drill —
- marching and
Ramp
wlll observe these routines and evaluate the challenge by
playing. The Squad Leaders will
means of
of a written form. Squad Leaders may
may also have aa short period
periOd of
of time at the end
means
for their own routines or tests (marching only, no playing).
D. During the challenge.
StaH will be assigned to specific rows and will
challenge, the Directing Staff
D.
observe the enlire
entire process. Squad Leaders will present their recommendations for
approval to a Directing Staff member. The final decisions will be made by the Directing
Onca approved, the results will stand and a Directing Staff member
Staff. Once
member will handle all
problems and appeals. The written forms used for evaluation, signed by the Squad
and a Directing Staff member, will
wlll be flied
filed by the Band Secretary for future
Leader arid
reference. Squad Leaders are tomake
to make written comments so that shortcomings can be
noted and encouragement given
gIven for future challenges. Comments are to be shared with
the ohaUenger
challenger and challengee,
chailengee, along with an explanation of the reasoning that led to the
final decIsion.
decision.
E.
If
a
regular
or alternate involved in
In a challenge Is absent on Monday, they forfeit their
E. it
ability 10
to win
win or
or wage
wage aa challenge,
challenge, respectively.
respectively. IfIf a regular or alternate is absent due to
extreme circumstances on the challenge day, the Director will consider the validity of the
excuse and
and may,
may, at
at his
his discretion,
discretion, reschedule
reschedulethe
the challenge
challenge for
forthe
thefollowing
followingday.
day. When
in extreme cases, a written medical excuse or equivalent must accompany the excuse
form.
The challenge
challenge must
must be rescheduled before the next rehearsal.
form. The
rehearsal.
F. If"a
a band member feels they are being treated unfairly by a squad leader a director can
F.
sit in
in on
on aa challenge.
challenge.
XII. OPEN
OPEN POSITIONS
A.
An open
open position
position will
will be
be declared
declared by
by the
the Director
Director on
on the
the basis
basis of
of aa regular's
regulars illness,
illness,
A. An
personal emergency,
emergency, or disciplinary action.
action. Whenever
Whenever a regutar
regular Is
is removed
removed for
to
disciplinary action,
action, that
that band
band member
member must
must participate
participate In
in the
the challenge
challenge procedure to
regain
regain hlslher
his/herpOSition
positionas
asaaregular.
regular. Open
Open positions
positionswill
willbe
beposted
postedon
onMonday.
Monday. Any
position.
altemate
open position.
alternate playing
playing that
that Instrument
instrument and
and that
that part
part may
may challenge
challenge for
for the
the open
Positions
Positions that
that become open
open later than
than Monday
Monday will
will be
be filled
filled by
by the
the Director.
Director.
B.
ber that has taken
end of each
each week,
week, the
the band mem
member
taken over
aver an
an open
open position
position has
has two
two
B. At the end
options:
Remain the
in that
that position
position for
for the
the next
next weeks
weekschallenge;
challenge;or
or 2)
2) May
options; 1) Remain
the regular
regular In
challenge
challenge for
for any
any other
other position
position for
for which
whichS/he
s/heIsisqualified.
qualified. The vacated spot wlll
will be
be
declared
declared open
open agaIn.
again.
C.
returning regular must pass the previous week's
week's music check
check before they may
C. The retuming
participate
there Is
Is an
an excused absence on Friday,
participate In
In the
the normal
normalchallenge
challengesystem.
system. IfIt there
Friday,
be
the
the regular
regular must
must play
play and
and pass
pass the
the music
music check
check on
on the
the following
following Monday
Monday In
in order to be
eligible
eligible to
to challenge
challenge that
that day.
day.
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O. The
The music
music check
check may
may be
be rescheduled
rescheduled by
by the
the Director
Director In
In case of extenuating
extenuatIng
D.
circumstances. Band
Band members
members removed
removed for
for disciplinary
disciplinary reasons can regain aa regular
regular
circumstances.
position In
In the
the band
band only
only through
through the
the following
following procedure:
procedure:
position
1. The
The band
band member
membermust
must pass
pass the
the previous
previous week's
week's music
music check. IfIf the
the music
musIc check
check
1.
has been
been rescheduled
rescheduled because
because of
of extenuating
e)(tenuatlng circumstances,
clrcumstanoes, the music
music check
check must
must
has
be completed before practice on Monday. ItIt the
tile music
mUsic check
check has
has not
not been passed
be
prior for
for the
the beginning
beginning of
of practice,
practice, that
that position
position will be declared open and that band
prior
member will
wlU not
not be
be eligible
eligible to
to participate
participate In
In challenges for that week.
member
2. The
The returning
returning band
band member
member may
may only
only challenge for his/her
hls/her previously
prevlously held position.
2.
slhe is
Is unable
unable to
to win
win their
their challenge
challenge in
in the first eligible week, then s/he may
may
IfIf s/he
challenge for any
any spot the following week.
3. IfIf there
there are
are no
no other
other band
band members
members challenging for his/her
hlslher previously held position,
3.
the returning band member still must participate
participate in
in the
the challenge.
challenge. The returning
band member
member will
will be
be added to aa challenge in
In another row
rowan
band
on the same part and
must
position. IfIf s/he is
must not finish
f!nish last to regain his/her regular position.
Is unable
unable to regain a
regular position, s/he will become an alternate for the next week and will be plaoed
regular
placed
In a row by the Director.
Direotor. The
The open
open position
pasHlan will
will be
be filled by
by the band
band member that
in
finished second in the challenge.

XIII. MUSIC CHECKS
XIII,
A. All playing
playfng members of the band are required to memorize aU
all music assigned by the
A.
lhe day before a game or petformance,
Directing Staff. Music checks will be held on the
performance,
unless otherwise announced. Squad Leaders will be checked by the Directing Staff at 4
w11l check their
1helr rows. The Squad Leaders will make the
o'clock, and then Squad Leaders will
determinatlon of who does or does not pass the check.
initial determination
check, Squad Leaders must report
the results of music checlts
checks to
to the
the assigned
assigned Secretary.
Secretary. Failed music selections should be
IdentHled at that time. Sand
Sand members
members who
who fall
fall music
music checks will
wUlIOse
Identified
lose their regular
posItion for the followIng
Any alternate
alternate who
who falls a music check will lose his right to
position
following week.
week. Any
challenge for one week.
checks during the regUlar
regular season will lower the semester grade by one~half
one-half
B.
musIc ohecks
B. Failing music
Any person
person failing
falUng three
three music
music checks during the season wUI
a letter for each failure.
failure. Any
will be
dismissed from active participation
particrpation in the band for the remainder of the season.
failing a music check may appeal to a deSignated
Members falling
designated DIrecting
Directing Staff member.
Only one appeal wlll
will be given and
arid the decision of the Directing Staff will be final.
final.
C. Members holding a regular position who are excused
excused from
from band during the Ume
time af
of a
C.
music check must make up that check on the Monday following
following the
the absence in order
order to
retain their position.

XIV. REHEARSAL PROCEDURE/AlTITUDE
PROCEDURE/ATTITUDE
A.
OTHER BAND
BAND MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
AND BAND
A. PROPER COURTESY AND RESPECT TO OTHER
STAFF IS EXPECTED
INAPPROPRIATE TALKING DURING
EXPECTED AT
AT ALL
ALLTIMES.
TIMES. INAPPROPRIATE
REHEARSALS, NOT PAYING AlTENTION,
ATTENTION, OR NEGATtVE
NEGATIVE ATIITUDE
ATTITUDE DURtNG
DURING
REHEARSALS OR
REHEARSALS
OR PERFORMANCES
PERFORMANCES COULD
COULD RESULT
RESULTIN
INLOSS
LOSSOF
OFPOSITION.
POSITION, A
POSITIVE REHEARSAL AlTITUDE
ATTITUDE REFLECTS CONSISTENT WORK
WORK ETHIC AND
APPROPRIATE REHEARSAL DISCIPLINE AT AU
ALL TIMES.
TIMES.
B.
MEMBERS ARE
ARE REQUIRED
REQUIRED TO
TO CARRY CHARTS
CHARTS ON
ON THE
THE FIELD
FIELD ON
ON MONDA'(
MONDAY
B. ALL MEMBERS
THROUGH
THROUGH THURSDAY.
THURSDAY. Failure to comply could
could result
result in
in the
the loss
fossof
ofposition.
position. No charts
charts
or musIc
''Gray Day"
Day" rehearsals require
music will
will be
be oarrled
carried on
on the
thedesignated
designatedday.
day. "Gray
require all
all
members to
Marching clothing
cloihlng Includes:
to wear
wear matching
matching clothll1g.
clothing. Marching
includes: band hats with old
old
plumes
plumes and
and official
official matching
matching gray
gray sweat
sweat clothes.
clothes.
C.
student found
found to
to be
be under
under the
the influence
influence of
of alcohol
alcohol or
or drugs
drugs during
during aa rehearsal
rehearsal or
or
C. Any student
performanoe
performance will
will result in
in disciplinary
disciplinary action,
action, which
which could
could Include
include suspension
suspension or
or expulsion
expulsion
from
from the
the band.
band, as
as well
well as
as the
the University.
University.
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XV. SHOW EVALUATIONS
EVALUATIONS
XV.
. A. After
Afterseeing
seeing the
the game films on Monday, the
the Squad Leaders will evaluate themselves and
their Individual
individual row members'
members' performances.
performances, Members
will
Members who are guilty of a mistake wi.
march a penalty drill.
drill Below
BelowisIsthe
thecriteria
criteriaupon
upon which
whlch individuals'
Individuals' performances
performances will be
evaluated.
I.1.Major
losing aahat,
Majormistake/100
mistakeN 00yards—
yards -playing
playIngInInaarest,
rest.loaing
hat, going
going the
the wrong
wrong way,
losing a uniform
noticeably sticking out at
of formation, false start.
start,
unlfonn part or instrument,
Instrument. notlceably
stops (marking time), missing horns up or down, failed inspections,
Inspections, not having
charts when required/asked Monday-Thursday.
Minormistake/SO
mistake/SO yards
yard$ any
- any
self
inflictedmistake
mistakenot
notlisted
listedabove;
above; all
aU alternates
altemates
2. Minor
self
inflicted
*A penalty drill may also be assigned by directors for disciplinary actions (tardiness, etc.)
*A
hlslher own discretion.
at his/her

XVI.
XVI. APPEARANCE
A.
entirety, never in
incomplete manner. A band hat
A. The band uniform is
Is to be worn
wom In its
Its entirety.
rn an Incomplete
or beret Is to be worn wUh
with the uniform whlfe
while outside. Band members are responelble
responsible for
keeping the uniform clean and pressed, (shoes, whites, and brass) properly oIeaned
cleaned and
shlnedj and all other accessories tn
shined;
In good
good condition.
condition. Inspections
inspections wHI
will be conducted before
performanoe.
each performance.
B.
B. Members will supply their own black shoes (plain-toed military oxford shoe designed to
be polished
poUshed to a high shine (perma-shine
(perma·shlne preferred), black socks, white short-sleeved
shirts (plain standard collar: no buttonoodown,
button-down, tab, or fancy design), long black tie, red
beret, spats, plume, and white gloves.
gloves. Berets,
suspenders,
Berets, spats,
spats. plumes, gloves, black sl.Ispenders,
and 1kts
ties (double Windsor knot) may be purchased from OSUM9,
OSUMB. A matching set of gray
sweat clothes is requIred
required for dress rehearsals and
and may also be purchased
purchased from
from Kappa
Kappa Psi. Other items for wear, such
such as
as jackete.
jackets, t--shirts.
t-shirts, etc.
etc. are
areoptional
optional. Only official
gray uniform must be clean and
grays are to be visible
visible while
while In
in the
the gray
gray uniform.
uniform. The gray
stains. There
free from stains.
There isIs to
tobe
be no
no jewelry
Jewelry worn (aside from wedding, engagement,
engagement. and
5th
5th year rings) and the proper grooming rules should be followed (SEE
(SEE BELOW).
BELOW).
C.
the uniform at all times. Trousers length for the
C. A belt or
Ol" suspenders are to be worn with 'he
uniform is four Inches
inches off of the ground while wearing marching shoes. It is the
responsibility for each member to ensure that this measurement is accurale.
accurate. Failure to
wear either will
will result In
in aa fal"ng
failing of
of the
the uniform
uniform inspection.
inspection. If the trousers are damaged
due to improper
will payout
pay out of pocket to replace. Suspenders
Improper wearing the band member wKI
are avaUable
available 11l
in the
the Manager's Office.
Office. Long
Long sleeved shirts are to be rolled up so the
sleeves do not show. No lewelry
jewelry is
Is to be worn above the neck while in uniform.
D.
O. Good grooming Is
is essential with a milllary
military uniform. All hair Is
is to be off of !he
the ears and
collars
t:Ollars (cut,
(cut. pinned, or greased), and underneath the band hat. Hair must remain in
In place
whether the hat Is
Sideburns are
are to
ttl be
be trimmed no lower
lower than the bottom of the
is on
on or
or off. Sideburns
ear and may not be bushy.
bushy. Hair must
must be
be of
of aa naturallool<ing
natural looking color.
color. No odd or <:razy
crazy haIr
hair
cuts
..
uts are permitted. Mustaches
Mustaches are
are to
to be
be neatly
neaDy trimmed,
trimmed, and
and may extend no further than
the comers
corners of the mouth. Beards,
Blilards, extended
extended mustaches, and goatees are not permitted
at any time including while
while in
in Blazer
Blazer dress.
dress. Make-up, jewelry,
Jewelry. sunglasses, and other
"non-uniform"
items aTe
are not permitted.
permitted. The
"non-unirorm" ilems
The use
lise of
of tinted prescription sunglasses is
discouraged unless medfcaUy
medically necessary
necessary or
or required.
required. Wrist watches (biack,
(black, silver,
silVer, or
brawn
brown band) are permitted.
permitted. The
The only
only jewelry
jewelry permitted
permitted to be worn
wom are wedding,
engagement, or Slfl year rings.
E.
inspection
E. Inspections will
Will be held on Saturday mornings. Members who do not pass the Inspection
of their
keys, sticks,
sticks, mallets, pennants, and
theIr instrument
Instrument and accessories (Including drum kaye,
bits) uniform or grooming, or who report late wi.
will be required to perform a penalty drHI.
drill.
Two or more vlolatlons
violations of inspection will
result in the lowering of the students' grade one
Will resUlt
half letter
letter for every infraction thereafter.
F.
is required
trips and pep bands, and is to be supplied by the band
F. A plain black blazer Is
requIred for trIps
member. A blazer pat<lh
patch must be
be purchased
purchased from
from KKtt'
KM) and
and affixed to the blazer pocket in
In
an appropriate manner; this does not include.
include, staples, safety pins, etc.

e
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G. Appropriate
Appropriate attire
attire when
when wearing
wearing Blazers
Blazers includes:
Includes! white dress shirt or
Of blouse and
OSUMB tie; medium heather gray dress sracks;
slacks; black socks or black hosiery;
hosiery, and black
QSUMB
All grooming requirements apply as
No hats
hats of any
any kind
kInd are to be
dress shoes.
shoes. Ali
as well.
well. No
worn
while In
in blazer
blazer uniform,
uniform, however,
however, sunglasses
sunglasses are
are acceptable.
acceptable. Jewelry is
wom whUe
Is permitted
In U1e
the Blazer unlform.
uniform.

XVII.
XVII. EQUIPMENT
A.
band members will assume responsibllhy
responsibility for University-owned equipment and
A. All band
musical Instruments
instruments Issued
issued 10
to them. All equipment must be properly signed OUI
out by aa
student staff or
or Directing
Directing Staff member.
member. THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT COST OF
ANY lOST.
LOST, STOLEN,
STOLEN, DAMAGED.
DAMAGED, OR
OR MISSING INVENTORY SHALL BE THE
THE SOLE
RESPONSIBILITY OF
OF THE STUDENT TO
TO WHICH
WHICH IT WAS ORIGINALLY ISSUED. All
equipment Is to be returned to the
last performance
!he band upon request, or following the fast
of the football season. This inoludes:
includes: Instrumen1s
instruments,j instrument parts, unifonns
uniforms,t uniform
parts, straps,
straps, sticks,
sticks, mallets,
mallets, slings,
slings, flip
flip folders,
folders,music
music,1 etc.
etc. Failure to do so could result
In a grade report
or aa hold placed on student records.
in
report of
of "ncomplete
Incomplete"R or
B.
instruments (except sousaphones and some
B. Lockers
Lockets are provided for musical
musloallnstruments
percussion),
perctJsslon). uniforms, and personal items. SECURITY IS A CONSTANT CONCERN.
LOCKERS MUST REMAIN LOCKEDl
LOCKED! The maUboxes
mailboxes In
in the
the band room are to be used lor
for
music and charts
charts only. Music will be
be cleared
cleared dally
daily from
from stands,
stands, chairs,
chairs, etc. Do not store
bits,
oil, rainooats,
raincoats, elf
or old charts In
in !he
the boxes
boxes -— this
this space Is
is needed dally
daily for new
bHs. valve oil.
musIc, charts,
STANOS AND
music,
charts, etc. THE STAFF RESERVES
RESERVES THE
THE AIGHTTO
RIGHT TO CLEAR STANDS
Is the responsibility of every band member to see that the
STUFFED MUSIC BOXESllt
BOXES' it is
rehearsal room
room is kept clean and presentable. PLEASE SEE THAl
THAT YOUR AREA IS
SPOTLESS EACH DAY AS YOU
YOU lEAVE
LEAVE REHEARSAL.
C.
THE BANDROOM AT ANY TIME (THIS
C. NO FOOD OR DRINK IS PERMITTED IN THE
INCLUDES
ROW COOLERS).
COOLERS). Row
INCLUDES ROW
Row coolers should be brought in
In and out of the stadium
through the
through
the main
main band
band room
room entrance
entrance and
and not
notthrough
through the
theband
bandroom.
room. Row ooolers
coolers are
to be stared
stored in the
the locker roams.
rooms.
D.
kept clean
clean In
in conlunction
conjunction with staff assigned
D. All public and private areas are to be 1<ept
cleaning
areas. Needed
can
cleaning areas.
Needed equipment
equipment (window cleaner, paper towels, vacuums, etc.) oan
Plas110 1rash
be requested
requested from
from the
the seoretarles.
secretaries. Plastic
trash bags are located under the sink In
in tne
the
snack area.
E.
band member
member who falls
fails to tum
turn their equipment in on time will have their grades
E. Any band
withheld.
After all
all means
means for
for recovery
recovery of that equipment have been exhausted, the
withheld. After
matter
matterwUt
wilt be turned over to the police.

XVIII. PEP BANDS
A.
A. ALL PEP BANDS REPRESENT THE UNIVERSITY IN AN OFFICIAL CAPACITY AND
MUST BE APPROVED BY THE DIRECTOR.
DIRECTOR, All requests are to be submitted in writing
(by completion
completion of
of U1e
the Pep Band Requesl
Request Packet.
Packet, available in the Band Office).
Office), to the
Director for his
his approval
approval. Criteria for approval
approval wllinciude:
will include: availability of members on a
voluntary basis.
basis, SfJhedulklg,
scheduling, transportation,
transportation, and
and appropriateness. Permission wilt
will not be
granted for porltlcal
political even1S
events or obVious
obvious commeroial
commercial promoUons,
promotions,
B.
playing al
at approved events may wear
wear uniforms (if appropriate) or band
B. Pep bands playfng
blazers and be identified
identified as Ohio State students and band members. University-owned
musical
music may also be used.
used. Band members playing for any non~
nonmusiaal instruments and musfo
approved event should
should not attempt to Identify
identify themselves
themselves as part of the OSU Marching
Band,
Band. This
This includes
Includes the
the wearing
wearing of
of band
band uniforms, band jackets or blazers, or clothing
representing the OSUMB. The use of University-owned musioallnslruments
musical instruments or music at
such eVElnts
events is
is also
also prohibited. Membel'$
Members are
are strongly
strongly urged to avoId
avoid aa potential
compromise of
of their
their position by not a.ccaptlng
accepting Invitations
invitations for.
for, or participating ln,
in, any nonapproved events.
events.
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C. Pep
Pepbands
bandsare
arenot
nottotobe
beused
usedon
onaaregular
regularbasis
basis by
by aa non-university
non-university organization
organization as
as this
this
C.
would be
be in
In conflict
conflict with
with the
the activities
activities of
of the
the American
American Federation
Federation of
of Musicians,
Muslc1ans, aa program
program
would
extension of
of the
the AFL-CIO. Pep
Pep band
band approved
approved events will be
be posted
posted by
by aa Graduate
Graduate
extension
Assistant and
and either
either aa staff
staff member
member or
or student
student leader
leader will
wlll be
be appointed
appointed and
and be held
held
Assistant
accOuntable to
to see
see that
that the
the groups'
groups' performance
perfonnanoe and behavior
behavior is conducted in
in an
an
accountable
exemplary manner.
manner. The leader
leader must
must submit aa report to the Director
Director at the
the conclusion of
of
exemplary
the event. BAND
BANDMEMBERS
MEMBERSWHO
WHODO
DONOT
NOT ADHERE
ADHERE TO
TO THIS
THIS POLICY
POLICY WILL
WILL BE
BE
the
SUSPENDED AND WILL LOSE
LOSE THEIR POSITION IN THE BAND FOR A PERIOD
PEAIOD OF
SUSPENDED
TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
THE DIRECTOR.
OIRECTOR.
TIME
0, Band
Bandmembers
memberswill
willbe
beassigned
aSSigned to
to perform
perform at
at various
various events throughout the
Is
0,
the season.
season. ItIt is
the responsibility
responsibUity of those selected to the
Ihe pep band to arrive on time and represent The
the
Ohio State University
UniversIty Marching Band in
in an
an appropriate
appropriate manner.
manner. In the event that an
assigned performer
performer can not attend the designated pep band, it is
Is up to that individual
Individual to
assigned
Inform the director that is
Is organizing the pep
find aa replacement on the same part and inform
band. Failure
Failureto
toparticipate
participateor
orfind
find an
an adequate
adequate replacement
replaoement will
will result
result in
In an unexcused
unexcused
band.
absence.
absence.
E. Files
Files will
will be
be selected
selected for
for certain
certain pep
pep band
bandevents
events —
- these
these are
are required performances.
E.
individual must make
Any time a conflict arises where a substitute may be necessary, the indlviduat
up the event and replace themselves for that specific event.
F. Drinking
Dr!nking is prohibited at all pep band events where the band is in any of the oHiclal
official band
F.
uniforms.

XIX. TRIP POLICIES
A. Alcohol
Alcoholls
is not allowed
allowed on
on or
or under band
band buses
buses at
at any
any time.
time. The use of drugs or other
A.
tJlegal narcotics Is
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS ARE NOT PERMITTED
illegal
is strictly prOhibited.
prohibited. ALCOHOL
TO BE STORED
STORED OR
OR CONSUMED
CONSUMED ON
ON HOTEUMOTEL
HOTEL/MOTEL PREMISES.
PREMISES. THIS INCLUDES
EUMOTEL BARS.
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS, HOT
HOTEL/MOTEL
BARS, AND ALL OTHER PUBLIC AREAS ON
THE HOTEtJMOTEL
STUDENTS FOUND IN VIOLATION OF THIS
HOTEL/MOTEL PROPERTY.
PROPERTY, STUDENTS
POLICY WilL
WILL BE SUBJECT TO BAND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES AND/OR
Band members
members are
are to respect
respect the property of other
UNIVERSITY LEGAL ACTION.
ACTION. Band
schools, hotels, restaurants,
restaurants, and
and public
public or
or private
private facilities.
facilities. When In a recognizable
groop,
group, whether In
in unlfonn
uniform or not,
not, band members are
are responsible
responsible for appropriate
behavior, being in control
control of their actions,
actions, and showIng
showing respect fO(
for outsiders and other
ALL DAMAGES
DAMAGES TO PROPERTY
PROPERTY WILL BE PAID FOR BY THE
band members. ALL
OFFENDER{S).
OFFENDER(S).
8. Any student found
found to
to be under the
the Influence
influence of
of alcohol,
alcohol, or cannot participate In
in a
B.
rehearsal or performance
performance due
due to
to cor.sumptlon,
consumption, will
will result
result inin disciplinary
disciplinaryaction.
action. Penalties
could include
include suspension
suspension or
or expulsion
expulsion from
from the
the band,
band, as wen
well as
as the
the University.
University.
C.
Specifically
forok/den
are
row
initiations,
hazing,
excessive
drinking.
C.
forbidden
Initiations, hazing, excessive drinking, excessive nOise,
noise,
and cu!1ew
Band members
members who do not follow tllese
curfew Violations.
violations. Band
these policIes
policies and squad
leaders who are lax to enforcement
enforcement or who do
do not report
report problems promptly to the
Dlrecting Staff will be subject to disclpllnary
disciplinary aotion;
action; Including
including loss of poSition.
position.
Directing
D.
is in eHect,
effect, all
all squad
squad leaders must
must take
take row
row attendance
attendance and
and accurately
accurately
D. When curfew Is
report
report to
to the
the Directing
Directing Staff
Staff at
at the
the appoInted
appointedtime
timeand
and location.
location. Those fOllnd
found In
In violation
violation
of cur1ew
curlew will
will be subject
subject to
to dIsciplinary
disciplinary action.
action. Squad Leaders who fail
fail to report acourate
accurate
aHendance
attendance will also be
be subject to
to disoiplinary
disciplinary action.
action.
E.
Inappropriate bus or airplane behavior including
Traveling behavior
behavior is
is as
as follows:
follows: Inappropriate
including
E. Traveling
excessive noise,
noise, offensive
offensive language, hazing,
hazing, or
or any activity
activity creating
creating an
an unsafe
unsafe or socially
socially
unoomfortable
uncomfortable environment
environment could
could result
result in
in disciplinary
disciplinary action,
action, Including
including suspension
suspension or
or
expulsion
expulsion from
from the
the band.
band. Respect for the bus driver, the bus, guests,
guests, and
and property
property of
of any
any
transportation
transportation company
company is
is expected,
expected.
F.
band member
member who
who misses
misses a band
band departure
departure time
time must
must provide
provide their
their own
own
F. Any band
transportation
DIscipline will be at the discretion of the
transportation to
to the
the next
next event.
event. Discipline
the Director.
Director.
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XX. INITIATIONS
XX.
A ALL
A.
ALL INITIATIONS
INITIATIONS OR
OR HAZING
HAZING OF
OF ANY
ANY TYPE
TYPE ARE PROHIBITED
PROHI81TED IN
IN THE BAND. Band
members taking part in any actions of this type will
will appear before the Directing Staff and
appropriate University Officials. Penalties could include suspension and expulsion
the appropriate
.
from
band, as well 8S
as University or legal sanctions. State law and University rutes
rules snd
and
from the band,
regulations strictly forbid hazing of any form.

XXI.
XXI. SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

..
A.
A. Any behavior or activity that could be interpreted as demeaning or harassing to band
members or outsiders
outsiders (sexual
(sexual or otherwise)
otherwise) is
is strictly
strictly forbidden.
forbidden. Consumption of alcohol
In approved areas.
is limited to those individuals who are of the legal drinking age, and in
Smoking is not permitled
permitted In
in any band uniform, including greys, blazers, and full dress
uniform. Proper
Proper behavior
behavior and
and respect
respect for
for the
the rights
rights of
of others
others will occur
occur in
in all
ali band
activiti9$,
rehearsals, performances,
activities, including buses and motels, rehearsals,
performances, football games, and
social events.
Penalties could
could include suspension
suspension and
and expulsion
expulsion from
from the
the band,
band, In
events. Penalties
mandates) smoking and alcohol use,
accordance with
with University and band department mandates,
while in
in University facilities or white
while in uniform (including Blazer,
Blazer, Grays, and Full
either whHe
Dress Uniform) is strictly prohibited.
B.
band member{s)
member(s) found to be representing the band inappropriately in a public or
B. Any band
form, including, but not limited to: online forums, web sites, and social media and
private form,
networks, will be subject to the disciplinary action at the discretion of the directing staff.
networks,
Students may not engage in
In aiii media interview with regard to the band without the
permission of the director,
director.
C. Appropriate discussion with
wilh bus leader
feader should be instituted when showing videos on
C.
busses.

XXII. MEDICAL COVERAGE
A. The
TheBand,
Band,Athletic
AthleticDepartment,
Department, or
orUniversity
University does
does not
not provide
provide free
free medical
medical insurance
insurance
coverage, ItIt is
is the
the responsibility
responsibility of
of each
each student
student to
to pay
pay for
for their own medical insurance
coverage,
All students
students must
must sign
sign aa release
release of
of claims before being
and/or medical expenses.
expenses. All
This policy
policy includes
includes rehearsals,
rehearsals, performances;
performances; trips,
permitted to
to participate in band.
band. This
official band functions,
functions, and bowl games.

XXIII. BAND WEBSITE
of The Ohio State University Marching & Athletic Bands is designed as a
A. The Website ofThe
convenience for members of the
convenience
the band
band program
program and
and the
the staff,
staff. The website is also used
by the public for promotlona!
promotional purposes, informational purposes, and for recruitment of
new students to
to the program.
program, The
The use
use of
of any
any material,
material, including,
including, but
but not limited
limited to,
photographs and music
musk: on the website is for educational use solely by current students
enrolled in
University Marching
Marching &
& Athletic
Athletic Band
Band Program,
Program. Content
in The Ohio State University
Contenl and
students or the public for financial gain,
material on the website may not be used by students
Of any other such purposes. Students MAY NOT share publicly, online or
resale, or
otherwise, any material
otherwise,
material in
in the password-protected
password-protected 'Members
"MembersOnly"
Only section of the
website. Violators
are subject
subject to
to disciplinary
disciplinary action
action by
by the
the band
band staff
staff and by
website.
Violators of
ofthis
this policy
policy are
systems,
the University Legal and Judicial Affairs systems.

10
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THE OHIO
OHIO STATE
STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY MARCHING
MARCHING BAND
BAND
THE
STATEMENT OF
OF POLICIES
POLICIES AND
AND PROCEDURES
PROCEDURES
STATEMENT
August, 2012
2012
August,

understand the
the policies
policies and
and procedures
procedures of
of The
The Ohio
Ohio
have read
read and
and I fully understand
II have
State University
University Marching Band.
Band.
State

Print Name
Name
Print

Row
Row

Signature
Signature

Date
Date

In The Ohio State University Marching Band is official only when
*Membership in
this form
fonn is signed and submitted.
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liTHE VOICE
"THE
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"
\
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1. Negativity spreads; those
those who
whodon't
don'tknow
know may
may believe
believe what they hear Instead
of what
instead of
1.
they see.
as you
you do.
do. The
The most
most impressionable
Impressionable year
year is
Is the
the first
first
2. The band
band doesn't
doesn't change as
as much as
on~.
one.
ThE! band Is
is an emotional
emotional group;
group;expect
expect some
some ups and downs.
3. The
it.
4. Everybody
Everybody has
has feelings,
feelings, even
eventhe
theSquad
SquadLeaders
Leadersand
andBand
Band Staff;
Staff; when
when the band Is
everyone feels
feelsIL
Il
criticized, everyone
There Is
5. There
is always room
room for
forImprovement;
improvement;construcllve
constructivesuggestions
suggestions shOUld
should be welcomed,
they hurt
hurt a bit.
even ifIf they
even
this takes no skill or background,
background, and
and bears
bears no
6. Anybody can be a critic -— this
responsibility.
More drive
driveand
andspirit
spiritIn
inrehearsals
rehearsals means
means a better performance with
with fewer
fewer mistakes.
mistakes.
7. More

/'-~-'"""'-..

)

B.. For
For the
recelved j expect
expect some
somesacrifice.
sacrtfJce..All
AUfor
for one,
one,and
and one
onefor
forall
allort know
B.
the benefits received,
— or,
what Is
best for the band and do
do It.
It.
is beat
When In
whether you're
you·re part
part of that
In doubt,
doubt, DON'T.
DON'T.When
Whenproblems
problemsexiSt,
exist, ask
ask yourseH
yourself whether
9. When
problem or the
the solution.
solution.
10. Poor rehearsal discipline negatively affects
affects the
the performance
performance level of the entire band.
11. No pain, no gain.
Be flexible and agreeable to
Adjustto
tothe
thesituation.
situation. Be
to change.
12. Adjust
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Former
Former Title
Title IX
IXcoordinator:
coordinator:Ohio
OhioState
State mishandled
mishandled
band
band probe
August 27,
27, 2014
August
Hickman
Logan Hickman
Hickman.201@osu.edu
Hiokman.201@osu.edu
Roughly aa month
month after
after Ohio State's marching
marching band
Roughly
director was
change a
director
was fired
fired for not doing enough to change
"sexualized culture"
band, a former
former OSU
OSU
"sexualized
culture" within
within the
the band,
Title IX coordinator
coordinator came
Title
came forward
forward to
to say that the
university has
university
has fallen
fallen short
short on
on its
its end
end as well.
Andrea Goldblum
Goldblum served
IX
Andrea
served as
as OSU's Title IX
coordinator from
resigning in
coordinator
from April
April 2013
2013 until
until resigning
December. She
December.
She came
came to
to OSU
OSU in
in 2005
2005 as the
conduct.
director of student conduct.
She said
said she
she chose
leave because
because of internal
She
chose to leave
problems
with the Office of Compliance
problems with
Compliance and
and Integrity,
Integrity,
where
where her position was based.
based, Goldblum
Goldblum said she
she
felt the
the office
office wasn't doing
doing enough
enough to support
support her in
felt
fulfilled the university's
university's obligations
obligations to Title
a way that fulfilled
IX, Title
Title IX says schools that receive
receive federal funding
IX.
can't discriminate
discriminate based
sex,
can't
based on
on sex.

Former OSU
Title IX coordinator Andrea Goldblum
Goldblum said
OSU Title
the investigation
into the marching
investigation into
marching band's
band's culture could
could
have been
been avoided
avoided had
been given proper
proper support
support
have
had she been
from the
university to
fulfill her
her Title IX
IX duties.
duties.
from
the university
to fulfill
Marl< Batke
Batke /I Photo
Photo editor
editor
Credit Mark

marching band
band director Jonathan Waters
Waters
Former marching
was fired
fired July 24 after aa two-month
two-month investigation
investigation into
was
the marching
marching band
conducive to
the
band found
found a culture conducive
sexual harassment.
culture
sexual
harassment. ItIt was
was determined
determined Waters
Waters was
was aware
aware or
or reasonably
reasonably should
should hav'e
have been
been aware
aware of that culture
but didn't do enough
to change
change it.
enough to

as well
well as aa meeting
Goldblum spoke
The Lantern
Lantern about the office's handling
handling of that investigation
investigation as
meeting with her,
her,
Goldblum
spoke with The
Waters and
president and
compliance officer
and Integrity,
Integrity, Gates GarrityGarrityWaters
and vice
vice president
and chief compliance
officer of the Office of Compliance and
Rokous, She
during that meeting.
meeting,
Rokous.
She said
said things
things could
could have
have ended
ended differently
differently ifif Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous had
had let
let her
her do
do her job during
somebody doesn't stand
stand up and say
say something,
something, nothing's
nothing's going to change," Goldblum
Goldblum said. "My
"My interactions
interactions
"If somebody
with the
university thus
thus far,
far, it's been
been about
about protecting
protecting people
people in
in power."
power."
with
the university
partiCUlar, Goldblum
meeting with
Waters that
Tuesday he also
also remembers.
remembers.
In particular,
Goldblum recalled
recalled a meeting
with Waters
that the former director said Tuesday
to tackle Title IX issues,
issues, Waters
Waters said it was
was essentially
essentially aa formality.
formality.
But while
while Goldblum
Goldblum saw
saw itit as
as an opportunity to
Later, Garrity-Rokous
Waters' dismissal,
Later,
Garrity-Rokous was
was not
not named
named among
among Ihose
those who
who supervised
supervised the
the report
report that
that led
led to Waters'
despite the
conducted by
by his
his office.
office, When
When asked
he played
played in the
the investigation,
investigation, he
he said
said
despite
the fact
fact that
that it was conducted
asked what
what role
role he
through OSU spokesman Chris Davey.
in responses
responses ernailect
emailed to The
The Lantern
Lantern on
on Tuesday
Tuesday through
Davey.
he "oversaw it" in
Garrity-Rokous
oversees all
all compliance
compliance activity
activity across
across the
the university
university and
and reports
reports to senior
senior management
management and
and the
the
Garrity-Rokous oversees
OSU Board
Board of Trustees,
the compliance
compliance office's
IX mostly
mostly comes
comes
OSU
Trustees, according
according to
to the
office's website.
website. His
His experience
experience in Title IX
from experience
law, he said,
said, as
as Title IX
IX was
was an
an amendment
amendment to
to the
the Civil
Civil Rights
Rights Act
Act01
of 1964
1964.
from
experience in
in general
general civil
civil rights law,
"I have
have worked
worked fairly extensively with these
these non-discrimination
non-discrimination statutes,
compliance officer,
officer, as aa compliance
compliance
"I
statutes, as a compliance
attorney, and
federal prosecutor,"
prosecutor," Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokou5 said
in the responses
responses through Davey.
Davey.
attorney,
and as
as a federal
said in
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Goldblum said
said she
she filed
filed aa complaint
complaint with
with the
the university
university about
about Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous earlier
earlier this
this year.
year. The
The Lantern
Lantern did
did not
not
Goldblum
immediately receive
receive that report after filing
public records
records request
request for it Monday.
Monday. It has also
also not
not received
received GarrityGarrityimmediately
filing a public
Rokous'
Rol<ous' employment
employment file after initially requesting
requesting it on Aug. 14
14 or
or Goldblum's
Goldblum's employment
employment file after
after requesting
requesting itit
Friday.
Friday.
investigation that led to the termination
termination of
of Waters.
Waters. The investigation
inVestigation took place after
after
Goldblum Was
Goldblum
was not part of the investigation
Garrity-Rokous had let her
her intervene
intervene
she resigned.
resigned. She
She said,
said, however,
however, the probe could have been avoided
avoided ifif Garrity-Rokous
she
earlier.
earlier.
sexualized culture was accurate
accurate based
based on
on
Still, she
she said
said the
the investigation's
investigation's conclusion
conclusion that the band
band contained
contained a sexualized
Still,
an9 heard.
h~ard.
what she
she had
had experienced
experienced and
what
Goldblum said the investigation
investigation could have
have been
been conducted
conducted in aa more
more "defensible"
"defensible" way.
way.
Goldblum
Goldblum also said
said Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous stood
starting real
band,
Goldblum
stood in
in the
the way
way of starting
real progress
progress on
on Title
Title IX issues within the band,
as he
he sometimes
sometimes criticized
criticized her
her for
for being
being "too
"too aggressive"
aggressive" with sexual
sexual harassment
harassment issues, including
including those within
as
marching band,
band, she
she said.
said.
the marching
In one
one instance,
instance, Goldblum
Goldblum said she
she and
and Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous met
met with Waters
Waters to discuss
discuss sexual
sexual harassment
harassment issues and
and
In
IX coordinator
coordinator in
in 2013.
2013. She
She said
said Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous
marching band
band shortly after she started
started as the Title IX
the marching
dominated the conversation.
conversation.
GarrityWaters said Tuesday
Tuesday he
Waters
he remembered
remembered that
that meeting,
meeting, which
which was
was the
the only
only time
time he ever interacted with GarrityRokous, as more
more of
of aa meet-and-greet
meet-and-greet with Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous and
and Goldblum.
Goldblum.
Rokous,
here, we
have aa compliance
compliance office,
you need
need
"The meeting
meeting with
with Gates,
Gates, itit was
was like,
like, 'We're
'We're here,
we have
office, let us know ifif you
no directives
directives given
given in
in that meeting,
meeting, there was no training offer,
offer, there was no
no
anything,'" Waters
Waters said. "There
"There were
were no
anything,"
anything. It was more of
of just
just aa formal
formal introductory
introductory meeting."
meeting."
anything.
Compliance and
his firing was
was "minimal"
"minimal" with
Waters said
interaction with
OSU's Office
Waters
said his
his interaction
with the
the OSU's
Office of Compliance
and Integrity
Integrity prior to his
guidance.
little guidance.
wanted training
leaders, I sought
If II wanted
wanted to
to know
know
wanted training
"If I wanted
training for
for the
the band,
band, II sought
sought it.
it. If I wanted
training for
for the
the leaders,
sought it.
it. if
who to
to report
report an
an issue
issue to, II sought
sought it.
it. No
No one
one from
from compliance
compliance taught me how
how to do
do these
these things,"
things," Waters
Waters said.
who
"We were
ourselves with the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations the compliance
compliance office had."
had."
"We
were left to fend for ourselves
despite her complaints
complaints about
But despite
about the
the compliance
compliance office,
office, Goldblum
Goldblum said
said there
there are
are people
people doing
doing quality
quality work
work on
Title
campus.
Title IX issues across campus.
ground working
sexual violence
violence issues
issues and
and they're really
"There are
"There
are some
some really,
really, really
really good
good people
people on
on the
the ground
working on
on sexual
stUdents and because
because it's right
right for the
good
good and
and they
they are
are really
really caring
caring and
and they
they do
do it because
because it's
it's right
right for the students
community,"
said.
community," she
she said.

one of
of aa two-part
two-part series
Lantern is running about how the
the band
band investigation
investigation was
was handled
handled and
and
This is part one
series The Lantern
of Compliance
Compliance and Integrity operates.
operates .
how the
Office of
how
the Office
.~---
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load the button,
to
share!
to share!

«s Week
Week 11 starting
starting jobs
jobs still
still available
available for
for Ohio
Ohio State
State football
football team
team
Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Watersslill
still vying
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to get
get his
his Ohio
Ohio State
State job
job back
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Meeting about band
band culture draws discord
Meeting
August 28,
28, 2014
Hickman
Logan Hickman
Hickman.201@osu.edu
Hiekman.201@osu.edu
After weeks of back-and-forth
back-and-forth allegations between Ohio
State and
and ousted marching
marching band
band director Jonathan
Jonathan
State
Waters, there
seems to
Waters,
there seems
to be disagreement about how hard
university pushed
pushed to change a "sexualized"
"sexualized" culture
the university
within the band
band prior to Waters'
Waters' firing.
firing.
within
one, records
records and
and interviews
interviews indicate
indicate former Title IX
For one,
compliance chief Gates
Gates
coordinator Andrea
Andrea Goldblum
Goldblum and
and compliance
happened
Garrity-Rokous didn't
Garrity-Rokous
didn't agree
agree on
on what actually happened
during a meeting
meeting they
they had
had with Waters
Waters to address a
during
sexual harassment
harassment complaint
the band.
sexual
complaint within
within the

Title
Tille IX
IX is a section
section of
of the
the Education
Education Amendments
Amendments of
against discrimination
discrimination based
based on
1972 that aims to protect against
education programs
programs that receive
receive federal funding.
sex in education
Garrity-Rokous, Goldblum
resigned in December
December
Garrity-Rokous,
Goldblum -— who
who resigned
spring 2013
2013 after allegations
allegations of
-— and Waters
Waters met
met in spring
inappropriate sexual
the band surfaced.
surfaced. While
While
inappropriate
sexual conduct
conduct in
in the
parties have since
since agreed
agreed on
on what spurred
spurred that
all parties
meeting, each
meeting,
each seems
seems to
to have
have a different perspective on
happened when
when they were together.
together.
what actually happened

OSU Title
Title IX coordinator Andrea
Goldblum said the
Former OSU
Andrea Goldblum
investigation into
into the marching
marching band's culture could
could have
have
investigation
been avoided
avoided had
had she
she been
given proper support from
from the
the
been
been given
university to
fulfill her Title IX
IX duties.
duties.
university
to fulfill
Credit: Mark Batke
Batke I/ Photo editor
Credit:

The meeting
meeting was scheduled
scheduled to ensure Waters understood
understood
The
responsibilities in
an allegation
allegation of
his Title IX responsibilities
in light
light of an
sexual misconduct
misconduct within
statement emailed
emailed to
to The
The Lantern
Lantern Wednesday
Wednesday by
by
sexual
within the
the OSU
OSU Athletic
Athletic Band,
Band, Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous said
said in aa statement
OSU spokesman
listen to
OSU
spokesman Chris
Chris Davey.
Davey. Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokoussaid
saidhe
hewas
was at
at the
the meeting
meeting to
to ensure
ensure Waters
Waters understood
understood he
he had
had to
to listen
Goldblum'S direction.
Goldblum's
Ms. Goldblum,
Goldblum, as
as the Title
Title IX
IX coordinator,
coordinator, in ensuring
ensuring that Title IX
IX
"The very
very purpose
meeting was
"The
purpose of the
the meeting
was to
to support Ms.
requirements were
requirements
were fOllowed,"
followed," Garrity-Rokous said.
Goldblum, however,
IX progress
progress
Goldblum,
however, said
said Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous constantly
constantly spoke
spoke over
over her
her during
during the
the meeting,
meeting, preventing
preventing any
any real Title IX
from happening.
happening. That
common for Garrity-Rokous,
Garrity-Rokous, she
she said,
said.
from
That kind
kind of behavior was common
"I started
started to ask questions
questions to
down into figuring out
out what had
had happened
happened from
from their (band
(band director's)
director's) perspective,
perspective, why
to get down
why it
had
and to
to start
start investigating.
That's why
why I was there," Goldblum
had happened
happened and
investigating. That's
Goldblum told
told The Lantern.
Lantern. "Gates
"Gates just spoke
spoke over
over me
me
and wouldn't allow
to continue."
continue."
and
allow me to
and told
told her she
she had
had been
been too
too aggressive.
aggressive.
meeting. Goldblum
Goldblum said
After the meeting,
said Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous spoke
spoke down
down to
to her and
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1eeting about band culture
culture draws
draws discord
discord·- The
The Lantern
Lantern:: The
The Lantern
Lantern
Meeting
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"Gates said
said to
to me
me in
in aa very
very condescending
condescending tone,
tone, 'Andrea,
'Andrea, you've
you've never been
been a federal
federal prosecutor
you don't
don't
"Gates
prosecutor like
like I was,
was, so you
to do these
she said.
said,
understand how
how to
understand
these things,'"
things," she
But Garrity-Rokous
Garrity-Rokous said those weren't
weren't his
his words.
words.
But
"I did
did not
not use
use the
the quoted
quoted language,
language, and my tone
tone was
was consistent
consistent with
help her improve
improve her effectiveness
effectiveness in her
her
"I
with my intent to help
new role,"
role," he
he said.
said.
new
of aa meet-and-greet
meet-and-greet with
with Garrity-Rokous
GarritY-Rokous and
and Goldblum,
Goldblum,
And Waters
Waters said
said Tuesday
Tuesday he remembered
remembered the meeting as more
more of
And
to address
address any
any major
major sexual
sexual harassment
harassment concerns.
concerns,
rather than
than aa chance
chance to
rather
have a compliance
compliance office,
us know
know if you need anything,"
anything,'" Waters
Waters
"The meeting
meeting with
'We're here,
here, we have
"The
with Gates,
Gates, itit was
was like,
like, 'We're
office, let
let us
said. "There
"There were
were no
training offer,
offer, there
was more
more of just
said.
no directives
directives given
given in
in that meeting,
meeting, there
there was
was no
no training
there was
was no
no anything.
anything. It was
formal introductory
introductory meeting."
meeting."
aa formal
minimal with
with little
little
Waters said his interaction
interaction with
OSU's Office
Compliance and
Waters
with the
the OSU's
Office of Compliance
and Integrity
Integrity prior
prior to
to his
his firing
firing was minimal
guidance,
guidance.
"If II wanted
wanted training
training for the
band, I sought
sought it.
it If II wanted
wanted training
training for the leaders,
leaders, I sought
sought it
wanted to know
know who
who to
to
"If
the band,
it, If II wanted
report an issue to,
to, I sought
sought it. No
No one
one from
from compliance
compliance taught
taught me
me how to do
do these
these things," Waters
Waters said.
report
said. "We
"We were
were left to
ourselves with the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations the
the compliance
compliance office
office had."
had."
fend for ourselves
Garrity-Rokous said
instances of
culture that
that
Garrity-Rokous
said Waters
Waters never
never informed
informed the
the compliance
compliance office
office of
of any
any instances
of the
the band's sexualized culture
the OSU investigation
investigation the
were found
found in the
were
the following
following year.
year. That
That investigation
investigation report
report was
was what
what led
led to
to his
his firing
firing July
July 24,
24, and it
!isted examples
examples of issues
issues like
like sexualized
sexualized nicknames,
nicknames, mistreatment of younger
younger band
band members
members and inappropriate behavior on
listed
buses.
band buses.
Goldblum said
instances like
meeting with
Waters and
and other internal
internal problems
problems within
Compliance and
and
Goldblum
said instances
like the
the meeting
with Waters
within the
the Office of Compliance
reform within the band
band and
and across
across
Integrity —
- where
where her position
position was based
based —
- prevented
prevented her from
from executing
executing proper Title
Integrity
Title IX reform
university.
the university.
third~party attorney was assigned
assigned by the Ohio
Ohio Attorney General's
General's Office
Office to investigate
inVestigate complaints
complaints of
year, a third-party
Earlier this year,
and disabllity
investigative report based
on those complaints concluded
concluded there
gender and
disability discrimination
discrimination made
made by
by Goldblum,
Goldblum. An
An investigative
based on
was insufficient evidence
evidence to
to support
support Goldblum's
Goldblum's claims.
claims. The
The Lantern
Lantern obtained
obtained that
that investigation
investigation report
report Wednesday
Wednesday to
to fill a
request filed Monday.
Monday.
public records request

Goldblum'S
Lantern has
has not received
received Garrity-Rokous'
The Lantern
Garrity-Rokous' employment
employment file
file after
after initially
initially requesting
requesting itit on
on Aug.
Aug. 14 or Goldblum's
Friday.
employment file
requesting it Friday.
employment
file after requesting
Waters
Waters was
was fired
fired because
because the
the report
report found
found he
he was
was aware,
aware, or
or reasonably
reasonably should
should have
have been
been aware,
aware, of
of that
that culture
culture but
but didn't
do
change it.
it.
do enough
enough to change
This
two of a two-part
two-part series The Lantern
Lantern is running
running about how
how the band
band investigation
investigation was
was handled
handled and how the
This is
is part two
and Integrity operates.
operates.
Office
Compliance and
Office of Compliance
CornellHHopkins,
MartyJenkins
Jenkinsand
and 164
164others
olhers like
like this.
this.
Like Cornell
pkins, Marty
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Script Ohio ...Droste
•.• Droste Pages
Pages 5-7
Script
Thirty positions were added to the block band for the 1972
1972 season. All of
of the additional
Thirty
of the band down, giving the band a much fuller sound.
instruments were added from the middle of
flugelhoms, and two snare drums
Ten tromboniums, eight sousaphones, five alto horns, five flugelhorns,
increased
the
band
size
to
150
pieces
with
15
rows
and
10
files.
increased
150
10
th

50 Anniversary of
of the dedication of Ohio Stadium was observed October 21,
21, 1972.
1972. A
A "50"
The 50th
was floated from the south end zone while the band played
played "Proud Century," dubbed "Proud
Half-Century" for the day. On the same afternoon, Douglas Paul Droste was born in University
Hospital. Assistant Director Chuck Temple led the band at Skull Session and in pregame, while
anived just in time for the halftime show.
Droste arrived
The Rose Bowl game of
of January 1,
I, 1973 was the first of
of four Rose Bowls in a row. The
opposition was a highly touted USC Trojan football team and band. The halftime show had a
drill routine ending in a salute to Coach Woody Hayes, who predicted a return trip in 1974.

The band was invited to represent the State of Ohio in the
the Presidential Inaugural Parade on
January 20, 1973. Announcer Tom Johnson and the Ohio Republican Party provided the funding,
as they did four years earlier. Once again, the band experienced very cold weather, but was
honored to participate.
Two days before the 1973 Inaugural Trip, the 1972 band had its last rehearsal. A letter from
Director Paul Droste was released to the band, and to the media.
of 1972, sex
The letter explained that, due to Title IX of The Higher Education Act of
discriminationwas
discrimination was banned in all
all aspects
aspects of higher education,
education, and itit was
was clearly
clearly stated
stated that future
auditions would be open to all students regardless of sex. Droste described the moment: "I had
just finished reading a letter from President Nixon to Woody Hayes in which he had
complimented the
the band's halftime performance at the Rose Bowl. As my letter to the band was
being passed out,
out, the
the cheers
cheers changed,
changed, row-by-row,
row-by-row, to
to silence,
silence, then
then to
to various
various utterances
utterances of
of
disbelief."
disbelief."
To the
the media
media this
this was
was aa significant
significant event,
event, and
and Droste
Droste and
and several
several of the
the band members were
interviewed.
interviewed. The wire
wire services
services picked
picked up
up the
the story and clippings
clippings were
were received from
from as far away
as Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Los
Los Angeles
Angeles and
and Hawaii.
Hawaii. From the
the lively
lively discussion
discussion that followed
followed the
announcement
announcement to
to the
the band,
band, three
three major
major points
points came
came out
out clearly:
clearly:

1. The ruling
ruling opening
opening the
the band
band to
to any
any OSU student,
student, male
male or female,
female, was
was official.
official. No
No appeals
appeals or
1.
legal action would change it.
it.
2.
was up
up to
to the
the band
band staff
staff and
and the
the band
band members
members to
to implement
implement the
the decision,
decision, fairly
fairly and openly.
openly.
2. It was
3.
All women candidates
candidates would
would go
go through
through the
the same
same tryouts
tryouts and
and be
be subject
subject to
to the
the same standards
standards
3.All
as the
the male
male candidates.
candidates. There
There would
would be
be no
no minimum
minimum number
number or
or quota
quota of
of women
women students.
students. All
All
women
women would
would be
be admitted
admitted to
to band
band strictly
strictly on
on the
the basis
basis of
of marching
marching and
and playing
playing abilities.
abilities.
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Thus, during
during the 1972
1972 season, two long-standing traditions came to an end and some new
Thus,
traditions
began;
First the band was expanded in size for the first time in forty-two years.
traditions began. First
Second, women
women students would be permitted to participate in the band, starting in the 1973
1973
Second,
season. In addition,
addition; a policy against playing at professional athletic events was amended as the
season.
band played
played for two non-OSU football games; one in Ohio Stadium at a Cincinnati Bengals v.
band
Cleveland Browns exhibition game in September, then later a Bengals game in Cincinnati on
Cleveland
October 29. Two weeks earlier, on October 15,
15, the band made its first appearance at a World
October
Series game as the Cincinnati Reds hosted the
the Oakland
Oakland A's.
A's. The season would conclude with
another trip to the Rose Bowl and with an appearance in the Presidential Inaugural Parade.
Ohio State
State University Marching Band made its last appearance as an all-male organization
The Ohio
the Minnesota
Minnesota game
game on September
September 15, 1973
1973 (OSU
(OSU 56-7).
56-7). Volunteers
Volunteers from
1972 band
at the
from the
the 1972
performed along with the Alumni Band.
\Vhen Tryout Week began September 16, 1973 there were eighteen women candidates; five were
When
of the band were:
selected for membership. The first women members of
Lisa Bauman, trumpet, Worthington, Ohio;
Rachel Fauser, trombonium, Lakewood, Ohio;
Karen Griffith, trumpet, Pomeroy, Ohio;
Susan Johnson, snare drum, Pickerington, Ohio;
Becky Parker, trumpet, Denison,
Denison. Ohio.

After the tryouts,
tryouts, Griffith was
was selected for
for a regular spot and the other women became alternates.
However, challenges
However,
challenges were
were held
held before
before the
the next home
home game
game with Texas Christian University on
September 29,
challenge. Bauman
Bauman and
theirs,
September
29, (OSU
(OSU 37-3),
37-3), and
and Griffith
Griffith lost
lost her challenge.
and Parker won theirs,
becoming the first
first women to march with the band.
of the TCU
Tev halftime show
show was, appropriately
appropriately enough,
enough, "Time
«Timeand
andChange"
Change"—
- a look at
The theme of
Doughboy statue, the
Buckeye traditions.
six Buckeye
traditions. The
The traditions
traditions were:
were: fIrst
first women
women in
in the
the band,
band, the Doughboy
TGIF -—High
HighStreet
Streettradition,
tradition,the
the Victory
Victory Bell,
Bell, Hang
HangOn
OnSloapy,
Navy, and Script Ohio.
The
The Michigan
Michigan game
game ended
ended in
in aa 10-10
10-10 tie
tie with
with OSU
OSU being
being selected
selected for
for the
the Rose
Rose Bowl
Bowl by
by a vote
of the Big Ten
Ten Athletic
Athletic Directors.
Directors. The
The band
band trip
trip had
had aa rocky
rocky start.
start. A
A last minute change of airline
departure
of the band members missing the
departure time
time created
created aa mad
mad rush
rush at
at 5 A.M.
A.M. resulting
resulting in two
two of
flight.
flight.
The
of the
the percussion
percussion
The second
second major
major expansion
expansionof
ofthe
the band
band took
took place
place in
in 1974
1974 when
when the
the size
size of
l20-piece band.
section
section was
was doubled
doubled from
from that
that of
of the
the old
old 120-piece
band. I-Row
I-Row now
now became
became aa row
row often
of ten snare
drums
drums and
and J-Row,
J-Row, the
the new
new row,
row, now
now had
had two
two cymbals,
cymbals, four
four bass
bass drums,
drums, and four
four tenor
tenor duos.
duos. The
The
of
the
tenor
duos
gave
a
new
voice
to
the
section
and
was
especially
useful
addition
addition of the tenor duos gave a new voice to the section and was especially useful in
contemporary
contemporary arrangements.
arrangements.
Dr.
Dr. Charles
Charles Temple
Temple left
left Ohio
Ohio State
State in
in the
the summer
summer of 1974 to
to become
become the
the Fine Arts Supervisor in
the Hamilton
Hamilton (Ohio)
(Ohio) Public
Public Schools.
Schools. Jon
Jon Woods,
Woods, who
who came
came directly
directly to
to OSU from
from graduate
graduate study
at the
the University
University of
of Michigan,
Michigan, replaced
replaced him.
him.
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in OSUMB
Women in

If members of the OSUMB saw it
it coming,
coming, no
no one
one had
had discussed
discussed it
it or
or contemplated the change
advance. When Dr.
Dr. Droste stood at
at the
the podium
in advance.
podium and
and announced
announced that
that women
women would
would be
be given
I recall
the equal opportunity to become members
members of
of the
the tradition
tradition rich
rich organization,
organization, I
silence. Silence
Silence was
was followed
followed by
by immediately
immediately by vigorous
vigorous protests by several,
several,
stunned silence.
lost in our thoughts
thoughts concerning
but most of us were lost
concerning the
the impact
impact of
of the
the change.
change. Incredibly
look back,
back, we truly had probably never
as we look
never considered
considered how
how inappropriate
inappropriate it
it was
was that
students at
at The
half of the students
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University were
were barred
barred from
from the
the opportunity to
in the greatest college
march in
college marching
marching band.
band. Regardless
Regardless of
of our
our other
other beliefs,
beliefs, frankly
(and remarkably)
remarkably) we probably
probably never
never questioned
questioned the
the fact...until.
fact ... until Title
(and
Title IX
IX came
came along.
along.
(a Band
Given the bitter protests
protests by some
some of
of the
the longest
longest serving
serving members
members of
of the
the Band (a
where no limit
limit on years
years of
of participation
participation then
then existed),
existed), it
it was
was apparent
apparent that
that there
there would
internal strife,
strife, and perhaps pubic strife,
strife, as
as a
a result.
result.
be internal

My enduring
telling the
Band, older
older and newer
newer members
members alike,
alike,
enduring memory is
is of Paul
Paul Droste
Droste telling
the Band,
" .. this is the way it will
will be.
be. The
The University will
will follow
follow the
the law,
law, and
and there will
will be no
"..this
more discussion.
discussion. Period." He shut
shut down
It was a
down the
the nonsense
nonsense and
and tolerated no
no dissent.
dissent. It
done deal.
deal.
the days that followed,
followed, and during
forthcoming try-out
In the
during the forthcoming
try-out week,
week, we
we were
were swarmed with
media.
All the
the while
while Dr.
Dr. Droste
Droste and
and others
others reminded
reminded us
us that the reputation
reputation of this
media. All
can recall
recall one
one reporter
reporter from
from Cleveland,
Cleveland, from
from Channel 8,
8,
organization was
was on
on the
the line.
line. II can
cornering Band members
camera in tow.
members leaving the
the blacktop practice
practice field,
field, with
with camera
tow. II can
~ember his
-Lember
hislook
lookof
of shock
shock and
and disappointment
disappointment when
when he
he was
was told
told on
on camera
camera that
that Band
.. ushers
_iubers supported
Letters to
to the
the Dispatch
Dispatch and
and Lantern from band members
supported the
the change.
change. Letters
followed, on both sides of the issue.
issue.
followed,

All the while Dr.
the Rock.
Rock. An unwavering commitment
commitment to the OSUMB and its
Dr. Droste was
was the
product, to discipline in our approach internally and externally,
product,
externally, and it became business
usual. Eventually the
the "old"
"old" members
sent on
the institution of the
as usual.
members were
were sent
on their
their way
way with the
year rule in short order.
order. With a
a less
5 year
less than strong and focused director,
director, the history of
far different.
different. Paul
Paul held us together and kept
kept
the OSOMB may have been embarrassing and far
our focus
focus on fairness,
fairness, performance and quality.
cur
quality. The
The 70's
70's were
were aa time
time of pressure and
change, and Dr.
Dr. Droste's
Droste's ancompromised
uncompromised focus,
focus, coupled with
fairness,
change,
with open-mindedness
open-mindedness and fairness,
whether it be on issues
issues of hair
hair length,
day,
length, political
political performances
performances or the events of the day,
was critical.
critical. What
some as
What was
was unfairly viewed by some
as an
an ultra-conservative organization
a beat.
never missed a
beat.

1
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The Ohio State University
Inc~ .
Alumni Association,
Association, Inc.
Pro$!ramming Award
Diversity Programming
Awardfor
for Ohio
OhioSta~e
State Alumni
Alumni Clubs
Clubsand
andSocieties
Societies
llWe are strengthened
by nurturing
nurturing and embracing
"We
strengthened by
embracing individual
individualdifferences.
differences.""

Ohio State
University Alumni
The Ohio
State University
AlumniAssociation,
Association,Inc.
inc.has
hasembraced
embraceddiversity
diversityas
asone
one of
of its
its core
core values.
In keeping
createdaadiversity
diversityprogramming
programming award
award for
for alumni
alumni groups.
groups. Our
Our
in
keeping with
with this
this idea, we have created
diversity efforts
diversity
efforts focus
focus on
ongender,
gender, racial/ethnic
racial /ethnic differences, and sexual orientation.
programming award,
your
A wide
wide range
range of
of programs
programs will
wiltbe
beconsidered
considered for
for the
the diversity programming
award, but your
proposal should
proposal
shouldreflect
reflect at
at least one of these ideas:
1) Fosters the elimination
elimination of
of discrimination
discrimination
1)
2) Celebrates diversity
diversity and
and aa variety
variety of
of ethnic
ethnic traditions
3) Connects
Connects your
your alumni
alumniand
andthe
thecommunity
communitythrough
througheducation
educationand/or
and/or interactive
interactive activities
3)
that promote
promote aa more
moreculturally
culturally diverse
diverseor
orinclusive
inclusive community
community
that
alumni clubs and
The AssociationJs
Association's goal
goal in
inallocating
allocatingthese
these awards
awards is
is that
that members of the alumni
We
societies will
will have
havethe
the opportunity
opportunity to
to become
becomeactively
activelyengaged
engagedininthe
theproject
projectselected.
selected. We
see alumni
alumni participating and learning
learning from
from (or with)
groups they are seeking
seeking to
want to see
with) the groups
Pleasereview
review the
the sample
sample projects
projects and
and feel
feel free
free to
tocontact
contactour
ouroffice
office ifif you
you have
benefit. Please
questions about
you want to submit.
questions
about the project you
Associationwelcomes
welcomesapplicatIons
applicationsfrom
fromactive,
active,constituted
constituted alumni
alumni clubs
clubs and
and chartered
chartered
The Association
societies.

Group name: TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Alumni Club,
Club, Inc.
Inc.
Group
Ryan Rupp
Club/society president:
president:
Ryan
Project manager/responsible party:
party:
('"'Project
Title: Outreach
Outreach Recruitment
Recruitment Int
IniudClve
LIcicive
Project Title:
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Application Elements
Elements
Application
To
complete
this
application, please
pleasecompile
compile the
thefollowing
fotlowing information.
information.
To
this application,
byyour
your officers
officers authorizing
authorizing your
your request and
1. Attach
Attach aa statement
statementsigned
signedby
1.
to
carry
it
out
if
funded.
agreeing
agreeing
if funded.
Program Narrative
or fewer
fewer pages
pages and
and no
no less
less than 12-point
12-point
2. Program
Narrative limited
limited to
to three or
tYpe.
type.
Describe the
the project
project in detail - define your
your target
target audience and
and project
a) Describe
When applicable use measurable goals
goals and
timeline. When
and objectives, such as:
take 50
50 members
members to tour aa cultural
host an event for 150
150 attendees,
attendees, take
exhibit...
Why did
did you
youselect
select this
this project?
b) Why
c) Will
Will your
yourclub/society
club/society be
be working
workingwith
withanother
another group
group to
to implement
implement this
initiative?
d) What
What are
outcomes or benefits of this project
project for
for your
are the expected outcomes
club/ society?
club/society?
results must
must be
program? Your
Your results
How will
willyou
youmeasure
measure the
the success of this program?
e) How
reported to
to O&E
08:E so
reported
so we
we can
can measure
measure the success
success of
of our diversity award
program
other groups.
groups.
program and
and share
shareyour
your activities
activities with other

Submit aa detailed
detailed budget
budget for
for this
this program.
program. If the total cost
cost is
is more than
3. Submit
$1,000, please identify the additional
additional income
income sources.
sources.
$1,000,

the best
bestof
of my
my knowledge.
knowledge.
II certify
information is true to the
certify that
that the information

Club/Society
Club/Society President
President

Date

Project Manager
Manager (if
(if different)
different)

Date
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Program Narrative:
Program
Ohio State University
University Marching
Dr. Paul
The Ohio
Marching Band
Band lacks
lacks diversity.
diversity. Prior
Prior Director, Dr.
has
commented
the
"we
have
waited
too
long"
to
engage
in
an
outreach
Droste
Droste has commented the
tong"
in
Dr. Jon
JonWoods
Woods has
has
program directed at
at minority
minority students.
students. Current
CurrentDirector,
Director,Dr.
program
stated his
his "full
"full support"
suppore' for this "terrific
"terrific idea".
idea". Both
Both know
know that the issue
issue has
has
stated
discussed for
no specific
specific initiative has been developed.
been discussed
for decades, but no
While members
members of
ofthe
theTBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
White
AlumniClub
ClubBoard
Boardof
ofGovernors
Governorshave
have engaged
individual efforts
last few
in individual
efforts over the Last
few months
months as
as the
the program has been
seeks to
to proceed
proceed in
in an
an organized
organized fashion
fashion
the responsible
responsible committee
committee seeks
developed, the
identifying particular
identifying
particular urban
urban school
school districts
districts seeking
seekingdirect
directcontact
contact to
to students
in
as well as
as music
music faculty
faculty and
and administrative
administrative personnel.
personnel. Often
Often the challenge in
to
have
direct
contact
with
the
student
is
to
trigger
creating an opportunity
opportunity to have direct
with
is
trigger
from local
enthusiastic support from
local band
band directors.
directors. The
The committee
committee contemplates
contemplates
materials, including
including aa brochure,
brochure, as
as well
well as
as substantial
substantial mailings
mailings
preparation of materials,
targeted schools.
schools. Subsequent
Subsequent materials will
will be developed
to targeted
developed to assist in
in the
program with
goals of the
program
with additional
additional materials
materials reflecting
reflecting the
the nature and goats
marching band
to various
various individuals
individuals and schools,
schools, The costs will be
marching
band distributed to
with the development of the materials
materials as
as well
well as the
the mailing.
mailing.
associated with
The following
followingdescribes
describesthe
the pipeline
pipeline initiative
initiative and
and its specific
specific charge:

1. Goals: To reach out to
to middle
middle school/high
school/high school students in
underserved communities
and skills
skills
communities in
in Ohio
Ohioto
tocultivate
cultivate the
the interest
interest and
Ohio State
necessary
necessary to allow
allow an
an opportunity for
for membership
membership in
in the Ohio
State
University
UniversityMarching
MarchingBand.
Band.InInthe
thebelief
beliefthat
that many
many communities and
school programs
school
programs do
do not
not provide
provide potential
potential marching band members with
the training, support, encouragement, and
and facilities
facilities to
to develop
develop the
the skills
skitls
needed to enter
enter the
the marching
marching band,
band, aa standing
standing committee will
will be
plan, and
and manner
manner of implementation
implementation of
formed
formed to
to create
create an agenda, plan,
of the
the
program
through schools
schools officials.
program to
to identify
identify candidates
candidates through
officials. The
The committee
committee
will
out through
through school visits
will develop
develop strategies
strategies to reach out
visits and
and creation of
opportunities for volunteers, among
among the alumni
alumni and
current
members of
and
members
The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
MarchingBand,
Band,totowork
workwith
withinterested
interested
increase diversity
diversity among
identified candidates. The
The dominant
dominant goal
goal is to increase
the potential
potential candidates
candidatesfor
formembership
membershipin
in The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University
Marching
Band.WE
WEWISH
WISHTO
TOPRINT
PRINTTHE
THEBROCHURE
BROCHUREWHICH
WHICH ISIS ATTACHED
ATTACHED
Marching Band.
FOR
FOR DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTIONTHROUGHOUT
THROUGHOUT OHIO
OHIO SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS WHICH
WHICH WE WILL
TARGET.
TARGET.
2.
A standing
standing committee
committee would
would be
be formed
formed as
as appointed
appointed by
by the
the
2. Committee: A
of TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
Club,
Inc.
consisting
president
president of
Alumni
Club,
Inc.
consistingofofnot
notless
lessthan
thanthree
three
no
who would
no more
more than
than seven
seven members,
members, who
would be
be charged
charged with
with creating
creating and
implementing
implementing an
an outreach
outreach program,
program, and
and the
the recruiting of members of
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL alumni
students
totoengage
alumniand
andOSUMB
OSUMB
students
engageinindesignated
designated
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activities addressed
addressed to
to underserved
underserved communities.
communities.
activities
3. Duration:
Duration:As
As aastanding
standing committee
committee the
theeffort
effortwould
would be
beongoing
ongoing in its
3.
duration, however,
however, the
the committee
committee would
would be
be charged
charged with reporting to
duration,
the full
fuUBoard
Board on
onaaregular
regularbasis
basisasasthe
the
TBDBITL Board of
of Governors
Governors
the
TBDBITL
meetings.
Board of
Members of
Members
of the
the Board
of Governors,
Governors, by
bycomments
commentsfrom
frompast
past directors
directors of
of the
band, have contemplated
creation of an outreach
over an extended
band,
contemplated the creation
outreach project over
period of
period
of time.
time. The
The Club
Clubpresident,
president, the
the current
current and
and past
past director, and other
involved individuals
which has
has been
been unanimously
unanimously
involved
individuals have
have developed
developed the
the project
project which
and approved
approved by
by the
theBoard
Board of
of Governors.
Governors.
endorsed and
will be
membership of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio
The alumni
alumni band will
be working
working with
with the
the current membership
State University
University Marching
Marching Band
State
Bandto
to involve
involvethem
them in
in this
this initiative.
initiative.
The goal
diversity among
The
goal is
is to
to increase
increase the diversity
among the
the pool
pool of
ofcandidates,
candidates, and
and the
membership, of
of The
The Ohio
Ohio State
State University
University Marching
Marching Band.
Historically
Band. Historically the
the
We will
marching band has lacked diversity. We
marching
will know
knowchange
changewhen
when we
we see
see it,
it, and
bring about that change.
change.
we can
can expect to bring
Proposed Budget:

Brochure printing:
$1000
Brochure
printing: $1000
The process has being successfully
the goal
goal is
is hopefully
hopefully in
successfully undertaken,
undertaken, and the
Pilot programs
programs have
have been
been undertaken
undertakenininColumbus
Columbus Northland
Northland High
High School,
sight. Pilot
with multiple contacts
contactsoccurring
occurringatatEast
EastCleveland
ClevelandShaw
Shaw High
High School.
School. Due
Due to
to
individual
ongoing basis,
individual contacts
contacts with
with minority candidates occur on an ongoing
basis, and a
specific program
initiated. Funds
Funds obtained
obtained following
following
specific
program for
for contact
contact has been initiated.
application
application in
in 2009
2009 were
were used
used to
to increase communication
communication with
with students,
students, fund
conference
conference calls,
calls, and undertake initial development
development of
of a recruiting
recruiting pamphlet.
pamphlet.
Funds
Fundssought
soughtininthe
the current
current application
application would
wouldbe
be used
used to
to complete
complete and
and print
that recruiting
recruiting brochure.
brochure. Brochure
Brochure will
will include imagery provided
provided by
by the
the
university,
university, photographs
photographsof
ofactual
actual members
membersof
ofthe
the band,
band, interviews,
interviews, quotes,
quotes, and
photographs
photographs of
of former
former band
band members
members explaining
explaining their
their experience
experience as minority
members
members of
of the
the band
band and
and related
related activities.
activities.
Enthusiasm
Enthusiasmisisvery
veryhigh
highand
andthe
thecommittee
committee has
has been
been very
very active.
active. We
We seek
seek the
the
printing of
opportunity
opportunity to complete full color printing
of our
our brochure.
brochure. The
The details of our
initiative have been shared
shared at
atthe
theAlumni
Alumni Association's
Association's annual seminars
seminars in 2009
2009
as
program.
as aa featured
featured program.
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Diversity Survey
Your answers
Your
answersdo
donot
not impact
impact the
the status of your award application. These
thatwill
will allow
allow the
theAlumni
Alumni
questions will provide valuable information that
success of
of future
future diversity
diversity programming.
programming.
Assoclation to
Association
to evaluate
evaluate the success

Is this
program? IfIfits
this your
your Club/Society's
Club/Society's first diversity program?
itsisis not,
not, briefly
1. Is
describe what
describe
what you've done in the past.
the TBDBITL
TBDBITL Alumni
first
diversity
This is the
AlumniClub/OSUMB's
Club/OSUMB's
first
diversityinitiative,
initiative, and
and it
commenced 22 years
commenced
years ago,
ago, although
although uncoordinated
uncoordinated efforts
efforts have been
undertaken over a period
period of
In fact,
the minority
minority population
population of the
of time.
time. In
fact, the
in the 1970s,
1970s, largely
influx of
band was
was at
at its highest in
largely due to an influx
of students
Columbus West
from Columbus
West High
HighSchooL
School.We
Wecontinue
continueto
to study
study that
that issue in
order to develop
develop strategies
strategies for
for the
the current time.
How do you recruit new
new members
members to
to your
your group?
group?
2. How
We recruit new members
members to our group
group by
We
by spreading
spreading the
the word
word at
at meetings
the OSUMB
OSUMB Alumni.
and through the
Alumni.We
Wehave
haveattracted
attracted members
members to
to our
group who
group
who have
have worked
workedvery
veryhard
hardininthe
theinitiative,
initiative, for
for example,
example, national
Derrick Mills,
Mills, who
Kappa Kappa
Kappa
Kappa Psi
Psi President
President Derrick
tactics to
torecruit
recruit minority
minority members?
members? If
If so,
so, what do
3. Do you use special tactics
you do?
Our special
outreach, skill
skill training
training aa model
model high
high
Our
special tact
tact include direct outreach,
make
individual skill
school program,
program, individual
skilltraining,
training, and
and an
an effort
effort to make
candidates feel
feel that
thatthey
theywould
would"belong"
((belong"ininthe
the
OSUMB.
candidates
OSUMB.
Has your
4. Has
your group
groupidentified
identified any
any barriers
barriers in
in implementing
implementing diversity
programming and/or
programming
and/or recruiting
recruiting diverse
diverse members?
History isis aa barrier
programming in
History
barrier to implementing diversity programming
in the
the
OSUMB. Background
OSUMB.
Backgroundand
andthe
thestyle
styleof
of the
the OSUMB
OSUMBis isa abarrier.
barrier.We
Weattempt
attempt
overcome these
by direct outreach, and
and through
through training.
to overcome
these barriers by
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THE OHIO
OHIO STATE
STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
THE

August 4,
4. 2014
August
ClU V•01?

Ms. Betty Montgomery
6530 West
WestCampus
Campus Oval
Oval
6530
Suite 210
Albany, Ohio
New Albany,
Ohio 43054
43054

Re:

Appointment to
to the
the Marching
Marching Band
Band Task
Task Force
Appointment

Dear Ms. Montgomery:

As you
IX investigation
As
you are
are aware, the University recently completed a Title IX
investigation that revealed
serious cultural
cultural issues
environment conducive
conducive to
within the
serious
issues and an environment
to sexual
sexual harassment
harassment within
University's Marching
University's
MarchingBand.
Band.Such
Suchananenvironment
environmentisisunacceptable
unacceptableand
andcounter
counter to
to the
University's mission
Ohio and
the global
global
University's
missionof
of advancing
advancingthe
the well-being
well-beingof
ofthe
the people
people of Ohio
and the
community through
community
through the creation and dissemination of knowledge.
knowledge. lncidents
Incidents of
of harassment
harassment
at this
this University
University and, in light of our
recent
investigation,
we
and hostility are not tolerated
tolerated at
our
our campus an open arid
and welcoming
must do better to make our
welcoming environment
environment for all
all students.
students.
To that end,
University Board
To
end, the University
Board of
ofTrustees
Trustees and
and II have
have asked
asked you
you to
to lead
lead an
an independent
independent
to
review
the
matter.
Specifically,
task
force
of
nationally-recognized
experts
task force nationally-recognized experts to review
matter. Specifically, we
we ask
ask the
Marching Band
Band Culture
Culture Task
Task Force to:
to:
Conduct an
•• Conduct
an assessment
assessment of the Marching Band's
Band's culture;
culture;
Review University
Universityadministrative
administrative processes
processes and
and oversight;
•'" Review
IX compliance
•• Provide counsel on relevant
relevant Title IX
compliance issues.
issues.
any aspect
aspect of
of the
the recently
recently completed
completed Title
Title IX
IX
The
The Task
Task Force
Force will
willnot
not be
be asked
asked to
to reopen any
investigation.
As
Ohio Attorney
As aa former
former Ohio
Attorney General,
General,Auditor
Auditorof
ofState;
State,lawmaker
lawmakerand
and prosecutor,
prosecutor, you
you are
are
uniquely
University
uniquely qualified
qualifiedto
to lead
lead this
this task
task force
force and
and provide
provide additional
additional guidance to the University
performed by
by you
moving
movingforward.
forward.The
TheTrustees
Trusteesand
and IIare
are confident
confidentthat
that the
the work
work to be performed
the University
University Marching
Marching Band
Band and
and the task force
force will
will result in strengthening
strengthening the
and helping to
preserve its legacy
of Ohio
Ohio State.
State,
legacyas
asaaproud
proud and
and enduring
enduring representative
representative of
This
This important
important work will
will not only
only involve
involve surveying
surveying the
the band
band culture, but also, providing a
University, In your capacity
process
process and
and forum
forum for
for other
other affected
affected parties to be heard by the University.
as
rectly to
as the
the Chair
Chair of
of the
the Task
Task Force,
Force,you
youwill
willreport
report di
directly
to me
me and
and the Chairman of the Board

{00240717-2}
{00240717-2}
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Ms. Betty
Ms.
Betty Montgomery
Montgomery
August 4,
4, 2014
2014
Re: Appointment
Re:
Appointment to
to the Marching Band Task Force

of Trustees,
Trustees, Dr,
Dr, Jeffrey
JeffreyWadsworth.
Wadsworth.The
TheUniversity
Universityhas
hasengaged
engagedthe
the nationalJy~recognized
nationally-recognized
Jaw firm
law
firm Arent
Arent Fox
Foxtotoassist
assistwith
with the
the task
task force's
force's investigation
investigation into
into the
the band's culture and
to provide needed
needed investigative
investigative support
support and
and resources.
J urge all
ail members
members of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio State
State community
communitytoto cooperatively
cooperativelysupport
support the
the task force's
work and
and provide
any relevant information.
We look
look forward
forward to
to receiving
receiving aa report from
provide any
information. We
you in the next.4S
next 45 to 60 days.
With these principles in mind,
With
mind, rI hereby appoint you, Betty Montgomery,
Montgomery, to serve as a Chair
of the Marching Band Task Force.
When you
When
you act
act in
in your
your capacity
capacity as
as aa chair
chair in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the scope of authority defined
in this
this letter, you
in
you shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to any immunity,
immunity, insurance,
insurance, or
or indemnity
indemnity protection
protection to
which officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
ofthe
the University
Universityare
areor
orhereafter
hereafter may become
become entitled.

Thank you
you for
for serving
serving in
in this capacity.
Sincerei

A/

I

V. Drake
Michael V.
President
cc: Dr. Jeffrey
cc:
JeffreyWadsworth,
Wadsworth, Chairman,
Chairman, Ohio
OhioState
State Unjversity
University Board
Board of
ofTrustees
Trustees

{00240717~2}
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Ohio State
State surveys
Surveys Band
Band Members
Members On
On Current
Current Culture
Culture
Ohio
Posted; Aug 28,20146:22
28, 2014 6:22 PM
PM EDTUpdaled:
EDTUpdated: Aug
Aug 28,20146:23
28, 2014 6:23 PM EDT
EDT
Posted:
By: Denise
Denise Yost,
Yost,Multimedia
MultimediaContent
ContentManager
Manager- email
By:
email
'Ilttwawww.nbc41,cornistarv/26392353/ohio-stath-surxteys-ban'd-rneMber.5,orhcbrrect-cOlture
'hn,rdLwww.r:lbc4f.eornlstorvi2639S3S3!ohio.state--survgys.band'!Tiertibcn'on-c'urnmt-cUltllre
COLUMBUS,
COLUMBUS, Ohio
Ohio -Ohio
-Ohio State
State officials
officials sent
sent aa survey
surveyto
to current
current band
bandmembers,
members,as
as alumni
alumniband
bandmembers
memberscontinue
continueto
to send
send leIters
letters
university to
to reinstate
reinstate fired
fired director
director Jonathan
Jonathan Waters.
Waters.
urging the university

Waters was
was fired
fired on
on July
July 23
23 after
after aa two-month
two-month investigation
investigation by
by the
the university.
university.
Waters
The Ohio
Ohio State
State investigation
investigation allegedly
allegedly revealed
revealed cultural
cultural issues
issues that
thatWaters
Waters was
was aflegedly
allegedly aware
aware of
of or
or should
should have
have been
been aware
aware of.
of. ItIt was
was
The
alleged that
thatWaters
Watersfailed
failedto
toeliminate
eliminatethe
the"sexualized
"sexualizedculture"
culture and
and prevent it from
from reoccurring.
reoccurring.
further alleged
State University
University Board
Board ofTrustees
of Trustees met
met Thursday,
Thursday, but
but Waters'
Waters' firing
firing was
was not
not referenced
referenced during
during their
their day
day of
of meetings.
meetings.
The Ohio State
However, in
in a survey
survey presented
presented to
to band
band members,
members, university
university officials
officials including
including the
the board
board of
oftrustees
trustees and
and President
President Dr.
Dr. Michael
Michael Drake
Drake
However,
are looking for responses
responses on
on the
the marching
marching band
band culture.
culture.
office, the
the task
task force
force that
that is
is investigating
investigating the
the culture
culture isis focused
focused on
on the
the present
present and
and future,
future, rather
rather than
than the
the past.
past. But
According to Drake's
Drake's office,

mixed into
into the
the questionnaire
questionnaireare
arequestions
questions regarding
regardingevents
eventssince
since 2009.
mixed

The survey asks band
members:
The
band members:
student status?
What Is your current stUdent
Please indicate your current residence.
residence.
Which Band row are/were
arelwere you in?

What sex were you assigned
assigned at birth,
birth, meaning
meaning on
on your origina1
original birth certificate?
What is your current gender identity?
Which term best describes your sexual orientation?
What is
is your
your ethnicity?
ethnicity7
What
What is
is your
your race? (Select
(Select all that
that apply)
(Using
(Using aa scale of
ofhow
how strongly
strongly band members agree or
or disagree)
indicate how often
often since 2009
Please indicate
2009 you
you have
have been
been involved
involved in situations with the Band where one or more individuals engaged in the
following:

II feel aa sense
ithin the
sense of
of belonging w
within
the Band.
Band.
Band
Band Leaders
Leaders are genuinely concerned about my welfare.
Band
Band Leaders
Leaders respect what students
stUdents within the Band think.
Within
Within the Band,
Band, students are supportive
supponive of other people regardless of their heritage,
heritage, background or
or sexual
sexual orientation,
orientation,
Prior
clearly understood the University's formal
Prior to
to the trainings of the last two weeks,
weeks, I clearly
fonnal policies and procedures to address complaints of
sexual
sexual harassment
harassment and
and sexual assault.
assault.
Band
Band Leaders
Leaders take
take reasonable steps to provide a safe and secure environment
environment for
for Band
Band Members.
Members.
(Using
(Using aa scale
scale of
ofhow
flOW often)
often)
Please
Please indicate
indicate how
how often since 2009 you have been involved in
in situations with the
the Band
Band where
where one
one or
or more
more individuals
individuals engaged
engaged in
in the
the
following:
following:
Told
Told sexual
sexual stories
stories or
or jokes that
that were
were offensive
offensive to
to you.
you.
to draw you into a discussion of
of sexual matters (e,g.
(e,g. attempted
attempted to
to discuss
discuss or
or comment
comment on
on your
your sex
sex life).
life).
Made unwelcome
unwelcome attempts to
Made

~'"
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Treated you
you differently
differently because
because of
of your
your gender
gender (e.g.
(e.g. mistreated, slighted
slighted or
Of ignored
ignored you).
you).
Treated
Made remarks
remarks about
about your
your body or sexual activities.
Made
of aa sexual nature
nature that embarrassed
embarrassed or
or offended
offended you.
you.
Made gestures
gestures or
or used
used body
body language
language of
Made
Made offensive sexist
sexist remarks.
remarks.
Made
Put you
you down
down or
or was
Was condescending
condescending to you because of
of your gender,
gender.
Put
Put you
you down or
or was condescending to you because of your sexual orientation.
Put
Made you feel threatened with some sort of
of retaliation for not being sexually cooperative.
cooperative.
Made
uncomfortable.
Touched you in a way that made you feel uncomfortable,
(Using a scale
scale of
of how
how strongly
strongly band members agree
agree or
or disagree)
(Using

Within the Band, Band Leaders (Director,
(Director, Associate
Associate Director,
Director, Assistant Director)
Director) demonstrate
demonstrate and
and model
model the
the Ohio State values.
Leaders (Director,
(Director, Associate Director,
Director, Assistant Director) hold others
Within the Band, Band Leaders
others accountable fOf
for their conduct.
Director, Assistant Director) promote
Within the Band, Band Leaders (Director,
(Director, Associate
Associate Director,
promote and
and safeguard
safeguard the
the welfare of stUdents.
students.
(Director, Associate Director,
Director, Assistant Director)
Director} create a climate
Within the Band, Band Leaders (Director,
climate in which
which sexual harassment and
assault are not
nottoierated.
sexual assault
tolerated.

Within the Band, Band Leaders (Director,
Director, Assistant Director)
climate in which
which students are encouraged to
(Director, Associate Director,
Director} create aa climate
harassment and sexual assault.
report sexual harassment
(Director, Associate Director,
Director} ensure those who have reported sexual
Within the Band, Band Leaders (Director,
Director, Assistant Director)
harassmentlsexual assault are treated with
harassment/sexual
with dignity and respect.
Band Leaders
Within the Band, Band.
Leaders (Director,
(Director,Associate
Associate Director,
Director,Assistant
Assistant Director}
Director) respond
respond promptly
promptly and
and effectively to complaints.
and Assistant Squad Leaders demonstrate and model the Ohio State values.
Within the Band, Squad Leaders and

Within the Band, Squad Leaders and Assistant Squad Leaders hold others accountable for their conduct.
and Assistant Squad Leaders
Within the Band, Squad Leaders and
Leaders promote and safeguard the welfare of students.
Leaders and
Within the
the Band,
Band, Squad
Squad Leaders
and Assistant
Assistant Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders create
create a climate
climate in
in which
which sexual
sexual harassment and
and sexual assault are not
tolerated.
Within the
Band, Squad Leaders
the Band,
Leaders and
and Assistant
Assistant Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders create a climate in
in which
which students'are
students are encouraged to report sexual
harassment and
assault.
and sexual assault.
Within the
the Band,
Band, Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders and
and Assistant
Assistant Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders ensure
ensure those
those who
who have
have reported
reported sexual
sexual harassment/sexual assault are
treated
treated with
with dignity and respect.
respect.
Within
Within the
the Band,
Band, Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders and
and Assistant
Assistant Squad
Squad Leaders
Leaders respond
respond promptly and
and effectively to complaints.
complaints.
opinion, has alcohol
In your opinion,
alcohol use
use become
become more
more or less prevalent
prevalent within
within the Band
Band since
since you
you joined?
joined?
opinion, how often
In your opinion,
often does
does alcohol
alcohol use
use occur within
within the
the Band
Band compared
compared to
to other organizations at Ohio
Ohio State?
much of a problem is alcohol
How much
alcohol abuse within the Band?
In your opinion,
Band since you
opinion, has
has sexual
sexual harassment
harassment become
become more
more or less prevalent within
within the
the Band
you joined?

In your opinion,
opinion, how often
often does
does sexual
sexual harassment occ;ur
occur within
within the
the Band
Band compared
compared to
to other organizations
organizations at Ohio State?
In your opinion,
opinion, hOls
has sexual
sexual assault
assault become
become more
more or
or less
less prevalent
prevalent within
within the
the Band
Band since
since you
you joined?
joined?
In your opinion,
opinion, how often
often does
does sexual
sexual assault
assault occur within
within the
the Band
Band compared
compared to
to other
other organizations
organizations at Ohio State?

!-lave you
Have
you ever
ever been
been asked
asked to
to swear
swear aa secrecy
secrecy oath
oath to
to conceal
conceal offensive,
offensive, embarrassing
embarrassing or sexually explicit Band traditions and
and
customs?
customs?
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Have you been assigned a nickname by Band members that is offensive, embarrassing or sexually explicit?
Have you ever
which you
you stripped
stripped off most of your
your clothing
clothing for
for the
the activity
activity (Le.,
(i.e., marching
marching
ever participated
participated in any Band-related activity in which
or wearing only underwear)?
naked or
Have you ever been asked
asked to participate
participate in
in any Band-related
Band-related activity
activity in
in which
which you
you were
were asked
asked to
to repeat
repeat offensive
offensive language
language that
that made
(e.g., repeatjokes
you uncomfortable (e.g.,
repeat jokes of a sexual nature, participate in songs containing
containing offensive or demeaning language)?
of the Band are
New members of
are asked
asked to perform
perform initiation
initiation activities
activities that
that require
require offensive,
offensive, embarrassing,
embarrassing, or
or sexually
sexually explicit
explicit behaviors.
behaviors.

Have you been provided or seen
seen written
written materials
materials circulated
circulated within
within the
the Band
Band that contain
contain disparaging
disparaging information
information about individual Band
Members?
Have you witnessed activities that involve offensive, embarrassing or sexually explicit behaviors?
Have you been exposed to any sexual harassment-specific training with the Band prior to this band year?
Have you been exposed to any sexual assault-specific training with
with the Band prior to this band
band year?
priorto
training with
Have you had any training
with the Band pertaining to alcohol abuse prior
to this band year?

materials about sexual harassment and violence?
Have you received reference materiaJs
Do
DO you understand the following:
between sexual
The difference between
sexual harassment and
and sexual
sexual assault

How to report sexual harassment (self or friend)
How to report sexual assault (self or friend)
How to avoid situations that might increase the risk of sexual assault
How 10
to obtain medical care
care following
following a sexual assault (self or friend)
counseling after sexual
How to obtain counseling
sexual harassment
harassment (self or friend)

How to obtain counseling
sexual assault (self or friend)
counseling after a sexual
responsibilities of law enforcement and criminal investigative agencies in response to
The general responsibilities
to sexual assault
beloW ifif someone were to report a sexual assault to a campus
campus authority:
indicate the degree of likeliness for each of the below
Please indicate
University would take the report seriously.
This University
University would keep
keep knowledge of a report of sexual assault limited to those
This University
those who need
need to know in order for the institution to
respond properly.
of sexual assault.
This University would support the person making a report of
Factors that may have led to sexual assault.
This University would take
take corrective action to address factors
action against a sexual assault offender,
offender.
This University would take corrective action
respond in accordance with each of the below?
What is the likelihood that you
you would respond

Get help and resources
resources for aa friend
friend who tells
tells you
you they have been sexually harassed
harassed or assaulted.
harassing or unwanted sexual behaviors.
Report students who engage in sexual harassing
you have that might help in a sexual harassment or sexual
Provide a Resident Assistant (RAJ
(RA) or other campus authority information you
assault case even if pressured
pressured by your peers to stay silent.

Confront other students who
who make
make inappropriate or negative sexual comments or gestures.
Allow personal loyalties
loyalties to
to affect reporting
reporting of sexual harassment or sexual assault.
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(Using a scale of how strongly band members agree or disagree)
Band Leaders prevent or stop sexually inappropriate behavior within the Band.
Males and females within the Band are treated equally and respectfully by Band Leaders.
Alumni influence promotes a positive Band culture.
The Band culture is heavily influenced by Band alumni.
Band Members who opt out of a tradition will receive negative treatment from other Band Members,
Some Band traditions are hidden so that activities are no longer witnessed by Band Leaders,
Some Band traditions are hidden so that activities are no longer witnessed by Band Leaders.
Since being involved with the Band, l have had a friend or acquaintance in the Band tell me that they were the victim of sexual
harassment or assault.
Do Band Members or Leaders who sexually harass or assault others in the Band get away with it?
Has anyone ever made unwelcome sexual advances toward you or unwelcome requests for sexual favors from you? (Check all that
apply)
Yes, within the Band
Yes, outside the Band but at Ohio State
Yes, outside the Band, not at Ohio State
▪

No

Has someone touched you sexually (e.g, kissing, touching, grabbing, fondling) with you without your consent? (Check all that apply)
•

Yes, within the Band

•

Yes, outside the Band but at Ohio State

•

Yes, outside the Band, not at Ohio State

•

No

Since 2049, has someone touched you sexually when you were unable to provide consent or stop what was happening because you
were passed out, drugged, drunk, incapacitated, or asleep?
What do you appreciate most about the culture of the Band?
What concerns you most about the culture of the Band?
What recommendations would you offer to strengthen and enhance the Band culture?

The assessment is described as completely voluntary, and would contribute to the task force's understanding of the bands culture.
Former and current band members have spoken out in favor of Waters, saying that the university overreacted to the concerns of a few,
and that Waters was working to correct some of the questionable, decades-old traditions.
The investigation report released by the university outlined numerous activities that related to the band's culture, including Midnight
Ramp, nicknames, Rookie Introductions, Rookie Midterms and Physical Challenges, Trip Tic, Songbook, and other misconduct and
conditions on buses,
Current and former band members have said the report is an exaggeration, and more than 13,400 supporters have signed an online
petition to have Waters reinstated,
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Transcript from WlVN
WTVN interview with Andrea Goldblum this morning

Transcript of
of Andrea Goldblum interview (podcast) with Joel Riley on WTVN 8/28/2014
JR: Now welcome to Andrea Goldblum Andrea is fonner
former Title nine coordinator for OSU
you worked for seven, eight months at the University.
University. Andrea, why did you leave the University?
AG: I actually worked for little over a year
year in that
that office.
office. And
And II left the
the University because
because of
of aa number
number of
reasons. One, I felt like I'd been treated
treated very
very badly.
badly. That I was discriminated against and I was not given the
support to do Title Nine work the way that it should have been. I was
was inhibited in many different ways.
JR: That seems almost so ironic, that you work in Title Nine and you were discriminated against.
AG: The irony has not escaped me a bit.
bit. I felt like at times I was treated like an upity woman.
woman. I think they had
issues with having a strong woman in that role.
JR: I would think that would be the exact person that you would want in that role. Someone who understands it
and fights for it.
it. So given that then your perspective
perspective on
on the
the University might
might be a little sour,
sour, that
that kind of
treatment, was that the way you feel
feel they treated Jon Waters too?
1:
4: I donrt
don't know
know ifthatrs
if that's how
how they
they treated
treated Jon
Jon Waters
Waters or
or not.
not. II think
think that
that Ohio State is under a great deal of
pressure right now. They are still under,
under, as far as I know, they are still under the federal investigation by the
of civil rights in the Department of Education.
office of
Education. That's been~
been, they've been trying to work to get that
resolved for a very long time_
time. I have not yet seen a resolution, so I think that they are under a great deal of
think: that there were issues with the band. I also think that had I been permitted to do my job
pressure. I do think
job
there would have been an opportunity for not only myself but many people who do good work around
the
aroWld
University to work with the band and to intervene and really make the band even better. But I was inhibited
from doing that.

JR: Do you feel like given that you felt like you could have been competent enough with the other good people
Ws almost like the University is on a witch hWlt?
there it's
hunt? They'll do whatever they have to do to get rid of Jon
Waters for some reason we don't know about?
AG: I think they faced being between a rock and a hard place. There's probably somebody who is either going
to sue or file another complaint. I don't know because I wasn't on the inside at that time with that second
investigation I was no longer there.
there. I think they had to do something, or otherwise they were going to get into
great trouble either for violating Title Nine themselves or being sued.
JR: Are you going to pursue court action as well? Is there going to be any lawsuit between you and the
University?
of attorneys. It is very expensive to sue. There's not a
AG: I've considered it, and I've consulted with a number of
, '',of
drag it out
out for years. I
of attorneys who will take it on contingency. The University
University,~ their strategy is to drag
there to
to know that that
that is an active strategy
" .irked
Ji-ked enough with legal affairs there
havenrt retained an attorney yet
You have to have a lot of
of money to
to compete with that. I am still considering, I haven't
because I'm still deciding.
1
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JR: II appreciate
SR:
appreciate your time
time and your perspective this morning.
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State University
University has
has
Ohio State
appointed two music professors as
as
the marching
marching
interim leaders of the
band.
Russel C.
C. Mikkelson,
Mikkelson, director
director of
university bands, and
and Scott
Scott A.
A
Jones, the associate director of
bands, will take charge of
university bands,
the band in an interim leadership
structure for the
the upcoming school
Ohio State
State leaders
leaders announced
announced
year, Ohio
moveputs
puts the
the band
band
yesterday. The move
under closer control
under
control of
of the
the College
of Arts and
and Sciences, through which
students in the band
band receive
receive course
credit.

veport-Madison
2,
» Hamilton

35

REQUEST TO BUY THIS PHOTO
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Russel C. Mikkdson,
Mikke!son, left,
left, and
and Scott
Scott A.
A.Jones
Jones

Full coverage: Ohio State Band
controversy

win be in charge of
of compliance, Title IX and
Mikkelson will
will have
have general
general oversight
oversight of the
the band,
band, while Jones
Jones will
student
conducted the
the band
band at
at aa performance
performance last
last month
month after the firing of director
student safety. Mikkelson
Mikkelson conducted
Jonathan
Jonathan Waters
Waters in
in the
the wake
wake of a two-month investigation into the band's culture.
`The
temporary leadership
leadership structure
structure will
willbest
bestsupport
supportour
ourstudents,
students, ensure
ensure the
the band's
band's tradition of
"The new temporary
excellence
continues and provide a seamless transition to a permanent band
excellence continues
band director,"
director," Mark Shanda,
Shanda. dean of
arts
Sciences, said
said in
in aa statement.
statement.
arts and
and humanities
hu manitiesin
inthe
theCollege
College of
of Arts and Sciences.
Ohio State
State also hired
hired Lisa Galvin as
Galvin
as aa new associate
associate director
director for the 2014-15 marching-band
marching-band season. Galvin
teacher and
and assistant
assistantdirector
directorof
ofbands
bandsatatHilliard
HilliardBradley
BradleyHigh
High School.
School. She also
recently retired
retired as a music teacher
helped arrange
arrange halftime
halftime shows
shows for the OSU band last year.

school board meeting

The two leaders under
under Waters will keep
keep their
their jobs
jobs under
under the interim
interim structure.
structure. Chris
Chris Hoch
Hoch will
will remain
associate director, and
be assistant
assistant director.
and Mike
Mike Smith will be

3'
» Whitehall counts on
grant
grant for North Hamilton's
spruce-up
spruce-up plan
plan

Galvin and
and Hoch will
will be
bein
incharge
chargeof
ofdrill
drilldesign.
design,music
musicrehearsal,
rehearsal,administration
administration and
and student
student staff
staff oversight.
Smith will supervise
supervise percussion,
percussion, rehearsal assistance and athletic band.
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>>
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3
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Patient
Patient Champions
Champions all
all have
a story
stOl:y to
to tell

"We
sldlls and
and commitment of the
the students
students who are participating
"We are thrilled with the deep musical skills
participating in
summer practices,"
practices." Richard Blatti,
Blatti. directOr"
summer
director of the School
School of
ofMusic,
Music,said
saidininaastatement.
statement.'Their
'Their talents ensure
that the
the marching
marching band
band will
will continue its unparalleled tradition
ofon-field excellence."
excellence.»
that
tradition of
Ohio State fired Waters on July 24 after
after the
the university
university found a "sexualized" culture in the band. Students in
the band
another nicknames
explicit and performed other
band gave one another
nicknames that
thatwere
were sometimes
sometimes sexually explicit
inappropriate pranks and traditions,
traditions, the
theinquiry
inquiryfound.
found. There
Therewas
was also
also aa case
case of
of sexual assault in the
of sexual harassment
marching band last year and aa report
report of
harassment in the athletic band.
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